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FOREWORD

By Sir Ellis Minns, Litt.D., F.B.A.

If it is speech that marks man off from the beast, and the great

discoveries of the use of tools, the use of fire, taming animals, tilling

the ground, working metals are long strides in his progress, the invention

of writing and its improvement into a practical system may fairly

be taken as the step leading directly to full civilization.

It is true that one or two recent writers have cried down writing

as the instrument by which cliques of priests and rulers enslaved the

far more useful handworkers. But without writing these authors could

not have brought this injustice to our attention, and it is no doubt by
writing that they will set it straight.

Be this as it may, the history of writing makes an attractive story;

I have felt the attraction ever since as a schoolboy I read Isaac Taylor’s

Alphabet, and for more than twenty years I have yearly lectured on

the subject. It is difficult to exaggerate how much it has grown since

his time, many new scripts have been discovered, to several of them
the key had to be found, to a few it is still missing. Some ten years ago

Dr. Diringer’s great Italian work UAlfabeto nella Storia della Civilta,

for me superseded all former sources. Xow I welcome the same store

of learning duly increased and recast in an English form.

The whole matter has a special interest as affording the best opportunity

for studving the phenomena of diffusion and of independent invention

and of the mixed process which has been called '‘idea diffusion,” the

stimulus to invention afforded by the knowledge that a problem has

been solved, though its particular solution mav not be known, or may
not be acceptable. By its \ery nature writing keeps a record of its own
development. Our author proves with a new completeness the astonishing

fact that almost certainly ever\’ alphabetic writing of any importance

derives from one source, and the obscure scripts were devised by men
who were aware of the existence of perfected alphabets. This is a

fascinating result; it is so rare in life that so sweeping a generalization

is tenable.

Though he calls his book The Alphabet, our author deals first with

non-alphabetic writings, the great systems of Eg\'pt, Alesopotamia,

China and Central America, and the various ideographic odds and ends.

XI



XII FOREWORD

These are all separate inventions, great inventions no doubt, but not

so great as to be unique. It is very interesting to note how close to each

other were the mental processes by which the three great systems were

built up.

Then he clears the syllabaries out of the way, poor half and half things

derived from more complicated scripts without reaching true simplicity.

Finally he attacks the thorny problem of the real alphabet. He bids

us give up our hope that the key is in the Sinaitic script, but will not

say more than that alphabet-making was in the air in Syria during the

first half of the second millennium b.c. We must commend his self-

restraint in not leading us beyond the edge of solid ground.

The writings of Asia, either ideographic or alphabetic, amount to

about a hundred, another hundred fills the Indian world and its derivatives.

No one has explored this last labyrinth as deeply as our author—I am
not sure that many would wish to do so.

The climax is the story of the Greek alphabet and its descendants,

some fifty scripts, the part of the tale which comes nearest to us. But

it has its surprises, we have to accept that our Latin alphabet would

'not be what it is if it had been derived directly from western Greek:

to those like me who dislike the Etruscans, it is a grief that we should

have got our alphabet through them; for myself I think it would have

been better without their share in it. To the Etruscans also, through

small neighbouring peoples, it seems that w^e northern Teutons owed
our runic writing: for many years scholars derived it alternately from
Greek and from Latin—now the strife is over and we can happily credit

the Raetians or some such tribe w ith teaching our ancestors to wxite.

Here is the stor\^ duly enlightened by a great series of illustrations.

We ow^e much to the publishers for their liberality in this respect. Taylor

had to manage w ith some hundred pictures, they have allowed us generous

measure, nearly one thousand illustrations grouped in over two hundred
and fifty “figures.” These enable us to follow the fascinating story in all

its ramifications as set out so clearly and diligently by our author. At
last we have in English a w’orthy successor to Isaac Tavlor.



PREFACE

The purpose of this book is to provide an introduction to the fascinating

subject of the history of the alphabet. In the First Part I shall try to give

a historical sketch of the development of the non-alphabetic scripts,

although the present book will deal more particularly with the origins

and development of the alphabet, to which the Second Part is dedicated.

The main problems of the primitive means of communicating ideas,

of the origins and the beginnings of writing, together with a more detailed

study of the non-alphabetic scripts and the development of handwriting,

must be left to my next book on writing as a whole.

Even so, a book on the development of the alphabet of the narrow

dimensions dictated by publishing difficulties can achieve its goal only

if the reader is prepared to accept various limitations. For instance, he

must not expect to find a complete bibliography: had this been attempted,

the space available would have been filled with nothing but the names
of authors and titles of books. Those who wish to pursue the study further

are referred to the bibliographical works cited in my book UAlfabeto
nella Storia della Civiltdy Florence, Barbera, 1937. Specific references

have generally been omitted for the sake of brevity and clearness and in

the interest of the general reader; but it must not be supposed that the

debt of this book to previous scholars is ignored.

It is not possible to deal in detail with all the alphabets of all the

modern nations of the world. I shall, instead, devote more space

to less-known problems, to those which present more interest from the

standpoint of the histor\^ of writing, to the origins of some single scripts,

to the connection between the various systems, and so forth. Some
chapters may, in consequence, seem disproportionate in comparison with
others, since unanimity cannot be achieved on matters of treatment;
questions which seem most important to one person, may appear
unimportant to others. I shall do my best to simplify as far as possible

the more intricate problems by presenting my conclusions and by
indicating whenever practicable the basic proofs out of which my
conclusions grew. If the general reader will exercise the necessary^ patience,

he will be able to survey the main documentaiy^ evidence revealing the

13
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development of writing, particularly of the alphabetic scripts used in the

past or in the present day. At the same time, the general sketch of the

subject, the facts presented and much of the interpretation put upon them

will, I hope, appeal to students of writing whose presuppositions differ

from mine, and to all scholars who are specialists in the individual fields

here examined, but not in the subject as a whole. For obvious reasons,

no attempt has been made to give an exhaustive account of all the pertinent

material, and documentation has been restricted to a minimum. Doubtful

material has been eliminated as far as possible, and nothing has been

included which is not strictly verifiable from different sources. Speculation

has been omitted except in some special cases.

On the whole, I have attempted to treat the history of writing on the

same lines as other types of histor}% but those sections in which too little

is known, are presented as a series of unembellished facts. In some

instances, in view of the dearth of original documentar}^ sources, I have

not felt disposed to indulge in speculation.

A work of this kind cannot possibly be carried out without troubling

many people, and I am therefore glad to acknowledge my gratitude to

all those who have helped and supported me. Dr. L. D. Barnett, Air.

R. D. Barnett, Dr. E. Cerulli, Aliss H. Herne, Air. G. F. Hudson, Aliss

Evelyn Jamison, Air. A. Alaster, Dr. AI. A. Alurray, Airs. Hilda Splitter,

Airs. Beauchamp Tufnell, Aliss Olga Tufnell and Airs. K. P. K. Whitaker

(Aliss Lai Po Kan) have read parts of my text in typescript and have

made valuable criticisms and suggestions in detail. To all these scholars

I am greatly indebted.

Furthermore, I tender my sincere gratitude to Sir Ellis H. Alinns

for his interest and help, not only in reading the proofs of the book

at an early stage, but also for contributing much of his vast knowledge

and experience.

Aly thanks must also be expressed to the Society for the Protection

of Science and Learning, to the Wellcome-AIarston Archaeological

Research Expedition to the Near East, to the Institute of Archaeology,

University of London, and to the London School of Oriental and African

Studies, who have helped me in one way or another.

It is my pleasant duty to express my deep gratitude to the Scientific

and Technical Department of Hutchinson and Company, and especially

to Air. W. H. Johnson for his unremitting care and attention to the host

of technical problems which have arisen in the production of this book.
Finally, in view of the special technical difficulties involved, due

acknowledgment must be made of the skill and care of the printers,

whose interest went beyond their usual function, and the result of their

expert and patient counsel appears on ever\^ page.

As far as possible I have omitted the diacritical marks which have been
devised by modern philologists for use in transcribing various alphabets
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into Roman script. These marks, which serve to indicate the precise

value and pronunciation of certain symbols, consist of points, dashes,

circumflex accents, and so forth, added for instance to the letters g, h, s, ty

etc., and so forming the special signs, g, /z, s, t, and many others.

These diacritical marks are indispensable in learned and technical

works, but they would only confuse the general reader, more especially

since the phonetic values represented by them are not constant; for

instance the value of the Semitic s is quite different from that of the

Indian s\ and the same is true of other letters and sounds in various

languages.

In the spelling and transliteration of Eg}^ptian, Semitic, Indian,

Chinese, Greek and other words, especially place-names and proper

names, the practice commonly adopted has in general been followed,

but here and there consistency has been abandoned in order to present

to the reader familiar names in their familiar forms. Some spellings are,

for purposes of economy, simplified in cases where no confusion will result.

On the whole, inconsistencies in a composite work like this are unavoid-

able, and the general reader should understand that a quite satisfactory

solution of the problem of transliteration has not been found. Indeed,

I have to admit that after trydng hard at an early stage to arrive at some
consistency, I had to abandon the attempt as hopeless, and welter in the

prevailing chaos ; in some cases divergent transliterations still cause

difficulties, but it is reasonable to assume that general readers are indiffer-

ent to what experts know, while experts do not always agree as to the precise

spelling. Besides, some scientific transliterations are as formidable-looking

as Chinese or hieroglyphs.

On the whole, the consonants are transliterated according to the

English sounds, while for the vowels I use the system, generally adopted,

of transliteration according to the Italian phonetic values, corresponding

roughly to the following sounds: a as in “fother,’' e as in “b^ll,’’ i as in

“f/eld,’’ o as in “order,” ii as in “n/de”; the letter y is employed with the

same phonetic value as in English,

It will be found that some practices, e,g, “idea-diffusion,” are not

infrequently referred to in different sections of the book. Indeed, instead

of any attempt to give, as it were, definite description of these practices,

it has seemed better, at the cost of repetition, to give a separate description

for each case, even at some sacrifice of strict uniformitv.

Smaller type has been used for certain sections of the book, which
contain either introductory and explanatory matter or bibliography.
These are intended respectively for two different types of readers, since

the manual has been planned to serve a twofold purpose. The general

reader will, it is hoped, welcome the information supplied by the notes

on the history’ of some little-known peoples and on the linguistic and
ethnic problems presented by others. The student, on the contrary,
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who may use the book as an approach to the study of individual scripts

and alphabets, will undoubtedly find in the bibliographies a valuable

aid to further study. Of these, the general bibliography will be found at

the end of the volume, and the bibliographies dealing with particular

subjects at the end of the relevant chapters or of the paragraphs in which

the script in question is discussed.

London, July^ 1947. D. D.

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

In presenting the second edition of this book, only a few months after the

first issue, I wish to express my thanks to the public for so unexpected a

favour. The Alphabet, a Key to the History of Mankind, has proved by its

popularity the need for such a work. At the same time, I desire to record

my obligations to those scholars who, with their favourable reviews of my
book, drew the attention of the public to this much neglected old-new

subject.

The opportunity has been taken to correct a few errors and to expand

some of the bibliographies, and I must express my thanks to various

scholars, known and unknown to me, who have pointed out possible

improvements; especially I am indebted to IVIrs. Beauchamp Tufnell and
Miss Olga Tufnell, to \lrs. Hilda Splitter, to Professors G. R, Driver.

S. H. Hooke and D. Winton Thomas, and to ]Mr. R. D. Barnett.

If, despite the care taken, any errors have still crept in, letters from
readers drawing attention to them will be greatly appreciated. Indeed, a

student of scripts from all periods and from the whole world must, unless

he is a monster of omniscience, deal with many matters of which he has

no firsthand knowledge. That he has been guilty of errors and omissions

in some of these, he will learn soon after publication, sometimes with
gratitude, sometimes otherwise. I should like, however, to assure my
readers that no suggestion will be considered as unwelcome and will be
reckoned with in the next revision for a new edition.

Cambridge, October, 1948. D. D.



INTRODUCTION

Study of History of Writing
H o w many people try to realize what writing has meant to mankind?
How could there be accumulation of wisdom without its being recorded
in written characters? /If culture is,^ as many scholars think, /‘a com-
municable intelligence,” and if writing is, as it is, one of the most important
means of communication—the only one indeed which can defy time and
space—it is not an exaggeration to say that writing is the main currency
of man’s civilization. \ Wherever there has been civilization there have
been writing and reading, in the remote past as in the present day..Written
language has become the vehicle of civilization, and so of learning and
education. Writing is thus one of the main aspects of culture which clearly

distinguish mankind from the animal world.

The first and perhaps the most obvious consideration is that the

introduction of the art of writing gives permanence to man’s knowledge.
Without letters, there can be no knowledge of much importance. The
evidences for studying the earlier ethical development of ancient

civilization are ver\^ scanty, and always indirect, until we reacb. the

introduction of writing and\the production of written sources. »The study
of the histor}^ of writing should, therefore, be considered as one of the

more important, perhaps the most important, of the departments of

historical science, and as a clue to the stor\^ of human intellectual progress./

No wonder that in the past writing was held in much esteem. The
ancient Egyptians attributed the creation of writing either to Thoth,
the god who invented nearly all the cultural elements, or to Isis. The
Babylonian god of writing, Nebo, Marduk’s son, was also the god of
man’s destiny. An ancient Jewish tradition considered Moses as the
inventor of the script. Greek myths attributed writing to Hermes or
to other gods. The ancient Chinese, Indians and many other peoples
also believed in the divine origin of the script. Writing had always an
enormous importance in learning and a magic power over the unlearned
people, in such a way that even to-day “illiterate” is almost svnonvmous
with “ignorant.”

Nowadays, however, astonishing as it may sound, the history of
writing is the true Cinderella with learned men and the layman alike.

No such subject is taught either in the Universities or in the secondary
or primary' schools; no important museum has thought it necessary to

17
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offer to the public a comprehensive exhibition of the story of writing.

Although thousands of articles on matters forming part of our subjects

have appeared in hundreds of anthropological, archaeological, philological

and other learned periodicals, published in every civilized country of

all the live continents, and in the transactions of various learned societies,

learned books dealing with this subject as a whole are very few and

mainly out of date or incomplete.

In particular, no serious attempts have been made to collect and present

within reasonable compass for popular consumption the vast amount of

matter relating to the history of writing. The author does not claim to

have done this, and he hopes that this book will not be considered as

an exhibition of that type of scholarship which wishes to be regarded

as omniscient and encyclopaedic. There cannot, obviously, be much
originality in a book of this kind unless it is in the way in which things

which belong together are brought together and their relationships and

outside influences are classified; it is an effort to put the whole matter,

as far as possible, in its true light. Indeed, the limited number of books

dealing with the whole subject in contrast to the infinite number of articles

treating of some detailed question within it, scattered over an infinite

number of journals, can be explained, partly at least, by the difficulties

involved in the investigation of this enormous field of human knowledge,

the history of writing. As a matter of fact, the subject demands a new
type of historian, a historian who is alike anthropologist, ethnologist,

psychologist, philologist, classical scholar, archaeologist, palaeographer,

orientalist, egyptologist, americanist, etc.

Although, as already mentioned, the history^ of writing does not

constitute a subject of teaching in a University or any other school, it

forms the main basis for two important branches of study:

(1) Epigraphy (with its sub-divisions, such as Greek epigraphy, Latin

epigraphy, Hebrew epigraphy, and so forth), that is the science which

deals mainly with ancient inscriptions, including their study, decipherment

and interpretation, i.e,, the records cut, engraved, or moulded on hard

material, such as stone, metal or clay.

(2) Palceography (with parallel subdivisions, that is Greek palaeo-

graphy, Latin palaeography, Hebrew palaeography, etc.), which treats

mainly of the writing—including study, decipherment and interpretation

of the texts—that is painted or traced with ink or colour, with a stylus,

brush, reed or pen, on soft materials, such as paper, parchment, papyrus,
linen or wax. The study of palaeography is of the greatest practical

importance to textual criticism, to classical phiIolog\% to ancient and
mediaeval histor\% and to other branches of historical science, whereas
the study of epigraphy has revolutionized our whole knowledge of the

ancient world. Thanks to epigraphy, the last centuiy' has witnessed
the rediscover}^ and reconstruction of entire civilizations, each of them
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beginning in a high antiquity, and each presenting a highly organized

society.

Certain branches of the historv" of writing form part of other depart-

ments of learning
;
for instance, hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic writing

are comprehended in egyptology, cuneiform writing in assyriology;

the writing of primitive peoples is dealt with by anthropologists or

nethologists, Chinese writing by sinologists, the Arabic scripts by arabists;

the development of Indian writing forms part of Indian epigraphy

and palaeography. Philologists and glottologists—students of the science

of languages—deal also with the development of writing in connection

with the language or languages with which they are concerned. On the

other hand, graphology, “the science of writing,'’ is more concerned

with the psychological and biological points of view than with the history

of writing. See A. O. Mendel, Personality in Handuriting, New York 1947.

The cultured man is also sometimes interested in one or another

branch of the history of writing. Egyptologv and assyriology, including

the study of hieroglyphic, hieratic, demotic and cuneiform writings,

had their “good times” in certain periods of the last century; hittitology,

that is the branch of learning concerned with the Hittites (the ancient

inhabitants of Asia ]\Iinor and northern Syria) and their scripts, was in

great consideration at the end of the last century and in the first decades

of the present; alphabetologv, the new department which deals with the

intricate problems of the origin of the alphabet, had a brief enjoyment

of “good time” quite recently in the U.S.A.

Writing and Early Civilization

Unquestionably, while man’s creative and destructive powers have

been developing for an incalculable number of years, the intellectual

progress of mankind developed only at a very late stage; only yesterday,

a few thousands years ago, can it be said that the spiritual human advance

began. It is very important from the point of view of the histor}" of writing,

to stress the significance of this fact. It is, for instance, the best argument
against the picturesque theories about lost continents such as “Atlantis”

or “Lemuria,” since there is no doubt that during the whole histor\" of

civilization, the lay-out of the principal land-masses has not much changed.
In consequence, it seems probable that the various peoples and tribes

on the various continents or blocks of continents developed their early

civilizations, including writing, more or less independently.

In the growth of the spiritual human advance, that is of civilization,

the origin and the development of writing hold a place of supreme
importance, second only to that of the beginnings of speech, as an essential

means of communication within human society. Writing, an art peculiar

to man, even more than speech, presupposes language, of which it is in
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some sense a refinement. From the point of view of invention, the

importance of writing is paramount even in comparison with language,

this being not a creation of man, as writing is, but a natural distinction

of mankind. Mankind lived for an enormous period without writing,

and there is no doubt that it was preceded by articulate speech.

For many thousands of years, languages have been developing,

changing and disappearing throughout all the continents without leaving

any trace, because the people who spoke them disappeared and there was

no method of recording them for future generations.

Writing is the graphic counterpart of speech. Each element, symbol,

letter, “hieroglyph,” written word, in the system of writing corresponds

to a specific element, sound or group of sounds, such as syllable or spoken

word, in the primary system. Writing is thus the natural method, or rather

the most important of natural methods of transferring speech, that is of

communicating ideas between those who are debarred by distance of

time or space or by other causes, from intercourse by means of speech.

Other, less important methods are, for instance, the different gesture-

languages such as those of the deaf-mutes, and those used at sea or in

the mountains. In other words, writing reproduces sounds, which come

from the mouth, or unspoken thoughts, which come from the brain, by

permanent visual symbols on paper, stone, metal, wood, leather, linen,

or some other material.

Not only has the intellectual progress of man been very recent in

comparison with man's material power; written records have been very

recent in man's cultural history. However, prehistoric cave wall-paintings

and car\dng on small objects can be traced in part to the Upper

Palaeolithic period; circles and other symbols, full of variety and dis-

tinction, are also found in use in prehistoric ages as property marks

or for similar purposes, but we can hardly see any connection in either

of these instances with the known ancient systems of writing, although

they may eventually be regarded as preliminar}^ devices produced by the

urge to record events or ideas. As a matter of fact, when one is faced with

phenomena of vast significance, such as the creation of a system of writing,

the inquiry into the first causes is extraordinarily difficult, just as it is in

the case of a war or revolution. Even in recent cases it is veiy^ difficult,

sometimes, to give an exact date to the origins of these events; in tracing

them back through the past, one runs the risk of reaching back to verv^

distant times, since cause and effect condition each other and follow each

other in turn. To avoid this, a starting point must be chosen, a birth

certificate, so to speak; anyone wishing to study the history^ of writing,

must take as the starting point the earliest known ancient systems of writing,

and particularly the cuneiform and hieroglyphic systems. Indeed, there

is no evidence to prove that any complete system of writing was employed
before the middle of the fourth millennium B.c.
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Various Stages of Writing

The alphabet is the basis of modern civilized writing, but it has not

always been so and the purpose of this book is to trace how alphabets

came into being and attained their position as a fundamental in the

communication of ideas and the dissemination of knowledge. Much of

this history is controversial and it would be begging the question to refer

to it as evolution. The struggle for life is the main condition of existence

for a script as for other things. The best fitted resists and survives, although

sometimes the surrounding circumstances may bear a greater influence

on the survival of a script than its merits as a system of writing.

If writing be taken for the moment in its broadest possible sense

to mean the conveyance of ideas or sounds by marks on a suitable medium
which may range from stone and wood to clay and paper, writing may be

classified according to its nature and to certain recognized terms. These

terms indicate types of writing and stages of development, but they are

not necessarily chronological. It is a fact that the crudest forms of writing,

both ancient and modern, are non-alphabetical, but these non-alphabetic

systems of writing are not always earlier in time than the forms of alphabetic

scripts. It would appear that various kinds of writing sometimes develop

contemporaneously in different or even in the same parts of the world.

Some of the crudest forms of writing are in use to this day and indeed

have come into use long after alphabets were firmly established and

widely used. The distinction of these various stages of writing is not

always clear or certain.

Embryo-Writing

Man has used all sorts of methods and devices for transmission of

thought: images, symbols or arbitrary^ signs. Rude systems of conveying

ideas are found evervwhere, in use, in survival, or in tradition; many
more have totally disappeared in course of time. Combinations of material

objects and conventional symbols are frequently met. The symbolical

objects are carved, engraved, drawn or painted; so are the symbolical

or conventional signs like marks, strokes, circles or lines. In these various

primitive devices, whether ancient or modern, we have not really to do

with conscious writing.

Iconography and ""Sympathetic Magic''—Rock pictures

Man began his writing with picture-writing, just as the child likes

to begin, but the first attempts to express ideas graphically or rather

pictorially, were undifferentiated; they could belong to the history of

art or to the history of magic or to the historv' of writing. Indeed, when
ancient man first essayed to scratch, draw or paint schematic figures of

animals, geometric patterns, crude pictures of objects, on cave walls in
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the Upper Palaeolithic period, belonging perhaps to 20000 or 10000 BX.,

he did it probably for purposes of ‘'sympathetic magic” or for ritual

practices, and not because of the urge to record important events or to

communicate ideas. The same may perhaps be said of the numerous river

i® i

Fig. I—Azilian signan\

Coloured pebbles from Mas d'Azil, Anege, Southern France. The signs have
not yet been explained

pebbles of the Azilian culture (middle-stone age), painted with peroxide

or iron, with dots and lines (Fig. i), and of the various geometric signs

or conventionalized figures of men, painted or engraved on stones, termed

“petroglyphs,” of megalithic tombs (neolithic age), and the like, found
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in various iMedlterranean or other countries (Fig. 2-6). It is extremely

interesting to compare the aforementioned symbols of the Azilian

pebbles (Fig. i) with the symbols of the Australian stone churingas

of modern times.

The Old Stone Age paintings of Spain are mainly hidden in subterranean

caves; in northern Europe and in North Africa, they have survived on the surface

of the ground. Rock walls in the Atlas region and in various parts of the Sahara
are adorned with rock pictures, which are either engravings (mainly in the Atlas

region) or paintings (mainly in the central Saharan area). The style of the latter

Prehistoric conventionalized figures, geometric signs, and so forth, painted or
engraved on stone, from Spain (i and 2), Portugal (3), and Italy (4)

is naturalistic, animated, whereas the former contain in part conventionalized
designs, crude animal outlines, and purely geometric symbols.

Scattered all over South Africa, caves and rock-shelters have been found, in

which a great number of paintings are still visible. The variety of subjects are

immense, including animals of all sorts and human figures in various attitudes

and actions. Most interesting are a few symbols found occasionally among paintings,

which have never been explained; they occur also among the stone engravings
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which are numerous in the lower valleys of the Vaal and Orange Rivers. The
South African paintings are probably the work of the ancestors of the present

Bushmen, and are therefore called “Bushman art.’’

In Siberia, rock pictures are comparatively common; they are sometimes

engravings or chippings, and sometimes paintings. Many rock pictures have been

found in India; they contain figures of men and animals, or geometric designs of

Fig. 3

I, Prehistoric geometric signs from Palestine. 2, Prehistoric conventionalized figure and

geometric symbols from Bybios (Syria)

uncertain significance. In Australia (Fig. 6, 4), there are rock paintings belonging

to various periods. “Those in the rock shelters of the western part of North

Kimberley are still the objects of religious practice among the natives” (L. Adam).

In the vast area of Polynesia, Melanesia, and Micronesia, “rock drawings,

engravings and paintings are a universal feature” (L. Adam). Interesting are the

Papuan pictograms published in the “Journal of the Roy. Axthrop. Institute of
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I, Prehistoric geometric marks on masonry and pottery from Crete. 2, Prehistoric ivor>'

labels with “numencai”(?) indications ; and 3, Prehistoric geometric signs on potteiy* from
Egypt. 4, Prehistoric conventionalized figures from North African rock paintings

Great Britain and Ireland,” 1936. Fig. 5 and 6 show conventionalized figures

of men, animals, animated objects and geometrical symbols from rock pictures

of various American countries.

Ever>' year new discoveries are reported. A number of primitive drawings
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were found in caves in Uzbekistan (U.S.S.R.) in the summer months of 1945.

^‘In April, 1946, an expedition led by Professor A. P. Potselugevsky, a linguist,

discovered very ancient cave paintings in the Kara Kalin region of Turkmenia**

(L Borozdin). For Central Asia and Siberia see^ for instance, A, N. Tallgren,

Inner Asiatic and Siberian Rock Pictures, “Eurasia,” etc., 1933.

The ideas of writing and drawing were identical in prehistoric

Egypt and in early Greece, as it is shown by the Egyptian word s-sh

and by the Greek graphetn, which mean both “writing’* and “drawing,”

The word graphein gave us the main component of many words connected

with writing, such as pictography, calligraphy, stenography, iconography,

and so forth.

Iconography (the first component of this term, through the Latinized

form, derives from Greek eikon, “image”) is the most primitive stage of

I 3

Fig. 5

Conventionalized figures of men and animals, animated objects, geometrical

symbols, and so forth, from the U.S.A., especially California (i), Arizona (2),

and Bahamas (3)

representing thought. As the French scholar Alaurice Dunand points

out, iconography suggests a static impression, and not definite ideas

following each other. The order of the representations is not that of the

words in a discourse; all the articulations giving detailed information

are wanting, and the contents are generally ambiguous. Iconography is

generally used for the arrangement of pictures representing familiar

subjects.
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Mnemonic Devices

One of the commonest devices to recall to mind something to be done,

is to tie a knot in a handkerchief; the simplest application of knots as

a mnemonic device or memory-aid, is in keeping a record of numbers,

a historical example is related by Herodotus, iv, Catholic rosary

is a similar mnemonic device.

The knot-device is the basis of the famous PeruAian quiptis, quipos

or kipus, consisting generally of a number of threads or cords of different

length, thickness and colour, generally of twisted wool, hanging from

a top-band or cross-bar (Fig. 7, i). They were generally employed for

Fig. 6

Petrographs from California (i and 2), Brazil (3) and Australia (4)

purposes of enumeration, but in some cases historical events or edicts

could be conveyed through these means. Some other ancient peoples

(in China and Tibet) and some primitive tribes of the present day, such

as the Li of Hainan, the Sonthals of Bengal, some tribes of the Japanese

Riukiu Islands (Fig. 7, 2), of the Polynesian islands, of central and western

Africa, of California and southern Peru, have also employed knotted cords

and similar mnemonic devices. In the Solomon Islands, in the Carolines,

in the Pelew and the Alarquesan islands, strings with knots and loops

are still used for the exchange of news.

The Makonde people, an important tribe of Tanganyika Territory, also

employed, or still employ, the knotted string for reckoning of time and events.

Fig. 7, 5 represents a piece of bark-string about a foot long, with eleven knots

at regular intervals; it was intended to serve as a kind of calendar. The Makonde
author of this document, if we can call it thus, was going on an eleven days’ journey;
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he left this string to his wife, saying: “This knot”—touching the first—-“is to-day,

when I am starting; to-morrow”—touching the second knot—“I shall be on
the road, and I shall be walking the whole of the second and third day, but here”^—

-

seizing the fifth knot
—

“I shall reach the end of my journey. I shall stay there

the sixth day, and start for home on the seventh. Do not forget, wife, to undo
a knot everv" day, and on the tenth you will have to cook food for me; for, see,

this is the eleventh day when I shall come back” (Weule).

The notched stick was employed as an aid in conveying messages

(Fig. 7, 3-4, 6-8). It was notched in the presence of the messenger to whom
the significance of each notch was verbally emphasized. This mnemonic

Fig. 7
I, Peruvian quipti. 2, Knot-record from Riukiu Islands. 3, Notched stick from Laos
I Indo-Chinaj. 4, “Geographical map” from Greenland. 5, Makonde knot-record
(Tanganyika Territon*)- ^- 7 ,

Notched sticks from North America. S, Australian

notched sticks.

device was employed not only by some primitive peoples of Australia

North America. West Africa, China, Mongolia and S.E. Asia, bu’
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also in ancient Scandinavia; some old usages in England (“tally-sticks’’),

Italy and Russia were also based on similar devices. As a matter of fact

tallies mainly express numbers, but in many instances they also were,

and are still, used as memory-aid. The Ainus of the Far East were said

to employ both notches on sticks and knotted cords. Sticks and nets

were used to aid the memory in the Fiji Islands as well as among the

native Pinyas of Australia. The Indo-Chinese Khas still keep their accounts

or send their messages by means of small pieces of bamboo, marked
with notches, which are made at closer or longer intervals, according

to the signification that has been arranged. The Rev. J. H. Weeks, a

missionary of the Baptist Missionar}^ Society, refers of the Bangala of

the Upper Congo River, that they often used knots in counting and keeping

accounts, and also notches cut in sticks. Sometimes a piece of twine

was knotted and preserved, and sometimes only the fringe of the cloth.

Notches were sometimes cut on a small stick and sometimes on the post

of the house. The months that one worked would be cut on a stick, but

a notch would be made on a house post for every elephant and

hippopotamus killed. Very often theywould put a secret mark of ownership

on an article, but this was generally a simple notch in a certain place

known only to the owner.

An interesting symbolic device was the wampum of the North

American Iroquois
;
it was a sort of broad belt formed of strings of shells

or beads arranged in patterns according to the stor\" to be recorded

(Fig. 8). Worn sometimes as an ornament or girdle, it was also used as

money.

Fig. 8—The famous Pennwampum of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Calumet^ the reed “peace-pipe” of some North American Indians

may also be mentioned: Calumet (from Latin calarnellus or calamettus,

diminutive of calamus) is a sacred decorated reed tobacco pipe used as

symbol of peace or war; to accept it when oflFered is to accept friendship,

to reject it is to accept war.

“In the year 1852 a message reached the President of the United States in

the form of a diplomatic packet, presented with the customary peace pipe, by
a delegation of the Pueblos of New Mexico, offering him friendship and negotiation;

and opening symbolically a road from the Moqui country to Washington.

The objects on the packet refresh the memory of the interpreter, who remarks:
‘These two figures represent the Moqui people and the President; the cord
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is the road which separates them; the feather tied to the cord is the meeting
point; that part of the cord which is white signifies the distance betw'een the

Moqui and the place of meeting; and that part which is stained is the distance

between the President and the same point. Your Excellency will perceive that

the distance between the Moqui and the place of meeting is short, while the

other is very long.’ (The group of feathers between the white and coloured cords
s^Tubolizes the geographical position of the Navajos with respect to Washington.)”
(T. Thompson, The A B C 0/ our Alphabet^ London and Xew York, 1945.)

Alention may, finally, be made of other devices for recording or

distinction, the trade marks, used since ancient times, the heraldic signs,

including coat-armour, pennons and other devices of distinction, tattooing

and similar distinctive marks, such as xhtwiisims or cattle-marks and brands

of Arab tribes east of Damascus, the tamgas or symbolical marks or seals

of the early Turks and allied peoples, and so forth.

Ancient property marks have been found on ancient potter}^ or

masonry in Palestine (Fig. 3, i), Crete (Fig. 4, i), Egypt (Fig. 4, 3),

Cyprus, and in other Mediterranean countries; at Tordos, in Transylvania,

etc. Interesting are the so-called Boemarken of the inhabitants of the

German-Frisian island of Foehr, in the North Sea; each house had
its own symbol, which in some instances represented the trade of the

owner. Property marks have been found amongst the Lapps in Sweden,

the Votiaks, a Finnish people of north-eastern Russia, the Cherkessians,

the Kadiueo of South America, the Ainus of Yezo Island, on the Aloresby

archipelago, in Australia, amongst the Masai of eastern Africa, amongst
various peoples of central Africa, and so forth.

Symbolic Means of Communication

Some other devices may be considered as preliminary" stages of writing

;

for instance, some sorts of codes of tokens for sending messages are found
among various primitive peoples. Such are the symbolical epistles aroko,

“to convey news,” of the Jebu or Yebu and other tribes in Nigeria,

western Africa (Fig. 9); the Lu-tze, on the Tibeto-Chinese frontier,

used similar means for sending messages: a piece of chicken liver, three

pieces of chicken fat, and a chili, wrapped in red paper, indicated “prepare

to fight at once.”

Also the ndajigas and bolongas of the Bangala people of the Upper
Congo River should be mentioned. When a message of any importance
was sent, the sender would give the messenger a piece of plantain leaf

having the mid-rib of the leaf about six inches long, and four flaps or

wings to it, two on each side. This the messenger would carry and deliver

with the message. With less important messages, tokens were sent such
as the sender’s knife, or pipe, or spear, but these were returned by the

messenger. Ordinary" messages were sent without any tokens. A token

—

generally- of no intrinsic value—was given by- a debtor to a creditor on

contraction of a debt.
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Mention may be made of the devices used by Samoyedes (Fig. lo, 3),

or in primitive trade exchanges of North American Indians, in Sumatra,

ft

Fig. 9—Aroko or symbolic epistles ot the Yoruba people

1, Two cowries, strung back to back (message of reproof for non-payment of debt).

2, Two cowries, face to face, followed by one above, facing upwards (message from a

creditor to a bad debtor). 3, Four cowries, in pairs, face to face (message of good will

from a native to his brother abroad, asking for a personal interview). 4, Six cowries,
face to face (message from a general of the Jebu force to a native prince abroad). 5, Letter
from a native prince of the Jebu Ode, to one of his cousins abroad. 7, Message from the
king Awnjale, to his nephew abroad. 8, Message of peace and good news from the king of
Jebu to the king of Lagos, after his restoration to the throne, on the 28th December, 1851.
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and so on; and of the magic religious mnemonic ceremonies of some

primitive peoples of central and eastern Africa, Malacca (Fig. 10, 1-2), and

elsewhere. The Kakhyens, on the south-eastern borders of Tibet, hang

on strings, stretching across the pathway to their villages, small stars of

split rattan and other emblems. To this category belong also the throwing

divinatory bones, still practised by many African tribes. Families or

Alagical drawing against stings (i), and
a rain-charm (2) of the Semang people

(East Malacca). 3, Samoyed ‘"document”
representing a requisition of property

IM^lLAL ^

3

individuals appear to have sets of from four to sixteen “bones,” on which

they carve various designs, and throw them when they are in difficulty,

or possibly to play games of chance.

All these primitive devices can be mentioned only in a book such

as this chiefly devoted to the history of the alphabet, but the author hopes,

as already mentioned, to deal with them more extensively in a further

work which will treat of writing as a whole with an examination also

of its origins.

He H: ^ 4: 4:

The main classes of true writing are the following:

Pictography ot Pictiire-uriting

This is the most primitive stage of true writing. A picture or sketch

represents the thing shown; thus a circle might represent the sun, a

sketch of an animal would represent the animal shown, a sketch of a

man would indicate a man. Straight narrative can be thus recorded in

a sequence of pictures, drawings or symbols, which yield their meaning
to later decipherers with a fair degree of clarity, and can be, by the reader,

expressed in speech in ever\’ language. It is possible to read, but intrinsic

phonetism (the term derives from Greek phone, “voice”) is still absent,

that is to say, the symbols do not represent speech-sounds. In short,

pictography is a semantic representation (“semantic,” from Greek $nna,

“sign”), and not a phonetic one.
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Some modern advertisement (Fig. ii) can represent true pictography.

However, picture-writing even in its more elementary stage is more
than a picture. It differs from picturing, which is the beginning of pure

pictorial representation or art, from the fact that it is the utilitarian

beginning of written language, aiming to convey to the mind not the pure

representation of an event, but a narrative of the event, each notion or

Fig. 1
1—The modern and astute advertiser turns to

a pictographic appeal for his rubber goods
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idea being expressed by a little picture or sketch, which we term pictograph.

The distinction is important, for the change from embryo-writing to

picture-writing implies an immense progress in the art of perpetuating

or transmitting thought.

Picture-writings are found everywhere. They are the work of ancient

peoples (the prehistoric inhabitants of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Phoenicia,

Crete, Spain, southern France, and many other countries) in their primitive

stage of culture, or of modern tribes (of central Africa, North America

and Australia). The bark of trees, tables of wood, the skins of animals,

bones or ivory, and the surfaces of rocks, were all, and are still, used

for this purpose.

iMg. 12—Ideographic documents of North American native tribes

I, Indian expedition. 2, Tomb-b >ard ot Indian Chief. 3, Letter of a man called Turtle-
Followinu-His-W ifc to hi> >on named Littlc-Man. 4, The French General Maynadier
ta man with a hat, indicatmLj a European; the two heads of a deer at the t(ip right-hand
side, indicate the name “Many Deer”) 5, The winter 1^5 8-5 as indicated in a Dakota
(a North American Indian tribe) “winter-count”: the Dakotas bought in that winter
manv Mexican blankets from John Richard h. Message of a North American Indian:
“Bad-Bear (a name) died at a buffalo hunt.” 7, Message of a native from Alaska: “No
eatim: is in tent.” 8, 1-3, Ideographs from the Delaware “Chronicle” WaUim Oliim,

C
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Ideograph ic Writing

This is a highly developed picture-writing, being a pictorial

representation of ideas to be conveyed from one person to another. In

this system, the pictographs represent not so much the things they show

as the underlying idea associated with those things. Thus, a circle might

Fig. 13— Interesting ideographic document of North American Indians.

Petition sent by a group of seven Indian tribes (represented by totems) to the U.S.
Congress for fishing rights in some lakes. The lines connecting the eyes and hearts

of the animals show that the seven tribes are of one mind with the leading tribe,

the Oshcabawis (represented by the crane)
;
the line connecting the eye of the

latter with the lakes in question (at the bottom, left-hand side), and that which
runs towards the Congress, indicate the demands of the tribes

represent not only the sun, but also heat or light or a god associated with

the sun, or the word “day.” Similarly, an animal might be depicted not

only by a picture of the animal, but also by a sketch of an animal's head, and

the idea “to go” by two lines representing legs. The symbols employed in

Fig. 14—Symbolic proverbs of the Ewe (West African people)

I, “Needle sews big cloth’'
—

“little things produce great results.” 2, Needle and cotton:
“cotton follows needle”—“sons follow their father.” 3, Two adversaries with bows and
arrows—“t\\o enemies cannot hold the field”

—“one must vield.” 4, Man between the
world (represented in the form of a nut) and a tree, meaning “the world is a baobab”
“the world cannot be bent round, encompassed, changed, transformed.” 5, The Ewe

pictograph for /: Man indicating himself or holding his hand on his breast

ideographic writings are caWsAideographs, that is symbols representing ideas.

Simple ideographs are nearly the same in many primitive scripts.

For instance, an eye with tears dropping from it, as the symbol representing
sorrow, is to be seen not only in a crude rock-painting of California, but
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also in the more developed Alaya and Aztec scripts as well in the early

hieroglyphic or Chinese writings. Other simple ideas, such as rejecting,

that IS “turning one’s back” on someone, fighting or wooing, can also be

sketched unambiguously by this method (Fig. 65, 4),

Pure ideographic writings have been found among many native tribes

of North America (Fig. 12-13), and of central America, among some negro

peoples of Africa (Fig. 14), and many Polynesian and Australian

Fig. 15—Sad love-story of a Yukaghir girl

The symbols ha\mg the shapes of umbrellas tnumbered i-6) indicate persons. The
pointed lines on the top of the persons numbered i and 2, indicate “pig-tails,” that

is to say, these persons are zi omen

,

2, wears a wider skirt: she is Russia?i. The girl No. i is

in a house, shown by the lines A-B; the other girl lives in Russia, that is far azeay, being
the lines C-D not complete. The man indicated by Xo. 3, living under the same roof
as the girl 2, is obviously her husband, but they are not happily married, as the cross-lines

ZZ-ZZ indicate. Still, they will have children (numbers 5 and 6). The heroine of our story

(Xo. i) loves passionately (lines \V and Z) the man Xo. 3, but her love is being broken
(interruption of the lines \V and Z by the line V) by the wife of her beloved. Xotwith-
standing, our girl will continue to love him (line U), although she herself is loved (line S)
by another Yukaghir man, Xo. 4. Her sadness is indicated by the cross-lines TT-TT.
The whole stor\’ reads: “/ am alone in my home; you have left me and iient far aivay.

You loze a Russian girl; you have married her, but yours is an unhappy marriage; you zcill

have children, and I shall remain sad. I ziill alzcays love you, although there is another man
ziho loves me.''

indigenes, as well as among the Yukaghirs of north-eastern Siberia

(Fig. 15). These primitive devices generally do not constitute complete

systems of writing. Some ideographic scripts, however, may constitute

complete systems; thev will be dealt with in Part I, Chapter IX.

Transitional Scripts

The scripts of the ancient Mesopotamians, Egyptians, Cretans,

Hittites, and other systems, which will be examined in the First Part of the

present book, are generally but improperly called “ideographic.” They
are, indeed, not purely ideographic. Some of them may have been so

in origin, but even in the earliest inscriptions which have come to light,

they consist of symbols which are partly pictographs or ideographs, and
partly phonetic symbols {see below), combined in various ways. Such
systems of writing may be called transitional, representing the transition
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Stage between the pure ideographic writing and the pure phonetic system,

and making use of the two, side by side. On the other hand, even the word
“transitional,” as employed for systems of writing lasting three thousand

years or more, according to Dr.S. Smith, formerly of the British Museum,
would not seem appropriate, but no more suitable term can be suggested.

Phonetic Writing

In the picture-writings and the pure ideographic scripts, there is no

connection between the depicted symbol and the spoken name for it;

the symbols can be “read” in any language. Phonetic writing is a great

step forward. Writing has become the graphic counterpart of recording

speech. Each element in this system of writing corresponds to a specific

element, that is sound, in the language to be represented. The signs

thus no longer represent objects or ideas, but sounds or groups of sounds;

in short, the written forms become secondary" forms of the spoken ones.

A direct relationship has thus been established between the spoken language

and the script, that is, writing has become a representation of speech.

The symbols, being no longer self-interpreting pictures, must be explained

through the language they represent. The single signs may be of any shape,

and generally there is no connection between the external form of the

symbol and the sound it represents. Phonetic writing may be syllabic

or alphabetic, the former being the less advanced stage of the two.

Syllabaries or Syllabic Writing

In this system, the single symbols represent syllables or vowels when
these constitute syllables; so that a combination of signs representing

a group of syllables would convey a spoken word. The development of

the syllabaries came more easily and appeared as a creation more often

than did that of an alphabet.

The Assyrian cuneiform writing was in later times practically a

syllabary” syllabaries existed in ancient Byblos (Syria) and Cyprus, the

latter being probably developed from a Minoan script; two syllabaries,

evolved in ancient times from Chinese scripts, are still emploved in Japan.
Artificial modern syllabaries exist or existed in western Africa and in

North America. All these scripts will be examined in the First Part,

Chapter X.

In the case of a language that for reasons of phonetic decay or other-

wise, has multiplied the consonants in a single syllable, the syllabary"

becomes a cumbrous mode of writing, especially because it generallv

contains only open syllables, that is syllables in which the vowel is final,

not “closed” by a consonant. Thus, for instance, while it would be easv
to represent by a syllabary' a word like fa-mi-h\ the word “strength”
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would have to be written se-te-re-ne-ge-the or the like, and such a

representation of sounds would be far from adequate and would require

a much greater number of symbols than in alphabetic writing.

The Alphabet

The alphabet is the last, the most highly developed, the most con-

venient and the most easily adaptable system of writing. Alphabetic

writing is now universally employed by civilized peoples
;
its use is acquired

in childhood with ease. There is an enormous advantage, obviously,

in the use of letters which represent single sounds rather than ideas or

syllables; no sinologist knows all the 80,000 or so Chinese symbols, but

it is also far from easy to master the 9,000 or so symbols actually employed

by Chinese scholars. How far simpler is it to use 22 or 24 or 26 signs only!

The alphabet may also be passed from one language to another without

great difficulty; the same alphabet is used now for English, French,

Italian, German, Spanish, Turkish, Polish, Dutch, Czech, Croatian,

Welsh, Finnish, Hungarian and others, and has derived from the alphabet

once used by the ancient Hebrews, Phoenicians, Aramaeans, Greeks,

Etruscans and Romans.

Thanks to the simplicity of the alphabet, writing has become very

common; it is no longer a more or less exclusive domain of the priestly

or other privileged classes, as it was in Egypt, or Mesopotamia, or China.

Education has become largely a matter of reading and writing, and is

possible for all. The fact that alphabetic writing has survived with relatively

little change for three and a half millennia, notwithstanding the introduction

of printing and the typewriter, and the extensive use of shorthand-

writing, is the best evidence for its suitabilitv to serve the needs of the

whole modern world. It is this simplicity, adaptability and suitability

which have secured the triumph of the alphabet over the other systems

of writing.

Alphabetic writing and its origin constitute a story^ in themselves;

they offer a new held for research which American scholars are beginning

to call “alphabetology.’' Xo other system of writing has had so extensive,

so intricate and so interesting a history. In the Second Part of the present

book, the author will endeavour to explain the genesis and development
of this last and most important stage of writing.

Jit «

The author will trace in the following pages the use and development
of these various systems and others with their histories so far as is possible,

and Will trv to ascertain just to whom we are indebted for our present

ABC.





FIRST PART

NON-ALPHABETIC SYSTEMS OF WRITING



The first nine chapters treat of ^HransitionaV^ systems of zvriting, commonly termed

ideographic scripts. They are : Cuneiform tcriting {Chapter /), Egyptian zcritings

{Chapter II), Cretan scripts {Chapter 111), Indus Valley script {Chapter I\^),

the Hittite hieroglyphic script [Chapter F), Chinese zvriting {Chapter VI), the scripts

of ancient Central America and J^Iexico {Chapter VII), the "Piysterions'" script of

Easter Island {Chapter \AII), and other ''ideographic" scripts {Chapter IX).

The order in z'Jiich these scripts are dealt zvith is roughly chronological, as far

as the order of the appearance of these systems can be ascertained to-day.

Chapter X treats of syllabic systeins of zvriting, namely of ancient Bybios and

Cyprus, of the Japanese scripts, and of the syllabaries of African and North

American natives. Chapter XI deals zvith early Persian and ^lero'itic c\vms\-alphabetic

scripts.



CHAPTER I

CUNEIFORM WRITING

T HE Name

Cuneiform writing is probably the most ancient system of writing.

The name “cuneiform”—first suggested, about 1700, bv Thomas Hyde,
Regius Professor of Hebrew at the University of Oxford—from Latin

ciineus, “wedge,” and forma, “form,” “shape,” and the allied names
“wedge-shaped,” and “arrow-headed,” the latter term being used less

commonly, are given to ancient scripts the characters of which are formed
of combinations of strokes having the shape of a wedge, cone or nail;

the Germans call this system “wedge-script” {Keilschrift), the Arabs
“nail-writing” {mismari).

Beginnings

The exact date of the invention of the cuneiform system of writing is

unknown. It was, however, already in existence about the middle of the

fourth millennium B.c. It seems that the great invention was due to the

Sumerians, a people who spoke not a Semitic or Indo-European, but

an agglutinative language. Their ethnic and linguistic affiliations still

defy classification. Some scholars, however, are beginning to doubt

whether we are right in crediting the Sumerians with this achievement.

W e are also unable to decide whether the cuneiform system was invented

in Mesopotamia or elsewhere, which seems more probable. The question

of the origin of the early linear script of the Elamites {see further on),

of the hieroglyphic writing (Chapter H), and of the Indus Valley script

(Chapter W
), which have probably some connection with the origins

of cuneiform writing, makes the whole problem still more intricate.

\\ hatever the truth may be, the earliest extant written cuneiform
documents, consisting of over one thousand tablets and fragments,

discovered mainly at Uruk or Warka, the Biblical Erech, and belonging

to the “Uruk Period” of the Mesopotamian pre-dynastic period, are

couched in a crude pictographic script and probably Sumerian language

(Fig, 16).
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Paradoxically enough, at the beginning cuneiform writing was not

cuneiform at all; the characters were purely pictorial, and the picture-

symbols represented the various objects, animate and inanimate (Fig. 17).

According to the American scholar Prof. Speiser, the property marks,

the primitive prototypes of those which appear on the Mesopotamian

cylinder seals, were the beginnings of the script out of which the cuneiform

system arose.

At a second stage, the symbols represented also abstract ideas; signs

were borrowed from those denoting words related in meaning, for instance

the solar disc came to indicate also the ideas of “day” and “time.”

Characters used in this way are called, although not quite correctly,

ideographs: they are, to be more exact, word-signs. But the use of bare

word-signs is not common; as soon as the need for the representation of

continuous discourse arose, it became evident that a number of the vital

elements of speech, such as inflexions, pronouns, adverbs, prepositions,

or personal names, especially of foreigners, could not be represented by

this means. Hence, the picture-symbols came to be used to represent

not only objects or related abstract ideas, but also the phonetic value of

words without any regard to their meaning as pictures. In other words,

the cuneiform writing became a rebus-u'riting\ many symbols were “sound-

pictures” or phonograms, symbolizing word-sounds as such, or phonetic

complements. In this connection, the highest achievement of the cunei-

form system was the production of a syllabary^ that is the use of syllabic

signs and vowels, but it never showed any tendency towards an alphabetic

system. There are, however, two apparent exceptions to this generalization,

the Earlv Persian cuneiform writing (Part I, Chapter XI), evolved under

the influence of the Aramaic alphabet, and the Ras Shamrah alphabet

(Part II, Chapter I), connected only in the external form of the characters

with the cuneiform system of writing.

Development of System

The range of expression of cuneiform symbols was t'ery wide ; some of

them were polyphones, having more than one phonetic value; others

were homophones (Fig. 18, i), having similar phonetic values, and yet

representing entirely different objects. In order to remove ambiguities,

there were introduced the determinatives that is signs, which were placed

before or after the words to be determined but were not pronounced.

These signs defined the meaning of a word by denoting the class (deities,

countries, mountains, male proper nouns, birds, fishes, numbers, plural,

etc.) to which it belongs (Fig. 18, 2). Thus, in general, the same cuneiform

sign might stand for a simple syllable or vowel, or it might express a

whole idea or word by itself, or yet again it might indicate only the class

in which the particular word was being employed.
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At the same time, the script evolved in its external form (Fig. 19).

Gradually, the pictures began to be simplified and conventionalized,

retaining just enough of the essential features to be clearly identified;

23 4 5 6 7 S 9 JO
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O >0‘
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U I Q- V
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40 4f 42 43 4o

Fig. 17—Primitive picture-symbols of early cuneiform writing

Five classes of signs can be distinguished; I, Representations of objects mostly
recognizable, such as “fish” (No. i), “crown of a palm tree” (No. 2), parts of the human
body (“arm,” No. 12 and No. 13; “foot,” No. 14; “head (and neck),” No. 17), or of
animals (“tail of animal,” No. 7); birds (No. 38); stars (No. lo); various kinds of plants
(“ear,” No. 6), vessels, boats, tools, weapons, buildings, and so forth. II, Pats pro toto,

that is, part of an object represents the \shole object. For instance, an ox’s head (No 4)
represents an “ox”; the five fingers of a hand (No. 1 1) represents a “hand.” Ill, Symbols
which appear only when connected with other elements. For instance, the neck with a

few lines, that is the mane, appears in connection with the lowered head of an ass

(Nos. 40-42), a pedestal with two legs (Nos. 25 and 26). IV, Distinction marks; by
drawing lines under the chin of the picture of a man’s head (No. 17), it was indicated
that only the “mouth” was referred to (No. 18); so also “to go” and “to stand” (No. 14)
was distinguished from “root,” “pedestal,” “basis” (No. 15); also the symbols “centre
ofbody”(No. 16), “egg” (No. 22), “tie,” “chain,” “to connect” (No. 37) were formed in

the same way, the last one from “wooden pin,” “to stop” (a wedge, No. 35). Two little

strokes, connected with the main element at its bottom, indicate that the object is

perpendicular; for instance, “monument” (No. 26), “bed” (No. 25). Three vertical lines
added at the top of the symbol, indicate that the object is seen above (“to carry,” No. 20);
objects were often represented by the vessels in which they were preserved, and an
horizontal stroke indicated whether the vessel was empty or else contained the concerned
liquid (beer, No. 33; milk; oil. No. 36 or fruit (No. 33), and so forth. The so-called
gimu-signs (four horizontal or vertical strokes added to the main element in order to
intensify its meaning) may also be mentioned; many scholars, however, have expressed
some doubts concerning the importance of these symbols, V, Compounds of tw'o or
more signs. Compounds of two identical signs indicated “plural.” For instance two
signs “star” (No. 10) indicated “gods”; nvo signs “womb” (No. 28, this latter being the
sign “bosom,” No. 27, with a horizontal stroke) indicated “descendants,” “offspring”
(No. 29). Many new signs were created by compounds of two or more different symbols.
E'or instance, “woman” (No. 8) — “mountain” — “servant”; “ox” — “mountain” ^
“wild ox” (No. 5); “woman” “dress” (No. 46) = “lady” (No. 47), and so forth.
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the script became linear. There are relatively few Mesopotamian documents

extant which give us early writing (Fig. 20). These consist of clay tablets

and on them the signs appear clearly to be mere developments of earlier

forms. The original signs have not survived since their makers may have
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I, Cuneiform homophones. 2, Cuneiform determinatives, 3, Assyrian
cuneiform symbols for syllables and vowels

2-

1, ilu, “god”; 2, arkhu, “month”; 3, 7?idtii, “country” and shadu, “mountain”; 4, sharUy

“wind”; 5, a/w, “locality”: 6, ishthi, “one,” determinative of masculine names; 7, ameluy
“man,” “person,” determinative of ethnical and professional names; 8, isUy “wood,”
“tree”; 9, shammu, “plant”; 10, ashrii. “place,” determinative of place-names; 12, numiy

“fish”; 13, siibatUy “dress”; the signs 13, 14 and 15 (written after the other element)
were the determinatives of the plural; the signs 16 and 17 (also after the other element)

were the determinatives of numerals; the sign 18 ishmay “two”), of dual, was also

wTitten after the other element

3-

1, ha; 2, da; 3, ga; 4, kha; 5, ka; 6, qa; 7, la; 8, ma; 9, ua; ro, pa; 1 1, ra; 12, .^*1,13, sa:

14 and 15, Jm; 17, I'.a (zie, rr/, m/i; 18, ::a. 19-23, the main vowel-signs
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employed perishable materials, such as wood or a kind of papyrus leaf.

Shortly afterwards, perhaps about 3200 b.c., some scribes found it

convenient to turn the tablet in such a way that the pictographs appear

Fig. 19-“ Development of cuneiform symbols
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lying on their back, while in inscriptions on stone or metal the old position

of the signs persisted for a few centuries more. However, as the writing

Fig. 20—Early cuneiform writing on soft material: inscribed brick of Eannadu,
king of Lagash (modern Tell Lo, southern Mesopotamia)
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developed, the practice in the case of monumental inscriptions came into

line with that followed on clay tablets, and the signs were regularly turned

at an angle of 90 degrees (Fig. 19, col. 2).

On the other hand, the change from the linear script to wedge-shaped

strokes (Fig. 19, col. 3) was not a device deliberately chosen, but came

about more or less by accident.

The Sumerians found themselves in a country abounding in clay,

and in using it as a writing material, they soon discovered that one could

draw a character in the wet clay—the written clay-tablets or bricks being

exposed to the sun and baked hard, so that record became durable—much
better and more quickly by impressing them than by scratching. On the

other hand, curves, circles and fine and long lines could not be impressed

satisfactorily, so that all these lines, curves and circles were replaced by

combinations of short, straight, vertical, horizontal or oblique strokes,

or angles. These were impressed, line by line, with the edge of a broad-

headed stylus, consisting of a straight piece or stick of reed, bone, hard

wood or metal. Assyrian monuments represent scribes holding the stvlus

in their closed fist and pressing upon the tablet. Naturally, the strokes

impressed were thick on the top and on the left—the direction of writing

being then from left to right—thus giving birth to a series of wedge-

shaped characters, called by the users “fingers”; and this peculiarity

became more pronounced as time went on. The wedge-constructed

characters, once they had been standardized, were cut on stone, metal,

glass and other hard material.

The Assyrians simplified the whole cuneiform system; nevertheless,

they still needed a total of about 570 signs, although only about 300 of

them were in frequent use. At a later stage, the Assyrian cuneiform

system practically became a syllabic script (Fig. 18, 3), and the Persians,

under the influence of the Aramaic alphabet, reduced it to a quasi-

alphabetic system. The simplification of the single cuneiform characters

was very typical of the learned Assyrian scribes; there was a constant

progress even in the earlier Assyrian inscriptions in reducing the number
of wedges used in a sign (Fig. 19, col. 4), and in rendering the writing

more square in appearance. The final result was the artistic calligraphv

of the Assyrian librar\^ scribes.

The Peoples who Employed Cuneiform Writing

Sumerians

We have already mentioned the Sumerians as the earliest known users of
cuneiform writing. Whether it was they who invented this system or not, there is

no doubt that it was they who developed this writing along the special lines

e.xplained above. We know very little about the origins of the Sumerians, and
as yet we cannot even decide whether they were the aboriginal inhabitants of
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Mesopotamia or whether they came m from outside. The second hypothesis

is the more probable. The Sumerians entered Mesopotamia about the middle of

the fourth millenium b.c., and conquered the land from the Semites, who however
continued the struggle for over 1,500 years, until with the help of new Semitic

invaders from the Arabian peninsula, they gradually pushed back the Sumerians
during the first half of the third millennium B.c., into the southern part of the

valley, and finally in the first centuries of the next millennium defeated them
completely. The loss of independence, however, did not mean the end of Sumerian
history; political decay did not prevent the continuation of Sumerian cultural

supremacy. The Semitic victors not only, as we shall see, adopted the script of

the Sumerians and their literary and religious language, but they borrowed also

a considerable part of their literature.

The Sumerians represented the dominant cultural group of the Near East

for more than 1,500 years, i,e., from the last centuries of the fourth millennium
until the first centuries of the second millennium B.c., in which period they

produced a vast and highly developed literature, consisting of myths, hymns,
epics.

About 3,000 tablets and fragments containing literar\^ compositions,

mainly of the period around 2000 B.c. have so far been discovered. Other
documents, numbering hundreds of thousands, are of very varied scope.

Some are legal records, such as court decisions, wills, and so forth, others

are economic memoranda (accounts, receipts, contracts, etc.), others

again are of linguistic or historical import or consist of merely private

correspondence. Sumerian, extinguished as a spoken language probably

in the eighteenth century B.c., remained as a ritual and learned language

for many centuries more and formed the basic intellectual and spiritual

study of the Babylonians, the Assyrians, the Hittites, and other peoples,

persisting until the end of the cuneiform system.

Babylonians and Assyrians

About the middle of the third millennium B.c. the Sumerian cuneiform writing

was handed on to the Semites who lived in the Tigris-Euphrates valley, and it

became their national script.

In the long development of the cuneiform writing of the Mesopotamian
Semites, we can distinguish in particular six periods: (i) The Earlv

Accadian period and Ur III, roughly from the middle of the twentv-fifth

century B.c. to the middle of the twenty-second century B.c.; (2) the

Early Babylonian period, c. nineteenth-seventeenth centuries B.c.

(3) the Kassite period, from the seventeenth century to 1171 b.c.; (4) the

Assyrian period, twelfth-seventh centuries b.c.; (5) the Neo-Babvlonian
period, sixth century b.c. ; and (6) the revival and end of the cuneiform
writing, third-first centur\' b.c.

The two greatest periods of vigour in Assyro-Babylonian history,

that of Hammurabi, eighteenth century, in Babylonia, and the ninth-

seventh centuries, in Assyria, were marked by a corresponding flourishing

of cuneiform writing. Elammurabi’s dynasty was the classical age of
D
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Babylonian literature and science; practically all the existing Babylonian

literature was put down in written form in that period, while the thousands

of letters on clay tablets which have survived from the same epoch

Fig. 21

1, Pillar on which Hammurabi’s Code of Laws (eighteenth century B.c.) is inscribed.
2, Baked clay prism of Sennacherib, king of Assyria (705-681 b .c.), inscribed with account

of his invasion of Palestine and the siege of Jerusalem

show that commerce was thriving to an extent that argues an advanced
state of human society. Modern Old Testament scholars were astonished

at the beginning of this century, when the famous Code of Hammurabi
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(Fig. 21, I and 22, 3) was discovered, to see how often it anticipated and
in some respects even went beyond the much later Mosaic legislation.

Fig. 23 shows a beautiful sculptured tablet of the Babylonian “middle

ages.”

irf iE

SLL

1, Cylinder-seal of a

king of Ur (24th-
23rd centur>' b.c.).

2, Cylinder-seal of
the Persian king
Darius, probably
Darius the Great,
52 1 -485 B.c.

,
in three

languages, Persian,
Fdamite and Baby-
lonian. 3, Detail of
Hammurabi’s Code
of La\^s. 4, A “Tell
el-‘Amarna letter”;

letter written by
Abdi-khiba, ruler of
Jerusalem, four-
teenth century B.C.

%

Wl



Fig, 23—The ‘‘Sun-god Tablet,” sculptured with a scene representing the
worship of the Sun-god, and inscribed with a record of the restoration of
the temple of Sippar by the Babylonian king Nabu-apal-iddina {ca. 870 B.c >
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The rich libraries of the Assyrian kings contained many tens of thousands

of tablets of religious, mythological and magical literature, numerous

books of science, mathematics, law, history, magical medicine and

astronomy. The Assyrian so-called syllabaries, or rather dictionaries^

are larger and more complete than the Babylonian, and contain very fine

examples of lexicography. The Assyrian kings left complete records

of their campaigns and activities, impressed on hollow cylinders or prisms

(Fig. 21, 2), with six, seven, eight or even ten faces, each covered with as

much minute writing as it could possibly hold. Many of these “books’^

and cylinders may be seen in the British Museum.

In the second millennium B.c. cuneiform writing and the Accadian

language became the international language of the ancient civilized world

;

this has been proved for the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries—

a

very difficult time from a political standpoint—by the Amarna Tablets

(Fig. 22, 4) and the tablets discovered at Boghaz-Koy and indeed all over

Western Asia. The interesting Alesopotamian “cylinder seals” (Fig. 22, i

and 2) employed for sealing documents, enjoyed a vogue of over three

thousand years; they have been published by the thousands.

Other Peoples

In addition to the Sumerians, Babylonians and Assyrians, many other peoples,

belonging to different races and speaking different languages (the Elamites, the

Kassites, the Hittites, the Alitanni and Hurrians, the Urartu, the Persians) took

over cuneiform writing. Some adapted it more or less successfully to their own
languages introducing the necessary changes; others took it over without great

modifications; and some preferred to adopt it together with the Accadian language.

The Cappadocian Tablets, couched in Assyrian, of the end of the third millennium
B.C., may indicate that the local population of Cappadocia must also, at that

period, have known cuneiform writing; the Amarna Tablets, of the fifteenth-

fourteenth centuries b.c., already mentioned, show that the Canaanites also used

it; there has even been found an inscription couched in the Egyptian language

and cuneiform writing.

We have mentioned the various peoples who adopted the cuneiform writing

of the Mesopotamian Semites. A few of these peoples, the Elamites, the Hittites

and the Persians, are of special interest from the standpoint of the history of

writing. The two last will be dealt with further on, but here a few words must
be said about the Elamites and their scripts.

Elamites

Elam IS the Biblical term corresponding to the Babylonian and Assyrian

Elamtu or Elamu, and to the Greek Elymais; the Sumerian word was Xumma;
the later Greek term was Susiane, from the Elamite capital Susa, the Biblical

Shtishan; the indigenous term, at least in the neo-Elamite texts, was Khapirti or

Khatamti, which was the name of one of the main tribes of the Elamites.

Elam is the name of the ancient country situated to the north of the Persian

Gulf and to the east of the lower Tigris, which corresponds roughly with the
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modern Persian province of Khuzistan. Elam is frequently mentioned in the Bible

and in many Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions. For many centuries, it was
one of the main important kingdoms of western Asia, but about 640 B.c. it lost

its independence to Assyria. Its early history is closely interwoven with that of

southern Mesopotamia. Its ancient civilization was equal to the contemporary

civilization of the Sumerians and the Mesopotamian Semites. The country was
inhabited by non-Semitic and non-Indo-European tribes who spoke agglutinative

dialects apparently related to the Caucasian group of languages.

Early Elamite Script

The early Elamites possessed an indigenous script; there are nine

inscriptions in stone and some hundreds of clay tablets extant. The
characters are of geometric linear type; they derive probably from picto-

graphic symbols (Fig. 24), but their original forms are not always known.

Vases Alan

2

Fig. 24

—

I, Elamite decorative motifs.

2, Early Elamite pictorial symbols

The direction of the script is generally from right to left, but sometimes,

from left to right or mixed. This early Elamite script, which has been

partly deciphered, appears to be somewhat connected with the early

form of cuneiform writing, but it does not seem to be its direct offspring.

It may be (i) that both the scripts have derived from another more primitive

writing; or (2) that one of them was invented earlier, while the other

is an artificial creation impelled by the idea-diffusion or stmulus-diffusiony

a term recently suggested by the American scholar A. L. Kroeber for the

knowledge of the existence of writing {see also p. 58); it is “an instance

of the borrowing of an idea^^ as Mr. O. G. S. Crawford called it.
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Some scholars hold that cuneiform writing derived from the original

form of the early Elamite script. The problem will probably never be
solved.

Neo~Elamite Writing

At a later period, the Elamites abandoned their indigenous script,

and adopted the Babylonian cuneiform writing, introducing, however,

many changes. The neo-Elamite cuneiform writing is very much simplified

;

there are only a few word-signs and determinatives, the greater part of

the signs being syllabic; the number of all the characters is 113, while

the number of the syllabic signs is over 80.

End of the Cuneiform Writing

Cuneiform writing lingered on to the Christian Era, kept alive by some
conservative priests, jurists, and astronomers. Private and business

correspondence was the first to abandon it; numerous before the Persian

conquest, letters in this script dropped out at the beginning of the fifth

centur}^ b.c., as the spoken Babylonian language fell into disuse. At the

end of the same century, legal contracts and similar documents ceased

to be written in cuneiform characters. There was a short period of

renaissance for it and for ancient science in the third-first centuries b.c.,

owing to the favour of the Seleucid dynasty. The latest record extant

is a tablet of the sixth year b.c. After this, it vanished and was forgotten

by man, for one and a half thousand years.

Decipherment

The decipherment of the cuneiform scripts was the achievement of

the nineteenth centur^^ At the end of the eighteenth century not a word
could be read with certainty; at the end of the nineteenth, the contents

of thousands of lengthy records of great empires were recovered for

modern knowledge. The most recent of the cuneiform writings, the

early Persian script, which will be discussed later, was the first to be
deciphered; the neo-Elamite, a much older script, was the second; the

still older Babylonian script was the next, and the earliest cuneiform

script of all, the Sumerian, was the last to be deciphered. The reason for

this apparently curious sequence in deciphering the various cuneiform

scripts, is that whereas the early Persian writing was in practice an alphabet

of about 40 characters (and the language an Indo-European idiom),

and the neo-Elamite system was a quasi-syllabic script, the Babylonian

writing, on the other hand, was a “transitional” system with over 640
signs, and the Sumerian script presented the additional difficulty that its

language was quite unknown. As a matter of fact, even the very name
Sumer was unknown, and there was no clearly recognizable trace of that
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people and language in the whole of ancient literature. Nevertheless,

English, French, German, Danish and Irish scholars in close co-operation

achieved the marvellous feat of deciphering the various scripts and their

various languages. The German High-School teacher, G. F. Grotefend,

in 1802 laid the basis for the decipherment, but the Englishman, Major

(later IMajor General Sir) Henry C. Rawlinson, who copied, deciphered

and published in 1846 a complete translation of the early Persian text

of the tri-lingual inscription of Bihistun, and a few years later tackled

successfully the problem of the Babylonian writing, is the real “father”

of modern decipherment. The decipherment of the Babylonian and

Assyrian scripts led finally to that of the other cuneiform writings and the

languages for which they were used.
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CHAPTER II

HIEROGLYPHIC WRITING

The Name
Hieroglyphic writing is one of the most important systems of

writing of the ancient world. The Greeks, according to Clement of

Alexandria {c, a.d. 200), Strom. ¥,4, called this writing hieroglyphikd

grdmrnata (from hieros^ “holy/’ glyphein^ “to carve,” and grdmmata,

“letters”), “sacred, carved letters.” The term was accurate enough at

the time, because that system of writing was then used mainly for inscrip-

tions carvxd on temple walls, in tombs, and so forth, but it is not altogether

exact, because “hieroglyphic” writing was employed also for inscriptions

painted on stone, wood, earthenware, and on other material, and in earlier

times also for profane writing. However, it is a monumental writing

par excellence. The ancient Egyptians called their writing mdv:-ntr^

“speech of the gods” because of the high esteem they had for writing,

which they considered as being of divine origin. The term “hieroglyphic,

hieroglyphs” is applied also, although improperly, to the “Hittite hiero-

glyphic writing” {see Chapter V) and to the Alayan writing {see Chapter VII)

and the word “hieroglyphs” is even used for anv “unintelligible”

characters.

Origins

It is still a moot point which script, the Egyptian hieroglyphic or
the cuneiform, is the older. Both were already in existence at the end of
the fourth millennium b.c. The early history of hieroglyphic writing is

still uncertain. It is almost universally accepted that it was parallel in

many respects with that of the cuneiform, Chinese, Mayan, and other
“transitional” scripts, but that its early development went along the special

ways which we shall explain below. Some scholars, however, are beginning
to doubt whether we are right in assuming a process of gradual evolution.

The system, they suggest, was created artificially as a whole, at the
time of the unification of Egypt under the first dynasty, by someone who
knew already of the existence of writing. This opinion, which, as alreadv
said, has been called by Prof. A. L. Kroeber, the theory^ of “idea-diffusion”
or “stimulus-diffusion,” is perhaps right, but is veiy^ difficult of proof.

It is true that the earliest known fully developed hieroglyphic
inscriptions present essentially the same mode of writing as the inscriptions
written 3,000 years later. Nevertheless, the cautious scholars mentioned
above consider the few ancient documents extant (for instance the
famous Palette of Nar-mer—Fig. 25, i—or the Plaque of Akha or Akhai—
Fig. 25, 2—both of whom have been identified by some students with

58
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Menes or Mena, the traditional founder of the First Dynasty), as a pure
pictorial representation, namely, as a picture only and not as crude picto-

graphy, that is as picture-writing or as transition from pictography to

ideographic script, while the majority regard the documents as important

evidence of the various initial stages in the development of hieroglyphic

writing.

However that may be, there is no doubt that during the period of the

first dynasty Egyptian writing was already fully developed. It is now
commonly agreed that the rise of the first dynasty mav be placed in the

thirtieth century B.c., but it must be remembered that no complete

system of Egyptian chronology can as yet be formulated. The “high”

system, which placed the beginning of the first dynasty in the first half

of the sixth millennium b.c. (Champollion, Boeckh, Linger, Petrie and

others), and also the system which placed it in the fifth millennium

(Brugsch, Wallis Budge and others) can now be disregarded, and even

the “low” chronology (Lepsius, Bunsen, Lieblein and others, who suggested

the first half of the fourth millennium B.c.) has been progressively brought

down lower and lower. Eduard Meyer, in particular, after having placed the

beginning of the first dynasty in c. 3315 B.c., later on shifted it to c,

3197 B.c. The date 3000 b.c. or thirtieth century" b.c., on which there

seems to be increasing agreement to-day (Albright, Scharff, Stier, Wilson,

Schott and others), would synchronise with the beginning of the classical

Sumerian age.

History of Hieroglyphic Writing

If we do not accept the theory^ of the artificial origin of the hiero-

glyphic writing, we must follow the common theory that at the beginning
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this system went through the usual stages of primitive pictographs,

ideographic characters, and rebus-writing, parallel to the initial stages

of cuneiform writing {see above); moreover, as in cuneiform writing,

the determinatives were introduced (Fig. 26),' in order to remove the

ambiguities of the polyphones.
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Fig. 26—Hieroglyphic determinatives

I, Heaven, sky, ceiling, what is above. 2, Night sky with a star hanging like a lamp from

it, darkness, night. 3 (above) Sky slipping dow’n over its four supports, storm, hurricane;

(below) rain or dew' falling from the sky. 4, Sun, the sun-god Ra, day period, time in

general. 5, Shine, rise (of a luminary), being of light. 6, Moon, month. 7 >
btar, morning

star, hour, time for praver, pray. 8, Flourish, blooming, year, time in general, last year

of a king’s reign. 9, Foreign country, desert. 10, Mountain, ii, Island. 12, Cit\% town.

13, Nome, district. 14, Water, \vater\" mass of the sky. 15, Skin, hide. 16, Worm.
17, Plant, vegetable, herb, dried up. 18, Field, garden. 19, Grain, com. 20, Man, first

person sing. 21, Woman, first and second person sing. 22, God or divine person.

23, Prav, worship, adore, entreat, praise. 24, High, lofty, exalt, make meriy. 25, To see.

26, To \Neep, tear, grief. 27, Hair (of men and animals), bald, lack, want, lacuna (in

manuscripts), colour, complexion. 28, Phallus, front, male, masculine, procreate.

29. Women, goddesses, cities. 30, Sweet, pleasant. 31. Incense. 32, Roll of papyrus,

tie up, bind together, come to an end. 33, Roll of papyrus (tied round the middle),

book, deed, document, register, group together, abstract ideas. 34, Oval round a royal

name, known as cartouche. 35, Pair of tallies, count, tally, reckon, pass by, depart.

36, Bread, cake. 37, Sign of the plural. 38, Negation, no, not, nothing, lack, want, need.

39, Horn

In general, the employment of hieroglyphic characters was threefold:

(i) word-signs (Fig. 27, 1-3); (2) phonograms and phonetic complements;

(3) determinatives (Fig. 26). The use of bare word-signs is not common.

Phonograms consisted usually of the bare root of the words whence they

were derived. Eg\^ptian writing, like the later Semitic alphabets, expressed

consonants only, and as practically there was no need for 3-consonantal

phonograms, the phonograms were bi-consonantal (Fig. 27, 4), or uni-

consonantal (Fig. 29), There were about seventy-five bi-consonantal

phonograms, of which some fifty were commonly used. The most important

phonograms, however, were the uni-consonantal signs. The origin of some
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of them is still obscure; in a few cases more than one origin may be
suspected; in other cases we do not know whether acrophony (the use of a

word-sign to represent the first consonant of the name of the object), played
any considerable part; in the majority of cases, single consonants came
to be denoted by symbols representing certain objects whose names
(some of which had already fallen into disuse in very ancient times)

Soldier (army) e>e giraffe horn swallow beetle flower sun

(P i I
0

mountain comer foot sandal arch plough bread

to beat to fly to eat to go to fight to row to weep

m—n m—s sh—ic n— tc kh—n ix— ' kk— * m— " ‘—
' t—

y

4

Fig 27— 1-3, Hieroglyphic word-signs

I, Symbols representing things shown. 2, Ideographs representing actions associated

with things shown. 3, Symbols representing abstract ideas.

4, Hieroglyphic bi-consonantal signs

contained prominently the consonant in question or, for reasons of phonetic

decay, were reduced to one syllable only. Howeyer that may be, the

hieroglyphic writing contained (Fig. 29) 24 uni-consonantal signs, increased

later by homophones to about 30, which coyered the whole range of Egyptian

consonantal sounds. It is therefore commonly belieyed that the Egyptians

possessed the world’s earliest alphabet.

We cannot, howeyer, exclude a different opinion; in a true alphabet

each sign generally denotes one sound only, and each sound is represented

by a single, constant symbol, whereas in the Egyptian writing there existed
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1. Earl> hieroglyphic inscription

(the “Palermo Stone”).

2, The famous “Stone of Israel”:

memorial tablet of Pharaoh Aleren-
ptah (c. 1235-1227 B.C.), who claims

to have exterminated “the people of

Israel” in Palestine during the fifth

year of his reign
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different signs for the same sound, which could be represented in many
ways. Even if we agreed that the Egyptians had acquired an “alphabet,"’

we should conclude that they did not know how to use it. As a matter of

fact, in practice they did not employ it when they could use w^ord-signs

or multi-consonantal phonograms, and they rarely employed it without

determinatives, i.e., signs which were not to be read, but served simply

as guides to the sense of the word; thus, the “alphabetic” signs needed

“to be guided.” In general, word-signs, tri-consonantal, bi-consonantal

and uni-consonantal signs, and determinatives were combined into a

cumbersome, complicated script, and this crystallized aspect of the WTiting

Fig. 29—Earliest hieroglyphic consonantal signs (“alphabet”?)

was maintained during the 3,000 years and more of its histoiyy The latest

hieroglyphic inscriptions belong to the sixth centur}" a.d. (reign of

Justinian).

The direction of writing was normally from right to left, the signs

facing the beginning of the line (Fig. 28) ;
sometimes, how^ever, inscriptions

were written from left to right, and sometimes, for purposes of symmetrv
,

in both directions; in the latter cases, each of the two parts usually faces

tow’ards the centre, reading from there outw^ard.

The Egyptian scripts were essentially national (in complete contrast

with cuneiform w’riting); they originated in Egypt, they w^ere employed

only for Egvptian speech, they developed in Egypt, and they died out

in Egypt.
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Hieratic Writing

So long as writing was used for inscriptions only, which were of a

monumental character, royal, religious or funerary, intended to last for

a very long time, it was natural to make use of elaborately drawn, carved

or painted pictures of objects, but for business documents, private letters

and literary manuscripts, where the main concern was speed, the pictorial

representation of the hieroglyphic writing was found to be too cumbrous.

Besides, in drawing on papyrus, which was mainly used for cursive writing,

the brush-pen naturally gave to the signs a bolder, more cursive form.

Little by little, alongside the hieroglyphic system, which in contrast

with cuneiform writing, preserved its pictorial character right to the end

of its existence, a cursive form was developed, in which the signs lost

more and more their original pictorial character (Fig. 30). This cursive

form of hieroglyphic writing is termed hieratic.

“Hieratic” (in Greek, hieratikos, “sacred, priestly”) is the name given

by Clement of Alexandria {Strom, v, 4) to the writing employed in his

time mainly by priests for the Egyptian religious texts as opposed to the

horw

Fig. 30
The word-signs for Aminon, “men,” “Pharaoh,” and “day,” in hieroglyphic (a),

early hieratic (i), and late hieratic (^r)

demotic writing {see below), which was the script of every day life, of

business documents and private letters. In earlier times, however, hieratic

writing was the only Egy^ptian cursive script, in contrast to the monumental
hieroglyphic yvriting, and yvas employed for any cursiy e yy riting of sacred

and profane character. Hieratic is in fact nothing but a cursiy e form of

yvriting adapted from hieroglyphic and used beside it for 3,000 years.

External changes do not necessarily imply internal changes. While
the hieratic signs in their most cursiyT forms hardly retained anv clear

trace of the original hieroglyphic pictures, in fact they yvere onlv cursive

transcriptions, sign by sign, of hieroglyphic symbols. In practice, hoyvever,

many single signs yvere linked together by the syveep of the brush, and so

ligatured groups were formed.
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A kind of hieratic writing existed already in the period of the first

dynasty. In course of time, it developed more and more till it became

rather obscure. In the seventh century B.c., when, as we shall see below,

the demotic writing came into being, hieratic became in practice the script

of the priestly class and was used mainly for literal transcription of religious

and other traditional texts
;

it continued to be used extensively by priests

in all periods, and was employed up till the third century .v.d.

I

Fig- 31

I, PiiL^e of hieratic uritiniz from the “Great Harris Papvrus” of the British Museum.
2. Detail from a school exercise-book \^^tten in hieratic \\ith corrections ot the teacher

E
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The direction of hieratic was originally vertical, and later horizontal,

from right to left (Fig. 30-32).

Demotic Writing
This was a highly cursive derivative of hieratic. The term ‘^demotic,’*

from the Greek demotikd grdmmata {demos, ^ ^people’'), that is “popular

Hi^roel T4.i»,-a<-iV Dpmo'ic

} > 1

Hierogl. Hieratic Demotic

P \f
I

I

i L

cn {R

o 1

. •ai^'U4v«,o4'

Fig. 32
1-2, Egyptian word-signs in hieroglyphic, hieratic and demotic. 3, Demotic document

vulgar characters,” is taken from Herodotus (ii, 36), while Clement of
Alexandria (^Strom. v, 4); calls this script grdmmata epistolographikd,

“epistolary characters.” Enchorial (Greek enchorios, “of the country”) is

another term used for this system of writing.
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The earliest demotic documents belong to the seventh-sixth centuries

B.C., the latest is dated a.d. 476. In origin, demotic was, as already

mentioned, a derivative of hieratic (Fig. 32, 1-2), and like it, as a system

of writing was not more advanced than hieroglyphic, since it was neither

syllabic nor alphabetic. Its script, therefore, consisted essentially of word-

signs, phcncgrams and determinatives. Externally, however, the form of

its signs became so cursive that its aspect was quite different from that of

hieroglyphic. In addition, whole associated groups of hieratic characters

were fused by ligatures into single demotic signs. Demotic emerged as

a new form of writing in the eighth century B.C.; hieratic had deteriorated

so much that it had become obscure, with the result that demotic, the

new, more cursive form of hieratic, having developed in Lower Egypt

into a proper system of writing, became gradually the “popular” script

of the whole of Egypt. It was used at first for ordinary purposes such as

business and private letters but, in course of time, it was employed

$A^

(a)

JuDi9/itw JL%^

1

(b) ib)

Fig. 33—Wood-labels of mummies written in demotic (a, obverse; bj reverse)

also for lengthy literary compositions and for copies of ancient books.

In the first four centuries, demotic gradually developed; it received

its stereotyped form in the fourth centur\^ b.c. On the whole, demotic

is very difficult to read, and the main difficulty lies not in the language,

but in the script.

In the Ptolemaic period, demotic was considered to be of even greater

importance than hieratic, and at least of the same importance as Greek

and hieroglyphic; royal and priestlv decrees were engraved on stelae

in triplicate in hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek versions, demotic occupy-

ing, as on the Rosetta Stone (Fig, 35) the middle portion of the monument.

Demotic continued to be used until the ver\^ end of Egyptian paganism in

the fifth century a.d. Moreover, it handed on to the Coptic alphabet certain

signs, for sounds which could not be expressed by Greek letters {see

Part II, Chapter VIII).

Demotic was written horizontally, from right to left (Fig. 32-33).
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Decipherment of Egyptian Scripts

When the nineteenth century began, not a word of hieroglyphic

writing could be read. For thousands of years, this ancient system of

a g b a xo b a xi b a xz b a x'l b

i8 19 a 2.0 b 21 a 22 b 23 24 25 26

Fig- 34— royal names {a, the royal-divine names; 6, the personal names)

1-2, Pharaoh. 3, Autokratos and Caesar {Kaisaros), the titles of the Roman emperors.

4, Mena or Alenes (ist dyn.). 5, Khufu or Cheops (4th dyn.). 6, Khaf-ra or Chephren
(4th dyn.). 7, Unas or Unis (5th dyn.). 8, Pepi I (6th dyn.). 9, Amen-em-hat I (12th dyn.).

10, Usertsen I or Sesonchosis (12th dyn.). ii, Amen-em-hat II (12th dyn.). 12, Amen-
em-hat III (i2th dyn.). 13, Amen-em-hat IV (12th dyn.). 14, Apepa I or Apophis (one
of the chief kings of the Hyksos). 15, Amen-hetep or Amenophis I (i8th d\n.).

16, Hat-shepset-khnem-Amen (Queen Hatshepsu). 17, Amen-hetep Neter Heq Uast or
Amenophis IV (Khu-en-Aten or Akhnaton) (i8th dyn.). 18, Necho (26th dyn.). 19,
Cambyses (27th dyn.). 20, Alexander the Great, 21, Queen Arsinoe (Ptolemies).
22. Ptolemy V Epiphanes. 33, Cleopatra VII with her son (by Julius Caesar) Ptolemy
XIV Caesar, known as Caesarion, and the nominal co-regent Caesar. 24, Augustus.

25, Caligula. 26, Claudius.

writing, one of the earliest used by civilized man, preserved in secret,

beneath the splendid protective covering of the sands of Egypt, the stor\^
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of mighty potentates and powerful empires for ages after they had passed

away. Its decipherment is one of the romantic achievements of modern
science, and a fine example also of international scholarship. No results

rewarded the attempted decipherments of the savants of the sixteenth

centur}% that is the Italians G. P, Valeriano (1556) and AI. Mercati (1589),

Fi;?. 35—The “Rosetta Stone”

and of the seventeenth centur}’ with the learned Jesuit Athanasius

Kircher, but in the eighteenth century Warburton guessed the existence

of “alphabetic” characters, and De Guignes guessed that some of the signs
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were determinatives, while the Danish scholar G. Zoega in 1797 recognized

that the oval rings or “cartouches” contained royal names (Fig. 34).

With the beginning of the nineteenth century, real progress in decipher-

ment of demotic, and later of hieroglyphic was made by the Swedish

orientalist J. D. Akerblad, by the French scholar Silvestre de Sacy,

and particularly by Dr. Thomas Young, of Emmanuel College, Cambridge.

The key was provided by the famous Rosetta Stone (Fig. 35). It is a

priestly decree drawn up in 197/6 b.c. in honour of Ptolemy (V) Epiphanes

(205-181 B.C.), in two versions and three scripts: the Egyptian text was

given in hieroglyphic (14 lines) and in demotic (32 lines), and the Greek

text in Greek characters (54 lines). It was found in the fort of Saint

Julien de Rosetta, in 1799, during Napoleon’s attempted conquest of

Egypt, by the French Captain ]\I. Boussard; it passed in 1801 into British

hands and is now in the British Museum (B.jM. 960, No. 24).

Starting from the known, the demotic and the hieroglyphic writings

were slowly made to yield up their secrets. With the help of the Greek

version (almost a translation) and a knowledge of Coptic, which is the

last stage of the Egyptian language, together with Akerblad’s decipherment

of several phrases in the demotic text, and more particularly Young’s

identification in the hieroglyphic text of several names of gods and persons

—the hieroglyphic spelling of the names was one of the bases of the whole

decipherment—the French Egyptologist Jean Francois Champollion

(1790-1832) at length published in 1822 a masterly dissertation on hiero-

glyphic writing. In this, and in his subsequent researches he laid the

foundation of the modern science of egyptology. Much scientific scepticism,

however, persisted until the results of the successful decipherment were

confirmed by the “Decree of Canopus,” a stele found in 1866 by the German
Egyptologist R. Lepsius. Naturally, much remained to be done by future

investigators, as indeed much even now remains to be done to complete

our knowledge of Egyptian philology. Nevertheless, by the labours of

a succession of brilliant scholars—the past twenty years have also had their

dramatic triumphs—an entire civilization extending over three and a

half millennia has been revealed.
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CHAPTER III

CRETAN SCRIPTS

Minoan Civilization

The ancient culture of Crete—the only European country which had a

civilization to equal the contemporary civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia

—

has left many problems which will probably remain unsolved for all time. Serious

scholars agree that the Cretan civilization presents distinctive features. It is

generally known as “.Egean,’’ from the .Egean Islands, whose civilization in its

turn originated from Crete, or “Minoan,” a term suggested by the late Sir Arthur

Evans, from the mythical Alinos, the thalassocratic king of the ‘^Egean Empire.”

The ancient inhabitants of Crete undoubtedly attained a ver\" high culture. This

is demonstrated not only by architectural remains, fresco-painting and ceramic

art, but also by the considerable influence exercised on the civilization of the

Greek mainland and the islands, and by the Greek traditions, which regarded

Crote as an ancient centre of a great civilization. Finally, the indigenous Cretan

scripts are eloquent of the same fact. Yet, to what race did the Cretan people or

peoples belo-^g? What language did they speak? Where did they come from?

What was their history? Who were their rulers? No reply can be given to all these

and many other questions. We do not even know' the very name of that mysterious

people (or peoples?).

Yet, archaeology has made a great contribution tow'ards the knowledge of

that important culture. In the last fifty years, explorations and excavation have
unearthed beautiful palaces, and have discovered many works of art. A fairly

exact chronology" has been established on the basis, mainly, of synchronisms
between foreign products, especially pottery found in Crete, and Cretan products

found in Eg>"pt, Mesopotamia and other countries.

English excavations and explorations at Knossos, Italian excavations and
explorations at Phaistos and Hagia Triada, followed by American, Greek and
French excavations in various other places, have revealed that there W'as in Crete

a long neolithic period, of perhaps 5,000 years or more, followed by a Bronze-age
civilization, conventionally termed “Alinoan.” This Bronze-age epoch has been
divided by Evans into three periods, termed early, middle and late J^Iinoan and
abbreviated into E.M., A/.d/. and L.M., and each of them is subdivided into

three phases, I, II, III. There are thus nine cultural phases, E.]\L I, II, III;

M.jM. I, II, III; and L.d/. I, II, III. The Cretan neolithic period is believed to

have coincided in part with the Egyptian pre-dynastic age; while the beginning
(jf E.d/. seems to have coincided, roughly, with the first dynasty of Egypt, and the

classical Sumerian dynasties; hence, it may be dated c. thirtieth centurv s.c.,

the phase lasting about eight hundred years, d/.d/. may be dated roughly in the

twenty-second—twenty-first centuries b.c. and the first half of the second
milleunium B.c.

;
L.d/., in the second half ofthe same millennium. Minoan civilization

seems to have come to an end abruptly, about 1100 B.c,, owing probablv to political

disturbances in the eastern Alediterranean, similar to those which somewhat
earlier caused the downfall of the Hittite empire {see below) and the decline of
the Egyptian empire.

72
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U X D E C I P II E R E D SCRIPTS OF C R E T E

Pictographic Scripts

From E.M, I (thirtieth century b.c.) onwards, seal-engraving was
practised; the seals were made mostly of steatite, later also of ivory;

they were large, conical or three-sided. The engraved subjects were

mainly decorative designs such as meanders, but there were also some
crude picture-symbols including simplified human figures, and some

4

Fi^. 36—Cretan inscriptions
of the “Pictographic Class A” (i) and “Pictographic Class B” (2 and 3).

4, CTetcin pictographic symbols

seals seem to show a definite Egyptian style. It is an open question whether

these pictorial devices should be considered as true writing.

The first phase of M.M. (c. twenty-second—twenty-first centuries

B.c.) saw an elaboration of the early decorative devices and the transforma-

tion of the representational drawings into true pictograms. It was the

beginning of a true system of writing. Short pictographic inscriptions were

cut on hard three or four-sided seals. Building stones with linear masons'
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marks, and vases with property marks are attributed to the same period

(Fig. 4, i), but it is doubtful whether the latter should be regarded as a

true script.

Still, we are at the beginning of writing; the script of this period

may be termed “Pictographic Class A.” (Fig. 36, i). The 'Tictographic

Class of M.M.W is more developed and more cursive, and is

3

Fig. 37

1, Main symbols of "‘Linear Class A”.

2, Inscribed tablets of “Linear Class A*’.

3, Inscription in ink of “Linear Class A*’.

represented not only by inscriptions on seals, made of rock ciy^stal, jasper,

carnelian and so forth, in three or four-sided, or circular form, but also

by inscriptions on clay tablets, labels or bars (Fig. 36, 2 and 3).

The symbols—numbering, according to Evans, about 135—represent
(Fig. 36, 4) human figures, parts of the body, arms, domestic animals,
religious symbols, ships, wheat, olive sprays, and also some geometric
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figures. This script is according to Evans already partly ideographic

and partly phonetic, and may contain also determinatives. There is already

a numerical system, influenced by the Egyptian one, a stroke for the unit,

a dot for ten, a longer stroke for a hundred, a lozenge for a thousand;

there are even signs for fractions. The direction of writing is sometimes

from left to right and sometimes boustrophedon (alternately from left to

right and from right to left).

Linear Scripts

In the last phase of fl/.J/., roughly in the seventeenth century

B,c., the pictographic writing has given place to a linear script, which

Evans distinguishes into two classes: “Linear Class A” (Fig. 37) and

‘‘Linear Class B’' (Fig. 39). Class A continues in L.fl/.I, roughly, in the

sixteenth century b.c.; the documents of the Class B are attributed to

about 1400 B.c. The inscriptions of Class A are engraved on stone or metal,

incised on clay (Fig. 37, 2), or written with ink on pottery (thg. 37, 3).

Some have been found outside Crete (Fig. 38), and prove that this

“IVIinoan” script spread abroad. The symbols number, according to

Evans, about 90: according to Sundwall, 77 or 76 only; about one-third

or perhaps nearly half can be connected with the pictographs of the

preceding class.

Fig. 38

—

(a) Vase from Orchomenus (an ancient city in Rceotia) with inscription in

“Linear Class A'\ (h) The Orchomenus signs (i) compared with Cretan symbols

(2, Cretan pictographic signs; 3, Linear Class .V; 4, Linear Class B).

Direction of writing, from left to right. The signs never face the

beginning of the lines. The script seems to be partly ideographic and

partlv phonetic, although nothing can be said with certainty, the script

being undeciphered.
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Class B only appears at Knossos and at Pylos, and is found on numer-

ous clay tablets belonging to the archives of the Palaces. The script

must, therefore, have been a kind of aiilic or official script. The tablets

seem to be mostly inventories and accounts. According to Evans, the script

in question was a parallel evolution to Linear Class A, but Sundwall is

probably right in considering Linear Class B as a development of

Linear Class A. The number of the main signs in Class B is reduced

to 73, out of which 48 can be
W
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Fig. 39

1-3, Inscriptions in “Linear
Class B”

4, Symbols of “Linear Class B’*

changed ; the units are represented bv upright lines, the tens by horizontals,

the hundreds by circles, the thousands by circles with four spurs, and the

ten thousands by similar signs with a dash in the middle.

Both the scripts. Linear Class A and Class B, are cursive and do not

appear on the beautifully cut seals of the same period, which are purely

pictorial. Neither of the two scripts seems to have continued during L.M.

Ill, that is to say, from the end of the fourteenth centur}^ b .c . to about

1200 B.C.: but at Pylos, in S.W. Peloponnesus, about 600 tablets in Class

B, found in the archives of the Palace, are dated about 1200 b .c .
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Origin of Cretan Scripts
The origin of the Cretan writing does not seem complicated. It was

probably an indigenous creation influenced strongly by the Egyptian
hieroglyphic writing, but the border-line between influence and direct

derivation is not clear. Indeed, some scholars hold the theory of a derivation

from the Egyptian writings, not only of the Cretan pictographic scripts,

but also of the linear scripts. I do not think this is the case
;
no more than a

certain percentage of the Cretan characters are identical, and that probably
externally only, with the Egyptian hieroglyphs. I\Iany Cretan pictographs

are, without any doubt, of indigenous invention, since they are strictly

connected with Cretan customs and religion and the indigenous agriculture.

In short, in my opinion, Cretan writing as a whole, and particularly the

linear scripts, are an indigenous creation, although the inspiration came,

without doubt, from Egypt. Some scholars suggest Anatolian connections

;

these are evident in the case of Cretan influence on the origins of the

scripts of Asia Minor, but certainly not vice versa
;
chronological reasons

alone would preclude such possibilities.

Attempted Decipherments
The attempted decipherments of the Cretan scripts have yielded no

results, although a comparison with the Cypriote syllabary, which seems

to have been a derivation of the Cretan scripts, would help in the interpreta-

tion of the Cretan signs, if the Cretan language were known. Indeed, the

main difficulty of the decipherment of Cretan writing is to be found in

the fact that the Cretan idiom has not been identified, and there are no
clues to help in its decipherment. The one thing which seems pretty

certain is that the Cretan language was a non-Indo-European idiom,

but nothing can be said about its affinities. It has survived in a very few

words~like thdlassa, ‘‘sea,” and terebinthos, “terebinth— and many
names, like Knossos, Corinth, with the -ss- and ‘tith- terminations.

A relationship with the indigenous peoples of Asia Minor is suspected.

Lastlv, I mav mention Prof. HroznCs recent attempt at the decipher-

ment of the Cretan scripts and language. As to the former, he suggests

affinities with the Hittite hieroglyphic writing, the Indus Valiev script,

and partly also with the Babylonian cuneiform and the earlv Egvptian

hieroglyphic writing, but especially with the Phoenician letters. Of the

last, as many as 17, out of 22, resemble Cretan signs. The starting point

of Hrozny’s decipherment is the script of the inscriptions, written in

Cretan “Linear A” and partly in “Linear B,” which were found in

Greece, and are considered by him not only as written in Cretan script,

but also as couched in Cretan language. In Hrozny's opinion, the Cretan

language was Indo-European holding a mediate position between the

language of the Hittite cuneiform inscriptions and the language of the

Hittite hieroglyphic writing.
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It is Still premature in a general book of the kind of the present manual

to discuss in detail the far-reaching conclusions of Hrozny’s attempted

decipherment.

It is an open question whether the “eteo-Cretan’^ inscriptions from

Praisos, written in the Greek alphabet but in an unknown language, are

in ancient Cretan; some scholars hold the opinion that they are composed

in an Indo-European speech; in this case they cannot be connected with

the ancient Cretan tongue. Racially, the ancient Cretans seem to have

belonged to the Mediterranean type; they were dolichocephalic (long-

headed), “brunet,” of short stature.

The Phaistos Disc

Finally, mention must be

made of the Phaistos-disc

(Fig. 40), which is not only

the most remarkable of all

inscriptions found in Crete,

but also the first known
stamped object of its kind.

It was found on the 3rd

July, 1908, and belongs

perhaps to about 1700 B.C.

It is an irregularly circular

terra-cotta tablet, about 6-7

inches in diameter, with

characters impressed by

means of separate stamps

and printed on both sides

of the disc, along a spiral

line dividing the face of the

disc into five coils; these

are sub-divided, by vertical

lines, into groups of symbols

which may represent words

or sentences. The charac-

ters are highly pictorial but

they show no relationship

with Cretan pictographs,

except for a few casual re-

semblances. The signs

number 241 in all; 123

(divided into 31 groups) on

one face of the tablet, and

Fig. 40—(A and B) The Phaistos disc
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ii8 (30 groups) on the other. The signs include a galley, hatchet, eagle,

pelt, carpenter’s square, rosette, vase, house; characteristic is a male head

with a plumed head-dress, frequently repeated. The Italian scholar Pernier,

discoverer of the disc, recognized 45 different symbols, which he divided

into seven groups, of which the more important are human figures and

parts of the body; animals and parts of animals; vegetation and plants;

arms and tools. The direction of writing is from right to left; it starts

from the external line; the human and animal figures face towards

the right.

It is thought, largely on account of the plumed head-dress, that the

disc was not of indigenous origin, but belongs to the south-west coast

of Asia Alinor; this theor\^ is held by Evans, Levi, Pendlebury, and many
others. Some scholars (among them IMeyer, Air. and Airs. Hawes),

connect it with the Philistines, who appeared on the historical horizon

some 400 years later than the supposed date of the disc. Alacalister thought

that the coast of North Africa might have been the home-country of the

disc. It must, however, be pointed out that until the present day nothing

resembling it has appeared either in Anatolia or elsewhere, nor is there

any trace outside Crete of a similar script, especially at the period in

question. In conclusion, in my opinion there is not sufficient evidence

as yet to exclude the possibility that the disc was of Cretan origin.
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CHAPTER I

INDUS VALLEY CIVILIZATION AND ITS
UN DECIPHERED SCRIPT

General Sketch
Twenty-five years of excavation, exploration and study have added two

thousand years to the history of India, an achievement which may be considered

one of the most remarkable in archaeology. The old assumption that the Indo-

Aiy^ans, about the middle of the second millemum b.c., entered a land of primitive

savager>% and created all the civilization of any importance in India, has, in

consequence, proved totally wrong.

Complete cities of the third millennium B.c. have been unearthed; regular

and well-planned streets running from east to west and (from north to south,

a magnificent drainage and water-system, a great public bath for ritual purposes?)

with a swimming pool, an enormous warehouse, bear evidence to a careful system

of town-planning. Spacious and well-equipped private houses built of baked

bricks and supplied with wells, one or more bathrooms and other excellent

sanitary arrangements; sculpture in the round in alabaster and marble, large

numbers of clay and faience figurines, stone, copper and bronze tools, elaborately

carv^ed stone or ivors^ seals with mysterious inscriptions (see below), stamp seals

or seal amulets of faience with animal figures in relief (generally a bull, a

rhinoceros, or an elephant), finely wrought gold, silver and copper-gilt jewellery,

etched camelian beads, faience bangles and other personal ornaments, and all

the other objects which were found associated with this culture, bear witness

to a very high degree of civilization.

There are many other evidences of a flourishing economy based on agriculture

(wheat, barley, the date palm), and on cattle-rearing and domestication of animals.

The buffalo, ox, sheep, pig, dog, elephant, and camel are known, but not the cat

and the horse. Commercial relations were carried on by land and sea; spinning

and weaving and manufacture of cotton were practised.

Exploration, Excavation and Studies

The prehistoric cultures of X.W. India may be divided (according to Stuart

Piggott, 1946), into the urban civilization of the Harappa Culture, and the various

peasant cultures (excavated mainly since 1931). All of them are still an enigma
not only to the lay public but also to the majority of the scholars concerned,

because of insufficient excavation, the scarcity of analytical studies, and inadequate
publication. Future excavations and studies should throw a flood of new light on
the whole prehistoric civilization of India.

As yet, however, the Harappa Culture stands unparalleled, and it is with this

civilization that we are concerned here. The excavated sites are few; the two
great cities of Harappa (Punjab) and Mohenjo-daro (Sind), 450 odd miles away,
to the south, and some smaller towns (e.g. Chanhu-daro, south of Mohenjo-daro)
and v’illages in southern Sind. The mounds of Harappa were the first to be
recognised by modern science, having been noted by Masson about 1820, and
studied by Cunningham in 1853, while some seals were published in 1S75.

Recently, excavations were begun in January, 1921, by Rai Bahadur Daya Ram
Sahni, and very important excavations from 1926 to 1934 were conducted by
Madhu Samp \'ats.

81
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The prehistoric site of Mohenjo-daro, which from the architectural point of

view is much more imposing than Harappa, was first recognised m 1922; the

excavations of 1922-27 were carried out by Sir John Marshall, who, in 1931, in

collaboration with S. Langdon, S. Smith and C. J. Gadd, published a magnificent

work on Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization, while in 1937 and 1938

E. J. H. Mackay published the results of his excavations conducted between

1927 and 1931. The researches of G. R. Hunter are recommended particularly

for the study of the mysterious script, while many English and American scholars

have contributed important studies on the cultural and chronological relationship

with Mesopotamia and Iran in the fourth and third millennia B.c.

Cultural and Chronological Relationships w ith
OTHER Civilizations

Who were the people who created this Indus Valley civilization? Sir John
Marshall’s opinion, based on the few" skeletal remains, is that the founders of these

cities were of IVIediterranean type, the great dolichocephalic race of southern

Asia and Europe, who came in from the west. This opinion is acceptable, but

it does not solve the whole problem. We do not know' the name of the people.

what language they spoke, wEence they came, w’hether their civilization was
wEolly imported and wEether, or how' much, India herself contributed to its

development. It is quite possible that the Indus Valley cultures were the blending

of different local cultures w'ith the civilization imported by newxomers from the
wxst, wEo, according to some scholars, were probably related to the founders of
the most ancient civilizations of northern ^Mesopotamia and southern Iran. How-
ever, nothing definite can be said as yet. The true origins of the Harappa Culture
are still unknown and the problem of its appearance in India is still unsolved.

As to its date, there is no other means of establishing it except bv synchronisms,
through the appearance of objects, clearly of Indus Valley origin in foreign

countries, and the parallel presence of foreign objects in India. In this latter case
the correspondences seem to be rather vague and the chronology inconclusive.
On the other hand, it is easier to relate the Harappa Culture to the histor\* of
Sumerian Mesopotamia on the basis of objects of Indus Valley origin found in
Mesopotamia. Alore than thirty steatite seals, including a few' w'ith inscriptions m
Indus A alley script have been found in various Alesopotamian sites. Some of
them belong definitely to the Harappa Culture, others may be suspected to have
had this origin, or to have been made in ^Mesopotamia under Indian influence.
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However, there is still no general agreement regarding their date, and in

consequence there is none regarding the chronology of the Harappa Culture.

According to Marshall it should be dated, in round figures, between 3250 and

2750 B.c. McCown's dating roughly agrees with this, and places the end of this

civilization in the period of the early Sumerian dynasties; Frankfort, on the other

hand, lowers the date to the middle of the third millennium b.c., and Piggott

arrives independently at a similar conclusion (placing the beginning of the

Harappa Culture in Sumerian middle early dynastic times, and its continuation

in Accadian times). His conclusion seems to be right, and we cannot be far wrong
in considering the middle third millenium B.c. as the central date of the Indus

Valley civilization.

The Indus Valley Script

The most noteworthy characteristic of the Harappa culture is the use

of an indigenous script, which appears on large numbers of finely cut

seals of stone or copper from various sites. Alany of these seals are

apparently amulets. At times the designs are beautiful, but for the most
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part the inspiration of the work seems to have been utilitarian rather than

aesthetic. About 800 of these seals are inscribed (Fig. 41 and 43). The
writing may be defined as one of stylized pictographs (Fig. 42).

All the attempts at decipherment having hitherto failed, the only

thing we can do at present is to attempt an external classification of the

signs. Even this is not easy because to differentiate between the various

symbols is not always possible, and it is difficult to decide whether certain

signs are graphic variations of the same character or different characters.
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Thus, according to some scholars (Gadd and Smith) the number of the

characters of this script is 396; according to others (Langdon) 288,

or (Hunter) 253. Smith has divided all the signs into three main groups:

final signs, initial signs and numerals.

With about 300 symbols, the Indus Valley script cannot be either

Fig. 43—Seal inscriptions from Indus ^'alley

alphabetic or syllabic; on the other hand, the number of symbols would

be too small for a purely ideographic script. For this and other reasons,

it is probable that the script is partly ideographic and partly phonetic

(probably syllabic), and that it contains also some determinative signs.

Nearly all inscriptions being seal-inscriptions, it is probable that they
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represent mainly proper names. As Hunter points out, the absence of

inscriptions other than on seals indicates that some perishable material

must have been employed.

Origin

Two other problems must be mentioned; the origin of the script,

and its influence on the creation of other writings. It seems obvious that

the Indus Valley script, which is rather schematic and linear on the extant

inscriptions, was originally pictographic, but it is impossible to decide

whether it was truly indigenous or imported. A connection between
this script and the common ancestor of the cuneiform writing and of the

early Elamite script is probable, but it is impossible to determine what
the connection was. Some solutions—none of them can be considered

as certain—may be suggested, for instance: (i) The Indus Valley script

was perhaps derived from an, at present unknown, early script, which
may have been the common ancestor also of the cuneiform and early

Elamite writings. (2) All three might have been local creations, one
probably the prototype of the cuneiform or of the early Elamite script,

being an original invention and the other two being creations inspired

by the knowledge of the existence of writing.

Attempted Decipher :\ients

Valiant but fruitless attempts have been made to decipher it. Aleriggi

attempted to explain the inscriptions ideographically, i.e., considering

the single symbols as true ideograms; Langdon and Hunter attempted
to connect this script with the Brahmi alphabet, the prototype of nearly

all the Indian scripts, but their views are not convincing. Even less

convincing is a recent (1939) attempt by B. Hrozny, the famous decipherer

of Hittite, to connect this script with Hittite hieroglyphic writing. Accord-
ing to Hrozny, the Indus Valley people were a mixed race ruled by Indo-
European conquerors, and the same as the people who invented the

Hittite hieroglyphic writing.

Hunter has followed the sound method of tabulating evei*}^ occurrence
of each sign. He believes that he has thereby obtained the interpretation

of certain symbols, such as the ordinal suffix, the ablative and dative

terminations, the numeral signs, the determinatives for “slave"’ and “son,”
the word “son.” I am still sceptical of the results of his interpretation, ^

but I believe that his method and. in a lesser degree, Aleriggi’s method
are perhaps preferable to that of Professor Hrozn\\ who by way of “it

may be,” “it seems,” “it is possible,” “it is probable,” has arrived at

far-reaching conclusions. Plrozny “recognizes” nearlv no symbols as

the “most important phonetic signs”; of these no less than 86 are

considered as the symbols for six sounds only; 45 signs for the sound
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Supposed Influences on Other Scripts

As to the supposed influences of the Indus Valley script on other

writings, we have already mentioned the suggested connection with the

Brahnii alphabet. The theory that the latter was a derivative from the

Indus Valley script has been widely accepted (by Langdon, Hunter,

Hutton, and others), but no evidence can be produced that the Indus
Valley script was kept alive between the last centuries of the third

millennium b.c. and the first half of the first millennium b.c.; there

are no traces of such a script in the most ancient Indian literature. Thus,
I do not think there is any demonstrable connection between the Indus

Valley script and the Brahmi—see also p. 328 if.

Still less acceptable is Hunter’s suggestion that the Indus Valley

script influenced the creation of the Phoenician and the Sabaean alphabets

and of the Cypriote syllabary, among others. The similarity of certain

signs is purely external and accidental. Finally, a suggestion has been

made by G. de Hevesy, that the Indus Valley script should be connected

with the mysterious Easter Island writing; apart from some external

resemblances (Fig. 44)—which in some cases are exaggerated by de

Hevesy—between the characters, the only connection between the two
scripts, distant in time by some thousands of years and distant in space by

some thousands of miles, seems to be the fact that both of them are still

mysterious; to try to connect them would make the problem still more
involved without hope of achieving any results—see also p. 139.
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CHAPTER V

HITTITES AND THEIR SCRIPTS

H I T T I T E S

The Hittites, a group of peoples of differing ethnical and linguistic affinities

who inhabited Asia Minor and northern Syria from the third to the first millennia

B.C., developed a high civilization, and during 200 years (c. 1400-1200 b.c.)

constituted one of the chief empires of the Near East.

In using the term “Hittites,” we must make it clear that it is far from exact.

The term is taken from the Bible, where the Hittites, m Hebrew Hittim or bene

Heth (whence the German term “Hethiter”), are frequently mentioned as one
of the pre- Israelitish peoples of Palestine. They were even regarded as ethnically

related to the Canaanites, Heth being considered as the second-born son of Canaan
{Gen., X, 15); while Ezekiel, in speaking of Jerusalem, v rites: “Thy birth and thy
nativity is the land of the Canaanites ; the Amorite was thy father, and thv mother
was an Hittite.” {Ez., xvi, 3, 45). On the other hand, many Biblical passages
refer to Hittite kings of Syria.

Egyptian inscriptions mention the powerful Kheta-emp'wG, whose rulers

from the fifteenth to the thirteenth centuries b.c. fought with the Egyptians for

the supremacy of Syria, but often concluded with them treaties and marriage-

alliances.

In cuneiform inscriptions, there are various references: (i) The people of

Khatti are mentioned in the eighteenth century B.c. as overthrowing the

Hammurabi dynasty of Babylonia. (2) The power of Khatti in Syria in the

fourteenth centuix^ B.c. is reflected in the Amarna Tablets. (3) Assyrian inscriptions

show that the people of Khatti fought frequently with the Assyrians from the
time of Tiglath-pileser I, c. 1100 b.c., until the final conquest of Carchemish
by Sargon II, in 717 B.c. (4) Inscriptions from Urartu of the ninth-eighth cen-
turies b.c. contain several allusions to the expeditions against the people of

Khatti.

Greek references are ver\* few and very vague. It is uncertain wUether the

Keteioi of the Odyssey (xi, 521), w^ere really the Hittites. Herodotus (i, 76) speaks
of them as “Syrians,” while Strabo (xii, iii, q) terms them Leiikosyyoi, “White
Syrians.”

An ancient source of confusion has been introduced by the fact that these
Hittites were themselves usurpers of the name, wUich never occurs in Hittite

inscriptions except in the form Hattdi^ meaning “language of Hattushash”
(see belozv). This language is, however, not that of the Hittite dynasty, described
above, but of the indigenous non-Indo-European people with their capital

Hattushash, who inhabited eastern Asia Minor prior to the invasion of the Indo-
Europeans. It is therefore this indigenous people whom strictly speaking vve

should call Hattie or Hittite; but in order to avoid confusion some scholars

call them “Proto-Hattie” or Proto-Hittite.

On the other hand, the native term for the Indo-European language of the

Hittite empire has not yet been discovered. Various terms have been suggested

for this language, such as Kanish, from the important Hittite city of Kanesh or

Kanish. Some Hittitologists accept the term Xashili or Xeshiirnnili. It is, however,

89
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preferable, following the great majority of scholars, to use the term “Hattie’’

for the original meaning, i.e.y for the indigenous inhabitants of the landHatti and

their non-Indo-European language, and to employ conventionally the Biblical

form of the same stem, Hittite, for the rulers of the Hittite empire and their

Indo-European language. The term Hittite is used also for the Hittite kingdoms

of northern Syria which existed after the Hittite empire came to an end, and for

the “Hittite hieroglyphic writing” {see belozv).

The Peoples. Their Languages and Civilization

Racially, the Hittites—as shown both on their own and the Egyptian monu-

ments—belonged to the so-called Armenoid or Hittite type, one of the three

brunette sub-types of the broad-headed white races. They were dark, robust,

thick set, prognathous, with a backward sloping forehead, outward drooping eyes,

a large, prominent and aquiline nose, the upper lip protruded and the chin

somewhat retreating. They had straight black hair, no beard and lively black eyes.

We can assume that this Armenoid type was a predominant among the Hittites,

but it is highly probable that they were of mixed stock, as may be proved by
linguistic evidence.

The rich royal archives, discovered in 1906-7 at Boghaz-Koy, the ancient

Hattushash, capital of the empire, are the main source for the study of Hittite

history and civilization, and practically our only source for the study of the

Hittite language. Some documents are written in the Accadian language and

Accadian cuneiform script, the diplomatic language and script of the ancient

Near East, but the bulk is in the Hittite language and Hittite cuneiform script.

This Hittite language has been recognized as an Indo-European speech since

its decipherment in 1915 by the Czech scholar B. Hrozn\^ who has been mentioned
before.

Previously, fantastic theories were not lacking, and even connections with

the Peruvian Kechua or the Japanese or the Aztecs were suggested. Nowadays,
most philologists are agreed that Hittite was among the first, or the first, of the

Indo-European languages to separate from the parent stock. But the American
scholar Sturtevant holds that Hittite and the primitive Indo-European speech

descended from a still earlier stock which he calls primitive Indo-Hittite. According

to Sturtevant, Hittite alone preserv^es certain archaic features, while the historical

Indo-European languages agree in the same innovations. Sturtevant’s theory,

accepted by some scholars {e.g., Goetze, 1945), has been attacked by others

{e.g.y Gelb and Bonfante, 1945). The grammar of Hittite, its noun and verb form,

are clearly Indo-European
;
but only a part of its vocabular\^ is so, Hittite showing

large influences of other, non-Indo-European, languages, particularly of the
indigenous language, Hattie. We may assume that when the Indo-Europeans
arrived in their new homeland, they found themselves faced by powerful tribes

more numerous than themselves, and speedily realized that if they were to survive,

they must not stand aloof but mix with the native tribes.

The ritual texts of Boghaz-Koy' contain many passages in three other languages.
One of these, Luili or Liizctan, at first mistakenly regarded as a Finno-Ugrian
language, is closely related to Hittite, but it seems to show a still greater influence

of the indigenous languages of Asia Minor. Hurrian is another native language;
it is a non-Indo-European speech, and diflFers but very little from the language
of the Mitanni (it is perhaps the same); while the third language, the Hattie
speech already referred to, was the non-Indo-European language used bv the
indigenous population of Asia Minor, and belonged probably to the Caucasian
group of languages. A language called Palaumnili, “the language of the country
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of Pala,” is mentioned in the Boghaz-Koy documents, but nothing can be said as

yet about it.

In short, the ethnical and linguistic evidence suggest that: (i) eastern Asia

Minor was inhabited originally by the Hattie people, speaking a non-Indo-
European tongue and belonging to the Armenoid type; (2) with the invasion of

the Indo-European Hittites, the indigenous inhabitants did not disappear, but
accepted the foreign Indo-European rulers, intermixing with them to such an
extent that their own racial type became predominant, while their language

strongly influenced the speech of the newcomers, and their ethnic name continued

to be used abroad to describe the whole empire.

Hittite civilization possesses certain original characteristics, although its

debt is great in every' respect to other contemporary cultures, especially that of

Babylon. That it reached a high level is abundantly shown by' its rich literature,

religious, lexicographical and historical, by the advanced military, administrative

and political organization of the Hittite empire, and by' the mastery' in diplomacy

shown by its rulers in the fifteenth-thirteenth centuries b.c. Moreover, the

development of communications between the capital and the outh'ing provinces;

the distinct individuality of its artistic monuments; the social, economic and
juridical attainment displayed in the Hittite code and other documents; and
more especially the creation of an indigenous script {see below) with the peculiar

style of carving in relief the figures and characters of the inscriptions (Fig. 45);
all combine to demonstrate that Hittite civilization was not inferior to that of the

Egyptians, the Baby'lonians or the Assy'rians.

The Hittite Pantheon is, roughly speaking, a mixture of Alesopotamian and
local elements, Hittite my'thology is strongly influenced by' Sumero-Babydonian
my'ths, and the interpretation of omens, also mostly' of Baby'lonian origin, under-
went essential modifications in particular details.

NIain Historical Events

About the middle of the third millennium B.c., eastern Asia Elinor was divided

into a number of city'-states
;
after a long struggle, one of them, the city^ of Hatti

(Khatti), gained the supremacy' over the others. During the last centuries of the

third millenium b.c., an Indo-European invasion, identified by' some scholars

with the coming of the Luwians, took place, and about 2000 b.c., the Hittites,

another Indo-European people, invaded the country*. The city of Hatti, then

known as Hattushash, became the capital of a strong kingdom, which e\ en succeeded

in overthrowing the Baby'lonian empire. The good fortune of this Hittite empire
did not last long. During the sixteenth and fifteenth centuries b.c., it was in

eclipse, but with the rise of the Hittite New Empire, which lasted from the

beginning of the fourteenth to the end of the thirteenth century' b.c., Hittite

power had no rival on its eastern borders, and was no wise inferior to the Egy'ptian

empire. The Hittite kings Shuppiluliumash (i395-i355B.c.),MurshilishII (1353-

1325 B.C.), Muwatallish (1325-1297 b.c.), Hattushilish III (1290-1265 b.c.), and
Tudhaliy'ash IV (1265-1235 b.c.) were great military' leaders and excellent

diplomats and administrators. However, at the beginning of the twelfth century b.c.

the Hittite empire came to an end, overthrown by barbarian hordes, attacking

by land and sea, and known as the Sea-Peoples, probably of Indo-European

affinities. The Hittite political and cultural centre was transferred to northern

Syria, where small Hittite states arose, the most important of them being

Carchemish. In the eighth century' B.c. all these small kingdoms were conquered

by the Assy'rians; Carchemish fell to Sargon II in 717 B.c.



Hittite hieroglyphic inscriptions

carved in relief

1, The most beautiful inscription from
Carchemish, 9th century b.c.

2, Another inscription from Carchemish,
8th century b.c.
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Hittite Hieroglyphic Writing

The so-called Hittite hieroglyphic writing appears to have been

employed for a few centuries only, when its users had already adapted

the early Babylonian cuneiform writing to their language to form the

script known as the Hittite cuneiform writing. This continued to be

used until the end of the Hittite Empire, both for official purposes and

for those of daily life.

There is no direct evidence that Hittite hieroglyphic writing was

employed before 1500 b.c.
;
an inscription published by R. D. Barnett

belongs roughly to that period. However, the majority of the inscriptions

in this writing belong to the period of the Syrian Hittite states, particularly

to the tenth-eighth centuries b.c. The latest inscriptions may be attributed

to about 600 B.c. (Fig. 46). It is a peculiar fact that in the Hittite mother-

countrv" not many such inscriptions have been discovered, the greater

number having been found in northern Syria, particularly in Carchemish

Fig. 46-—Late Hittite hiero-

glyphic inscription (r. 600

B.C.?), from Bulgar Dagh
(Bulgannaden)
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(Fig. 45 and perhaps Fig. 47), Hamath, and Aleppo. The majority of the

inscriptions are in relief or engraved (Fig. 47) on stone monuments or on
rocks, a few are on lead, some are inscriptions on seals or impressions in

clay, the famous Tarkondemos seal is in silver. Some inscriptions,

particularly those discovered at Ashiir, present a more cursive type of

writing (Fig. 48).

The first discovery of a Hittite hieroglyphic inscription was made as

early as 1812 in Hamath (X. -Syria), but the first serious studies were those

of Sayce and Wright who recognized that the inscriptions were the work
of the Hittites and tried without success to decipher them by the methods
that had been successful with the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing. However,
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thanks to the researches of these two scholars and many others, Hittite

hieroglyphic writing seems to have yielded to a certain extent to modern
science. Not all scholars accept the achieved results, but there is increasing

agreement on the main points of the decipherment.

Fig. 47—Hittite hieroglyphic inscription engraved on stone

The inscriptions begin at the top right-hand side. The direction of

writing is generally boustrophedon—dilttvmXxng in direction with the

successive rows, like oxen ploughing a field—but sometimes from right
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Fig. 48—Hittite hieroglyphic cursive signs (II, IV, VI and VII) compared with
monumental symbols (I, III, V and VIII)

to left or from left to right. The characters face always towards the
beginning of the line. Appropriate signs separate the individual words.

The number of the signs is about 220, but according to Meriggi, the
Hittite hieroglyphic system numbered as many as 419 symbols. They
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are partly ideographic and partly phonetic; the greater part of the

characters are ideograms (Fig, 49), for instance, the symbols for “god,’'

“king,” “prince,” “great,” “city,” “sacrifice,” “land,” “ox,” or
Signs representing animals, plants, parts of the body, and so forth, employed
either as word-signs or determinatives. Fifty-seven signs have according
to Gelb (Fig. 50, i) a syllabic value.

Origin of Hittite Hieroglyphic Writing

The problem of the origin of the Hittite hieroglyphic writing has not
yet been solved. Some scholars have derived it from the Egyptian

hieroglyphics, others from the Cretan pictographic script. In fact, the

form of Hittite hieroglyphic writing is highly pictorial, as is indeed that

of the Egyptian hieroglyphics and the Cretan pictographs, but this does
not mean necessarily that it must have derived from one of them.

^ {h 4 ^

4 ^ ® Q A B I t L A
Fig. 49—Hittite ideographic symbols

Indeed, a comparison between Hittite hieroglyphic writing and the

Egyptian hieroglyphics shows that there is no direct connection at all

between them; and while there are some external similarities between

Cretan pictographs and Hittite hieroglyphics (Fig. 50, 2), no connection

can be proved so long as the Cretan pictographic script remains

undeciphered; the chronological difficulties must also be considered.

The present author’s view is this: with the expansion of the Hittite

Empire, the necessity arose for a monumental script for writing on stone.

Perhaps impressed by the beauties of Eg}^ptian writing, with which they

were familiar, the Hittite rulers decided on a pictorial script as most

appropriate for this purpose; Kroeber’s theoiA^ of “stimulus-diffusion”

or “idea-diffusion” would here seem to fit perfectly. At a late period a

simpler cursive form of Hittite hieroglyphic writing developed (Fig. 48).

As to the date of the creation of Hittite hieroglyphic writing, nothing

can be said with certainty, but we may assume that the script existed
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Fig. 50

1, The Hittite hieroglyphic

syllabary according to Prof.

I. J. Gelb

2, Comparison of Hittite hiero-

glyphic symbols (ii, iv, vi and

viii) with Cretan pictographic

signs (i, iii, v and vii)
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already about the middle of the second millennium B.C., discounting

certain opinions that are palpably absurd. Such are the view of the Italian

Ribezzo that Hittite hieroglyphic writing was invented before 3000 B.c.

and for over 1,000 years was excluded from official use and employed

mainly on perishable material, and the recent theory of the Czech

Hittitologist Hrozny that Hittite hieroglyphic writing originated perhaps

at the beginning of the third millennium b.c. and was connected with

the Indus Valley script.
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CHAPTER VI

CHINESE LANGUAGE AND WRITING

Chinese

CHINESE writing is the only ancient ideographic or rather ‘‘transitional” system

of writing which not only is still used, but is employed by a nation comprising

one-fifth of the population of the world, and in a countr>" larger than the wEole
European continent. Notwithstanding its extensive use by a people of high and
ancient culture, and notwithstanding its history of almost 4,000 years, the internal

development of Chinese writing has been practically imperceptible. The mam
evolution of the Chinese characters was, indeed, technical, external, “cali-

graphic” as we may call it. Chinese writing has never passed beyond the transitional

stage and, thus, has never reached even the syllabic stage. The reason for this

peculiarity lies in the Chinese language. The three well-known divisions of human
speech are the isolating, the agglutinative and the inflecting. The Indo-European
and the Semitic languages offer familiar examples of the inflectional stage.

Chinese belongs to the Tibeto-Chinese family of languages, which are

partly agglutinative and partly isolating. No family of languages has such a great

number of languages and dialects, and of speakers, and is spoken over so wide
an extent, as the Tibeto-Chinese family, extending from Peking to Baltistan, and
from central Asia to southern Burma. The Tibeto-Chinese family is subdivided
into the Tibeto-Burmese and the Siamese-Chinese sub-families. Chinese,
belonging to the latter, was probably once an agglutinative speech, but it is now
isolating, that is to say, it does not contain terminations or other grammatical
forms; the old prefixes and suffixes ha\’ing been worn away and having lost

their significance are replaced by independent words without the possibility

of a real inflexion. Thus, as a rule, if it is desired to modify the sense of a word
in respect to time, place, or other relation, this is not done by adding a prefix

or a suffix (that is by incorporation of a vowel or a syllable with the main word,
as it is done in the agglutinative languages), but by adding some other, separate

word having a meaning of its own. Therefore, the whole language as spoken
in its many dialects and written in a number of ways, consists of rudimentary
monosyllables, and compounds made from monosyllables (Fig. 51), exactly
as “house-maid” is made from “house” and “maid.” There is an extreme paucity
of grammatical structure in Chinese

;
strictly speaking, there is no Chinese

grammar, apart from syntax. The root never changes; the same word can be a
verb, a noun, an adjective; the meaning is determined only by the place of the
word in the sentence. The characteristic “tone” in Chinese speech, which appears
so difficult to a foreigner, is nevertheless of some help in mastering the language.

A tone is an acoustic pitch or musical stress, or change of pitch and pitch
only. The tones are of utmost importance; they are just as important as the
vowel itself. Without the tone, the word has some other meaning or has no meaning
at all. A word pronounced on a low pitch means one thing, on a rising pitch
another, on a high pitch another. The Chinese tones have, thus, nothing to do
with stress or length or abruptness of the Indo-European languages. So charac-
teristic are the tones in the Tibeto-Chinese languages, that some scholars have

9S
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suggested to term them “poiytonic.” The number of tones varies from language

to language, from dialect to dialect; for instance, Siamese and Cantonese have

each six, Burmese has but two tones.

The possible combinations of the 450 or so Chinese syllables amount thanks

to the tones to about i,zoo. Some dialects consist of a greater number of different

syllables; the Peking dialect is said to consist of about 1,380, the Canton dialect

of 1,868, and the Amoy dialect of about 2,500. Even so, the number of words

would still be insufficient for the speech of a higffiy civilized people, if it did

Fig. 51—Modern Chinese characters

B

0

“man,” “person,” “human.” 2, Nii, “girl,” “woman,” “female.” 3, Tzu, “child,”

“son,” “posterity.” 4, (composed of symbols 2 and 3), Hao, “good,” “well,” “fond of,”

“ver>\” 5, Kuo, “kingdom” or “countr\"” surrounded with boundaries. 6, Chiin^,

“centre,” “middle,” “inside.” 7, Ta or da, “great,” “noble,” “ver\\” 8, Ying, "‘supe-

rior” used for Eng(land). 9, I {ee), “one.” 10, Erh, “two.” ii, San, “three.” 12, Szu,
“four.” 13, Wu, “fiv'e,” 14, Lw, “six.” 15, Chd, “seven.” 16, Ptz, “eight.” \’‘j,Chiu, “nine.”

18, Shih, “ten.” A, (2—1), Xii-jen, “female” — “person” = “woman.” B, (6-^5), Chungs
kuo, “middle” — “kingdom” = “China.” C, (8— 5), Ying-kuo, “Ying (England)”
“kingdom” = “England.” D, (8—5— 1), Ying-kiio-jen, “English” -p “kingdom”-h
“man” = “Englishman.”

not include ver\' many homonyms

,

that is, words with the same sound but different

meaning. If these homonyms were to be written in alphabetic script, the

ambiguity would certainly be much greater than it is in the present writing,

in which, for example, for the sound shih there are 239 characters (54, 40, 79, and 66

respectively for the different tones). According to Professor Karlgren, in the

Mandarin dialect {see belozc) there are 69 words which are pronounced i, 59 shih^

29 ku, and so forth, and the average number of words for each syllable is 10.

However, thanks to the means of variation (that is, the tones), each word is

pronounced in a different musical note, and the Chinese language has been able
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to retain its power of expression. Another device which facilitates to understand

the exact meaning is the employment of “synonym-compounds” (Karlgren),

that is to say, pairs of words of similar meaning, which make each other

recognisable; cf. also “pidgin English” look-see, (E. H. Minns.)

The linguistic problem of China is still further complicated by the existence

of a great number of local dialects. In recent times, however, thanks to the modern
educational system, the so-called Mandarin dialect has become a kind of standard

spoken language and has been even accepted for the new literature, (The Mandarin
dialect was originally a northern Chinese dialect; there are four variations of

which the Peking one predominates: it is much distorted with its great changes

in initial sounds.) At the same time, experiments have been made—though
without success—in introducing an alphabetic script, while a simplification

of Chinese writing seems to have been partially successful through reducing

the number of its characters to a maximum of i,ooo or even 600 for use in popular
books couched in “basic” Chinese.

Origin of Chinese Culture

The early history^ of the Chinese people and the origin of their culture is

in the twilight betw^een the legendary and the historical. The so-called “First

Dynasty” or the dynasty of the Hsia, dated by Chinese tradition in the third

millennium b.c., and in the first quarter of the second, is nowadays considered

by some scholars as legendary. While there is much talk of the four thousand
or more years of Chinese histor\% we know but that it existed, and perhaps the

names of ten rulers.

The “Second Dynasty,” or the dynasty of the Shang known also as Yin,
is generally dated 1766-1122 B.c., but the chronology is far from certain. We
have the names of the monarchs and certain informations about the culture

of that period. Chinese civilization had already assumed definite characteristics.

The bronzes attributed to that period exhibit high technical skill. Writing was
already well developed; there were already some local varieties. When we come
to the “Third Dynasty,” or the dynasty of the Chou, commonly dated 1122
B.C.-249 B.C., we find oursehxs on firmer ground, although, while “all authorities

on the chronolog>^ of ancient China are in general agreement concerning both
the relatne and the absolute dating of events later than 841 B.c.,” for the
period earlier than this, “there is great difference of opinion both as to relative

and as to absolute chronologv".” (H. G. Creel.)

Prof. Latourette points out that Chinese culture first definitely appears in

what is now North Central China. “It is significant that this is where the trade
routes across Central Asia from the West enter China, and that Chinese civilisation

is probably not as old as that of the ancient centres of the Western world. One
cannot help but suspect something more than a coincidence.” I do not think,
howev'er, that the theory—suggested by some scholars—that Chinese culture
deriv'ed from that of the Sumerians, can hold its ground. There is another
theor\% attempting to find in Central Asia the common source of both the earliest

Mesopotamian and the earliest Chinese civilization, but positiv e proof is wanting.
I agree, therefore, with Prof. Latourette: “We must wait for further discoveries
in China and Central Asia before we dare give a final opinion.”

Origin of Chinese Writing

The problem of the origin of Chinese writing is still open. A dependence
on the cuneiform writing has been suggested, but this does not seem
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probable. There is, however, no doubt that there exist certain internal

similarities between the Chinese and the early cuneiform and Egyptian

writings, as indeed between all the ideographic-^^transitional” scripts. The
already mentioned theory, of the American scholar A. L. Kroeber, of

the ‘"idea-diffusion” or “stimulus-diffusion” gives us perhaps the right

solution. On this basis it is urged that the generic idea of the existence

of writing (after it had developed in IXIesopotamia, in Iran, in the Indus

Valley, and perhaps in some other nearer places still unknown to us),

when it reached China, might have induced some great Chinese personality

to “invent” or “create” a particular script for the Chinese speech.

Local traditions connect the origins of Chinese writing with the eight

mystic trigrams much used in divinations, pa kua (Fig. 52) meaning

1234
(1) katiy ‘‘sky,” dr>*;” the first element, the creative element; “Grand-father,”

“life,” “favourable presage”

(2) tuiy “water,” “sea,” “lakes,” “light”

(3) //, “fire,” “sun,” “heat,” the creative element of heat and light

(4) di’eriy “thunder,” mother of lightning and heat, “hard”

678
(5) hsii “wind,” “movable,” “wood”
(6) k'an, “water,” “rivers,” liquid element, “cool,” “cold,” “moon”
(7) hen^ “mountains,” “hills,” element which hinders movement
(8) kun^ “earth,” terrestrial element; the second element, the element of destruc-

tion; “Grand-mother,” “bad presage”

Fig. 52—The Chinese mystic tngrams pa kua

“eight divination-diagrams,” and the hexagrams, derived from the

trigrams, or with a knot-device similar to the ancient Peruvian qiiipiis [see p.

26). On the other hand, the use of tally-sticks, the typical Chinese gestures

(Fig. 53, i), ornamentation, ritual symbolism and so forth, certainly played

a more or less considerable part in the creation of the Chinese characters.

{See B. Chang Chcng-ming, Uecriture chinoise et le gesie hurnain, etc.,

Shanghai and Paris, 1937.)

Prof. W. Perceval Yetts, the great authority on Chinese writing,

rightly points out that in the earliest Chinese documents extant—which

may belong to the Shang-Yin dynasty (perhaps from 1766 to 1122 b.c.)

—
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“the principles of script construction were the same as when Hsii Shen

defined them in the Shuo wen Preface (2nd century a.d.; d.d.); and they

have not changed since.’' Prof. Yetts, therefore, comes to the conclusion

that “structural evolution came to an end at some distant date unknown

to us.”

Indeed, unless we admit—as Prof. Yetts argues—that this structural

evolution of Chinese writing was in progress for several centuries before

the second millennium b.c., we may suggest that the Chinese system was

created artificially, as a whole, by someone who knew already of the

existence of writing. On the other hand, it should be borne in mind that

as far as China’s remote past is concerned, “All is vague and uncertain

prior to the beginning of the historical period about 800 b.c.; and much
that has been written is mere conjecture concerning the Shang-Yin

dynasty, which is supposed to have reigned for six centuries and a half,

till overthrown by the Chou in 1122 B.c. Still more misty is the Hsia

dynasty, reputed forerunner of the Shang-Yin, and very little is known
of the conditions in China during the third and second millennia B.c.”

(W. P. Yetts).

The attempt of some scholars to prove the Sumerian origin of the

primeval writing of China, implies at least great exaggerations. The
general conception of writing might perhaps be borrowed, directly or

indirectly, from the Sumerians, but not a single sign taken from the

Sumerian system can be found. A dependence on the Egyptian hieroglyphics

is still more unlikely. Chinese writing bears a thoroughly Chinese stamp,

no less than Chinese art and customs. As Prof. Creel points out, at present,

the issue is a dead one. “New evidence may appear, but as matters stand

there is no proof that Chinese writing originated or was developed anywhere

save within the limits of what we know as China.”

According to L. C. Hopkins, followed by other scholars, the earliest

development of Chinese writing came from the hands of the professional

diviners, while according to others it was due to the progressive complexity

of governmental machineiy'.

The date of the invention or creation of Chinese writing is also

unknown; we may assume, however, that it was already in existence in

the early second millennium B.c. On the other hand, the prehistoric if not

legendary' emperors Fu Hsi, Shen-nung, and Huang-ti, or the secretaries

of the latter, Ts’ang Chieh and Chii Sung (the tzn shen, “gods of writing”)

to whom the invention and systematization of the Chinese characters is

attributed, are placed in most chronologies in the first half or about the

middle of the third millennium B.c., discounting a traditional attribution

to the forty-sixth century* b.c.

Chinese tradition, according to the Shuo wen {see below), attributes

to the first of the aforementioned “gods of writing,” the invention of

the pa kua; to the second, the invention of a knot-device memory aid;
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whereas, on the initiative of Huang-ti, Ch’ang Chieh created the kti zven,

or “ancient figures.” The ta chiian, or “great seal” characters, according

to the Shtio zcen appeared the first time in the Shih Chou p'ien^ a book
written by Chou about the ninth century b.c. About 220 B.c., the hsiao

chuan^ or “small seal” characters are said to have been introduced by
Li Ssu and two other ministers of the first Ch’in emperor, whereas a

simpler script, called li shu “was adopted to facilitate the drafting of

documents relating to the multitude of prisoners at that time.” (W. P,

Yetts.)

This Chinese tradition was until recently considered as more or less

corresponding to historical facts. Nowadays, serious sinologists not only

consider the first of the mentioned “inventors” of Chinese writing as

legendar}^ culture-heroes, but also deny the existence of Chou, the

reformer of writing. Chou according to L. C. Hopkins means “deduction

from omens observed,” or “an oracular response,” and the chou wen

characters would, therefore, probably indicate the writing employed
for instance in the “Honan bones” [see below). Li Ssu is certainly a

historical person; however, he is now considered not as an inventor of

a system of writing but as an ancient “standardizer” of Chinese script.

On the other hand, as Prof. Creel pointed out, excavations in Chinese

neolithic sites have so far produced nothing which appears to be writing,

although “Chinese archaeologists are searching with special attention for

traces of primitive Chinese writing.” On the whole, there is no evidence

to show that Chinese writing existed before the second millennium

B.C.; the earliest extant Chinese inscriptions, on bones, belong, [see

below) to the fourteenth centur>^ B.C.; whereas the earliest extant

Sumerian inscribed documents are attributed to the middle of the fourth

millennium b.c., and the Eg\^ptian to the end of the same millennium.

Earliest Inscriptions

Epigraphy has constituted an important branch of Chinese scholarship

from Ou-yang Hsiu, who in the middle of the eleventh centuiy^ a.d.

published the book Chi ku lo po zvei. Notes on over 400 inscriptions

dating from earliest times to “Five Dynasties.” A bibliography published

over twenty years ago [Chin shih zcen, “inscriptions on metal and stone,”

Peking, 1926) contains some 800 works on epigraphy.

Until the end of the last centurv' there were ver\" few inscriptions

extant, other than those on bronzes, which could be attributed with

certainty to a period anterior to the last quarter of the third century b.c.

(Chhn dynasty). According to Prof. Creel, “most of the things used by
these people, which might have come down to us as evidence of their

culture, were ver\^ perishable. . . . Their books were written on tablets

of wood or bamboo. In the wet climate of China such materials decay
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Fig. 53

1 ,
Ch inese gestures (1-2

command
; 3-5, vow, oath

;

6-9, refusal
; 10, refuse to

marrv’; 11, usurpation).

2, The famous “Yii Tablet.”

3, Chinese “Stone Drum.”
4, Archaic Chinese characters

on bronze and bone.

5, The character “sovereign
ruler,” on bronze <1-7) and

bones (S-15).

6, Ta chuan ( a) and hsiao chiian

ib) characters.

7, Bronze inscription belong-
ing to the Shang-Ym period.

8, Fragment of bone engraved
m ancient Chinese characters

8
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quickly.” The inscriptions on pottery vessels (with characters usually

single) and jade—one of them being inscribed with eleven characters

—

are rare. Probably no stone inscriptions are extant; the “Yii Tablet”

(Fig. 53, 2), the supposed copy of a prehistoric Chinese inscription of

the eighteenth century b.c., is according to Prof. W. Perceval Yetts “an

undoubted forgery.”

The famous inscribed “Stone Drums”—now in the gateway of the

Contucian Temple of Peking—(ten roughly chiselled mountain boulders

or truncated pillars, one and a half to nearly three feet high, with an average

circumference of seven feet) are commonly attributed to the reign of

King Hsiian (827-782 B.c,) or even to the last century of the second

millennium B.c. According to Prof. Yetts and other scholars, they belong

to the third century B.c. It is commonly accepted that they are inscribed

in ta chuan.

A great many of the Chinese bronzes are inscribed, but till the end

of the Shang-Yin dynasty (1122 B.c.?) such inscriptions were usually

very short, some containing only one or two characters indicating a name,

or suggesting a sacrificial function, dedications or invocations to ancestors,

for instance the inscription “For Father Ting,’' and so forth. On the

other hand, some of the bronze inscriptions, especially those of later times,

are quite lengthy. ]\lany of them are xery accurately dated, to the year,

month, and day, but the dates recorded are of little help: some are of

merely local importance; others add the specification “of the king”

(which obviously was sufficient at the time), but omit the name of the

king.

An epoch-making discover}^ was made in 1899. In the village Hsiao-

Pun (perhaps the ancient town of Ho Tan Chia), near An-yang, in

northern Honan, there were excavated, in circumstances imperfectly

known, several thousand fragments of bone and tortoiseshell engraved

in ancient Chinese characters. They are in a surprisingly good state of

preservation, and this is probably due to the protective properties of

loess in which they were buried. Some of the fragments show an uncommon
smoothness and finish. “The surfaces of some were polished until they

gleamed like glass. Most of them had queer oval notches on their backs,

and T-shaped cracks.” (H. G. Creel.)

The exact date of these inscriptions is uncertain; some scholars

attribute them to the latter part of the Shang-Yin dvnasty, others think

that the writing recorded was already obsolete in the period to which

these bones are attributed. According to Prof. Creel, “we have a great

manv bones which unquestionably date from the reign of Wu Ting

(1324-1266 B.C.). Whether some of our inscriptions go back to the time

of Pan Keng (1401-1374 b.c.) is a question which is still being debated.”

'Fhe inscriptions are generally believed to be remains of archives
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left by royal diviners; they are responses given to private individuals

who came to seek the aid of divination in the affairs of daily life. “It is

not to be supposed that once these bits of bone reached the hands of

scholars they were deciphered easily. At first, even Chinese palaeographers

could make out no more than a word here and there, while the very

nature of the inscriptions remained a mystery.’’ However, “it is now
possible to read most of the characters in almost any inscription and

to understand quite adequately the meaning of most inscriptions. This

adventure in scholarship has been as thrilling and in many ways as notable

an achievement as the decipherment of the Egyptian hieroglyphics.”

“Most of this work has been by Chinese scholars.” (H. G. Creel.)

Although these inscriptions are very short—most of them containing

not more than ten to twelve characters, and the longest hardly exceeding

sixty—their importance from the point of view of the history of writing

is paramount; there appear to be some 3,000 different characters, of which

however not more than some 600 have been identified. Amongst the

various difficulties offered by the script of the “Honan bones,” there

is that of the uncertain discrimination between different characters and

mere variants of a character.

Story of Chinese Characters

In the long history of Chinese writing, there are two fields of

development: (i) the external form of the Chinese symbols, and (2) the

systematization of the Chinese characters.

External Form of Chinese Symbols

The main changes in the shapes of the single symbols were due to

the changes in the materials used for writing; thus, when the narrow

bamboo stylus was used and writing was done on silk and slips of bamboo
or wood, lines and curv^es could be easily traced, and they were all equally

thick; these peculiarities are shown in the ta chiiany “greater seal

characters” (Fig. 53, 6a and 54, 1-2), and the hsiao chuan, “lesser seal

characters” (Fig. 53, 6^). Bronze tools, shaped like the “burin” or knifes

were employed for the engraved script.

The invention ofpiy the writing-brush made of elastic hair, enormously
influenced the formal evolution of the script; curves became straight

or nearly so, and the likeness to the original pictures was in most cases

destroyed (the transformation of the early cuneiform writing presents

a good parallel case). This invention is traditionally attributed to Meng
T’ien, the builder of the Great Wall, who died about 210 b.c., but must
precede him. The fluid was generally a dark varnish. A further develop-

ment of the external forms of the character came with the invention of

paper in a.d. 105.
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Main Varieties of Chinese Writing

On the whole, the main varieties of early Chinese writing are the

ku wen, or “ancient figures/’ the ta chiian, or “greater seal,” the hsiao

chuan, or “lesser seal” and li shu or official script. These four figured

in the original Shuo wen, where most of the leading or entry characters

were in ‘Small Seal,’ the text was in li shu, and examples of ku wen and

choii wen (synonymous with ta chuan) were cited in order to explain

g^gpg evolution.” (W. P* ^etts.) T'he Shuo wen mentions five other

varieties of Chinese writing employed under the Ch’in dynasty (221-206

B.C.), the k'o fu, inscribed on tallies; the Mung shu, fanciful characters

Ufiir

Fig. 54—Main types of Chinese writing

I, Chiian. 2, Shan fang ta chuan, 3, Li shu. 4, Ts'ao shu. 5, K'ai shu. 6, Hsing shu

shaped like birds or insects, the mu yin, used for stamps or seals, and two

varieties of the shu shu, one employed for official notices, and the other

used for inscriptions. Another style of writing, the pa fen lies midway

between the hsiao chuan and the li shu.

There are no documents extant written uniformly in any of the most

ancient scripts. On the earliest bronzes extant and on the “Honan bones,

the ku wen predominate, some of which are already in an evolved form,

but there are also some simple pictograms, as well as some symbols

which mav be considered as ta chuan. According to L. C. Hopkins, both

the ta chuan (traditionally, as already said, attributed to ca. ninth century

B.c.) and the hsiao chuan (attributed to ca. 220 b.c.) have been created
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under the Shang-Yin dynasty, whereas Li Ssu, as already mentioned,

was only a standardizer of the hsiao chiian. Concerning the li shuy it is

generally accepted that this style was created under the Chhn dynasty,

but whereas the tradition attributes its invention to Ch’eng Miao, according

to Prof. Yetts “more likely it resulted from the administrative needs

of the centralized government recently set up.” Abbreviation and
simplification are the main characteristics of the li shu (Fig. 54, 3), which

became the prototype of the various Chinese scripts employed for nearly

two thousand years till the present day.

Out of the li shiiy many forms of writing developed. Mention may be

made of the following:

(1) The actual classical script, 5/iw, Fig. 54, 5 (called also “clerkly

hand”), which was invented by Wang Hsi Chih (a.d. 321-379).

(2) The very cursive ts^ao shuy or “grass character” (Fig. 54, 4), which
“so curtails the usual strokes as to be comparable to a species of shorthand,

requiring special study. It seems to have been in use as early as 200 B.c.”

(Latourette.)

(3) The hsing shii (Fig. 54, 6) or running hand, used in ordinarv

correspondence, developed at a much later period.

(4) Various, less important, cursive scripts, such as Sting tzu (the

cursive script of the Sung dynasty, a.d. 960-1279), the lien tzUy and other

forms of writing.

Among the great number of various scripts used in the past or to-day,

we have mentioned only the most important, but Chinese calligraphy

knows of many other forms of writing. There are, or were in the past,

more than a hundred ornamental scripts with fancy names (Fig. 55),
such as the script of the precious stones, the script of the stars, of the

clouds, of the dragons, of the birds, of the bells and vases, of the tadpoles

{k'o ton tzu
\
Fig. 53, 2) and many magic scripts. The tadpole script was

an archaic form: certain characters are v^ry like tadpoles, for instance, the

character “son”, etc.

Systematization of Chinese Characters

The systematization of the Chinese characters is the second important
field in the histor\' of Chinese writing. The natural development of an
ideographic- ‘‘transitional” script and its many different varieties; the
spreading of the knowledge of writing all over the immense territory* of
China, and various other obvious factors, were the causes of the excessive
multiplication of symbols, including numerous useless, doubles,
abbreviations, cursive varieties, faulty forms due to the ignorance of many
scribes, and so forth.

In order to reduce this mass of written symbols, Chinese scholars
from fairly early times devoted considerable effort as well as ingenuity,
to introduce some method in their intricate svstem of writing. The
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earliest classification, Erh ya, seems to have been compiled about the

eleventh century b.c. It is a collection of terms and phrases arranged

under nineteen categories. According to tradition, about the ninth

Tafe{ 4

Pjg^ --—Specimens of Chinese ornamental and matrical fancy scripts
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century b.c., Chou compiled a catalogue of the standard symbols {ku wen

or chou wen^ now considered as synonymous with ta chuan)\ this

tradition, however, is doubtful {see above). At the end of the third century

B.c., Li Ssu published the official catalogue San ts'ang, containing 3,300

characters.

Four centuries later, in the second century a.d., Hsii Shen published

the lexicon Shuo wen (or Shtio wen chieh tzii, meaning “An Explanation

of Ancient Figures and an Analysis of Compound Characters^’), amending

and commending Li Ssu’s catalogue, and classifying the Chinese characters.

He reproduced 10,516 symbols (of which 9,353 were simples and 1,163

doubles), under 540 rational keys or radicals (classifiers). Hsii Shen “was

chiefly concerned with the form of characters and their origins, though he

added brief explanations of the meanings. His sources were the surviving

classics, the writings of his predecessors, and inscriptions on bronze and

stone” (W. P. Yetts). The Shuo wen may still he regarded as the main
source for the study of ancient Chinese writing.

Phonetic Dictionaries

In the beginnings, Chinese writing perhaps represented the spoken language:

even this problem is still sub judice; while according to Prof. Karlgren, the writing

of the early period ‘Svas the natural reproduction of the spoken language,*’ in

Prof. Creel’s opinion, it “was couched in an idiom quite different from the spoken
tongue.” However, at the time there was no need to reproduce in writing the many
bisyllabic compounds used as words in the modern common speech.

On the whole, nowadays Chinese writing represents the forgotten speech of
several thousand years ago. It appeals, therefore, to the eye rather than to the
ear. The Chinese written language, notable for its richness of expression and
flexibility, is in its rules of composition, its style and its vocabulary, far removed
from the vernacular, which, besides, developed dialects so different that they are
mutually almost unintelligible. Scholars who cannot understand each other’s

speech, can read the same books and communicate by writing.

Tradition assigns the invention or the development of Chinese “phonetics”
or spelling, to Buddhist missionaries from India translating their sacred books
into Chinese, who were anxious to introduce some system in order to read and
explain their holy scriptures correctly. However, the most important system of
Chinese spelling is the syllabic method fan cJiieh, which gives the sound of a
character by writing two other characters, the first to represent the initial and
the palatalization, the second to represent the final—including the vowel—

,

the labialization and the tone.

About A.D. 500, Chinese scholars started the publication of the
phonetic dictionaries, yiin fu, classified according to the sound and the
tone of the words.

Of the original Yiip’ien, published in a.d. 543, which was the earliest

dictionary to employ the fan ch’ieh system, only a fragment found in

Japan is extant. In a.d. 601 the Ch'ieh yiin was published; it was a phonetic
dictionary of northern China. It was enlarged in 751 under the title T'ang
yiin, which was included in the Shuo wen chieh tsu, compiled in 986 by
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an imperial commission presided over by Hsu Hsiian. It was revised again,

in loii, by an imperial commission and republished as Kuang yiitiy

arranged according to 206 finals, classed under the 4 tones. This was
followed by various revisions and editions until K^ang~hsi (1662-1722)

published his famous dictionary containing as many as 44,449 Chinese

characters, classified under 214 keys only, the greater part of the symbols,

more than 30,000, being either out of date or doubles or faulty signs.

Classification of Chinese Characters

The Chinese lexicographers divide the Chinese characters into six

classes, Hu shuy or “six scripts.” They are, to be exact, “modes of expressing

spoken words in writing” (W. P. Yetts),

(i) The symbols hsiang or hsiang hsing, “likeness of shape” (Fig. 56)

—

consisting of the simple drawings of objects, of animals and human beings,

and so forth—form the basis of Chinese writing, as of any ideographic

“transitional” script.

Ancient

0
Mod:rrn Ancient Modem

mu
“tree”

^ yueh
/4 “moon" m vii

“rain"

tifm “mountain"

J
shih

“arrow”

-7 tzu
“child”

rnSn

“door, gate
’

pa

^ “great
• serpent”

ntLiw
Ci’e, “bundle of
inscribed sticks,

volume, book,
scroll”

Fig. 56—Hsiang symbols

The hsiang may be called pictograms; they are wen, crude “figures,”

attempts to picture natural objects; with other words, rude pictorial

symbols representing the human figure, certain parts of the body, various

animals, fishes, stars, plants, objects of daily life, and so forth. A circle

(often oblate or flattened on one side) with a dot or stroke inside it,

represented the “sun”; the sketch of the crescent or the waning moon,
represented the “moon.” A range of peaks stood for “mountain.” The
sketch of an infant stood for “child.” A round hole indicated “mouth,”
A “tree” was represented by a sketch of the branches and the roots.

Lines representing the swiftly running waters of a stream stood for “river”

or “water.” At the same time, the picture-svmbol jihy “sun” stood also

for “day,” the picture-symbol yiiehy “moon” stood also for “month,”

and so forth. The Shiio wen contains 364 examples of hsiang.
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(2) The chih shih, indicative or self-explanatory characters (Fig. 57):

abstract ideas are represented by signs borrowed from other words

related to them in meaning, or by the representation of the gesture

usually accompanying the abstract idea in question; a handicraft for

instance is represented by the tool commonly employed in the trade in

question.

Not many characters belong to this class. It contains the simplest

numerals, such as ‘‘one,” “two,” “three,” represented by one, two or

three lines; the words shang, “above,” and hsia, “below,” represented

by a dot or a short line drawn above or below a longer line. “To speak,”

yen, is represented by the sketch of a “mouth” with a “tongue” in it;

tan, “dawn,” but also “day,” is represented by the “sun” above the

“horizon,” and hsi, “evening,” by a pale moon, that is by the “moon”

Ancient Modern Ancient Modern

y=i “zone,”
« S 5

yen
“word, to talk'

“square”

^ •‘no-.

cp c/iunsi

“middle”

1

_

‘one” § chiang
“border, limit,

frontier”& W
II erh

II T- - “two”

Fig. 57

ill

san
“three” Chih shill symbols

without its internal line. Similar devices were employed for writing

“half” or “middle,” “square” or “zone,” “limit” or “border” or “frontier”

(Fig. 57). A “sprout” proceeding out of the “ground” stood for “to be

born,” “to bear” or “to begin,” and so forth.

(3) Htii i (Fig. 58) logical aggregates or suggestive compounds
which “assemble ideas” {hui f); they are based on a natural association

of ideas, their significance being indicated by their component parts.

The characters belonging to this class may be called “ideographic

combinations” (W. P. Yetts), or simply “ideograms.” On the whole,

abstract ideas are here represented by characters consisting of two or more
simple figures put together.

These simple figures may be identical (for instance, two figures

“woman” indicate “quarrel”; three such figures, “intrigue”; two figures

“east,” indicate “evert^where”); or different {e.g,, “to hear” and “door”
indicate “to listen”; “man” and “word” = “sincere, true”). This is a very

interesting class, and the Shuo-zcen contains 1,167 such characters. China
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being an overwhelmingly agricultural country, the characters connected

with agriculture are numerous; for instance, “field”+ ‘

‘strength” =
“young”; “tree” —“hand” —“to collect”; “wheat”+ “knife” = “profit.”

(4) Chiian dm (Fig. 59, i), “Deflections and Inversions”; the meaning

of certain words is indicated, by generalization or analogy, by characters

Ancient Modern Ancient Modern Ancient Alodern

2 X ‘'East'’ ^
"everywhere” {tun^

2 X “woman” =
“quarrel”

0 X “horse” =
“to gallop” {ch'en^

I c ‘Sc
< S < S

w P ^ A
ku -f" niao = niing ]in -r 3 en

“mouth” “bird” ‘

‘to sing” “man” “word

c ? ? ?

i I I I
< s < s

•i GB W
Sin }ih + \ueh = mlng

“true” “sun” “moon” ‘ bright, clear”

Fig. i symbols

representing other words, or by turning the sign upwards, downwards or

sidewards; for instance, the character “prince” written in a different way,

gives the meaning “officer” or “clerk”; the character “corpse” is a

derivation from the symbol “man.” The character for ta/, “child,” turned

upside-down, is used in ancient inscriptions to represent “childbirth”;

the symbol shan, “mountain,” rotated through a right angle, indicates

jou^ “tableland,” “huge” (Yetts).

heu i zu
“prince’’ “officer,

clerk”

A P
)en sink

“man, “corpse”
person”

55 « » Tir
tsu ku used m- ku

‘gram,” “foot,” “cause” stead of “old”
also also

“to come” “be sufficient” 3

J Z. }

5

7 L
<

i xv
^ X

ic ik
used m- jil

“woman” stead of “\ou”

Fig- 59
I, Chuan chon symbols. 2, The nine basic strokes of Chinese writing. 3, Chia chieh symbols

The exact meaning of diuan dm is uncertain. Prof. Yetts suggests
shifted axes. “Sometimes the entire character is reversed, while the

pivotal axis remains constant,” Prof. Latourette suggests “turned round”
or characters related in sense. However, as Latourette points out, this

class is concerned only with peculiarities in the use of characters.

H
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(5) Chia chieh, “borrow-help’" (Fig. 59, 3), that is characters borrowed,

for words hitherto unwritten, which resemble in sound but not in sense.

“Accidental and intentional interchange of characters representing

homophones” (Yetts). Also “false borrowing” and arbitrary symbols

as well as ‘^misused” characters, that is, “borrowed because of close

resemblance in aspect, despite unlikeness either in sense or sound”

(Yetts).

On the whole, certain homonyms^ that is, words having the same sound

but a different meaning, or conventional symbols or local homonyms,

or even erroneous characters once adopted for words for which there were

no other signs, continued to be employed as regular Chinese characters;

for instance, one of the symbols for “scorpion,” wan^ has been borrowed

^ hsin
'i

shill

“heart” “water” “to talk”

T* hung tl k’ung ^ Jcidng |X hung

‘'worker” “impatience” “torrent, flood” “quarrel”

yu

“from” “sad” “oil” “to pray
’

M foil W foil vi
“table land,

huge ’

“to have fear” “branch of
a river”

“to talk to-
gether, to decide”

“fruit”

fcb

*‘to go” “river”
‘

‘ Tc examine
to investigate

Fig. 60—Hsing sheng symbols

for wan, “10,000”; tsii, “foot” is used to express tsu, “to be sufficient”;

kd, “to sing” indicates also “elder brother,” the latter being pronounced

ko in popular speech only; the character shih, “arrow,” represents also

shih, “dung”; the symbol for ti or fi, “a stalk bearing a flower or fmit,”

in early times represented also the word ti, “emperor”: later an extra

stroke was added on the top, indicating that the ti in question was the-

one “above the heads of men,” that is the “sovereign ruler” (Fig. 53,5).
This class includes also names of certain animals and plants.

(6) Hsing sheng, meaning “formulate” or “harmonize sound,” generallv

known as phonetic compounds (Fig, 60), number 7,697 in the Shiio iven

and constitute the most important class; nowadays, it comprises nine-

tenths of the Chinese characters. It is this class—the cuneiform and the

Eg}’ptian writings presenting similar but not identical devices—which
made it possible to increase, even to excess, the number of Chinese symbols,

and at the same time to eliminate the obvious ambiguities.
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Indeed, the characters belonging to this class consist of two parts;

{a) the phonetic element, which, in analogy with the characters of the

preceding class, gives the rough pronunciation, the sound of the word;
and {b) the determinative, the element (represented above or below,

inside or around, to the right or the left, of the other element) which
indicates the meaning of the word. For instance, the phonetic element
kdy ‘‘fruit” (a picture of a cluster of fruit on a tree; “radical” tree), together

with the determinative shui^ “water,” indicates ^’0, “river”; together

with the determinative “words,” it expresses k'6
,
“to inquire, to examine,”

and so forth. Analogously, kiing (meaning “handiwork”), added to the

“radical” or “determinative” shui, “water,” indicates the word kungy

now pronounced chiang or kid?ig in Peking and kong in some southern

dialects, meaning “river”; added to the determinatives hsin, “heart,”

it means khmg^ “impatience”; with “words” =“quarrel.” Similarlv,

the character fang, “square,” employed as a phonetic, and added to the

character “earth,” used as a determinative, indicates the word “place”

;

fii, “no” or “not” (used as a phonetic) -7- “mouth” = fu, ‘^to oppose”;

+ “grass” — fuy “luxuriant”; — “heart” — “sorr\%” -j- “hand” — “to

shake off” or “to wave to and fro” (Latourette).

s{t 3^ 34c

The first two classes are also called zven, or “figures,” whereas the

classes (3)—(6) are also known as tzii, or “derivatives.”

Modern Chinese Writing

Lastly, we must mention the classification emploved in modern
Chinese dictionaries, which maybe of three kinds; [a) according to the

meaning of the words; [h) phonetic, according to the sound and the

“tones”; and (r) graphic, according to the external form of the svmbols,

(a) Chinese compound characters can be decomposed into primaiA^

elements; Chinese ancient authors recognized some 500-600 elements,

but modern scholars estimate the number at 300 (Fig. 61).

(b) We have already mentioned that the phonetic elements used in

Chinese, including the “tones,” cannot be very numerous; according
to some Chinese scholars there are ‘‘one thousand mothers of sound,”
which is roughly right.

(c) From the external, graphic or calligraphic, point of view, the Chinese
characters can be reduced to nine strokes; some of them, however, having
two or even four variants, so that some symbols contain as many as

17 strokes (Fig. 59, 2).

On the whole, the Chinese characters are classified in 214 categories,

(Fig. 62), distinguished by certain radicals or “keys,” according to

the number of strokes they contain; for instance, “keys” ist-6th contain
I stroke; 7th-29th, 2 strokes; 30th-6oth, 3 strokes, and so forth; the
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keys 2i2th-2i3th, i6 strokes; the 214th “key,” 17 strokes. The single

“keys”—some of Avhich contain over 1,000 characters, for instance, the

1 33 181 21155. 241^ 271

I 2 ^ 32 ^ 02 Cf] 92^ 122fff^ 352^ 182;^ 212;;^ 242 31: 2"2

' 377 33HT 63 93^ 123^ 153 4^ 183^ 213^ 243 '-^ 273

y 4 ^ 34 77" 64 94 4^ 124^ 154 184 214 ^ 244 274

r '•n 35 N" 65 95 ^125 g 155 ^185 ^215^ 245 3 27.'.

Z. 67^ 36^ Cg!^ OcT' 126 g 156 ^186 g 216 ^ 246^ 276

7 X 37 67S 97 4^ 127 ;g 157 187 217 ^ 247^ 277

L 8X 38 7^,68 TL ?f 128 Q 1^ ii l^E 718 248 278

j
• 9 X 397L 337)^ 126^ 169^ 189 [Q 219 ^ 249^ 279

10 p 40 jX 70 100 X 1®^ 1®11 tIt 1-3*1 § 220 250 ^ 280

1 17 h ‘^'L ^ 131 £h 161 /fe 191 921
jjj^

251 ±0; 281

J:H2 4 42 p 72^ 102 /[5 132 ^ 162^ 192 ^3 222 252^ 282

J_13T 43P 73&103^133p^ 163 ^ lOsI^ 223^ 203 ^233
/^14 44 fal 74^ 104 191 TIl lOl ^ 191^ 224 ^^254 ^ 284

A 16 j~ 45/=* 757\ 106 1354^ ]65;^195 ^ 226^1. 255 285

A. 1®— 16 g, 76^ 106 P 730^ 166 ^ 196^ 226^ 25.6 286

/ V 17 ^ 47 ^ 77^ 107 Q 137^ 167 pn 197 227 ^. 267 ^ 287

j L 18 {« 48 ^ 78 108g 138^ 168 198 228 j| 258[^ 288

/TlO ^ 49 g 70^ 109E 139^ 169^ 199^ 229 259

/^'20 60^, 80^ 110 3S. 140 170 fg] 200M 230
||]

260

21^ 61 >']\ 81 111 141^ 171 g 201^ -231 261

-j- 22 62 82 112^ 142^ 172 [Sj 202 g 232^ 262

-g 23 63 rjl 83^ 113 ^ 143 173 203 '§’
233^ 263

(-) 24X 64 14 84 ^ 114 tfcj 144 174 £3 204^ 234 ^ 264

r-» 25X 66 dj 85 116^ 145^ 176 -y" 205^ 236^ 266

jj 26.^ 66 It] 86 -l|- 116 Eg 146 176 ^ 206^ 236 ifE 266

^ 27j^- 67± 87 T ^ 207 2.37 ^^267

A 28 5. 68X 88 1=1 118 ^ 148;^ 178 208 ^ 238 ^ 268

A 29^ 59-t^ 89^ 119^ 149:^ 179^^ 209 239 ^ 269

d 30 eO-^ 90^ 12oj-ffi- 160^ 180 210^ 24o|^ 270

Fiv. 61—The 300 Chinese primary elements
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140th “key,” ts’ao, “gras,” 1,431 symbols; the 85th “key,” shui, “water,”
^>354 characters are classified internally according to the number of
strokes of the phonetic element.

25

^ ^ .70

^ ^
f

w ^

^ B C
M S. rh io |J J

^ r >

m i; i,
it r X z.

^ tfn ffl ^ J^ E ^ *E ^ /t S5 P 3»

I 1 I I ^ i tM ftl-aoS ^ a ± A
„ ^ ^ A ;L'.W ^ S iDf X-^‘' 15L 3jA
^ M I :!K »3 5^ a
i f t i ^ ri

i“‘S ^ ^ ^ J-r

I # § i 77

i s 1 :?f X :t 7I

f-f A f- ^7.|fMi Air!74«b
I p ^ H S A.Ui C

Fig. 62—The 214 “keys” of Chinese writing

The direction of writing Chinese is vertical, from top to bottom;
the columns begin on the right-hand side of the page.

Chinese vnting being too complicated, not many peoples adopted it

or adapted it to their language; but the Japanese, the Annamites and some
non Chinese peoples of China did so. It has, however, influenced externallv
many other scripts, particularly the Mongolian scripts and the Korean
alphabet.

Representation of Chinese by Latin Alphabet
The difficulties in representing Chinese by the Roman script are

^er} great. As long ago as 1859, Sir Thomas Wade devised a system of
omanization for Chinese words. It is still the most widely accepted

among English speakers, and I have used it here. A new system, called
Guoyeii Romcit'::yJi (or G.W .), meaning ‘‘National Language Latin Script/’

promulgated by the Chinese Ministry of Education in 1928. In this
new system, aspirates and tones are indicated not by auxiliaiw signs or
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figures, as in the old systems, but by slight variations in the spelling. See

W. Simon, TheNew Official Chinese-Latin Script, London, Probsthain, 1942.
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CHAPTER VII

ANCIENT CENTRAL AMERICA AND
MEXICO, AND THEIR SCRIPTS

General Sketch

To UNDERSTAND the particular importance of the existence of writing

in ancient IMexico and Central America, one must view it in relation to the

general problem of ancient culture-building. It has been shown that there

is a striking similarity in place, time and culture underlying the great

civilizations of antiquity. These have originated and developed, roughly

speaking, simultaneously, mainly in great river valleys situated in one

continuous land-area, within the northern sub-tropical belt, and nowhere

else. They appeared successively later in time the further we travel,

east or west, from western Asia. Their culture was based on the knowledge

of writing, the employment of metals, the cultivation of wheat, the

domestication of certain animals, the use of the wheel, and town-building.

No other area presents this homogeneity in fundamentals. The indigenous

civilization of Mexico and Central i\merica seems—but it is far from being

certain—to form in some respects an exception
;

it would be perhaps the

only exception. It is because of this problem, which is the main reason

of our dedicating a whole chapter to that region, that we must deal briefly

with the other problems concerning the cultures of ancient Alexico

and Central America.

“Mystery’' of Ancient Mexico
The first European conquest in the West Indies during the last years of the

fifteenth, and the first years of the sixteenth, centuries, had proved to be a failure

to the Spanish adventurers in search of riches. Then a rumour begun to spread

that beyond the mountains of the adjacent mainland there lived the emperor of a

people called the Aztecs who dwelt in golden castles and slept in golden beds
and ate from golden plates. Ferdinand Cortez and his three hundred adventurers

landed in Tabasco on 12th March, 1519. In two years and five months, with the

help of one dozen cannon and thirteen blunderbusses he conquered the capital

and annihilated the “Aztec empire.”

Many ruins, some of them with carved, sculptured walls and doorways, and
figures in stucco, the remnants of ancient cities and ^iIlages, are scattered over

nearly all of the present Republic of Mexico, and the neighbouring countries to

the south. Sculptures, great monoliths, small terra-cotta masks and idols, constantly

ploughed up in some parts of the countr>% arms, jewels, and many other objects

there discovered, are proofs of a certain degree of culture attained by the native

peoples. The Mexicans played various ball games with that strange thing which

120
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we now call an indiarubber ball. The “devilish scrolls,” as the Spanish fanatical

priests described the Mexican manuscripts (which were diligently destroyed by
the archbishop Zumarraga), and the tablets, slabs and monoliths carved with

“hieroglyphics” showed that the natives were acquainted with writing.

The conquerors were obviously puzzled by the many strange, mainly truncated,

pyramids—the great pyramid of Cholula measures 1,440 feet upon its base, its

height is 200 feet, the area on its summit measures more than an acre—and the

mysterious courts and quadrangles, with carved stone halls about them ('‘mansions

in skies,” as some explorer called them), found on the high slopes and table

lands of iVIexico. The sculptured facades of “palaces” and pyramid-temples,

ruined and abandoned in the dense, tropical forests of Yucatan, and particularly

the sculptured stelae of great beauty and individuality protruding strangely from

the jungle, have excited the imagination of romantic tra^'eIlers and explorers.

The accounts of the conquerors show that the Spaniards were vastly impressed

with the evidences of the wealth of the native rulers and the advanced culture

of the priestly classes
;
we know now, however, how highly coloured those accounts

were, and that the exaggeration was due partly to the wish of the adventurers to

impress their monarch and their people at home, and partly to their great

ignorance. Indeed, the native peoples who showed a certain development in some
respects, were barbaric in others; their temples were the scenes of cruelties

and human sacrifices; no animal had been domesticated; no iron tools were used,

although iron abounds in America; their weapons were those of savages; they

did not employ the wheel either in potter\'-making or for vehicles.

However, the study and pseudo-study of those civilizations, or rather semi-

civilizations, the problems connected with the origins of those peoples, their

languages, and their possible affinities with the various European and Asiatic

races, have agitated European scholars and wealthy amateurs for centuries. Xo
part of the world has formed the subject of so many wild theories, and few present

so many riddles to solve. Theories and analogies have been adduced pointing to

every other continent, even to those which have never existed, as the long sought

place of origin. Thus, the most fantastic theories have been suggested; the

legendary^ continent of Atlantis, and the supposed vigorous and cultured race

who were reputed to inhabit it, is the most popular among them. Some explorer

tried hard to prove that not only were the Mexican and the Eg^^ptian civilizations

connected, but that the Alexican was the original of the Egyptian. Lord
Kingsborough expended a fortune to prove, in eight volumes, the supposition

of the Spanish historian Garcia that the natives of America are no less than the

descendants of the Ten Tribes of Israel. Many other peoples (Carthaginians,

Libyans, Assyrians, Persians, Japanese, Australasians, Hindus, Eskimo,

^Mongolians, Tatars, Irish, Welsh and others) have been successi\'ely considered as

candidates for the paternity of the Mexican races. Lffiscientific writing on the

subject has continued until the present day.

Study of Ancient Mexico and Central America
The time is not w'ithin sight when a complete and generally agreed elucidation

of all the problems connected with this fascinating subject can be put torward;

the chronological questions, for example, are certainly not to be explained w'ith

ease. X'everthelcss, it must not be supposed that Mexican archaeology has been

neglected. Famous Americanists (British, X'orth- and Central-American, Cierman,

French, Italian, and others) have dex'oted thereto years of hard study and research,

and many splendid results have been achieved. The labours of painstaking

investigators (explorers, archreologists. ethnologists, linguists) and the results
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obtained by archaeological expeditions sent out to work on the spot, are constantly

affording evidence that a great mass of potential information still exists waiting

to be uncovered.

In order to solve the intricate problems of history, ethnology and linguistics,

much research work has still to be done. Investigation on the spot is not easy;

it is rendered still more difficult by the inaccessibility of some parts of the region
and the malarial infection of others. Havoc and destruction have been wrought
upon many famous sites, both by man and nature

;
the natural levers of root and

branch in the tropical jungle of Yucatan were efficient agents in throwing down
pyramids and walls which the ignorant inhabitants only spared because of their

inaccessibility. From the ethnological point of view, not only were the pre-
Columbian cultures and idioms most heterogeneous, but there now exist few
native peoples whose culture has not been much changed by European civilization.

Many dialects are still unintelligible. Although much systematic work has already
been done, no comprehensive linguistic study has been published.

Cultures of Ancient Mexico and Central America
Space does not allow me to give a comprehensive summary of what is known

on this subject; and it would be useless to present any decisive judgment on the
many controversial problems or to suggest tentative solutions without giving the
necessar\' evidences what would take me far outside the purpose of this book.
I shall try, however, to present very briefly the results which are more or less
generally accepted by the experts in those studies which are connected with the
subject of this book.

Concerning the main problem whether there is any relation in culture between
pre-Conquest Mexico and the ancient Old World, it is probable that if there be
any connection, it is of infinite remoteness and could have had no influence
whatever on the origin of the ancient Mexican scripts. Professor Arthur Posnansky
(in Tihuanacii, the Cradle of Aynerican Man, New York, 1945) gives a quite new
solution of the whole problem: Tihuanacu, situated on the shore of Lake Titicaca
(Bolivia) in the high Andes of South America, is according to Posnansky the
enchanted spot where Indian legend as well as archaeological proof place the
primacy of human settlement and culture, not only of the western Hemisphere
but of our planet. It is outside the purpose of this book to go into details.

There is a fairly general agreement, nowadays, concerning the part played by
the Mayas, the Toltecs and the Aztecs in the cultural development of ancient
Mexico. Until the early nineteenth centur\^ the whole civilization of ancient
Mexico was attributed to the Aztecs; then, the Toltecs received that great honour*
now, the scholars of the twentieth century’ consider the Mayas of ancient Central
America as the originators of the highest pre-Columbian civilization of America.
The Zapotecs are considered as the intermediaries beUveen the Alayas and the
Nahua civilization of Mexico; both the Aztecs and the Toltecs belonged to the
same linguistic group of the Nahuas. We shall deal briefly with these peoples.

Main Peoples who Developed Ancient Mexican and
C E N T R A L A M E R I C A N C U L T U R E S

Mayas

The Mayas, one of the most important peoples of native America, and the
most highly civilized of pre-Columbian America, still form the bulk of the
population of Yucatan. They may be divided into three main groups: (i) the Mayas
proper, numbering about 300,000, in Yucatan and the neighbouring states
of Mexico, and Guatemala, are subdivided into many tribes; (2) the Quiche.
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numbering some 500,000 natives between Lake Atitlan and the Pacific, southern
Guatemala; and (3) the Huastec (numbering about 50,000; in Vera Cruz, Hidalgo,

Tamauiipas, San Luis Potosi), already separated from the mam stock in ancient

times.

On the basis of the dates of the Mayan inscriptions, it is considered certain

that there existed a Maya Old Empire, which flourished for about 450 years in

southern Yucatan
;
the origin of its culture and the reasons of its end, are at present

buried in myster>'.

At the time of their first appearance, the Alaya script and astronomical and
mathematical knowledge are fully developed, and this presupposes a previous

evolution of long duration (of which nothing is known), unless there was some
cultural importation, which is hardly thinkable. As the correlation of Maya dates

with our calendar is still not agreed upon—there are at least three different opinions

on this matter—the date of the beginning of Maya Old Empire civilization is still

uncertain, the most probable date being about the beginning of the Christian

Era. Concerning the reason, or reasons, for the decline of Maya Old Empire
(MitchelEs article on this subject in Antiquity, September, 1930, is very instructive),

many theories have been suggested; one may assume that there may have been
more than one reason, and it is to be hoped that future investigation will find the

real solution of this and the other problems. Alitchell writes: “Rome and Copan,
the dominant cities of the dominant empires of two continents, may have fallen

on the same day,” I should like to add: “and perhaps for similar, rather complex,
reasons.”

The Old Empire period was the golden age of Alayan art and culture; it was
the period of the great cities of Palenque (north Chiapas), Copan (west Honduras),
and many others, Copan being the main religious and cultural centre, Palenque
perhaps the sear of art. The mathematical and astronomical science seem to have
been far ahead of the contemporary knowledge of any other people. The Mayas
had already a sign for zero; their calendar was even more accurate than the Julian

calendar still in use, and is capable of dealing with periods of time of over

5,000,000 years (Fig. 69, 3). Their writing presents the same stage of advancement
in the most ancient as in the most recent inscriptions. Their art is highly

developed.

The later history of the Mayas, ^^hich has no bearing on our subject, may be
divided into three periods: (i) the “transitional epoch,” (2) the “New Empire
epoch,” which continued, in a rather degenerate manner, Maya tradition and
culture in northern Yucatan, for some further centuries; and (3) the “period of

decadence” which lasted until the arrival of the Spaniards. The sites of the once
flourishing Alaya Old Empire were then long forgotten.

Zapotecs

The great State of Oaxaca in southern Mexico offers nowadays the most
complex linguistic situation existing in Mexico; there live a large number of

tribal and linguistic groups which differ greatly m culture; these differences

reflect partly the heterogeneity of the pre-Columbian cultures. The most
important tribes are, now as then, those of the Zapotecs and Mixtecs, \\ho in

ancient times probably played the part of cultural intermediaries between the

Maya Old Empire of the East, and the Toltec “Empire” of the West. Nothing,

however, is known about their history. Zapotec is now spoken by several thousand

Indians in the southern part of Oaxaca. A Zapotec dialect, called the Villa Alta

dialect, is spoken in the \Tlla Alta district of north-eastern Oaxaca.
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Toltecs

The term Toltec (“Skilled Worker'’) was used by the Aztecs to describe their

predecessors, the “Master-Builders,” who, however, called themselves Aculhuaqiie

C’Strong” or “Tall Men”). They were the supposed originators of Mexico’s

golden age. They were excellent architects; at their traditional capital Tollan, they

built pyramids, temples, palaces and storeyed buildings. They were the first

authenticated immigrants to the Valley of Mexico who spoke a dialect belonging

to the Xahuan group, or Xahuatl-tolli, which was a polysynthetic or incorporative

speech; that is, the single words embody the conception of a whole sentence;

for instance, the name of the famous last Azteca “emperor” Montezuma or

Alontecuzoma (realh’, Montecuzomai thuicamina) means “when-the-chief-is-

angry-he-shoots-to-heaven.”

Wry little is known about the Toltec history. About the middle of the first

millennium a.d., they seem to have entered Mexico, and about a.d. 770, they

arrived at the site of their future capital. Their culture which reached its apogee

about the end of the ninth century was probably mainly borrowed from the

IVIayas. Quetzalcoatl or Quetzalcohuatl, regarded by various authorities as “Air-

god,” “Sun-god,” “Culture-hero,” was the traditional originator of their culture,

“the Father of the Toltecs.”

At the end of the tenth century, the less civilized Chichimeca invaded the

countrs". They, like their predecessors, spoke Nahuatl, but are considered by some
experts as of Otomi origin. The Toltecs disappeared from the historical horizon,

but the prominence of the Chichimeca did not last long. There followed a period

of warfare between the various tribes; for some time the Otomi or Hia-hiu (an

industrious non-Xahuatl-speaking race) had the pre-eminence. About the twelfth

centurv' the Aztecs settled in the countr\\

Aztecs

The Aztecs or Azteca (the “Crane People”) received their name from the

Tecpanecs, by whom they were enslaved at the beginning of the fourteenth

centur\y according to their own tradition, they started their migration (in 116S ?)

from the mythical Island of Aztlan (Aztlan means only “Aztec-place”), situated

in the north; they came indeed from the north. The Aztecs spoke a Xahuatl
language. Aztec is now spoken by some 650,000 people in northern and central

Alexico. In their manuscripts they are depicted as heroic fighters who made
victorious marches through many places; as a matter of fact, they were a semi-

barbarous tribe who for about two centuries played no part at all or a very
insignificant one, in Tvlexican history’.

It was obviously for mere reasons of defence that they settled (in a .d . 13 25,
according to the Mendoza codex) on the salt marshes on the west edge of the
Lake Tezcuco or Texcoco, the original settlement consisting probably of rude
pile-buildings standing in the water; and thus founded a kind of Venice, the town
Tenochtitlan, which became the modern Mexico City. The glyph Tenochtitlan

in Mexican manuscripts consists of a rock {tetl), from which a cactus plant
{nochtli) IS growing; the termination tlan indicates “the place of.”

Another century passed by, before the Aztecs became one of the most
important peoples of the Anahiiac (“Xear-the-water”), that is, the Mexican plateau.

About 1430 they founded, under their ruler Itzcoatl, a league vith two neigh-
bouring City-States, and they became the leading member of this Aztec confederacy.

Under a series of warrior-rulers, the Aztecs were now embarked on a period of
“imperialistic” expansion, vhich only the Spanish conquest stopped. In less than
ninety years they succeeded in subduing some thirty city-states, but it would be
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erroneous to make comparisons with Asiatic or European empires; the main

purpose of the Aztecs was to loot, to exact tribute and to obtain prisoners for

their sacrifices. Some Alexican tribes and city-states remained independent and

continued to wage war against the Aztecs until the arri\'al of the Spaniards, whose

conquest was much facilitated by the savage hatred and feuds between the native

tribes.

The Aztec civilization, or semi -civilization, was a mosaic of elements borrowed

from other cultures, mainly IMaya and Toltec, and barbarism. The Aztecs

developed considerable skill in the art of metal working and architecture, but

even in these respects they do not seem to have shown much originality. Their

mathematical and astronomical knowledge was probably of Maya origin. Their

WTiting, which is also probably of Maya origin, show's a certain evolution, from

the point of view of histoiw' of writing, but from the aesthetic point of view' it is

degenerate.

Indigenous Scripts of Pre-Col u:mbi an America

As the result of the Spanish intolerance and inquisition, ver\^ few

documents written by American pre-Columbian natives are known to

have survived. Of the truly pre-conquest Mexican manuscripts only

fourteen are extant: five are in England, four in Italy, two in France,

one each in the U.S., Alexico and Austria. Only three Alaya manuscripts

have survived: the beautiful Dresden codex, the Aladrid codex, and the

Paris codex. There is, how*ever, extant a great number of Alexican

manuscripts w ritten under Spanish domination. Alasses of pre-Columbian

manuscripts are known to have been burned by the fanatical Spanish

priests. As the great majority of the manuscripts are of “Aztec” origin,

and this script is better known than the Alaya wTiting, we shall begin

WTth the “Aztec” writing.

Aztec Character

Aztec Codices (Fig. 63)

The “Aztec” codices—as these manuscripts are called—are painted

in colours, on coarse cloth made from the fibre of the agave americana

or on a long sheet of arnatl paper, of an average width of six or seven inches,

but of different lengths. The sheet was folded up screen fashion to form

the leaves. The surface of the sheet was covered with a veix' thin coating

of white varnish to receive the text, which w^as generally painted on both

sides in a w ide range of colours: red, yellow*, blue, green, purple, browm,

orange, black, white; some of them in more than one shade. The colours

are outlined in black, but they are crude, and the pictures are without artistic

merit; thev were obviously merely utilitarian. The sheet was fastened to

wFat mav be called the binding of the codex, which was of fine, thin wood

covered with brilliant varnish; each cover measured nearly the same

as the leaves; the binding had no back.
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The “Aztec” manuscripts have been divided by some scholars into

four groups: (i) Aztec proper; (2) Xicalanca (northern Oaxaca); (3) ]Mixtec

(central Oaxaca); and (4) Zapotec, Cuitateco, Mazateco, Mixe and
Chinanteco (Oaxaca and Chiapas), A clear distinction, however, cannot
be made as yet.
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The greater part of the codices is devoted to divinations, rituals and

astrology; a few are concerned primarily with genealogies and sequences

of political events, being in fact a kind of history.

The pre-Columbian codices have been mainly written by the native

priests, amongst whose duties was that of keeping written records of the

ceremonies appropriate for the various religious festivals, of tributes due

to the king and the temples, of legal trials, of historical events, and so

forth. The post-Conquest manuscripts deal with historical and religious

matters, for instance, with Catholic catechism (Fig. 64, 2 and 65, i).

The manuscripts have been partly deciphered; many of the deities

have been identified, the personal and place names can be read, some of

the ceremonies are understood, but we are still far from complete victory;

in many cases, the decipherment is a more or less acceptable guess which

cannot be either proved or disproved.

Aztec Script

The '‘Aztec” writing is highly pictographic
;
indeed, it is the most

highly pictographic of all the '‘transitional” scripts. Practically, all the

symbols are crude pictures. There are numerous instances of pure ideo-

graphic writing (Fig. 65, 4); the effort of the scribes is directed rather to

the idea than to the sound. In this regard, the script is more in the nature

of mnemonic aids to be supplemented by oral description than of a true

writing.
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The migrations of the Aztecs, for example, were represented by foot-

steps (Fig. 64, i), from place to place; in the tribute-lists, the objects

such as shields, garments, mosaic, or strings of beads, were depicted,

accompanied by the pictographs of numbers.

In some respects, however, the writing may already be considered

as “transitional”; many conventional signs have phonetic value; these are

word-signs or syllables. Abstract ideas are represented by signs borrowed

from homonyms (words having the same sound but a different meaning),

even when such homonyms give only the rough pronunciation of the

word in question; the word “widow,” for instance, being expressed by a

Fig. 65

1, The First Article of the Catholic dogma, in Aztecs post-Conquest manuscripts.

2, “Year i of the Flint-knife,” corresponding to a. d. 1168. 3, The place-names Tepeyacac,
Tepetitlan, and Qauhnauc; {a) tepe{.tl), “mountain” ^ yaca{.tli), “nose” = Tepeyacac,
“On-the-Mountain-nose.” (6) tepe{.tl), “mountain” — tlan{Mi)j “‘tooth, denture” ==

Tepetitlan, “Between-the-Mountains.” (c) qau{i.tl), “tree, forest” A- nau{aAl)y
“mouth” = Qauhnauc, “On-the-Trees,”

4, A suitor, named One House, brings presents to Nine Wind and Ten Eagle, the
parents of princess Six Monkey, living at a place called Cloud-Belching-Mountain;
Six Monkey turns her back on the wooer (H. G. Spinden, Indian Manuscripts of Southern

Mexico, Washington, 1935, p. 436)

weeping eye accompanied by the name of a woman. A syllable could be

expressed by an object whose name began with it. In other words, it was
on the same principle as rebus-writing (the other “transitional” scripts,

cuneiform, hieroglyphic, Chinese writing, had similar devices), and it

was employed mainly to write personal names, place names (Fig. 65,

3 by c) or names of deities.

The transcription of such names was facilitated by the use of the

ikonomatic system, as it is called, in names: in men’s names, such as
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“Smoking Star/’ “Eagle Star/’ “Stoned Jaguar/’ “Blue Dog,” ‘'Blood-

drinking Eagle/’ “Jaguar Claw,” “Bloody Face”; in women’s names,

as for instance, “Plumed Serpent,” “Jewelled Parrot,” “Sun Fan,” and

so forth. Historical events were depicted with considerable ingenuity

by pictographs which were accompanied by symbols showing the place

and the year.

As numbers and dates played a very important part in Mexican writing,

I must say a few words about this subject. The numeral svstem was
vigesimal; numbers from i to 19 were represented by dots or circles,

20 by a religious banner, 400 (20 x 20) bv a pine tree, 8,000 (20 x 20 x 20)

by an incense-pouch.

The Mexican calendar was probably derived from the Maya calendar

(5^^* below), but it was much simpler than the latter. It was two-fold, and

comprised the ritual vear [tonalamatl) of 260 davs, emploved for divination,

ceremonial computations and movable feasts, and the solar vear of 365
days, consisting of 18 months of 20 days each, each dav having its name
and being represented by a pictorial symbol (Fig. 66, i), followed bv a

period of 5 days called nenwntini or “useless davs,” which were of verv

bad omen. In dating, the day-symbols were preceded by the numbers
1-13; and the two sequences run concurrently in unchanging order. I’he

tonalamatl was divided into 20 13-days periods, or weeks. The vear was
always distinguished by the sign of the day on which it began; there were,

however, only four year-signs, and these also were accompanied bv the

series of numbers 1-13. The period 13 x 4 (52) years constituted the shorter

cycle, and 104 years the longer cvcle.

Maya Script

The Aztec writing is, as already mentioned, probablv nothing but a

degenerate derivative of the Mava script; indeed, from the aesthetic point

of view, there cannot even be a comparison between the beautiful car-

touches or “glyphs” of the Maya inscriptions and the crude, barbaric

picture-writing of the Aztec manuscripts; there is no likeness even in the

external form of the symbols of the two scripts, Nevertheless, while a

simple adoption by the Alexicans of the Maya script is not probable,
there can hardly be any doubt that the Mexican peoples received the idea

of writing at least, from the Mayas. How and when the A lavas invented
writing we do not know, and we shall probablv never be able to solve this

problem.

The three manuscripts (Fig. 66, 2) alreadv mentioned are not the onlv

Maya written material extant; numerous beautiful and mainly well-

preserved stelae (huge, vertical monolithic pillars), carved all over in low

relief with glyphs and figures (Fig. 67, i and 2), and also large oval stones

or altars, similarly carved (Fig, 67, 3), have been discovered in many
I
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places; some polychrome clay pottery painted with glyphs and figures, as

well as carvdngs and engravings on metal and bone have also been found.

The dates of the manuscripts are still uncertain; they seem, however,
to belong to the later Maya period, whereas the stelae seem to belong to

an earlier period. As a matter of fact, these monolithic pillars are dated,

most of the dates being of the ninth and tenth cycles of Alaya chronology

(that is probabh the second half of the third and the first half of the
fourth centur}' A.D.). The stelae served as time-markers, being apparently
erected at 5-, 10-, or 20-year internals, and recorded the principal events
of the town in the period concerned.

The cartouches or glyphs are highly conventionalized, containing
sometimes many picture-signs gathered into a single frame, and they have
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some, external but undoubtedly casual resemblance to the Egyptian

cartouches^i
undeciphered, except the calendncal symbols

and some notation signs. This fact is the more sad as the knowledge of

re Mava writing has been lost m the last two and a half ^ '

nown that a large number of Maya manuscripts were existence at

me of the conquest, and according to Spanish sources, records Maya
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“hieroglyphic” writing continued to be made as late as at the end of the

seventeenth century, when some Spaniards seem still to have understood

it. It is, however, not certain that the script of that period was identical

with that of the earlier period.

Maya System of Writing

It is one of the ironies of history that the man who seems to have been

responsible for the wholesale destruction of IXIaya manuscripts, is the

main source for our knowledge of Alaya history and civilization including

what we know of their writing. That man was Diego de Landa (1524-1579),

the second bishop of Yucatan. Unfortunately, a part only of his Relacion

de las cosas de Yucatan, written about 1566 is extant; its eighth edition

has been published in English translation in 1941 by the well-known

Americanist Alfred AI. Tozzer; the numerous notes, the full bibliography

on the Mayas, the translations of four other well-chosen early Spanish

documents containing information about the ancient Alayas, make this

publication an important handbook on the ancient A lavas in general.

We cannot say much about the Maya system of writing. According
to Landa, it was composed of “letters,” “characters,” “figures” and
“signs.” Landa himself gives us the names and the representations of

the “letters” of the Maya “alphabet” (Fig. 68). It is not difficult to trace

the origin of some of the “letters,” but the modern scholars, who tried

to make use of this alphabet in deciphering Maya written documents,
met with failure. With some exceptions, it is now held that Lauda’s
alphabet is more or less artificial, leaving the question open whether it

was a Spanish fabrication, or an indigenous trick, or a misunderstood
explanation of the actual intricate character of the Mava script.

The whole problem is still debatable. However, Maya writing was
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partly pictorial and partly conventionalized, partly ideographic and partly

in all probability phonetic.

Thanks to Landa, we can read the symbols of the days and the months
(Fig. 69, 1-2). The day was called kin, “the sun.” The calendar was even

more complicated than the Aztec calendar, which derived from it, and the

names were different. There were two kinds of months, ii, “moon,” of 30
days, and ui?ial, of 20 days, which was the basis of the solar year, tun. This

had 18 iiinah and five supplementary days, called xma kaba kin, “without-

name-’days,” also iiayab or uayeb haab, “the bed of the year,” or u rail

kin or ii vail haab, ‘‘the unfortunate days.” The Alayas had no leap vear,

but the length of the tropical year was very accurately determined. 20

I

Fig. 69
I, Maya symbols of the months, according to the Dresden codex. 2, Mava svmbols
of the days, according to monuments (upper part) and manuscnpt^ (lower part). The
highest number found in a AIa>a inscription: 1,841,639,800 da\s, corresponding to over

5,100,000 years

tun formed a katiin or edad of (20 x 360) 7,200 days, and 20 katun a
bactiin of i4_|.,ooo days. The days were defined bv their names and
numbered consecutively from i to 13; the arbitraiA^ period of 260 davs,
tzolkin, combined with the tun, gave the Alava cvcle of about 256 vears.

The numeration was idgesimal. The character for zero—the importance
of which was recognized by the Mayas many centuries before any other
people in the world—was similar to a shell, the numerals (Fig. 69, 3)1-4
were represented by dots, the numerals 5, 10, 15 by sticks, lines or bars, 20
perhaps by the moon; the symbols for the multiples of 20 (400,8,000,
160,000, etc.) are still uncertain; it may he, however, that thev had the

“place-value” notation.
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According to Landa, and also to other Spanish contemporary writers,

the IXIaya script 'Svas a possession only of the priests, the sons of the

priests, some of the principal lords . . and furthermore ‘‘not all the

priests knew how to describe it.” Writing was so highly estimated that

its invention and that of books were attributed to the 'most important

deity of the Mayas, Itzamna, the son of the Creator-god, Hunab Ku,

who was the god of heaven and of the sun.
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CHAPTER I I I

MYSTERIOUS SCRIPT OF EASTER ISLAND

‘‘Mysterious’’ Problem

A quiet and remote islet, 70 sq, m. in area, lost in the Pacific Ocean, about

2,500 miles west of the coast ot Chile, to whom it belongs, and about 1,750 miles

east of the Gambier islands, presents many mysteries to the romantic imagination.

\^arious peculiar ''prehistoric” remains have been discovered there, among
them about 200 colossal stone images; two typical specimens are in the British

Museum. Some of the images are over 30 feet high; they are carved out of a reddish

brown trachitic lava, quarried in the island at some distance from their present

position, where they stand in rows facing the sea.

There are also immense walls of large, fiat stones, likewise facing the sea,

upon slopes and headlands, while some 25c huge stone pedestals, burial-places,

known as aim. arc placed on the land side of the walls on a broad terrace, upon
w'hich the images were standing. Remains of stone houses nearly 100 feet long

by 20 feet wTde are also to be seen, and like all these monuments are now in

ruins-

These “prehistoric” remains, in striking contrast with the smallness of the

number of the present population—some 200—give sufficient food to the mysterv-
mongers for fancy stories of relics of antediluvian days, of a race of giants who
once inhabited the island, of the “Lemuria," the vast continent of the Pacific

Ocean lost in remote ages.

On this \'ery islanel, some wooden tablets covered with pictographic writino"

unique m Polynesia, have been noted since the late sixties of the last century.

Facts

Easter Island, christened b<> by the Dutch admiral J. Roggeveen who discovered
it on Easter Day, 1722, is not its only name; the Spaniards called it San Carlos,

the nati\es Te Pito (“naverb-te-Henua (“earth”) or Rapa-nui (“Great Rapa”);
It is also termed Waihu or “Land’s Pfnd.” It lies in 27^ 10' S. lat., 109' 20^ W. long.;
is entirely volcanic, triangular in shape and curiously symmetrical.

The main problems which the fancy stories try to solve are the following:
When and whence came the aboriginal inhabitants of the island? did they emigrate
from South America or from the Pfilynesian Islands? were the stone-images made
by the ancestors of the present natmes or b>' a previous people? when, where and
how was the script created and what w'as its actual character?

The serious scholars who dealt with this matter are more or less in agreement
in regard to the general problems; the natives seem to he of Polvnesian origin
with a considerable Melanesian, negroid, admixture; there is no evidence of a

culture previous to that (>f the ancestors of the present natives; according to some
local traditions, corroborated by other evidence, the immigration of the earliest

inhabitants should be assigned to the twelfth or thirteenth century A.n. The
problem of the origin of the script, however, is still a moot point.

136
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The Script

The script seems to have been noted for the first time in 1770 (Fig.70,1).

In the late ’sixties of the last century the attention of Father Roussel

of the Catholic Mission, founded in 1864, was drawn to the wooden
tablets carved with figures. Either then or sometime previouslv, many
tablets seem to have been destroyed, but a few were sent to Bishop

Jaussen of Tahiti. There are at present about 15 tablets extant. The tablets

are known as kohau-rongo-roiigo] they are mainly fragments, of all sizes

up to 6 feet.

The symbols were incised with a shark’s tooth; the direction of writing

is boustrophedon, that is, alternate lines from left to right and from right

to left; the alternate rows are in inverted positions, so that the reader is

obliged to turn the tablet upside down at the end of each line. A mere
glance at Fig. 70 is sufficient to show that the script is highly pictographic,

although some characters are alreadv stvlized; human figures, birds,

fishes, etc. can easily be recognized.

The script is still undeciphered; various attempts have been made to

decipher it with the help of the natives, but without definite results.

However, thanks to the stories told by the natives, we know the contents

of some tablets. Certain tablets deal with ceremonies, some are lists of

wars, others are like pravers, and so forth. The characters seem to be

mainly memory-aid symbols, to be supplemented bv oral explanation.

The script rongo-rongo was the monopoly of organized teachers;

every clan had its own 'hvriting-professors,” that is, experts in the art

who were known as taJigata-rongo-vongo, ‘'rongo-rongo-men.”

A less elaborate kind of rongo-rongo was called tan, which was
still known at the end of the last century

;
a specimen of this script, written

by an old and invalid native, has been published by Mrs. K. Scoresby

Routledge; see also D. Diringer, IjAIfaheto nella Sioria della Cvviltd,

Florence, 1937, Fig. 103, 4.

Origin

Among the many difficult problems presented bv the rongo-rongo

script, the most important concerns the origin of this writing. Was it

invented on the island, or imported from outside? The latter suggestion

seems the more probable. Were the tablets written on the island or

imported from outside? When was this script created? Xo answers can

he given with certainty; some can be guessed, but no proof of evidence

can be produced.

According to local traditions, Ilotu-matua, an ancestor of the Pascuans,

accompanied by 300 warriors and their families, came to the island with

two big boats, and brought with him 67 inscribed wooden tablets (a
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number like this is not conventional, and can easily correspond to the truth).

The date of this event (twelfth-thirteenth centurv’ a.d.) is worked out upon

the traditional list of the local “kings.” However, even this tradition does

not explain the origin of the script.

Fig. 70—Easter Island writing

I, Signatures of the native chiefs on
the treaties with the Spaniards in 1770.

2-3, Specimens of kohau-rongo-f ongo
tablets.

3

Connections mth other Scripts

An astonishing thesis has been suggested by G. de Hevesv; according

to this Hungarian scholar, the Easter Island script appears to be connected

with the Indus Valley script, and both seem to have derived from an
unknown system of writing, of an intermediate country, such as New
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Zealand. Even if we admit that there is some likeness between Easter

Island symbols and Indus Valley signs, evidence would still be lacking

of the relationship of the two scripts, unless the similarities of the signs

correspond with the identity of their phonetic values. Besides, as

A. Metraux points out,
^

‘These similarities are the result of small adjust-

ments (changing of proportion, obliteration of small details, mis-

representations and so forth). Of course they are small details but they

impair perhaps the value of the analogies and make the resemblances

more close than they actually should be.’^

In conclusion, there may be some external likeness between the Easter

Island writing and the Indus Valley script {see Fig. 44, and p. 87), but

the distance of time, from 2,000 to 2,500 years, and of space, thousands

of miles, the lack of any evidence proving the existence of intermediate

scripts in the remote age of the Indus Valley script, exclude anv possibility

of connection between the two. On the other hand, it is quite possible

that the Easter Island script is not a true system of writing, but only a

more developed mnemonic device, in which case it is outside the purpose
of this book. However, the problem of the origin of this script is still

wrapped in mystery: the fact that IMunda speech {see p. 405) stretches

from India across the Pacific—which may be the chief thing in favour of

de Hevesy’s theoiy^—makes the problem still more complicated.
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CHAPTER IX

OTHER IDEOGRAPHIC SCRIPTS

General Sketch

There existed in the past and there exist even nowadays various scripts

which we may call ideographic or "‘transitional/' Some are known, others

are still unknown, while some have disappeared without leaving any

trace. Thev are all more or less interesting from the standpoint of the

histoiA^ of writing, of cultural inter-relations, of idea-diffusion and as

evidence of the originality and capacity of single individuals of all races.

Space does not allow me to deal fully with these scripts in the present book,

mainly because they usually have no direct connection with alphabetic

scripts and also because their influence has been rather limited. Their

origins are generallv unknown, but it is obvious that their creation was
influenced by the existence of writing amongst neighbouring peoples.

Some of these scripts might be a late invention, some might be ancient

ones; some might be transformations or survivals of ancient scripts.

Nobody knows. Alention may here be made of a few of these still more or

less unknown writings.

‘‘Ideographic’’ Scripts of non-Chinese Peoples of China

At one time, there were immense regions inside what we call China that

were non-Chinese, and the Chinese had barely the power necessary to keep a

check on these internal and inveterate foes, always ready to break the net which
from time to time was spread over them. The indigenous chiefs were recognised

as Chinese officials by the addition of Chinese office names to their own native

appellations. Such native states, entirely enclosed in Chinese territory, lasted for

many centuries, and the broken tribes still in existence within and without the

borders of China, are fragments of these non-Chinese peoples. Nowadays, these

aboriginal tribes remain in bulk, unabsorbed by the Chinese, only in the south-

western provinces of China. Some of them—for instance, Yun-nan—can be con-

sidered as “anthropological museums’' because of their great variety of peoples.

Lo-lo Mo -so Group

The languages of the Lo-lo Mo-so Group belong to the Tibeto-Burmese sub-

family of the Tibeto-Chinese family of languages. This group has received much
study at the hands of French missionaries. Lolo is itself a sub-group of various

languages, spoken by about 1,800,000 people in the south-western provinces

of China, mainly in Yiin-nan, Hsi-kang and Sze-chwan. The region between these

three provinces known as Ta Liang-shan or Mt. Liang is not an easily accessible

place. The inhabitants are termed the Independent Lolo. The very few Chinese

families who live there are under Lolo protection. The Lolos live also in northern

Tongking (Indo-Chinak

141
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The Lolo are termed Lo-lo or Lu-lu or Lo-man or else T’swan. The name

Lo-lo appears in Chinese sources since a.d. 1275; the indigenous term, however,

is Ne-su, meaning “We” {ne)—“men” (5//).

The proper home of the Mo-so or else Mos(s)o or Musu is the valley of

the Mekong immediately to the east of Upper Burma and the valley of the

Yang-tse round Li-kiang (N.-W. Yiin-nan); they are also scattered throughout

other provinces of south-western China. The term Mo-so is Chinese; the

indigenous name is Xa-khi or Xa-shi; the Tibetan term is Djong, which has an

insulting meaning, as has also (according to Sir Ellis Minns) the Chinese term

Mo-so, “miserable.”

The IMoso are mentioned several times in Chinese historical sources; first at

the end of the eighth century a.d. In the second half of the thirteenth century

they became a vassal state of Qubilay Khan, and later they recognized the shadowy
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Fig. 71

1, Lo-lo horizontal script.

2 , The characters for “sun” (a), “rain” (6),

“wind” (r), and “mountain” (d), in three

local variants: I, K"ang-siang~ying; II

^

K^iao-kyo; III, Yei-ming-cheu

authority of China. They finally lost their independence to China about 1725,

but some tribes even to-day live under the rule of their own chiefs.

Lo-lo Script

The existence of the Lo-lo script was noted by Europeans in the

seventies of the last centur\\ In 1886, Mr. F. S. A. Bourne obtained from

a Lolo-man a list of all the characters he could remember, and their total

does not go beyond 376. According to some scholars, however, the Lo-lo

script contains some 3,000 symbols. There are many Lolo manuscripts

extant, and some of them are finely illuminated.

On the whole, symbols are apparently ideographic, and are said to

be mainly adaptations, contractions and combinations of Chinese signs,
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but many of them seem to be phonetic. There are a few local varieties

(Fig. 71,2), of which there are two main groups, according to the direction

of writing; the independent tribes of Ta Liang-shan (in Sze-chwan)

still employ a horizontal script, from right to left (Fig. 71, i); while the

other tribes use mainly the vertical script in columns running from left

to right (Fig. 72). Ver}^ little is known of the early development of this

script. An inscription of Tsan-tsin-gay, near Lu-ch’tian-hsien, is

attributed to a.d. 1533.

Fig. 72—Lo-lo vertical script

Prof. T.de Lacouperie considered the Lo-lo script as a link connecting

the various systems of India, Indonesia, Indo-China with those of Korea

and Japan, but there are no proofs corroborating such theory. Fig. 73, 2

gives a specimen of a Lo-lo printed book, edited by Prince Len.

Mo-so Script

The Mo-so script also offers manv open problems. Xobody knows

when and how the script originated. According to Pere Desgodins, the

discoverer of the script in the middle of the last centurv% the writing
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does not seem a survival of former times, and it was apparently made
up for the purpose by the tombas or medicine-men. De Lacouperie,

however, rightly pointed out the possibility that '‘this sacred writing

embodies survivals of the pictorial stage of notation independent of

synchronical dates and progresses elsewhere.” Nowadays, the southern

Mo-so employ the Chinese character, while the AIo-so of the north use

the Tibetan alphabet. The illustrated Mo-so manuscripts, of which the
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John Rylands Library of Manchester has quite a good collection, consist

mostly of little books, oblong in shape, measuring about three inches in

height by ten inches in width; the leaves are of thick, rough paper of

uneven texture. Fig. 73, i shows the first page of a Mo-so manuscript.

Max Group
The languages classed under the name of “Man” are mainly spoken in China

and Indo-China, partly also in Jjurma. The term “Man” is Chinese, and

Fig. 74—Ideograms of the Yao script

means a “Southern Barbarian.” It is applied by the Chinese to certain wild

tribes, of which the Miao or Aliao-tzu and A^ao are the mam representatives.

These languages are imperfectly known ; they are considered by some scholars

as an independent group, by others, with more probability as belonging to the

Tibeto-Burmese linguistic sub -family. According to some scholars, they are

“aboriginal” languages of Eastern Asia.
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Fig. 75—Si-Hia or Hsi-hsia syllabary

The Miao-tzu are nowadays a mountainous people of south-^^ estern China,

but at one time they occupied a portion of central China. They live also,

widely scattered in villages far up among the mountains, in northern Bunna

and in Indo-China, to the north-west of Tongking and to the north of Lios.

They number about 2,000,000 in China and over 500,000 in Indo-China and are

K
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sub-divided into ca. seventy tribes, some of which enjoy a certain autonomy. The
main Chinese classification of these tribes, speaking different dialects, is according

to the colour of the women’s attire: Ho Miao (“Black IMiao”), Pai Miao (“White
Miao”), Hung IMiao (“Red Miao”), Hwa Miao (“Floral IMiao”), and so forth.

The Yao (called also Yao-ming, Yao-tze, Yao-tse, Yau or Yiu), numbering
about 30,000, live mainly in the south-western portions of the Chinese provinces

of Kwan-tung and Kwang-si, but also in Upper Burma, Tongking and to the east

of the river ^lekong. They are also subdivided into various tribes.

Fig. 76, I illustrates several signs of the cryptic ideographic script of the

Miao-tzu, while Fig, 74 shows some symbols of the script, also cryptic

and ideographic, of the Yao. For the Pu-shui, a Shan tribe, see p. 420.

For the IMiao Pollard syllabic system of writing see next Chapter.

^-34^67 8 9 I'- 1112 II 15 iG 17 jS

'

I (emperor)” “Imperial
order”

Fig. 76

—

I, Miao-tzu ideograms
Line I— I sai e, “to se«”; 2, ,ido 0. "to weave’’, 3, i/,o, "to write”; 4, mon<r “to go”-
5, /)« ke, to come ; 6 ,

jong, "to see”; 7, t'cmg, “to speak”; S, fo,"to laugh”; 9 k'ai “to
be hungrv

; 10, tse yong, "to be ill”; ii, no na, "to-dav”; 12, nangt “vesterdav”-
13, nang ki, a day before yesterday”; 14, kia ki, "to-morrow”; i;. eho '“middav”’

Line II— i,

5, lama, “red
II, choo, “six

yojjg, ro oe 111 ; ii, wo “to-dav’^ 12, nangt, “vesterdav”-
a day betore yesterday ’; 14, kia ki, “to-morrow”; i;;, e/20,'“middaV”'

16, Ao, “good”; 17, /fo, “to pray”; iS, 5^ rcz, “history”
' ’

kleu, \\hite^
; 2, klo, black”; 3, klang, “yellow”; 4, niiia, “green”;

6
,
le, 7 ) ; 8, pit, “three”; 9, plo, “four”; 10, chui, “five”;

; 1.2., smug, seven
; 13, /e, “eight”; iy,Kiaa, “nine”; 15, k'aoo, “ten.”

2, Chinese—Si-H'a (Hsi-hsia) glossary
3> The five known ideograms ot the Rhitan script
4, The Xiu-chih “little” script

5, The Niu-chih “national” character
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Central and Northern China

A few systems of non-Chinese writing are known to have existed in

central and northern China. We may mention here the script of the Khtans

or Khitans, of which only five symbols are known (Fig. 76, 3), and which

was for two centuries the official script of the Liao-dynasty of that people.

More important are the two scripts of the Tatar people, the Niu-chih,

successors to the Khitans; the more ancient of the two was adopted in

A.D. 1 1 19 as the national script (Fig. 76, 5). This was revised in 1138

and called the ‘‘little’^ script (Fig. 76, 4).

Tangut {or Si-Hia or Hsi-hsia) Script

From A.D. 982 to 1227, between China and Tibet on the latters’ northern

border, there stood a powerful kingdom which was swept away by the IVIongols.

Its name was Tangut or Si-Hia (“western Hia”) or Hsi-hsia. The language

spoken by that population, and preserved for us by a Chinese philologist, is the

only ancient Tibeto-Burmese language with which we are acquainted. The
Si-Hia form of speech is now many centuries dead.

The Tangut king Chao Yiian-hao, otherwise Wei-i, who had married

a Khitan princess, is reputed to have invented the Si-Hia character in

1037. It was written like the Chinese from top to bottom, and in columns

from right to left.

The character was a highly evolved ideographic-syllabic system of

writing. There are extant a few inscriptions (the earliest belonging to the

eleventh century a.d.) and some manuscripts. The script was widely

employed for over two centuries. Fig. 75 shows the syllabic signs of the

writing, whereas Fig. 76, 2 is a specimen of a Chinese— Si-Hia glossary.
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West African “Ideographic” Scripts

Nsibidi

I have already mentioned various West African devices for transmission

of thought (p. 29f., 34f.)' Nsibidi or Nchibiddi or Xchibiddy seems to be

the only true “ideographic” script of the West African natives (Fig. 77).

The Name

The meaning ofthe term is uncertain. According to Ylr. Goldie, the word
Nsibidi is connected with the Elik verb sibi, “to cut,” but the Rev. J. K.
Alacgregor pointed out that sibi actually means “to slice,” and not to make

- the cuts referred to, that is, “to engrave.” In Macgregor’s opinion, the term
Nsibidi is derived from an Ibo word sibidi, meaning “to play,” “for thev

had learned these things through the playing of the idiok.'' Finallv, P. A.
Talbot points out that the Ekoi explanation of the name is derived from the

verb nchibbiy “to turn,” and “this has taken to itself the meaning of agility

of mind, and, therefore, of cunning or double meaning.”

L ntil 1904^ ihe existence of Nsibidi was unknown to Europeans. Its

first disccvety was made by T. D. Alaxwell, at the time District

Commissioner in Calabar, and, independently, a year later, that is, in

1905, Mr. Macgregor discovered its existence. Twenty-four signs were
published in the Government Civil List of Julv, 1905.
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Origin

The origin of Nsibidi is uncertain. According to a local tradition,

the script originated among the Uguakima (or Ebe or Uyanga) sub-tribe

of the Ibo tribe, living between Ikorana on the Cross River and Uwet on

the Calabar River, and there is a charming story about how the Uyanga
learned this script from the baboons called idiok^ who crowded round their

camp-hres. On the other hand, P. A. Talbot could not find any trace of

the existence among the Ibo of any system of writing, whereas the Ekoi

claim to have invented the whole system.

Plowever, both the story about the monkeys and the Ekoi tradition

only show that Nsibidi must be so old that even the local tradition lost

any trace of its true origin. Also Talbot considers it ‘'of considerable

antiquity.” Some scholars have even detected certain resemblances

between the Nsibidi and the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, one of the

most remarkable being the fact that the Nsibidi sign for "house” is

rectangular in shape (Fig. 77, 5, h), whereas all dwellings of the natives who
use Nsibidi, are round. However, I do not think there can be anv reasonable

direct connection between the two scripts.

Nsibidi is, or was, emploved in the Calabar District of southern

Nigeria, and up the Cross River and inland from it on both banks.

The Script

The script is purely ideographic, that is, each sign represents an idea

or even more than one. It is to a large extent pictographic, but in the

course of years many signs have become highly conventionalized. Some
Nsibidi signs are known to many people, but the majoritv of the svmbols

are known only to those belonging to the Nsibidi secret societv, into

which men were or still are regularly initiated after undergoing a period of

preparation. To the uninitiated the signs are mysterious and therefore

magical, capable of doing harm because of the "medicine” that mav have

been used in making them. According to E. Dayrell, there are several

kinds of Nsibidi which strangers belonging to another societv would not

understand, whereas the signs common to all the societies are most often

tattoed on the face, arms and legs, etc., of the people. On the whole,

the natives have a strange desire to hide the knowledge of the script,

as much as they can, from the eyes of the Europeans. On the other hand,

Nsibidi is used mainly to express love, and this term covers so many
words which a self-respecting native would prefer not to confess to know
how to write them.

Nsibidi, however, can he used for anv kind of communication. Mg.

77, 3 represents the record of a court case from a town on the Lnion

Creek taken down in it. Fig. 77, 4 shows the record of a trial by the

Nsibidi Club, drawn on a small calabash.
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and feet (a sign of wealth). 4, Married love with pillow. 5 and 6, Quarrel between
husband and wife (a pillow is between them). 7, Violent quarrel between husband and
wife. 8, One who causes a disturbance between husband and wife, q, A woman with
six children and a husband, and a pillow. 10, A man with two wives and their children,
with the roof-tree of their house, ii, A house in \^hich are three women and a man.
12, Two women with many children in the house with their husband. 13, A woman
with child. 14, The same. 15, Two women on each side of a house; one on each side
has a child. 16, Two w'omen who liv'e in the same house have palaver ever\" time they
meet; a third woman is entering by the door. 17, A man comes to a w'oman who has a
husband and asks her to live w ith him. 18, Three men who sought the same married
woman. 19, A man committed adultery with a woman who lives apart from her husband;
he has to pay compensation to the woman’s family and to her husband. 20, A woman
goes to bathe in the river at a ford, while her husband watches to see that no one shoots

her. 21, Fire. Z (“shield of David”), Ardent love

2.— 1, A man and a woman sleeping together on a native bed; it was very hot, so they
put their arms outside, the short strokes at the bottom are the legs of the bed. 2, A boy
kept a girl as his friend until she grew' up. He then married her, and they lived together
and made their bed w ith a pillow' for the head and feet. 3, A palaver house. 4, A man and
his friend went into the town to get two girls; one of the men got a girl and took her
home with him; the other man could not find a girl; they therefore parted and w'ent
different ways. 5-6, A man’s heart; the man stands with his arms spread out to show’ that
he knows more about Egbo than any other man ; the dots represent the blood in the heart.
Xo. 7 consists of the symbols marked A to X

;
A, the young boys were sitting in the

Nsibidi house; B, there were two \ oung women who sold their favours for money; C, thev
had two boys whom they used to send out to get the men to come to them, or to get money
from them; D, one of the boys took: E, a chewing stick; F, a bottle of tombo, and G, a

native glass; H, to the young men sitting on the ekftat stick; I, these young men sent
their boy to bring J, a bag containing rods; K, the boy got the bag of rods, and took it to

the two men, who took the rods to the women; L, the young men sent their boy (with
the sign of the comet) to meet them that night; M, one of the young men met one of
the women in an open place, et cum inchnata coivit; X, the next day, the young man

found the woman w ith a different man and knew she was unfaithful.

[
Continued at bottom of fiext page
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Nsibidi was also employed to give public notice or private warning

of anything, to forbid people to go on a certain road, to warn a friend that

he is to be seized, to convey the wishes of a chief, and for other

communications. For a long time messages have been sent in Nsibidi

script cut or painted on split palm stems.
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B AMUN Script

The creation of the Bamun (or Bamoun, Bamom, Bamum) writing

is a good historical example of the borrowing of an idea—“that of writing

in the abstract,” in the words of Air. O. G. S. Crawford, or “idea-dilfusion”

or “stimulus-diffusion” according to Professor Kroeber. The script

was created at the beginning of the present century bv Njoya, the sultan

of the Bamuns in the Cameroons. There are two theories explaining

the reasons for this invention: (i) Delafosse and others suggest that Xjova
wanted to have a special means of communication with his local chiefs

in order to avoid censorship by the Germans; (2) Tabouret and other

scholars suggest that the creation of the script had nothing to do with

the German occupation, but was merely due to the sultan’s desire to

develop the culture of his people. It may be, however, that both these

reasons combined with certain others (the sultan’s ambition, for example)

induced Njoya to think of and to carry out this remarkable invention.

Continuedfrom previous piu^e\

9, The large stone for grinding up the medicine. 10, Two young girls carrying water-pots
on their heads, ii, The sign of love; a man and woman sleeping together. 12, A sick
boy and girl sleeping together. 13, The Xsibidi Plouse. 14, A rat trap set to catch the rat

uhich ate the corn in the house. 15, Two sticks crossed before the door of an E2gbo house.
16, Husband and wife love each other ardently; they like to put their arms round one
another (shown by extended hands)

;
they are rich (have three pillows and a table on each

side); the wife holds a comb.

3-

—^A record of an ikpe or judgment case. The lines round and twisting mean that the
case was a difficult one which the people of the town could not judge by themselves,
so they sent to the surrounding towns to call the wise men from them, and the case
was tried by them (a) and decided; it was a case of adultery (6); the court w'as held under
a tree (c); (</), the party who won the case; (e) a man who thumbs as a sign of contempt.

4-

—The record of a trial by the X.sibidi club, drawn on a small calabash; the circles

show' the court-house, with verandah, round which, and the inner walls, the towns-folk

are standing; also the executioners are represented (T-signs;.

5.—A stranger (A) enters a town; he walks up the mam street between two rows of

houses (B-B) till he comes to Egbo House (C). As a consequence of the comet (D) lately

seen, property (E) is strewn about in disorder, the Head Chief is dead and his body
has been set in an armchair (G); before his house there is a seat (E). In the Egbo House (H)
—thissymbolhavingrectangular(!) shape --,the townspeople! J-J-J ) have collected to decide

between the two claimants (I-I) to the office of Head Chief now vacant
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The history of the Bamun script is extremely interesting. It is certainly

not a derivative from any other writing, but is an artificial creation. In

fact, no Arabic or Latin, or any other known letters can be recognized

in this script. It includes, however, the “shield of David'’ (used as the

numeral loo), which has been borrowed from Arabic symbolism. Thus,

only the idea of writing has been borrowed; many natives knew Arabic,

& 0 ^

I j 3+567 Sqio
VAiryn ^ T

14 15 16 17 iS 19 20 zi 22

1

\ctual
va.luje

Word Meanings 1S07 1311 1916 1318

T.fa. S Tama Tight cT A A

TJe Te Bum & work X A <
/

T.jo Tom Kins 1f L

T,Jvu Toil Measure > 7

^Ts'e (Chose^aite) V A

g. so. w Jfgam 'Ten t- 8 5
~>

C*

2

Fig. 7S

I, Symbols of the Bamun ideographic script

I, si, “bird”; 2, haka, “plate”; 3, kuo, “ladder”; 4, nod, “body”; 5, ?non, “child”;
6, mie, “snake”; 7, sie, “ditch”; 8, tut, “ear”; g, pe, “cullender”; lo, nyam, “horse”;
II, KUO, “stone”; 12, tu, “head”; 13, ?iddb, “thread”; 14-15, //, “eye”; 16, mi, “face”;

17, ngiu', “leopard”; 18, memfi, '*goat”; 19, mengoh, “cock”; 20, nyu, “hair”; 21, kiwh,
“palm-gro\e”

; 22, kom, “razor”; 23, udah, “house”; 24, tarn, “mud”
2, De\cIopment of Bamun characters

others knew of the existence of the European scripts. Curiouslv enough,

at the beginning the Bamun script was neither syllabic nor alphabetic,

but pictographic and ideographic. This may he explained partlv bv the

fact that the Bamun speech is mainly monosyllabic. The script consisted

then of about 1,000 symbols (some of them are shown in Fig. 78, i). About

r\ 5c —

'

II 12 13

I
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1907, the first reform of the script took place. The script became partly

syllabic and was reduced to 419 signs (this is the figure given by

AL Labouret; M. Delafosse, however, quotes a figure of approximately

350). In successive revisions the number of symbols was reduced to 286

1913), 205 (r. 1915) and 70 (1918). According to other sources,

revisions took place in 1907, 1909, 1911, 1916 and 1918 (Fig, 78, 2). Since

1918, a new system, consisting of 70 greatly simplified signs, has been

in use, and is almost purely phonetic. The script was taught in the native

schools and employed by the natives as the official script of their “State.”

Njoya died in 1932, but his invention has survived, although now it is

slowly dying out.

The direction of writing is horizontal, and, with some exceptions,

from left to right.

It is only because of its origin that the Bamun script is placed amongst

the ideographic scripts. If I had to consider it from the point of view of

its successive development, and especially its final svstem, the writing

should be considered as syllabic or quasi-alphabetic.
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Recent Ideographic Scripts of American Indians

(1 ) In some parts of the Paucartambo Valley, in Peru, fragments painted

in red and blue on old Dutch paper, or in light red on dark brown woven

material, have been found. These contain in pictographic characters

stories connected with the New Testament, Nothing is known of the

origin of this script, of its connection with the Catholic missionaries, or

of its diffusion. Fig. 79, i and 2 show some examples of this writing.

(2) Much more is known of a local script of another South American

native tribe, the Aymara, who live mainly in the region around Lake
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Titicaca (Bolivia-Peru). We are informed of the existence of this script

by the German ethnologist Tschudi {Reisen in Suedamerika, V, 1869,

p. 282 ff.)- The script was invented by an old native of Sampaya who was

a zealous Catholic, in order to teach his tribesmen the Catholic catechism.

The writing was purely ideographic and highly pictographic. The drawing

of the signs was very crude. After the death of the inventor, his pupil,

•at 1:5s
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Fig- 79
1-2, Native pictographic writing of Paucartambo Valley (Peru),

3, Aymara ideographic script. 4, IVIinahassa ideographic script

Juan de Dios Apasa, continued the teaching of this writing, but after

the latter’s death, the script fell into disuse. Fig. 79, 3 shows a specimen

of this Aymara script.

(3) The native Central American tribe Cuna
(
Ttile, “person,” is the native

name), who live mainly in Panama near Darien, numbering about 25,000
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people and speaking a language belonging to the linguistic family

of the Chibcha, have their own ideographic, highly pictorial system.

Nothing is known about the origin of this script. Some scholars suggest

that it was already in use in pre-Columbian times and that it is connected

with the pre-Conquest scripts of Central America and Alexico. It is,

however, preferable to consider this writing as a more recent creation.

The script is boiistrophedon, i.e., in alternate lines from right to left

and from left to right. The texts begin with the bottom line on the right

hand side. This writing is mainly used for magic and ritual purposes.

(4) The North American Indians have not, as far as can be established,

developed any complete system which can properly be considered as

true writing; their pictographic mnemonic devices have already been

mentioned [see p. 33ff.)* The
missionary Chr. Kauder
succeeded, however, in

reducing into an ideo-

graphic system of writing

the crude pictographs

Fig. 80

Micmac ideographic script

employed by the Micmac or Megum, a tribe belonging to the great linguistic

familv of the Algonkians. The Micmacs live in Canada, on the shores of

the Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the islands, chiefly in Nova Scotia.

Kauder even succeeded in printing (at Vienna in 1866) a religious work

in three volumes for which he used 5,701 symbols (Fig. 80).

BIBLIOGRAPHY
G. Alaller\*, Picture Writing of the American Indians, Washington, 1893.

E. Xordenskioeld, Picture-Writings and other Documents, Goeteborg, 1928

and 1930.
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M I N A H A s s A Script

“Minahassa/* from Ximahasa, means “confederation/’ or rather a “country

that has been formed by binding a number of territories into one.” It is the north-

eastern extremity of Celebes, now constituting a district of the Residency of

Menado; 4,786 sq. kilometres, inhabited by 250,000 people living in about 300

villages. The Minahassas are divided into eight tribes.

Unlike the other peoples of Celebes, professing mainly (as far as they are not

pagans) the IMuslim faith, nearly the whole population of Minahassa is Christian.

Very few are illiterates,- although the Alinahassas are also called “Alfuros,”

meaning “wild, half-savage.” They speak [Malay dialects, but physically they are

different from the other tribes of the island; some authorities even suggested

Japanese characteristics. According to their tradition, they immigrated from the

north into the island.

/> -i' C 2) Ur U^ iJ) A U /I
I

Fig. 81

,
Chukcha inscribed tablet.

,
Chukcha ideograms

“E'ather.” :

“Reindeer,’
1 u, 01111111,11

^ ^ ^ O Oi A ^ ^ ”

1

0
ii

1
21

^ o 4 5 6 7 8 3 10

12 13 n 15 16 17 18 13 2C

22 23 24 25 26 27 23

14,

“Alother.” 3, “Son.”
“herd.” 5, “On the river.”

6, “Small, little.”7, “Rich.”
Poor.” 9, “Good.”

II, “1.”

mine.”
Our.’

“Food,” “to eat,”

“To live,” 16, “To be.”

17, “There.” 18, “Xo.”
19, “Only.” 20, “Also.”
21-23, Various kinds of

hshes. 24, “Plate.”

25, “Li^ht,”

26, “Tea-pot.”

27, “Milk,”
(28, “Tobacco-pipe.”)

29, “Cigarette.”

The Alinahassas seem to have had an ideographic script, of which very

little is now known. Only two pages of a Vlinahassa manuscript (partly

reproduced in Fig. 79, 4) have been published.

Chukcha Script

Mention should also be made of some undeveloped ideographic

scripts used by nomadic tribes of north-eastern European Russia and of

Asiatic Russia, particularly in the Chukcha or Chukotsky peninsula; some
tribes have spread to Kamtchatka.

They belong to the aboriginal or Palieo- Siberian group, and are mainly
nomad reindeer breeders and hunters, as well as seal and whale hunters.
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This section terminates with the ideographic script which is probably

the most recently imented. The Chukcha, or Tschuktchis, Chanktus
(“Men”), or Tuski (“Brothers, confederates”), are a Luoravetlan,

Palseoasiatic, Mongoloid people inhabiting the shores of the Arctic Ocean
and Behring Sea in north-eastern Siberia.

The Chukcha had no written language before about 1930. About that

time, a Chukcha shepherd named TeneviF, who lived in the region of the

upper Anadyr, invented a peculiar script. The Leningrad Arctic Institute

possesses a collection of fourteen wooden tablets written by Tenevil’, and

brought there in 1933 by the Chukcha expedition of that Institute. The
script is a quite primitive ideograph}'

;
the characters, however, are stylized.

Fig. 81, I shows a specimen of this script, and Fig. 81, 2 reproduces

some symbols.
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CHAPTER X

SYLLABIC SYSTEMS OF WRITING

Syllabaries

The history of writing does not present many pure syllabaries. The most
important syllabaries are: (i) The pseudo-hieroglyphic script of Byblos

(Syria) and the syllabary of ancient Cyprus; (2) the two Japanese syllabaries

still in use; and (3) syllabaries recently compiled by or for certain indigenous

peoples of western Africa and northern America. We shall deal here

briefly with each of these groups.

Pseudo-hieroglyphic Script of Byblos

Inscriptions

There are now ten inscriptions or fragments extant (Fig. 82-87),

on stone or bronze, written in a pseudo-hieroglyphic script, presumably

bearing some resemblance to Egyptian hieroglyphics. The whole material

has been recently edited in a splendid publication by the discoverer himself

(M. Dunand, Byblia Grarnmata. Documents et recherches sur le developpe-

ment de Fecriture en Phenicie. Republique Libanaise. Ministere de
TEducation Nationale et des Beaux-Arts. Direction des Antiquites.

Etudes et Documents d’Archeologie. Tome II, Beyrouth, Imprimerie
Catholique, 1945). As AI. Dunand points out, two of the documents
seem to be fragments of one and the same inscription

;
the number of the

inscriptions would thus be nine. Of these, six are bronze tablets, and
M. Dunand rightly emphasizes that this proportion is unique in Near
Eastern epigraphy. The most remarkable is a rectangular bronze tablet

(Fig. 82, I
)
containing 41 lines, of which 19 are on the versOy and consisting

of 461 symbols, of which 64 are different. Another rectangular bronze
tablet (82, 2) contains 15 lines, of which two are on the reverse side,

consisting of 217 symbols, of which 53 are different.

The other bronze inscriptions are spatiilae (Fig. 82, 3, 83 and 84),
containing respectively 41, 12, 29 and 33 symbols. The three or four stone

inscriptions (Fig. 85 and 86) consist of one stele and three fragments, two
of which, as mentioned, may be parts of the same inscription. On these

stone inscriptions there are extant respectively 119, 17, 6 and 13 symbols.

The Script

In all, the documents contain 114 different signs, which Dunand
distinguishes into symbols representing: (i) animals (13 signs),

158
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(2) vegetation (also represented by 13 signs), (3) the sky and the earth,

(4) tools (as many as 26 signs), (5) objects connected with the

cult (6) signs, (6) 10 symbols connected with navigation, (7) 17 signs

(
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Fig. 82— 1-2, Bronze-tublc‘s inscribed in the pseudo-hieroglyphic syllabary of

Byblos 3, Spatula inscribed in the same script (a, obverse: b reverse)

representing objects which cannot be determined, (8) 8 geometric figures,

and (9) 12 signs of uncertain meaning or incomplete ones. The smaller
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bronze-tablet contains on its verso a sign in the shape of the numeral i,

repeated seven times, and one spatula contains a similar sign repeated

four times. Groups of two signs are very frequent. About 50 symbols
are, more or less, similar to Egyptian hieroglyphics; others mav find

parallels in the scripts of Crete, Cyprus, Indus Valley, Sinai or Canaan.

Dunand believes that the 114 symbols do not constitute the totality

(«)
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^ Q
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Fig. 83—1-2, Spatiilae inscribed m the pseudo-hieroglyphic syllabary of Bybios
{Gy obverse

;
by reverse)

of the system, which according to him was probably neither an alphabet
nor a syllabary, nor an ideographic script, but a semi-ideographic and semi-
phonetic writing, perhaps also including determinati\'es, or a syllabic

polyphonic system like the later cuneiform script, in which the scribe
could represent the same sounds by various signs.
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AL Dunand argues that this pseudo-hieroglyphic script, originated

under Egyptian influence, at the end of the First Period of the Bronze

age, that is about the twenty-second century b.c. Twenty-five symbols

seem to have been directly borrowed from the Egyptian hieroglyphic script,

and the shapes of about the same number of signs seem to have been

suggested by Eg}^ptian hieroglyphs. The consonantal principle and the

selected svmbols to represent mono-consonantal words were used by

the Egyptians at the beginning of the third millennium B.C., but the

Phoenicians developed these advantages about one thousand years later,

and have thus accomplished a new invention in the “career” of

Fig. S4—Another spatula inscribed in the pseudo-hieroglyphic syllabary of Byblos

(a, ub\erse; b, reverse}

consonantal representation. Until the end of Bronze I, Byblos had no

writing of its own; the pseudo-hieroglyphic script was a contribution of

the early Phoenician civilization after the ruin of the civilization of the

third millennium B.c. From the cultural and economic points of view,

Phoenicia was then in a verv favourable position to invent a proper script.

Finally, according to AI, Dunand, the documents extant do not allow

us to determine the chronology of the development of this script, but

a spatula (Fig. 107, 3), containing a Phoenician inscription and some

scratching in pseudo-hieroglyphic writing, proves that the latter was still

employed at the time when the alphabet was already used.

Decipherment

Professor Edouard Dhorme, the known orientalist and one of the

decipherers of the Ugarit alphabet, seems to have succeeded in deciphering

L
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the pseudo-hieroglyphic inscriptions, showing that they are in Phoenician
syllabic script. On the subject, he delivered two communications to the
Paris Academic des Inscriptions, on 2nd August and 27th September, 1946.

P.S. (8th November, 1946). I am in the fortunate position to publish
the following notes which I have received from Paris through the kindness
of Miss Hilda Herne:

Fig. Ss—Stone inscriptions cut in the pseudo-hierogiyphic script of B\ bios

Academic des Inscriptions and Belles Lettres. Le 2 Aout, 1946.
Edouard Dhorme^ professeiir an College de France, fait une communC

cation siir les textes pseiidorineroglyphiques de Byblos en Phehicie.
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“These texts, discovered and published by AI. AL Dunand, are couched

in an unknown script, of more than 140 symbols of hieroglyphic

appearance. Without the help of a bilingual and without even the help

of a stroke indicating the separation of the words, AI. Dhorme has succeeded

in determining the syllabary of this unknown script, and in defining

the language which it represents. This language is pure Phoenician;

Fig. 86—Stone inscription from Byblos

there is no connection between the objects represented bv the signs and
their phonetic values. A I. Dhorme translates one of the bronze tablets

of Byblos. . , .

“This discovery is of outstanding interest for the history of writing,

of the alphabet, and of the civilization of the Xear East in the middle
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of the second millennium b.c. It is a milestone in the annals of epigraphy

and linguistics.”

Academic des Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, Le 27 Septembre, 1946.

Seconde communication de M, Edouard Dhorme, Professeur an College de

France, sur le '‘dechiffrement des inscriptions pseiido-hieroglyphiqties de

ByblosP

“In continuation of his communication of 2nd August, in which he

announced that he had achieved the decipherment of the pseudo-

hieroglyphic inscriptions of Byblos, couched in a hitherto unknown script

and language.” According to Professor Dhorme, this Phoenician system

of writing of the middle of the second millennium B.c. made use of over

a hundred signs based on foreign syllabaries to represent their Semitic

tongue. Professor Dhorme then translated a text of 40 lines engraved

on a bronze tablet, made by the smelters and engravers of the temple of

Byblos. Egyptian influence on Byblos, attested by the ancient legends of

Y X 1 ^ X/nmA h- % a ^ r n t 1
b- y- cO fi 0 A ++ /m A y
W k- X III ^ "Q? t Cl

d- ^ 0 1- 7 T 9 cj f 9- ^ w
h- m- X 3? A r- ^ Y 5
w-

'

n -2: T > n- ^ 0 g- ¥ ^ X

2- f ^ ^ -t 0 ^ t- t 7 ti A ?

Fig. S7~The pseudo-hieroglyphic syllabary of Byblos

according to Professor Dhorme.

Osiris and bv the archaeological discoveries, can now, according to Professor

Dhorme, be confirmed by this inscription and by the other one, translated

and explained in the previous communication.

Finally, I am extremely glad to be able to publish the following

note which the decipherer himself has kindly sent me, and for which I

express to him mv deepest gratitude:

(1) I think (writes Professor Dhorme) that the pseudo-hieroglyphic

texts of Bvblos date from the period of Amenophis 1\ (that is to sav, ca,

1375 B.C.—Z), D.).

(2) I am in disagreement with Dunand on the problem of the origin

of the Alphabet.

(3) I have completely deciphered the tablets c and d (Fig, 82, i and 2.

—

Z). Z).). I will publish these texts and the others in Syria with a nearlv

complete syllabary’. {See, now, E. Dhorme, Dechiffrern, d. inscript, pseudo-

hierogl. de Byblos, “Syria”, 1946-1948, pp. 1-35, and our Fig. 87).

(4) The syllabary is “plethoric,” that is to say, as in Accadian, there

are sometimes many different signs to represent the same syllable. The
tablet d (here, Fig. 82, i) uses numerous matres lectionis.
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(5) The number of signs is about one hundred (Dunand has classified

some identical signs as distinct symbols).

(6) With some rare exceptions, in the script of Byblos there is no

connection between the shapes of the signs and their consonantic or

syllabic value. For instance, the eye does not represent the 'ayin, but a

shin\ the pupil of the eye is a sin or samekh, and so forth.

(7) The engravers or scribes of Byblos gave to the hieroglyphic

signs meanings proper to their tongue, without taking into consideration

their origin. The texts are in pure Phoenician.

(8) ]\ly starting-point was the last line of the tablet c (here. Fig. 82, 2),

in which the last sign written seven times is a numeral (3 + 40 or 3 -r 4),

preceded by the word h sh n t, “in the years.” Hence, nhJfsh. “bronze,” in

the first line; “altar,” in the 6th line; htmz, “in Tammuz,” in the

14th line, etc., etc.

Cypriote Syllabary

A N c I E N 1' Cyprus and her Script

The island of Cyprus was a great metallurgical centre of the ancient \\orkl;

It was the coveted outpost in the Ylediterranean of Asia Almor, the nearest point

of which is forty-four miles distant, and of Syria, about seventy miles away,

and it was situated within a few^ days’ sail of Egypt and the island of Crete. Cyprus
was the country which can be said to ha\e had the only pure syllabic writing of the

Old World, apart from the pseudo-hieroglyphic script of Byblos.

The classical Cypriote script was mainly deciphered in the last twenty-

five years of the nineteenth century, thanks to the fact that the majority

of the Cypriote inscriptions extant, numbering about 185, are couched

in Greek. On the Avhole, the Cypriote syllabary seems to have been employed

from the sixth to the third centurv^ B.C., and even later. The inscriptions

belong mainly to the fifth and fourth centuries b.c. The rarity of Cypriote

inscriptions in the earlier periods is not easy to explain.

The Cypriote signs are purely linear and are composed of combinations

of strokes which are straight or only slightly curved. Some have an external

resemblance to North Semitic or Greek letters, but their phonetic value

is quite ciilferent. The deciphered Cypriote syllabary, which is still

fragmentary, consists (Fig. 88) of about fifty-five symbols, each repre-

senting an open syllable (such as pa, ko, ne, se) or a vowel. The script

had been created for a non-Greek speech and the representation of the

Greek sounds is rather imperfect.

We do not know w hether the Cypriote script w'as better suited to the

speech for w'hich it had been created, as the indigenous language is

not yet deciphered. Anatolian affinities, especially Phrygian and Carian,

have been suggested
; anthropological deductions indicate that the Bronze

Age population of Cyprus belonged to the “Armenoid,” brachycephalous
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(“short-headed”) racial group, which also included the Hittites and other

western Asiatic peoples.

The main inconveniences in the transcription of Greek words were as

follows; (i) There was no distinction between long and short vowels.

(2) There was no distinction between the sounds t, d, th\p, b, ph
; gy k, kh.
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Fig, 88—The Cypriote syllabary

(3) Closed syllables and syllables containing two consonants, such as
pty St, dr, had to be represented by two or more open syllables, but the
reduplication of the same consonant, as in //, and the nasal sounds {?n, n)
preceding other consonants, were omitted. Thus, ka-re was written for
“gar,” a-ti-ri-a-se for “andrias,” pa-si-le-ve-o-se for “basileus,”
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for “ptolin/’ a-po-lo-ni for ‘‘Apolloni/’ a-po-ro~ti-ta-i for ‘'AphroditeV

pe-pa-me~ro-ne for “pemphameron,” o-ka~to-se for “Onkantos,” sa-ta-si-

ka-ra-te-se for “Stasikrates” etc.

The direction of writing is generally from right to left, but sometimes

from left to right or boustrophedon (alternate lines, from right to left and

from left to right).

Origin of Cypriote Syllabary

The origin of the Cypriote script has aroused much controversy;

some students have suggested the cuneiform writing, and particularlv

the late Assyrian script, as the progenitor of the Cypriote syllabary;

others have suggested as such the Hittite hieroglyphic writing. In fact,

some Cypriote signs do resemble Hittite hieroglyphs. However, both these

theories, and other opinions, such as the possibility of the derivation of

the Cypriote syllabary- from a prehistoric linear script of the eastern

Mediterranean, are now considered out of date. A pitcher in the Cvprus
^Museum (Room III, Division 14, No. 61), attributed to Period HI of

the Early Bronze Age {ca. 2400-2100 B.c.) contains an inscription (engraved

on the handle), composed of linear signs which constitute the earliest

writing discovered in Cyprus. According to Mr. Dikaios, the Curator

of the Museum, ‘hhe nature of the signs is undetermined and, although

some correspondences are traced with Minoan signs, it is thought that

# V? H t?i + W t / P w T ¥

/ ywA^ca \
Fig. 89—Cypro-^Iinoan or Cypro-Mycenaean symbols

they may belong to a script such as those which were in existence in Syria

and Palestine before the middle of the second millennium b.c. It is also

possible that we have in this inscription the earliest evidence of the

original language of the Cypriotes before the Alycenaean penetration and
the introduction of the Minoan-Alycenaean script.’' There is also in the

Cyprus Museum (Room HI, Division 14, No. 68) a bowl with painted

ornamentation “including stags and signs probablv belonging to a script

in use at the end of the Early Bronze Age” (Dikaios).

Nowadays, it is generally accepted that the Cypriote script was derived

from the Cretan linear scripts. The main evidence is provided by the so-

called Cypro-AIinoan script. (Fig. 89). The Cvprus Museum is in possession

of two jugs of white plain ware from Katydhata, and a fragment of a

large jar from Enkomi (Room HI, Division 25, No. 134-136), all with

engraved inscriptions in this script. “These inscriptions, which were
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engraved with a sharp tool after baking, appear to have some connection

with the vessels' contents or ownership." (Dikaios.)

The inscriptions in the Cypro-Minoan or Cypro-Mycenaean script

belong to the Bronze Age, and mainly to the period called Late Cypriote

II C, which is dated by the Swedisch scholar Erik Sjoeqvist 1275-1200

B.c. On the other hand, according to Dikaios, the Cypro-Mycenaean

or Cypro-lNIinoan script was in use in Cyprus from 1400 b.c. to the end

of the Late Bronze Age (middle of the eleventh century b.c.). “It

coincides with the arrival of IMycenaean settlers in Cyprus and was

probably introduced by them."

The signs of the undeciphered Cypro-Mycenaean writing have been

classified and analysed by various scholars, and particularly by A. W.
Persson and S. Casson. This latter English scholar, after careful search,

recognized in the Cypro-]\Iinoan inscriptions found on the island of Cyprus,

on the Greek mainland, on the Aegean islands and in Palestine, a total of

seventy-six Cypro-Minoan characters and five numerals, out of which

about ten to twelve characters are identical with the classical Cypriote and

eight may possibly be identified.

Thus, on the whole, although we have not a sufficient basis for

transliterations of Cypro-IVIinoan inscriptions using the classic Cypriote

svllabary, modern scholars are agreed that the two scripts were connected.

It is generally accepted that the Cypro-AIinoan script formed the link

between the Cretan linear scripts (see Part I, Chapter III) and the Cypriote

svllabar\\ The problem of the identification of the single signs, however,

cannot be solved so long as both the Cretan linear scripts and the Cypro-

Minoan writing remain undeciphered. Vague comparisons are dangerous

and conclusions based on such comparisons must be provisional.

The famous Asine inscription of the end of the Mycenaean age (about

1200 b .c .) seems to be written in a script similar to the Cypro-Minoan

writing.
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Japanese Scripts

Prehistoric Japanese ^'Writings''’

The Japanese have never had a script of indigenous creation, although

such a writing is mentioned in the ancient historical work Shoku-nihongiy

belonging to eighth century a.d. (?). According to local traditions the

Japanese used in early times a knot-device as means of communication, but

(as already said in the Introduction), a knot-device cannot be considered as

true writing. On the other hand, the origins of the ancient, long forgotten

Japanese scripts, ahirUy ijiimOy anaichiy iyo and moritsuney are uncertain.

It is generally accepted that these shinji or kami no tnoji (“divine

characters”) termed also jindaimoji or kamiyo no nioji (“characters of the

divine period”), have descended from the Korean script Nitok {see p. 444),

or constituted a secondar}^ branch of it, but there is no evidence corroborat-

ing such theory. At any rate, there is no connection between these pre-

historic Japanese scripts and modern Japanese writing.

Origin ofJapanese Scripts

As regards her culture, Japan must, in a certain way, be regarded as a colony
of China, hut the beginnings of Chinese induence upon Japan lie in the same
obscurity as the rest of early Japanese history. Alost Chinese influences, according

to the accepted tradition, reached Japan by way of Korea. Thus the Japanese,

either directly or through Korea, were ine\itably led to adopt the Chinese system
of writing. The earliest trade and cultural relations between China and Japan
may be dated in the last centuries B.C., but the introduction of Chinese writing

into Japan would seem to have taken place somewhere in the third or fourth

century a.d.

According to tradition, in the third century a.d., Japan sent envoys

to Korea in search of men of learning. They back one Onin

or Wang Jen, a wise man of the imperial family offlyrnTmOnin taught the

Japanese Chinese writing and instructed them in the culture of his nation.

He was later deified. Another tradition attributes the introduction of

Chinese writing into Japan to two Korean scholars, Ajiki and Wani,

the tutors of a Japanese crown prince of the fifth century a.d. After the

introduction of Buddhism many Chinese scholars and priests emigrated

to Japan. Thus the study of both the Chinese language and the Chinese

script increased enormously, and obviously the necessity arose for the

translation of Chinese works into Japanese and for the adaptation of Chinese

writing to Japanese. This adaptation was, from the very beginning, no

easy matter, as can be seen from the Kojiki (a kind of Japanese ancient

histor}', of A.D. 711-712), in which Chinese symbols are written with

Chinese syntax but are intended to be read differently.

In order to realize the great difficulties in the adaptation of Chinese

writing to Japanese speech—apart from the fact that Japanese, unlike
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Chinese, is not monosyllabic, but an agglutinative language—one must

consider the following factors: (i) the great number of Chinese characters

which form the basis of the Japanese scripts; (2) the fact that these

characters had sometimes an ideographic, and sometimes a phonetic

value; (3) the pronunciation of Chinese characters varies in the different

Chinese provinces and has changed in the various historical periods;

(4) the Japanese borrowed Chinese characters in different periods and

from different regions; (5) nearly every Japanese word can be given either

the Japanese or a Chinese pronunciation and there is no absolute rule

governing the choice. It follows from a consideration of the afore-

mentioned factors that many Japanese words have various alternative

pronunciations. {See Harold G. Henderson, Handbook of Japanese

Grammar, London, Allen and Unwin, 1945.)

Generally speaking, Japanese characters can be pronounced in the

following ways: (i) Japanese pronunciation, kiin, that is, Chinese ideograms

are translated into Japanese; and (2) the so-called Chinese pronunciation,

on, which has little affinity with the spoken Chinese of to-day and is the

pronunciation of Chinese words as they sounded to Japanese ears at

the time when the characters in question were first adopted. This categorv

can be sub-divided into three classes: {a) go-on, the pronunciation derived

from the Chinese dialect used in the third century a.d. in the realm Go
(in Chinese Wu), in the Shanghai region; this pronunciation was mainly

superseded by the pronunciation {b) kan-on {han), which was derived from
the dialect of northern China and was introduced into Japan by Chinese

priests during the seventh, eighth and ninth centuries; (c) the pronunciation

to-in {T'ang), derived from a dialect in vogue between the tenth and seven-

teenth centuries and introduced into Japan in 1655 by the sect Obaku;
this is emploved almost exclusivelv for Buddhist texts.

Japanese Ideograms

There are tens of thousands of Japanese ideograms. The average

cultured Japanese can read and write correctly about two thousand
symbols. A highly educated person, a university graduate, for instance,

may know about seven to eight thousand symbols, but only specialists

in the subject are able to read classical literar\' Japanese. Since 1900,
Japanese educational reformers have tried to reduce the number of ideo-

grams used in the elemental^' schools, but even there the minimum of
characters used is about 1,200. An official communique issued bv the

‘^Domei’^ Agency on 19th June, 1942, reported that special commissions of

philologists, after twenty years of research work, had decided to reduce
the essential ideograms to 2,028. However, the situation at present is that

ever}' word has its own character and the reader who does not happen
to know the meaning of a symbol will also be unable to pronounce it.
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In Japanese writing, ideograms are employed only to represent nouns,

adjectives and verb-roots. But Japanese, unlike Chinese, is an agglutinative

language, and has grammatical terminations (which are lacking in Chinese),

prepositions and so forth. At first the Japanese used for this purpose

Chinese ideograms having a similar sound, for instance the Chinese

ideogram fien^ “sky,” pronounced in Japanese approximately ten, was

used for the termination ~te. This device proved too cumbersome; as a

consequence, the syllabaries were created.

Japanese Syllabic Scripts

During the eighth and ninth centuries a.d. there came into use in Japan

a special svllabic system of writing called kana (perhaps from kanna,

kari na, “borrowed names”), in two forms (Fig. 90): {i) kata kana oryamato

(“Japanese”) gana, used mainly in learned works, official documents

and for the transliteration of personal names, especially of Europeans;

(2) hira (“plain, simple”) gana, used for grammatical terminations,

and similar purposes, and mainly employed in newspapers, novels, and
so forth. The creation of kata kana is attributed to Kibi(no) Mabi or

Kibi daijin ("‘minister” Kibi), who flourished in the middle of the eighth

century a.d.; hira gana is attributed to the Buddhist abbot Kobodaishi

(who is also considered to be the author of the iroha poem: see below),

of the beginning of the ninth century. However, all the kana signs have

developed from the Chinese characters which happened to be in most

use at the time; kata kana from the Kai-shu, hira gana from the ts'ao-shu

symbols. The Chinese originals of the kana were adopted either in the

Chinese language with the early Japanese pronunciation, or in the early

Japanese speech (which was quite different from modern Japanese);

for instance, the Chinese ideogram for “woman,” 7iii has been introduced

as the kana sign for me, “woman” in Japanese, whereas the ideogram for

“three,” san, has been adopted for the word san, although it appears

also for 7ni, “three” in Japanese, and the kana signs for rni are derived

from it.

As a matter of fact the kana signs should not be considered as true

syllabic scripts, because—a comparison with the Egyptian and the

cuneiform writings is instructive—as has already been stated, they are

not used as independent scripts, but only as indications of the tenses

of verbs, prepositional or other grammatical variations (while the

Chinese characters, kanji, continue to be employed for nouns, verbs

and adjectives), or may be used as phonetic complements, written alongside

the ideographs as a clue to their pronunciation. The standard form of

Japanese writing is kana~majiri, i.e,, Chinese characters with hira gana

to give the Japanese pronunciation and to supply endings, etc.; whereas

shin-kata kana, that is, kata kana written alongside the Chinese characters,
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and kunten, using Japanese numerals beside the Chinese characters to

show the order in which they should be read, are used more seldom.

However, the Japanese syllabaries could be used independently, and

for this reason they are dealt with in this chapter. The various attempts to

adopt the kana signs as a complete script, thus discarding the ideograms,

have not, as yet, succeeded. Nevertheless, various texts printed in kana
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Fig. 9c—The Japanese s\I]abaries

signs only, were laid before the Congress of Orientalists in Paris, in 1888.

The Kana no kai Society was founded, which published the magazine Kana
no tekagami\ “The Mirror of the Kana," and set out to purify the kana

scripts and encourage the disuse of the ideograms.

Both kata kana and /lira gana contain the traditional earlv Japanese

forty-seven syllables. These constitute the iroha or irofa order of the

characters (the term iroha or irofa is based on the acrological principle),
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that is, it consists of the names of the first three syllables {see

Fig. 90). There are in addition a sign for n, which is not pronounced,

and two other symbols, bringing the total to fifty. These form the gojii-on

(“fifty sounds”) order commonly used in the dictionaries; this order is

based on the Sanskrit grammar. Unlike the kata kana^ the hira gana signs

have many variants. In all, there exist about three hundred hira gana
symbols, out of which only about a hundred are used in printing; in

everyday writing, one sign is generally employed for each syllable (Fig.90).

The hiragana script is highly cursive
;
frequent ligatures make it exceedingly

difficult to read.

The kana signs represent only open syllables; in fact, Japanese contains

only open syllables, viz., consonants followed by vowels, or vowels.

Similar sounds are distinguished by diacritical marks; a mara sign (o)

distinguishes p from /; a nigori
( g, ds, ;:r from /, t, k, ts, s. Not

knowing the sound /, Japanese replaces it in European words, by r. A
tiny sign tsu indicates the reduplication of a consonant; a thick comma
under a syllable, represents its reduplication.

Classic Japanese writing consists of strong bold strokes made with a

brush dipped in Chinese ink; it takes years of practice to make a good

calligrapher. The original disposition of writing was, as in Chinese, in

vertical columns from right to left, but the strokes of the single characters

were written from left to right. Nowadays, no fixed rule is observed;

some books are even printed in columns to be read from left to right

and, to further complicate matters, there has arisen a new custom of writing

horizontally as well, sometimes from right to left and sometimes from left

to right. Thus, there is often no means of telling how to read a sign. Quite

recently (about the middle of August, 1942), the Japanese News Agencv
“Domei” announced a decision of the Minister for Instruction that the

direction of writing from left to right should be generally introduced.

The many attempts to adapt the Latin alphabet to the Japanese speech

have, so far, not achieved much success. In 1885, the Romaji-kai Society

was formed and its activities included the publication of the magazine

Rornaji-z^asshi which was printed exclusively in Latin characters. All

these attempts have hitherto failed, mainly owing to: (i) the inherent

conservatism of oriental peoples; (2) the strong inheritance of Chinese

language and culture; and (3) the innumerable Chinese homophones:
Sir Ellis Minns points out that, for instance, to and to comprise 71

words in Gubbins’s Di:tionary.
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Suggested Introduction of Latin Alphabet

Recently, after the tremendous defeat of the Japanese militarism in the war
against the western democracy, an outside initiative has suggested the replacing

of the Japanese ideographic-syllabic script by the Latin alphabet. As the whole
problem is sub judice, I can quote only the report of the newspapers:

“A drastic overhauling of the Japanese educational system was recommended
to General Douglas MacArthur in a report of the United States education mission
to Japan, made public to-day. Making one of the most sweeping departures from
the traditional Japanese cultural system, the commission called for the abolition

of the Chinese-derived ideographs from the Japanese written language, and the
substitution of the Roman alphabet as a measure to eliminate what it termed one
of the hardest grades in Japanese progress. The mission of twenty-seven American
educators (was) headed by Dr. George D. Stoddard. . . . General MacArthur
called the report a document of ideals high in the democratic tradition, but he
pointed out that many reforms, such as language reform, might take vears to

complete.”

“The mission took issue with the Ministry' of Education in recommending
the abolition of Chinese characters and the substitution of the Roman alphabet.
The most recent proposal from the Ministry' was a curtailment of the Chinese
‘kanji’ and an increase in the use of phonetic characters. This the American
mission apparently considered unsatisfactor>\ Declaring that much' useful time
of Japanese students was wasting in memorizing the Chinese characters, the
mission proposed the ‘prompt establishment of a Japanese committee of scholars
educators and statesmen to formulate means of adapting the Roman alphabet to
Japanese sounds, and its introduction into the schools, newspapers, magazines
and books.' The present system, the mission asserted, 'constitutes a formidable
obstacle to learning.’ ” {Xer: York Times, 7th April, 1946.)

Will an outside initiative be more successful than the local ones? What will
be the Chinese reaction to the western interference in a problem so strictly con-
nected with Chinese culture, Japan being—as it has already been pointed out
culturally a Chinese colony?
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Cherokee Syllabary

The Script

The most developed script ever created by an American native is the

Cherokee syllabary; the Cherokees are a North-American Indian tribe

Fig. 91—The Cherokee syllabary
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Speaking an Iroquois language. They lived formerly in northern Georgia

and North Carolina (U.S.A.), but were moved to Indian territory in

1S38-39.

The Cherokee script was invented in 1821 by a native called Sequoya

or Sikwaya, also John Gist or Guest or Guess. He seems to have been

uneducated but intelligent. At any rate, he understood the advantages

which writing could bring to his people. At first he created an ideographic

script, but soon realized how cumbersome itwas and invented the syllabary.

After about ten years, this script was so widespread that nearly all the

male members of the tribe could write and read and many Cherokee

manuscripts are extant. Nowadays, however, the script has fallen into

disuse.

The Cherokee syllabary consists of eighty-five signs (Fig. 91),

which can be divided into four groups: (i) symbols derived from Latin

characters, either capitals or small letters, but with entirely different

values; (2) Roman letters inverted or otherwise transformed (for instance

by the addition of strokes), likewise with different values; (3) European

numeral signs (used in the same way as Latin letters); and (4) arbitrarj’

characters.

On the whole, the system is characterized by a superabundance of

consonants and consonant-clusters, combined with a great variability of

vowels. It is, however, scientifically sound and proved very easy to learn.

Origin

The origin of this syllabary is one of the best historic examples of

the creation of a system of writing. Some scholars suggest that Sequoya’s

knowledge of the English alphabet was deficient, and consider this to be

the reason why the phonetic values of his signs differ from those of the

Roman letters. This explanation, however, seems at fault. The fact that

there is no single case of a Cherokee symbol retaining the original phonetic

value, i.e., that of the Latin letters, is in my opinion the clearest proof that

Sequoya’s intention was to create a script quite different from the English

alphabet. Further, the fact that Sequoya’s syllabary' represents Cherokee

quite satisfactorily, proves that the creator of this script knew how to deal

with the problems he had to face.

It is difficult to explain why Sequoya has replaced the Roman alphabetic

system of writing with a syllabary. It has been suggested, perhaps rightly,

that Sequoya did not grasp the principle of alphabetic writing, and was

satisfied with breaking up the words into their constituent syllables.

There is, however, also the possibility that Sequoya preferred the use

of a syllabic system, which in itself is suitable to the Cherokee speech,

though not so easily suitable for a language like English, which contains

many accumulations of consonants.
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However, the Cherokee script is one of the best examples of the borrow-

ing of writing without retaining the original phonetic values of the symbols

concerned.

Morice^s and Eubanks' Cherokee-Scripts

J. Mooney mentions two new scripts which were created about 1890;

but the attempts to introduce them for the Cherokee tongue failed.

(1) Father Morice, attached to a mission station at Stuart’s Lake,

British Columbia, elaborated a semi-alphabet on the plan of the Dene
(or Tinne) and Cree syllabaries. ‘‘In this system all related sounds are

represented by the same character in different positions or with the addition

of a dot or stroke.” For instance, V expressed the sound hu\ an

inverted A, was hd\ with the apex to the left, < ,
ha\ to the right, > ,

hiC.

As Mooney pointed out, the plan was very simple, and the signs easily

distinguishable, “but unfortunately not adapted to word combination in

manuscript.” {see also p. i8iff.)

(2) The other system was much more ingenious; it was invented by
William Eubanks, a Cherokee half breed, of Tahlequah, Indian Territory;

and was a kind of shorthand, well adapted to rapid manuscript writing.

“By means of dots variously placed, fifteen basal characters, each made
with a single stroke, either straight or curved, represent correctly every

sound in the language” (Mooney).
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Vai Syllabary

Until quite recently, the script of the Vai was considered to be the

only modern syllabic writing used by African natives. To-day, however,

at least one other indigenous syllabary, belonging to western Africa, is

known {see below).
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(KJm ^ i P Q to the river Half-cape-Mount
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The Script

The Vai script was discovered in 1848 by Commodore F. E. Forbes

and reported in 1849 missionary S. W. Koelle. The writing consists

of two hundred and twenty-six symbols representing vowels or open

syllables (one or more consonants followed by a vowel). Many signs are

very complicated. Some syllables can be expressed by more than one

symbol. iVIany symbols have a number of variants, some being used rarely,

others no longer employed. The whole script is in continuous evolution,

as can be seen from Fig. 92, i and 2. The direction of writing is from left

to right.

Origin

The origin of the Vai syllabary is uncertain. A native, named Momoru
Doalu Bukere or Alomolu Duwalu Bukele is said to have invented this

writing about 1829 or 1839. According to a native tradition, on the other

hand, it was invented by eight Vai negroes
;
while there is another tradition

that it had already been in existence for at least two centuries, having been

invented by a people living in the neighbourhood of the source of the

river Niger. The solution of the problem seems to be a compromise between

the various suggestions; that is, it seems that the writing had been in

existence for some time, but it was ideographic and was finally reduced

to a syllabic writing by Alomolu Duwalu Bukele.

This theory being right, the Vai syllabary should be dealt with in

Part I, Chapter IX (before the Bamun script). It is, however, far from

certain, and therefore I prefer to treat of it on the basis of its present,

that is syllabic, character.
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Mende Syllabary

The Mende, neighbours of the aforementioned \ai, speaking a related

language, employ a script which seems to have been created recently

FfCMW/ll db^ <=./// 7/7i
H* ==c=ii

X©^>(-t J X fvll V Avj

^Kvn

>tcft -)^/^Io«/^3.&©-=€ -s4>4^1+IX

fc 1) A ^ ^— h h ^ j XI
I

4

o
o V

Fig. 93

I, The Alende syllabary. 2-4, Three phrases in Alende script

sz/; sn; si. du; da] di. a\ a]i. bir, ba] bi. 7nu] ma] mi. zui] z':a] zii. kii; ka, ki—

I

tu] ta

kpe. nga. ho; ha; he. iiu] 7ia \ 7ii.fu\fa] fi. yu; \a\yi.jii\ja\ji. hi] la] Ji—II

Tijo. mba. zi. nyb. me. 7i\a. ago. gba. te. lo. hi] he^^ pe; pu.zio. ko. fjibe. hii^a. :i6—III

tido.

ye, s6,je. z6. ko.fe. kpu. le, 7nbe. gho] gbo. iu, pi, fido. po. he—IV
he. he. 7110 . gbe. kpa. te. ridi

,
iide. fo. hu^. ge. bo. ze. le. hei. 7igu. pe—

V

le. z'€. nga. 77ib6. ye. kpe; gbe. 7igb ifihu. to. bo] po.fd. e. pa, nye. do. be—VI
ngua. lie. 7idii. gbi. adi. mbu. 10 . 7igo. ride. zie. ne. se. nge. zlo. je. po—VII
kua, ziei. 77ibo. yo. ho. z'.e. bo. ei. s6. /. njo, fo. kpi. i. hn^. nda. hou—^\TII

je. go. hi. gi. viua. lo. nja. xu, be. nje. gbu. 0 . nge. rtibi. z'6. j6—IX
za. gii] gua] guei, zi. ngua. b. nyi, db. e. se. be. jo. ga. kpo—

X

71)11, rnue. be; bu. hu. go. nge. ra. nyu, no—XI
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by Kisimi Kamara (or Kamala), a native Muslim tailor of Varna (Bari),

who accomplished his task in three and a half months. Later, owing to the

efforts of the local chief Vandi Kong of Potoru, the script (Fig. 93, i)

was adopted in various other places.

It is not clear whether it is an original creation or a transformation

of already existing symbols, nor how much its invention was influenced

by other scripts, particularly by the Vai syllabary and the Arabic alphabet.

Professor Raymond Firth—it is a pleasure to me to express my
indebtedness to him for this information and to thank him for allowing

me to use it before he himself does—anthropologist at the London School

of Economics, recently (August, 1945) tried to collect some more

information about this script. He inquired about it amongst the natives

of Bo (a large place of about ten thousand inhabitants), and was told

that only about ten people in the town knew this writing. At his dictation,

one of the “literates” wrote three phrases (Fig. 93, 2-4). When later

Professor Firth tested another native, only the first two syllables of the first

phrase were read correctly. He was also told that the script was very seldom

employed, though it was used to write to friends and was known to others

besides the Muslims. Anv iMende dialect can be written in it. Some
syllables are not necessarily always expressed by the same sign.
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Artificial Scripts of Native Canadian Tribes

With the exception of the already mentioned Cherokee syllabary, and apart

from the phonetic systems devised by linguists for purely scientific purposes, the

earlier systems of writing Indian American languages have been devised by
missionaries eager to convert the natives to Christianity. John Eliot was the first

of a long series of Englishmen who set themselves to the task of giving a written

form to a native North American language. Graduating from Jesus College,

Cambridge, in 1623, he arrived in Massachusetts in 1631, learned the native

language, preached in it, became ‘‘phonetician, lexicographer, grammarian all in

one.” He set to work on the translation of the Bible in the native tongue, and the

whole Bible was printed in 1663. However, he did not design a special system of

writing, but adapted the Roman characters to the native speech.

Cree Syllabary

James Evans was the first European to devise a system of writing

for an Indian American form of speech. lie invented the Plain Cree

character which is partly syllabic and partly alphabetic. The script is

very simple and purely geometric (Fig. 94, i ). It consists of twelve
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p -r vo^^el V A > <
t - vowel u n D C
k '- vowel *? P J fe 0

i -r vowel r J 1
Fig. 94

m -r vowel r J L
1, The Plain Cree syllabarv

2, The Tinne syllabary

.V ~ vowel
"“O cr“

3, Vocalization of the Cree syllabarv

4, Final consonants

5 -r ' owel

' T vowel c_

5-8, Specimens of native Canadian
syllabaries: 5, Eastern Cree; 6,

rinne; 7, Ojibway; S, Eskimo

9 ;
The Eskimo syllabary (Baffin Land

y — vowel

dialect)

V -r vow'el V A > <
gh ~ vowel "X/ ru. P 5
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symbols which are either vowels or basic consonants, the outline of which
remains the same, but turns sideways, upwards or downwards according

to the vowel sound with which it is accompanied (Fig. 94, 3). When final,

the symbols are abbreviated (Fig. 94, 4). In 1833, a few Biblical passages

were printed in this script at a fur trading post in Saskatchewan on birch

bark, with ink made of soot and fish oil, from type case in hand-cut

wooden moulds with lead from tea-chest linings.

The Plain or Western Cree syllabary was adopted also for the Moose
and Eastern or Swampy Cree dialects (Fig. 94, 5), as well as for the

Chippewa or Ojibway (Fig. 94, 7) and the Slave or Tinne forms of speech

(Fig. 94, 2 and 6). The scripts were practically identical except for certain

sounds missing in one or another language.

Similar systems were adopted for the Aluskhokee or Creek and the

Choctaw dialects, and for the Baffin Land dialect of the Eskimo language

(Fig. 94, 8 and 9). The last was reduced to written form by Edmund J.

Peck, of the Church Alissionary Society, before 1878; the same script

was adopted for the Ungava dialect of the Eskimo language. All these

systems attained a certain amount of currency for a time, although

they were employed mainly for religious purposes. However, there is

no doubt that as soon as the younger generations of the natives acquire

a knowledge of English, these special systems of writing will be entirely

discontinued.

Cree is a language belonging to the Algonkian group, spoken by about 15,000
people occupying a large territory in Canada on the eastern shore of Hudson Bay
and James Bay, and from Hudson Bay west to Lake Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan
River. The Chippewa or Ojibway are another Algonkian tribe; they number
about 30,000 and occupy the territor\^ about Lake Superior and westwards to

northern Minnesota. The Algonkian Slave or Tinne dialect is spoken by Indians
living along the Mackenzie River, north-western Canada. The Muskhokee dialect

is the principal dialect of the Muskhogean group; politically, the Muskhokee were
the dominant tribe of the Creek Confederacy; therefore, their language is also

called (but improperly) Creek. Choctaw is another important Muskhogean
dialect; it has now about 18,000 speakers, who live in eastern Oklahoma and in

Mississippi.

Eskimo dialects differ very widely, especially in their vocabularies. Beside the
aforementioned Baffin Land syllabic alphabet, now scarcely used, the main
characters employed with various modifications to suit the peculiarities in the
pronunciation of the different Eskimo dialects are: (i) the Roman character,

adapted to (a) the Greenland dialect, spoken by some 1 1,000 people in Greenland;
(b) the Kuskokwim dialect, spoken by some 5,000 people along the Kuskokwim
Bay and River, Bristol Bay, Alaska; (c) the Labrador dialect, spoken in Labrador;
and (d) the Mackenzie River dialect, spoken along the Mackenzie River and
Coronation Gulf, northern Canada; and (2) the Russian alphabet, adapted to the

dialects spoken respectively in the Aleutian islands of Atka Aleut, Kadiak Aleut

and Unalaska Aleut.
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South-western China: the Pollard and Allied Systems

For the non-Chinese peoplesof south-western China, walsop. 141-148.

The Miao crs^ptic script has already been mentioned. The missionaries

who, at the end of the last century and at the beginning of the present,

3
A‘-So'6b''nri T;3“T''C">rc.

-if Dn'loCoSnViS-
o

n T T* Cf cr D.in . rj’./ 3=ij^u-to.

4Gc cT r’ Soi> C"C’iL'-3“ L UoV=

.

J
iMs-n-nr" TccQ^r l« rn, /i. j. ji,

/i. Tt T. r'’S‘'iD?i3p Tj„5".f°-jwj"j"{fr.

^
"A; Tv. jO-M l: dO TV. h: dh
YEP/ s/.=ll; dl; II: P M SV; my Ml FL BE=

VE 63 SU-NDU N6'U Qf) BE, BE N9 63 xi

LQ S£, A3 63 A-BU.SQ-RQ ME-ME,
Fig. 95—Specimens of the Pollard and allied systems of south-western China.

I, Hwa Aliao; 2, Kopu; 3, Laka; 4, Xosu; 5, Lisu; 6, Hvva Lisu; 7, Lo-lo

preached the Gospel to the illiterate Miao mountaineers, did not know
of the existence of the indigenous script. At first, they tried to teach them
Chinese and to present them the Scriptures in Chinese translation, but
the task proved to be much too hard.

Faced by this situation, Samuel Pollard and the other members of
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the Bible Christian Mission, decided to reduce the Aliao language in

written form by inventing a special system of writing. They accomplished

this task about 1904. The new script was a syllabary, consisting of very

simple, purely geometric symbols (Fig. 95, i). ^According to the

missionaries the success of the invention ‘Svas immediate and phenomenal.

It is said that when the first copies of one of these hill-folk’s Gospels

reached Yiinnan-fu, the provincial capital, every copy had been sold within

two hours, although the consignment made up twenty-nine horse-loads.”

Pollard’s system has been adopted for, and adapted to, the Hwa
Miao and Chuan dialects, and to some other non-Chinese dialects, such

as Kopu (Fig. 95, 2), spoken mainly in Luchuan and Hsintien (Yiin-nan),

as well as Laka (Fig. 95 , 3), Nosu (Fig. 95 , 4), and the eastern dialect of Lisu

(Fig. 95, 5), also spoken in Yiin-nan.

The Lisu or Li~su or Li-zu, a hill tribe of Yun-nan, living mainly in the upper
valleys of the rivers Salween and Alekong, as well as in the Salween valley of

northern Burma, are considered by some scholars as the most ancient inhabitants
of south-western China. Their language seems to have affinities with Lo-lo dialects.

On the other hand, some customs of theirs suggest Indonesian affinities, whereas
Haddon classified them as belonging to the group called by him /)ro?owor/)/zz/^( ?)

;

according to other scholars they have Caucasian affinities.

Similar svllabic systems have been devised for the western or Hwa
dialect of Lisu as well as for its already mentioned eastern dialect

(Fig. 95, 6) spoken in Yiin-nan and in northern Burma, and for Lo-lo

spoken in the north-western portion of Yiin-nan (Fig. 95, 7). The former

was invented about 1915, by American Baptist missionaries; the latter,

about 1930, by missionaries of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

Both the systems consist of Roman capital letters in different positions

of the signs, and with quite different phonetic values from those of the

Roman alphabet.

* * * =
5^= *

X.B.—For the script of the island of IVoleai see p. 440-^44^; if this script icere a
true syllabary it should haze been dealt icith in this chapter, but its system is still

uncertain.



CHAPTER XI

QUA SI-ALPHABETIC SCRIPTS

The Scripts

Two ANCIENT systems of writing, the early Persian cuneiform writing

and the IMeroitic scripts, practically reached the stage of the alphabet,

but the first stopped before attaining the threshold, the latter on the thres-

hold. However, it is preferable to deal with these scripts, and especially

with the former, in this First Part, for the following reasons: (i) The
early Persian script is nearer a syllabary than an alphabet, although its

system is not much more syllabic than the Ethiopic or Deva-nagari scripts

which are generally considered as alphabets. (2) Both the early Persian

and the Meroitic scripts have developed from ideographic writings (the

former from the cuneiform, the latter from Egyptian scripts), and have been

transformed into almost purely phonetic writings by the influence of

other scripts. (3) It would be difficult to find a suitable place in the Second

Part of this book for these systems, because their connection with alphabetic

writing is still uncertain. Thus, even if there were no other valid reasons,

simple convenience would suggest inclusion in this Part.

Early Persian Cuneiform Script

The Script

This was the official script of the Achaemenid dynasty, under whose

rule (from the middle of the sixth century’ b.c. until the victories of

Alexander the Great) the Persians came to occupy the foremost place

in the then-known world. French scholars also call this script persepoli-

tain (from the ancient citv of Persepolis).

The early Persian script consisted of forty-one symbols (Fig. 96),

of which four were ideograms for “king,” “province,” “country’,” and
“Awra-Mazda,” and one a sign of division between words. The remainder

were phonetic symbols which may be divided into five groups: (i) three

vowels {a, f, u); (2) thirteen consonants {kh, ch, th,p, bj,\\ /, 5, c, sh, thr, h)

each of which might have the value of a pure consonant or a consonant

followed by a short a (a long a was represented by an additional a-svmbol)

;

(3) ten symbols for the consonants k (or q), g, t, /z, r, each in two forms,

that is, one for the pure consonant or the consonant followed bv a short «,

the other for the consonant followed by ii
; (4) four symbols for the con-

sonants dj and v (ec) in two forms, namely [a) for the pure consonant or the

consonant followed by a short a\ and {b) for the consonant followed bv /;

186
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(5) six symbols for the consonants d and i.e, {a) pure consonant or

consonant + short a
;
{b) consonant + u

;
(c) consonant + /.

Nasals preceding consonants were omitted. The symbols represented

only vowels or open syllables beginning with a simple consonant. The
direction of writing was from left to right.

Origin and End

The Persian cuneiform script was probably not a natural development

from the cuneiform writing, but an artificial creation based on the neo-

Babylonian cuneiforms; the creation of a ^z/a^Z-alphabetic system of writing

separation
mans

4( K< f(a)

r(u)

TTT
a m 31 (a)

l{a^

TT
i ^TiT

t(a)
b(a)

u t(u)
Sttfa] w

I

z(a)

kfa) TT d{a}
mil)

i

s(a}

<f k(u)
dCi)

m(u)
dr(a)

g(a) d(u)
y{a) li(a)

<£ s(«) T<I 'a‘{a)
'vv(a)

^'aya'&iya

«IT P(a)

If
w(i) :tr 1

dahy u

“province"

Gn )
(two form^*

TT^
'c(a> b{a) X{3)

-ft-#- '

<4<
buna “coun’ry

Azira-^fazda
rdivmc name)

Fig. 96—The Early Persian character

was obviously suggested by the already widely circulating Aramaic
alphabet. It is rightly argued that the script was drawn up on official order.

Some scholars attribute the invention of the earlv Persian script

to Cyrus the Great (about 550-529 B.c.). This theorv is mainlv based on
three brief inscriptions of Cyrus (this is certainly not—as some scholars

thought—“Cyrus the younger,” a son of Darius II), found at Alashad-i-

Murghab (Pasargads), about thirty miles east of Persepolis. Others

consider Darius the Great (521-486 b.c.) as the inventor of this script,

this opinion being based mainly on a passage in the famous Bihistun
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inscription. It must also be pointed out that from the beginning of Darius’

reign early Persian inscriptions have come down to us in considerable

numbers.

In 1930, Prof, E. E. Herzfeld published an early Persian inscription

of Ariaramnes, the great-grandfather of Darius the Great. The inscription

was discovered in Hamadan, the ancient Hagmatana (known by its Greek

name Ecbatana), capital of Media. The text, incomplete, consists of

ten lines of writing, engraved on the upper part of a gold tablet. A similar

inscription, ofArsames, the son of Ariaramnes, apparently still unpublished,

was also found in Hamadan. Herzfeld, followed by other distinguished

scholars, such as the French linguist Benveniste and the British

assyriologist S. Smith, considers the inscription of Ariaramnes as genuine,

placing the invention of the early Persian script at least three generations

before Darius the Great, whereas other scholars, such as Schaeder,

Brandenstein and Kent, hold that the inscription of Ariaramnes was

engraved at the time of Artaxerxes H. According to Prof. Kent, the

inscriptions of Ariaramnes and Arsames were engraved '‘to do honour

to the royal ancestors of Ariaramnes’ line—apparently as a part of anti-

Cyrus activity bv Artaxerxes. Kent accepts Weissbach’s theory that the

early Persian script was probably an invention of the time of Cyrus the

Great, who, however, made but a limited use of writing, and ‘‘had no

craze for recording his exploits, as Darius did.” The problem, however,

is still sub jiidice.

The early Persian script did not last long—its end coincided with the

end of the Achaemenid dynasty and empire. It exercised no influence on

future developments in writing.

hiscriptions

The early Persian inscriptions, which have been found mainly

in Persepolis, belong to the period from the end of the sixth until the

middle of the fourth century B.c. Besides the imposing monumental

inscriptions, inscribed tablets of gold and silver have been found. However,

the clav tablet as a vehicle for writing slowly declined in favour of the

new writing materials then used by the western nations within the Persian

Empire, that is, papyrus, skins or parchment, for which the cuneiform

symbols were found to be unsuitable. The Persian language was thus

written in the Aramaic alphabet and this developed afterwards into the

script employed for middle Persian and known as Pahlavi [see Part II,

Chapter V).

Decipherment

Although early Persian was practically the last language to which

cuneiform writing had been adapted, it provided the channel, as already
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mentioned, for the revelation of the age-old secret of the various cuneiform
scripts. Owing to the relative simplicity of the early Persian system of

writing and to our knowledge of the Persian language, the Persian version

of the famous Bihistun inscription became the starting point for the

decipherment of the older, more complicated, cuneiform systems of writing

{see Part I, Chapter I).
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Meroitic Scripts

IMeroe

These scripts are termed Meroitic from the name of the city Aleroe, which was
the later capital (after Napata, the earlier capital, had been destroyed) of the so-

called Early Ethiopian or Nubian kingdom, situated to the south of Egypt. This
kingdom was in earlier times under Egyptian political domination and cultural

influence. It became independent about the ninth to eighth century b.c. but

continued for many centuries to employ the Egyptian language and w riting.

In the last centuries b.c., Nubian culture became more independent and

started to employ its own language. It seems that at the end of the third or duriru

the second century b.c., the indigenous script had been created. The rise of the

Axum kingdom, which soon became a strong power [see Second Part, ChapterlL,

brought the political and cultural independence of the Meroitic kingdom to an end.
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The Scripts

The IVIeroitic inscriptions (Fig. 97, 3 and 4) were discovered in the Nile

valley between the first cataract in the north and Soba, on the Blue Nile in

the south. They belong mainly to the second to fourth centuries A.D., but— Meroitic -— Meroitic
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may in part be attributed to the first or even to the second century b.c. The
script had tvo t\pes (Fig, 97, i); (a) the monumental, hieroglyphic form of
writing, and (6) the cursive, demotic type. Both are descended from
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Egyptian scripts. There are, however, fundamental differences; the

Meroitic symbols are purely phonetic and, with the exception of two
syllabic signs, are alphabetic. All the ballast of ideograms, bi-consonantal

signs and determinatives, which rendered Egyptian scripts so intricate,

has been discarded. The number of signs has, thus, been reduced to

twenty-three. There are no ligatures and the words are separated by two
or three dots placed vertically.

Origin

The monumental, hieroglyphic type has obviously descended from
the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, although the symbols agree in a few

cases only (Fig. 97, 2). The origin of the cursive script is not quite so certain.

Some scholars suggested a connection with the Ethiopic script, others

a derivation from another southern Arabian alphabet, but it is now
accepted by the majority of scholars that the Meroitic cursive type was
evolved from the demotic script, although the signs became more simplified

and stylized.

What we have said about the origin of the Meroitic scripts concerns
the form of the signs only. It is quite obvious that the creation of an
alphabetic writing from the complicated Egyptian scripts was such an

outstanding feat that it could have been achieved only by an outstanding

personality or under the influence of another alphabetic script. The latter

seems to have been the case, and it is probably the Greek alphabet which
influenced this invention. The fact that the ^Meroitic scripts possess

vowels would favour such a suggestion.

Influences

The Meroitic scripts influenced the creation of the “Nubian” alphabet

which descended from the Coptic script but adopted three Meroitic

signs for sounds for which Coptic writing had no symbols {see Part II,

Chapter VIII). It had also some influence on the Ethiopic script.

Greek influence on the Meroitic scripts, as already mentioned, is to

be seen in the introduction of the vowels. It is, however, noteworthv that

the Meroitic scripts did not possess signs for the vowels 0 and u,
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SECOND PART

ALPHABETIC SCRIPTS



In Chapter 1, I shall deal not only zcith the problem of the origin of the alphabet

y

but also zvith various scripts ivhich are partly undeciphered and had only limited

us€y in space and timCy but, tiotzdthstanding, are palceographically important, being

considered in one zcay or another to be connected zcith the problem of the origin of the

alphabet.

Chapter II is dedicated to the South Semitic alphabets, zchose connection ziith

the North Semitic alphabet is still uncertain. In Chapters III, IV and VI, I shall

examine the alphabetic scripts belonging respectively to the Canaanite, the Aramaic
and the Indian main branches of scripts. Chapters VIII, IX and X zcill deal zcith the

Greek, the Etruscan and the Lathi alphabets, and their direct or indirect offshoots.

In Chapters V and VII there zcill be examined the non-Semitic offshoots of the

Aramaic alphabets, and the Further-Indian offshoots of the Indian branch.

I have tried to introduce logical divisions and sub-divisions in this immense material.

Tzjco Chapters, VI and VII, may appear somezchat too long in comparison zcith the

others. These chapters deal zcith matters zchich are commonly not taken into due
consideration by the general histories of the alphabet, and are much less knozcn than

the other branches. I thought, therefore, it zcould be useful to allot them more space.



CHAPTER I

ORIGIN OF ALPHABET

The Probleivi

A LEARNED professot said to me once: “I have been told that you are dealing

with the history" of the alphabet. Can you tell me which alphabet you mean

—

the Egyptian, the Hebrew, the Latin, the Arabic, the Chinese?” I explained to

him—as I have done in the Introduction to this book—why the Egyptian, the

Chinese and other similar systems of writing should not be termed alphabets.

And I added that in dealing with the history of the alphabet, I include all the

alphabets, because all of them probably derived from one original alphabet.

The word alphabet appears in Latin alphabetum. It was mentioned first by

Tertullian {ca. A.D. 155-230) and by St. Jerome {ca. 340-420). The Greeks, who
used in classical times the word to gramma (generally in plural, ta grdmmatd),

adopted later, probably under Latin influence, the word ho or he alphdbetos.

Etymologically", the word “alphabet” does not present any" difficulty"; it is derived

from the names of the first two letters of the Greek alphabet. These names,

however, and most of the other names of the Greek letters, with the exception of

the additional ones, such as epsilon, omikron, omega, phi, and psi are, as far as

they" have any" meaning or a more or less known etymiology, of Semitic origin,

although the Semitic names (as we shall see below) are not identical.

The story" of the alphabet from the end of the second millennium b.c. until

to-day' is, on the whole, not very" hard to trace, though many" details, and the

origins of some scripts are still uncertain. It is its pre- and proto-history' that is

still wrapped in obscurity". The principal problem, still unsolved, is that of its

origin. I have dealt with this particular problem in an article, The Origins of the

Alphabet “Axtiql'Ity,” Vol. XVII, pp. 77-90, June, 1943. (I wish to thank

its Editor, Air. Roland Austin for having allowed me to reproduce the illustrations

here.)

Since classic times, this problem has been a matter of serious study". The
Greeks and Romans held five conflicting opinions as to who were the inventors

of the alphabet: the Phoenician, the Egy-ptian, the Assy'rian, the Cretan, and the

Hebrew, and in modern times, various theories, some not very different in part

from those of ancient days, have been current. Each country situated in, or more
or less near to, the eastern Mediterranean, has been seriously" regarded as a

claimant. Other theories—some influenced by- political considerations—need not
be seriously treated.

Egyptian Theory

The earliest modern view, already held bv previous scholars, was that

of Lenormant, published by De Rouge in 1874, that Egypt was the starting

place of the alphabet. The Egyptian theory has been subdivided into

three theories; the hieroglyphic —Champollion, Lenormant, Ilalevy

(Fig. 98, i); the hieratic—Luzzatto, De Rouge, Taylor (Fig. 98, 2), Kyle,

and, more recently, Montet, Mallon, Lllman and Ronzevalle; the demotic

—Bauer; the last cannot be taken seriously, because the demotic script

195
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originated later than the alphabet. On the whole it may be said that the

Egyptian symbols were so numerous, 604 without the ligatures and

numbers, and many of them had some variants, that accidental resemblances

to some of them are to be expected. In this connection, I may mention

that Maurice Dunand points out that Dr. Gardiner’s Egyptian Grammar
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Fig. 98—Origin of the alphabet
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contains 734 hieroglyphic symbols, and Lefevre indicates 749 (in later

times, that is in the periods of the Saite and Ptolemaic kings, there were a

few thousand hieroglyphic symbols).

Since the earliest times Egyptian writing, in addition to the signs for

words with three consonants, also used—as we have already mentioned in

the chapter on Egv^ptian writing—signs for bi-consonantal and uni-con-

sonantal words or parts of words. Later the uni-consonantal signs were used
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very seldom, at any rate much less frequently and hardly ever without

ideographic symbols. Furthermore, in a true alphabet each sign generally

denotes one sound only, and each sound should be represented by a single,

constant symbol, while in the Egyptian scripts there existed different

signs for the same sound. Thus, the same sound could be written in many
ways. xA.part from many other considerations, I am unable to believe that

if the alphabet had originated in Egypt, the Egyptians would have continued

to use— for so many centuries—their old and extremely complicated

writing. Furthermore, even if we make all possible allowances for the

conservatism of the Egyptians, we still cannot understand why they did

not use their own alphabet when, centuries after the introduction of the

alphabet, they found it necessary to simplify the hieroglyphic and hieratic

scripts. They preferred to create the demotic script, which therefore had

no special tradition to bolster it up as had the hieroglyphic and hieratic

scripts.

Recently, a few scholars (Ronzevalle, Dunand and others) held

the opinion that the alphabet is directly derived from Egvptian writing.

Other Theories

The attempts made to show that the cuneiform scripts (Delitzsch),

either the Sumerian (Hommel, 1904, or Waddell, 1927), or the Babylonian

(Peters, Hommel, Ball, Peiser, Lidzbarski; partly also Ebeling, in 1934),

or the Assyrian (Deecke), or else the syllabary of Cyprus (Praetorius,

Koenig), or the Hittite hieroglyphics (Sayce), are the true parents of the

alphabet, may be regarded as even less successful. The pan-Germanists

(Wartenberg, Wilke, Wilser, von Lichtenberg), and especially the Nazis

(Schuchhardt, Guenther) were sure, naturally, that the inventors of the

alphabet belonged to the pure Ary^an, nordic (fair and blue-eyed) race.

Cretan Theory

Sir Arthur Evans (Fig. 99), followed by other scholars (such as Reinach
and Dussaud), developed the theory that the alphabet was taken from
Crete to Palestine by the Philistines, and was borrowed from them by
the Phoenicians. This is obviously impossible; the Philistines conquered
the coast of Palestine about 1220 b.c. when the alphabet was already

some centuries old. The Cretan theory" had recentlv many other adherents

(Dayet, Sundwall, Chapouthier) and lastly Grumach (Fig. 100).

It is, strictly speaking, an Eg\"ptian - Cretan - North Semitic alphabet

theor\% as the last illustration clearly shows. It is certainly true that

many alphabetic characters have a resemblance to Cretan linear signs,

but the similarity is only external and not internal, since the Cretan

script is as yet undeciphered. Thus the resemblances may be accidental,

especially as they concern mainly pure geometric signs which may easily
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be found in any primitive script. However, it is quite possible, and

even probable, that the inventor of the alphabet knew something about

the Cretan signs, and used some of them quite independently of their

phonetic value.

Prehistoric-Geometric Signs Theory

A different view has been offered by Sir W. jM. Flinders Petrie, who
argued that both the Phoenician and Greek alphabets, together with those
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Fig. 99—Sir Arthur Evans's Cretan theory

1, Derivation of North Semitic letters having names of hioiin meaning

2, Derivation of North Semitic letters having names of uncertain meaning

of Asia Minor and the South Semitic, as well as the Cyprian syllabar\%

the script of some Egyptian undeciphered inscriptions, and the early

Sinaitic writing, developed from the geometric prehistoric marks employed

throughout the ^Mediterranean area from the earliest times. But Petrie

is practically alone in supposing that these marks had any significance,

and his theor}- of the development of various local alphabets from such

marks has not found general acceptance. His theory has been recentlv

transformed by T. H. Gaster (Fig. loi). At any rate, it is just possible
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that the great inventor used some of these signs, with which he was

perfectly familiar, in the same way as he might have used the above-

mentioned Cretan signs.

Ideographic Theory

It has also been argued, by Sir John Evans from the possible

resemblance of a few early alphabetic letters to the objects denoted by
their names, that the letters were once pictures used as ideograms. A
similar opinion was propounded in 1914 {Introduction d TAncient

Testament, Lausanne, 1914, p. 32) by Lucien Gauthier. The intrinsic

probability of some Egyptian or Babylonian influence forbids the postulate

of a totally unknown ideographic system of which, moreover, no trace has

come to us. But it is interesting to know that this theory was suggested
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Fig. 100—Eg>’’ptian-Creran theor\’

seventy-four years ago, when knowledge of oriental epigraphy was

extremelv slight. However, the recent theor\" of the French scholar

Maurice Dunand {see below), if acceptable, would at least partly confirm

Evans’s ingenuity.

Sinaitic Theory

The Egyptian view was revived in 1916 in papers published by the

English Egyptologist Dr. A. H. Gardiner and by the late German Eg\'pto-

logist K. Sethe, dealing with the early Sinaitic inscriptions partly

discovered in 1904-5 by Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie; others have been

found in the years 1927, 1929, 1930 and 1935: nearly fifty inscriptions are

extant. These inscriptions are attributed by some scholars (Gardiner,

Butin, and others)to the end of the twelfth dynasty, that is to the beginning
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of the eighteenth century B.c.
;
by others (for instance, by Petrie, Bauer

and Sethe) to the period of the Hyksos (seventeenth or sixteenth

century b.c.), or even to the fifteenth century b.c. (Albright).

Dr. Gardiner and Professor Sethe came to the conclusion that, in the

Sinaitic inscriptions, we have to do with a stage of writing intermediate

between Egyptian hieroglyphics and the Semitic alphabet (Fig. 102, 1-2).

Key Linear Sinaitic Phocnic. Key Linear Sinaitic Phcenic.
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But Gardiner’s classical identification of the name of the goddess Bdalat

(Fig. 102, 3) is the only probable one among all the tentative decipherments

of the Sinaitic inscriptions (Fig. 102, 2 and 103), although a most extensive

literature of decipherments, interpretations and comment has been

published. See, however, Albrighfs recent decipherment (bibl., p. 222).

The acceptance as a probability of the reading of one word and the

approval of the ingenuity of the method by which the reading was obtained,

on the one hand, and the fact on the other hand that none of the sceptics

have as yet proposed a plausible alternative, do not necessarily involve

accepting the theory that the North Semitic alphabet was descended

{see below) from the early Sinaitic script. Since no categorical conclusions

are justified, it cannot be said to have been proved that the latter

writing was the great mother-alphabet. The only reasonable conclusion

is that we have in the early Sinaitic inscriptions one of the earliest known
attempts at alphabetic writing. The Sinaitic theor}" is still held by many
scholars, including Dr. Gardiner {Legacy of Egypt, 1942, pp. 55-64;
and personal information given to me quite recently). On the other hand,

according to AI. Dunand’s conclusions in 1945, neither has the acrophonic

principle of the Sinaitic script been proved, nor has it been proved that

the alphabet descended from the latter, nor even that the Sinaitic script

represents an alphabetic writing or that the language of the Sinaitic

inscriptions is Semitic.

In this connection, it may be useful to say a few words about the

decipherment of the early Sinaitic writing. Although (i) these inscriptions

have been known since Sir \V. M. Flinders Petrie’s discoverv in 1904-5,
and (2) the Sinaitic theoiy^ of the origin of the alphabet has been suggested
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by Gardiner and Sethe, in 1916; notwithstanding (3) that many eminent

scholars have dealt with this problem and with that of the decipherment

of the early Sinaitic inscriptions, and (4) that the majority of the scholars

hold the opinion that these inscriptions are couched in a Semitic language

and in a script connected on the one hand with the Egyptian hieroglyphics

and on the other hand with the North Semitic alphabet, which are both

known; (5) in spite, finally, of the discovery {see below) of, and research

on the early Canaanite inscriptions and the
‘

'missing-link” theory; we
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1, Gardiner’s Sinaitic theory

2, Cowley’s decipherment of
the Sinaitic script

3, Gardiner’s identification of
Ba'alat

4, Ugarit signs resembling
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are still in almost the same situation to-day in regard to the decipherment

of the early Sinaitic writing, as that so aptly indicated by the creator of

the Sinaitic theory thirty years ago in the following statement:

“Unfortunately, however, I have no suggestions for the reading of any

other word, so that the decipherment of the name Ba'alat must remain,

so far as I am concerned, an unverifiable hypothesis” (Gardiner, in “Journ.

OF Egypt. Arcilt:ol.”,III I, Januar\L 1916, p. 15). Plow different has been

the historv of the decipherment of the Ugarit alphabet {see below)! The

reason for this difference lies mainly in the fact that the early Sinaitic

inscriptions do not provide sufficient material for their decipherment any
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more than they can help us to solve the problem of the origin of the

alphabet or that of decipherment of the early Canaanite script.
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Ugarit Cuneiform Alphabet

An epoch-making discovery was made by C. F. A. Schaeffer, G. Chenet

and Ch. Virolleaud in 1929 and the following years at Ras Shamrah,

the ancient Ugarit, on the Syrian coast opposite the most easterly cape

of Cyprus. At that site, clay-tablets were found, which proved to be
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1, The Ugarjt cuneiform alphabet (15th- 13th century b.c,)

2, Dunand’s theory- of the derivation of the alphabet from the pseudo-
hieroglyphic script of Byblos: i ‘‘Linear'’ variety of the same script

3, The ‘'incunable" of the alphabet according to Dunand

documents of inestimable value in many Helds of research such as

epigraphy, philologv and history of religion. The documents are written

in a hitherto unknown cuneiform-alphabet of 32 letters (Fig. 103, 104, i),

and were deciphered by H. Bauer. E. Dhorme and Ch. Virolleaud.

The Ugarit script consists of single cuneiform signs, having no
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connection with the Sumerian-Babylonian-Assyrian cuneiform writing

except that they were impressed in a similar way with a stylus on clay-

tablets; the direction of writing was the same, from left to right, unlike

the North Semitic alphabet. A few texts may be dated in the fifteenth

century^ b.c., but it is difficult to fix the date of the origin of the script;

possibly in the sixteenth centuiy". The use of this writing seems to have

ceased in the thirteenth century b.c., although we have evidence only for its

existence in the fourteenth. We cannot know how far the use of the

Ugarit alphabet or the knowledge of it spread, but a clay-tablet found

in Beth-Shemesh, with a short inscription in the same script, written in

reverse, and a bronze tablet written in the same script, and found in Lower
Galilee, suggest that it may have been known over a wider area.

Externally, only six signs of the Ugarit alphabet resemble North

Semitic letters having the same phonetic values (Fig. 102, 4.)

Among the theories dealing with the origin of this alphabet, the most

natural one is that it was invented by a native who knew the North
Semitic alphabet, but was accustomed to the use of clay and stvlus which
were not adaptable to the writing of linear letters. From the former he

borrowed the idea of an alphabet for consonantal writing; from the latter

he imitated the wedge-shaped elements, which he arranged in various

simple combinations. At any rate, it is probable that the cuneiform

alphabet is definitely invented, not adapted from another system, as

suggested by some scholars, although direct evidence is wanting. The late

German scholar Bauer thought that the Ugarit alphabet was invented for a

non-Semitic tongue. According to the French orientalist Dunand, the

inventor of the cuneiform alphabet certainly knew the Byblos alphabetic

script (see belozc), but did not adopt it probably for political reasons.

Amongst the various problems connected with the Ugarit alphabet,

which cannot be explained satisfactorily, the most important is that this

cuneiform alphabet contains 32 signs, while the North Semitic alphabet

contains 22 symbols only; for instance, instead of the one N.-Sem. aleph,

there are in the Ras Shamrah alphabet three alephs (symbols Nos. i, 2, 3
in Fig. 104, i), for the sounds 'a, and

;
there is a sign for the sound

zh, the French j (No. 31), and seven other additional signs (Nos. 7, 12,

20, 22, 25, 29, 30) for sounds which in later Phoenician and Hebrew
were amalgamated with related sounds, but are kept separated in Arabic.

Of these nine additional symbols, the first three are thought to have
been added because of the fact that this alphabet was used also for a non-
Semitic language (Hurrian); while the other surplus symbols are considered

as a proof that the L^garit alphabet was invented before the N.-Sem.
alphabet was stabilized.

C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Grammar, Rome, Pontificium Institutum

Biblicum, 1940, is a handy and comprehensive manual on all the problems
connected with the Ugarit script.
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The Pseiido-hieroglyphic Script of Byblos and the Origin of the Alphabet

according to M. Diinand

Other very important documents {see p. i58f.) discovered by the French
scholar AI. Dunand in 1929, 1933, and in the following years, at Byblos,

Syria, present a hitherto unknown type of writing, which according to

Dunand, seems to be referred to in an ancient tradition quoted by Philo

of Byblos.

Maurice Dunand considers the syllabic pseudo-hieroglyphic script

of Byblos as the prototype of the alphabet. According to him signs

intermediate between the two systems of writing (Fig. 104, 2) appear

on some inscriptions from Byblos (Fig, 104, 2: signs marked (^)), These
“intermediate’' signs are considered by Dunand as the “linear representa-

tion” of the pseudo-hieroglyphic symbols. If the pseudo-hieroglyphic

script was the invention of a non-Semitic people, the linear script mav,
according to Dunand, be its simplification adapted to the Phcenician tongue.

Dunand’s theory of the origin of the alphabet from the Byblos pseudo-
hieroglyphic script is based on six points: (i) Both the scripts were in

use, in succession, in the same locality. (2) All the Phoenician letters, with
the exception of the kheth and the qoph, resemble symbols of the pseudo-
hieroglyphic script or the Byblos linear writing (Fig. 104, 2). (3) Both the

scripts are written from right to left. (4) There are inscriptions extant on
similar documents (spatuloe, Fig. 107, 3, as compared with Fig. 82, 3; 83;
and 84). (5) The direction of writing of the Byblos hieroglyphic script is,

unlike the Eg}ptian hieroglyphic script, similar to that of the alphabet,

and the lines are always horizontal. (6) In some pseudo-hieroglyphic

inscriptions, as in some ver\' early alphabetic texts, the words are separated

by vertical strokes.

Apart from the pseudo-hieroglyphic script, Dunand points out that

various signs resembling early alphabetic letters, such as sh, m and 'ayin,

are engraved on objects found in Byblos, and attributed to the period of

the Egv^ptian Middle Kingdom (roughly 2000-1800 B.C.).

Five apparently “alphabetiform” signs (Fig. 104, 3) are engraved on
a statuette in bronze, also found in Byblos, and attributed to the end
of the Egyptian twelfth dynasty or to the period of the thirteenth

dynasty (that is to the early or middle eighteenth centurv' B.c.). Dunand
suggests the possibility of reading l{i) Amn, ‘'to (me) Ammon,” written

in boustrophedon style. This inscription, according to M. Dunand, mav be

“the incunable of the alphabetic script.” Assuming that this is actuallv

the case, we may—argues Dunand—arrive at the following conclusions:

(i) The Phoenician alphabet was already fully formed during the period

of the Middle Kingdom, certainly in that of the thirteenth dynasty. (2) It

was contemporary with the pseudo-hieroglyphic script. (3) It becomes

plausible to add the aforementioned signs (appearing on objects belong-

ing to the Middle Kingdom) to the agreed list of the known alphabetic
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characters so that it is just possible to date the earliest use of the

alphabet in the period of the twelfth dynasty. Having dated the origin

of the alphabet in the period of the twelfth or thirteenth dynasty {ca.

2000-1780 B.C.), Dunand considers the possibility of the alphabet being

derived from any other script but the Egt^ptian or the cuneiform should

be excluded.

Alaurice Dunand thus puts back the use of the alphabetic script

by five or six centuries (Fig. 109). Three new inscriptions, also found in

Byblos, are considered by Dunand as filling the gap. They are:

(i) The 'Abdo inscription, a small fragment of potter}% which may
be attributed to the eighteenth centur}^ b.c. or the early seventeenth

centur}". It contains an inscription consisting in one horizontal line

(Fig. 107,1); Dunand reads; klby hy\tsr\ ‘x\bdo son of Kelubay,

the potter’,” (2) The Shafatba'al inscription (Fig. 107, 2), consisting of five

lines engraved on a chalk limestone block, found in the centre of the Byblos

acropolis. This inscription is attributed by Dunand, both on archseological

and palasographical grounds, also to the end of the eighteenth or to the earlv

seventeenth century B.c., perhaps somewhat earlier than the previous

one. (3) The Asdrubal spatula; it is an inscription (Fig. 107, 3) engraved

on a spatula, similar in shape to the spatulce inscribed in pseudo-hierogly-

phic writing [see p. 158); according to Dunand it probably belongs to the

fourteenth centur}^ b.c. See now riote on p. 213.

Dunand’s theor}" regarding the origin of the alphabet thus involves

two problems, which may not be necessarily connected one with another,

(i) The suggestion that the Byblos pseudo-hieroglyphic script is the

prototype of the alphabet may be acceptable, although no definite

opinion can be expressed about this matter, as long as Dhorme’s mentioned
decipherment of the Byblos script is not being considered. The date

of the texts is uncertain. The theory on the whole has not found adherents

as yet, not having proved entirely satisfactory.

(2) The suggestion that we should date the origin of the alphabet
(independently of its connection with the pseudo-hieroglvphic script),

in the period of the twelfth or the thirteenth dynastv, is of such great
importance that it should not be accepted unless it rests on a very sound
foundation. Unfortunately, the present foundation is still very weak.
Also the ‘‘connecting link” between the suggested “inclinable of the
alphabet” (see p. 205) and the Akhiram inscription [see below) consists

of far too few documents; and these are mainly of uncertain date, and
cannot be considered as sufficient material by which to trace the develop-
ment of the alphabet through half a millennium. I feel that M. Dunand
makes no clear distinction between conjecture and proof. In short, the
problem, according to my opinion, is still open. See also note on p. 213.

One thing is certain, that in Byblos one or more attempts to introduce
alphabetic writing were made in the early second millennium B.c,
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Undeciphered Inscriptions Found in Egypt

It is also possible that another attempt at alphabetic writing is revealed

by inscriptions of the second millennium b.c., in an unknown writing,

found in Kahun and other places in northern Egypt. This script is

probably somehow connected with the prehistoric linear signs employed

in Egypt {see p. 24 and 29). Maurice Dunand mentions also a docu-

ment from Karnak, near Luxor, published by ]Max Alueller in

Egyptological Researches, I, pp. 37ff.

BaliCa Inscription

More important is the enigmatic inscription discovered in 1931

at Balu‘a (Moab, Transjordan), which may be of the early twelfth

century B.c. This inscription, engraved on a stele with a relief in Egyptian

style, remains undeciphered, notwithstanding the various attempts that

have been made, and its epigraphic relationship is extremely obscure.

Professor Albright’s hypothesis of attributing the text to a much earlier

period than the relief, and considering the writing as a variant of the above

Byblian script, attributed by him to the third millennium B.c., is attractive

but not very" probable, whereas Dr. Gaster’s comparison with other Semitic

scripts does not seem convincing.

Other Attempts at Alphabetic Writing

All these, mainly Semitic, and perhaps some other attempts less known
(some graffiti, known as the ‘"proto-Arabic” inscriptions, discovered

at Ur, a seal inscription possibly from Asia Minor, and a few others)

were partly connected and partly independent, but practically they had

the same aim—to create a simpler means of communication than those

which were already in use. This existence of many different attempts

with the same purpose and making use in some cases of the same “rough

material,” is probably one of the reasons why it is so difficult to determine

the origins of alphabetic writing.

There are also many instances in which it is not easv to decide whether

we have to deal with a new script, or with an adaptation of an existing

one to another language. A fragmentaiy^ inscription consisting of 25

undeciphered signs in three lines in relief on terra-cotta, has been found

in Babylonia. The Dutch scholar M. T. Boehl published, in the “Archiv

FUER Orientforschung,” \ III, 4,5, 1933, pp. 169-174, two tablets

(bought in 1897, in Constantinople), one containing eight lines of writing

on each side, and the other containing six lines on each side. The script

is still undeciphered. The place of provenience and the age of the tablets

are uncertain. It seems, however, that the script is a relatively late creation,

probably a transformation of an existing writing.
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Early Canaanite Inscriptions and '^Missing-LmE' Theory

The solution of the enigma may come from Palestine, where several

middle and late Bronze Age inscriptions have recently been discovered.

The importance of these documents in the history of the alphabet is

paramount, but in my opinion it has been somewhat distorted by many
scholars. I shall not now deal with the problem in greater detail; see

my article on The Palestinian Inscriptions and the Origin of the Alphabet

(“JOURN. OF THE AmER. ORIENT. SOCIETY, ’’
1943).

Fig. 105—Early Canaanite inscriptions, I

I, The Gezer Potsherd. 2, The Shechem Plaque. 3, The Lachish Dagger. 4, The Tell
el-Hesy inscription. 5, The Tell el-‘Ajjul inscription. 6, The Beth Shemesh ostracon

According to many eminent scholars, the writing used in the Palestinian

Bronze Age inscriptions, termed for convenience the Early Canaanite

script, ‘‘constitutes an important 'missing link’ in the historv of our own
alphabet, representing the long-sought intermediate stage between the

Sinaitic and the earliest known Phoenician forms” (Caster). This '‘missing

link” theory, which has been endorsed by such scholars as Professor

Albright (“we have now a bridge thrown across the gap between the proto-

Sinaitic inscriptions and those of the Early Iron Age”) completes
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Dr. A. H. Gardiner’s Sinaitic theory {see above). The problem of the

origins of the alphabet would thus appear to be solved. But my opinion

is that the problem is still sub jiidice.

The eleven known early Canaanite inscriptions from Palestine can

be divided into three groups: (i) The Gezer Potsherd, found 1929
(Fig. 105, i); the Shechem Stone Plaque (Fig. 105, 2), found 1934;
and the Lachish Dagger termed “Lachish IV,” found 1934, but published

in 1937, after its cleaning had brought to light the inscription consisting of

four signs (Fig. 105, 3). This group are now attributed to the “Aliddle

Bronze Age B” or “Early Hyksos” (Albright’s nomenclature), that is to the

sixteenth century" b.c.

Fig. 106—Early Canaanite inscriptions, II

I, 2, 4 and 5, Inscriptions from Lachish {a, = different drawings; "" Wellcome Exped.).
3, Signs painted or engraved in the foundations of the Temple of Jerusalem

(2) The Tell el-Hesy Potsherd (Fig. 105, 4), found 1891; the Tell

Pc)t (Fig. 105, 5), found 1932; and perhaps—if it does not
belong to the third group—the Beth Shemesh Ostracon (Fig. 105, 6),

found i 93 ®> belong to the second group, which is attributed to the “Late
Bronze Age B” and dated in the fourteenth centur\' b.c.

(3)

The inscriptions “Lachish I/' an ewer (Fig. 106, i), found 1934;
“Lachish II/’ a bowl (Fig. 106, 2), found 1935; “Lachish III,”

a censer lid (Fig. 106, 4^— 4^1), found 1936; and “Lachish bowl

o
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No. 2” (Fig. 106, 5^ — 5^), found 1934, belong to the second half

of the thirteenth centur}^ b.c. The golden ring inscription from

Megiddo (P. L. O. Guy, Megiddo Tombs, Chicago, 1938, pp. 173-176),

consisting of 8 signs, is attributed by the excavator to 1300-1200 b.c.

We may add, finally, the signs painted or engraved on a few stones (Fig.

106, 3) in the foundations of the Temple of Jerusalem, which closelv

resemble some of the Lachish signs.

A survey of the attempted decipherments of the early Canaanite

inscriptions reveals the following facts: (i) All the scholars who accept

the “missing link” theor^^ start from the point at which they hope to arrive;

that is, they base all their identifications of the single signs either on earlv

Sinaitic symbols or on North Semitic letters. (2) The suggested

identifications of the single signs generally disagree, while only a complete

agreement on the reading could provide any basis for an acceptable

theory. (3) The very few identifications agreed upon, can be explained

without accepting the “missing link” theor\^ In most cases they concern

signs which resemble North Semitic letters.

On the whole, there is nothing to prove the “missing link” theory;

the early Canaanite signs generally do not represent, not even from the

external point of view, an intermediate stage between the early Sinaitic

and the North Semitic scripts. On the other hand, the signs of the second

and third groups seem to have some connection with the North Semitic

alphabet. The latter is, however, certainly older than the inscriptions

of the third group, and probably also older than the inscriptions of the

second group.

However that may be, the connection between these inscriptions

and the North Semitic script is still uncertain. The problem of the inscrip-

tions belonging to the first group likewise remain unsolved. There is

nothing to prove that these inscriptions represent the same script as the

others; we do not even know whether the signs on the Shechem stone-

plaque are purely alphabetic In short, no categorical conclusion can be

drawn as yet.

In my opinion, it is preferable to consider the early Canaanite

inscriptions as another more or less independent effort—or perhaps
even more than one attempt—of the second millennium B.c. to introduce

an alphabetic writing. According to Dunand, “the simple, but undecipher-

able Palestinian systems suggest that during the first two-thirds of the

second millennium B.c., that country^ was a centre of experiments”

aiming at the invention of an alphabet. It does not exclude, of course, the

possibility of this attempt being somewhat connected with the Egy^ptian,

the early Sinaitic and the Cretan scripts, on the one hand, and the North
Semitic alphabet on the other. Since the writing of some early Canaanite

inscriptions is nearer to the North Semitic alphabet than that of the other

attempts, perhaps with the exception of that of Byblos, it is also possible
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that this early Canaanite script was either the prototype of our alphabet

or rather a secondary branch of the prototype, but it is premature to

present any such opinion as an unquestionable certainty.

For those readers who have a fondness for curious facts, I should like to point

out that, probably by a sheer coincidence, the three groups of the early Canaanite

inscriptions correspond roughly, the first to the Age of the Patriarchs
;
the second,

to the Age of Joshua; the third, to the Age of the Judges; and that the lacuna of

two or three centuries between the first and the second groups corresponds roughly

to the period of oppression of the Israelites in Egypt.

In default of other evidence, it is preferable to hold the opinion

that the actual prototype was not remarkably different from the

writing of the earliest North Semitic inscriptions now extant, which are

probably as earlv as the third group of the early Canaanite inscriptions.

The North Semitic alphabet was for many centuries so constant that it
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Fig, 107—Early North Semitic inscriptions, I

I, Fhe ‘Abdo fragment. 2, The Shafatba^al inscription. 3, The Asdrubal spatula

is impossible to think of any alteration in the first centuries of its existence

being so radical as to bring about an entire change in the form of many

characters.
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North Semitic Inscriptions

Until 1923 our knowlege of the native epigraphy of Syria and Palestine

was rather unsatisfactory. The earliest datable known examples of

the North Semitic alphabet were {a) the Moabite stone (Fig. 121) or Stone

of Mesha‘ (2 Kings

y

hi, 4-5) dating from about the middle of the ninth

century B.c.
;
{b) a Phoenician inscription (Fig. 122, i), found in Cyprus,

on the fragments of a bowl dedicated to Ba'al of Lebanon, probably of the

same century; (c) some Aramaic inscriptions (Fig. 126) from Zenjirli

in Syria, of the ninth and eighth centuries b.c. These inscriptions, and

particularly the Mesha‘ Stone, constituted—and in some books still

constitute—the starting point for the study of the history of the alphabet.

A new chapter was begun with the discovery, by the French scholar

P. Montet, in 1923 at Byblos (Phoenicia), of the Akhiram epitaph. About its

date there has been some disagreement. While several scholars prefer

the tenth, eleventh or twelfth century B.c., others (and I think they are

I.
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Fig. 108—Early North Semitic inscriptions, II

I, The Akhiram (Ahiram) inscription. 2, The Akhiram graffito. 3,The Abiba‘al inscription

right) believe that the only evidence we have is archasological. This

was said to indicate the thirteenth century b.c., whereas the majority of

the scholars dated the two inscriptions in question in the twelfth or

eleventh century b.c. I am now inclined to accept the latter date.

However, the epigraph on Akhiram’s sarcophagus (Fig. 108, i)

and the graffito on his tomb (Fig. 108, 2) until recently were considered

as the oldest North Semitic inscriptions extant, followed by the Yekhimilk

inscription of the eleventh century b.c., the Gezer calendar (Fig. 115, i)

of the eleventh century^ b.c., the Roueisseh spearhead inscription (ca,

eleventh-tenth century^ b.c.), the Abiba‘al (Fig. 108, 3) and Eliba'al

inscriptions (tenth century^ b.c.). According to my opinion, until Maurice

Dunand’s recent discoveries (see p. 206), only these inscriptions were to

be considered as a trustworthy starting-point for the history of the

alphabet. Nowadays, however, two of the three early alphabetic inscrip-

tions of Byblos (Fig. 107), if M. Dunand's dating be correct, which,
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M. Diinand's Post-scriptum {dated April, 1946) to his book Byblia
Grammata {dated 1945) ^^psets his chronological table. It is note suggested on
archceologicalgrounds that Akhiram's inhumation be assigned to about 1000 B,c., and,
therefore, the Akhiram inscriptions be attributed to such date, Dunand thus dates

the Asdriibal spatula immediately bejore Akhiram, and places the ^Abdo and Shafat-
ba^al inscriptions tzco or three centuries earlier, but at the same time he appreciably

diminishes the interval between these two documents.
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seems to be doubtful, would ante-date the invention of the alphabet by

about half a millennium. Fig. 109 shows the early development of the

North Semitic alphabet according to the theory of the French excavator,

Maurice Dunand; the dates, however, are not agreed upon.

Original Alphabetic Writing
The incontestable facts about the original alphabetic writing may be

summarized in this way: in the earliest stage (corresponding to the second

half of the second millennium b.c.) of its history, the North Semitic

alphabet was used by the Semitic-speaking inhabitants of Syria and

Palestine, and was quite familiar to them. This script, compared with

that of the Phcenician and of the early Hebrew inscriptions of the first

half of the first millennium B.C., shows, as stated, close resemblances to

them even in detail. This is the best evidence that the forms of the

original letters were constant, and did not differ widely from their later

shapes. It may be observed, finally, that a considerable degree of caution

should be exercised in coming to conclusions or forming theories on this

problem, because the evidence is so fragmentary^ and in that respect

so much inferior to what we possess about the more ancient Egyptian

and Mesopotamian scripts.

As the letters of the earliest North Semitic inscriptions extant show

a certain external evolution, we can assume that the proto-Semitic alphabet

was some centuries older than, for instance, the aforementioned Akhiram
and Yekhimilk inscriptions. This assumption may be corroborated by

the probability that, as already mentioned, the Ugarit alphabet, which

apparently originated in the sixteenth century b.c., presupposes the

existence of the proto- Semitic alphabet. On the other hand, cuneiform

writing was currently used by the Semites of Syria and Palestine at the

date of the Tell el-'Amarna letters (fifteenth-fourteenth centuries b.c.).

This may be evidence that the alphabet was still of recent origin. It is,

however, more probable that side by side with the cuneiform script,

used for diplomatic purposes and for international business, there existed

already a common native script.

Consequently, according to my opinion, we can date the origin of

the North Semitic alphabet, or of its prototype, which we can call

proto-Semitic alphabet, in the second quarter of the second millennium

b.c. In other words, the great event occurred probably in the Hyksos

period, which is now commonly dated 1730-1580 B.c. There is

no doubt that the political situation of the Near East in that period

favoured the creation of a '‘revolutionary’' writing, a script which we can

properly term ‘'democratic” in distinction to the “theocratic” scripts

of Egypt, Mesopotamia or China. All the other more important attempts

at alphabetic writing, the early Sinaitic script, the early Byblian and the

early Canaanite scripts, can also be attributed to the Hyksos period.
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Where was the Alphabet IN^^ENTED?

The nationality of the inventors of the proto-Semitic alphabet is

unknown. The clue given by the significance of the traditional names

{see below) of the letters is too slight: the eventually Aramaic form of these

names in Greek is not decisive evidence, especially for such an early period.

It is generallv accepted that Semites (including also the Hebrews), Hurrians,

Hittites and Indo-Iranians participated in the vast Hyksos movement;

the Semitic elements, however, seem to have been dominant. It is hardly

thinkable that the alphabet was invented by the Hyksos ruler-classes,

as no evidence has come from Egypt, but there is no doubt that the

upheaval brought about by the Hyksos movement might have induced

some local population to create a '‘non-monopolistic” means of

communication.

Palestine and Syria, as ever\"one knows, formed a sort of bridge uniting

the great civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia. The Syrian littoral

is now known to have had a highly developed culture in the second

millennium B.c. and a well-organized and active priestly literar}^ school.

Traders were constantly passing through these countries, and the lands

changed hands a number of times at different periods of their history.

For many years large Egyptian trading posts had been established on

various Palestinian and Syrian sites. Clay tablets in cuneiform writing

discovered in scattered places both in Palestine and Syria, testify to

constant Alesopotamian influence. Hittites had likewise made their culture

felt. Here was a country^ known also to have been subjected to many
influences from the west; from Crete, Cyprus, and later on from Greece.

“There was always an active movement of cultural elements tending to

create an almost imperceptible synthesis.” Having received various elements

of culture from every surrounding region in the southwest (Egvpt),

in the northeast (Mesopotamia), in the north (Anatolia), and in the west

(Crete, Cvprus and Greece), Syria and Palestine handed those elements

on, somewhat altered as a rule, to other contiguous regions.

It is not in Sinai, the mountain desert region, that the origin of our

alphabet is to be sought: the Palestinian scholar Dr. Yeivin is certainly

right when he points out in his criticism of my theory that manv prophets

were born in little towns far away from international commercial routes

or in desert villages
;

he seems, however, to have overlooked the

difference between the divine and philosophical thoughts of the prophets

and the extremely practical purposes of the alphabet. At any rate, it is

quite evident that Palestine and Syria offered all the required conditions

for the invention and the elaboration of alphabetic writing. A. Lew
(90 years ago), M. Lidzbarski, E. J. Pilcher and F. Praetorius, already

considered the alphabet, partly at least, as the invention of the local

population of Syria-Palestine. More recently, this theory has found
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Staunch defendants in great authorities on the subject, such as the English

Semitist Cook, the French orientalists Dussaud and Schaeffer, the German
Egyptologist von Bissing, the Finnish archaeologist Sundwall, the Dutch

theologian de Groot, the late German authority on the alphabet Hans

Bauer, the American Professor R. P. Blake, the young German scholar

Schott, and some others, amongst them the author of this book. Dunand,

too, attributes the invention of the alphabet to a Semitic school or

a person of high authority, and believes that Byblos may be considered

as the seat of the invention of the alphabet. However, the exact birth-

place of the alphabet is unknown ;
the names of two towns, QiiA^at Sepher,

the “City of the Letter” (in Palestine), and Byblos, the “Book-town” (in

Syria), are significant, but no evidence is available as yet.

Influence of Other Systems

The present hypothesis leaves sufficient room for the influence of

the older systems, the Egyptian, the cuneiform, the Cretan, and perhaps

also of the prehistoric geometric signs. It is unlikely that the inventors

were without precedent, and it is extremely improbable that an alphabet

invented in Palestine or Syria in the second millennium b.c., was

uninfluenced by the scripts of Egypt, Babylonia or Crete. Only in this way,

the “polygenetic” theory of the origin of the alphabet, propounded by

Delitzsch fifty years ago and in 193 1/2 by Lindblom, can be considered

as acceptable. Both the conception of consonantal writing and the acro-

phonic principle (if it existed in the proto-Semitic alphabet) may have

been borrowed from Egypt. The influence of the Babylonian writing may
be traced in the names of some letters. The influence of the Cretan scripts

and of the prehistoric geometric signs may be purely external, affecting

the form of some letters. Other alphabetic signs may have originated in

conventional symbols, and it may be supposed that they were mainly

arbitrary inventions.

Decisive Achievement

At any rate, it must be said that the great achievement of the invention

was not the creation of the signs. It lies in the adoption of a purely alphabetic

system, which, moreover, denoted each sound by one sign only. For this

achievement, simple as it ?iozv seems to us, the inventor, or the inventors

are to be ranked among the greatest benefactors of mankind. No other

people in the world has been able to develop a true alphabetic writing.

The more or less civilized peoples of Egypt, Alesopotamia, Crete, Asia

Minor, Indus Valley, China, Central America, reached an advanced

stage in the history of writing, but could not get beyond the transitional
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Stage. A few peoples (the ancient Cypriotes, the Japanese and others),

developed a syllabary. But only the Syro-Palestinian Semites produced

a genius who created the alphabetic writing, from which have descended

all past and present alphabets.

Each important civilization modifies its script and time may make its

relation to some of its near relatives quite unrecognizable. Thus, the

Brahmi, the great mother-script of India, the Korean alphabet, the

Mongolian scripts are derived from the same source as the Greek, the

Latin, the Runic, the Hebrew, the Arabic, the Russian alphabets, although

it is practically impossible for a layman to see a real resemblance between

them.

Absence of Vowels

The main characteristics of the North Semitic alphabet are that it

consisted of zz letters or symbols, which correspond roughly to the first

22 letters of its descendant, the Greek alphabet. The method of writing

was uniformly from right to left. The 22 letters expressed consonants

only, though some of them came to be used as vowels. This absence of

vowels has not been satisfactorily explained. Maurice Dunand thinks

that the Semites purposely did not mark the vowel-sounds, and he rightly

points out that this imperfection was one of the reasons of the diffusion

of the alphabet and of its ready adaptability. Other scholars have con-

jectured that each letter at first did not represent a single sound but had a

syllabic value. The supposition is used in support of the hypothesis of the

Egyptian origin and is suggested by it. Another explanation is that the

vowels were supplied locally, the sound varying with the different dialects,

so that the inventors left the vowels to be supplied according to local

practice. This, however, is hardly convincing.

At any rate, we must take into consideration the fact that the alphabet

was created for Semitic languages and is sufficiently suited to them.

This is also proved by the fact that even nowadays neither the Hebrew
nor the Arabic languages use the vocalic punctuation except in a few

justifiable cases. In fact, the Semitic languages are based chiefly on roots,

which give us the fundamental conception, and are represented by

consonants, while the vowel sounds give us only the complements, the

details, such as the part of speech, the voice, the mood, the tense.

Some scholars believe that, as the North Semitic script did not possess

vowels, it cannot be considered as a true alphabet; according to them,

only the Greeks created an alphabetic writing. This opinion is erroneous.

The North Semitic was from the first moment of its existence a true

alphabet; at least, from the Semitic point of view. It was not perfect.

But perfection has not yet been reached by any alphabet, although this

end does not perhaps seem very difficult of achievement. Perfection
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in an alphabet implies the accurate rendering of speech-sounds; each
sound must be represented by a single constant symbol, and not

more than one sound by the same symbol. As it is, all alphabets

omit symbols for some sounds (representing these, when necessary, by
combinations of other symbols; as for example the English sh and th),

while most of them contain redundant letters. It is generally accepted

that writing was in the first place an attempt to represent speech accurately,

but even in those early stages the attempt was largely a failure. The number
of the letters was too small in the beginning and they have never been
sufficiently increased, while the phonetic system of any language is far

too complicated to be accurately expressed in writing bv any reasonably

small group of symbols.

However, in the long histoiy^ of the alphabet, while it is relatively

easy to attach a constant permanent value to the various consonantal

sounds, it is quite different with the vowel sounds. To-day the same vowel
indicates varying sounds (especially in English), and it is almost impossible

for us to know what exact sound was given to it by ancient peoples. This
difficulty will be appreciated more fully if we reflect that in England, for

example, the same word is pronounced very differently in different parts

of the country, and this is due rather to the varied methods of pronouncing
the vowels than to those of pronouncing the consonants. It is the many
and subtle differences between the vowels, so inadequately represented

by existing symbols, which chiefly puzzle those who desire to speak English
perfectly. These remarks will explain better why the North Semitic
purely consonantal alphabet could remain almost unaltered for so manv
centuries. We do not mean to suggest that the absence of vowels in the

proto-Semitic alphabet was intentional, but we may say that in the long
run this absence became a benefit rather than a disadvantage.

Names of Letters

Both the names and the sounds of the letters of the North Semitic
alphabet rest mainly on tradition.

The names of the letters of the North Semitic alphabet are preserved
in the modern Hebrew alphabet. We do not know whether the modern
Hebrew names of the letters correspond exactly to those of the ancient
Semitic script, but the differences do not seem to have been ver\' important.
The Greek names are derived from the Semitic ones. The following

are the Hebrew names of the 22 letters of the North Semitic alphabet:

'aleph, beth, gimel, daleth, he, u'azv, zayin, kheth, teth, yod, kaph, lamed,

mem, nun, sarnekh, 'ayin, pe, sade, qoph, resh, shin, tazv. Thus, nearlv all

these names end with a consonant, while the Greek names {alpha, beta,

gamma, delta, and so forth) end with a vowel. This difference has been
explained in two ways; some scholars suggest that the Greek forms were
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taken from an Aramaic source, the Aramaic language having preference

for the emphatic form which ends in a vowel and drops the vowel of the

preceding syllable; others consider the terminal vocalization of the Greek
letters as being more in agreement with Greek speech. However, it is

reasonably certain that the Greeks when they borrowed their alphabet

from Semitic sources, took over the names with the letters. Therefore, we
can assume that these names existed at the end of the second millennium

B.C., when the Greeks adopted the Semitic alphabet, although the exact

form of some of the names is uncertain.

The most ancient transliterations of the Semitic letters into their

Greek equivalents and comparison with some Semitic languages, show
that the early distinctions of the North Semitic alphabet between some
letters (for example, between samekh and sin) were lost at a later stage.

Some scholars attribute this fact to the use in later times of Aramaic,

in which for example samekh displaced sin.

It is generally believed—this theory was already propounded by

the great German Semitist W. Gesenius—that the Semitic names were

derived from the form of the object “originally represented bv the signs”;

so, for example, it is commonly accepted that the second letter had

originally the form of a house, and because of this form it was called

beth^ meaning “house.” This opinion does not seem correct, although there

may have been such a connection in a few cases. Generally speaking,

as already suggested by the French orientalist Francois Lenormant in

1875, the original names of the letters seem to have been chosen

independently of their form; this opinion was also held bv H. Bauer.

Sethe and Dunand hold that there was a connection between the

names of the letters and their original shapes. According to Dunand,
the purpose of the names of the letters “was to suggest and to remind
the memory of the letter in question. Although the resemblances (between

the name and the object represented) were sometimes superficial, they

were nevertheless real.” Thus, according to Dunand, “no name is arbitrary,

(except the he), all of them are simple, in common use.”

However, the Semitic names of the letters refer mainlv to evervday

objects—such as house {beth), door {daleth), hook (zvazv); to parts of the

body, hand (yod for yad), palm or open hand {kaph), eye i^ayin), mouth
{pe), head ip-esh for rosh), tooth (shin for shen)\ to animals, ox (aleph),

camel (gimel for gamal), fish (nun or samekh for sarnakh), monkey (qoph)

—

the Semitic names for which began with the ver\' sound the letter indicated,

that is b, d, zv, y, k, \ p, r, and so forth. The name of the last letter was

simply “sign” or “mark” (tazv). Some of the letters are considered by a

few scholars as additions. It is noteworthy that while the majority of the

names are very easy to explain, the names ofthe letters considered as additions

are the most difficult to interpret and have not been explained satisfactorily.
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There are a few other names whose meaning is still uncertain;

these are he, which according to Dunand was made up simply by the

consonant h followed by the vowel e (as there was no Phoenician or Hebrew
word beginning with that aspirate); zayin, which is explained by some
scholars as “weapon/’ by others as a substitution for zayit, “olive,” etc,;

according to Dunand it was connected with the Hebrew root ^zn, and

indicated “balance,” in Hebrew moznayim; kheth^ according to Dunand,

means “fence” or “barrier”; teth is explained by Dunand as “ball” or

“clew” (for instance, of wool or cotton); lamed may indicate, according

to Dunand, the rod of the teacher; samekh is generally explained, as

mentioned above, as “fish”; Dunand’s explanation as “support,”

“fulcrum,” seems to be more satisfactory; sade, which according to some
scholars means “step, stair(s)” or “nose,” or else, “scythe,” “javelin,”

is explained by Dunand as being connected with the root swd, and may
indicate “(fishing-)hook,” “(fishing-)rod.”

Dunand holds that the Semitic names of the letters are very ancient;

originallv they were pure Phcenician, and the Greeks adopted them from

the Phoenicians, as for instance is shown by the names gamma and to,

derived from the original gamal and rosh, while the Semitic names were

later changed under Aramaic influence into gimel and resh.

The value of each letter of the Semitic alphabet was, and still is, that

of the first letter of its name; this device is known as the acrophonic

principle. Thus, the value of heth is b; of gimel, is g; of daleth, d; of he, h;

zdhw, w; zayin, z; kheth, kh, and so forth.

Order of Letters
The Hebrew- order of the letters seems to be the oldest. The order of

the letters follow’s the acrostics in Lamentations, 1-4, Proverbs 31, 10-31,

Psalms 25 (the qoph is missing), 34, iii, 112, etc. In the excavations of

the Wellcome-Marston Archaeological Expedition at Lachish (southern

Palestine), a schoolboy’s scribbling, including the scratching of the first

five letters of the early Hebrew alphabet in their conventional order,

w-as found on the vertical face of the upper step of the staircase which
led up to the Palace. “It is the first example of the Hebrew alphabet

being learnt systematically” (Inge): It belongs at least to the sixth

century B.c.

There is some appearance of phonetic grouping in the order of the

letters of the North Semitic alphabet, but this may be accidental.

MAIN BRANCHES OF EARLY ALPHABETS
I have already mentioned the early North Semitic inscriptions

(Fig. 107-108), belonging to the last centuries of the second millennium B.c.

At the end of this millennium, with the definite or temporary- political
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decay of the great nations of the Bronze Age, the Egyptians, the

Babylonians, the Assyrians, the Hittites, the Cretans, we enter a new
historical world. In Syria and Palestine, the geographical centre of the

“fertile crescent,” three nations, Israel, Phoenicia and Aram, played an

increasingly important part. To the south of the “fertile crescent” the

Sabaeans, a South Arabian people, attained a position of wealth and

importance as the commercial intermediaries betw^een the East and the

Mediterranean. To the west, seeds were sown amongst the eager-minded

peoples which later constituted the nation of Hellas, the Greeks.

These conditions favoured the development of four branches of the

alphabet; (i) the so-called Canaanite branch, subdivided into two secondary

branches: {a) the early Hebrew, and (b) the Phoenician; (2) the Aramaic

branch^—^both, the Canaanite and Aramaic branches, constituting the

North Semitic main branch; (3) the South Semitic or Sabaean branch;

and (4) the Greek alphabet, w^hich became the progenitor of the western

alphabets.
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CHAPTER II

SOUTH SEMITIC ALPHABETS

Ancient South Arabia
The South Semitic group of alphabets remained mainly confined within

Arabia, although a secondary branch spread northwards into Sinai, Syria

and Transjordan, and another branch spread westwards and became the

progenitor of the Ethiopic alphabet, which through its offshoot, the

Amharic script, is the only South Semitic script still in use and the only

one in which a literature has been produced. Of all the other South

Semitic writings, inscriptions only are extant.

However, the importance of such inscriptions can be gauged when we consider

that practically all we know of early South Arabian history is based upon them.

They concern the territory facing on the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea, known
from the Biblical Table of Nations {Gen., ch. lo) as Sheba' and Hazarmaveth

(Hadhramaut). The name Yemen {al~Yaman “right hand, southern”) is also

ancient.

These inscriptions are our main source for the study of the once flourishing

kingdoms for which we had no authority other than vague references in classical

writers. They are the only important remains of the empires of the Minaeans,

Sabaeans, Qatabanians, and Hadhramautis, whose splendour has been immor-
talized by the biblical account of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. These
kingdoms were in later times in contact with the entire ancient world, from Rome
to India, and beyond; in fact, objects of Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Greek, Indian

and Roman manufacture have been found in various sites of South Arabia, and

of South Arabian manufacture on the Aegean island of Delos.

“The Empty Quarter, probably the world’s largest stretch of sheer and utter

desert without oasis and without relief, acts as the centre of a ring, about which

are set the Arabian kingdoms, like jewels of different hue and lustre” (Carleton S,

Coon, in “P.apers of the Pe.-\body Museum,” Vol. XX, 1943, p. 1S7). In this land

so hostile, both physically and politically, to the intruder—present-day Yemen
would never allow regular excavations—indeed no excavations have yet been
made. The explorations of the intrepid investigators such as Bertram Thomas,
H. St. J. Philby, Miss Caton Thompson and Miss Freya Stark have provided
much invaluable material, but they are not sufficient.

South Semitic Alphabets
The South Semitic inscriptions (Fig. 110-112) were discovered in con-

siderable numbers during the course of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries. Their date is uncertain; while the earliest dated inscription

is connected with Cambyses’ invasion of Egypt in 525 b.c., the earliest

non-dated inscriptions belong probably to the eighth century b.c., although

some scholars, for instance Glaser and Hommel, dated them in the last

centuries of the second millennium b.c.

223
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On the other hand, there is no doubt that the South Semitic alphabet

was employed about the end of the second millennium B.c. Prof. N.
Glueck discovered, in 1938, at Tell el-Kheleifeh (the ancient Ezion-
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Fig. no—The South Semitic alphabets

Geber), situated on the north coast of the Gulf of ‘Aqabah, a large broken
jar, on which were incised after baking two letters in the early South Semitic
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script, “The broken jar was found on the floor of a room in level III,

which may be dated approximately in the eighth century B.c. These
letters then become the first letters of the South-Arabic alphabet which

have been discovered in a stratified excavation. . . . The origin of the

jar is a matter of speculation. It is not impossible that the Alidianites

used the South-Arabic script, and there must have been active trade

between Ezion-Geber and South Arabia” (Glueck). However, if Prof.

Glueck’s dating is right, we must allow some 2-3 centuries, at least, for

the development and spread of the South Semitic alphabet.

The date of the establishment of the South Arabian kingdoms cannot yet be
determined with any accuracy. It may be assumed, however, that after a certain

non-datable prehistoric period, southern Arabia became an important centre of

civilization in the last centuries of the second millennium B.c. During the first

millennium B.c. it was a highly civilized agricultural region, a land of international

commercial relations, producing gold and the frankincense so valued by ancient

religion. It served also as the principal route by which goods from India were
transhipped and carried overland to the ports of the eastern Alediterranean.

In the Rf)man period the region was known as Arabia Felix. By the time of the

establishment of Islam, southern Arabia had lost its importance to northern
Arabia. The later development wrecked the older civilization, and relegated these

fertile lands into the backwoods of history.

Until recently the Minaean kingdom, with its capital at Ma‘in (north-west of the

modern Sana‘a, in Yemen), was considered as the oldest. The Qatabanian kingdom,
with its capital at Tamna‘ (which according to some scholars was situated in the

district of Baihan), lying to the south-east of Yemen, was roughly contemporarv,
while the Sabaean kingdom, with its capital at Alarib, lying between the IMinaean and
Qatabanian kingdoms, attained its importance after the decay of the Minaean
empire. Glaser, in 1889, suggested dating the beginnings of the Alinaean kingdom
in the second, or even the third, millennium b.c. He was criticised by Halevy,
Mueller, Mordtmann, and others, and defended by Winckler, Hommel, and
other scholars. Hommel placed the IMinaean kingdom between 1300 or 1200 B.c.

and 700 B.C.; according to his opinion, the latest IMinasan inscriptions could
not be later than the earliest Sabiean. Other scholars proposed a kind of middle
way. For instance, according to Tkatsch, the Minaean kingdom was
contemporaneous with the Sabaean, beginning '^at the very earliest” in the eighth
century B.c. and lasting down to the second century B.c. In Mordtmann's opinion,
epigraphically the Minaean inscriptions are later than the earliest Sabaean texts
and older than the Sabaean inscriptions of the later period.

The Canadian authority on South Semitic epigraphy, Prof. F. V. Winnett,
re-examined the chronological problem of the Minaans in an excellent article

{The Place of the Mimeans in the History of pre-Islamic Arabia) in the “Bulletix
OF THE American* Schools of Oriental Research", Xo. 73, Februar\', 1939.
According to him, some of the inscriptions discovered by Peres Jaussen and
Savignac at al-‘Lla {see helou), and by them considered as Lihyanite, are really

Minaean, while others ‘‘betray a strange mixture of the Lihyanite and Minaean
characters. and may be considered as “Lihyanite texts exhibiting Alinsean

influence.” On this and other evidence, such as the bilingual Mimeo-Greek
inscription found on the island of Delos and dated by the French oriental

epigraphist Clermont-CLanneau to the latter half of the second century b.c.,

Winnett arrn es at the f(»Ilo\\ing conclusions:

1
>
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The theon’ which would place the beginning of the Minaean kingdom around
1200 B.c. or even earlier should be rejected. Its beginnings should not be dated
beyond 500 b.c. The Alinaean kingdom was flourishing in the Hellenistic period.

Its collapse occurred somewhere between 24 B.c. and 50 A.D., and the collapse

of its power in the north of the peninsula, where it was succeeded by the Xabattean
control, probably occurred earlier.

During the second half of the first millennium B.c., the Sabaeans established

themselves as the principal people of southern Arabia; the term “Sabaean” is,

therefore, often applied to the whole South Arabian civilization. Hadhramaut, the

most easterly of the South Arabian kingdoms, was a very important trade depot,but
very little is known of its political histor\\ At the end of the second century b.c.,

the Himyarites, a Sabasan noble family, succeeded in founding a new kingdom
centred in Raidan (the title “lords of Raidan'’ appears about 115 B.C.). The term
“Himyarites” was later applied to the whole people, and even, erroneously,

to the whole South Arabian civilization.

In the South Semitic inscriptions can be distinguished two

groups: (i) the South Arabian inscriptions, and (2) the North Arabian

inscriptions.

South Arabian Inscriptions

The South Arabian inscriptions (Fig. 110-112), ol which about

2,500—some of them being of very considerable length—have already

been published (mainly in the Corpus Inscriptionurn Semiticarum, Pars IV.

Inscriptiones Himyariticas et Sahceas continens, which, in its three volumes,

published in 1889-1932, contains over 1,000 Sabasan inscriptions),

are generally divided into five groups: The Alin^ean (Fig. iii, 3), the

Sabaean (Fig. iii, 1-2), the Himyaritic (Fig. iii, 4), the Qatabanic

and the Hadhramautic.

The writing used in these inscriptions—many of them are verv well

preserved—is a graceful, symmetrical, very elegant script of 29 letters:

it is known as the South Arabian or Sabsean alphabet (Fig. 110, col. II).

Most of the inscriptions read from right to left, but some are written

boustrophedon (alternate lines from right to left and left to right). The
alphabet has been deciphered. The texts offer us knowledge of the

earliest dialects of Arabic, which (in distinction to (i) Hebrew, Phoenician

and Aramaic, belonging to the north-western group, and (2) Babvlonian

and Assyrian, belonging to the north-eastern group), together with the later

Ethiopic of Abyssinia, constitute the southern group of the Semitic

languages.

Xorth Arabian Inscriptions

There are other epigraphical remains couched in ancient Arabic;

these are the Xorth Arabian inscriptions, which were found in north-

western Arabia, Syria and Transjordan, and constitute the second group

of the South Semitic inscriptions. They are mostlv verv irregular, cursive,
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short rock-graffiti; and were incised by ancient nomad populations which

did not play a great part in history.

The North Arabian inscriptions (Fig. no, col. III-V, and 112) can be

separated into three groups: (i) Thamudene or Thamudic (Fig. no,
col. IV, and 112, 3-7); about 1,750 inscriptions are extant; the upper

dates are uncertain, some scholars date them as early as the middle

of the first millennium B.c.
;
the most recent ones belong to the fourth

century a.d. Thamudic inscriptions have been found all over north-

western Arabia, and they are generally of religious character.

The great authority on the subject. Prof. F. V. Winnett, classifies

the Thamudic inscriptions into five groups; (a) attributed to the fifth

century B.C.; (b) belonging to the Hellenistic period; (c) ascribed to the

first two centuries a.d.
;
(d) assigned to the Roman period (ca. third century

A.D.); and (e) placed in about the fourth centur}^ a.d.

(2) The Dedanite inscriptions (Dedan, the present oasis al-'Ula, an

important and ancient trade depot in the north of the Hejaz, was for

some time an independent state) belonging partly to the middle of the

first millennium B.c.—the oldest of them, being attributed bv Prof.

Winnett to about the sixth centui*}' b.c., and bv Prof. Albright to the

seventh century B.c., to about the same time as the oldest South

Arabian inscriptions now known”—-and the Lihyanian or Lihvanite

inscriptions, Fig. no, col. Ill, (numbering about 400 and written in a

script which can be considered as neo-Dedanite), belonging probably

to the fifth-second centuries b.c., have been found mainly in the district

of the oasis of al-‘Ula.

The Lihyanite inscriptions can be divided into two groups; one
belonging to the fifth centur}^ b.c. (according to Winnett) or to the fifth-

third centuries b.c. (Albright); and the other belonging according to

Winnett to the first half of the fourth century b.c., or, more probably,

to the third-second centuries B.c. (Albright).

(3) The Safaitic or Safahitic inscriptions (Fig. no, col. V), which
have been found in a still greater number than the Thamudene inscriptions,

come mainly from the volcanic rocks in the district of es-Safa, to the

south-east of Damascus. They belong to the first two centuries a.d.

Origin of South Semitic Alphabets
The origin of the South Semitic alphabets is still an open problem.

There are a few theories, but besides the unlikely opinion of the French
orientalist Dussaud and some other scholars, who connect the South
Semitic scripts with the Greek alphabet, there are three principal theories:

(i) Some scholars consider the Sabaean alphabet on the one hand as

the parent of all the other South Semitic scripts, and on the other hand

as an offshoot of the North Semitic alphabet; the first part of this theory

is almost generally accepted. Concerning its second part, it is noteworthy
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that only the following Sabaean letters resemble North Semitic characters

having the same phonetic value: g, teth, /, 'ayin, sh, t, and, in a lesser

degree, q. On the other hand, difference in external shape does not

necessarily exclude a direct relationship.

According to Grimme, instead, the Thamudene alphabet was not

only the earliest North Arabian script, but it was also the prototype

of the Sabaean and the other South Arabian alphabets. He also considers

the Thamudene alphabet as a direct offshoot of the Sinaitic script [see

p. 198-202). Grimme is practicallv alone in his opinion.

2 3

4

y)5nyY)0t'n "1 ci+i’ivr! cjijc)T2
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i~2, South Semitic inscriptions from Ethiopia. 3-7, Thamudene inscriptions. <S, I'^arly

Ethiopic inscription from Matara (Eritrea). 9, The Amharic additional letters with their

Ethiupic un^inah

The Amharic letter sha fa) is derived from the IHhiopic letter S(7 (b); cha (c) from
ta (d); fia (e) from na (f); kh'a (2) from ka (h); ja or ^ha (1) from cn (j); dja (k)

from d(2 (I); tcha (m) from ta (nj

(2) Some scholars hold that all the South Semitic alphabets derived

from one original South Semitic alphabet. This 'Troto-South Semitic”

alphabet and the original North Semitic alphabet, or 'Troto-North

Semitic,” would derive from the same source, a
‘

'Proto-Semitic”

alphabet; this theory was propounded by the German scholars Weber,

Pr^etorius, Lidzbarski, Jensen, by the English scholar A. Evans, and by
others.

(3) Maurice Dunand suggests that the South Semitic branch was con-

nected with the pseudo-hieroglyphic system of Byblos (see p. i58f, 2C5f.);

in the Sabaean alphabet, he finds iS signs corresponding exactiv to pseudo-

hierojtlyphic symbols, and three more presenting a certain resemblance

to other Byblos characters. However, Dunand thinks that onlv the trraphic

aspect of the Byblos-system was adapted bv the Sabceans, and not its

phonetic side; furthermore, he believes that direct relations between

Byblos and the Sabaeans may have existed about the nineteenth century

B.C., and as a result of these relations, the Sabieans may have created

their script.
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(4) Sethe, Nielsen, Grimme, and other followers of the Sinaitic theoiA^

{see p. i99f.)considertheearlySinaitic script as the proto-Semitic alphabet.

However, the connecting links between the early Sinaitic script and the

North Semitic alphabet have not yet been established (see p. aoof.). The
graphic connection between the early Sinaitic script and the South

Semitic alphabets seems more likely (Fig. 103), see also under (2).

This theor}" was revived by the followers of the Sinaitic theory

{see p. i99f.); indeed, according to Professor Albright, for instance, the

early North Arabic script does not go back to the contemporary South

Arabic script, but both go back to a common older source of South

Arabian type. I am in full agreement with this opinion, although I am
not certain that Prof. Albright is also right in saying “In several cases

the North-Arabic characters are considerably closer to the presumptive

Proto-Sinaitic prototypes than is true of the Alinaeo-Sabaean forms.’’

According to Prof. Albright, “In view of what we know about the

course of evolution followed by the Proto-Sinaitic alphabet in Canaan
back to before 1500 b.c. . . it is impossible to suppose that the Proto-

Arabic script diverged from the Canaanite branch after that date. We thus

have a full millennium of still-unknown monumental history to recover

before the emergence of the Arabian branch cir. yoo B.c.” I agree with

him except for the first half of the first sentence.

This does not mean, however, that I hold the opinion that the South

Semitic alphabets are a direct olfshoot of the early Sinaitic script. Accord-

ing to my view, there is no doubt that the South Semitic alphabets

originated some centuries later than the North Semitic script, of which
the highly civilized southern Semitic travellers had certainlv some
knowledge. They were thus impelled to produce a script, and the choice

between the alphabetic script and the complicated scripts of Egypt
and Mesopotamia was obvious. Having decided to invent an alphabet

based probably on the North Semitic writing, they may have borrowed
some signs from other sources such as those connected with the earlv

Sinaitic attempt or the so-called “wasms” (zviisiim), the ancient cattle-

marks employed by Bedouins {see p. 29). However that mav be, the

original South Semitic alphabet probably originated as a deliberatelv

formed type.

Ethiopic Script

Origin

The origin of the Ethiopic alphabet has also been disputed. The
Greek alphabet (Tychsen, Wahl, Paulus, Gesenius, Klaproth, and others),

the Indian scripts (William Jones and R. Lepsius), the Syriac (Kopp)
or Coptic (De Sacy, and partly also Tychsen) or the Samaritan alphabet

(Job Ludolf and Silvestre), or even the runes, have been proposed as
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its source. Wellsted (1834), Roediger (1837) and Bird (1844) have rightly

suggested a connection with the Sabaean alphabet, although Bird thought

also that there were some Coptic influences.

Nowadays, it is generally accepted that South Arabian colonies

established in Abyssinia in the second half of the first millennium B.c.

introduced into that territory the South Semitic speech and script.

In fact, some South Semitic inscriptions (Fig. 112, i and 2) have been
discovered in various sites of Abyssinia.

At the beginning, Sab^ean was the literary language and script of

Ethiopia. It seems that in the flrst half of the fourth century A.D., in the

period when the strong king of Axum (northern Abyssinia) flourished,

the Sabaean speech and script were replaced bv the earlv Ethiopic language

and writing. Inscriptions (Fig. 112, 8) belonging to this period have been
found, couched in (i) early Ethiopic language stronglv intermixed with

South Arabic and in South Semitic alphabet, (2) in earlv Ethiopic speech

and South Semitic alphabet, (3) in earlv Ethiopic speech and Ethiopic

non-vocalized alphabet, (4) in early Ethiopic speech and Ethiopic vocalized

script.

The problem is still open as to whether the earlv Ethiopic alphabet

was a gradual transformation of the South Semitic script or was the

deliberate work of an individual. Both these opinions have been suggested.

It is, however, more probable that while the script as a whole is a gradual

development of the South Semitic alphabet, the introduction of the

vocalization was effected by a single person, and was probablv influenced

by the Greek alphabet. The Ethiopic numerals were borrowed from the

Greeks. In regard to the external form of the early Ethiopic letters,

Meroitic influences have been noticed.

Development of Ethiopic Writing

The Ethiopic script consists of 26 letters (Fig. 113). Of the 28 Sabaean

letters, four have been abandoned and the letters pait and pa have been
added. The letters became more and more rounded. The direction of

writing, originally from right to left, became, probablv under Greek
influence, from left to right. Originally, a vertical dash was used to separate

the words, later two dots were emploved.

The names of the letters are in great part different from the names of
the letters in the Hebrew, Syriac and Greek alphabets. The order of the

letters differs completely {cpr. Fig. 113 to Fig. 109, 114, and other

illustrations).

An interesting peculiarity of the Ethiopic alphabet is its vocalization.

The vowel following each consonant is expressed bv adding small

appendages to the right or left of the basic character, at the top or at the

bottom, by shortening or lengthening one of its main strokes, and by other

differentiations. There are thus seven forms of each letter, corresponding
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to the consonants followed by a short a or e, or a long a, e, u, i, o. Four
consonants (q, kh, k, g) have five additional forms when they are followed

by a w and a vowel. The basic form is not the pure consonant, but a

consonant followed by a short a.

After the conversion of northern Ethiopia to Christianity (in the fourth

century), there came into being a literature which for obvious reasons was
essentially Christian, particularly since the intensification of Christian propaganda
by many Syrian monks, who introduced Greek and Syriac influences. The Ge^ez
literature which thus developed consists almost exclusively of translations of

ecclesiastical works from Greek and (after Arabic replaced Greek and Coptic in

Egypt, and the relations of the Ethiopic clergy with the Coptic patriarch in

Egypt became closer) particularly from the Christian-Arabic literature which
then flourished in Egypt.

The Ethiopic script was extremely conservative, particularly from
the thirteenth century onwards, although there was a certain external

evolution in some details,

especially in the ductus. From
the calligraphical point of

view, the Ethiopic uncial

script, which arose about the

middle of the seventeenth

century, is interesting.

The Ethiopic script is the

writing of the Ge‘ez language

(lesana ge'ez), the literary and
ecclesiastic language of Ethio-

pia.

Ge c2 as a spoken language
has been long dead, but for many
centuries it was preserved as the
language of the Ethiopian Church
and of Ethiopic literature. At
the beginning of this millennium,
and particularly after the “recon-
stitution" of the “Solomonic
dynasty" in the fourteenth cen-
tury-, Amharic {related to Ge‘ez)
became the main speech of Ethio-
pia and the official language of
the court {lesana Xegush, “the
language of the King”). In the
north Its place was taken by two
other related dialects, Tigre and
Tigrai or Tigrina, this being

Fig. 1 13—The Ethiopic character nearer the ancient Ge‘ez than is

(The form marked * also expresses the pure Amharic.
consonant)
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The Ethiopic script has been adapted to all three tongues, Amharic
(Fig. 1 1 2, 9), since about 1600, Tigre and Tigriha.
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CHAPTER III

C A N A A N I T E BRANCH

C A N A A X I T E S

The term “Canaan’' (Hebr. K^na'an; hierogl. K'-n'-n] cuneif. Ki-na-akh-khi

or Ki-7ia-akh-na\ Greek and Latin Chanaan) appears as the ancient name of

Palestine. Its et^’^mology is unknown, the common explanation as “Lowland”

(from the Hebr. root kn\ ''to be low”) has now been abandoned by serious

scholars, as the name seems to be of non-Semitic origin. {See Walter Baum-
gartner, Was zdr heute von der hebrceischen Sprache iind Hirer Geschichte zdsseUy in

“Axthropos,” xxxv-xxxvi, 1940-1941, p. 611). In the Biblical Table of Nations

(Gen., ch. 10), Canaan, the eponymous ancestor of the Canaanites, is not con-

sidered as a “Semite,” but as son of Ham. However, the Biblical review of peoples

known to the Hebrews was clearly planned on lines that were neither primarily

ethnological nor primarily linguistic, but, to use a modern term, political.

Thus, the descendants of Ham include hostile peoples, amongst them certain

non-Aramaean peoples of Palestine (the Canaanites, the Hittites and the

Philistines). On the other hand, the expression "the language of Canaan” of

Isaiah, xix, iS, indicates obviously the Hebrew tongue. On the whole, the term

“Canaanites” was somewhat loosely employed.

The ethnic problem of the Canaanites is still far from being solved. Some
scholars consider them as the pre-Semitic aborigines of Palestine, others as the

Semitic pre-Israelitic inhabitants of that country. However, broadly speaking,

modern archceology and philology consider the Canaanites to be the main group of

the “Second Semitic immigration” which invaded Palestine and Syria at the

beginning of the third millennium B.c. and were, during the second millennium,

partlv extinguished and partly assimilated to the peoples of the “Third Semitic

immigration," such as the Hebrews and the Aramaeans. According to Professor

W, F. Albright, the word "Canaanite” is historically, geographically, and

culturally synonymous with "Phoenician,” although he himself, for convenience,

emplovs "Canaanite” to designate the North-west Semitic people and culture of

western Syria and Palestine before the nvelfth centuix’ b.c., and the term

"Phoenician” to indicate the same people and culture after this date.

From the modern philological point of view, “Canaanite’’ is one of

the two main branches of the North-west Semitic group of languages,

the other being the Aramaic branch. The “Canaanite” group includes

Hebrew, Phoenician—the Phoenicians, and even the Carthaginians,

considered themselves as Chanan, down to the fifth centur\’ a.d.

—

and

some secondatA’ branches such as Moabite and Ammonite. {See Z.

S. Harris, Development of the Canaanite Dialects, “American Oriental

Series,” Vol. 16, 1939)- Although this use of the word “Canaanite” may

not be exact, for the lack of a more suitable term I am employing it here

in its conventional sense.
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The “Canaanite’' main branch of alphabets may be subdivided into

two following branches: (i) Early Hebrew, with its three secondary

branches, the Aloabite, the Edomite, and the Ammonite, and its two

offshoots, the Samaritan and the script of the Jewish coins; and

(2) Phoenician, which can be distinguished into {a) Early Phoenician,

{b) Phoenician proper, and (c) ‘‘colonial” Phoenician, out of which the

Punic and neo-Punic varieties, and probably also the Libyan and

Iberian scripts developed: see Fig. 114.

Early Hebrew Alphabet (Fig. 114-118)

The alphabet used by the Hebrews in the first half of the first

millennium b.c., presents certain peculiar characteristics which induce

us to consider it as a particular branch. The term “early Hebrew” is

emploved in distinction to the “square Hebrew” alphabet, which was the

parent of the modern Hebrew script. Early Hebrew is the writing used

by Israel roughly in the pre-exilic period, that is, until the sixth century

B.C., although some inscriptions may belong to the fifth or the fourth

centuiA' B.c.

Inscriptions

The epigraphical remains of ancient Israel are very scarce. Xo stelce

of victorv like those of the Egyptian or Alesopotamian monarchs have been

preserved, no public documents on a “pillar of stone,” such as those of

the Greeks or the Romans have reached us. David, Solomon and the other

great kings of Israel are known to us only from the Biblical record.

This paucity of early Hebrew inscriptions has been accounted for

in various ways. The following are the most acceptable theories: (i) The
ancient Hebrews possessed none of that genius for “imperial conquest,”

for administration on a large scale or for civic order, which inspired

the great and numerous monumental inscriptions of the ancient world.

(2) Another opinion suggests that there were inscriptions in early Hebrew
Palestine, but that these have not been allowed to survive, because, from

the standpoint of later Judaism, the religion and the general outlook of

the pre-exilic Hebrews was essentially unorthodox. (3) The majoritv of

the inscriptions have been destroyed in the numerous invasions and

occupations of Palestine by hostile armies, (4) Until recent times,

excavations in Palestine were not conducted in accordance with rigid

scientific methods, and many small inscriptions may have been lost for

ever. (5) The vast majority of the contemporary^ documents, and particularly

all the literary works, were written upon papyrus, imported from Egypt,

or on parchment
;
in the damp soil of Palestine, however, no papyrus or

parchment could be expected to endure to our time. In short, we may
suppose that there were many early Hebrew inscriptions, but that the

vast majority of them have been destroyed through the agency of men
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(whether enemies or not), by the action of time and climate, and bv other

factors, known or unknown.

Nevertheless, as Professor Albright pointed out, the long silence of

early Hebrew epigraphy has now been broken at least in part, and we can

already list some hundreds of inscriptions. Their value as specimens

of language and writing is great, so also is their importance for the historian.

But this importance is more incidental than primary
;
the history recorded

is, with one or two exceptions, not the history of great events or of striking

figures (as some scholars suggest), but the history of ever\^day life. These
little monuments do not palpitate with the life, feeling and thought which
render the writings of the great prophets so poignant, but they supply

details which are of the utmost value in supplementing those Avorks.

I have already mentioned (p. 212) the most ancient monument extant

of early Hebrew writing, the so-called Gezer calendar (Fig. 115, i),

belonging probably to the age of Saul or David (eleventh century b.c.).

The majority of the letters used in this inscription are still nearlv identical

with those of the earliest North Semitic inscriptions, although some signs
have already assumed the distinctive early Hebrew character. Thus, for

example, the letters kaph, mem, min, pe are marked bv the tendencv to

bend their main stems to the left. Towards the ninth to eighth
centurv’ B.c,, the transformation becomes almost complete, at least in the

northern kingdom, as we see from the ostraca (documents written in ink

on potsherds after the vases have been broken), numbering about eighty,

which have been found in Samaria (Fig. 115, 2-4). Most of these ostraca

were evidently invoices handed in with tributes of oil and wine paid in

kind to the king’s official within the city.

While the Samarian ostraca provide us with examples of the script
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and dialect of Israel, certain other inscriptions illustrate those of Judea,

the most important being the Siloam inscription (Fig. 116), attributed

to about 700 B.c. and discovered in 1880 in the wall of an aqueduct.

The famous “Lachish letters," eighteen in number, were discovered

in 1935 at d'ell ed-Duweir (in southern Palestine), the ancient Lachish,
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by the Wellcome-AIarston Archaeological Expedition. Three other ostraca

were discovered in Lachish, in 1938. What we have now is all that has

sundved of a large collection of correspondence and other documents.

As the burnt debris, in which the ostraca were found, dates from the

destruction of the city by Nebuchadnezzar's army at the close of Zedekiah’s

reign, the documents were probably written about the beginning of

587 B.c. Some of the ostraca (Fig. 117, i and 118, i) are almost as clear

as on the day they were written, two thousand five hundred and thirty-

five years ago.

On various sites in southern Palestine many hundreds of jar-handles

have been found which bear impressions of factory stamps. Some of

these are royal trade-marks, others reproduce the names of private pottery

works, while others are “divine” stamps, “Jerusalem” stamps and so

forth. A considerable number, about a hundred and fifty, of inscribed

Fig. 1 17—Early Hebrew inscriptions

I, Lachish letter. 2, Beautiful seal of a high official of Jeroboam II (first half of the
8th century B.c.)

Stone seals have also been discovered in Palestine (Fig. 117,2). Another

important group of short inscriptions is that of the inscribed weights and
measures (Fig. 118, 2).

The Script

The main characteristics of the early Hebrew alphabet, when compared

with Phoenician writing, are: the letters, especially the zayin and the

tsade, are more squat, wider and shorter, also more accurate. The main

stems of the letters beth, kaph, lamed, mem, nun and pe are curved or rounded

at the bottom. In the kheth, the vertical strokes go beyond the horizontal

ones. In the he, the upper horizontal stroke goes beyond the vertical,

and there are sometimes four horizontal strokes instead of three. In the

tnem and nun the short vertical strokes are often not joined to the main
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Stem. Zayin and tsade curve back at the end of the lower horizontal

stroke. There are often some beautiful ligatures. The current hand,

however {see particularly Fig. ii8, i, showing the script of the more

(
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Fig. I IQ—Samaritan inscription

important “Lachish Letters”) does not always conform to these general

characteristics.

Samaritan Alphabet and Script on Jeziish Coins

The Samaritan alphabet (Fig. 1 14 and 1 19) is the only descendant of the

ia) 2 {b)
3

Fig. 120

1-2, Jewish coins (a, obverse; b, reverse). 3, Ammcnite seal
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early Hebrew script which is still in use (among the Samaritans, the

remainder of an ancient sect but numbering to-day only a few hundred

people). The Samaritan is a beautiful, neat and symmetrical script.

The writing on Jewish coins (Fig. 114 and 120, 1-2) from the Alac-

cabsean age to Bar-Kochba’s revolt (140 b.c. to a.d. 132-135), is another

direct derivative of the early Hebrew alphabet. It is commonly believed

that the script of these coins was artificially revived some centuries after

the earlv Hebrew alphabet had fallen into disuse, but one can hardly

believe that an obsolete script would have been chosen for objects such as

coins which are in general use. It is more probable that the early Hebrew

alphabet continued to be used among certain sections of the population

for some centuries after the Aramaic language and script had become the

official means of communication.

Scripts of Moabites, Ammonites, and Edomites

(Fig. 1 14; 120, 3 and 121)

We must say a few words about the three eastern sub-divisions of the

Canaanite branch of which some documents are extant. All the three scripts

were closely related to the early Hebrew alphabet.

Of the Moabite alphabet there are two seals extant and the famous

\[ciOT\-stele (Fig. 121), discovered in 1868 at Dibon, some twenty-five

miles east of the Dead Sea, and now in the Louvre. The monument,
known as the Moabite Stone or Mesha‘ Stone, is a self-glorification of

Mesha‘, King of Moab (2 Kings, iii, 4), and belongs to the first half of the

ninth century B.c. Until the discover}^ of the Akhiram epitaph (^e^ p. 212),

it was regarded as the earliest inscription in alphabetic writing.

Only three seals are extant in Ammonite script (Fig. 120, 3), which

does not differ much from the early Hebrew alphabet.

The able American excavator and scholar Nelson Glueck, in his first

campaign at Tell el-Kheleifeh (situated on the north coast of the Gulf

of ‘Aqabah, to the north of the borders of Saudi Arabia and Sinai, and
about half way between ‘Aqabah in Transjordan, and Mrashrash in

Palestine), by him identified with the ancient site of both Ezion-geber

and Elath, discovered in the spring, 1938, an inscription incised after

firing on a jug, “in what are perhaps specifically Edomite characters”

(Glueck). There are six letters, of which one is damaged and another,

uncertain. The jug was found in a room, attributed to the eighth-seventh

centuries B.c,

Still more interesting was the find of twelve stamped jar handles

with seal-impressions made apparently with the same small seal. No one

inscription is clear, but a composite inscription reads (according to Prof.

Glueck) / Ozvs'nl in the upper line, and 'bd hmlk, in the lower, that is

“(belonging) to Oics'nl, the servant of the king.” The proper name of
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this high royal official is a theophorus name beginning with the element

Ows, probably 06s or Oaiis, the name of the chief Edomite deity. As
Prof. Albright points out, the forms of some letters of the seal impressions

Fig. 12 1—The Moabite or Mesh./ Stone

“are strikingly like those in the six-letter graffito’' on the aforementioned
jug. The impressions seem to belong to the seventh centur\^ b.c.

There is no doubt that this script was a sub-division of the Canaanite
main branch, and probably of the early Hebrew branch, and it seems
to have been the writing employed by the ancient Edomites.
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Phcenician Alphabet (Fig. 107-109; 114; 122-123)

The importance of the Phoenician script for the history of writing

cannot be overestimated. We have mentioned (p. 21 2f; Fig. 1 07-109) the

earliest Phoenician inscriptions, when dealing with the origin of the North

Semitic alphabet. There is a great lacuna between these and the datable

monuments belonging to the Hellenistic period (Fig. 122, 2). Less than a

dozen inscriptions, mostly short, have been found in Phoenicia proper.

j

Fiii. 122

I, Cypro-Ph(jenician in'^cription of ca. 700 B.c. 2, The la>t two Iine'=i of a Phoenician 5/e/e

from Sidon. 3, Parc of a Sidonian inscription from Pirjeu> (96 b.c.)

On the other hand, while the early Hebrew inscriptions were almost

exclusively discovered in Palestine, Phoenician inscriptions have been
found not only in Phoenicia, but also, and particularly, in the whole of the

Phoenician colonial empire, in the island of Cyprus (Fig. 122, i), in Greece

(Fig. 122, 3), in northern Africa, in Malta, Sicily, Sardinia, Marseilles

and Spain. An extremely important Phoenician inscription (eighth century

B.c.) was discovered in 1946 at Avricatapesi (Karatepe) in eastern Cilicia.

\\e can, thus, distinguish three main sub-divisions of the Phoenician

branch (Fig. 1 14) :

(i) the Phoenician script proper, used in the inscriptions already

mentioned, found in Phoenicia itself and covering a period of over

a millennium, up to the second or even first centur\' B.C.;
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(2) the Phoenician colonial branch, of which at least three varieties

can be distinguished,

(a) the Cypro-Phoenician script, from circa the tenth century b.c. to,

perhaps, the second century b.c.
;

the earliest inscription published by
A. M. Honeyman, in Iraq, 1939, VI/2, p. 106-8, is attributed by Professor
Albright to about 900 B.c. or the first half of the ninth century b.c.;

4

Fig 123

I, Punic inscription from Xorth
Africa. 2, Punic inscription from Gozo
(?vlalta) of 200-10C B.c. 3-4, Xeo-Punic

3 inscriptions

x\x

wniym

(b) the Sardinian sub-division: the Nora stone and two fragmentary

inscriptions belong probably to the early ninth century b.c.
;

(c) the Carthaginian sub-branch subsequently became a main branch
of the Phoenician script; see following:
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(3) The Carthaginian or Punic alphabet, with its secondary branch, the

more cursive script termed neo-Punic, in two types, monumental and

cursive, constitutes a stor}” in itself. Fig. 123 shows some specimens of the

different varieties. The last Punic inscriptions belong to the third century

A.D. It is thus apparent that the Punic script was employed for some five

centuries longer than the Phcenician.

The development of the Phoenician alphabet in all its sub-divisions,

including Punic and neo-Punic, and in all its forms, was, like that of the

Early Hebrew and early Aramaic alphabets, purely external: the number
and the phonetic value of the letters remained always the same. The
direction of the lines, always horizontal, was constantly from right to

left. The main distinctive characteristics of the Phoenician scripts was
that the letters became constantly longer and thinner while, as alreadv

mentioned, the Early Plebrew letters became increasingly thicker and

shorter.
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Probable Offshoots of Phcexiciax Alphabet

It is quite probable that the following groups are connected with the

Punic or neo-Punic scripts, at least, in part. We therefore consider it

fitting to deal with them in this Chapter.

Libyan Scripts (Fig. 114 and 124)

The ancient Libyans, the progenitors of the Berbers, the present

indigenous population of northern Africa, employed a particular writing

termed early Libyan or Xumidian. About fiye hundred inscriptions

(found mainly in eastern Algeria, and particularly in the proyince of

Constantine, and in Tunis), belonging mostly to the Roman period, are

extant (Fig. 124, i). Some of these inscriptions are bilingual, Libyan-

HIMIR
Punic, Libyan -neo-Punic, and Libyan-Latin

(Fig. 124, 2). This script was the prototype of

the Tamachek, called by the natiyes Tifinagh

(“characters"’), still used by the Tuareg, a

Berber tribe.

The Libyan inscriptions are either cut

in stone, or engrayed or painted on rocks.

The direction of the writing is generally

from right to left; sometimes, howeyer, yer-

tical, downwards. The alphabet (Fig. 114)
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•consists of consonants only, and it contains also special signs (not repro-

duced in the Fig.) for double consonants, such as gt. It, mt, ft, nk.

The origin of this script (or scripts) is still uncertain. Various

suggestions have been advanced, some considering it as an offshoot of

the South Arabian or North Arabian alphabets, or of a pre-alphabetic

Aegean script, or else of the early Greek alphabet, or of the Phoenician

or neo-Punic alphabets, or even of Egyptian hieroglyphics. The correct

solution of the problem is probably this: the early Libyans borrowed the

idea of writing from the Carthaginians, but they did not adopt the whole

Punic or neo-Punic alphabet: thev took over some signs, the direction of

writing from right to left and the consonantal method of writing. At the

same time they adopted also some local signs—some Berber tribes, the

Dag R’ali and Kel R’ela, for instance, still employ ancient geometrical

propertv marks—and modified some of the borrowed Punic letters, so that

the external form of the Libyan signs became quite different from that of

the Punic or neo-Punic alphabets.
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Ihe Yuui Scripts (Fig. 1
1 4 an d 12^)

About a hundred and fifty inscriptions have been found in Spain

written in the Iberian scripts. There were two distinct svstems of writing:

[a) the script of Hispaina Citerior, that is, the Iberian script in the narrow

sense of the word, and (b) the Tiirdetan or Andalusian alphabet, that is,

the script of ancient Tartessus (the Biblical Tarshish) and the southern

Iberian peninsula. The former is the more important.

The inscriptions are engraved on stone monuments (Fig. 125, 2)

or on lead, bronze or silver, or painted on potter}* (Fig. 125, 3) or on walls.

Iberian coins bearing inscriptions have also been found.

The longest inscription (considered by some scholars as a forger}*) is

on lead and was discovered at La Serreta, nearly two miles from Alcoy,
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south of Valencia. The text engraved on both sides of the tablet contains

three hundred and forty-two letters in fourteen lines. Another long

inscription is that of Castellon de la Plana with a hundred and fifty-five

signs, while the third longest engraved inscription, on bronze, comes
from Luzaga. An interesting group of forty inscriptions on pottery

(Fig. 125, 3), discovered in the years 1933 to 1936 at San Miguel de Liria,

was published in 1942 by the Diputacion Provincial de Valencia.^

One of them (Fig. 125, 3) contains as many as a hundred and fifty-seven

signs. This inscription has been attributed to the last third of the fifth

century B.c. Other inscriptions may belong to the fourth or third centuries,

but the majority belong to the later centuries and the most recent may be

attributed to the age of the Roman Empire.

The direction of writing is generally from right to left; sometimes,

however, vertically downwards.

Fig. 125, I shows the Iberian alphabet as deciphered by Professor

Manuel Gomez Moreno {De Epigrafia Iherica, El plorno de Alcoy^ Aladrid,

1922, and Sobre los iberos y sii lengua, in “Homenaje a Menendez Pidal,”

Vol. Ill, 1925) with a few additions by Pfo Beltran Vilagrasa {Sobre iin

interesante vaso escrito de San Miguel de Liria, Diputacion Provincial

de Valencia, 1942). If this decipherment, which has not yet found general

agreement, be right, the following would be the main characteristics of

the Iberian script: (i) The whole system consisted of thirty letters, namelv
twenty-five consonants and five vowels. (2) There was no distinction

between b and p, g and k, and d and t, (3) There were no signs for/, h, v;

on the other hand there were special signs for double n and double
r. (4) The script was partly alphabetic and partly syllabic, having five

different forms for each of the letters, b-p, g-k, d-t, according to the vowel
sound following it. The latter suggestion is hardly acceptable.

The origins of the Iberian scripts are still uncertain. Some scholars

hold that the two scripts are varieties of the same system, others (more

rightly, I think) believe that they are quite different. The Turdetan
script is considered by some scholars as purelv consonantal and as a

simple variant of the early Libyan script. The Iberian script is regarded
by some scholars as a derivative of the Phcenician or Punic alphabets,

by others (Taylor, for instance) as a descendant of the early Greek
alphabet. Sir Arthur Evans has suggested a connection with the Cretan
scripts, while other scholars (including Wilke, Cejador v Frauca) consider

the Iberian script as a prehistoric indigenous creation connected with the

geometrical signs employed in prehistoric Spain (Fig. 2, 1-2).

It seems that we have to deal with a very complicated question. In

my opinion, the origins of both Iberian scripts can be compared with

1 I wish to thank Dr, T. M. Batista i Roca for indicating to me the recent

bibliography and for lending me certain books which I had not been able to find.
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that of the early Libyan writing, that is, while borrowing the idea of writing

and some of the letters used by the Phoenicians or Carthaginians, the ancient

populations of Spain also made use of the geometrical signs current in

prehistoric Spain (p. aaf.), but in addition, used arbitrary symbols and
possibly characters derived from other scripts.

The whole question is also in some measure connected with the ethnic problem
of ancient Spain, It is a fact that the origin of the Iberians is still uncertain.

\^arious theories ha\'e been put forward. We will mention the more important.

It should be noted: (i) The old opinion connecting the Iberians of Spain with the

ancient Caucasian Iberians is now out-of-date. (2) Another theory connects the

Iberians with the Libyans, and some scholars hold that the names of the Iberians

and the Berbers spring from the same source, the latter being a Libyan duplication

of the element ber (Ber-ber), the former consisting of the same element preceded
by the Libyan article z- {i-Ber). (3) Some scholars (this is essentially W. von
Humboldt’s opinion, suggested in 1821) consider that the present Basques, who
inhabit the region of the Pyrenees in north-western Spain, are the descendants
of the ancient Iberians who are supposed to have inhabited the Iberian peninsula
since the Stone Age. This opinion is at present held mainly by certain Spanish
scholars. Other investigators connect the Basques with the ancient Ligurians
and consider the ancient Iberian language as an offshoot of the earlv Libyan
speech, see under (2). A correct solution of the linguistic problem would certainlv

help in solving the question of the origins of the Iberian scripts and vice-versa.
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CHAPTER IV

ARAMAIC BRANCH

The a r a .m a e a n s

The Aramgeans, a main branch of the ‘‘Third Semitic migration/’ are men-

tioned in Biblical sources and in cuneiform inscriptions. The Biblical Ara}?i

applies to an ethnical group and also to the territory occupied by this group.

In the “Table of the Xations” (Gen., ch. lo), Aram, the “ancestor” of the

Aramaeans, is described as a son of Shem, while Gen. xxii, 21, makes him a

grandson of Xahor, Abraham's brother. Jacob is termed “a wandering Aramaean,”

his mother and his wives are also represented as Aramaeans.

Apart from an obscure term A-ra-am in an Accadian inscription of the second

half of the third millennium B.C., the earliest cuneiform sources which mention the

Aramaeans are the Amarna Tablets (of the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries B.C.),

which refer to them as Akhlame or Akhlamii (“members of the federation” ?),

who have been considered as identical with the Akhlame Armaya mentioned in

sources belonging to the end of the twelfth century b.c., while in the Assyrian

sources they are called Animii or Aramu (pi. Arimi). The etymological connection

with the Eremboi and Arimoi of the Homeric poems, which until about twenty

years ago was held as possible, is now considered as improbable.

“Syria” and “Syrians” were the Greek terms for “Aram” and “Aramaeans.’

In the rabbinic literature, where the term “Aramaean” is equivalent to

“heathen,” because the heathen neighbours of the Jews spoke Aramaic, the

Jews preferred to use the Greek term “Syriac” to designate their Aramaic speech.

The terms “Svria” and “Syrians” are usually explained as abbreviations of

“Assyria” and “Assyrians”—Herodotus (VII, 63) regarded the term“ Assyrians”

as the barbarian form for the Greek spelling “Syrians”—but the recent suggestion

of the German scholar Winckler to consider the term “Syria'’ as a derivation from

SuYi of the cuneiform inscriptions, the Babylonian designation for “the west,”

including the regions inhabited by the Aramaeans, seems to be more acceptable.

On the other hand, according to Thureau-Dangin, the reading ri (in Su-ri)

is mistaken iov -hir{SJiii-barj Subartu), More recently, Forrer suggested a derivation

from “i'z/r, Taurus,” which in his opinion seems to be denoted by an ox-head

in Hittite hieroglyphic writing. Finally, Tkatsch holds that “Syria” may be a

local form (not connected with the name of Assyria) of uncertain etymological

origin.

The original home of the Aramaeans is unknown. In the Amarna Tablets,

mentioned above, they are described as invading wandering hordes. It is generally

held that they moved from north-eastern Arabia into Syria on one side and into

Mesopotamia on the other. When, towards the close of the thirteenth century' B.c.,

the Hittites and the Mitanni ceased to control the land, minor Aramaean states

made their appearance in north-western and south-western Mesopotamia.

The period of the ultimate settlement of the great Aramaean wave of migration

which flowed into northern Syria in the twelfth and eleventh centuries B.c.

witnessed a great revolution in the distribution of political power. The reign of

Rameses III (119S-T167 B.c.) marks the beginning of the decline of Egyptian

253
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power. Assyria declined slowly after Tiglath-pileser I (1113-1074 B.C.). The
Hittite empire, in the north, and the Alinoan power in the west, had come to an

end. The Aramaean tribes took the maximum ad^'antage of this period of un-
paralleled political and social disintegration. By force of arms and numbers they

established a chain of petty kingdoms in the most favourable lands of northern

and southern Mesopotamia and in western Syria. Thanks to the effective

domestication of the Arabian camel, about the end of the twelfth century B.c.,

which increased the caravan trade enormously, rich trade-depots were established,

the best known being Palmyra.

Aramaean States
By far the most important of these small states was Damascus (Aram

Dammesheq or, simply, Ararn)^ followed by Aram Xaharaim and Sam'al (Zenjirli,

in northern Syria), Aleppo and Carchemish (also in northern Syria) were other

important Aramaean centres. The end of the eleventh century b.c, and the first

half of the tenth century mark the climax of Aramaean political power. However,
Semitic Syria never had a political unity of its own. In time of danger, loose

federal unions of fortified towns were organised. Not one was sufficiently strong

to assert its complete supremacy over the rest. The little states could never
combine for long, and they were always ready to fight one against the other, while
Assyria was just as prompt to intervene. From the reign of the Assyrian king
Tukulti-Ninurta II (889-884 b.c.), a slow process of Assyrian recovery^ and the

establishment of an imperial system of conquest are to be observed. In the course

of the almost yearly campaigns which can be traced, with some interruptions

for more than a century', the Aramaean states, one after the other, succumbed
to the Assyrian empire. Damascus stood out for a few^ decades, but fell at last

in 732 b.c. and never again appeared as an independent powxr.

Spread of Aramaic Speech
However, the loss of political independence does not mean the end of Aramaic

histoiy*. On the contrarx', the political decay of the states marks the beginning of
Aramaean cultural and economic supremacy in western Asia. Indeed, the policv
of transplanting masses of Aramaeans as of other conquered populations, bore
remarkable fruit. Deportation in those days did not necessarily mean captivitv;

it w'as merely a political measure to break up military' alliances. There is ample
evidence of the considerable extent to w’hich the Aramaic language and alphabet
became commonly employed in Assyria from the end of the eighth centurv b.c.

omvards.

At the end of the seventh century b.c., all Syria and a great part of Mesopotamia
became thoroughly Aramaized. Aramaic was then the lingua franca of the dav
Under the Persian Achaemenidae it became one of the official languages of the
Empire and the principal speech of traders from Egx'pt and Asia Minor to India.
The vitality of the language w as such that it was used for more than a thousand
3'ears after the political decay of the Aramaeans. The various languages and dialects

which descended from it flourished for many centuries more. In some isolated

villages (for instance, in three villages, some thirty miles north of Damascus;
one of these villages is still Christian) Aramaic dialects are still spoken, though
now it is fast losing ground. Each village has its own peculiarities of speech. The
unifying force of Arabic and Islam is the main reason for the extinction of Aramaic.
The importance of Aramaic in the religious field is paramount. For more than a

thousand vears it was the vernacular of Israel and became a second holy tongue,
taking the place next to Hebrew' in the religious and literary life of the Jewdsh
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people. It was the vernacular of Jesus Christ and the Apostles, and probably the

original language of the Gospels. The majority of the religious works of the

various oriental Churches are written in dialects descended from Aramaic and in

scripts descended from the Aramaic alphabet.

Aramaic Alphabet
The Aramaic scripts are a main branch of the North Semitic alphabet

(Second Part, Chapter I), the Canaanite branch (Chapter III) being the

other main branch. According to Professor W. F. Albright, the acknow-

ledged authority on the subject, 'ht seems probable that the use of the

North-west Semitic alphabet to write Aramaic does not ascend beyond

the tenth centur\^ B.c.’' The earliest Aramaic written document extant

is a short inscription discovered in Gozan or Tell Halaf, which was

published in 1940, but the first inscribed monument of importance is the

inscription (Fig. 126, 4), bearing the name of a king of Damascus. Professor

Albright attributes it to about 850 B.c. The next oldest inscription (Fig. 126,

2) of significance is the stele of Zakir, king of Hamath and Lu‘ash, attributed

by Albright to about 775 B.c. It was discovered in 1904, by the French

Consul H. Pognon, in Afis, to the south-west of Aleppo. An ivors^ tablet,

discovered in 1928, by F. Thureau-Dangin and A. Barrois, in Arslan

Tash in the Serug Valley, seems to be dedicated to the king Hazael,

belonging to the ninth centur}^ B.c. Fragments of a most important stele

were discovered in 1930 in Sujin, to the south-east of Aleppo. On the

whole, the earliest Aramaic inscriptions (Fig. 126), very few in number,

belong to the ninth, eighth and seventh centuries b.c. A roval Canaanite-

Aramaic inscription is shown in Fig. 126, i.

Several hundred monuments mainly of smaller dimensions represent the

succeeding centuries. Numerous Aramaic papyri and ostraca come from
Egypt, amongst them the famous Elephantine papvri (Fig. 127, i),

which give us information of religious and economic nature concerning

a Jewish military colony in Egypt. The earliest Aramaic papvrus found

in Egypt seems to belong to 515 B.c. Amongst the most important

Aramaic inscriptions, the following may be mentioned: Greek-Aramaic
and Lydian-Aramaic bilingual inscriptions; the stele from Nerab,
attributed to the sixth centur\^ b.c.; the inscription from Taima, in North
Arabia, belonging to the fifth centur}'; the ostraca recently found at

Tell el-Kheleifeh {see p. 224f., 243^) by N. Glueck, and attributed to

the sixth-fourth centuries b.c, {see the articles by N, Glueck, W. F. Albright

and C. C. Torrey, in the ‘‘Bull, of the American Schools of Oriental
Research,'’ No. 80 onwards, 1940-41), and the inscription found at

Taxila, in north-west India, formerly attributed to the fourth and now
to the third century B.c.

In the second half of the first millennium b.c. Aramaic became bv

far the most important and widespread script of the whole Near East,

and the official character of the western provinces of the Persian empire,

its diplomatic script.
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I'lg. 126—Royal Early Aramaic inscriptions
(ninth and eighth centuries b.c.)

, Canaan ite-

Aramaic inscrip-

tion of Kila-
muwa, <;on of
Khaya ('), king
of Ya’di,

2 Inscription of
Zakir, king of
Hamath and
La‘ashorLu*ash.

3, Inscription of
Bar-Rekub, king

of Sam’al.

[Sam’al, a small

Aramaic state

“now repre-
sented by the

Kurdish hamlet

4

of Zenjirli, had considerable importance in the world of its tirne’h'. 4, Earliest roval
Aramaic inscription: the stele of the Aramaean king Ben Ha iad.
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On the whole, two main periods can be distinguished in the

development of the Aramaic script: (i) the early period, from the ninth

to the seventh centun" B,c.; (2) the Aramaic “golden age,” when Aramaic
became the lingua franca and the official language of the Near East,

and the A..ramaic script was the official hand of the Persian empire. In

the opinion of some scholars (for instance, Rosenthal), a kind of transition

script may be seen in an Aramaic letter written on six ostraca (found

in the 1903 -19 13 excavations of ancient Assur), belonging to the middle

of the seventh century b.c.: the heads of the letters b, d and r are alreadv

open, but the sh still preserves the old form (W) (Fig. 127, 3, col. i).

According to Dr. Rosenthal, the Aramaic script of the Achaemenian

empire (wliich in the opinion of some scholars originated not in the

west but in the eastern portion of the empire), down to about the second

century b.c. was throughout uniform, whether it was engraved on stone

or written on papvrus or parchment; this uniformitv being due to the

fact that Aramaic was the official language of some regions where it had
never been a spoken tongue. Prof. Albright distinguishes four classes in

the early Aramaic cursive script: (i) the writing of the seventh century

B.C.; (2) and (3) the scripts of the first half and the second half of the

sixth century b.c.
; (4) the script of the early fifth century B.c. (Fig. 127, 3).

Interesting Aramaic documents found in Fgvpt were the subject

of a paper read by Professor G. R. Driver at the International

Meeting of the Society for Old Testament Studies held in Cardiff from
the 9th to the 13th September, 1946. The documents are written on leather,

and thirteen of them are more or less well preserved. Their discoverv

was announced in 1933. During the war they were bought bv the Bodleian
Library at Oxford. These documents, which are dated by Professor

Driver ca. 411-408 b.c., are according to him almost all Persian official

documents, although their language and script closelv resemble those of

the Aramaic papyri found in Egypt. Professor Driver also announced
the discovery of seven well-preserved Aramaic papyri from a subterranean

gallery about two hundred miles to the south of Cairo.

Two peculiar facts must be noted. Firstly, the Aramaic language
{see above) and script had no great importance at the time of the existence
of the Aramaic states. It was long after the Aram^ans had lost their

independence that their speech and writing became the lingua franca
of the Near East. Secondly, only a very few Aramaic inscriptions have
been found in the Aramaic native country. There are no known Aramaic
inscriptions from Syria after the sixth centurv B.c. A very few inscriptions

have been found in Palestine, but they are short. Bv far the most important
Aramaic inscriptions are those found in Assvria, Persia, Cappadocia,
Lycia, Lydia, Cilicia (Fig. 127, 2), North Arabia, and especially in Egypt;
others have been found in Greece, Afghanistan, India and other countries.

from its inception, the Aramaic alphabet, in a certain sense, had to

R
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fight a duel with the cuneiform system of writing. It was a long struggle

—

it lasted until the commencement of the Christian era—between the

complicated theocratic system of writing accessible only to certain

privileged classes and the simple “democratic” system accessible to

everybody.

Development (Fig. 126-127)

The Aramaic script gradually assumed a distinctive character which

is marked by the following main tendencies: (i) The opening of the

tops and the sides of a few letters (the beth, the daleth and resh, the 'ayin)

is a prominent feature. (2) The endeavour to reduce the number of

separate strokes, in the kheth and teth, for instance, is also noticeable.

(3) Angles become rounded and ligatures develop. These tendencies

were completed during the Persian period. By the fifth century B.c.

the transformation is complete, as we can gather from the inscription

at Taima, in northern Arabia, and especially from the cursive Aramaic
writing on papyrus used in Egypt between 500 and 200 B.c.

''Dog-Aramaic''

Some extant Aramaic written documents are in Aramaic script,

but couched in a kind of “Dog-Aramaic,” that is Aramaic mixed with

a foreign language or strongly influenced by a foreign form of speech;

see also under Xabatcean Script, Persian Script, and so forth.

An inscription found in 1923, by E. E. Herzfeld, in Naqsh-i-Rustam,
and published in 1938, was at first considered as Aramaic, and later

as Persian in Aramaic script. Indeed, some words seem to be in Aramaic,

while others have not yet been explained.

Arrnazi Aramaic

Two interesting inscriptions were discovered in 1940 at Arrnazi

twenty-two km. from Tiflis, in excavations under the direction of the

Georgian archaeologist I. Javakhishvili. They were reported brief!v in the

same year at the session of the Scientific Council of the Marr Institute of

Languages, History and Material Culture, Tiflis, and on the following

I St A larch at the first conference of the Academv of Sciences of the
Georgian SSR (Sark-art -velos SSR MecnierebaVa Akademia), Tiflis. One
of the two inscriptions is bilingual, in Greek and Aramaic, The Greek
text, containing 10 lines, was published in 1941 bv S. Qaukhchishvili

and A. Shanidze.

The Aramaic text (Fig. 131, 7) was published by Professor George
Tseretheli, in the '‘Bull, of the Marr Institute,” Vol. XIII, 1942 (A
Bilingual Inscription from Arrnazi near Mcheta (Mtskhet'a), in Georgia), It
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contains eleven lines in a new variety of the Aramaic script, which Tseretheli

suggests calling Armazi Aramaic. It is couched in a “barbaric” ungram-
matical language, with irregularities similar to those of the Aramaic

words in the Sasanian inscriptions. Tseretheli dates the inscription

to the first or second century a.d.

An excellent summary of this article, with many useful observations

and additions, is given by Professor H. W. Bailey, in Caucasica, “JouRN.
OF THE Roy. Asiat. Soc.”, 1943 (Parts i and 2), pp. 1-3. According to

Professor Bailey, the inscription represents the stage when the originally

completely Aramaic text was admitting Persian words, a process which
increased with time, “just as we find in Buddhist Sogdian texts a larger

proportion of Aramaic heterograms than we find in the Manichaean,

till in Christian texts they are altogether absent.” See also M. N. Tod in

“JouRN. OF Hellenic Studies,” 1942.

Professor Tseretheli, in his above-mentioned article also quotes three

lines of the other Aramaic inscription.

I am indebted to Prof. Bailey for his kind help and to my friend

Dr. J. Teicher for having drawn my attention to some of the above

mentioned articles.

Offshoots of Aramaic Alphabet (Fig. 128, 132, 136)

It seems as though an agreement had been reached between the

Phoenician alphabets and their offshoots on the one hand, and the Aramaic
branch on the other. All the alphabetic scripts west of Syria seem to have
been derived, directly or indirectly, from the former, whereas the hundreds
of alphabetic writings of the east have sprung apparently from the offshoots

of the Aramaic alphabet.

“The differentiation between local Aramaic scripts began soon after

the collapse of the Persian Empire brought about the end of the domination
of the official Aramaic language and script.” (Albright). It is not, however,
until the end of the second centur\^ b.c. and during the first century^

B.C., that the various offshoots of the Aramaic script assume distinctive

features.

The direct and indirect descendants of the Aramaic alphabet can be
divided into two main groups: (i) The scripts employed for Semitic
languages, and (2) the writings adapted to non-Semitic tongues. With
regard to the Semitic offshoots, six separate centres of development mav
be discerned: (i) Hebrew, (2) Xabatasan-Sinailic-Arabic, (3) Palmvrene,

(4) Syriac-Xestorian, (5) Manda&an, and (6) Alanichaean. These alphabets

became the links between the Aramaic alphabet and the numerous scripts

used for the non-Semitic languages of central, southern and south-eastern

Asia. These can be divided into various groups which will be dealt with

in the following chapter.
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C J- A s s I c A L Hebrew Alphabet

Origin

It is generally believed, in accordance with Jewish tradition, that the

early Hebrew alphabet—see preceding chapter—-was superseded by the

Aramaic alphabet during the Babylonian exile, and the Aramaic script

therefore became the parent of the '‘square Hebrew’’ and so of the modern

Hebrew alphabet. This opinion is only partly right; the ketab nieruba^

or “square script,” or "Assyrian” writing, although based mainly on the

Aramaic alphabet, seems to have been strongly influenced by the Early

Hebrew alphabet.

A sepulchral inscription (Fig. 129, i) from ‘Araq el-Emir (Wadi

eS'Sir, to the south-east from es-Salt, Transjordan) can be considered as

written in a transition script from the early Elebrew character to the

square Hebrew. This inscription has been variously attributed to dates

between the late sixth century b.c. and 176 b.c.

At any rate, a distinctive Palestinian Jewish variety of script can be

traced from the second and first centuries B.c. (Fig. 129, 2). According to

Professor Albright, it became standardized just before the Christian

era. It is from this script that the modern Hebrew alphabet letter

shapes eventually, though gradually, developed.

Inscriptions and ^Manuscripts

Square Hebrew inscriptions (Fig. 129) have been found on Palestinian ossuaries

of the Maccabaean period and later, on some few tomb-monuments in various

countries, m catacombs near Rome and Venosa, and in ancient synagogues in

Palestine and other countries. The Biblical manuscripts belong to a much later

date, with the exception of some fragments written on papyrus, the earliest being

the famous “Xash-papyrus.” This important document, which had been attributed

by S. A. Cook to the second and by F. C. Burkitt to the first centur>"

A.D., is dated by W. F. Albright to the Maccabaean age, between 165 and 37 b.c.

(A Biblical Fragment from the fMaccahcean Age: The Xash Papyrus, “Journ. of
Bibl. Liter.,” 1937), The Xash papyrus is now at Cambridge; see below.

Many thousands of fragments of Hebrew^ "Babylonian” and other Biblical

iMSS. were discovered in the famous Cairo Genizah^ and these partly belong
to the seventh and eighth centuries a.d. One of the earliest Hebrew' manu-
scripts of which the date is known is that of the Later Prophets, dated a.d. 916,
now preserved at Leningrad. The '‘Cairo Codex” of Prophets is dated in the

ninth century; the earliest Hebrew manuscript preserved m England is a British

Museum MS. (Or. 4445), undated, but belonging to the ninth century a.d. I'he

majorin' of Hebrew manuscripts are of the twelfth to sixteenth centuries.

""The greatest manuscript discovery of modern tirnes^^ (Albright): mention must be
made of the recent sensational find, in a cave near the northern end of the Dead
Sea, of eleven parchment or leather manuscripts, including hitherto unknown
books and a scroll containing the text of Isaiah, assigned to the second century' B.C.
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Varieties of Hebrezv Alphabet

In the evolution of the modern Hebrew alphabet three fundamental

types of writing can be traced (Fig. 128).
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Fig. 128—Development of the Classical Hebrew Alphabet
I, Aramaic. 2, Square Hebrew. 3, Tenth century a.d. 4, Rabbinic. 5, Cursive.

6-7, Modern (6, print; 7, current hand)

(«) the square script (Fig. 12S, col. 2), which developed into the neat,
well-proportioned printing type of modern Hebrew (Fig. 128, col. 6):

see below.

(b) the rabbinic (Fig. 128, col. 4), employed mainly by the medieval
Jewish savants, and also known as Rashi-writing; and
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The local Hebrew scripts were strongly influenced by the non-Jewish

script and art of their regions. As a result, there appear, for instance,

the elegant forms of the Italian-Hebrew scripts, and the Hispano-Moresque
influence on the Spanish-Hebrew writings. Hebrew-oriental scripts have

a particular style of their own.

Modern Hebrew Alphabet

The modern Hebrew script (Fig. 128, col. 6 and 7)—in which copies

of the Holy Scriptures in Hebrew are printed, and the scrolls of the Law
are inscribed—is essentially the ancient “square-Hebrew” script, which
must, as mentioned, be distinguished from the early Hebrew writing.

The Hebrew alphabet consists of the ancient twentv-two Semitic

letters, which are all consonants. The script is read from right to left.

The letters are bold and well proportioned, although there exist certain, but

superficial, resemblances between b and /?, g and n, w and c, kh and h or t,

and so forth. The letters /e, in, n, p and ts have two forms; one, when
initial or medial; the other, when final. The letters are also used as

numerical signs; the first nine, representing the units (1-9); the next nine,

the tens (10-90); and the last four, the numbers 100, 200, 300, and 400.

Vozvel Marks

The Hebrew alphabet, as already mentioned, is purely consonantal, although
four of the letters ialeph, he, leaiv and yod) are also employed to represent long
vowels. Professor Chomsky points out that these four letters, which were originallv
employed consistently as consonants, but gradually began to lose their w'eak
consonantal value in some instances, and became silent, e\entually were utilized
as the so-called long vowels. These letters have sometimes been called vozvel
letters, or vocalic cojisonants, also inatres lectionis.

The absence of vowel-letters was not strongly felt, because Hebrew*, like other
Semitic languages, is essentially consonantal, and, unlike the Indo-European
languages, the vowels serve principally to denote the terminations of inflection
in nouns and the moods of verbs, or other grammatical variations.

However, as Hebrew* speech passed out of daily use, and familiaritv w*ith
biblical Hebrew* steadily dwindled, it became necessary to introduce' some
form of vocalic distinction in order to read and explain the Holy Scripture correctlv.
On the other hand, no change in spelling nor addition of letters W’as permitted

;

“the omission or the addition of one letter might mean the destruction of the
whole world,'’ says the Talmud.

Until about a century ago, only the Tiberias vocalization system was know*n
Since then, some other systems have come to light, and it is thought that they are
the records of different schools, and preser\'e ^'arlatlons in pronunciation in
eiifferent countries or localities.

The three main vowel systems now extant are the “Babylonian,’’
the “Palestinian'’ and the “Tiberiadic.” The Babylonian is a “superlinear”
system of both vocalization and accentuation; its main characteristic

feature is the representation of vowel-sounds bv small vowel-letters, ’ for
long a,

'

for short a, zc for ii, and j for i; double v for long e, and double
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u' for long 0, These small letters and some other graphic signs were placed

above the consonants, leaving the textual orthographv unchanged. The
Babylonian system is preserved in a number of Biblical manuscripts

and fragments mainly discovered in ancient synagogues at Chufutkale,

Karasubazar and Theodosia, in the Crimea.

^ *

ar-iV»

'"mm
'\S' ;

Fic. 130—Specimen of early Rabbinic character.
Divorce-document (get) from ai-Fustat (Cairo),

dated a.d. 1128

The “Palestinian” system was also ''superlinear,” but its basic element

was the dot. The var\dng position, as well as the change in the arrangement
and in the number of the dots, determined the value of the vowel-sound.
The Palestinian vowel-system is preserved onlv in some fragm.entarv

manuscripts discovered since the end of the last century.

The “Tiberiadic” system is partly “superlinear,” but mainly
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“sublinear/^ It consists in dots and little dashes, and denotes also semi-

vowels. It is a highly developed system and far more precise and com-

prehensive than the others. The Tiberiadic notation marks regularly the

word-tone and secondary stresses, and so forth. It finally gained general

acceptance, whereas the others fell into gradual disuse and oblivion.

As its main element is the dot, the Tiberian “punctuation’' was probably

considered as too insignificant to infringe the prohibition of change

in traditional orthography.

Other Diacritical Marks
Of the other diacritical marks, special mention must be made of the use

of a dot in the consonants b, gy dy ky p and ty to harden their sounds; and

of a point above the letter sh (respectively to the right or to the left),

to differentiate the sound 5 from sh.

Origin of Punctuation Marks and their Employment
The origin of the Hebrew “ptmctuation” systems is still a matter of discussion

among scholars. While, according to some scholars {see Professor Blake’s article,

Voieel Symbols in Alphabets
y
‘JouRX. of the Americax Oriextal Society,”

1940), the “Hebrew systems are all based on the Xestorian dot system and therefore

later than a.d. 750,'’ according to others (\". Chomsky, The History of our \^oiceT

system in HebrezL\ “The Jewish Quarterly Review, 1941), “the process of

establishing the Hebrew \'owel-systems was gradual and of long duration”; it

“had been going on for centuries,” and “had gone through several stages in its

evolution,” but “mutual influence and borrowing in this regard, in the case of

Hebrew and Syriac, must not be discounted.” According to Professor Chomsky,
the origin of the Hebrew punctuation systems “may be traced even as far back
as the period of Ezra and the Great Synagogue,” although “the Tibenan system
was probably not definitely fixed until about the latter part of the eighth
century C.E.”

Punctuation marks must not be employed in the synagogue scrolls, but thev
ha\'e always been used in the printing of the Bible. Otherwise thev are omitted
in modern printing—except in poems and in literature for children—and in

private correspondence.

Yiddish and Jude^tmo
The Hebrew script has been adapted to some other languages, such as

Arabic, Turkish (as employed by the Karaite Jews in the Crimea), and so
forth, but particularly to German and Spanish. It has, thus, been adopted
for Judaeo-German or Yiddish, and Judaeo-Spanish or Judezmo.

Yiddish originated in the Middle Ages in the Rhineland; it is based on
German and Hebrew, but it also absorbed words from the languages of the
countries in which it was spoken, such as Polish, Russian, English, etc. Yiddish
is nowadays the language of East European Jewr>’ and of its manv emigrants to
other parts of Europe and overseas; in the U.S.A. there are about five million
Yiddish speakers.

Yiddish employs the modern Hebretv alphabet
;

it is written from right

to left. The letters aleph^ zcazi\ yod and ^ayin are employed as vowels,

respectively as a or o; ii; i (y); and e; double vo^ represents the diphthongs
ei or aiy whereas the diphthong oi is represented by the combination
zvaze-yod.
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Judezmo or Judseo-Spanish, called also Ladino, contains many Hebrew words,

but is principally based on Old Spanish or Castilian, as spoken in the fifteenth

century in Spain, before the Jews were expelled from that country. Judezmo
has also absorbed many words from Arabic, Turkish, and other languages.

There is a comparatively rich literature in this language, which is still spoken by

the descendants of the Spanish Jews scattered in some Mediterranean countries.

Judezmo employs the Hebrew alphabet, and reads from right to left.

The N A b a TiE A n s and their Script

The Nabataeans (Gr. Xabataioi, Lat. Xabateni, perhaps the Xebayotii cf the

Bible), a nomadic tribe speaking Arabic, living between northern Arabia, Trans-

jordan and Sinai, constituted in the last two centuries b.c. and the first t\\ o centuries

A.D. an important kingdom with a capital at Sela‘ (Lat. Petra). Even before these

dates a Nabataean tribe was known which in 312-311 b.c. was powerful enough

to gain the victory against Antigonus, one of the successors of Alexander the

Great, who attempted to subdue them. “Their rise was simultaneous with and

in a way parallel to that of the Jews under the Maccabees’
'
(Burkitt). Nabataean

coins have revealed an almost unbroken succession of kings, from Obedas I

(90 B.c.) to Alalichus III (a.d. 106). For a short period, their influence extended

from the Euphrates to the Red Sea and to the centre of Arabia (at Hejra, great

numbers of Nabataean tombs and inscriptions have come to light); in 85 b.c.

the Nabataeans occupied Damascus.

The kingdom of Petra lost its independence in a.u. 106 and became the

“Arabian Proxince” of the Roman Empire, with Bosra (on the south of the Jebel

Druse), as the capital. The term “Nabataean” survived for some years the fall

of the kingdom; the name “Annalus the Nabatiean” appears on an inscription of

A.D. 140.

According to some scholars, the Nabataeans w'ere originally pure Aramaeans,

who in the course of their migrations mingled with the Arab population; this

opinion is based on the fact, that while the oldest Nabataean inscriptions contain

no Arabisms, from the beginning of the first century A.D. Arab influence makes
itself clearly felt. How ever, nowadays it is generally believed that the Nabataeans

were Arabs who used Aramaic as their written language, Arabic being their

speech of daily life.

Nabataean culture was essentially Arabic but the language of the

inscriptions is Aramaic with some Arabic influences. There are a certain

number of important Nabataean inscriptions and coins. Some Nabataean

inscriptions have been discovered in Egypt; three have been found in

Italy; a Graeco-Nabataean bilingual inscription has come to light in the

Aegean island of Cos.

The Nabataean alphabet (Fig. 132, col. i) can be traced from the late

second centurx^ b.c., but distinctive Nabataean inscriptions (Fig. 131, 1-3)

hardly begin until after the middle of the first centurv B.c. The script

became standardized about the beginning of the Christian era.

N E o - S I N A I T i c Alphabet

After the Nabataean kingdom came to an end, Nabataean inscriptions

followed suit. The Nabataean alphabet gave way to a more cursive alphabet

known as Sinaitic or neo-Sinaitic (to distinguish it from the early Sinaitic
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script which has already been dealt with): (Fig. 132, col. 2.) It is the script of

many short rock-inscriptions found in the Sinaitic peninsula (Fig. 131,4-6),

particularly in the Wadi Mukattab (“Valley of the Writings”), not far
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Important Xabatasan inscrip-
tion from Petra

2-3 , Minor Xabataean inscriptions

4-6, N'eo-Smaitic inscriptions

7, The Aramaic text of the
Greek-Aramaic bilingual in-
scription trom Armazi
(Georgia)

from the mining village of Abu Zeneima, lying about 75 miles from
Suez. These inscriptions consist mainly of names and votive scribblings.
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“The linguistic and historical importance of the Sinaitic inscriptions

is not very considerable: unlike the inscriptions on Nabataean monuments

they are not the work of professional calligraphists and practised masons,

but of members of the caravans which traded between South Arabia

(India) and the Mediterranean. . . . The inscriptions may be said to

represent the type of cursive writing used by the Nabateans.’’ (B. Moritz).

This script developed out of the Nabataean alphabet, probably in the

first centurv A.D., although the extant inscriptions presumably belong

to the second and third centuries, and some may even belong to the fourth

century. The neo-Sinaitic alphabet is the probable link between the

Nabataean and the Arabic scripts. The evolution of the form of the letters

of the Nabataean- Sinaitic-Arabic branch has been the most rapid amongst

all the branches of alphabetic scripts. All the letters have completely

changed their form in the course of a few centuries [see Fig. 132).

Arabic Alphabet

Lidzbarski adduced as one of the reasons of the great changes in the

Nabataean-Sinaitic-Arabic branch, the geographic situation, whereas

Rosenthal considers as its main reason the fact that the users of these

scripts were not Aramaeans. However, neither of these explanations is

sufficient, the geographic situation of the users of other varieties being

not verv dissimilar, and on the other hand not all the users of other scripts

of Aramaic origin were Aramaeans.

In mv opinion, there must have been various concomitant reasons.

Arabic Language and Script [Speech and Writing follozv Religion)

The Arabic script is, after Latin, the most generally used in the world to-day.

The Arab conquests of the seventh and eighth centuries and the consequent

expansion of the religion of Mohammed and the diffusion of his holy book, the

Qur’an (commonly written Koran or Coran), made Arabic one of the chief

languages of the universe. It is spoken, in some form or other, throughout the

vast territories which lie between India and the Atlantic Ocean. It was formerlv

spoken in Spain, in the Balearic Islands and in Sicily.

Arabic script spread even further than Arabic speech. Becoming in turn the

script of the Persian and, especially, of the Ottoman empire, it spread in

the course of time, to the Balkan peninsula, to what is now southern, or

rather south-eastern Russia, to western, central and south-eastern Asia, and

to a great part of Africa. The Arabic alphabet has thus been adapted not only

to Arabic, which is a Semitic speech, but also to languages belonging to various

linguistic groups; Indo-European or Indo-Aryan, such as Slavonic (in Bosnia),

Spanish (the Arabic script employed for Spanish is called aljamiah). Persian,

Hindustani (Fig. 138, i); Turkish; Hebrew'; and various African languages, such

as Berber, Sw'ahili (Fig. 138, 2), Sudanese, and so forth. On the other hand, there

are rare instances of Arabic being w'ritten in non-Arabic scripts, for instance,

in garshiini^ or karshiini, w'hich is the Syriac script adapted to Arabic. Arabic script

has driven out of use various scripts derived from the Syriac alphabet, as also the
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Coptic and the Persian. It has expelled the Greek alphabet from Anatolia, Syria

and Egypt, the Latin from northern Africa, and the Cyrillic from Bosnia.

rvlany Arabic dialects developed with time, even in Arabia itself, and diverged

one from the other, but the written language has invariably conformed to that
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type which is generally termed classical Arabic. The latter has an enormously

rich vocabulary and a great variety of grammatical forms. The alphabet, in spite

of its puzzling appearance to the novice, is comparatively easy to learn, and

should not deter the earnest student from learning to read and write Arabic.

Origin of Arabic Alphabet (Fig. 132)

The histor}^ of the Arabic script is relatively short: it should also be

mentioned that nothing is knowm of written Arabic literature prior to

the compilation of the Qur’an. It is generally held that the specific Arabic

alphabet originated about the end of the fourth or during the fifth century

A.D. However, a Nabataean inscription found at en-Nemarah, to the

south-east of Damascus, and dated a.d. 328 is couched in Arabic speech

and already reveals certain characteristics of the Arabic script, but the

earliest Arabic inscriptions extant are a trilingual Greek- Syriac-Arabic,

of a.d. 512, found in 1879 at Zabad near Aleppo (Fig. 133), and a Greek-

Arabic bilingual discovered about i860 in the vicinity of Damascus.

While it is generally admitted that the xArabic alphabet descended

from the Nabataean, it is still uncertain how, when and where it originated.
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Fig. 133—The earliest extant Arabic inscription.

CTeek-Synac-Arabic trilingual belonging to a.d. 512

An Arabic tradition attributes the invention of the Arabic script to a

member of Alohammed’s family, but there is no doubt that it was in use

long before the rise of Islam. The American scholar A. Jeffers^ even points

out that “if the dating of the Arabic graffiti on the Temple of Ramm
(Iram, in the vicinity of ‘Aqabah, to the north-east of the Red Sea.

—

D.D.)

could Le assured, we should have evidence of the use of the Arabic alphabet

in North Arabia as early as a.d. 300.”

The majority of modern scholars agree with an earlier Arabic

tradition which places the invention of the Arabic script at al-Hira, in

Alesopotamia, whereas according to some modern Arab scholars it

originated in Hejaz, and according to others, the two main branches of

the Arabic script, Naskhi and Kufic, developed simultaneously from the

Nabataean alphabet, the former in the northern Hejaz, whence it passed to

Mecca and ^ledina, and the latter in Mesopotamia, at Kufa and Basra.
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Early Development of Arabic Alphabet

The early history of the Arabic character is also obscure. According

to the Arabic writer Nadim, or Abulfaraj ]\Iohammed ibn Ishaq ibn abi

Ya'qub un-Nadim, of Baghdad, who lived in the latter half of the tenth

century A.D., the early branches of the Arabic script developed in the

following cities and in the following order: (i) Mecca, (2) ^Medina, (3) Basra,

and (4) Kufa. There is, however, no doubt that while in these important

cities, as in some others, such as Damascus, there existed famous schools

in which local scripts developed, the order given by Nadim was prejudiced

by Islamic orthodoxy.

From early times, the varieties of the script were not only geographical;

there were also some variants according to the style of writing. Indeed,

according to Nadim, the early ]Mecca~]\Iedina branch had three varieties,

and the Kufa-Basra branch had six. Nadim distinguishes also three

varieties of the somewhat later Isfahan! branch, one of which, the qairamiiz,

became the prototype of the Persian. Of these various early styles

mentioned by Nadim, only two have been identified, the ?na^ il, a sloping

delicate hand, and the inashq, an elongated or “spread-out writing with

undue spacing between the letters, which was common in early Cufic

Codices” (Jefferv^).

Development of Arabic Script: Kiific and Xaskhi (fig. 132, col. 5, 6 and 9.)

On the whole, it may be said that in the early Alohammedan period

there were two main types of Arabic writing, the Kufic or Cufic—so termed
from the town Kufa, in Mesopotamia, the seat of a famous Moslem
school—and the Naskhi. Kufic, which developed towards the end of the

seventh century’ a.d. in the two old centres of Kufa and Basra, was

a beautiful, monumental script. It was employed mainly for writing on

stone and on metal, and especially in painted or carved inscriptions

on the walls of the mosques, and on coins (Fig. 134).

There are, however, many beautiful Qur’an manuscripts extant which
were executed on broad parchment rolls, and written in the heavy lapidaiA^

Kufic style. It was a large, bold, but stylized hand; its letters are generally

thick, squat and upright, and rather angular. With the high development

of Arabic calligraphy, Kufic became more and more consistent in

the height and thickness and form of the letters, and became an exception-

ally aesthetic script. Kufic gave rise to a number of varieties, mostly

mediaeval, in northern (known as !Maghribi, or “western,” Fig. 132,

col. 7) and central Africa, Spain, and northern Arabia (Fig. 132, col. 8;

134, 2); the last is known as Qarmathian, and is considered by some

scholars as “a particular kind of Naskhi.” Kufic has been discontinued

except for formal purposes, where cursive writing cannot be employed.
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Nadim gave three main characteristics of the Alecca-AIedina ar

Naskhi type: its alif bends to the right
;
the upright strokes of its letters

are long; and it is a somewhat slanting script. On the whole, Naskhi is

a round and extremely cursive hand. In early times (Fig. 132, col. 3) it was
mainly employed on papyrus. In the course of time it became the parent

of a number of different styles of writing used at the courts of various

sultans, and elsewhere, and developed into the modern Arabic script (Fig.

132, 9). Of its innumerable varieties, the most important are: the elegant

2

4

6

9

10

Fig. 135—Specimps in some Naskhi
varieties

I, Xaskhiy current hand. 2, Diivani.
3, Xaskhi-Djerisi. 4, Thuluth. 5, Thuluth-
Djerisi. 6, Ryq'a. 7, Ta'hq (a, print; b,
current hand). 8rt, Kalemi-Rasd; b, the
same text in Xaskhi letters. 9, Djeri. 10,
Syakat. The text is the same as Fig.'i34'
3, but numbers 3, 5 and 9 contain two

more verses

ta^liq (and its approximately seventy secondary forms), Fig. 135, used
in Persia; the ryq'a (Fig. 135, 6), which was the script most commonly
used in the Ottoman Empire; the diuani (Fig. 135, 2), or ‘‘ministerial’'

script, which was used for the Turkish official documents; the thuluth or
thiilth or siiliis (Fig. 135, 4), employed more for ornamental than practical

purposes; the syakat (Fig. 135, 10), used mainly by the Janissaries.
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Modern Arabic Alphabet

Arabic, like other Semitic scripts, is written from right to left. The
alphabet consists of twenty-eight letters, the twenty-two of the ancient

Semitic alphabet, and six new consonants placed at the end of the alphabet

in its “numerical order/’ Grammatically and graphically, however, the

Arabic alphabet is arranged differently, according to the external form of

the signs and the likeness of sounds.

The Arabs tried to distinguish in writing the finer shades of South

Semitic sounds, and such distinction required no less than the afore-

mentioned six additional letters; («) tha, the weak glottal dhah and the

emphatic za, were lisping modifications of ta^ dal, and the hard glottal ta;

{b) the hard glottal dad was the modification of the glottal sad; (c) the

guttural kha (pronounced like the Scotch ch) and the ghain (a kind of soft g)

were harder forms of ha and 'ayin.

The ordinar}^ sequence of the letters in the Arabic alphabet, called the

grammatical order of the letters, is generally employed in the modern
grammars and vocabularies. The following is its order: alif['), ba (b), ta [t),

tha {th)Jim {g), ha (/z), kha {kh), dal [d), dhal {dh), ra (r), za (c:), sin (^), shin

{sh), sad (^), dad {d), ta {t), za (^), 'ayin ['), ghain {gh),fa (/), qaf{q), kaf {k),

lam (/), mini (?//), nun (n), ha (/z), zvazc (zc), ya{y). The letters ta, kha, dhal,

dad, za and ghain are the specific additions of the Arabic alphabet.

All the letters represent consonants, though three of them {alif,

zcazv and yo) are also used as vowels. To the twenty-eight letters mav be

added the lianiza (’), or glottal stop; it is a click produced bv a quick

compression of the upper part of the throat.

The majority of the letters have different forms in accordance with

their position in a word, whether at the beginning, middle or end, and
whether they stand alone or joined to others. When single or at the end
of a word, the letters, for the most part, terminate in a bold stroke

;
when

joined to the following letter this stroke is replaced bv a small upward
curve. On the whole, with the exception of six letters, which can only be
joined to preceding not to following letters, the initial and medial forms
are much abbreviated, whereas the final form consists of the initial form
and a “fiourish.” However, the essential part of the letters remains
unchanged.

Another of the difficulties a beginner meets in the Arabic script is

that in manuscripts, and elegantly printed books, manv of the letters are

interwoven with one another, and form beautiful, but not always easily

readable ligatures of two or three letters.

In the vocalized Arabic texts the consonants are provided with a

vowel sign (see below), or with a sign (called siikiin), indicating the

absence of a vowel. The vowel marks are three in number, and are

written above or below the consonant which precedes the vowel. They
are used also as terminations of inflection in nouns and the moods of
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verbs. These signs represent the vowel-sounds corresponding to those of

the letters alif, watv and that is the ‘hveak letters”
;
and when combined

with them, they form the long vowels. Rules for the cases in which these

vowel marks retain their original sounds t and u), and for those in which

they are modified into e, e, i, 0 or cp, do not exist, because the various

dialects of the spoken Arabic differ from one another in these points;

and besides, owing to the emphasis with which the consonants are uttered,

the vowels are in general somewhat indistinctly pronounced.

Diacritical Points {and Vocalization)

A peculiar characteristic of the Arabic alphabet is the great number of diacritical

points; they are employed either to distinguish certain consonants or to represent

vowel-sounds. Their origin is uncertain; some scholars believe that the diacritical

marks of the consonants may, at least in a few' cases, go back to the Nabataean

script, but there is no evidence for this theory. As to the system of the points and

other marks used as vow els, it is commonly admitted that it has been borrowed

from the Syriac script.

The earliest Arabic manuscripts extant are purely consonantal, they are also

w'ithout marks for division of groups of words and for division of single words

(breaking up at the end of a line and the beginning of the next
;
in later manuscripts

such breaking of words w as avoided). The consonants alif, zcan' and ya w ere used

to represent the long a, u, and i. In the course of time, subsidiary and inadequate

vow el-representation was introduced, consisting in diacritical marks. In some older

manuscripts or fragments, little dashes are employed instead of dots. There are

also some old Qur’an manuscripts, in which a very simple diacritical system is used

;

the vowels are expressed by dots, usually red, one above the consonant for the

sounds a or e, one below', for 2-y, and one in the middle, or on the line, for u-o.

On the other hand, owing to the degeneration of the cursive script, many
letters became similar. In order to avoid ambiguities, it became necessars' to

distinguish some consonants by diacritical points, the ba, ta^ and tha^ thejY/iz, and

the tw'o variations of kha^ the dal and dhal, the ra and za, the and shin, the sad

and dad, the ta and za, the *ayin and ghain.

It is generally admitted that the diacritical points were introduced in Basra in

the earlv eighth century a.d., and Arabic traditions attribute this innovation

either to Yakhya bin Ya’mar or to Natsr bin ’Atsim.

Adaptation of the Arabic Character to Other Languages

The Arabic script, as already mentioned, has been adapted for manv
forms of speech, belonging to various linguistic families (Fig. 138);

in Europe, particularly for Slavonic (in Bosnia) and for Spanish {aljamiah);

in Africa, for Berber, Hausa, Swahili, Malagasy, etc.; and especially

in Asia, for Persian, Turkish, Hindustani, Pushtu or Afghan, Malay;

and for many other languages of the three continents of the Old World.

When the Arabic script was adapted to the requirements of other

languages, sometimes letters changed their pronunciation— for instance,

the Arabic d is pronounced in Persian as and the Arabic /e as ^ in Turkish

—and sometimes new letters were created by employing diacritical marks:

in Turkish, g and h; in Persian, Pushtu and Urdu, p, ch, zh, and g;
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in Urdu and Pushtu, cerebral t, d and r\ in Pushtu only is, g, and

ksh; in Malay, ch, ng, p, g, n\\ and so forth (see also p. 567).

For Persian see p. i86f., 305f., etc.; for Turkish see p. 314^, 567^,

etc.; for Urdu see p. 362; for Malay see p. 42of.

Pushtu, known also as Pashto, Pakhsto, Pakkhto, etc., is the vernacular

of eastern Afghanistan; it is also spoken in Baluchistan. It is an eastern

Iranian language. The official language of Afghanistan is Persian, which

is also spoken in the western portion of the country—the Persian-speaking

Afghans are known as Parsiwans— ,
whereas in northern Afghanistan

Turkish is widely spoken.

# # # * *

The following four offshoots of the Aramaic branch are almost

extinct.

^ Palmyrene Alphabet

Palmyra, the Semitic Tadmor, an ancient city in an oasis of the Syrian desert,

on the trade route between Syria and Mesopotamia, enjoyed an era of ^reat

prosperity in the first and second centuries A.D.

According to Prof. Burkitt, “There is no probability that the Tadmor (or

rather Tamar) mentioned in I Kings ix, 18 was anywhere even in the neighbourhood
of Palmyra. It is clearly somewhere south of Judjea.” “Palmyra is first heard
of in 42 B.C., and there is nothing in the existing remains to suggest a much earlier

date for the city, though of course semi-nomad Arabs may have had their settlements
round the natural wells from time immemorial.” Prof. Burkitt rightly pointed out
that when the Seleucid empire was perishing, the Arabs who lived in the fertile

oasis of Palmyra found that the carrying trade between East and West w'as a very
profitable concern. “So for nearly three hundred years Palmyra grew' and prospered.
Then came half a century of glory, follow'ed by utter collapse.”

For a short period Palmyra exerted influence into Egypt and w'estern Asia
Minor, and stood up against the mighty Rome itself. Palmyra w'as situated
betw'een the Roman Empire and the Parthians. In A.D. 226 the Parthian empire
came to an end, and its place w'as taken by the Sasamans. Palmyra took the
maximum advantage of the military and political crisis of the third century a.d.
Between 265 and 267, its chief, Odenathus or Odainath occupied Syria and
Egypt? became virtually the emperor of Roman East. His wnfe, Septimia bath
Zabbai or Zenobia is still more famous. Shortly aftersvards, howxver, in 272,
Palmyra surrendered to the Romans. After a revolt, Palmvra was destroyed, and,
although later it rose from its ruins, “it never recovered its political or commercial
prosperity” (Burkitt).

Palmyrene was originally the cursive script of the Aramaic-writing
population of Seleucid Syria in the second and the early first centur\^

B.c. It is an elegant and ornamental script in two forms, monumental
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and cursive (Fig. 136, col. i). J.-B. Chabot distinguished three varieties

of the Palmyrene alphabet, the ornamental character, the “vulgar’’ hand,

and the cursive script, resembling the Syriac writing. J. Cantineau,
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I, Palmyrene. 2-7, Syriac; 2, Early Syriac; 3, Estvangela: 4, West Svnan or Serta\ s,
East Syrian or Xestorian; 6, Jacobite; 7, Christian Palestinian or Palestinian Svriac!

8, Mandaean. 9, Manichi'ean

however, points out that the suggested “vulgar” varietv is nothing but
a mixture of the other two varieties, as written bv uneducated people.
On the other hand, Cantineau distinguishes two sub-varieties of the
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Fig. 136—Various offshoots of the Aramaic script
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ornamental or monumental class: (i) the ecriture arrondie, commonly
employed in the first century a.d., which slowly developed into (2) the

ecriture brisee, employed in the late second century, and until the end of

Palmyra.

According to Cantineau, the Palmyrene monumental and cursive

scripts originated and were employed contemporaneously, but in Prof.

Albright’s opinion the prototype of the Palmyrene cursive character

branched off from the Aramaic script between 250 and 100 B.C., whereas

the Palmyrene monumental script developed from the cursive during

the first century B.c. The early changes in the Palmyrene scripts consisted

prirnarilv in calligraphical details and in the ligatures.

Palmyrene inscriptions have been discovered in Palmyra, Dura-

Europos, Palestine, Egypt and in other parts of North Africa; on the

site of the ancient Tomi (old Constantza) on the Black Sea, in Hungary,

in Italy, and even in England. The Latin-Palmyrene (Fig. 137, i) bilingual

inscription, discovered at South Shields, in the neighbouring Roman
camp, is now in the Free Librar\^ of South Shields. Its Latin texts runs:

D[is^ ?n[^auibus^ Regina liberta et conjuge [sic !) Barates Palmyremis natione

Cattiiallauna ari riis^ A^A’^.Y. Fig. 137, 2 shows another Palmvrene

inscription. The earliest Palmyrene inscription, belonging to the vear

44 B.C., was discussed at the XXIst. Intern. Congress of Orientalists

(Paris, 1948) Fig. 137, 3. Another early inscription, belonging to the vear

33 B.C., was previously discovered at Dura-Europos. The latest

inscription, written in the Palmyrene cursive script, is dated a.d. 274,
that is only two years after the Roman conquest of the citv. The most
important Palmyrene epigraphic monument is a Greek-Palmyrene
bilingual inscription, dated a.d. 137, and containing the famous
“Palmyrene Tariff,” or Law of taxes. With its 162 lines in Palmyrene,

it is the longest North Semitic text. It was discovered in 1881 by
Prince S. A. Lazarev.

Syriac Scripts

Syrians

The terms “Aramaeans” and “Syrians,” “Aram” and “Syria,” as already
mentioned, are synonymous. The Hebrew Aram is rendered in the LXX by
Syria. However, the term “Syriac” denotes the ancient Semitic language and
literature of the “Syriac Christians,” but the latter term is not synonymous
with “Christian inhabitants of Syria;” it roughly denotes those Christians who
employed the Syriac descendant of Aramaic, or were part of the Syriac Church
under influence of Syriac thought and Hellenistic culture.

Their Scripts

The early Syriac alphabet (Fig. 136, col. 2) was the last important

descendant of the Aramaic branch.

The French scholar J. Cantineau considers the Syriac alphabet as

related to the cursive Palmyrene, the former having been influenced
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by the latter thanks to the commercial activities of the Palmyrenians.

Rosenthal, however, is probably right in suggesting that the resemblance

between the Palmyrene cursive and the Syriac scripts should be explained

by their origin from the common source, and by mutual influences.

Already Lidzbarski pointed out that the Syriac Estrangela did not derive

from the cursive Palmyrene, but both were parallel developments.

However, the early Syriac script was an offshoot of a cursive Aramaic

writing, perhaps of the Palmyrene cursive in its early stage. The earliest

Syriac inscriptions extant belong to the first half of the first century a,d.

and to the second half of the second century. Very few inscriptions

are earlier than the seventh century a.d, (Fig, 137, 6),

The earliest datable Syriac written document is the sepulchral inscription of

Ma‘nu, found near Serrin, and belonging to a.d. 73. Another inscription is dated

513 Seleucid era, that is a.d. 201/2. A contract of sale, written on parchment,

and dated from A.D. 243, comes from Dura-Europos: it is the earliest extant

document not inscribed on stone, couched in Edessene Syriac and written

in Estrangela character (it was published in 1935, by Prof. C. C. Torrey).

The earliest dated Syriac jMS., of a.d. 41 i, is “probably the earliest dated

codex in any language that is still extant.” (Hatch.)

The principal development of the Syriac scripts was encouraged by

the Syriac Church, especially between the fourth and seventh centuries.

Syriac

Syriac was then the language and script of the extensive Syriac literature,

which is a Christian literature in a very special sense, all original documents
dealing exclusively with Christian subjects. It is important not to o\’erlook the

fact that the city of Antioch of Syria was one of the most important centres of

early Christianity; it was there that '‘the disciples were called Christians first”;

and it remained a great centre of Christian doctrine through the centuries “till

Moslem conquest swept it within the new orbit of Islam.” The influence of

Antioch on the Orontes extended to the north-west over Cilicia and Cappadocia
in xAsia Minor; to the East, through Syria proper, into regions beyond the Roman
frontiers: North Alesopotamia, Persia, Armenia and even Georgia. Antioch,
however, although the chief town of Syria, was a centre of Greek culture.

Edessa, in north-western Mesopotamia was the first centre of Christianity
in the Syriac-speaking world, and it became its principal focus. In fact, it was
the only centre of early Christian life where the language of the Christian
community was other than Greek. Here, the native .Aramaic or Syriac dialect

had already been used for some time as a literary language even before Christianity
acquired power in the country. Edessa (called in Syriac Ur-hai, now Urfa)
was then the capital of Osrhoene (a Greek name, derived from Ur-hai), a small
kingdom cast of the Euphrates. In a.d. 216, this kingdom lost its independence
to the Roman Empire. Christianity was preached in Edessa already in the second
centur\% and the city became the Christian metropolis of East Syria. From Edessa
the Christian faith spread to Persia. The Aramaean Christians of the neighbouring
countries, even those who lived in Persia, adopted the Edessan Syriac as the
language of the Church, of literature, and of cultivated intercourse. At the same
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time, this dialect was the medium of commerce in the valley of the Euphrates

and was used far and wide as a lingua franca. It became, thus, the most important

of the Syriac dialects, and, after Greek, the most important language m the

eastern Roman Empire.

In the third century, the city was the stronghold of Syrian national Christianity;

here the scriptures were translated into Aramaic or “Syriac,” which “now took

its place, beside Greek, in Christian literature; here, and at Nisibis (about 120

miles almost due east from Edessa) not far away, were schools of theology, the

influence of which in later times extended far through the Christian world.”

(Wright). The most important Syriac literary monument is the Peshtto or Peshitta

(“pure, simple”), a standardized but faithful Syriac version of the Bible which

was composed about a.d. 200.

As Wright, the great authority on Syriac, pointed out, “with the seventh

century begins the slow decay of the native literature of the Syrians, which was

promoted partly by the frightful sufferings of the people during the great war

with the Persians in its first quarter, and partly by the Arab conquest of Persia.”

When Syriac became extinct in Edessa and its neighbourhood is not known

with certainty. From the seventh centuty^ onwards, Arabic everywhere put a

speedy end to it, though Syriac has remained in use for liturgical purposes,

and is still spoken in a few villages near Damascus and in Lebanon by some

“Assyrians” {see below).

However, some Syrians were able to come to terms with the invaders, and

for five centuries were a recognized institution within the territory of Islam.

But the Mongolian invasions of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries “fell

with crushing force on the Nestorians.” About 1400, “Those who escaped capture

by Timur fled to the mountains of Kurdistan, and the community that had

played so large a part in Mesopotamian histor\^ for a thousand years was thus

shattered.”

Christian Palestinian or Palestinian Syriac

The Palestinian Christian community was remarkable for several

reasons. A.ccording to some scholars, this Church consisted originally

of Jews and Samaritans whom the Roman emperors of the fifth and

sixth centuries, and particularly Justinian, compelled to become Christians.

According to Schulthess, this community originated in the sixth century,

formed for themselves a literature “out of their peasant Palestinian Syriac

dialect,” but M. Black rightly points out that for several centuries previous

to the establishment of the Palestinian ]\Ielkite Church {see below),

there existed already a Palestinian xAramaic literature among the Jews

and a literaiy' activity among the Samaritans. Thus, Palestinian Aramaic

or Syriac already enjoyed the position of a literal*}^ language.

However, the terms “Christian Palestinian” or “Palestinian Svriac”

denote the Christian literature written not in “classical” or Edessene

Syriac, but in the vernacular dialect of Palestine, that is the indigenous

language of Palestine in the time of Jesus Christ. The written documents

consist nearly exclusively of liturgical manuscripts, all of them being

translations from Greek originals. There are a couple or so, of sepulchral

inscriptions. The manuscripts, preserv^ed mainly in palimpsests (that is

manuscripts which have been effaced and used for fresh writings), show
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that the literature was never extensive. The earliest manuscripts seem to

belong to the ninth century a.d., while the dialect was, at least since

A.D. 700, replaced by Arabic as the speech of daily life, remaining for some
centuries more the liturgical language. Furthermore, as F. Schulthess

pointed out, the manuscripts belonging to the eleventh-thirteenth centuries

show that even the clergy did not have a sufficient knowledge of the

language.

Only two places are known where the Palestinian Syrians were settled,

‘Abud, a large village to the north-west of Jerusalem, and somewhere
in Egypt. The fragments of the Palestinian Syriac manuscripts come from

the libraries of Sinai monks.

The Palestinian Syriac community was the only one Aramaic speaking

Christian group who remained “Melkite” (see below), while all the

other communities were either Nestorian, Alonophysite or Alaronite.

Syriac Alphabet

The Syriac alphabet consists (like the Aramaic) of the twenty-two

old Semitic letters, all of them having consonantal values. The order

of the letters in the alphabet is the same as in Hebrew, but the names
of some of them are slightly different: alaph, for aleph, gamal for gimel,

dalath or daladh for daleth, lamadh for lamedh, mim for mem; the names
of the letters samek and "ayin have changed in semkath and V, The
pronunciation of the names of some of these letters was modified in

the later West Syrian or Jacobite alphabet: olaph, gomaU dolath or daladh,

lomad; also the names of other letters were changed: xodh in viidJu nun

in non, tsadhe or sadhe (the emphatic .s') in sodhe, resh in rish.

The letters b, g, d, k, p, t had a twofold pronunciation: one being

hard (corresponding to the English b, g, d, k, p, t) \ the other, soft, aspirated

or sibilated (r, gh, dh or th as in “the,” kh as the Scotch ch, ph, and th

as in “thank”).

As in the Arabic alphabet, the majority of the Svriac letters have
different forms in accordance with their position in a word, whether at

the beginning, middle or end, and whether they stand alone or joined to

others, on right or on left, or on both sides, right and left. Eight letters

(\ d, //, zi\ c*, ts, r and t) have only two forms, the unconnected, and
the connected on right.

Vocalisation

As in other Semitic languages, the consonants \ zc and v were originally

employed to express vowel sounds. The ’ expressed everv final long a

(pronounced as long 0 by the Jacobites) and e, and sometimes the long e

within the word. (1 he long e was in certain cases pronounced as long i

by the Jacobites). The iv denoted any long or short ii or o. The v expressed
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any long /, and sometimes a long e in the middle of a word. The letters

and y denote the diphthongs an, ai, iu and eii (with long i or e). In the

transcription of Greek words, the a was denoted by ’
;
the i in the middle

of a word was often expressed by y] the 0 was often omitted, etc.; on

the whole, the transcription of the vowels in Greek words fluctuated.

The insufficiency of such a fluctuating representation of vowel sounds

in the transcription of Greek words (especially for theological purposes),

on the one hand, and, at a later period, the fact that in the seventh century

A.D. Arabic replaced Syriac as the language of daily life, were the main

reasons for the introduction of fixed forms of vocalic distinction. At

first, diacritical points were used. The single point above or below a letter

was employed to mark the stronger or the weaker pronunciation

respectively
;
farther, a second or third point was often added to distinguish

more exactly between verbal forms in particular.

On the whole, three main vowel systems developed, (i) The earliest, but

less complete was the Nestorian system; it partly consisted of a combina-

tion of the consonants w and y and the dot placed above it or below it, and

partly of one or two dots placed above and, mainly, below the consonant

to be vocalized. (2) The Jacobite system of vocalization, created about

700 A.D., was more complete. It consisted of small Greek letters placed

above or below the line. (3) The late West Syrian system, consisting of a

combination of the diacritical vowel marks and the small Greek letters.

Punctuation

The system of punctuation consisted mainly of two, three or four

dots, differently grouped.

Direction of Writing

Like other Semitic alphabetic scripts, the Syriac scripts read

horizontally, from right to left. There are, however, some written

documents, in which the letters are on their sides, showing that though
read horizontally, the lines were written downwards. Vertical direction

in the Nestorian script from at least the eighth to the fourteenth centurv,

was already noticed in 1890, by D. Chwolson, but this practice was
probably much older. Indications of it may be seen in an inscription

from about a.d. 500, discovered in 1862 in Dehes, and in the famous
trilingual inscription from Zabad {see p. 271). It also seems to appear in

early Syriac inscriptions and in cursive Palmyrene inscriptions.

Some derivative scripts were even read downwards.

I ^arieties of Syriac Scripts

Estrangela and its Descendants

The most important variety of the Syriac scripts is Estrange/o or

Estrangela. The term derived probably from satar angelo, the ^evangelical”
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writing, rather than from the Greek strongyle, the “round (script),”

Estrangela was employed almost exclusively until about the middle of

the first millennium. Two styles of writing can be distinguished: (i) a

very beautiful current hand, known as majiisciilce, which appears in the

early manuscripts—the earliest belonging to the fourth and fifth centuries

A.D.—
;
and (2) the lapidary style, which is known from some early

inscriptions of Edessa (Fig. 137, 6).

After the Council of Ephesus (a.d. 431) and the schism in the Church

{see below), the Syriac language and script split into two branches. Of

these, the western, termed Serta or Serto “linear” (Fig. 136, 4), is the

less important. This developed later into two varieties, the “Jacobite”

and the “Melkite.” A particular characteristic of the western branch is

its vocalization, which, as mentioned, consists of small Greek letters

added above or below the Syriac letters.

The eastern Syriac branch, called Nestorian, had greater importance

in the history of writing.

''Alphabet follows Religion'^

{See also under Arabic Script and the next chapter.)

The splitting up of the Syriac alphabet into the various secondary branches

was a direct result of the religious and political situation of eastern Christianity.

Eastern Christendom is riddled with sects, “heresies” and schisms, but

nearly all spring from the two great “heresies” of the fifth century, Xestorianism,

condemned by the Council of Ephesus, in 431, and its extreme opposite,

Monophysism, condemned by the Council of Chalcedon, in 451.

Xestortans

Xestorius was not the founder of the “X^estorian” Church. The term
“Xestorians” is a “nickname” given to this Christian community, which had
been in existence long before Xestorius was born. X'^estorius was a Greek, born
and reared m the Byzantine Empire, educated at Antioch, and in a.d. 428 created

Patriarch of Constantinople. The eastern Church was called “Xestorian,” because

of their hospitality offered to the Christian refugees to Persia who were condemned
as “heretics” and banished from the Roman Empire.

However, the XTstorian Church asserted that it was possible to distinguish

the two persons as well as the two natures in Christ, as opposed to the western

Christian doctrine of the Incarnation. After the secession of the Xestorian Church
from the Imperial Orthodox Church of Byzantium, the Xestorian faith became
the official religion of the then flourishing Persian Church.

The tension between the opposing parties became so great that it shook

the ver>' foundations of the Church throughout the Christian world; it widened

the breach between East and West and ultimately caused the decline of Christianity

in the East.

“The coincidence of the opening of the trade routes into Further Asia with the

ascendancy of the X’estorian Church offered a ready outlet for missionary effort.
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The Xestorians eagerly seized this opportunity. Marco Polo tells us that in his

times the trade routes from Baghdad to Peking were lined with Nestorian chapels.

In 1265, there were twenty-five Asiatic provinces, with seventy bishoprics.”

The extremely active Nestorian missionaries carried their teachings,

their language and their script into the Kurdistan highlands, into southern

India (where in some parts Syriac is still employed as the liturgical language

of a few Christian groups), into Turkestan (where they influenced the

Sogdians [see the next Chapter); amongst the Turki and Mongol tribes

of central Asia, and into China, where a Nestorian mission arrived in 635,

as attested by the Nestorian-Chinese inscription of 781, preserved in the

great historic city of Hsi-an-fu, former capital of the Aiiddle Kingdom.

This important monument is ten feet high by three and a third feet in

width and a little under a foot thick, and weighs two tons. The inscription

consists of nearly 1,900 Chinese characters and about 70 Syriac words,

besides many Syriac names in rows on the narrow sides of the monument
with the corresponding Chinese characters. The inscription was excavated

in A.D. 1623, in the district of Chou-Chih. See particularly P. V. Saeki,

The Nestorian Documents and Relics in China, Tokyo (The Academy of

Oriental Culture. Tokyo Institute), 1937. According to the author of

that book, the immigration of great Nestorian families into the Chinese

territorv" took place as early as a.d. 578. See also A. C. Aloule, Christians

in China before the year 1550, London, 1930.

One can gather some idea of the extent of Nestorian influence in China
from the Imperial Edict promulgated in 845.

Gradually all the activities of the Nestorian Missions ceased and nothing
remained to tell the tale except the numerous sepulchral and other inscriptions

and written documents in various parts of Central Asia and in south-western
India.

“Alongolian invasions and Alohammedan tyranny have, of course,

long since swept away all traces of many'’ of the Nestorian monuments
and written documents.

“It was in 1885 that some Russian explorers first came into contact with two
Nestorian cemeteries of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in the Russian
province of Semiryechensk in South Siberia, or Russian Turkestan, near the
towns of Pishpek and Tokmak. So far as I can ascertain, more than six hundred
and thirty gravestones bearing Syriac inscriptions have since that year been
either photographed or brought into the important Museums of Europe, chieflv
into Russia,” (A. Mingana, The Early Spread of Christianity in Central Asia
and the Far East, etc., “Bcll. of the Johx Rylaxds Library,” 1925).

Assyrians''

The “Assyrians,” who were in the news some years ago because of their

persecution by the Moslems, and who live in Kurdistan and in the district of
Mosul under a religious head, known as the '‘catholicos,” are the onlv exponents
of this once flourishing faith. In the course of centuries, groups of “Assyrians”
gravitated from northern Mesopotamia to the highlands of Kurdistan, where
they developed a semi-autonomy, owing allegiance only to their nialiks In the
latter half of the sixteenth century', the Assyrians of the district of Mosul, separated
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from those of Kurdistan, and formed the Mar Elia (“Lord Elias”) or Church
of the Plains (in opposition to the il/ar Shimiin, “Lord Simon,” or Church of

the Mountains); ca. 1700, they became subservient to the Catholic Church, and
later became known as the “Chaldaean Uniate Church,” that is to say, a Church
acknowledging the sovereignty of the Pope, whilst at the same time adhering

to its own rituals. The estimated number of “Chaldaeans” is about 100,000,

ofwhom about 85,000 are in Iraq. The downfall of the remnants of the “Assyrians”

commenced during the first World War, and culminated in the mass slaughter

by the Iraq Army in 1933.

“Confined at last to their mountain fastnesses, the little remnant

continue steadfast in the faith. Trial, suffering, abundant opportunity

to prosper through apostasy has left them unshaken” (Bishop J. G,

Murray).

Jacobites

In the first half of the fifth century, a new direction was given to

the Christological controversy by the teaching of Eutyches, which led

eventually to Monophysitism, that is the doctrine (extreme opposite to

that of the Nestorians), holding that Christ had but one {tnonos) composite

nature {physis). About the middle of the fifth century, James from Telia

(55 miles east of Edessa), known as Jacob Baradaeus (al-Barada‘i, meaning
the man wearing a horse-cloth), became Bishop of Edessa. He reorganised

the Monophysite Church, ordaining priests and consecrating bishops.

It is after him that the term “Jacobites”—first found in a synodal decree

of Nicaea A.D.781—was given by hostile Greeks to the Syrian monophysists,

whose official designation is “Syrian Orthodox.” They are also known as

\V est Syrians (“East Syrians” being another term for “Nestorians”).

The condemnation of the Monophysite “heresy” was even a greater

and more disastrous event than that of the Nestorian “heresy.” The
Churches of Egypt {see under Copts), Syria, Egypt and Abyssinia were
Monophysite. The Roman Empire could get rid of the Nestorians, but it

was not so easy to get rid of the Monophysites. The excommunication
and persecution of the Alonophysites, aimed at the consolidation and the

unification of the complex races of the East and their remoulding into a

united empire, only resulted in strengthening the feeling of violent

antagonism to the Empire and its rulers. The predominant feeling of

the Syrian and Egyptian Christians (both the Nestorians and Mono-
physites) at the Arab invasion appears to have been a sense of relief that

they were now able to practise their religion unhindered by the persecution

of the Roman emperors. It is quite obvious that such feeling largely

facilitated the rapid and easy victory of Islam in Syria and Eg}^pt. However,

in the Middle Ages there were 150 Jacobite archbishops and bishops;

about the middle of last centui*}’ the total number of the Jacobites dwindled

to about 100,000.
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Melkites

After the Council of Ephesus, nearly the whole of the eastern part

of the Antioch patriarchate remained Nestorian; after the Council of

Chalcedon, the “orthodox'’ bishop lost nearly all his sheep. The small

community which carried on, in union with Constantinople and, until

the great schism, with Rome, adhering to the doctrine supported by the

authority of the emperor, thus accepting the decrees of Ephesus and
Chalcedon, was given by the Jacobites the nickname “Alelkite” or

“Alalkite” (Syriac Arabic rnalik, Hebrew melek — “king”), meaning
“the king’s men,” “royalists” or “imperialists”: the Semitic word for

“king,” like the Greek basileus, also denotes the “emperor.”

The Melkites mainly used Greek, although there was also a Melkite

liturgy in the afore-mentioned Palestinian Svriac. However, as the

Melkite Patriarchate became more and more dependent on Constantinople,

it began to use the Byzantine rite.

Development of Nestorian, Jacobite and Melkite Scripts

The political separation between the East Syrians (Nestorians) and
West Syrians (Jacobites and Alelkites) and the exclusiveness and mutual
hatred of the various communities, produced divergences between the

liturgies and traditions of the various schools. The local dialects had also

some influence over the pronunciation of the liturgical tongue. However,
the changes in the derivative scripts are not great; the phonetic values

of the letters remain the same, and their shapes change onlv in some
minor details that is in the style of writing (Fig. 136, col. 4-7).

Strangely enough the Jacobite style (Fig. 136, col. 4 and 6; 137, 5) is

further removed from the Estrangela than the Nestorian, and is also less

graceful than the latter (Fig. 136, col. 5, and 137, 4). The main differences

between the various scripts consist in the vocalization, which has alreadv

been dealt with. On the whole, the Nestorian system is more complicated,

but more accurate. Nestorian manuscripts, particularlv those of later

origin, are often fully vocalised, and the practice of diacritical points for

distinction of consonants is largely employed. In other manuscripts
this system is only carried out in veiy^ careful writing.

Already J. P. N. Land, in 1862, distinguished three main varieties

in the styles of writing of the Syriac manuscripts:

(1) The afore-mentioned majusculae, known as Estrangela (Fig. 136,

col. 3);

(2) The minuscule, developed out of the majusculae in the sixth

century, and used mainly after 700 ;
it corresponds with the Serta or Serto

of the Jacobites (Fig. 136, col. 4);

(3) A variety of the minusculae, strongly influenced by the majusculae,

was also used by the Jacobites; it is termed by Land semi-minusculae

(Fig. 136, col. 6).
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After the middle of the ninth century the changes in the Jacobite

manuscripts are very slight, and the dating of the manuscripts on pure

palaeographical grounds becomes very difficult.

The Alelkite script—more properly called Christian Palestinian or

Palestinian Syriac (Fig. 136, col. 7)—has some characteristics which are

not found in other Syriac scripts.

Two varieties can be distinguished: (i) a kind of Uncial Alelkite,

of the lapidar\% inscriptional type. Noeldeke called it "‘stiff and angular”

or “thick and coarse.” Schulthess termed it “coarse, angular, and
lapidary.” The ligatures are more frequent than in other Svriac scripts.

A new letter (the 23rd) was added, having the shape of an inverted pe,

and thus known as P inrersiim, with the numerical value of 90; it was
employed to denote the Greek explosive p. (2) The late Palestinian

Syriac AISS., belonging to the eleventh-fourteenth centuries, are written

in a more cursive style
;

it is a square-formed, rather ugly type of writing

and not easy to read. Of all the Syriac varieties, it is farthest

removed Irom the original Estrangela.

The origin of the peculiar ductus of the Palestinian Svriac character

has been hotly disputed. Land saw in it an imitation of the Greek uncial

script; Duval, who considered the Syriac script as a direct descendant

of the Palmyrene, considered the Alelkite ductus as a “vestige” of the

earliest Syriac character, and saw in it a special resemblance to Palmvrene
letters. Kokowtsov suggested influences of the square Hebrew character

of the fourth-fifth centur}' a.d. Schulthess suggested influences originated

from the use of the script for liturgical purposes, or also influences of

the uncial style of writing of the Greek lectionaries used as models,
d'he last suggestion seems to be the most probable.

\eo-Syrian Character

About 1840 the American Protestant missionaries, headed by J.

Perkins, reduced to writing the east- Syrian or neo-Aramaic dialect still

spoken in and around Urmia or L'rumiyah (now Rezaieh) on Lake
L rmia, near I'abriz, in the Persian Azerbaijan province. They adopted
the old Xestorian character. In LTmia they founded the first printing
press. In 1886 they were followed by the Assyrian Alission of the
Archbishop of CanterbuiA^ headed by A. J. Alaclean. See A. J. Alaclean,
Grammar of the Dialects of \ ernacular Sxriac, etc. Cambridge, 1895;
A Dictionary of the Dialects of I ernacular Svriac^ etc., Oxford, 1901.

Two Catholic Alissions, of the Lazarists and the Dominicans, reduced
to writing respectively the dialects spoken in the Plain of Salamas and in

the Plain of Mosul; see J. Rhetore, Gramniaire de la Langiie Soureth, etc.,

Mosul, 1912.

Still more recently, a periodical paper in “Assyrian” w'as published
in Tiflis.

T
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Garshuni

When Arabic became the speech of daily life, it was sometimes written

in Syriac script; the term for it is karshiini or rather garshuni, but its

meaning is uncertain.

The system of transliteration was not constant. In the manuscript

of the Liturgy of the Nile (Brit. Mus., Or. 4951), “Karshuni is employed

in several of the headings, but chiefly, though not exclusively, in the

rubrical directions” (Black). It may be noted as follows: tha is expressed

by pointed t; kha by k with two points above it; dhal by d, and dal by d

without the point; ra by r with two points instead of one, za by teth

marked by two points, ‘ by 'E, sometimes pointed, ghain by g marked by

two points. Long a is usually represented by aleph, the short r and w
are sometimes denoted by y or zv respectively, written within the word

alongside the consonants. According to j\L Black, this system of translitera-

tion is not always strictly adhered to.

On the whole, “The letters lacking in the Syriac alphabet were supplied

by pointing those already in existence, but in doing this more attention

was paid to the sound than the shape of the Arabic letter.” “Vowels are

placed sometimes in the Syriac and sometimes in the x\rabic way”

(C. Brockelmann).

Greek in Syriac Script

In the aforementioned Liturgy of the Nile, Greek also is employed,

transcribed into the Melkite cursive character. As AI. Black points out,

“The Greek presents a strange appearance in its foreign dress.”

Margoliouth alreadv noted the “barbarous nature of the Syriac transcrip-

tion,” but Black points out that “some kind of a system has been followed

in transcribing the Greek. However, there is a great confusion in the

transcription of the vowels, and an uncertainty in the transcriptions of

h-p, s, t, kh, ps and so forth.

]\Iand-t:ax Alphabet (Fig. 136, col. 8)

TheMandaeans (the indigenous term isMendai, the Moslems call them Sabi’un,

Sabba or Subba, other terms are Xazaraeans or Xasurai, Galileans or Christians

of St. John), are a gnostic pagan-Jt^wish-Christian sect. They are probably of

Svriac origin, but they have lived in Babylonia since ancient times. According

to some scholars, however, they seem to have originated in Babylonia in the

latter part of the first half of the first millennium B.c., and their religious writings

seem to have been completed before the seventh centur\^ a.d. The Manda&an speech

is an eastern Aramaic dialect influenced by the neighbouring Persian and Arabic

languages. The Mandseans are almost extinct; according to the 1932 census, they

number 4,805. Only a few villages remain in the marshes near the junction of the

Tigris and the Euphrates.
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Very few inscriptions have survived. Some are on lead and some

(magic texts) inside earthenware bowls, of the seventh and eighth centuries

A.D. There are, however, many Mandaean manuscripts in the British

Museum, in Oxford, Paris, Berlin and in the Vatican, belonging mainly

to the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a.d., the oldest

in Europe being of the sixteenth century a.d.

The chief work is the post-Islamic Book ofAdam (also called Gui^sa, “treasure,’^

or Sidra rabba, the “Great Book”), a mass of extravagant ravings. Manda^an
is the most corrupt of all Aramaic dialects and its script (Fig. 136, col. 8) also

differs very much from the other members of the Aramaic branch.

The Alandaeans look upon their alphabet as magic and sacred. Lady Drower
(formerly Miss E. S. Stevens), an authority on the subject, points out that “the

marsh people go to the Mandaean priests for charms written either in Arabic or

Mandaic. The latter, being in an unknown language and script, are thought

very potent. . . . Large sums of money are paid for such writings.” The Mandieans
call their alphabet abaga; the verb ahaga means also “he read a spell.” Writing is

patronized by the planet Nbu. Lady Drower points out that according to the

Mandaeans, each letter represents a power of life and light, and the first and last

letters, in the form of a small circle, are the same and represent perfection of light

and life. “Letters of the alphabet, inscribed on twenty-four scraps of silver or gold,

are placed under the pillow of a person who desires heavenly guidance in some
matter of difficulty.”

The origin of this alphabet is uncertain. Two of the greatest authorities

on North Semitic epigraphy, Nceldeke and Lidzbarski, pointed out the

likeness of the Mandaean and Nabataean scripts, but according to Rosenthal,

the main resemblance lies in the letter aleph^ and it might have depended
not on a direct connection between the two scripts but on their parallel

development from the Aramaic alphabet.

In my opinion, the Alandaean script might have descended from a

cursive Aramaic script similar to that which was the parent of the

Nabataean, but influenced by the Syriac script. The Mandaean
vocalization is interesting. The consonants alef, zcazv and abbreviated,

became vowels and are added as appendages to the consonants. The
Mandaean alphabet has thus become in practice a syllabary similar to

the Ethiopic script.

j\l ANicH.^: AN Alphabet (Fig. 136, col. 9)

Manus or Mamchaeus (born about a.d. 215 in Babylonia, of Persian parentage,

and crucified about 273) founded in 247 the religion known as Alanichiean,

which for a millennium (from the third to the thirteenth century a.d.) was one
of the most widely disseminated throughout the world. At the end of the third and
during the fourth century' it spread through western Asia, southern Europe,
northern Africa (St. Augustine was for ten years a follower of Manichceismg
Gaul and .Spain, but by the seventh century it was already practically extinct in

these reirions.
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On the other hand, it was carried into eastern I'urkestan during the fourth

century and into China at the end of the sixth century, and greatly enlarged its

influence in the latter country during the seventh and eighth centuries. When the

kings of the Turkish Uighurs (see the next chapter) adopted the Manichaean
faith in 762, it became the official religion of that powerful empire. Even after the

Uighur empire came to an end in 840, Manichaeism continued to hold its own in

the successor states until about the thirteenth century. In some parts of China it

continued to have adherents, but later it completely disappeared. Generallv
speaking, the Uighur empire was the only territory where ^lanichaeism had been
favoured and not persecuted. Before the middle of the present millennium it

had been utterly exterminated through the repressive measures of Christians,

Mohammedans and Chinese alike.

Manes and his followers employed a clear, legible and very beautiful

script known as the Manichaean alphabet (Fig. 136, col. 9). A few inscriptions

of magic texts on earthenware bowls are extant, but much more important

are the Manichaean manuscripts—of which many fragments have been
found in ancient convents in eastern Turkestan (Fig. 137, 7)—and which
are beautifully written on excellent paper in various coloured inks and
are ornamented with surprisingly beautiful miniatures. These manuscripts

are in different languages, especially in a number of Iranian dialects

and in early Turki.

The origin of the Alanichaean script is uncertain. It w^as considered

by the adversaries of Manichaeism to have been a secret script invented

by i\ lanes himself. This w^as obviously incorrect. It seems to have

descended from a regional cursive variety of the Aramaic scripts, similar to

the Palmyrene cursive and the parent script of the Estrangela, but it

should be remembered that Manes w'as a great artist and undoubtedlv
contributed greatly to the standardization of the Manichaean alphabet.

P. Kokowtsov, in 1909, and J. A. Alontgomeiy^ in 1913, recognized the

relationship between the Palmyrene cursive and the iManich^ean script.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV
[Section on Arabic Alphabet)

Malagasy Scripts—Problems Awaiting Solution

I am very grateful to the Rt. Rev. Dr. Ronald OTerrall, Bishop of Madagascar,
for the following information. Aly thanks are also due to Canon Dr. H. Danby,
Regius Professor of Hebrew at the University of Oxford, for having me intro-

duced to Bishop O’Ferrall.

Extract from Bishop OTerralPs letter, dated 3.4.1940:

In Madagascar, the earliest form 'of zvriting the Malagasy language

[Malayo-Polynesian) teas in Arabic character, similar though not quite

identical with the modern Arabic characters. This is supposed to have been

introduced by Arab traders (from Mecca ?) betzeeen the fifteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. The zvritings extant are concerned zvith religion [extracts

of the Koran and explanations), divination, and tribal history. One day I

noticed one of my old clergymen use this script and he wrote vertically, from

top to bottom, beginning at the left top corner of the pages. I have zvondered

zchether this custom might in any zvay date the arrival of the Arabs—date

still quite uncertain—or give any idea of zvhere they came from. The actual

Malagasy tribe proper, the Hova, are straight-haired, and are supposed to

have come from the direction of S.E. of Madagascar. The language is

certainly Malayo-Polynesian, and it has spread all over the island, and
there are hardly any remains of Bantu zvords except perhaps in place names.

This points to the arrival of the Malay type having been very early.

Now, did these ^Malayan Malagasy perhaps bring in the writing at a

very early date—^i.e. before the A'abs came? If so, it is strange there are

no inscriptions surviving, though as zcood is the medium, they might have

all perished.

I myself think it is unlikely that the zvriting came before the Arabs, but

that the arrival of the Arabs may he much earlier than generally supposed.

The Latin script introduced by missionaries early in the nineteenth

century soon drove out the Arabic script, and it is nozv only used in a fezu

out-of-the-zvay villages, though the hooks are still used by diviners.

The problem mentioned by the Bishop of Aladagascar is much more com-
plicated than it appears to a layman. Alalagasy, the native language of Aladagascar,
IS, as we know, quite different from all the other African languages

;
it belongs to

one of the most widespread linguistic families in the world, Alalayo-Polynesian.
But we don’t know either when this form of speech was introduced into

Aladagascar, or whether successively there was any direct relationship between
the Alalagasy-speaking population and the other groups of the family. What we
do know, or rather we think we know, is that the natives of Madagascar, the only
one of the main branches of that linguistic family, had no script before the invasion

of the Arabs. Have we now to revise our opinion? Besides, it is perhaps not generally

known that various Alalayo-Polynesian peoples employed vertical systems of
writing.

295
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On the other hand, it is quite possible that the vertical direction ol writing

was introduced under Chinese influence, either by early Arab traders orby Alalayo-

Polynesian immigrants; in any case, at a very early period. Finally, there is also

the possibility of some influence, probably an indirect one (through south-western

India?), of the very actwe Nestorian missionaries. Whatever the result of the

research on this question may be, some important points of the history of that

region will have to be revised.

3^: «

]\I E N T I o N has been made of the various languages for which the

Arabic script has been adopted and the languages, to which it has been

adapted (Fig. 138). There are, however, some instances in which scripts

may be considered as in part adaptations, the shapes of their letters being

arbitrary inventions and not imitations of the signs of the prototype.

I should include the following three scripts into this category:

I—Yezidi Cryptic Script

The sect of Yezidis constitute a community of about 25,000 people, con-
centrated mainly in the Balad Sinjar and Shaikh ’Adi districts of northern Iraq;

some Yezidis live in Syria (at Aleppo), Turkey (Mardin and Diarbekr) and in the

Caucasus (Tiflis, and in Azerbaijan). Their origin is uncertain; they seem to

be mainly of Kurdish race. They speak Kurmanji, a Kurdish dialect, but also

Arabic. They are called also “devil-worshippers” because of their religion, which
is said to be based on the propitiation of the Evil Principle, termed Melek Tans,
the “Peacock King”; their religion is on the whole a strange mixture of paganism,
Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Zoroastrianism, and other creeds. It is easy to

understand why they employ a cryptic script, if one considers the fact that they
live amongst the Aloslems whom they hate and by whom thev are hated. It is

WTitten in the Yezidi holy books: “If any Yezidi hears a Moslem in prayer he should
kill the Moslem or commit suicide,” while one of the most scornful expressions
of the Moslem neighbours is Yci ibn Yeziidi ! “O thou, son of Yezid”!

For the Yezidis, see Henry Field and J. B. Glubb, The Yezidis, Sidubba,
and other Tribes of Iraq and Adjacent Regions, General Series in Anthropology,
Number 10, Menasha, Wisconsin, U.S.A., 1943; see also the bibliographv men-
tioned there on p. 17.

Curiously enough, the Field-Glubb monograph does not mention the two
main holy books of the Yezidis, and their cryptic script. The tw'o books are
Kitah al-'Jahveh {ca. a.d. 1162-3), the “Book of the Revelation”, a kind of New^
Testament, attributed to the secretaiw^ of Shaikh ’Adi, the founder of the
community of the Yezidis, and Miskhaf Resh, knowm also as MashafA rash, or
Miskhefa Resh ica. a.d. 1342-3), the “Black Book,” a kind of Old Testament,
attributed to Khasan al-Bashi. There are also poems attributed to Shaikh ’Adi,
stories about Shaikh ’Adi and Yezidi notabilities, genealogies and proclamations*
An edition of these hterar\' monuments is w’ritten in a hitherto unknown
script.

The aUJahceJi consists of loose pages, made of fine gazelle-skin parchment;
the pages are roughly shaped in the form of a crescent moon, the sun, the earth,
two rivers, a man’s head wdth two ears or horns, and so forth. The pages are not
numbered, but at the bottom of each page is written the word with which the
next page begins. Each page contains 16 lines of w'riting. Since 1911, when these
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books were published in “Anthropos,” \’I, pp. 1-39, various scholars have dealt
with this matter. Professor Mingana (“The Journal of the Roy. Asi.at. Soc.,”
1916, pp. 507-12, and 1921, pp. 1 17-19) considered the books to be forgeries of the
last centun.-. His opinion has been accepted by various scholars, such as Roger
Lescot (see his excellent manual, Enqiiete stir les Yesidis de Sxrie et du Djebel
Sindjar

, “Memoires DE lTnstitut Franvais de D.amas,’’ V. Beyrouth, 1938).
Others hold that the doubt of authenticity is unwarranted (see, for instance.

/X.

Lytkin

I,

of

T38 Specimens of Arabic character adapted to non-Scmitic lanuuages
rrhese specimens are a roimh version of the letter reproduced on p ^,6 )

I rdu (letter written b> ^Ir. Sa'id Ahmed, Assistant Lecturer at the London School
Oriental and African Studies), a, Suahili, by a Zanzibari (letter \%ntten by Mr. Sa‘id

Hiial LI-Bualy (Assistant Lecturer at the same school i
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Giuseppe Furlani, Religione dei Yezidi, 1930, and “Rivista degli Studi

Orientali'’, 1932, pp. 97-132, and so forth).

However, there is no doubt that the curious, probably cryptic,

script of the Yezidis exists or existed. Fig. 139, i shows its alphabet,

and Fig. 139, 2-3, reproduce two specimens. The script is partly based

on the Persian-x-\rabic writing, and partly on the Latin alphabet, but the

majority of signs do not resemble either Arabic or Roman letters. The
date of origin of this script is uncertain.

According to Professor Furlani, not only was the Persian-Arabic

alphabet the prototype of the new script, but the texts must have first

been written in the Persian-Arabic alphabet, and then transcribed in the

new cryptic script. It is quite possible; the phonetic values of all the

letters of the new script are identical with those of the Persian-Arabic

letters. On the other hand, the shapes of the signs of the new character

are quite different, with the exception of a few letters, such as \ A, and

u\ The great majority of the letters seem to be arbitrary inventions, based

mainly on geometric elements, such as straight strokes, little squares,

triangles and circles, angles, and so forth, and some are similar to Latin

letters having geometric forms (1, V, T, L, etc,), but they have quite

different phonetic values.

II

—

Balti Alphabet

There are some manuscripts extant, which are couched in the Bhotia

of Baltistan, or Balti, a Tibetan dialect spoken by about 150,000 people, in

the province of Baltistan, formerly an independent state, and now part

of the ex-State of Kashmir. These manuscripts are written in a script which
according to Sir George A. Grierson {Linguistic Survey of India, Ill-i,

pag. 33 sq.), was perhaps invented at the time of the conversion of the

Baltis to Islam, about a.d. 1400.

Three kinds of signs can be noted (Fig. 139, 4):

(1) Some signs have the shape of Latin capital letters, but the phonetic
values are not the same; in some cases there is a likeness (K representing^,

P representing h, and R representing /), in other cases, there is nosimilarity
at all (a reversed B, that is Q, represents an r, an E represents an ri).

I think that we may conclude that the inventor of the Balti scripts knew
the Latin alphabet, and with purpose avoided giving to its signs the same
phonetic value.

(2) Some signs (^, hh^ ts^ ng, th^ etc.) have purely geometric forms,
such as combinations of little squares and straight strokes.

(3) A few signs represent various sounds which are distinguished bv
the addition of diacritical marks; for instance, the sign h with a point
below it, represents a p, with a point to its left, represents a t; an ^ with a

point to its left, represents the sound sh, and so forth.

(4) The vocalization is rather peculiar; it is not unlike the Indian and
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Ethiopian systems. There are six vowel marks: short a, long a; By j, o

and u. With the exception of the long a, indicated by a kind of capital s

( S) above the consonant with which it is connected, all the other vowels
are represented by signs marked at the bottom left hand of the connected

U;fn

tsgc hXdzrzz s s

X 1 ^ J W Ti%JLU ^

s dCz) t z ^ g f w q k g 1 ni n w h \

mn
ijn... a) las

C|>2'

oni ,,y,

nu**! U nnj

J>l a-fnc|4>lQ

7 ^‘•,
5,

1
1*» q>l*A

•^*»S

Fig. 139
I, The Yezidi cryptic alphabet. 2-3, Specimens
from the Yezidi Kitah al-Jahceh and Jiliskhaf Resh
(according to P. Anastase Vlarie) 4, Specimen
from the Balti script (St. John’s Gospel, 111, 16),
with transliteration and translation into English
(according to Sir G. A. Grierson). 5, The Somali

alphabet
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C/ul zernah, khiidd-si kJmri hiii-kha

« What say-if, God-by his son-ou

cJihes-Jiih lya-khan kun }yii shi, do-

faith-sort making all not die, that-

patse khong~lak hriane . diik-pi

from him-to faithful being-ones-of

khson-Uik thnp~tuk, zere, kkiiri bu chik-bii mins ; ditse khosi 7ni~

living-short receive, saiying, liis son oilly-one gave ; thus him-bv men-

\'ul~po~lah rgas.

land-to liked
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letter: short a by a dash
( ), e by an oblique stroke, i bv a hook, o by a

kind of comma, and u by a curl. The final consonant (that is a consonant
which is not followed by a vowel) is marked bv a point on its top.

On the whole it may be said that the inventor of this script knew
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various scripts and made ample use of his knowledge. For the Latin

alphabet, see point (i). The direction of writing of the Balti script—from

right to left—and the diacritical points, seem to indicate that the inventor

was mainly influenced by the Arabic script. The vocalization may indicate

Indian influence. The signs, however, are arbitrar}^ inventions.

Nowadays, the educated Baltis employ mainly the Persian-Arabic

alphabet, which is most unsatisfactory and misleading. For the Balti

form of speech see A. F. C. Read, Balti Grammar (“The Roy. Asiatic

Society,’’ London, 1934), which, however, does not mention the script

examined above.

Ill

—

Somali Alphabet

This script, called locally al-kitabah al-'usmaniyyahy “the Osmanya

script,” from the name of the inventor, has been created recently for

the Somali language by Tsman Yusuf, son of the Sultan Yusuf ‘Ali,

and brother of ‘Ali Yusuf, the last sultan of Olbia. Tsman Yusuf

belonged to the tribe of Bal Yaqub and the sub-tribe of Tsman Mahmud
(Italian Somalia).

Previously an attempt was made by Shaikh Awes of the Confraternity

Qadiriyyah (who died in 1909) to adapt the Arabic alphabet to Somali,

but without success.

Tsman Yusuf had a good knowledge of Arabic, a fairly good knowledge

of Italian, and probably also of the Ethiopic script, and he made the

maximum use of the various elements found in the three systems of writing.

The new alphabet consists of 22 consonants, arranged according

to the order of the Arabic alphabet, with the addition of the flve vowels

/, ii, 0, a, e (as pronounced in Italian). Long vowels are treated in two

ways: (i) by the addition of an aleph to the a to express the long a; of a

IV to the XI to represent a long and to the 0 to represent a long o; of a v

to an i and to an e to represent respectively a long i or a long e. (2) The
long vowels e and o can also be represented by the signs ee and 00.

The origin of the Somalian alphabet (Fig. 139, 5) can be analvsed as

follows:

(1) The general idea of the alphabet, with distinct signs for the

consonants and vowels, came from the Italian script; also the direction

of writing, from left to right, was adopted from Italian.

(2) The order of the letters and the way of representing the long vowels,

are based on the Arabic alphabet.

(3) The general diictxis of the script is reminiscent of the Ethiopic

script.

{4) The signs are generally arbitrary inventions; there are, however,

some which are like Latin letters, either capitals or minuscule, either

in print or handwriting (//, A, h, /), or Arabic letters or else Ethiopi

signs, but the phonetic values do not agree.



CHAPTER V

NON-SEMITIC OFFSHOOTS OF
ARAAIAIC BRANCH

“Alphabet Follows Religion’’

It has been said in reference to the Arabic alphabet “that if ‘trade

follows the flag,’ the alphabet follows religion.” I'his was also true of

various other alphabets of Aramaic origin, some varieties of which became
the sacred scripts of the five great faiths of Asia—Zoroastrianism, Judaism,

Christianity, Buddhism and Islam. We may add Nestorianism and
Manichaeism [see the preceding Chapter), and perhaps also the faith

of the Armenians. The importance of the Aramaic olTshoots is even greater

from the linguistic point of view; indeed, besides the various peoples of

Semitic speech who employed alphabets of Aramaic origin [see preceding

Chapter) many peoples speaking other languages, such as Indo-Iranian,

Turki and Mongolian, have adopted and adapted to their speech, alphabets

derived from the offshoots of the Aramaic branch.

K H A R O S H T H I S C R I P T AND THE PROBLEM OF INDIAN
R I T I N G S

The question of the origin of the Indian scripts is one of the most
fascinating problems in the histor}^ of writing. Many Indian scripts and
offshoots of Indian writing exist to-day used for tongues belonging to

various linguistic groups. A great number of inscriptions have been found
in India, engraved on rocks or stone monuments, on copper, bronze
or iron, on precious metals, painted or engraved on potterv.

All these scripts seem to have descended from two prototypes, the

Kharoshthi and the Brahmi (that is, lipi, “script”). The latter mav be
considered as the national Indo-Ar\Mn system of writing and the true

parent of the great majority of the Indian scripts, while the influence of
the Kharoshthi script on other Indian writings seems to have been
negligible. On the other hand, while the origin of the Kharoshthi seems
to be evident, the origin of the Brahmi is still uncertain and hotly discussed.

We shall deal with the latter in the next chapter; here we must mention
the Kharoshthi, which is called also Bactrian (from the ancient district

Bactria), Indo-Bactrian, Ary^n, Bactro-Pali, north-western Indian,

Kabulian (so termed by Faulmann), Kharostri, and so forth.

However, the term Kharoshthi is now commonly used. In a Chinese Buddhistic
work of A.D. 668 this ancient term was already in use. It has been variously

explained, as (i) connected with Kharoshtha (kharaoshtha, “ass-lip”), the
supposed creator of this script; (2) as used to indicate the barbaric peoples, Turks
and Tibetans, on the north-western boundaries of India; (3) as connected with

301
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the Sanskrit name of Kashgar; (4) as the Indian corruption of kharaosta or khara-

posta (the Indo-Aryan khara meaning “ass,” and the Iranic posta, “skin”), the

“ass-skin,” implying that this script had been employed for writing on ass-skins;

(5) the most probable theoiy- seems to be that an Aramaic word like kharottha

became, through popular etymolog\% the Sanskrit word kharoshtha.

Coins and Inscriptions

Kharoshthi has been known for a long time, as many Indo-Greek

and Indo-Scythian coins between 175 B.c. and the first century a.d.

were written in this script, but its greater importance tvas realized after

the discovery, in 1836, of a Kharoshthi inscription incised on a rock in

the vicinity of Shahbazgarhi (on the Indo-Afghan borders) giving a

translation of Asoka’s {see next Chapter) edicts, belonging probably to

251 B.c.

Other Documents

Later, many other Kharoshthi documents were found. For instance,

in the twenties of this century". Sir Aurel Stein discovered in Niya and

Lou-lan, Eastern Turkestan, many interesting Kharoshthi documents

written in Indian ink on wood, skin and paper, belonging mainly to the

third century a.d. An important Kharoshthi Buddhist manuscript,

apparently of the second century a.d. had previously been found in Eastern

Turkestan. The most recent Kharoshthi inscriptions seem to belong to

the fourth-fifth centuries a.d.

The dating is, however, not always easy; only about 40 inscriptions

are dated. An additional chronological difficulty is that the dated inscrip-

tions, although indicating years, months and days, do not specify the

era. The majority of the inscriptions were discovered in ancient Gandhara,

now eastern Afghanistan and the northern Punjab,

The Script

Kharoshthi is not a monumental, but a popular, cursive, commercial

and calligraphic script. The direction of writing is from right to left

(Fig. 140, 2), although there are some few inscriptions and of more recent

date written from left to right. The numeral signs are characteristic

(Fig. 140, i).

It is now commonly accepted that the Kharoshthi script (Fig. 140) has

descended from the Aramaic alphabet
;
this theory' is based on two important

facts, the likeness of many signs having similar phonetic value, and the

direction of writing. The connections of the Aramaeans with India have

been proved by the Aramaic inscription on the stone found at Taxila on

the Hydaspes of the third century' b.c. {see p. 255). The Kharoshthi script,

however, must have originated in the fifth century' b.c., in north-western

India, at that time under Persian rule, which was the best medium for

the spread of the Aramaic speech and script.
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It may be assumed that the Brahmi had some influence on the origin

or evolution of the Kharoshthi, especially (i) in regard to the vocalization
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The Kharoshthi character accordinnr to E, [. Rapson. 2, Kharoshthi inscription
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of the script, the vowels being indicated by small circles, dashes,

modifications of strokes, and so forth (Fig. 140), which in appearance

transforms the script into a syllabic writing; (2) the addition of signs

for sounds (such as 6//, gh, dh) which do not exist in Aramaic; and

(3) the direction of writing in the later stage of Kharoshthi.
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Persian or Iranian Scripts
General Sketch

When the Seleucid empire fell to pieces, the Greek dominion of its eastern
portion ceased for ever, and a North Iran dynasty became the overlords of
these lands. Arsaces {ca. 248 b.c.) was the founder of the new dynasty, whom we
know as Parthian; the indigenous name is unknown, the Persians called this

population Parthava. They seem to have spoken a North Iranian dialect akin to

Sogdian {see below), and lived in the mountainous country' south-east ot the
Caspian Sea. Mithridates I {ca. 170-138 b.c.), occupying Media and Babvlonia,
became the real founder of the strong Parthian empire, which fought long wars
with the Romans. The latter never had dominion over the Parthians; the defeat
ol Crassus in 53 b.c. marks the end of the period when Europeans were rulers
of Alesopotamia, until the World War, 1914-1918.

About The year a.d, 220, the Parthian rule itself, that is the Arsacid dvnasfv
came to an end, “but their successors were not the Romans but the Sasanians
a still more definitely Persian and Oriental dynasty, which lasted till the coming
of Islam.’’ “The new monarchy was strongly Persian, representing a revival of the
Persian nationality and the Zoroastrian religion, and the new King of Kings
began to dream of restoring the dominion of Darius and Xerxes over Syria and
Asia Minor.” (Burkitt).

Pahlavi

Cuneiform was the Persian writing of the Achasmenid Empire [see

Part I, Chapter XI), during which the Aramaic speech spread more and
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more. It was employed even in official documents, so also under the

Arsacid dynasty (248 B.c.—A.D. 220).

Whether or not the Persians of the Ach$menid period employed the

Aramaic script for writing Iranian or Persian for the purposes of daily
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(Persian, Iranian) alphabets

Cv)mpared with the Aramaic
and Sogdian scripts

S, d’he Soitdian alphabet as

emplo>ed in the 2nd centur\ A.D.

1-2, d’he alphabet ot the Aramaic
papyri from K>/ypt (a) and its

phonetic values ( i ),

3, The north -%\esternPahla\'i, also

termed Pahla\ ik or Arsacid.

4, The script of the documents
from the Pahla\ i documents Ironi

Avroman (tirst century H.(' )

5, The south-western Pahla\i^

also termed Parsik or SaNanian.

h, "j'he Avesta alphabet.

7, Phonetic values.

2, The Avesta alphabet

life, there is at present no evidence to determine, but subsequently the

Aramaic writing was so employed, and from it the Pahlavi alphabet is

derived.

The Persian or Iranian language spoken, in its various dialects, in

the aforementioned Arsacid period and during the Sasanid dynasty

(a.d. 226-651) is called middle Persian to distinguish it from the early

Persian of the Achsemenid period and the neo-Persian of the Islamic

period, ^Middle Persian or Iranian is also called Pahlavi or Pehlevi.

u
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Ararnaic ‘ 'Ideograms'
’

Pahlavi was formerly supposed to be a mixed form of speech and
“one of the most enigmatical languages known to have existed’' (M. Haug,
1870). Nowadays it is known that the foreign elements found in the
Pahlavi inscriptions and other written documents are merely “ideograms,”
which prove to be obsolete Aramaic words. They were written in evolved
ligatures of Aramaic letters, and read not in Aramaic, that is the original

language, but in Pahlavi. There are similar instances in English,
abbreviated Latin “ideograms” (such as d.^ £, Sf, e,g.^ Xo., i.e.^ etc,)

being read not in Latin, but in English (“pence,” “pound,” “and,” “for
example,” “number,” “that is,” “and so forth”). Sir Ellis Alinns reminds
me of the “ideogram” viz. commonly employed in English: “In reading
aloud usually rendered by ‘namely’ ” (A. H. Alurray and others, A New
English Dictionary, Oxford, 1928). The term is an abbreviation of Latin
videlicet (stem of videre, ‘to see,’ + licet, ‘it is permissible’) “that is to
say,” “namely,” “to wit”; the ^2: represents the ordinary mediaeval Latin
symbol of contraction for et or —et (Alurray). However, the Aramaic
“ideograms” are very numerous in Pahlavi documents; all pronomina,
conjunctions, as well as many nouns (such as “day,” “month”), and verbs
are expressed by “ideograms,” to which Pahlavi flexional terminations

are simply tied on.

A typical example is shah an shah (“king of kings,” “great king,”

“emperor”), which regularly occurs in the titles of the Sasanian kings,

and is written with the Aramaic ideogram mlk'n mill (malkan rnalka).

“The Parsis possess, apparently from old times, an almost complete
list of these “ideograms,” that is the Frahang i Pahlavik, or Pahlavi-
Pazand Glossary, a systematic dictionary, in which for every ideogram
Iranian pronunciation is given.” There are, however, many errors due
to the ignorance of the copyists.

Pahlavi Alphabets

At the end of the third or during the second centun^ b.c., the Persians
created for their own language the alphabet termed Pahlavi or Pehlevi.
This term, derived from Parthava of the inscriptions of Darius (Greek
Parthyaioi, Latin Parthi), means simply “Parthian,” and indicates that
both the speech and the script developed in Parthian times. Other
linguistic, graphical and historical evidence points the same wav.

It is far from clear how the Pahlavi system of writing developed. It

cannot have been the creation of an individual, because in that case the
system would have been more consistently worked out, and the almost
contemporar}' appearance of two or more varieties would be inexplicable.

It may, therefore, be assumed that the Pahlavi scripts were a natural
development from local cursive Aramaic scripts.
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We can distinguish at least three varieties of the Pahlavi alphabets
(Fig. 141-142):

(i) The north-western Pahlavi (that is the script of the Parthians),

termed also Pahlavik or Arsacid, mainly on coins and gems of the Arsacid
dynasty (Fig. 141, i, col. 3).

|lb^

-4y -AW t.

laJcl
: vukOu

:oiM j^tcJAAii

*t w
AA»li^

wuu

Fi2* IA2—Specimen of cursive eastern Pahlavi

(2) l^he south-western Pahlavi (the script of the Persians, strictly
speaking), termed also Parsik or Sasanian, in two forms, monumental
and cursive(Fig, 141, i, C0L5). There are also various monumental inscrip-
tions; while the Arsacid dynasty was considered to be foreign, the Sasanids
rated themsehes as a national dynasty, and following the tradition of
the great Achaemenid kings, they immortalized their deeds in rock
sculptures and inscriptions.

(3) The eastern Pahlavi, of which onlv a cursive form is known
(Fig. 142).

The Script

In the adaptation of the twenty-two Semitic letters to the Iranian
language, the following modifications were introduced: aleph was adopted
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as a; zv as v; y as consonant 3’ or vowel i; g was given two forms, one for

g, and the other for gh (v)
;
both the letters I and r could denote either

the / or the r; p represented either the p or the /; the samekh was adopted

for the sound 5, and the shin for the sound sh. The sade (emphatic s) was
adopted for the sound ch. The letters he^ teth and 'ayin appear only in

Semitic words. The g used as gh was distinguished from the original form
by the addition of the so-called aspiration-stroke. This alphabet was,

obviously, not sufficient to express all the Iranian consonants; therefore,

some letters were used also for related sounds, the p for w; the t also for

d, dh, and sometimes for th (in some instances a modification of the samekh

was used as th)
;
the ch was employed also asj (sA), but sometimes the letter

sh was used for the same sound. The het was adopted for the sound h

or 7 {kh).

Final consonants were followed by a zv (in good manuscripts, onlv

after b, p, t, ch, k, zv and g). In the inscriptions, a peculiar sign, read by
some scholars as a long e, is used as closing vowel. Long vowels in the

middle of the words were denoted by aleph, or yod (with two “sublinear”

points) or zc, but the yod and the u'azv could denote also the short / or //,

respectively, whereas the sound a was marked almost only before aleph.

Out of the compounds v -p p, and v -j- b, two special Avesta letters

were formed to distinguish the aspirant zv from the sound z\

Through a steady modification of sounds, when at the same time

the script was preserved, the Pahlavi writing became more historical than

phonetic.

The Avesta

The most famous of the Persian indigenous scripts is the Pazand or

Avesta alphabet, the script of the sacred Persian literature. It is a most
cursive script of fifty signs (Fig. 141)* origin is uncertain. In mv opinion,

unlike the Pahlavi scripts, it is an artificial creation, in which the inventor

used both Pahlavik and Parsik elements, and his knowledge of the Greek
alphabet.

The Iranian or Persian or Zoroastrian sacred literature is called Axesta' this

term conies from the Middle Persian (;r Pahlavi form azistak. which Some scholars

prefer to read apastak; the Pazand form is aiasta, and the .Sanskrit term, aiista.

Az'istavnh or Aiistazcun denotes "'Avesta-speech. ' The origin of the word is

uncertain; F. C. Andreas, the CA-nnan authontc on the subject, sl^Z'Zc'^ted a

derivation from iipasta meanine^ “foundation," “foundation-text." Zand denote^
the traditional explanation of the A\esta texts handed down by the traditional

schools, which served as the toundation ot the Pahlavi translation reduced to

writing. The term “Zenda\esta, still pc>pularly usclI < applying the term ‘ Zenu"
to the language in which the sacred writing A\esta was compt>s«-d) is a iru-nomer.
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The Avesta literature was composed in a dialect now called “Avestic” or

simply “Avesta.” According to the Parsis, “nothing which was not written in

this dialect can claim to be considered as part of the sacred literature." On the

other hand, there is no other document extant, whether inscription or profane

literature, written in “Avestic.” The original home of this dialect is unknown.
The Avesta literature is a complex collection of writings, containing the liturgies,

the “law,” solemn invocations, prayers, etc., and is still used amongst Parsis

as “Bible” and “Prayer-book,” in India (where there are about 90,000 Parsis)

and in Persia (about 10,000 Parsis).

The manuscripts of the xAvesta fall, therefore, into two classes, the Indian

(the oldest dating from the thirteenth and early fourteenth century A.D.), and
the Persian AISS. (which do not go further back than the seventeenth century,

but surpass their Indian contemporaries in point of correctness and carefulness

of execution). The Iranian or Persian style of writing is “a very vigorous cursive

and oblique” hand, whereas the Indian style is “rather straight and pointed.”

(D. IVIackichan).
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SoGDiAN Alphabet
The Sogdians were an ancient population speaking an eastern dialect of

middle Persian or Iranian, who formerly inhabited eastern Turkestan; some
groups penetrated as far as northern India and Mongolia. Sogdiana (Early Persian

^— ••

(kMkM^^«kK

••(WMuq

|mj«4ULn

VM'tT f1 1- 1
H *© ^

lb Jt?

‘\i

Fiy. 143 I, Specimen of Sogdum
writing. 2, Specimen of cursive Kbk
lurki; three lines of Kok Turki letters
(consisting of 19 signs) with their
phonetic \ alues in Alanichaean script,

w ntten below each line

Siighiuia, Avestic Siighda, Gr. Sogdiane, Lat. Sogdiami), was a province of the
Achiemenid empire, corresponding roughly to Samarkand and Bukhara, now
Uzbekistan, in the U.S.S.R. In Hellenistic times it was united with Bactria'

Sogdian was nothing but a name until the beginning of the twentieth centurv^

In the first seven or eight centuries of the Christian era, the Chinese province
of Sinkiang, or Eastern Turkestan, now almost wholly a sandy waste was “a
land of smiling cities with rich sanctuaries and monasteries stocked'with magnificent
libraries.” This ancient “melting-pot” of peoples of quite different forms of
speech (Iranian, Indian, Tibetan, Chinese, Turki, etc.), script, and religion
(Manichaean, Nestorian, Buddhist, and others) is now inhabited by a sparse
population mainly of Turkish tongue and Moslem religion.
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The epoch-making discoveries of Bntish-Indian, German, Russian, Japanese,

French and other expeditions, have yielded extremely important results, published

by the discoverers themselves:

A. Stein, Ancient Khotan, London, 1907; Serindia, 3 vols., London, 1921;

Innermost Asia, 4 vols., Oxford, 1928.
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Fig. 144 I he Sogdian and Lighur alphabets compared ^\ith the Aramaic script

Aiamaic-Palmyt cue alpliabet (i) with its phonetic values faK So'^dian (lip/iahet (3
initial siizns

; 4, medial ^iG:n^; 5, final with its phonetic values (hi. alphahtt
'.7, initial sians; <S, medial sians; g, final siens of the script employed m Kastern T’urke^tan

;

ic, initial signs, and. ii, final signs of the script of OiitadAiu bilin, “Knowledge which
makes happy,” an L luhur work composed m ^.d. io?>9 70 and pre'^erved m ^n Liahur

manuscript written in 1440 at Herat: 12, the piionetic values of the letter-)
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A. Gruenwedel, Alt-Kutscha, Berlin, 1920; Recherches arclieologiqties en Asie

Centrale, Paris, 1931.

A. von Le Coq, Aiif Hellas Spiiren in Ost-Tiirkestan. Leipsic, 1926, and others.

The Sogdian speech and script (Fig. 143-144) were widely used in

Central Asia for many centuries, and particularly in the second half of the

first millennium A.D., as proved by the trilingual (Turki, Sogdian and

Chinese) inscription of the ninth century found in the vicinity of Qara

Balgasun, on the Orkhon, the then capital of the vast Uighur Empire.

This important monument seems to mark the northern limit of the diffusion

of ancient Sogdian, while its southern limit seems to be marked by a stone

inscription, consisting of 6 lines, discovered at Ladakh, on the Tibetan frontier.

Sogdian was actually for a long time the lingua fninca of Central Asia.

As the result of the Mongolian and Arabian conquests, Sogdian slowly died

out, although ‘hi poor descendant” of it is still to be found in the valley of Yagna'b.

Many fragments of Sogdian manuscripts (Fig. 143, i) were found

in eastern Turkestan at Turfan; others were discovered at Chhen- or

Ts’ien-fo-tung, the '‘Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, ’ in lun-huang,

Kansu, X.^W. China. The manuscripts extant are now in London (British

Aluseum and India Office), Paris (Bibliotheque Xationale), Leningrad

(Academy of Science) and Berlin (Prussian Academy of Science).

The decipherment of Sogdian is due to the labours of various scholars,

especially the Germans F. C. Andreas and F. W. Mueller, and the French

R. Gauthiot. The manuscripts are mainly of a religious nature, Christian,

Manichaean or Buddhist. The earliest manuscripts extant (those found

at Ts’ien-fo-tung) belong to the second century a.d., but the great majority

of the other texts belong to the eighth, and perhaps ninth century a.d.

The Sogdian script (Fig. 144), of which there were a few varieties,

was, like the Semitic alphabets, purely consonantal. Iffie vowels <?, /,

and u were often left unmarked, but sometimes they were expressed

bv the use of the consonants aleph, v, and zc: aleph could express the

long or short a; v, the long or short /, or the long e; zc, the long or short

ii, or the long o. Sometimes, however, two aleph were employed, or the

combination aleph-x or aleph-zc.

The Sogdian script also contained some Aramaic ideograms, but

not as many as the Pahlavi scripts
;
see above.

The Sogdian alphabet descended from a local cursive variety of the

Aramaic scripts, perhaps from early Pahlavik; later, it was influenced by

the XTstorians, as we may assume from the fact that many Sogdian

manuscripts have been found dealing with Xestorian Christianity.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
R. Gauthiot, De Talphabet sogdien, “Journal Asiatique,” 1911.

Essai de graniniaire sogdieiu I, by R. Gauthiot, Paris, 1914-23; II, by E.

Benveniste, Pans, 1929
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145—Kok Turki runes

d'he fitjures indicate the shapes of the letters vhen they precede or follow the followino;

vowels; hi, ’0 or u\ e or i

,

or u; *'a, 0, ii or D, /, a, 0 or u
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Kok Turki Runes
The southern part of central Siberia, north-western Mongolia and

north-eastern Turkestan have yielded many inscriptions belonging to the

seventh and eighth centuries a.d., and some later fragments of manuscripts

written in a script variously known as Orkhon-script (the first inscriptions

having been found near the river Orkhon, to the south of Lake Baikal),

or Siberian, or early Turki, Kok Turki or pre-Islamic Turki.

There are two forms of this script, the monumental, of which a few

varieties are known (Fig. 145), and the cursive form (Fig. 143, 2). The
monumental inscriptions are written in a runic character, termed Kok
Turki runes, which Professor Sir Ellis H. Minns compares with the

:3
UJ
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Fig. 146

1, Comparison of(Teu-

tonic) runes with Kok
Turki runes;

2, Early Hungarian
’Script

a-o. b ei(U) es(^) £ *-« / S k I I,(lV
[j

XX T-r AA XX siicYn-aa 00
"

2

'Hx rx e 0 c P r ifs) «(j) ^ XA w t> Z rsfi) !

9) DP SO 3^7K SXW XI ys xyx htf a ^

Germanic runic script (Fig. 146, i), not for any phonetic connection,

but because the forms assumed are similar, being conditioned bv carving

on sticks: indeed, actual objects have been found.

The Kok Turki script was deciphered by the Danish scholar Wilhelm
Thomsen. The language of the inscriptions is early Turki, the oldest

form known of the Turkish tongue, which differs \-en.' widely from the

Ottoman Turkish. Although the earliest inscriptions extant belong to

the seventh-eighth centuries, the script must already have been in use

in the sixth century.

The script was written either horizontally, from risht to left, or in
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vertical lines, under Chinese influence (?), and consists of 38 letters. Many
consonants vary in form according to the intended vowel-sound, for

instance, k has five forms—for (i) (2) ky, (3) ko or kii, (4) kd, ke, ki,

(5) ko or kii — other consonants have only two forms or even one

(Fig. 145). It is thus a mixed syllabic-alphabet system.

Its origin is uncertain. It may have derived either from a local variety

of the Pahlavik script or else from the Sogdian alphabet in its early stage.
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Early Hungarian Script (Fig. 146, 2)

The script of some mediaeval (sixteenth century; the earliest document

belonging to a.d. 1501) inscriptions from Transylvania and southern

Hungary is termed Szekler or early Hungarian; it seems to have descended

from the Kok Turki script, but this is still an open question. Some
scholars consider it as a ciA'ptic script of the Szeklers.

The isolated group of Hungarians settled in Transylvania, and called Szeklers

or Szekels, numbering about 450,000, are generally considered as the purest

descendants of the Magyars or Hungarians, who at the end of the ninth century a.d.

invaded the country now known as Hungary. Some scholars, however, consider

the Szeklers as a Finno-Ugrian people, akin to the Hungarians. Others explain

the word s^ekely as ‘‘frontier guards,'’ and hold that the Szeklers were trans-

planted to Transylvania in order to form a permanent guard for the frontier.
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B. Munkacsi, Zum Problem der Szekler Riinenschrift, the same journal.

J. Nemeth, Die Inschriften, des Schatzes von Nagy-Sz.-Miklos, “Bibliotheca

Orientalis Huxgarica,” II, Budapest, 1932.

C. L. Fabri, The Ancient Hungarian Script and the Brdhml-character

,

“Ixdiax
Culture,” Calcutta, i934-
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U I G H U R A L P El A B E T

The Uighurs, originally Toquz Oghuz, the “Nine Oghuz,” were a strong people
of Turki speech. They lived in Mongolia and were Shamanists. About the middle
of the eighth century A.D., they invaded eastern Turkestan, where they accepted
the religion of Buddha. Later, however, their kings embraced Manichieism
(see p. 292), while a part of the population were converted to Nestorianism.
Successively, they became IMoslerns.

The vast Uighur empire of Mongolia, which had its capital at Qara Balgasun
of to-day, did not last long; it was destroyed about the middle of the ninth
century. From the cultural angle it was less important than the later Lbghur
kingdom of eastern Turkestan, which was politically weaker. The Uighurs ruled
Kashgaria in the tenth-twelfth centuries, when they subdued the whole land, but
intermixed with the local population of Iranian origin. The assimilation was so
complete that they may conveniently be called Iranized Turks; the region became
a true “country of the Turks’^ = “Turkestan.'' After the conquest by Chinggiz
Khan, the Uighurs retained a semi-autonomy for some time.

The influence of the Uighurs on the neighbouring countries is best

illustrated by the use at the beginning of the thirteenth century of the

Uighur alphabet as the script of the Alongolian Empire.

The Uighur alphabet (Fig. 144) is an offshoot of the Sogdian script.

The adaptation of this consonantal alphabet to the Turki form of speech,

rich in vowels, was not without difficulties. Generally, the vowels a, i and
u were left unmarked. At a later stage, it became the custom to use the

letter aleph for a or ee, and often a double aleph for an initial a; v for i

and /, e not being distinguished; w for w, o, ii or 0, zvy being often used
for ii or 6 when in the first syllable. In foreign words, many Sogdian
spellings \vere adopted.

The Uighur script was written and read vertically.
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Fig. 147—I’lie Alongolian,
Kalmuck and Alanchu alpha-

bets compared with the Syriac

and Uighur scripts

(i) Initial signs; (z) medial
signs; (3) final signs

14S

.S7 Jnlu: in. ih m M.cn'
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dominion extended from Korea to southern Russia. The Mongolian language
belongs to the Altaic linguistic family. Mongolian dialects are now spoken by
tribes occupying the territories from the Great Wall of China to the River Amur,
and across the Gobi Desert as far as the Altai mountains. The three principal
dialects, Khalkha, Kalmuck and Buriat, do not differ much. Literary Mongolian
is that form of the Khalkha dialect which has been reduced to writing bv
the Lamas Saskya Pandiat, ’p’ags-pa or Phags-pa and Tshoitshi Odser, in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

The Mongols used the Uighur as their official language and script

until 1272, when the script Pa-sse-pa or 'p'ags-pa, an adaptation of the
Tibetan writing, was adopted for the Mongolian speech {see p. 355).
This was replaced about 1310 by the Galica or Kalika (from ka-Iekka,

the ‘7?rt-script,’' the “script” of the system which was based

i; a ya ha la -1 da tsa r sa ra

V a ha f la da
-H

tsd .r sd rii

i i hi /' h J di isi si 3 n
V
a 0 7.° bo

a
lo a do a tso so ro

V
u bu In % du y, tsu sn rn

cr 0 '^kij r bo 16 Lf do a- tso so ro

il y* A iV f hii <6’ hi % dii % tsil sil % rn

•f ?ia •’i ga ma < ta 'i ija 'i dza ?sr

••f fia '^ga yyiii
-f

tii yd .1 dzd sd

ni 3 g‘ mi
J*

a 6 J dzi 6i

.V
U no mo S to yo a dzo >0

nu %g» -<S
m u 3) tn dzu sn

n<j mo
i?

to y- y^^ 3
- dzo so

nu mil % til 3, dzil Sli

Fig. 149—The Kalmuck alphabet

mainly on the Uighur alphabet, partly influenced bv the Tibetan script,

using the experience of the Pa-sse-pa system.

During the fourteenth century, the Galica alphabet (in which the
Alongolian translations of the Buddhist Sanskrit and Tibetan works
were written) developed and became the Mongolian national alphabet.

The iMongoIian script (Fig. 147) is written vertically downwards,
perhaps under Chinese influence, but, unlike Chinese, the columns follow

each other from left to right. As a system of writing it is imperfect, g and k,

d and 0 and z/, y and j, and others are written alike; as a result, many
words of widely different meaning are written alike, as, for instance, urtii

(“long”) and ordii (“palace”).
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Manchu Script

The Manchu population, speaking a southern Tungus tongue, allied to the

Tungus division of the Altaic linguistic group, had no historical importance
before the seventeenth century. Nurhachu, who when he became emperor in

1616, assumed the name Ahkai Fulingga (in Chinese, T'ien iMing, “Appointed by
Heaven”), may be considered as the creator of the Alanchu script and literature.

This consists mainly of translations from, or imitations of, Chinese works.

Originally the script was a mere adaptation of the Mongolian alphabet

to the Manchu tongue. In 1632, some diacritical marks were added. In

1748, the Manchu script was revised by the Manchu Emperor of China,

Ch’ien-lung, who according to tradition chose one form of the 32 existing

variants (Fig. 147). Manchu is written, like Mongolian, in vertical columns

running from left to right (Fig. 148).

Kalmuck Alphabet

The Kalmucks, a branch of the Mongols, are nomads who inhabit a vast

region of Mongolia, in the eastern part of the Then Shan range, on the western

border of the Gobi Desert, spreading east into Kansu and westwards to the

Kalmuck Steppes. They also settled on the banks of the \ olga.

The Kalmucks adapted the Mongolian alphabet to their speech in

1648, under the lama Zaya Pandita. The Kalmuck alphabet {Fig. 147,

and particularly Fig. 149) is more precise than the Alongolian.

Buriat Alphabet

The Buriat dialect belonging to the Mongolian group, is spoken by about

300,000 people in the provinces of Irkutsk and Transbaikalia (Siberia).

The Buriat national script of this oriental branch of the Alongolian

linguistic group, is the last descendant of the Alongolian alphabet.

The Russian alphabet has also been adapted to the Buriat tongue.
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PROBABLE OFFSHOOTS OF ARAMAIC BRANCH

A K M E X I A X Scripts
A script for the Armenian language, philologically a most important

and independent member of the Indo-European family, was not introduced

until the spread of Christianity in Armenia and after the Armenian Church

became independent or autocephalic in 369. In fact, about a.d. 400,

St. ^lesrop or VIasht‘otz (the “saint”), in collaboration with St. Sahak

and a Greek from Samosata called Rufanos, was the creator of this script

so excellently suited to the Armenian speech. The fifth century was also

the Golden Age of Armenian literature. A famous school of translators

(thaigmanitchk' or siirb thargma7iiichk\ “holy translators”), founded bv

St. Sahak, produced versions of the Bible from Syriac and Greek and

of the masterpieces of Greece and Rome. The early Armenian codices

extant generally belong to the twelfth century a.d. although—-as Professor

Bailey kindly informs me—there are a few earlier ones; for instance, the

facsimile of a Gospel MS, of a.d. 8S7 was published at Moscow in 1S99,

and E. Mader published the facsimile of a manuscript of 989.

ArmeniaJi

Armenian—the same language which Lord Byron considered as “a rich

lanuuaye which would amply repay anyone the trouble of learning it”—can
now be di\ided into (i) early or classic Armenian, termed Grabar (from grel,

“to write”), the “written language,” which is still used as the learned and liturgical

language; and (2) the “vulgar” speech, the modern Armenian employed since about
the middleofthepresentmillenniLim. The latter, tcTVWQd Ashksarhahar or Ashksarhik
(from ashksarh, “world”), is the language of the modem Amienian literature and
of the newspapers. It has two main dialects, the eastern Armenian, which is

nearer to the Grabar and is spoken principally in the mother countr\', and the

western dialect spoken elsewhere. Eastern .\mienian is the more correct. The
differences are chiefly grammatical and in the pronunciation of the consonants

h - p, g - k, and d - t. The Armenian scripts are used both for classic Armenian
and for the vulgar forms of speech.
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Armenian Alphabet

The Armenian alphabet originally contained 36 letters. Later, two

more signs were added. There are two types, capitals and minusculae.

In course of time, the letters changed their outward semblance very slightly.

Fig. 150 shows the Armenian alphabet.

Origin of Armenian Writing

According to Armenian tradition there was a previous unsuccessful

attempt by the Syriac bishop Daniel to adapt the Greek alphabet for

the Armenian speech.

Fig. 150

The Armenian alphabet

I, Order of the letters; 2, Majusculae;

3, Minusculae; 4, Phonetic value; 5,

Different pronunciation; 6, Names of

the letters.

Among the various theories regarding the script on which Alesrop

based his creation, the following are the more important: (i) A suggestion

that the Armenian alphabet is based on the Greek; (2) that a cursive

Aramaic-Persian, Pahlavi, alphabet was the foundation with some Greek

influence; (3) while the most recent theory advanced b\^ the German
scholar Junker suggests that both the Armenian and the Georgian alphabets

are based on the Pahlavik script [see p. 307) with the addition of some

letters of the Avesta-alphabet. Greek influence, however, was felt in the

creation of vowels, the direction of writing, and the upright and regular

w

123456123 4 56
I JL u/ A. ajb IT if m men

2 JB_ r V ben
r
21 e j y.ik hi

3 T 9 c k gim 22 ‘b 1 n nu

4 ? d t da 23 z 1 s
,

sa

5 b t e gec‘ 24 n n 0 0

6 9 z za. 25 2 1 c,c\ck c‘a

7 t t e t 20 «/ P h pe

8 a t 9,€ 9,3 gz

9 P i'o 28 fh Qa

10 i_ j Z zi 29 U 14 s

n b JL-.
\ t

\

tnt
! 30

:

4 u vew

u 1 1 /tun 31 s Uf t d ' /tun

13 ±_ p__
hi 32 p r r re

u jL_ ts,z tsc. 33 d 0 C,t‘5 t'so

13 Jl_ k ken 34 h L U,tU kiu.n

i_ h ho 35 t p'Lur

17 dx, z dza 36_ f e kh,k\t k^e.

18 JL JL- t, iL 0 9 0 0

|jl9 A C ci 38 f fi
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position of the characters, not in the form of particular signs. The only

criticism of the latter theory^ is that not sufficient account has been taken

of the inventive power of the creator.

According to local tradition, St. Mesrop invented the consonants,

ih^catholicos (St.) Sahak, supreme head of the Armenian Church, added the

vowels, and King Vramshapukh supported them by ensuring that the

version of the Bible in the new script became sanctified. The script was

the chief means of crystallizing Armenian speech, which was an important

factor in upholding the existence and the unity of the Armenian Church

and nation.
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Georgian Alphabets
Georgia?i

Georgia, the ancient Colchis or Iberia, a part of southern Caucasia, has been
inhabited from about the seventh centur\' b.c. by Georgians (the indigenous term
is K‘artdi or K‘art‘velni), numbering about tAvo millions. A south-western
Caucasian language known locally as K'arfuUena is spoken; there are various
dialects, the principal of which are Kartlian, Mingrelian with Laz, and Svaman.
The connection of the Caucasian group of languages—w hich are of the agglutina-
tive type, and are also called Alarodian or Japhetic—is still uncertain. While
some scholars (Friedrich Mueller, Lepsius and Schuchardt) considered them as

“isolated,” others found connections with the Turanian linguistic group (De
Morgan and Max Mueller), with the Semitic languages (Trombetti) or wdth
Sumerian (Xs'ereteli). In course of time, this tongue has acquired many foreign

elements, such as Armenian, Iranian, Turki and Russian. According to Dr. O. X.
Kazara, who is of Laz extraction, the physical type throughout Caucasia is

remarkably uniform, representing—with some variations towards dolichocephaly

along the litoral of the Black Sea coast—a marked brachycephalic or round-
headed type.
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Fig. 15

1

I, The Georgian Alphabet.

2-3, Specimens of the Khutsuri

(i.e. Nuskha-Khutsuri) (2) and

Mkhedruli (3) scripts: part of the

Paternoster.

—I have not been able to reproduce

a specimen of the proper uncial Khutsuri.

ICh utsuri

Lm[rpT|7pTi;

Mkl.Hdi uh

cicirn- ft-r|^|Cnr>
,
(^ovS^.gPO b5;"n q6:o6 Br,66

;

L6tjcmn
;

-o"” %^?r' q5x5 dr.bS
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Georgian Scripts

The earliest Georgian inscriptions extant go back to the fifth

centur}” a.d. and the earliest manuscripts to the eighth century a.d.

The “golden age” of Georgia was the twelfth and early thirteenth

centuries under the kings David II and George III, and the Queen

Tamara, and lasted for almost a century until the defeat of George IV by the

Mongols in 1223.

The Georgians formerly employed two scripts (Fig. 151), (i) Khutsuri

(khiitsi, “priest”), the “ecclesiastical writing,” an angular character,

of 38 letters, in two forms (capitals, Aso-nit^avruli, and minusculae,

Nuskhd): see Fig. 15 1, 2; and (z) Mkhednili{mkhedari, '‘knight, warrior”),

the script of “the warriors,” the “military, lay” writing, in one form

only, of 40 letters (seven of them are obsolete, namely, long e and 0,

another variant of e, ie, v, ph, and an emphatic h): see Fig. 151,3.

Mkhedruli is the script commonly employed at present in printing;

a cursive form of which is slightly modified and contains frequent ligatures,

and is the Georgian hand-writing of to-day.

Professor Bailey informs me that Dzanasia [History of Georgia, 1946,

p. 94) has a plate illustrating the development of Georgian script from

“ecclesiastical” to “civil” forms.

Origin

The origin of the Georgian writing and the connection between its

two main varieties are still uncertain.

Traditionallv it is considered as a creation of St. Mesrop, parallel

to that of the Armenian writing. According to Allen, “the Georgian

alphabet is a perfect instrument for rendering the wealth of varied sounds

in the language; the letters give each different sound with accuracy and

clearness, and no other alphabet, including the Armenian, compares

with it in efficiencv.” Allen, therefore, concludes that “it would seem that

the alphabet had a long and slow evolution to its present state of perfection,

rather than it was invented whole by a foreigner.” In conclusion, “the

Georgian script is, like the Georgian language, ancient and original,

and in its perfection to the use for which it is required, it bears the stamp

of a venerable individuality.”

According to a local tradition the Mkhedruli was invented about

a.d. 300 by P'arnavaz, the first Georgian king, and it was more than a

centuiA' older than the Khutsuri. According to another tradition, the

latter was as many as nine centuries older than the former. Marr, a leading

Russian linguist, while accepting the common opinion that the Khutsuri

was a Georgian Christian creation, considers the i\Ikhedruli as a develop-
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ment of a pre-Christian Georgian script, which was modified in later

times, under the influence of the Khutsuri, and continued in use by the

military and lay circles. It also influenced the development of the

Nuskha Khutsuri. The German scholar Junker holds that both

Mkhedruli and Khutsuri are based, like the Armenian alphabet, on

Aramaic-Pahlavi scripts, the former being connected with older and

simpler forms. He also suggests Greek influences.

Junker’s opinion is the most probable. It may be possible that both

the varieties were parallel derivations, Alkhedruli being the more recent

cursive form, perhaps introduced only at the beginning of the present

millennium. A local tradition attributes the origin of the Khutsuri to the

creator of the Armenian alphabet, which is quite possible. In fact, the

Khutsuri seems to be somehow connected with the Armenian alphabet,

although nowadays only some letters of the two scripts look alike.

Sir Ellis H. Minns rightly points out that the Georgian script must

be derived from Aramaic as it has in their right places letters corresponding

to zvazc, tsade and qoph. Armenian possesses these, but out of order.
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Alban or A l v a n Alphabet
According to Armenian traditions, St. Mesrop created another

alphabet for the Albans or Alvans. According to the Armenians the

territoiy^ in question (that is the classical kingdom of Albania), is called

Aghvanir in their language; it is also known as Shirvan.
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Fig. 152

1, The “Alban Alpha-

bet'\’) as seen by
Karamianz.

2, The recently dis-

covered Alban
alphabet.
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This people, of uncertain ethnic origin, lived m the Caucasus, now the Soviet

Republic of A2erbaijan; they were quite important anciently, especially during the

wars between Rome and Alithridates of Pontus. They developed a rich literature

between the fifth and eleventh centuries a.d., but at the end of that period they

disappeared as an ethnic entity. According to some scholars, Caucasian Albanian
still survives in the Udi language, spoken in the villages of Vartashen and Xish
in the district of Xukha to the north of the river Kur or Kura.

Many ancient and modern savants dare to connect the Albanians of the Balkans

with the Caucasian Albanians.

No original Alban documents are extant; until recently it seemed as

though twenty-one Alban letters (Fig. 152, i) were reproduced in an

Armenian manuscript of the sixteenth century. {See Karamianz,

Einiindzzvan^ig Biichstahen eines verlorenen Alphabets, in “Zeitschrift

DER deutschex aiorgenktindischen Gesellschaft,” XL, 1886, pp. 315 sq).

Professor A. Shanidze, however, shews that Karamianz’s is merely queerly

written Armenian. On the other hand, Shanidze thinks that a potsherd from
Old Ganja may contain an Albanian inscription

;
see The Nezvly Discovered

Alphabet of the Caucasian Albanians and its Significance for Science,

‘'Bull, of the AIarr Institute of Languages, History, etc.,” published

by the Academy of Sciences of the Georgian Soviet Republic, Tiflis,

VoL IV, 1938 (in Russian, with summaries in Georgian and PVench).

However, Professor H. \V. Bailey points out {Caiicasica, ”Journ. of
the Roy. Asiat. Soc.”, 1943, p. 4), that “the published photograph
is not clear enough to permit of comparison.”

Professor Bailey mentions also L Abuladze's article, On the Discovery

of the Alphabet of the Caucasian Albanians, which appeared in the same
Bulletin of the Marr Institute, Abuladze publishes “the lost alphabet
which he found in an Armenian manuscript of the fifteenth century a.d.,

containing a miscellaneous collection of the Greek, Syriac, Latin, Georgian,

Coptic, Arabic and Albanian alphabets.” ‘'Under each letter of the

Albanian alphabet its name was written in Armenian script.”

This manuesript is now at Etchmiadzin (No. 7117). The Albanian
alphabet seems to consists of 52 letters, of which 29 are considered as

indigernes, 12 as borrowed from the Armenian alphabet, 8 from Khutsuri,
and 3 from Greek.

Sir Ellis H. Minns informs me that the AIS. in question “has tables

of Greek, Syriac, Latin, Georgian, Albanian, Coptic alphabets, and
Indian and Arabic cyphers with Armenian transcriptions. There are

mistakes, but the alphabets are genuine. Therefore, the Albanian with

52 letters is possibly genuine k see Fig. 152, 2. (I owe the photograph of
this illustration to the kindness of Professor Bailev.)

On the Caucasian Albanians see also G. Dumezil, Une chrAiente

dispariie—les Albanais du Caucase, “Melanges Asiatiques,” I, 1 940-1,
JournalAsiatique, 1940.



CHAPTER VI

INDIAN BRANCH

(Fig. 153-154)

In dealing with the Kharoshthi script (p. 3oif.), the general problem

of Indian scripts was mentioned; all of them, except the Kharoshthi, -are

considered to be descendants of the Brahmi, which will be examined in

the present chapter.

Origin of Indian Writing

The problems connected with the origin and development of the

numerous Indian scripts are so vast and complicated that it is impossible

to deal with them in detail.

The early history of Indian writing, like the early histor}^ of India,

is still imperfectly known. Until recently most historians were disposed

to date the beginning of Indian writing in the early centuries of the first

millennium B.C., and no serious scholar dated the origin in India earlier

than the influx of the first tribes speaking Aryan dialects, which probably

took place in the latter half of the second millennium B.c.

However, the recent discovery of the relics of the Indus \"alley

civilization (Part I, Chapter IV), much older than the first Ar\^an settle-

ments in India, came upon the world as a surprise, and it gave rise to

numerous problems including the relationship of the Indus Valiev culture

to the early Indo-Arvan civilization. Aluch is being written on this subject,

though little of it is of scientific value. For instance, the attempts of

Fr. H. Heras, S.J., to equate the most up-to-date South Indian linguistic

forms with the undeciphered seals belonging to the third millennium b.c.

might put the unwar\' on the wrong track. Not a single link exists to cover

the 2,000-years’ gap between the Indus Valley script and the Indian writing,

though the possibility of connection between the tvo scripts cannot be

rejected categorically.A satisfactory' answer to this problem will be obtained

should strata bearing early Indian settlements be discovered, when their

relationship to the Indus Valley civilization would be proved. It is useless

to discuss the whole problem until sites in the land of origin of the Rig

Veda hymns have been sufficiently explored, excavated and studied.

The whole history^ of India prior to the middle of the seventh centun’

B.c. is, indeed, still the province of archaeology.

Indian scholars who patriotically consider the Brahmi as the descendant

of an indigenous pre-historic script, may be reminded of the following

facts;

328
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(1) The existence in the same country of two or more successive scripts

does not prove that one depends on the other; for instance, the early

Greek alphabet employed in Crete did not descend from the early Cretan

or IVIinoan scripts.

(2) Even if similarities could be proved between the shapes of the

Indus Valley characters and those of the Brahmi letters, evidence would

still be lacking that the latter descended directly from the former, unless

the likeness of the signs belonging to the two systems corresponds with

the identity of their phonetic values. In this connection, the Minoan
script as well as the Cypriote syllabary contained many signs resembling

earlv Greek letters, but one was not derived from the other.

(3) I have already made clear (p. 216), that the main importance in the

origin of an alphabet is not the invention of signs, but the establishment

of an alphabetic system of writing; this applies for instance (p. 189^)

to the origin of the Aleroitic scripts. The Indus Valley writing was

presumablv a transitional svstem or a mixed syllabic-ideographic script,

whilst the Brahmi script was a semi-alphabet. As far as we know, no
svllabic-ideographic script became alphabetic without the influence of

another alphabetic script, and this was more important historically than

the material origin of the single signs. No serious scholar has ever tried to

show how the Indus Valley ideographic script could have developed into

the Brahmi semi-alphabetic writing.

(4) The extensive Vedic literature gives no indication whatever of the

existence of writing in early Aryan India. As Professor Rhvs Davids rightly

pointed out, it is one of those rare cases when negative evidence, where
some mention would be reasonably expected, is good evidence. Alany
passages show that recording by writing was not practised while there

is pretty constant reference to the texts as existing, but “existing only

in the memor}^ of those who learnt them by heart,” For instance, the

Indian priests were exceedingly keen to keep the knowledge of the mantras,

the charms or verses, on which the magic of the sacrifice depended,

in their own hands. “The ears of a Sudra who listens, intentionallv,

when the Veda is being recited are to be filled with molten lead. His
tongue is to be cut out if he recite it. His body is to be split in twain if

he preserve it in his memory.” The priestly view was that God himself

had bestowed the exclusive right of teaching upon the hereditary priests,

who each claimed to be great divinities. Writing is never mentioned.

Among the ancient Indian divinities there was no god of “writing,” but

there was Sarasvati, the goddess of knowledge, learning and eloquence.

(5) Only the Buddhist literature gives clear references to writing in

ancient times. A Buddhist tract of the Suttantas (or the conversational

discourses of the Buddha) called Sila-siitta, attributed to the middle of the

fifth century^ B.C., mentions a game for children—akkharika (“lettering”).

In the Buddhist canonical scriptures lekha (“writing”) is praised (Vinaya,
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Fig. 154—The Indian and Further Indian branches II

23-25,

Hurniosc.

26-27,

Siamese.

28,

IMon.

29,

Ahom.

30,

Javanese.

3i~33>

Hatak.

33-34,

I/ampong-Kedjang.

35,

Sinhalese.

36,

Katlamba.

37,

Idirh

C’halukya

(proto-Kanarese).

38,

C'entral

Indian.

39,

'relugu.

40,

Kanarese.

(h'antha.

42,

d'aniil.

43,

Vattelutlu.
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IV, 7), and the career of lekhaka (‘‘writer’’) is considered a very good one:

‘‘he will dwell at ease and in comfort” (Vin. I, 77; IV, 28); many other

words, such 2iS>phalaka (wood tablet for teaching to write), lekham chindati

(“scratches a writing”), and so forth, also presuppose the use of writing

for public and private affairs.

We may thus assume that in the fifth centur}^ b.c., and probably

also in the sixth centur}^ B.c., knowledge of writing was widespread,

known to adults and children of both sexes. The Lalita Vistara, a life of the

Buddha, relates that the Buddha studied writing in his childhood (that

is, in the first half of the sixth centur}^ B.c.), Dr. L. D. Barnett reminds

me that Panini {see below) in his grammar, III, ii, 21, which mav be of

the fifth centur}' B.C., mentions lipi (“writing”), which is in origin a Persian

word (information from Professor Bailey).

Fig- 155

I, The Sohgaura copper plate (fourth century B.C.). 2, The inscription of the Eran com
(fourth-third century B.c.). 3, The Mahasthan inscription (fourth-third centurv b.c.)

(6) Although no Indo-Ar}^an inscription can be attributed to a period
earlier than the third or fourth century B.c., on epigraphic grounds alone
it is supposed that the Brahmi script existed at least in the sixth centurv
B.c. Professor Rhys Davids and other scholars considered at one time
that the oldest inscription was the dedication of the relics from the Buddha’s
funeral pyre in the Sakiya Tope at Piprava, believed to date from about

450 B.C., but more recent criticism has thrown doubt upon that theorv.

At present, the oldest extant inscription seems to be the Sohgaura copper
plate from the Gorakhpur district (Fig. 155, i), belonging probably to

the second half of the fourth centur\^ B.c.

A coin found at the village of Eran in the Saugar District of the

Central Provinces, with an inscription from right to left (Fig. 1^5, 2),

belongs to much the same period. The legend reads Rano Dhamapalasa,
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“(coin) of King Dharmapala.” A few other short inscriptions, two seals of

Nadaya (Namdaya) and Agapalasa (Amgapalassa), a few Persian sigloi in

Brahmi script, and perhaps the inscription of Alahasthan (Fig. 155, 3), may

be attributed to the same period. More important are the Asoka inscriptions

{see below), belonging to the middle of the third century B.c.

(7) According to great authorities on the subject, such as Sir George

Dunbar, J. Kennedy, Professor Rhys Davids, V. E, Smith, and others,

the period 800-600 b.c. in India shows a remarkable advance in industrial

life; a host of trades have been developed, from jewellers, usurers and

weavers to sellers of dried fish, professional acrobats, astrologers and

barbers; astronomy had made considerable progress. This period coincided

with the development of maritime commerce. “Sea-going merchants,

availing themselves of the monsoons, were in the habit, at the beginning

of the seventh (and perhaps at the end of the eighth) century B.c., of trading

from ports on the south-west coast of India ... to Babylon, then a great

mercantile emporium’'; “it is highly probable that there was such trade

much before that time.” It is generally agreed that the development of

commerce favoured the diffusion of a knowledge of writing.

I do not think that much can be concluded for the subject we are here

treating, from the fact of the ancient trade relations between India,

including Dravidian India, with the western Semitic world in the times

of Solomon (tenth century^ B.c.), as suggested by the presence in early

Hebrew and other Semitic languages, of some Indo-Aryan and Dravidian

loan-words, such as kinnor, “guitar” (from Indian kinnarp.), 'almiiggim

{'algummim), “sandals,” qopliim, “monkeys,” tukkiyim, “peafowls,” sappir^

“sapphire,” and a few other words. {See J. Kennedy, The Early Commerce

ofBabylon zcith India, “Journ. of the Roy. Asiat. Soc.”, 189S, pp. 241 sq.

;

H. G. Rawlinson, hitercourse hetzceen India and the Western Worlds

Cambridge ETiversity Press, 1916 (2nd. ed., 1926); W. Baumgartner,

Was u'ir heiite z'on der hebrceisclmi Sprache und Hirer Geschichte zvisseUy

“Axthropos,” 1940-1941, p. 612, n. 104, with copious bibliography).

(8) Ver\^ little is known about the early Aiy^an histoiy^ of India. The
fantastic theories such as that of Mr. Tilak who attributed the earliest

hvmns of the \Tdic literature to about 7000 b.c., or that of Mr. Shankar

Balakrishna Dikshit who attributed certain Brahmanas to 3800 b.c.,

cannot be taken seriously. The immigration of Aiy^an tribes into India,

is now attributed to the second half of the second millennium b.c., and

the entire Vedic literature—the sacred scriptures of the ancient Indians

—

is attributed to the same period continuing into the early part of the first

millennium b.c., but they do not contribute much to the historical know-

ledge of ancient India.

Somewhere in the seventh centun^ b.c.—no data exist for accurate

chronolog}'—we find ourselves upon somewhat firmer ground. The whole

of India was becoming organized. Besides progress in commerce, it was
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a remarkable age in many ways. The ruler of the Magadha kingdom,

Bimbisara, of the Sisunaga dynasty (middle of the seventh or the sixth

century B.C.), made the first serious attempt to unify a great tract of

India into a single political state with a central government, and this

certainly favoured the diffusion of writing.

(9) In the sixth century b.c., northern India witnessed a remarkable

religious revolution which profoundly influenced the course of Indian

histor}\ It was, in some respects, a popular reaction against the cumbersome
rituals and bloody sacrifices which in those days constituted the essence

for the “exclusive’’ priestly classes of the Vedic religion. Two great sons

of India largely brought about this mighty transformation. They were

Vardhamana Alahavira, the Jina (“Conqueror of passions,” the “leader

of the school of thought”), the founder of Jainism (apart from Parswa,

who ranks in the succession of the Jainas as the predecessor of Alahavira),

and Gautama Sakyamuni Buddha (the “Enlightened One”), the founder

of Buddhism. Both lived in the sixth centurv B.c., and were anxious

to make their spiritual teachings accessible to the common people and
refused to confine them to Sanskrit, the language of the small privileged

class. The new teachings of the Buddha especially, with their popular

appeal, have long been recognized as the potent cause of the development

of the languages of the people; Buddhist monks and nuns carried far and

wide the gospel of the Englightened One. There is no doubt that while the

knowledge of writing may have favoured the diffusion of Jainism and
Buddhism, these two religions, and especially the latter, contributed much
to the diffusion of the knowledge of writing.

(10) On the whole, many different lines of evidence suggest a date

between the eighth and the sixth century B.c. for the introduction of

writing into “Aryan” India, thus confirming the conclusion that the

Brahmi script was much later than the Indus Valley writing, and that the

knowledge of writing flourished from the seventh-sixth centurv B.c.

onwards.

Theories Coxcerxixg Origix of Brahmi Script
The theories concerning the origin of the Brahmi script can be divided

into two main groups: the first ascribes the Brahmi script to India, and
the second considers it as borrowed from a foreign source.

(i) Many scholars, for instance, Edward Thomas, thought that the

Brahmi script was a Dravidian invention, while General Cunningham,
Dowson, and others believed that the Indian priests had developed it

from picture writing. Since the discover^' of the Indus Valley civilization,

this latter theoiy^ has been connected with the Indus Valley script (see

Part I, Chapter IV).

Manv Indian scholars follow this opinion, which, however, cannot

be upheld for the reasons already explained.
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(2) The other theories can be subdivided into two groups: {a) James
Prinsep, Raoul de Rochette, Otfried Mueller, Emile Senart, Goblet
d’Alviella, and others believe that the Brahmi script derived from the

Greek alphabet. Hellenic influence on the invention of the Brahmi script

has been also suggested by Joseph Hale^y, Wilson and others. I do not
think that this theor\^ is satisfactor}*:—(i) the Indians came in direct

contact with Greek civilization only after they had long been in contact

with other peoples using alphabetic writings, and the invention of the

Brahmi script seems to be at least one or two centuries older than the earliest

Indo-Greek cultural relations; (2) the main improvement of the Greek
alphabet on the Semitic was the introduction of vowels, while the chief

weakness of the Indian scripts is their unsatisfactorv solution of

vocalization.

{b) Most historians of writing consider the Brahmi as a derivation of

a Semitic alphabet. This theory already suggested in 1S06 by Jones,

in 18 1 1 by von Seetzen, in 1821 by Kopp, in 1834 by Lepsius, was extended
in 1856 by Weber and at the end of the last centurv bv Buehler.

Within this general theory, four secondary ones have been propounded:

(1) The derivation of the Brahmi from the Phoenician alphabet

suggested by eminent scholars such as Benfey, Weber, Buehler, Jensen,

and others, who tried to prove that about one-third of the Phoenician

letters were identical with the earliest forms of the corresponding Brahmi
signs; that another third were somewhat similar, and the remainder
can be more or less harmonized. The chief objection to this opinion is

that there was no direct communication, at the requisite date, between
India and the eastern shores of the Mediterranean, and it seems probable
that the Phoenicians had no influence whatever on the origins of the scripts

of countries lying to the east of them.

(2) According to Professor Deecke, Canon Taylor, and quite recentlv,

the late Professor Sethe, the Brahmi script descended from the South
Semitic alphabet. This view is also unacceptable; although it is quite

probable that there was direct communication between India and southern
Arabia, cultural influences of the latter on the former do not appear to

have taken place at that early period; besides, the resemblance between
the South Semitic letters and the Brahmi characters is slight.

(3) Still less probable is the derivation of the Brahmi alphabet from
the cuneiform script propounded by Professor Rhys Davids, who suggested
‘hhat the only hypothesis harmonizing these discoveries is that the

Indian letters were derived, neither from the alphabet of the Northern,
nor from that of the Southern Semites, but from that source from which
these, in their turn, had been derived—from the pre-Semitic form of

writing used in the Euphrates Valley.” This great authority on Buddhist
literature is practically alone in his theory^, which is unsubstantiated bv
any important evidence in its favour.
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(4) All historical and cultural evidence is best co-ordinated by the

theory which considers the early Aramaic alphabet as the prototype of

the Brahmi script. The acknowledged resemblance of the Brahmi signs

to the Phoenician letters also applies to the early Aramaic letters, while

in my opinion there can be no doubt that of all the Semites, the Aramaean

traders were the first who came in direct communication with the Indo-

Ar>"an merchants.

We need not assume that the Brahmi is a simple derivative of the

Aramaic alphabet. It was probably mainly the idea of alphabetic writing

which was accepted, although the shapes of many Brahmi signs show also

Semitic influence and the original direction of the Brahmi character,

from right to left, was also of Semitic origin. It is generally admitted

that the earliest known form of the Brahmi is a script framed by Brahmans

for writing Sanskrit, and it may be assumed that they were the inventors

of this essentially national alphabet, regardless of the problem concerning

the original source of the idea. The fully developed Brahmi system, an

outcome of the remarkable philological and phonological precision

wherein the early Indians surpassed all ancient peoples, provided the

various Indian languages with an exact reflex of their pronunciation.

It is an open question and quite unimportant, whether the Aramaeans

brought the alphabet to India, or the Indian merchants who introduced

it into India after having learned it in Babylon or elsewhere.

Some scholars hold that, as the Indian writing is in appearance a

syllabar}% it could not have been derived from an alphabet; alphabetic

script being obviously more advanced than syllabic. These scholars seem

to have forgotten that the Semitic alphabet did not contain vowels, and

whilst the Semites could, if necessar\% dispense with vowel-signs, the

Indo-European languages could not do so. The Greeks solved this problem

satisfactorily; but the Indians were less successful. It may be that the

inventor of the Brahmi did not grasp the essence of the alphabetic system

of writing. It is quite possible that the Semitic script appeared to him
as semi-syllabic, as it could seem to any speaker of an Indo-Aryan language.

Indeed, the Hebrew even now writes k-t-h to indicate any word having a

meaning connected with “writing,” although the word would never be

read ktb, but (“he wrote”), (“he is writing”), “I shall write”),

and so forth, according to the sense of the sentence; whereas in an Indo-

Ar\"an tongue, a word written with mere consonants would have many
meanings or no meaning at all {€,g,, in English c-t could mean “cat,”

“cut,” “cot,” “city,” “cute,” “act,” “acute,” or no meaning at all).

The fact that the sound a is inherent in all the consonants of the Indian

scripts unless otherwise indicated, is perhaps due to the influence of the

Aramaic language, in which the final aleph predominated.

As to the date of the origin of the Brahmi script, nothing is certain;

the eighth or seventh centur\’ b.c. seem to be the most probable.
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Over sixty years ago, R. N. Oust, the then Hon. Secretary of the

Royal Asiatic Society, published an article in the journal of that Society

{On the Origin of the Indian Alphabet, J.R.A.S., N.S., XVI, 1884, pp.

325-359). Since then, many new discoveries have been made, and the

problem has been discussed in many hundreds of books and articles,

and yet, concerning the origin of the Brahmi script, I even now fairlv

well agree with the first two of his conclusions:

“L The Indian Alphabet is in no respect an independent invention

of the People of India, who, however, elaborated to a marv^ellous extent

a loan, which they had received from others.

‘TI. The idea of representing Vowel and Consonant Sounds by

symbols of a pure alphabetic character was derived from Western Asia

beyond any reasonable doubt.” (The Indian characters, however, are

semi-alphabetic and not pure alphabetic).

Indian Inscriptions
Unquestionably the most copious and important source for the study of the

Indian scripts is the epigraphic, and the present knowledge of many periods of

the long-forgotten past is also derived mainly from the patient study of the

numerous Indian inscriptions during the last hundred years. The great majority

of these inscriptions belong to three classes; (i) commemorative, (2) dedicatory,

and (3) donative. The first two classes are mostly incised on stone, and they

comprise a vast variety of records, from the mere signature of a pilgrim’s name
to an elaborate panegyrical Sanskrit poem. On the other hand, the donative

inscriptions relating to religious endowments or secular donations are mostly
engraved on plates of copper, whilst many Indian inscriptions are recorded on iron,

gold, silver, brass, bronze, clay, earthenware, bricks, crystals, or even palm
leaves and birch bark. The earliest known Indian work in ivory is an inscription

at Sanchi dating from the first half of the second century b.c. The languages

used in the inscriptions are as varied as the materials on which they were written,

Sanskrit, Pali, Sinhalese, Tamil, Bengali, Oriya, Xepah, Telugu, Malayalam,
and others.

Southern India is particularly rich m inscriptions of all kinds, some of which
attain extraordinary length. Many thousands of these inscriptions belong to a

relatively recent date. Until recently, with the exception of the Asoka inscriptions

and the brief dedications of the Bhattiprolu caskets, no important document
was attributed to the pre-Christian era, and relatively few inscriptions were
considered as earlier than the seventh centurv’ A.D.

However, in 1916-17, a Brahmi inscription of the first centuiy^ B.c. was noticed
in the Buddhist cave at Guntapelle in the Kistna district; the year 1923-24 brought
to light a Brahmi inscription of about the second century a.d. at Alluru, also m
the Kistna district; and, finally, in 1941, members of the Bombay Kannada
Research Institute discovered a Prakrit pillar inscription in Brahmi characters of

the second century B.c. at \ adgaon-AIadhavapur near Belgaum, which is the

earliest Brahmanical Prakrit document known to exist in the Bombay Karnatak;

see also p. 341.

The earliest extant manuscripts on palm-leaves seem to belong to the fourth

centurv' a.d. (for instance, some fragments from Kashgar, in the Godfrey
Collection), and to the sixth century (the Horiuzji MS.); the majority, however,

belong to the ninth and the following centuries. The oldest manuscript found
in the south is dated A.D. 142S, according to Burnell.

X
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Development of Indian Scripts

Early Period (up to Fourth Century A.D.)
The intricate development of the numerous ancient and modem Indian scripts

presents many problems. The Lolita Vistara mentions 64 alphabets known at the

time of the Buddha. We do not know whether this number is correct; it may be

exaggerated, or late conditions may have been anticipated. The framework of

the Lalita Vistara is perhaps 2,000 years old, but the extant Sanskrit and Tibetan

versions cannot be older than the seventh century A.D., and passages, like those

concerning writing, are considered to be interpolations of the ninth or tenth

century a.d.

However, some of the scripts can be identified: the Brahmi or Bambhi, the

Kharoshthi or Kharotthi, the Yavananaliya or Yavaiianiya, 'which is obviously

the Greek script, the Dravidi or Damili, the Tamdl prototype (?) script, and so

forth; others are probably only varieties of the main types. At any rate, there is

no doubt that even in early times, there were many Indian scripts. A very ancient

slab in Jain temple Xo. i at Deogarh bears specimens of 18 scripts and 18 forms

of speech (bhasha).

The traditional name of the ancestor of the Indian scripts, the Brahmi

{sc. lipi) appears in the third or fourth centur}^ a.d., about a thousand

years after its invention. At that time, its creation was attributed to Brahma
himself, as its true origin had already been forgotten.

James Prinsep (b. 1799, d. 1840), the unfortunately short lived Boden

Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford, laid the basis for the

decipherment of the Brahmi script. Within the short period of five years,

1834-39, he established the foundation of modern knowledge of the ancient

Indian scripts; ‘‘he was one of the most talented and useful men that

England has given to India,” was rightly said of him by another great

English Indianist, Edward Thomas. Masson, Lassen, Xorris, Cunningham
and other scholars, mostly English, also contributed to our knowledge

of these earliest scripts.

Main Types of Early Indian or Brahmi Scripts

Buehler, the greatest authority on the history of Indian writing,

distinguished eight main types of the early Indian scripts:

(i) Script Written from Right to Left

It is the script already mentioned of the brief legend of five syllables,

Dhamapalasa, of the Eran coin (Fig. 155, 2), written from right to left,

of the fourth or third centuiy^ b.c. Till recently, the evidence of the Eran

coin could not be regarded as conclusive concerning the direction of

writing of the original Brahmi. Many scholars assumed it to be due to

a fault in the matrix from which the coin had been cast. Curiously enough,

these scholars still adhere to their view and have overlooked the fact that

in 1929 a new discovery' was made. In that year Anu Ghose, a geologist

from Calcutta, found at Yerragudi, Kurnool district in the Vladras
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presidency, important Asoka(^^^ below) inscriptions, which were published

in 1933 by Ray Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni in the “Annual Report of

THE Archaeological Survey of India, 1928-29,” pp. 161-167. The

best preserved inscription is a version of Asoka’s Minor Edict. The most

important feature of this document is that eight of the 23 lines, namely lines

2, 4, 6, 9, II, 13, 14. 23, are incised from right to left, or—if we eliminate

from consideration lines 8 and 14—more than half of the inscription

appears to be written in boiistrophedon, or alternating lines. As Mr. Sahni

points out, this inscription leaves no doubt that the boiistrophedon style

was known in the time of Asoka. There is, thus, sufficient evidence of the

existence of an earlier Brahmi script written from right to left, followed

—

as in the development of the early Greek script—by a transitional system

of writing in boiistrophedon style.

(2) Early Maiirya Type, Third Century B,C,

Soon after Alexander the Great’s death, Chandragupta, known to the Cireeks

as Sandrokottos, overthrew the Magadha kingdom, and founded the Maurya
dvnasty. His grandson was Asoka (/‘sorrowlessness, joy”)-vardhana Chncreas-

ing”)l with the royal titles Devanampiya (‘‘dear to gods”) Piyadasi (“of gracious

mien”), by which he is described in his edicts. He is the famous Asoka who has

been compared with the emperors Constantine and Marcus Aurelius, King Alfred,

Charlemagne, the Indian emperor Akbar, and many other great historical

personalities. He is considered by some Indian scholars as one of India’s greatest

prophets.

Pre-eminent among Indian monuments are Asoka’s famous inscriptions

(Fig. 156), thirtv-five in number, some of them in manv versions, incised

upon rocks, boulders, cave-walls and pillars, which supply the only

reliable records for the history of his reign—which lasted from about

274 B.c. to about 237 B.c.

—

they fully expound both his principles of

government and his svstem of practical ethics, and supply many interesting

autobiographical details. The majority of the inscriptions have a special

character, no other sovereign having engraved ethical exhortations or

precepts on the rocks. These inscriptions appear throughout India,

extending from the Himalayas to Mysore, and from the Bav of Bengal

to the Arabian Sea.

The inscriptions Asoka left (see particularly Corpus Inscnptiomim Indicariim,

New Edition, I, Inscriptions of Asoka, 1925, edited by E. Hultzsch) are milestones

in the history of the Indian languages and scripts. These monuments have been
classified in eight or nine groups in chronological order, from 257 to about 235 B.c.

;

SIX groups are edicts and two or three are dedications and brief commemorative
records. The inscriptions were intended to appeal to all, learned and unlearned

alike, and were placed in suitable positions on high roads or at places of pilgrimage,

and were written not m Sanskrit ( saniskrita, the “cultivated, literary” language),

but in ancient local dialects or Prakrits
{ praknta, “natural, uncultivated”), outof

which have arisen most of the modern languages of northern India. The Asoka
inscriptions were obviously intended to be understood by the public, and their

existence presupposed a widely diffused knowledge of the art of writing.
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Two recensions of the so-called Fourteen Rock Edicts, inscribed on

rocks at places near the north-western frontier of India, were written in

the Kharoshthi script {see preceding chapter); all the other inscriptions

(Fig. 156) extant are written in one or other variety of the early Alaurya

tyde of the Brahmi (Fig. 153, col. i).

Fig. 156—Asoka inscriptions

I, Inscription from Sarnath, Benares (from photofjraph in Mr. A. blaster’s possession).
2, Asoka inscription from South India

The local Brahmi varieties can be divided into a northern (Fig. 156, i)

and a southern group, the most southerly being the Siddapura inscriptions.

Fig. 156, 2 reproduces one of the South Indian Asoka inscriptions

published by Professor Turner {The GavimatJi and Palkigundu Inscriptions

of Asoka, “Hyderabad Arch.^;ological Series,'' Xo. 10, 1932).
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Though the Asoka script is still imperfect, it is in comparison with

the few earlier inscriptions, which were roughl}^ and rudely written,

without long vowels or combinations of consonants, a great improvement

;

the long vowels are marked and there are various combinations of

consonants. However, the short vowel a was inherent in every consonant

unless the latter was associated with another vowel sound.

(3) Early Kalinga Type—the ''DravidV Script

Kalinga is an ancient region on the east coast of southern India, lying between
the Alahanadi in the north, the Godavari river in the south, the eastern Ghats and
the sea. When Asoka ascended the throne, Kalinga was an important independent
kingdom, but Asoka conquered it in 262 b.c. This event brings into the picture

non-Aryan India south of the Vindhyas, which had hitherto been a terra

incognita. Soon after Asoka’s death, Kalinga regained its freedom from Magadha,
its power had greatly increased, and about 150 B.c. Kharavela, king of Kalinga,

claimed to have made two successful invasions, advancing the second time as

far north as the Ganges. This story is related in the “Elephant Cave” inscription.

The “Elephant Cave’’ inscription, attributed to about 150 b.c.,

represents the early Kalinga type of the Brahmi character.

The inscriptions on the reliquary vessels from a Buddhist stupa at

Bhattiprolu in Kistna district of the Madras presidency, represent a

still earlier variety, called by Buehler Dravidi, and attributed bv him to

about 200 B.c. The type, on the whole, seems to agree with the southern

form of the Asoka inscriptions, but it contains, according to Buehler,

certain more archaic features, amongst them the following: (i) three signs,

that is, dh, d and bh, are in the position of a script running from right to left;

(2) three signs, those for the sounds e, j and sh, are more archaic than the

forms of the Eran coin (belonging to the fourth or third centurv B.c.)

or the Asoka inscriptions (third centur\^ B.c.); (3) two signs (/ and
cerebral /) resemble early Semitic forms; (4) one new sign, gh, was derived

from an early form of g. All these peculiar features induced Buehler to

conclude that whatever the age of these inscriptions, the “Dravidi”
alphabet was separated from the main stock of the Brahmi character

by the fifth centur}’ b.c. at the latest.

This is undoubtedly the reason why so many archaic forms are noticed ir
the few inscriptions so far known in the Dravidi script. The development of
forms after separation could not be so fast in Dravidi as in the regular
Brahmi . . . (Dr. X. P. Chakravarti). Over fifty short inscriptions, engraved
on rocks at natural rock-shelters in South India, especially in the districts of
Madura and Tinnevelly, are written in this script. Some are attributed to the
third century B.c. (the Mamandur inscription), others to about 200 b.c. (the
Bhattiprolu inscriptions) or to the first centurv^ (the Hathibada and Ghosundi
inscriptions), but Dr. R. E. AI. Wheeler’s dating (“Ancient Indi.a,” 1946) of the
eighteen graffiti found in the 1945 -excavation at Arikamedu, near Pondicherry,
on the tropical Coromandel coast, in the first or second centuries is the
only one based on safe archaeological ground.
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(4)
Early Western Deccan or Andhra Script

Amongst the powers mentioned as under the empire of Asoka, were the

Andhras (or Telugus, as they are now called), then apparently living along the

east coast around their capital at Dhanakataka, south of the Kalingas. The dynasty
of the Satavahanas were not Andhras originally: they did not settle in Telingana
until late. They became, however, powerful in the deltas of the Godavari and
Kistna rivers, and became a South Indian, Dravidian, dynasty. After Asoka’s
death, the Andhras asserted complete independence and gradually expanded
north-wesUvards, occupying all the Deccan from sea to sea. This must have
been about the middle of the second century B.c. From their secondary capital,

Patitthana (Pratishthana, Paithan), in the north-west of their kingdom, they often

waged war on the Aryan kingdoms in Avanti and Gujarat. Later, they extended
their power northwards, and in 27 B.c. they overthrew the Brahman Kanvas and
occupied Alagadha.

It is evident that the Andhras, centred then in the western Deccan, had already

attained a civilization comparable with that of the Aryan settlements. By a .d . 200,

they spread across India to Nasik and gradually pushed their way north-
wards. About A.D. 236, after an existence of over four and a half centuries, the

Andhra dynasty came to an end, almost at the same time as the dynasty of the

Kushanas in the north. These two events occurred during one of the most obscure
periods of Indian history.

The “early western Deccan” or “Andhra script” was employed
from the first half of the second century B.c., till the first century" a.d.

Its most important document is a large inscription of the Andhra queen
Naganika in the Nanaghat cave (Nanaghat Pass, Poona district, Bombay),
which cannot be later than 150 b.c. Other important inscriptions written

in this script were discovered in the caves of Nasik, Pitalkhora and
Ajanta.

(5) Late Maurya Type

It is an unfortunate coincidence that in Indian history- in the five odd centuries

following Asoka’s death, the main parts into which the Indian sub-continent
can be divided are shrouded in mist. From time to time, a name of a ruler, or of a

kingdom illumines the darkness.

It seems that Asoka’s pacifist policy produced political disintegration and
foreign domination of the northern and north-western provinces. However,
Asoka is known to have been followed by four successors; the last of the Imperial
Mauiy-as, Brihadratha, was assassinated by his general Pushyamitra, about
184 B.c.

Few inscriptions are extant of this period; consequently the
development of writing cannot be followed with accuracy.

The type of writing in this period, the end of the third century b.c.

and early second century, is termed by Buehler Late Maiirya. This script

was used both in the north-east (Bihar) and in the north-west. Grseco-
Indian coins show that the use of the “late Alaury-a” character continued
till the middle of the second centun^ b.c.

(6) Sunga Type

Pushyamitra, apparently a Brahman, was the founder of the Sunga dynasty,
which lasted till about 72 B.c., and was overthrown by the Brahman Kanva.
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The period of the Sungas and the Kanvas—the latter dynasty lasting 45 years

—

was the age of Sanskrit revival in Hindustan. Parallel with the employment of the

Prakrits, that is the vernaculars, Sanskrit which was originally a refined form of

the language of the “Aladhyadesa” (the Indian homeland), developed into an

artificial, literary language. Sanskrit represents the language of the Brahman
civilization, while the Prakrits, particularly the form known as Pali, became the

language of Buddhist and Jain literature.

Sanskrit evidently owed its development to the efforts of early grammarians,

the most important ofwhom was Panini, who lived in the fifth or fourth century b.c.

Pa^tanjali, another important grammarian, is generally believed to have been a

contemporary of the founder of the Sunga dynasty; he probably contributed

much to the revival of Sanskrit. Indeed, traces of this influence are already apparent

in the second centurA" B.c.

According to some scholars, the first Sanskrit inscription dates from

33 B.c. (on a Brahman sacrificial post at Isapur), while others maintain

that the earliest inscription in good literary Sanskrit is that of Rudradaman
I, at Girnar in Kathiawar, attributed to the middle of the second

centur}" a.d. However, in spite of the efforts of grammarians, it is clear

from epigraphical evidence that Sanskrit was not in common use before

the second century a.d. At that period, Sanskrit began to supersede

Prakrit in north-western India, but it was onlv from the time of the great

king Samudragupta (a.d. 340-375) that Sanskrit became almost the only

inscriptional language of northern India.

The development of the Sunga type of the Brahmi script took place

in the schools of the Brahman priests, and was connected with the revival

of literaiy^ activity under the Sunga dynasty. The script is represented

by the inscription of Dhanabhuti Vacchiputa, “son of a princess of Vatsa

(Kausambi)'’ on the torana of the Bharhut stupa (or sepulchral monument),
in the Nagad State of Central India, the Pabhosa (probably the ancient

kingdom of Kausambi) cave inscriptions, and the oldest dedications

from ^Mathura (Muttra), on the upper Jumna. Buehler sees in the Sunga

character close connections with the late ^Maury^a type on the one hand,

and with the early Kalinga character {see above) on the other.

(7) Prototypes of North Indian Suh-division

Out of the Brahmi scripts mentioned under (2), (5) and (6), there

developed in the last century b.c. and the first centuries a.d., various

scripts which became the prototypes of the North Indian suh-division

(Fig. 153, columns 2, 3 and 5).

Dr. Buehler mentioned the following two main groups:

{a) Closely connected with the latest form of the Sunga type is the

script of the northern Kshatrapas, as shown in the inscriptions of Rajuvala

(Ranjubula) and of his son Sodasa (late first centuiy^ b.c.) and in some
votive inscriptions from Mathura.

{b) More important in the development of Indian writing were the

inscriptions of the Kushana kings Kanishka, Huviska and Vasudeva.
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Kanishka overthrew the Sakas in the eastern and southern Punjab, and
founded the Vikrama dynasty. Nothing within historic times is more uncertain

than the chronology" of the Kushanas and the founding of the Vikrama era.

Scholars differ by over three hundred years in estimating the latter date, ranging

from the middle of the first century B.c. to a.d. 278. The most probable dates

seem to be either 58 B.c. or 78 A.D.': Kanishka was probably the founder of the

well-known Saka era, which began in 78 a.d. {see below). The dynasty of the

Kushanas came to an end about a.d. 225 only eleven years before the fall of

the great southern dynasty of the Andhras {see above); chaotic darkness had
by then enveloped India.

Over seventy inscriptions are extant with the names of the above-

mentioned Kushana kings. Some of them are Buddhist, but the majority

are attributed to the Jains. In spite of some local variations in the single

letters, the Kushana script possesses a ver\" characteristic appearance.

Some letters, as for instance the advanced forms of the medial vowels

a, ii and e, show forms leading up to the Gupta character {see below).

The broad strokes of the signs and their thick tops indicate that the

Kushana letters imitate a literary script written with ink.

The characters of the Fig. 153, columns 2, 3 and 5, were used
respectively in the first century" b.c., in the second centurv a.d. and the

fourth century a.d.

For Kanishka see now Girshman, “Journ. Asiat.,” 1943-45.

(8) Prototypes of South Indian Scripts

The types mentioned under (3) and (4) became the prototypes of the

South Indian scripts. The following six main varieties of the South
Indian sub-division of scripts were, according to Buehler, developed
between the second and fourth century a.d.:

{a) The character used by the Kshaharata dynasty of Alalwa and
Gujarat from the time of Rudradaman I, first half of the second century

A.D.
;

{b) the archaistic or retrograde type of the western Deccan, the

Konkan, and of some Amaravati inscriptions, from the time of the

Kshatrapa Xahapana, beginning from the second century a.d.; (c) the

slightly later character in use by some Andhra kings in the same district,

seen in Xasik inscription Xo. 20, and other documents; [d] the
ornamental variety of the same district with more fullv developed
southern peculiarities, represented in the Kuda and Junnar
inscriptions, end of the second century a.d.; {e) the highly
ornamental variety of the eastern Deccan from Jagayvapeta, in

the Kistna district, Madras, and some Amaravati inscriptions, of the
third century- a.d., developed from the preceding variety; and (f) the script

of the Prakrit inscriptions of the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman from
Kanchi, the modern Conjeeveram, near Madras, in the Tamil district,

of the fourth century a.d. It is a highly cursive hand, but it shows a certain

relationship to group (e).

The writing of the western Deccan and the Konkan, as seen in the
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caves at Nasik, Junnar, Karli, Kanheri, Kuda, and so forth, shows the

three varieties mentioned above under (b), (c), and (d). All were employed

more or less promiscuously in the second century a.d. The oldest dated

inscriptions of the Kshaharata dynasty are dated from the years 41 to 45
(a.d. 1 19 to 123) of the Saka dynasty, the principal era of southern India,

beginning in a.d. 78. These inscriptions are in a clumsy script, which seems

to be a direct development of the early Andhra character mentioned

under (4). Other inscriptions, such as those from Nasik of the Satavahana

kings, who overthrew the Kshaharata dynasty soon after 125 a.d.,

are written in a very neat script, in a ductus resembling, according to

Buehler, the northern script of Sodasa (first century B.c. or a.d.
;
see p. 343).

The inscriptions of Amaravati are ver\' important: Amaravati or Amravati, on

the south bank of the Kistna river, in the Guntur district of the Madras presidency,

was one of the chief centres of the Buddhist kingdom of Vengi, where the most
important Buddhist remains of southern India were discovered. The inscriptions of

Amaravati stupa show that the western Deccan and Konkan scripts were also

used on the eastern coast of South India.

Further Development of Indian Scripts

During the next century, three main branches of Indian scripts are

distinguishable: the northern, the southern, and the further-Indian

branch; a few other types were of mixed or uncertain origin; see the

following sections.

North Indian Scripts
(Fourth Century A.D.— Fourteenth Century)

The mediaeval and modern Indian characters arose from the earlv

scripts, particularly from the prototypes mentioned under (7) and their

cursive varieties. Dr. Buehler points out that the ancient AISS. and various

peculiarities of the letters such as the formation of wedges at the ends of

the verticals clearly prove that they were always written with a pen or

a brush and ink. Granting the probability of these writing materials,

I should not insist on the word "always.’’ In the course of time, the

letters were equalized in height and breadth as far as possible.

Buehler distinguished seven main types in the development of the

North Indian scripts during the millennium from the middle of the

fourth century a.d.

Xorth Indian Monumental Type Knoivn as Gupta (Fig. 153, col. 4)

This character was employed in the fourth-sixth centuries A.D.

Little is known about the origin of the Gupta family, and it is not even certain

whether Gupta was a title or a name. At the beginning of the fourth century
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the Guptas rose to po^^er. Chandragupta I, who was the first independent

sovereign, probably reigned from A. D. 3 19-20 to about A.D.336. He established the

Gupta era. For a century and a half the Guptas unified a very’ large portion of

India. The mighty empire lost its power at the end of the sixth centuiy’ A.D.,

but the Gupta state lingered on for another 200 years.

The period of the imperial Guptas has often been regarded as the “Periclean

age” of classical India and as the golden epoch of Hindu history and literature.

Long-lived and versatile sovereigns reigned, who brought about a re-unification

of northern India and ushered in an era of internal security and material prosperity

accompanied by a tremendous development in religion, literature, art and science.

Meanwhile, a long and bitter strife took place between the Brahmans and
Buddhists; in the end Brahmanism triumphed. Inscriptional Prakrit then became
rare, and from the fifth century it almost disappeared in northern India.

Sanskrit, which was especially associated with Brahmanism, was what Latin is

to the Roman Catholic Church; it became the literary language, the lingua franca

of religion. Later, Sanskrit was also used by Buddhists and Jainists and like

Latin in mediaeval Europe, it became the language of learning throughout the

Indian continent. The predominance of Sanskrit in the cultural, scientific and
magic sphere remained unchallenged until the Islamic invasion brought a new
literary" language into prominence.

As a result of these political and cultural conditions, the Gupta script

(Fig. 153, col. 4), employed in the fourth and fifth centuries a.d. spread

over the vast territories of the Gupta empire and became the ancestor

of the great majority of the Indian scripts.

Dr. Hoernle, basing himself on the letter ma, recognized two main
varieties in the monumental Gupta character, a southern and a northern;

the latter having two sub-varieties (the text letter being sha), an eastern

and a western. According to Dr. Buehler, the main varieties of the Gupta
character were the western and the eastern (Fig. 153, col. 6-7).

Modern Indian scholars partly disagree with this sub-division

of the Gupta character. Mr. R. D. Banerji recognized four varieties:

the eastern, the western, the southern and the Central Asian variety;

the first two of them mainly appearing in the inscriptions of the early

Gupta emperors. According to ^Ir. S. N. Chakravarti, the expression

‘‘eastern variety of the Gupta alphabet” is misleading; he shows that the
eastern variety was in existence before the Gupta period. However,
“the eastern variety gradually came to be displaced by the western one,
in comparatively early times”; “this displacement was completed before
A.D. 588” (Chakravarti),

Central Asian Gupta S u b - \Ga r i e t i e s

The western variety of the Gupta character spread into the territory^

now called East, or Chinese, Turkestan, and two important Gupta sub-

varieties developed there: {a) the type known as Central Asian Slanting

Gupta, which probably already existed in the fourth century a.d., and

(6) the Central Asian Cursive Gupta, fully developed in the sixth or

seventh century^ a.d.
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Central Asian Slanting Gupta (Fig. 157)

In 1890, the first manuscripts written in this script and in a new
language were found, which were published in 1S93 by Dr. Hcernle.
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Fig. 157^ The Central Asian Slanting Gupta

Later, many other documents were discovered. Their decipherment,
facilitated by some bilingual manuscripts (one of the two languages,'
that is Sanskrit, being known), was soon accomplished, thanks to the
labours of Hoernle, Leumann, Sieg, Siegling, and other scholars.

Agnean and Kuchean

The decipherment of the new documents revealed that m the latter part of
the first nullennium A.D., the population living between the river Tarim and the
mountains T'len-shan, including the territories of Turfan, Qarashahr and Kucha
spoke a language belonging to the cenlum group of the Indo-European familv
ot languages The new language, however, presents several features not paralleledm the other Indo-European languages, and its relationship with the other groups
lab not been sufficiently cleared up. Some scholars suggest affinities with
Thracian-Phrygian-Armenian, others with Italo-Celtic, and others with Hittite
Other theories suggest that the new language may hold an intermediate position
between Italo-Celtic, Slavonic and .Armenian, or between Balto-SIavonic and
Greek, or else beUveen Armenian and Thraco-Phrvgian.

The language of the documents extant is not uniform; two dialects can be
distinguished. It was assumed, at first, that the new language was the language
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of ancient Tokharistan, the country situated between Sogdiana at the Iron Gates,

and Bamiyan; its capital was Balkh, The population was called by the Greeks
Tokharoi, Thaguroi, by the Romans, Tochari or Thogani (in Sanskr., Tukhara;
in Tibetan, Thod-kar or Tho-gar; in Khotanese, Ttaugara; m Uigurian, Twghry;
in Armenian, T’ukhn-k’, the country being called Tokharastan). Modern
scholars, therefore called the language Tokharian, and they distinguished the

two dialects by calling them “Tokharian Dialect A,’’ and “Tokharian Dialect B.”
It was, however, soon discovered that “Dialect B” was the language of the ancient

kingdom of Kucha or Kuci (in Sanskrit, Kauceya; in Uigurian, Kiisdn tili,

“language of Kuci”; the indigenous term is unknown). There is, thus, a general

agreement to call “Dialect B“ Kuchean.

As to “Tokharian Dialect A,’' Professor Bailey pointed out that the term
Tokharian is not correct, as Toghara or Tokhara was the indigenous term of a

people whose original language is now unknown, but it is known that they had no
linguistic affinities with Indo-European. He, therefore, suggests calling

“Dialect A” Agnean, from the ancient kingdom of Agni, later known as Qarashahr
(the indigenous name was Arsi). Some scholars call this language Qarashahrian,

but this term reflects a later period. Many scholars, however, still employ the

terms Tokharian, Dialect A, and Dialect B.

Agnean and Kuchean Characters

The numerous documents extant were discovered bv British

(M. A. Stein), Russian (Klementz and Berezowski), French (P. Pelliot),

German (A. Gruemvedel and A. von Le Coq) and Japanese (K, Otani)

scholars, and are now in collections in London, Oxford, Paris, Calcutta,

Leningrad, Berlin, Peking and Tokyo. They were found in the eastern

part of the Tarim basin (Eastern Turkestan), and in Tun-huang (X.W.
China). They belong to the second half of the first millennium a.d.

The writing is, as already mentioned, a variant of the western type

of the Gupta character, called by Dr. Hoernle, Central Asian Slanting

(Fig, 157). The script is thus based on the Indian Gupta system. As in

Indian, the basic consonants of the Central Asian Slanting have generally

the inherent a, but, unlike the Indian, there are special signs {Fremdzeichen

in German, doiiblettes, in French) which have an inherent d. The Indian

Gupta signs for which there were no sounds in the indigenous languages,

were eliminated, while some new signs were invented to represent the

peculiar indigenous sounds. On the whole, about twelve signs were
added. The new script had, thus, symbols to represent the following vocalic

and consonantal sounds: long and short a, i and u; the vowels d. o and e;

the diphthongs e and 0 in Agnean, and ai and an in Kuchean; the semi-

vowels y and zc; four forms of s; three forms of n and three liquids (r, /

and /v), and the occlusives p, t, k, c, and ts; there were no surds.

As already mentioned, two varieties may be distinguished, the Agnean
and the Kuchean; the latter script being more cursive than the former.

The texts preserved are largely religious works, but in Kuchean also

business documents and medical mss. are extant.
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Central Asian Cursive Gupta (Fig. 158 and 159)

Lentil 1897, when the first manuscripts couched in “Khotanese”

were published by A. F. R. Hoernle, nothing was known of the existence

of this language. It is the language of many manuscripts discovered in

Chinese or Eastern Turkestan, and now in London (British Aluseum
and India Office), Paris (Bibliotheque Xationale) and Berlin (Prussian

Academy). This language was spoken in the ancient kingdom of Khotan,
called in Sanskrit Gaustana and in Tibetan Khu-then; the indigenous

terms were Hvatana- (later Hvamna-) for the kingdom, Hvatanai (later

Hvamnai), adject, nom. sing., etc. The greater part of the extant Khotanese
manuscripts was found at Ch’ien- or Tsfien-fo-tung (the ‘‘Caves of the

Thousand Buddhas”) in Tun-huang, Kansu, X.-W. China.

Khotanese

The term “Khotanese” is not generally accepted. The German scholar

E. Leumann called the new language North Aryan, and considered it as an
autonomous branch of the Indo-European languages. French scholars call it

East Iranian: it was indeed the easternmost middle Iranian form of speech,
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but the term “East Iranian'’ would include also Sogdian. S. Holstein called it

Tokharian; his theory was accepted by some scholars, amongst them, at first,

S. Konow, but this opinion is now abandoned. According to the German scholar

Lueders, the name Khotani, which has been propounded by Konow, is too

narrow, because the Saka rulers of western India spoke practically the same

language; Lueders therefore suggested the name Saka. Indeed, the ancient Persians

called all Skythians “Saka,” while in Konow’ s view there is no doubt that this

language was a Skythian form of speech. On the other ^and, the term “Saka”

or “SacDe” is too wide, because there was probably more than one Saka dialect.

The most accurate term would therefore be that devised by Konow, “Khotani

Saka,” but for brevity we can use the term Khotanese, employed by the British

authority on the subject. Professor H. W. Bailey.

The material contained in Khotanese manuscripts is of great variety; there

are official and business documents, translations of Indian tales, religious poems,

medical texts, and documents of other matters.

Khotanese Script

There are some indications to show that Khotanese began to be used

in writing in the second centur}' A.D., but the manuscripts extant are

considerably later, ninth or tenth centuries, the earliest belonging probably
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Fig. 158—The Central Asian Cursive Gupta

to the eighth or at most seventh century a.d. “It is evident that the

Brahmi alphabet was adapted to the language long before our oldest

manuscripts were written; and this adaptation was based on the pro-

nunciation of Sanskrit and Prakrit then in vogue in Khotan.'’

The adaptation of the Gupta script to Khotanese probably took place

in the eastern oases of Chinese Turkestan. The pronunciation of the

Khotanese consonants was, however, somewhat different from the Indian.

The letters v, /, s and h were also used as “hiatus-consonants.” Double

consonants were simplified when connected with another consonant;
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on the other hand, new compounds were invented, such as tch, js, ts,

ys. The Khotanese character seems to have comprised the following

vowel-sounds: long and short a, i and u; d, e, perhaps rh (n), 0, ai, ei, an,

and some apparent diphthongs beginning with u.

On the whole, the ductus of the Central Asian Cursive Gupta is similar

to that of the Kharoshthi script {see the preceding Chapter), and it is

therefore not impossible that the latter may have had some influence

on its development. According to Dr. Hoernle, the Khotanese script

Fie. 159—Specimens of the Central Asian Cursive Gupta

was stronglv influenced by a Semitic alphabet. ''Modern archaeological

discoveries have shown abundantly that Semitic influences were at work

ver\" earlv in Eastern Turkestan.” Some of the MSS. extant contain the

cursive Gupta alphabet, syllaban' and numerals, and one manuscript

contains 1,108 lines of writing.
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Chinese in Cursive Gupta Character

Extremely interesting is the adaptation of Central Asian cursive

Gupta to Chinese. See F. W. Thomas, A Buddhist Chinese Text in Brahmi

Script, ‘'Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenl.^ndischen Gesell-

schaft/’ 91 (1937), pp. 1-48; the manuscript, described in Serindia,

p. 1,450, as bearing ‘'93 lines Cursive Gupta, in Khotanese,’’ appears

as containing a Chinese and not a Khotanese text. The script “is of a

cursive type, predominant in Saka-Khotani documents” (F. W. Thomas),

and belongs to the eighth-ninth century a.d.

Western Branch of Eastern Gupta

The western branch of the eastern Gupta variety appears in two forms,

a cursive round-hand, and the angular, monumental type of the imperial

Gupta inscriptions. The literar\" script of the Bower AISS. is connected

with the former variety.

The famous Bower MSS. were acquired by Lieutenant Bower in

1889 in the course of his journey through Kucha (Eastern Turkestan).

They are written in Sanskrit on birch-bark in a Gupta character

attributed to the fifth centur\uA.D. They consist of a miscellaneous collection

of medical treatises, proverbial sayings and the like. They were edited

by Dr. Hoernle. Other manuscripts of similar type, from the Central

Asian collections called after Godfrey, Macartney and Weber, were
edited by Hoernle in the closing years of the last century.
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Tibetan Scripts and their Offshoots

Tibetan is the language of Tibet and the adjoining districts of India; it is

spoken by about six million people. It is a member of the Tibeto-Himalayan

branch, which belongs to the Tibeto-Burman sub-family and the Tibeto-Chinese

family of languages. The Indian term Bhotia has been accepted by modern
philology to designate the group of languages, of which Tibetan is a member;
other Bhotian dialects are spoken in Bhutan, Sikkim, Xepal, Ladakh and Baltistan.
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The word Tibetan is also employed to designate the lingua franca of Tibet that

is the dialect spoken in central Tibet, in the provinces of U and Tsang.

The connection of Tibet with India was old and intimate. It borrowed from

India the Buddhist religion together with the sacred scriptures. Intimate acquaint-

ance with Buddhism must have been acquired by the Tibetans through their

invasion and conquest of Chinese Turkestan. They found there numerous
monasteries and libraries in existence. The Tibetans themselves soon took

kindly to writing and had an aptitude for literature. The earliest extant Tibetan

literature belongs to the seventh century a.d. It consists mainly of translations of

Sanskrit books, and these translations not only transformed Tibetan speech into

a literary language, but in many cases preserved works which had been lost

in their original form.

It is generally accepted that the Tibetan script (Fig. 153, col. 8-10)

was invented in a.d. 639 by Thon-mi-Sam-bhota, minister of the great
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Specimens of the Tibetan dhii chan (i) and of a variety of current hand (2).

3-4, Specimens of Lepcha script

king Srong-btsan-Sgam-po, who established the capital at Lha-sa and

founded the state of Tibet. The Tibetan character is however, not an

invention, but a revision of an older script, already in use in Tibet at an

earlier period. It is, at any rate, closely modelled in form and arrangement

upon the Gupta character, but with additional signs for representing

certain sounds existing in Tibetan and not in Indian languages and with

omission of the Indian soft aspirates, which were not required. It is
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uncertain whether its prototype was the Eastern Turkestanic Gupta or

the Gupta which was the ancestor of the Nagari character.

The former theory seems to be right; A. H. Francke, followed by

A. F. Rudolf Hoernle, suggested that the usually held view of the Tibetan

tradition on the subject of the introduction of the Tibetan alphabet

should be corrected. “The Tibetan script agrees with the Khotanese

script in making the vocalic radical a to function as a consonantal radical,

and this fact shows quite clearly that the Tibetan script was introduced

from Khotan” (Hcernle). “The consonantal use of a vocalic radical

is quite foreign to the Indo-Aryan language and script” (Hoernle).

In short, according to Dr. Hoernle, the Tibetan alphabet can be

called Indian only in the sense that its direct source, the Khotanese

alphabet, is ultimately an Indian alphabet. “The curious fact that the

Tibetan alphabet makes the a-radical to close its series of consonantal

radicals (^sal bycd) is instructive from the point of view above explained.

In the Indian alphabetic system, the vocalic radicals for a, /, //, e occupy

a place in advance of, and separate from the consonantal radicals”

(Hoernle).

Tibetan in its original square form, and also in the derivative current

hands of elegant appearance, has served the Tibetan speech down to the

present time. There is no doubt that the spelling originally represented

the actual pronunciation (in the western and north-eastern dialects, the

characteristic combinations of initial consonants are still generallv

preserved), but the above-mentioned lingua franca of Tibet has undergone

extensive changes, including the introduction of some new sounds and

the loss of some consonants, so that the writing is nowadays verv far from

being a true representation of speech. The Tibetan character has been

adopted also for other Bhotian dialects.

The Tibetan script can be distinguished into two main varieties:

(i) the literary character, called dhii-chan (pron. ii-chan, the component
dh being dropped in most dialects), that is, “head-possessing,” which
is the ecclesiastic script par excellence and is used for printing (Fig. 153,
col. 8, and 160, i); it has a few varieties, the most important being the

seal-script.

(2) The cursive scripts, used for evert^-day purposes, called dbu-med
pron. ii-med), that is, “headless” (Fig. 153, col. 9, and 160, 2), which
is the secular script; its main variety is the 'khyiig-yig^ the “current

hand” (Fig. 153, col. 10). The main difference between dbu-chan and
dbu-med consists, as the names indicate, in the characteristic top-line

of the Deva-nagari character being a part of the dbu-chan signs and absent

in those of the dbu-med. 'khyiig-yig is an extremely abbreviated script.

In compound words, the suffixes of the first syllable and the prefixes

of the second are omitted. J. Bacot’s LEcriture cursive tibetaine, “Journal
Asiatique,” 1912, contains a list of seven hundred contractions of words
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usually employed in the current hand. Mention may be made of the

various peculiar ornamental and ritual scripts employed for inscriptions

and decorative purposes, titles of books, sacred formula, etc.

There is also a kind of cypher, a secret script used for ofBcial

correspondence, called rin-spiins, from the name of its inventor Rin-

c'(hhen-) spuns (-pa), who lived in the fourteenth century a.d.

In comparison with the Deva-nagari character, the Tibetan script is

very much simplified, although they agree in their main features. The
dbu-chan, which is the more important, has the vowel a inherent in every

consonant and not separately indicated, while other vowels when thev

follow a consonant are marked by small signs placed either above the

consonant (in the instances of e, i, and o) or at its foot (in the case of u).

The _r when it is subjoined, as in kya, pya, and so forth, and the r and /

when they are parts of consonantal compounds are also similarly indicated.

The end of each syllable is marked by a dot placed at the right hand side

of the upper end of the closing letter. As to the consonants, the most
important feature of the dbu-chan is that the cerebrals in borrowed words
are written by reversed dentals, while in spoken Tibetan cerebrals are

found only as contractions of certain compound consonants.

See J. Bacot, Grammaire du Tibetain litt'raire, Paris, 1946,

For modern Tibetan see now the series of three books (to be continued with
further books on the Alphabet, Verbs and Grammar Xotes) published by B. Gould
and H. R. Richardson: fi) The Tibetan Word Book, with an informative introduc-

tion by Sir Aurel Stem; (2) Tibetan Sentences-, (3) Tibetan Syllahles] Oxford
University Press, 1943.

^

There were two main offshoots of the Tibetan character:

Passepa Character

A famous Grand Lama of Sa-skya (Bashbah or 'pAgs-pa [‘'honourable'’ j

bLo-gros-rgyal-mthsan—in Chinese, P'a-k'o-si-pa, known as P’a-sse-p’a

or Thags-pa—1234-1279, invited to China by Qubilay Khan) played a

great part in the conversion to Buddhism of the Mongolian imperial

court, and adapted the Tibetan square script to the Chinese and Alongolian
languages, replacing the Lighur alphabet [see preceding Chapter). Under
Chinese influence, this script, commonly called Passepa (Fig. 153, col. ii),

was written in vertical columns, downwards, although unlike Chinese,

the columns read from left to right. This character, officially adopted

in 1272, was only sparsely used owing to the convenience of the Uighur
script, and did not last long, but it lingered on at the imperial Chancery
under the Yuan dynasty, particularly in the official seals.
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Lepcha Character

The writing (Fig. 160, 3-4, and 161) employed by the Rong, the

aboriginal population of Sikkim, a native state in the eastern Himalayas,

is also of Tibetan origin.

The Rong are called also Lepchas—this term being a Nepalese nickname

—

or Rong-pa, “dwellers in the valleys,” or Mom-pa, “dwellers in the low country.^^

They number about 25,000; their speech is a non-pronominalized Himalayan
language, belonging to the Tibeto-Burmese sub-family; they are probably of

Mongolian race. Because of their promiscuous sexual relations and innate

addiction to drink, their disappearance as a distinct race is said to be only a matter

of time. What civilization and literature the Lepchas possess, they owe entirely

to the Tibetan form of Buddhism, generally known as Lamaism, which is believed

to have been introduced into Sikkim about the middle of the seventeenth century

by Lha-b-Tsun Chhen-po, a Tibetan title meaning “the Great Reverend God,”
the patron-saint of Sikkim.

(For the Lepchas see John Morris, Living nith Lepchas. A Book about the Sikkim

Himalayas, London, 1938.)

ka k(la) kha ga gla rigia) cha chha ja nva t{a) tha da

00 **" Sv.a c>-(^

nia) pa pila) pha fa fla ba hla ma nila vi tsa tsJia
* * *

a* it }) X-+- d-e-

za ya y r(a) 1(a) ha hla la sa sha zta
* #

IT&iic S&U ^rr (Zu

i d a I t u II to it

Fig. 16 1—The Lepcha character

Two (or four, when marked *) signs are given for each akshara, the first being employed
in print, the second being used m current hand. In the akshararas thus marked *, the
final signs are also shown, which are ver\' much abbreviated, and generally consik of

little dashes, commas, circles, etc.

The Lepcha character (Fig. i6i) seems to have been invented or revised

by the Sikkim raja Chakdor Xamgye, Phyag-rdor rnam-gyal (b. 1686).

Peculiar features of this character are the vowel-signs and the final marks
of eight consonants (A, 7ig, /, n, p, m, r, /), which consist of dashes, dots

and small circles, and are placed above or before the preceding letter.
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Adaptation of the Tibetan Character to other Languages

Nam Language

The Tibetan character was also adapted to other languages. Two of

these survived in a few fragmentary Central Asian manuscripts, and

their existence was unknown until quite recently. They were dis-

covered by Professor F. W. Thomas and made known in the “Jocrnal

OF THE Royal Asiatic Society” (1926, pp. 312-13: A New Central Asian

Language, and pp. 505-6: Two Languages from Central Asia; 1928, pp.

630-634: The Nam Language; and 1929, pp. 193-216: The Nam Language).

One of the two new languages, according to Professor Thomas was a

dialect akin to Lepcha; the script used was the Tibetan character. The
other new language, called by F. W. Thomas the Nam language, a

monosyllabic form of speech, ‘'as old as Tibetan and in structure more

primitive, is likely to have been closely related to that of the Tibeto-

Burman people known to the Chinese by a name which has been trans-

literated . . . as Jo-K'iang, Ti-k'iang . . . ,
and Dza~K'iong . . . ,

a people,

who . . . occupied from remote times the whole stretch of country

immediately south of the mountains . . . from the Nan-shan to the longitude

of Khotan, and who may be shown to have furnished an element in the

population of Southern Turkestan” (Thomas).

The script used was Tibetan, ‘'of a squarish kind,” with some few

peculiarities characteristic of the early period: “the hand is rather coarse,

and the letters fairly large and wide-spaced” (Thomas).

Chinese in Tibetan Writing

Chinese offers some interesting instances of the difficulties of adaptation

of a script to other languages. It seems that it was quite frequently

written in Tibetan script. F. W. Thomas and G. L. M. Clauson (partly

in collaboration with S. Aliyamoto) published: (i) A Chinese

Buddhist Text in Tibetan Writing (“The Journ. of the Roy. Asiatic

Society,” 1926, pp. 508-26), consisting of two fragments of thick yellowish

paper, partly couched in Chinese language and “in an elegant, rather

cursive, Tibetan script,” of the eighth-tenth centurs^ a.d.; (2) A Second
Chinese Buddhist Text in Tibetan Characters (in the same journal, 1927,

pp. 281-306), written in a script being “a rather formal copybook DbiicarC ;

(3) ^ Chinese Mahayana Catechism in Tibetan and Chinese Characters

(the same journal, 1929, pp. 37-76), “an extensive and well-written MS.”,
consisting of 486 lines “of good, rather calligraphic, cursive Tibetan

writing,” probably in more than one hand, perhaps of the eighth-ninth

century a.d.

Siddhamatrka Character

Out of the western branch of the eastern Gupta character, the

Siddhamatrka character developed during the sixth century a.d.
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It was an angular script; the vertical strokes ended with wedges

or ‘‘nailheads’’; this script was therefore termed “nail-headed.” Buehler

called it “acute-angled alphabet” or Siddhamatrka. A peculiar feature

of this character is that the letters slope from right to left. Two main types

are known: the monumental, preserved in inscriptions, such as the Bodh-

Gaya inscription from Mahanaman (a.d. 588-9) and the Prasasti from

Lakhamandal, end of the sixth century a.d.
;
and the cursive hand, preserved

in some manuscripts on palm-leaves, such as those from Horiuzji, probably

belonging to the same century.

Little is known about its development; the documents extant are very

scarce, it was the period of the invasion of the Huns and of the devastating

menace to Hindu civilization.

There is a blank in the history of northern India until the accession, in 606.

of Harsha-\ ardhana, who succeeded in uniting for a short time a great portion

of northern India when Pulikesin II, the greatest of the Chalukya kings conquered

much of southern India.

However, during the seventh century, the Siddhamatrka character

continued to develop. A variety, characterized by a more marked twist

of the lower ends of the strokes, was termed by Prinsep, Fleet and other

scholars, “the Kutila variety of the Magadha alphabet of the seventh

centuiAL” Kielhorn, Buehler, and others, consider this term erroneous.

At any rate, these so-called Kutila inscriptions of North India from the

seventh century^ onwards (Fig. 153, col. 7) alreadv represent the ancient

form of the Nagari character.

Deva-nagari Script

d'he most important Indian script, the Nagari or Deva-nagari (Fig. 153,

col. 12) developed from a variety of the Gupta character through
the Siddhamatrka. The original meaning of the term Nagari is uncertain.

According to some scholars it occurs first, as the name of a script, in the
Lalita Yistara {see above), Xaga-lipi, or “writing of the Nagas”; according
to Dr. L. D. Barnett, hovever, there is no connection between Naga-
lipi and Deva-nagari. Another local explanation is ‘'writing of the Nagara”
or the Gujarat Brahmans. Nowadays, Nagari is usuallv referred to as

Nagara, and explained as “writing used in cities” or “town-script.”

The earliest Nagari inscriptions belong to the seventh and eighth
century a.d. Signatures are found on inscriptions belonging to the first

half of the seventh century, whilst the earliest extant documents written

throughout in Nagari belong to the middle and the end of the eighth

century a.d.

The Nagari letters were long-drawn and tailed, and had long horizontal

btrokes on the top, the latter feature being most characteristic of this
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script. These straight topped strokes, known as matra, replaced the

wedges of the vertical strokes of the Siddhamatrka character; there are,

a

ac 25o| 4 a ]oo 100 ^00
. . AD. koo f 500 1

600 7S0 SOC -1100
^TreW

dojki
1

>i ^ 9
N0H7H fin J<31 JT or vj

5 01/TH
i9 a 0 t?

TAMIL Hh ^ .

1
tr n m t

loomBi gIPIBi

B r»i?i htIi

a kf.vv 1 ^ 1/ cilri^
.,

7 JTv] ti (TTPn TIc7 0 [?7ff(

Ik C7'?il ^ 1^tT/^^ \a
1

FIl::. 162

I, Dc\d-na^ari inscriptirm dated ^.D. 1064, published by K. N. Dikshit. 2, Evolution

of the northern and southern De\a-na£ran and Tamil aksJuiKis a and ka from the

earlv Brahmi type of ca. 250 B.C. till the present day (by Mr. A. Master of the London
School of (Oriental and African Studies'!. 3. Sarada inscription from Hund, eighth cen-

tury A.O., published by Rai Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni.
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indeed, documents with a mixture of wedges and straight strokes, or

with wedges which are so broad that they produce the same eflFect as

the long straight top-strokes.

The Nagari script developed slowly in the first two or three centuries

of its existence. However, by the eleventh century it was mature and was
already predominant in many districts of northern India (Fig. 162, i).

Many palm-leaf manuscripts, dating from the tenth, eleventh and the

following centuries, discovered in Gujarat, Rajputana and the northern

Deccan, are also written in this script,

Nandi-nagari

The South-Indian form of Nagari is nowadays known as Nandi-
nagari^ which is an obscure term. Its archaic variety already appears

in the eighth century a.d. (perhaps even earlier), and is fully developed

by the beginning of the eleventh centur}". It differs from the northern

variety mainly “by the want of the small tails slanting to the right from
the ends of the verticals and in general by stiffer forms” (Buehler). Its

later developments are represented in inscriptions of the thirteenth-

sixteenth centuries of the Kanarese countr\% and in the modern Nandi-
nagari still used for manuscripts. See also below, under “Modi character.”

Deva-nagari Character

The Nagari character is known nowadays as the Deva-nagari

^

from
Sanskr. deva, “heavenly,” i,e., the “Nagari of the gods” or Brahman,
the “divine” or royal Nagari. It is one of the most perfect systems of writing
apart from its main weakness of the short a inherent in each consonant
unless otherwise indicated, which is not always pronounced and is often

omitted in transliteration; the Deva-nagari character is therefore a semi-
syllabar\^ The system was obviously evolved by the learned grammarians
of the Sanskrit language. The Deva-nagari script consists of 48 signs,

of which 14 are vowels and diphthongs, and 34 basic consonants known
as aksharas.

The basic forms of the vowels are only employed as “initial”
vowels, at the commencement of words or syllables; when used after a
consonant the\ take, except the a^ new, “non-initial” forms, which are
generalh abbre\ lations. The basic consonants are divided into y groups
{vargas); six of them, the gutturals, palatals, cacuminals, dentals, labials

and semi-vowels consist of five basic consonants, whilst the seventh
group consists of three sibilants and one aspirate. I have used the term
“basic consonant” or akshara, to indicate the consonant when followed
by the short a. When a word contains two or more syllables, the last of
which contains a consonant, the inherent a in this last svllable is not
pronounced; moreover, in reading prose, not poetr\% custom demands
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that in the unaccented syllables of a word the inherent a should only be

very slightly pronounced or not at all
;
this unaccented and unpronounced

a is sometimes represented in European alphabets by an apostrophe.

“The practice of writing 0 and an with the radical a is quite modern,

dating no further back than the early eighteenth century. It arose from

the gradual blending of the characters for the vowels a and an from the

tenth century onwards. The Nagari practice does not extend to the /

and e vowels, which had no tendency to blend, and therefore retained

their ancient special vocalic radicals” (Hoernle).

The Deva-nagari type has no pure consonants, that is consonants

written bv themselves. In order to represent them, whenever possible

compounds of two or three consonants are used. These are formed in

various ways, some are quite irregular; or else an oblique stroke, called

in Sanskr. virama, is placed below the consonant in question. When a

nasal consonant precedes another consonant, the quiescent nasal m or

n may, as a cojupendinm scriptiirae, be denoted by the annsvara, namely

a dot placed over the letter it follows in sound. A variety of the anusvara,

called ammasika^ consisting of a dot in a half circle, is used to give a nasal

tone to any syllable over which it may be placed.

The Deva-nagari character, of which there are two main varieties,

the eastern and the western, is used for Sanskrit, a purely literar\’ language,

never employed in daily life
;
it has after a long course of literar\^ treatment

and grammatical refinement remained practically standardized during

the last two millennia or so. In consequence, the Deva-nagari has remained

essentially unaltered for many centuries, being obviously easier to write

correctly and consistently in a language not habitually used than in a

living, especially a primitive tongue.

However, the importance of the Deva-nagari is paramount; it is the

script of the educated classes, and the common means of communication

between learned men throughout India. Its history is mainly connected

with that of Sanskrit, which for many centuries was the exclusive literar\^

language of northern India. Serious competition with Sanskrit arose when,
shortly after a .d . 1000, the successful raids of Sultan Mahmud culminated

in the Moslem conquest of the Punjab, followed by the final conquest,

towards the end of the twelfth century, which extinguished the Hindu
political power in northern India, and thus brought the Persian script

and language into use. Roughly about this time, the Indian vernaculars

began to develop into literan^ languages; these will be mentioned

further on.

Fig, 162, 2 shows the evolution of the northern and southern Deva-

nagari and Tamil aksharas a and ka from the earlv Brahmi type of ca.

250 B.c. till the present day.

The Deva-nagari script is still the main literary vehicle of various

Indian languages and dialects, amongst them those of the Western Hindi
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group. This covers the country between Sirhind in the Punjab and
Allahabad in the United Provinces, between the Himalaya range in the

north and the river Narbada in the south; in other words, the Aladhvadesa

or “Midland” of ancient Sanskrit geographers, the holy land of

Brahmanism, the centre of Hindu civilization. Western Hindi is spoken

nowadays by about 42 million people.

One of its various dialects, Hindustani, which is primarily the language

of the northern Doab, was carried over the whole of India by the Aloslems,

while the literary Hindustani (in its two forms, Urdu and Hindi), used

by Aloslems and Hindus, has become the modern literarv language

of India. Early in the seventeenth centur\^ it was alreadv known in

England that Hindustani was the lingua franca of India. Hindustani

can be written in various scripts; it is mainly a matter of religion; Aloslems

employ the Persian-Arabic alphabet with a few additional signs for sounds

peculiar to Indian languages not found in Persian (Fig. 138, i); most
Hindus use the Deva-nagari character for literarv purposes and the

current hands Kaithi and Alahajani for dailv-life; see below.

Simple Hindustani can be, and often is, written in both the Persian

and Deva-nagari scripts.

There are, however, two forms of Hindustani, which cannot be A\ritten in

both the Persian alphabet and the Deva-nagari character. Urdu is that form of
Hindustani which makes a free use of Persian and Arabic words in its vocabulary.
The term derives perhaps from urdu-e-mil alia, or royal military bazaar outside
the Delhi palace; zahayi-i-urdu, “language of the camp.”

Urdu is used chiefly by Aloslems and by Hindus influenced by Persian culture,

and is written in a variety of the Persian-Arabic alphabet. Hindi is the modern
development of Hindustani which is free from Persianization and owes more to
Sanskrit instead; it is used only by Hindus who have been educated on a Hindu
system, and is usually printed in Deva-nagari character, its current hands being
Kaithi, Alahajani and similar scripts which will be dealt with below\

Recently, the Pakistan Education Advisory Board accepted the suggestion that

Arabic script should replace Persian for the national language, Urdu, f The Times
7.2.1949)

Sarada Script

This script (Fig. 162, 3, and 170) is described by Buehler as descendant
of the western type of the Gupta character. It originated in the eighth
century a.d. and is still employed for Kashmiri, a language which is spoken
by about two million people in the valley of Kashmir and the contiguous
valleys to its south and east. Kashmiri can be divided into the Kashmiri
of the Aloslems and that of the Hindus; the former, who are in the majority
but are mainly uneducated, and the Hindus who have Aloslem education,
both employ a variety of the Persian-Arabic alphabet; while the other
Hindus, who are the educated minority, generally use the Sarada script,

which is also taught in Hindu schools. Aluch of the Kashmiri literature is

written in Sanskrit and in the Deva-nagari character. The Sarada script
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appeared in Kashmir and in north-eastern Punjab, and the earliest known
inscriptions are dated a.d. 804.

This script corresponds letter for letter with the Deva-nagari, although

their shapes differ greatly. A general feature of the Sarada is the stiffness

and thickness of the strokes, which, according to Dr. Buehler, give the signs

‘‘an uncouth appearance and a certain resemblance to those of the Kushana
period.” In the later development, owing to the use of long top-strokes,

the heads of several letters are closed. Each Sarada letter is given a separate

name, for instance adaii a for a, khoni khb for kha, kol vethi ksha for ksha,

and so forth.

Proto-Bengali Character

The proto-Bengali was a peculiar cursive script with circular or semi-

circular signs, hooks or hollow triangles attached to the left of the tops

of the vertical strokes. “The triangle itself is a modification of the top-

stroke with a semi-circle below,” and this form is connected with the

common form of “the thick top-strokes, rounded off at both ends.”

The proto-Bengali character developed, according to Buehler,

out of the Xagari as used in Eastern India in the late eleventh

centuiN^ A.D.

A different opinion about the origin of this script has been recentlv

expressed in the excellent monograph of S. N. Chakravarti. Development

of the Bengali Alphabet from the Fifth Century A.D, to the End of the

Muhammadan Rule (''Joirn. of the Royal Asiat. Soc. of Bengal,”

Vol. IV, 1938, pp. 351-391). According to Chakravarti, in the seventh

centuiA’ A.D. out of the eastern variety of the lapidar\^ North Indian

character two branches developed, an eastern and a western, the latter

becoming the Siddhamatrka character, while the former, represented by
the Faridpur grant of Samacharadeva, progressed in the direction of

the proto-Bengali character, developed independently during the seventh-

ninth centuries, became influenced in the tenth centurv bv the Nagari,

and at the end of the same century became the proto-Bengali script.

The earliest proto-Bengali inscription is the Bangarh grant of

Mahipala I (c. A.D. 975-1026). The earliest proto-Bengali manuscripts

belong to the eleventh-twelfth centuries a.d.

Early Xepali or Xezvari Character

The early Nepali or Newari character was strictlv connected with

the proto- Bengali.

Newiiri (another torm ol the word “Nepal:” )> a non-pronominalized Himalayan
language, belonging to the Tibeto-Himalayan branch, was the state language

of Nepal until 1769 when the Gurkhas overthrew the Newar dynasty. Newari
has a considerable literature consisting of commentaries on, or translations of.

Sanskrit Buddhist works, dictionaries, grammars, dramatic works, and so forth.
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The oldest work of historical nature was written in the fourteenth century. Some
ancient documents belong to the twelfth-fifteenth centuries a.d.

A peculiar feature of the Newari script, named “the hooked alphabet”

by Buehler, are little hooks attached to the letters, which according to this

authority and Bendall, prove the influence of the Bengali script. The
Cambridge AIS. No. 1691, of a.d. 1179, seems to be the oldest extant

document written in this script.

''Arrozv-head'^ Type

Another ancient script of similar origin is represented in a few later

Bengali and Nepali inscriptions written in an “arrow-head” type. Some
scholars, such as Bendall, identified it as the Bhaishuki lipi, mentioned
by the Arabian scholar Biruni (973-1048). This character seems to have
been confined to eastern India and to have been an offshoot of a local

variety of the eastern Brahmi script.

B. H. Hodgson, Sarat Chandra Das and other scholars mention other,

mostly ornamental, scripts of eastern India, used also in Nepal and Tibet,

but little is known about their origin and development.

Modern North Indian Scripts

North-Easterx Varieties

The many scripts employed nowadays in northern India have descended
from the characters already mentioned, but their exact “genealogical

tree” and their inter-relations have not as yet been established. We must

artc^ I (,^

I

^

Fig. 163

Specimens of Bengali script, as employed in print (i) and current hand (2 )

take into consideration that these modern scripts are essentially current
hands, used for daily purposes, and for the majoritv of them we only
know the last stage, that is, the forms employed in recent times.
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Bengali Character (Fig. 182, i)

Bengali is a language of the eastern group of the Indo-Aryan languages, and is.

spoken by about 50 million people in the province of Bengal. It is divided into

several dialects, but literary Bengali is employed all over the country in books and
newspapers, and when speaking formally. Bengali literature goes back as far as

the fifteenth century a.d. and earlier.

The Bengali script (Fig. 153, col. 14, and Fig. 163) is a development

of the proto-Bengali type (p. 363). In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

the Bengali character appears fully developed. Indeed, during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there appear no changes at all.

In the nineteenth century the forms of the letters became stereotyped

by the introduction of the printing press. The order and the number of

the letters are the same as in the Deva-nagari character.

A variety of the Bengali character is used to represent modernAssamese

;

the Oriya, Alaithili and Early Alanipuri characters seem also to be some-

what connected with the Bengali script: see below,

Oriya Script

Oriya or Odri is a sister language to Bengali; it is spoken by about 9,700,000

people in Orissa (the ancient Odra-desa), Bihar, Bengal, the eastern districts

of the Central Provinces and northern Aladras Presidency.

A peculiar script is employed for the Oriya speech. The Oriyas probably

developed their written character from the same source as the preceding

script, under the influence of their South Indian neighbours, the Telugus

and the Tamils. However, the peculiar shapes of the Oriya letters are

due to technical reasons.

Q1§IQ 95) gr/
I

go. 9€)CQ. 9C9« (j

I

CQtl

ai(SQ (§ w,€£i cgiti QKlHia
3

Fig. 164—Specimens of Oriya writing

I, Standard script (Kalahandi State). 2, Chhattisgarhi (Patna State). 3, Hindustani. U'^ed
by the Orissa Moslems
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The talipot palm leaves, which are long and narrow, were the only

writing material in ancient Odra as in other parts of the sea-coast provinces

of southern India. The local scribes employing an iron stylus to scratch

the letters were compelled to avoid long straight lines, and particularlv

the characteristic horizontal matra of the Deva-nagari and of similar

scripts. Indeed, any scratch in the direction of the longitudinal fibre,

running in the palm leaves from the stalk to the point, would split the

palm leaf, which is excessively fragile. Thus, this gave rise to the rounded
shapes of the Oriya letters. Aloreover, in order to make the signs plainer,

ink is rubbed over the surface of the leaf and it fills up the scratches that

form the letters.

The curv^es, which take the place of the horizontal top-lines of the Deva-
nagari, form the greater part of the single signs and are the same in nearly

all letters, while the central part of the letter, by which one is distinguished

from another, has been so reduced inside, that it is difficult to see, and
therefore at first glance the majority of the letters appear to look alike.

The Oriya writing (Fig. 153, col. 15, and Fig. 164) can be distinguished

nowadays into three main varieties: (i) One is called Brahmani and is

mainly used in palm-leaf manuscripts
;
it owes its name to the Brahmans of

Orissa, who are generally the writers of the sastras or religious works.

(2) Another, called Karani, having originated among the Karans
is now generally used in writing out documents.

(3) In parts of Ganjam (the ancient Utkala), in the Madras presidency,

the Oriya characters have become more rounded than in Orissa proper,

owing to the greater influence of the Telugu script, used by the

neighbouring people.

Maithili Character

Bihari is another sister language to Bengali
;

it is spoken by over 37 million

people m Bihar, Chota Xagpur, in the eastern districts of the L .P. and in Oudh.
Originally it was confined to the districts of the Gangetic plain, but in mediceval

I

Fig. 165

Specimens of Maithili (i) and Manipun I2) '.cripr:
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and modern ages it spread southwards. It has three main dialects, Maithili,

Magahi and Bhojpun, which are closely connected with one another. Maithili

or Tirhutia is the dialect of ancient Mithila or Tirhut; it is spoken nowadays by

over ten and a quarter million people in Tirhut, Champaran, eastern Monghyr,
Bhagalpur and western Purnea. The Maithili literature goes back to the fifteenth

century.

Xo less than three different characters are employed by the Tirhutians:

(i) the Deva-nagari, used only by the few highly educated people, and

particularly bv those who are under the influence of the liberal literary

circles of Benares; (2) the Tirhuti variety of the Kaithi character {see

below), which is the current hand; and (3) the so-called Maithili character

(Fig. 165, i), used bv Tirhut Brahmans, and not by persons of other castes.

The [Maithili character resembles the Bengali script, but is much more

difficult to read, at least at first sight.

Early Manipuri Character

This script (Fig. 165, 2), probably a descendant of the Bengali character,

was adapted about a.d. 1700 under the reign of Charairongba to Alanipuri

or Meithei, a Kuki-chin speech, which belongs to the Tibeto-Burman

group of languages. This early Manipuri script is now very rarely used.

Alanipuri is spoken nowadays by about 400,000 people in the valley of Manipur.

The Alanipuris are mentioned from a.d.777 onwards and have a fairly high

culture; the most important manuscripts are Takhelgnamba and Samsokguamba.

Assamese Character (Fig. 182, 2)

The Assamese character is also a variety of the Bengali script, and is

employed for Assamese, a language belonging to the most eastern group

of Indo-Ar\^an, which is spoken by nearly two million inhabitants of the

Assam valley. Assamese literature is quite important, especially on historical

subjects. Certain adjustment had to be made to equate the Assamese

sounds with the Bengali letters. The main difference between the Assamese

and the Bengali characters is that the former has special signs to represent

the sounds zc and r.

Kaithi Character

Kaithi or Kayathi (Fig. 166) is really the script emploved by the

Kayaths or Kayasthas, or the writing caste of northern India. It is the

character most generally used, with many local variations, all over northern

India, from the Gujarat coast to the river Kosi. Its exact origin is uncertain.

Although it is commonly described as a corruption of the Xagari character,

it is certainly not its descendant, but a collateral development. Both

probably derived from an ancient common source, and developed paripassu ;

one, the Deva-nagari, as a literar}^ script, the other as a running hand for

everyday purposes. The main difference between the Kaithi and the Deva-
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nagari characters is that, in the former, the horizontal and 'perpendicular

strokes are omitted where possible, so that, with a few exceptions, the

single signs can neatly be written with one stroke.

^v\av_- ^
I

2

Fig. 166—Specimens of Kaithi scripts

I, Eastern Purnea. 2, Awadhi variant (Eastern Hindi) from Gonda District

Besides, the Kaithi is not as complete as the Deva-nagari. It generally

uses the long i and u for both the long and the short forms of i and u,

and it makes no distinction between s and sh, using the latter form for both

5 and sh. It is unusual for semi-literate people to separate single words
(it was generally the case in earlier times), but only to mark full periods

by stops in handwriting, contrary to the practice for print and formal

use. When written on ruled paper, the signs are put below the lines, and

not on them as in European scripts.

As mentioned, Kaithi dilfers locally. In the two extreme countries,

Gujarat, to the east, and Bihar, to the west, it has attained the position

of a national script, but nowadays the two scripts, Bihari and Gujarati

(if this is at all connected with the Kaithi) are essentially different.

Gujarati Script

Gujarati, a member of the “Inner sub-branch” of the Indo-Ar\'an languages,
is spoken by some eleven million people in the province of Gujarat, in the state

of Baroda and other neighbouring states.

Three varieties of writing are used for Gujarati: (i) the Deva-nagari,

which until quite recently was employed exclusively for books, and
nowadays is rarely used except by the Xagara Brahmans—who claim

to have given the script its name—and some other tribes; (2) the Gujarati

character, which is nowadays the official script, employed for printing

and for general purposes; and (3) the \ aniai (from vanio, “shopkeeper'')
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or Sarafi (from saraf, “banker”), or else Bodia {bodi, “clipped” or “shorn”),

a variety of the Gujarati character, used by merchants and bankers; its

main distinction is the omission of all vowels except when initial, and it

is therefore very difficult to read, but the shapes of the letters are often

identical.

nil ^lon ^c(l u

Hiii xiov'l, UH <vhA ti

ViOJtf?

4T<Hn?. 2^1*1 I rtl^ 3!i<H yL<v^v:A 3fC{:/'Ai([ Fig. 167—Specimens of
Gujarati writing

The Gujarati character (Fig. 153, col. 16, and 167) is essentially the

literar}% refined form of the script, now represented in its cursive form

by the Kaithi type; the order and the phonetic values of the Gujarati letters

are, on the whole, similar to those of the Deva-nagari character, although

their shapes are different.

Bihari Character (Fig. 168)

Although the Deva-nagari is used occasionally for writing books,

Kaithi is, as mentioned, the official character of Bihar. Three local varieties

of the Bihari Kaithi can be distinguished: (i) the Tirhuti, for the

Tirhutians, which is considered the most elegant.

(2) The Bhojpuri which is a Bihari dialect spoken by over twenty
and a half million people in the eastern districts of the United Provinces

and the adjoining country; its script is said to be the most legible Kaithi

variety.

(3) The Magahi script, which is employed for Magahi, another

Bihari dialect, spoken by over six and a half million people of ancient

Alagadha, the countiy' around Patna and Gaya. The ?^lagahi type has

been adopted by the Bengal Government for official Bihari publications;

books are printed in it in Patna, and the character has become more or

less standardized. On the other hand, the Bengali and Oriya characters

are also employed to write eastern Magahi.

z
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1

Fig. i68—Specimens of Bihari scripts

I, Maithili. 2, Southern Maithili. 3-4» Bhojpuri. 5, Balasore District. 6, Eastern Masahi.

7, Alidnapore District
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Eastern Hindi Varieties

Eastern Hindi, a main branch of the Indo-Aryan languages, is spoken by about

25 million people in Oudh, the United Provinces, Baghelkhand, and in the east

of the Central Provinces. Ardha-magadhi, an ancient dialect of Eastern Hindi,

was the sacred language of the Jains; but there were many other dialects making
up the sum of Eastern Hindi, and more than half of Hindi literature has been

written in this language.

Apart from the Persian-Arabic alphabet, which is used occasionally,

and the Deva-nagari character, which is employed for writing books,

some local Kaithi varieties (Fig. 166, 2) are used in daily life for all its

three Eastern Hindi dialects, Awadhi, Bagheli and Chhattisgarhi.

Mahajani Character

Rajasthani, spoken mainly m Rajputana by eighteen and a quarter millions, is a

member of the central group of the Indo-Aryan languages and is allied to Gujarati

{see above). It has over twenty dialects, the most important being Alarwan, which
has a considerable literature, and may be heard in many parts of India.

Alarwari and all the other Rajasthani dialects use the Deva-nagari

character as their literary script, whilst the Alarwari hand is used for

everyday needs and has been carried all over India in the course of trade.

One of the most important peculiarities of the Alarwari script is that it

has distinct characters for the sounds dh and r/z.

This Alarwari hand is generally known as the Alahajani character

(Fig. 170, 1-2), or the script of the merchants and bankers {mahajans},

a great part of whom are Alarwaris. It is nowadays the current hand of

Upper India.

As to Its origin, the Alahajani is a corrupt type of the Deva-nagari

character. Alany forms are peculiar, there is great carelessness in the

spelling, and it is a kind of shorthand, the vowels being quite commonly
omitted. It is often illegible except to the writer. According to Dr. Buehler

and Sir (ieorge A. Grierson, this illegibility gave rise to numerous stories

about misreadings, one of the most popular being that of the Alarwari

merchant who went to Delhi; his agent wrote home: Rahu Ajmer gaxo,

ban bahi bhej-dije, ‘Ahe Babu has gone to Ajmer, send the big ledger,’'

but the letter was read Babu aj margayo, bari balm bhej dije, ‘Ahe Babu
died to-day, send the chief wife'" (apparently to perform his obsequies).

There are many local varieties of the Alahajani character; one of them
is the script employed for writing Alalvi, a dialect of Rajasthani, spoken

by about four and a-half million people in Central India and the adjoining

districts of the Central Provinces.

Modi Character

According to Buehler, the Balbodh (“instruction of children") or

Deva-nagari of the Alaratha districts, is a survival of the southern Xagari
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{see p. 360). According to Burnell, this character \vas introduced into
southern India by the Maratha conquest of Tanjore in the latter part of
the seventeenth century^ A.D., and was chiefly used in Tanjore, where it

is still used among the descendants of the Deccan Brahmans. Burnelhs
theory regarding the introduction of the Balbodh has been proved
inconsistent: as a matter of fact, the earliest Balbodh documents extant
belong to the thirteenth century a.d. (personal information from Mr.
A. Alaster).

The Modi or “twisted” character (Fig. 169) is considered to be the
running hand of the Balbodh. It seems to be related to the Alahajani and
like it is used for private correspondence and for commercial purposes.

It is, however, also used in Government offices, and the London School of
Oriental Studies has many documents in it. It is employed for Marathi, the
southern language of the Indo-Aryan group, spoken by about 19 million people
in the Bombay presidency, in Berar, and in the Central Provinces. Alarathi has
about forty dialects or sub-dialects. Deva-nagari is its literary and now also its

main administrative script. (Fig. 18 1, 2).

The Alodi character is said to have been invented by Balaji Avaji,

uVy-”—
rj W

Fig. 169— Specimen of Alodi script

Secretan' to Sivaji, who lived from 1627 to 1680, but is certainly much
earlier, as there is a document extant, dated 1429 Saka era, corresponding
to A.D. 1507 (information from Air. Alaster).

Konkani, one of the most important iXIarathi forms of speech, used bv overone and a half million people in the Konkan, in the Portuguese colony of Goaand the neighbouring territories, is now rarely written in the Deva-nagari more
often .h. k.„.,e.e („, below ,„d Fig. .75). and mainly in ,he Roman alpb.be,

ldi«e.,!ona
'"™dueed some addk.on. .„dChe,

Modern North-Western Scripts

The Sarada character, already mentioned, is emploved for Kashmiri
There are three other mam varieties of scripts used 'in north-western
India: the Takn, the Landa, and the Gurmukhi (Fig. 170). According to
Grierson, the Sarada, the Takri and the Landa are sister-scripts, that is
characters descended from a common source, whilst Buehler, who’ did not
mention the Landa character, considered the Takri or T^kari, as he
termed it, to be a descendant of the Sarada.
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Takri Character and its Varieties

The term Takri or Thakari, according to Sir George A. Grierson, is derived

from the name of the Takkas, a powerful tribe who ruled the country round the

famous Sakala, the modern Sialkot.

Like the Mahajani and unlike the Sarada, the Takri (Fig, 170) is

a rude script built on the same lines as the Deva-nagari, but adapted to

the needs of lower-class traders; its representation of the vowels is most

imperfect, medial short vowels often being omitted and medial long

vowels are frequently used in their initial forms.

The Takri, in its many varieties, is used over the lower ranges of the

Himalayas north of the Punjab.

The languages, for which the Takri varieties are mainly employed, are

nowadays termed Pahari, “of or belonging to the mountains.” According to the

definition of Grierson, these Indo-Aryan languages, spoken by about two and

a half million people in Sapa dalaksJia, that is the lower ranges of the Himalaya
from Nepal in the east to Bhadrawal in the west, can be classified into three

groups; eastern, central and western Pahari.

While the eastern and central Pahari use almost exclusively the Deva-

nagari, the western Pahari dialects, which are politically centred on Simla,

employ the various Takri scripts. Varieties of Takri are also employed

for a Punjabi and a Kashmiri dialect. The following are the main varieties

of the Takri, the first two having become official scripts.

Dogri Character

This writing is employed for Dogra or Dogri, a dialect of Punjabi

{see belozc)y spoken by one and a half million people in the Jammu
State and its neighbourhood. About 1880, the Takri was adopted as the

official character of Jammu State for all purposes except printing. As
such it was much improved, at least in theory. It has all the signs found

in the Deva-nagari character, except those for sounds not used in the

local speech, but in practice the vowel-signs are not emploved in a

consistent manner. For instance, e and /, or o and u are frequently

interchanged, the initial forms of the vowels are often used for internal

long vowels, and sometimes vowels are omitted altogether. Double
letters are never written.

Charneali Character

In the adjoining State of Chamba, a similar variety of the Takri was

also improved and adopted as the official script under British influence

in the first decade of this century. This character is termed Charneali

or Chamiali or Chambiali, and is emploved for Charneali, a western

Pahari dialect of the Chamba group spoken by 65,000 people in the
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Chamba State. I'his script is also used for the other dialects of the

same group, Gadi (15,000 people), Churahi (30,000) and Pangnali (4,000).

The Chameali is the best revised Takri variety; it has a complete

series of vowels, and is as legible and correct as the Deva-nagari. Types

have been cast and books have been printed in it, including some portions

of the Bible. As there are no types for the Dogri character used in the

neighbouring Jammu State, the types of the allied Chameali are also

employed for books printed in Dogri.

Mandeali Character

It is another variety of the Takri. The most peculiar feature of this

script is the sign yo which represents the sound z'a, and sometimes also

an initial long 0. This script is employed for Mandeali and Suketi,

both belonging to the Alandi group, which is the most occidental of the

western Pahari dialects. Mandeali is spoken by about 150,000 people in

Mandi State, and Suketi by about 55,000 people in Suket State.

Sirmaiiri Character

The Takri variety known as the Sirmauri Character is employed
for Sirmauri, a western Pahari dialect spoken by about 125,000 people

in Sirmur or Sirmaur State (Punjab), also in Ambala and Jubbal. The
Sirmauri script is partly influenced by the Deva-nagari character.

Jaunsari Character

The Jaunsari script is allied to the Sirmauri. It is emploved for

Jaunsari, another western Pahari dialect spoken bv about 50,000 people

in Jaunsar-Bawar (United Provinces), who also use the Deva-nagari

character.

Kochi Character

The Kochi writing is also a variety of the Takri character. Like
the preceding two scripts, it has also struck out on independent lines,

and suffers from the same imperfections; initial vowels often represent
non-initial long vowels. The initial v is frequentiv dropped; often no
distinction is made between short and long vowels, both forms being
represented either by the short form (in the instances of u and a) or bv the
long form (in the case of ?). The Kochi script is used for Kochi, a Kiuthali

sub-dialect of western Pahari, spoken bv 52,000 people in Bashahr, the

most extensive of the Simla Hill States.

Kuliii Character

The Kului is another allied script. It is employed for Kului, a western

Pahari dialect of the Kulu group, spoken in the Kulu Valley (Punjab)

by about 55,000 people. There are two varieties of this script.
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Kashtazvari Character

The Kashtawari writing, another Takri variety, is considered by

Grierson as a connecting link between the Takri and the Sarada characters.

It is used for Kashtawari, which is a dialect of Kashmiri [see p. 362),

but is much influenced by the Pahari and Lahnda languages, spoken

by its southern and south-eastern neighbours. Kashtawari is spoken

in the valley of Kashtawar, lying to the south-east of the valley of Kashmir.

Landa Scripts

The Landa or “clipped” character (Fig. 170), is current all over

Punjab and Sind as a national alphabet for Punjabi, although it is used

mainly by shopkeepers.

Punjabi belongs to the central group of Indo-Aryan languages, and is spoken
by about 17 million people in the central Punjab. It is also spoken by the British

Sikh soldiers. As Sir George A. Grierson pointed out, Punjabi “is the one which
is most free from borrowed words, whether Persian or Sanskrit.

The Landa character is also used for two other groups of the north-

western Indo-Ar}"an languages. These are: (i) Lahnda—meaning “(sun-)

setting,” or “west,” has nothing to do with Landa— ,
or western Punjabi,

spoken by about seven million people; and (2) Sindhi, spoken by three

and a half million people in Sind, on both banks of the lower Indus,

the terms Sind and Indus being etymologically identical.

The Landa, like the Takri and the Mahajani characters, is difficult

to read, and varies locally. It is closely allied to the Takri, both in develop-

ment and present form, and, thus, has most of its disadvantages, being

imperfectly supplied with vowel-signs. The Landa character frequently

omits the representation of the vowels
;

it has no signs for internal vowels

and only two or three symbols for initial forms. The consonants are also

represented in an inconsistent and obscure manner.

Miiltani Character

Several varieties of the Landa character may be mentioned; different

localities and various classes of people favour distinct styles. Among them
is the Multani character (Fig. 153, col. 18, and 171, i), employed for

iMultani, the most important of the twenty-two Lahnda dialects, which
is spoken by about two and a half million people.

Sindhi Varieties

George Stack, in his Sindhi Grammar, published a hundred years

ago, mentioned a dozen varieties of the Landa character used for Sindhi:

Khudawadi, Shikarpuri, Sakkar, Thattai (Luhanas, Bhatias), Larai,

Wangai, Rajai, Khwajas, Maimons (Thatta, Hyderabad), Sewhani
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Bhabhiras, Achiki Punjabi. Stack pointed out that none of these scripts,

with the exception of the Khwajas, have more than four signs for the ten

vowel-sounds, simple and compound; and even these few were mainly

used for initial forms. On the other hand, these scripts possessed six

consonantal signs for sounds (a kind of tr, dr, and so forth), for which

there are no equivalents either in Indian or European languages.

The most important is the Khudawadi character, used at Hyderabad

and known by most educated merchants throughout the country. The
Shikarpuri and Sakkar varieties differ very little from the Khudawadi

script.

Sindhi Character

The Landa script, called in Sindhi baniya or zvaniko (the ‘'mercantile^’

script), became almost an official character in 1868. This script is also

used in schools and for printing books in Sind (Fig. 153, col. 17, and

171, 2).

-rr 5r 2,'Tr

rr’iSf Z‘yj'-f]'^^\ 1.5 55
Zla rrVr,23X.jl ^rrZL Tr3. ff^A'l

I

W Z'yj.jlOX Tn,t^3. -^'>;3.

'\o'5- '^<111 •. ^'>,3. :i3. mo
'HiJi'n3, 3.'>;5 ^'>j3 ‘^-\j-^mT|3_ oi .

Fig. 171

Specimens of the Multani (i) and Sindhi (2) scripts

It must, however, be remembered that the majoritv of Sindhi speakers

—numbering some three millions, in Sind and neighbouring districts

—

who are Moslems, generally employ the Persian-Arabic alphabet with
several additional letters for the sounds peculiar to the local speech.

The Deva-nagari and the Gurmukhi {see below) character are also used.

The majority of Lahnda speakers are also Moslems, who usuallv employ
the Persian-Arabic alphabet.

Gurmukhi Script

Tradition ascribes the invention of the Gurmukhi character (Fig. 153,

col. 13, and 170) to Angad (1538-52), the second Sikh Guru; the term

Gur-mukhi means that the script proceeded from the mouth of the Guru.

It is said that Angad found that Sikh hymns written in Landa character

were liable to be misread, and therefore he improved it to record the sacred
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scriptures of the Sikhs. The Gurmukhi is commonly, but incorrectly,

considered to be the Punjabi writing, and sometimes it is even wrongly

applied to Punjabi speech.

Actually, the Gurmukhi script is not peculiar to Punjabi, but is the character of

the Sikh Scriptures, which are Avritten in various dialects. The Gurmukhi
character has spread widely, and being the vehicle of Sikh religious literature,

it became an essential element for the consolidation of the Sikh religion. Its

importance was augmented when, towards the end of the Alogul dynasty in India,

in the eighteenth centur\% the Sikhs rose to be a great military' power, and when
at the beginning of the nineteenth century they established political authority

over the Punjab and Kashmir.

The Gurmukhi script seems to be a polished form of the Landa
character with the addition of some signs borrowed from the Deva-nagari.

A peculiar feature of the Gurmukhi is that the order of the vowels is

dilTerent from that in the Deva-nagari script, and that the vowels are

followed by the signs sa and ha, which thus precede the other consonants,

whilst in the Deva-nagari the two signs follow the other consonants.

Instead of the three sibilants of the Deva-nagari, the Gurmukhi has only

one sibilant, sa, which is sufficient for the purposes of Punjabi ; in borrowed

words, a dot is placed under sa to represent the sound sha. There are ten

vowel-signs: three short ones {a, ?, u), five long ones (a, i, u, e, o), and

two diphthongs [ai and an). When the vowels are initial (the a, as in Deva-

nagari, cannot be non-initial), special signs are added {aira for a, ai and

an; iri for i and e; urn for ii and 0). All the vowels and consonants have

definite names, a-kanna, i-siara, sassa, haha, and so forth. The inherent

a of the final consonant is not pronounced.

South Indian Scripts

D R A I D I A X Languages
India may be divided into two parts, India proper (known also as Hindustan),

or Xorth India, the classical Aryavarta ('‘the abode of the Aryas”) or Uttarapatha
(“the path of the north, the northern road”)? and peninsular or South India, the
classical Dakshinapatha (“the path of the south, the southern road”), out of which
was formed the modern term Deccan. The classic dividing line—which is neither

exact nor complete—between the tvA'o parts is either the sacred river Xarbada
or the Vindhya range. On palaeographic considerations, we must fix the border
line on the west as running north of Kathiawar, and the border line on the east,

as running south of Bengal.

South India was occupied in the historic period by a group of peoples known
as “Dravidian,” a term devised by the bishop Dr. Robert Caldwell from Dniz ida,

or Dramida (m Pali Damila), the Sanskrit form of Tamil, which is the most
important member of this linguistic family.

The main features of the primitive Dravidian race seem to have been: short

stature, almost black complexion, head long, nose very broad. However, anthropo-

logical identification being very doubtful, “Dravidian" is nowadays essentiallv
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a linguistic term. Bishop Caldwell distinguished twelve Dravidian dialects, six

cultivated (Tamil, Telugu, Kanarese, Malayalam, Tulu, and Kudagu or Coorg),

and six uncultivated. Many other dialects and sub-dialects exist, but the mam
languages are four: (i) Tamil, which possesses the earliest Dravidian literature

and is spoken nowadays by about i8 million people m southern India and in

Cevlon; (2) Telugu, spoken by the largest number of people, about 22 million,

in the central and eastern part of South India; (3) Malayalam, closely akin to

Tamil, but more influenced by Sanskrit, spoken by about 5 million; and

(4) Kanarese, more akin to Telugu than to Tamil, spoken by about 8 million

people. It may be roughly said that the north-eastern portion of South India

—

stretching roughly north from Madras to the borders of Orissa and far inland

into the Deccan—is the Teluguland, or Telingana; the north-western portion,

including Alysore and Kanara, is Kanarese; the south-eastern portion is the

Tamil country, comprising the great plain of the Carnatic, from Madras to Cape

Comorin, South Travancore, and northern Ceylon; whilst the south-western part

of South India—principally the country" on the western side of the Ghats, from

Mangalore to Trivandrum—is Malayalam, The total number of speakers of all

the Dravidian dialects and sub-dialects is nearly 80 million. The group of the

Dravidian languages is nowadays usually considered as an isolated family, that is

with no affinities whatever to any other form of speech, although recently the

theory of its affiliation with Finno-Ugrian has been revived.

The Indo-Aryan languages spoken in South India are Alarathi in the Deccan,

Saurashtri m Aladras, and Hindustani, which is spoken by the Moslem
population of the Deccan and in some other parts of the country. The Indo-Aryan

languages have also greatly influenced the mam DraMdian forms of speech, but

their influence was just enough to enrich and not sufficient to extirpate the

Dravidian languages. On the whole it may be said that the Dravidians accepted

the culture and religion of the Indo-Aryans—whilst Dravidian elements were

also consciously or unconsciously borrowed by the Aryans—hut linguistically

they did not lose their individuality.

The earliest history of the Dravidian languages is obscure. There are apparently

no records extant in any of the Dravidian dialects belonging to the pre-Christian

era. The Asoka inscriptions so far discovered and all the other documents in

Brahmi characters, some of which were brought to light in 1912, as far south as

the ancient Pandya country (see below), are all in Prakrit. There are also some
early Sanskrit records, but no Dravidian certainly datable. See, however,

pp. 341 and 385-

D f V E L O P ,M E N T OF S O U T H INDIAN CHARACTERS

The South Indian characters were generally used since the middle of

the fourth century a.d. throughout the country and some of them still

survive in the modern characters of the Dravidian languages.

These characters can be divided, according toBuehler into the following

varieties:

JVestern Variety

The Western variety was the ruling script between ca. a.d. 400 and

900 in Kathiawar, Gujarat, the western portion of the Maratha districts,

partly in Hyderabad and in Konkan. Northern scripts were used
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simultaneously and their influence on this script is evident. The shapes

of the signs seem to indicate that this character was ordinarily written

with ink.

Central Indian Script

The Central Indian script (Fig. 154, col. 38) was very similar, but

later it developed into the slightly different ''box-headed” character,

so termed because the heads of the letters resembled small boxes or

Fig. 172—Sanskrit inscription

in “boX‘headed” character of the

early sixth century a.d., pub-

lished by iXIirashi in 1935

squares which were either hollow or filled with ink. This character (Fig.

172) was employed in northern Hyderabad, the Central Provinces, in

Bundelkhand, and occasionally also further south in the Bombay

presidency and in Mysore, and perhaps even in Further India (see

Chapter VII).

Kanarese and Teliigu Characters

The Kanarese (Fig. 154, col. 40) and Telugu (Fig. 154, col. 39)

characters are the most important scripts of southern India, from every

point of view. They developed in the southern parts of the Bombay

presidency and of Hyderabad, in Mysore and in the north-eastern portion

of the Madras presidency. The earliest form of these scripts appears

in inscriptions attributed to the fifth century a.d. (Fig. 173): while

the earliest Kanarese literary text preserved, the Kazirajamarga, dates

from the later part of the ninth centur}" (ca. a.d. 877), the earliest Kanarese

inscription yet found, at Halmidi, is dated ca, a.d. 450. "This state of

affairs is quite opposite of that which prevails in Tamil, where a copious

bodv of literar}" texts, excellently preserved, antedates the earliest inscrip-

tions by several centuries” (Burrow). (See, however, p. 385).

Burnell distinguished the following varieties: (a) the Vengi alphabet,

about the fourth centur\^ a.d.
;
(b) the western Chalukya character, from

about A.D. 500 until the temporal^" fall of the dynasty; (c) the eastern

Chalukya, from 622 onwards; and (d) the transitional, a.d. 1000-1300.

Burneirs theor\^ is partly obsolete; it is preferable to accept the follow-

ing classification of Dr. Buehler:

(a) The archaic variety (Fig. 1 54, col. 36-37)^ the inscriptions of the
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Kadamba kingdom, fifth and sixth centuries a.d., and the early Chalukya

inscriptions, a.d. 578-660. At present, the cliff inscription of Chalukya

Vallabhesvara (Pulikesin I), dated Saka 465 and corresponding to a.d. 543,

discovered in 1941 at Badami, by the Bombay Kannada Research Institute,

is the earliest example extant of the use of the Saka era in documents

and the only inscription of the famous king Pulikesin I.

(b) The intermediate script, from ca. a.d. 650-950, subdivided into

the western and the eastern varieties. The cursive signs are a feature

common to all the later inscriptions of the western Chalukyas, with a

marked slope towards the right, while the eastern variety is remarkably

square and upright, and the letters are broader and shorter.

(c) The third variety, corresponding to BurnelPs “transitional,”

is not properly termed by Buehler (after Fleet) “old Kanarese.” It belongs

to the flourishing period of early Dravidian literature. This character

appears first in the west, in inscriptions of the second half of the tenth

centur}% and a little later in the east, in Vengi inscriptions of the eleventh

century.

Fig. 1 73 -1 75 show specimens of the ancient and modern Kanarese

and Telugu scripts.

Later Kalinga Script

The Later Kalinga script—for the early Kalinga inscriptions, see

p. 341—is the writing of inscriptions of the seventh-twelfth centuries

discovered on the north-eastern coast of the Aladras presidency. In earlier

documents, the script is strongly mixed with northern forms and with

Central Indian forms, while in later times the mixture of the characters

is even greater, some letters being developments of the older signs, and

the majority of the characters being southern Deva-nagari forms. This

mixture is explained by the fact that the population of that territory^

lying not far from districts where Deva-nagari, Central Indian, Kanarese-

Telugu and Grantha [see below) characters were used, knew all those

scripts.

Grantha Character

The term “Grantha,” which already appears in the fourteenth

centuiA' a.d., indicates that this character was used for writing books.

It is distinguished into the following varieties.

Early Grantha

The early Grantha is the script of the ancient Sanskrit inscriptions

of the eastern coast of Madras, south of Pulicat, of the early South Indian

kingdoms of the Pallavas of Kanchi, now Conjeeveram (fifth-ninth

centuries), of the Cholas (ninth-fourteenth centuries) and the Pandyas.

The Pandyas, mentioned m the fourth century b.c., constituted an independent

kingdom in the time of Asoka, but the earliest indigenous documents extant
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belong to the beginning of the tenth century a.d.
;
the Pandya historical dynasty

can be traced from the twelfth till the middle of the sixteenth century a.d. Tha
of the Pandyas was the most southerly kingdom; it extended from coast to

coast (comprising the greater part of the Madura and Tinnevelly Districts, and
of southern Travancore), to the north there was the Chola kingdom, lying on
the east coast, from near the mouth of the Krishna to the south of Tondi.

The most archaic forms of the early Grantha character are found in

India on the copper plates and other inscriptions of the Pallava kings

Fig. 173—Part of the earliest Kanarese inscription (from Halmidi; it is

attributed by A. Master to the fifth century a.d )

of the fifth and sixth centuries. This script in general agrees with the earlv

Kanarese-Telugu character, and was used till about the middle of the

seventh centuiy^ a.d.

During the earlier period of Pallava rule, however, their documents

seem to have been restricted to copper-plate grants. It is only at the

beginning of the seventh century' that, as far we now know, the first

Pallava stone inscriptions make their appearance. The style of the copper-
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plate is obviously more cursive and less ornamental and conservative

than the style of the monumental stone inscriptions. It is due to a lucky

coincidence that examples of the early Grantha lithic stvle seem to be

preserved in the early inscriptions of Further India (Fig. 174, 3).
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Middle Grantha

The middle Grantha character appears first on Kuram copper-plates

belonging to the third quarter of the seventh century a.d. It is a current

hand, used contemporaneously with a more archaic monumental script,

represented in an inscription—running from right to left—of Narasimha II,

of the end of the seventh century.

Transitional Grantha

The “transitionah^ Grantha (so termed by Buehler) or ‘‘Chola or middle
Grantha” (Burnell) seems to have originated towards the end of the

eighth or in the ninth century a.d.

Modern Grantha

The modern Grantha alphabet (Fig. 154, col, 41) dates from about
a.d. 1300, The oldest modern Grantha MSS. extant belong to the end

^ O

1

fT»Si

2

—* <n

3

Fig- 175

Specimens of modem Kanarese (i) and Telugu (3).

2, Specimen of Marathi written in Kanarese character

of the sixteenth century. There are at present two Grantha varieties:

the Brahmanic or “square” hand, used chiefly in Tanjore, and the “round”
or Jain hand, used by the Jains still remaining near Arcot and Madras;
the latter has preserved the original characteristics of the earlv Grantha
far better.

Tiilu-Malayalam Character

The Tulu-Malayalam character (Fig. 176, i) is a variety of the

Grantha, and like it was originally used only for writing Sanskrit. According
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to Burnell, it was formed in the eighth or ninth centui*}^ a.d. There were

two varieties: (a) the neater one of the Tulu country*, which has preserved

its form up to the present; and (b) a very irregular sprawling hand, extant

in MSS. from Malabar, where it was termed Ar}^a-eluttu. The latter

has, since the seventeenth centur}% supplanted the Vatteluttu character

(see below) for writing Malayalam. This modern Malayalam writing

is, however, according to Burnell, a mixed script, being influenced by

the old Vatteluttu and by the Tamil character. The Alalayalam script

has some local varieties; the most important is the Travancore hand, which

is more angular than the others.

Tamil Character

The origin of this script (Fig. 154, col. 42, and Fig. 176, 2) is still

uncertain. According to Buehler, it derived from a Brahmi alphabet of

the fourth or fifth centuiy^ A.D., which in course of time was strongly

acYi^orn

1

&tujeSeS(^ii^ireer.

§)(^ldi9 f iSuuiiraJ i

2

Fi". 176

Specimens of Malayalam (i) and Tamil { 2 ) scripts

influenced by the Grantha, used in the same districts for writing Sanskrit.

But according to Burnell, it was a Brahmanic adaptation of the Grantha
to Tamil speech, replacing the old Vatteluttu, from which the Tamil
character retained the last four signs, the Grantha not possessing
equivalents. Thus in his view, the Tamil character represents the later

Brahmanic Tamil culture as opposed to the older civilizations of the Jains
of Tanjore and Madura, and of the Buddhists of Tanjore.

The relationship between the ancient Dravicli ^ script fp. 341) and the Tamil
character is still uncertain

;
so is also the exact nature of the language of the

Dra\idi inscriptions, but they appear to be in Early Tamil (as distinguished
from the Tamil found in the early Tamil literature, as w'ell as modern Tamil),
with a sprinkling of Prakrit.” (R. E. Wheeler, '^\xciext Ixdia,” 1946).

In the fifteenth centur\y the modern Tamil script was already fully

formed, although there was a certain graphic development of the single

signs in the nineteenth century’ owing to the increased use of writing and
to the introduction of printing.

aa
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Vatteluttu Character

This script offers many problems. The term means “round hand”
in modern Malayalam

;
it may either indicate a distinction from Koleluttu,

or “sceptre hand” [see below) or from the common Tamil writing, or
alternatively it may be a simple description of the script, as practically

\J \J w O
v»

V^ V>*7
S' V^
X.S( -> S3f

“u Go *>'5 i-> If

0 \J

oQ'^ x

^ 3 cx
"<

-/

V

oy
•'d "S o» t./o S XGo

all the letters are circular (Fig. 154,

col. 43, and Fig. 177-178). The
script is an ideal current hand. All

its letters, with perhaps one excep-

tion, are made with a single stroke

from left to right, and are mostly

inclined towards the left.

Fig. 177

Part of an inscription written in a

kind of Vatteluttu mixed with Grantha,

attributed to the ninth century a.d.

According to Burnell, the Vatteluttu is the original Tamil character, and
it may also be termed the Pandyan writing, “as its use extended over

the whole of that kingdom at its best period*’ and it “was once used in all

that part of the peninsula south of Tanjore, and also in S. Malabar and
Travancore where it still exists though in exceedingly limited use, and in

a more modern form.” Burnell also held that all the early Tamil works

were written in this script, and that from the eleventh century^ a.d., after

00 S o ooo
0^61/-^ <3 J' GHu y^cOA xs{zj z, o ip^Q ‘-aM
'SOo'O A 3 G 3*^ ^AZjOAwIgO 2r3’3)

Fig. 178—Part of a grant to Jews at Kochin, attributed by Burnell to the middle
of the eighth centur>" a.d., and by Buehler to the tenth or eleventh centuiy-

the conquest of the Cholas, it was gradually supplanted by the Tamil
character; it disappeared from that country^ by the fifteenth century.

In Malabar it remained in general use among the Hindus up to the end
of the seventeenth centuiyy and it was used even later, in the Koleluttu

form, by Hindu sovereigns for writing their grants. The Mappilas of the

neighbourhood of Tellicherry^ and in the islands, used this character until

modern times, when it was superseded by a modified Arabic alphabet.
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As to the origin of the Vatteluttu, Burnell traced it, possibly through

the Pahlavi {see the preceding chapter), to a Semitic source, considering

both the southern Asoka character and the Vatteluttu as “independent

adaptations of some foreign character, the first to a Sanskritic, the last to

a Dravidian language.” This opinion has been accepted by various scholars,

including Reinhold Host in his article on the Tamils in the

“Encyclopaedia Britannica,” but is now out of date.

There is much ingenuity in this theory, and Burnell was certainly

the greatest authority on South Indian palaeography, but there is little

evidence to corroborate it. The number of the inscriptions extant is very

small, and the dates appear to be relatively late. The earliest Vatteluttu

documents extant are two grants in favour of the Jews (Fig. 178) and

of the Syrians in Travancore. Burnell attributed them to the eighth

century a.d., while Buehler thought they may belong to the tenth or

eleventh century.

Unless new evidence becomes available, Buehler’s opinion seems
preferable, that the Vatteluttu should be considered as an ancient cursive

variety of the Tamil character. Buehler suggested it may have been in

use by the seventh centurv^ a.d., but was modified in course of time by the

further development of the Tamil and the Grantha characters.

Sinhalese Character

Island of Ceylon
The island of Ceylon, also known as Lanka, is the Taprobane of the Greeks

and Romans, and Tambapanni of Pali literature. After the Sinhalese settlement
{see below) it was styled in Sanskrit Sinhala-dvipa, and in Pali Sihala-dipa, a term
which ultimately passed into Arabic as Serendib or was known simply as Sinhala
or Sihala. The form Sinhale survives as the name of a region, while Sihala through
the medium of Arabic and Portuguese became Ceylon. The term Sinhalese is

used particularly to indicate the Indo-Aryan population of the island, and their

speech. About a third of the population speak Tamil. The Tamil term for the
island is Ham.

Although there are still some who maintain that Sinhalese is essentially a
Dravidian language, it is generally admitted by serious scholars that it is an Indo-
Ar>'an vernacular, but during its development it was strongly influenced by
Dravidian, and its vocabulary contains a great number of Tamil loan words.
{See C. E. Godakumbura, The Dravidian Element in Sinhalese, “Bull, of the
School of Orient.\l and African Studies,” 1946, pp. 837-841).

The history of Ceylon begins with the first Ars’an immigration which probably
took place in the fifth centur%’ B.c. As to the original home of these first immigrants,
and, consequently, of the origin of Sinhalese, opinion is divided. Dr. L. D. Barnett
is most likely right in assuming that the tradition of two different streams of
immigration, one from eastern India, Orissa and southern Bengal, and the other
from the western, Gujarat, were interwoven in the local story* of Vijay'a, the leader

of the first immigration. However, from the earliest times an intense mixture of
blood and forms of speech took place between the Ary*an immigrants on one side,

and the later Aryan immigrants with the aborigines and the inhabitants of southern
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India on the other. The next greatest event in Sinhalese history^ was the conversion

to Buddhism which took place in the second half of the third century b.c. The
Pitakas, called also Tripitaka, or teachings of the Buddha, which were being

handed down orally, were committed to writing probably at the end of the first

century’ b.c., and the commentaries on these were composed in Sinhalese and
perhaps committed to writing at the same time.

The influence of Buddhism and of its sacred language, Pali, on the population

of Ceylon, on its language and its history, as also on the civilization of the whole
Further India (see below), was paramount. The term Pali means actually the

*‘text,” the text par excellence, that is the text of the Buddhist scriptures, but it

indicates also the language in which the sacred scriptures of Buddhism are

recorded, and the script in which these are written.

Development of Sinhalese Language and Script

Four main periods can be distinguished in the histor}^ of the Sinhalese

language and script, which can be traced, with few interruptions, from the

third or second centur}^ b.c. down to the present day.

Pali-Prakrit Sinhalese

This language and the Brahmi character of the earliest inscriptions

found in Ceylon may be dated from the third century b.c. to about

the fourth century a.d. Both the language and the script may have been

imported by the first Aiy^an immigrants, but there is no evidence that the

latter was much used before Asoka’s time, and the language was later

influenced by Pali, the sacred language of the dominant religion.

Xo written document dating before the establishment of Buddhism
in the island, is extant. The earliest inscriptions are engraved either

in caves or on rocks; the former are found all over Ceylon, and their

epigraphic style is nearly always the same; some inscriptions contain

only three words (‘hhe cave of . . .”), others contain also the title of

the donor and of his father and a dedication to the priesthood. The
rock inscriptions contain a greater variety of words and grammatical

forms; they are generally found near tanks, and relate the dedication

of the tank to a temple. The earliest inscription known seems to be that

found, in three copies, at Naval Niravi ]\Ialei, “the Hill of the Jambu
Well,’' about 8 miles north-east of Vilankulam, in the Northern Province.

It belongs probably to the third quarter of the third century^ b.c., and
it is thus almost contemporaiy^ with the Asoka inscriptions. No less

than 14 inscriptions found at the same hill, and about seventy other

inscriptions belong partly to the end of the third century^ B.c. and partly

to the second or to the first half of the first century^ B.c.

They were found in various districts of the Northern, North-western,

North-central and Eastern Provinces, and even in the extreme south-east

of Ceylon (at Bowata).
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This early writing, on the whole, resembles that of the Asoka northern

inscriptions. As in Asoka, there are no duplicated consonants and no

compound letters, while there appears the cerebral /, which until

about thirty-five years ago was supposed to be a very rare letter

in the northern pre-Gupta inscriptions. It is now known that it formed

part of the Brahmi character from the very beginning. (See H. Lueders,

The Lingual la in the Northern Brahmi Script, “Journ. of the Roy.

Asiat. Society,” 1911; and also his article in Antidoron presented to

Wackernagel, 1924: information by Professor H. W. Bailey, who also

informs me that the cerebral la occurs quite often in the Asoka inscriptions).

On the other hand, unlike the Asoka northern inscriptions, there

appear the aspirated consonants, the letter j (represented later by the

Indian form for the aspirated jh), and long vowels appear occasionally

in the earliest inscriptions, but not in those of the first century B.c, The
long initial i replaces the form of the short i; there appear special forms

of m (in the shape of a deep cup with a central horizontal cross bar)

and of (the trifid form). At the end of the first century^ b.c., the local

development of the script seems to have been already complete.

Proto-Sinhalese

The so-called Proto-Sinhalese period may be dated from the fourth

or fifth century a.d. to about the eighth centur}\ There are few inscriptions

extant belonging to this period, and only some of them have been

published. That of Tonigala, belonging probably to the fourth century

A.D., seems to be the earliest inscription of this period. Its writing

does not ditfer very much from that of the former period. On the other

hand, the inscriptions of the next period are so radically different,

linguistically and graphically, that the difference looks nearly like a break.

A reasonable explanation may be that in the course of the first millennium

of the national existence, the daily-life speech gradually developed

stylistically, phraseologically and grammaticallv, whilst a new tvpe of

writing, derived from the Grantha (see p. 381 f.), which came into use for

the purposes of daily life, was also later employed for official inscriptions.

Medicecal Sinhalese

The inscription of Garandigala, attributed to the first half of the

eighth century^ a.d., may be considered as the oldest extant mediaeval

Sinhalese inscription. The inscriptions of the ninth and tenth centuries

are very numerous, and some of them are very extensive. The epigraphs

of the eleventh century^ are rare, perhaps because a flourishing literary

activity began in the ninth century. The mediaeval Sinhalese script,

which—as mentioned—is based on the Grantha character, developed

into the modern Sinhalese character.
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Modern Sinhalese
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It is difficult to trace an exact boundary line between the mediaeval

and the modem period. Generally the thirteenth century is considered

as the border line; it was then that the famous grammar SidaUsangarava

or Sidatsangara was composed, which has the same importance for

Sinhalese as Panini’s grammar for Sanskrit (see p. 343). The Sinhalese

literary language was thus brought to the standard on which it practically

has remained up to present days. The inscriptions of this period, the

latest belonging to the nineteenth century, show a slight development.

The modern Sinhalese character (Fig. 154, col. 35 ; 179 and Fig. 181, 3)

contains 54 letters, of which 18 are vowels and 36 consonants or “dead

letters.'’ It is more perfect than the ancient script, containing only 33
signs (12 vowels and 21 consonants), or the Deva-nagari character, from

which the other 21 letters were borrowed to express Sinhalese sounds

called impure.

£g0(5c)p3 CBo

Fig. 179—Specimen of modem Sinhalese script

There are, indeed, nowadays two forms of Sinhalese, the pure one,

called Elu, which is often used, for instance, in writing poetry and for

which the letters of the ancient script are sufficient, and Sinhala, which

is mixed with foreign words. Actually, the two terms Elu and Sinhala

are etymologically identical, “Elu” being a simple development of the

words “Sinhala”—“Sihala”—“Hela”—“Helu.” The full Sinhalese

character is called sometimes Misra, or “mixed”, as it can be used both

for writing Elu and foreign words assimilated to Sinhalese.

The Tamil speaking population of Ceylon, employ the Tamil script.
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Maldivian Scripts

General Sketch

The coral archipelago known as the Maidive Islands—the indigenous term
being Divehi Rajje, “the (Maidive) Island Kingdom*'—lies in the Indian Ocean
to the south-west of India. The most northerly atoll is some 350 miles from the

Indian continent, whereas Male, the capital, lies 400 miles south-west of the

nearest port of Ceylon. Of the nearly 2,000 islands, only 217 are inhabited, by
over 80,000 people. There was a close kinship betw^een the original Alaldive and
the Sinhalese languages, but gradually, in the course of many centuries, the

continuous contact and intercourse with South Indian peoples and the influx

of Arabs and other aliens, brought many modifications, particularly in the

speech of the population of the northern atolls, whereas the southern islands

have been less affected by foreign influences. Arabic linguistic influence is notable

particularly in the Alaldivian vocabulary, in the vowel changes, and in the adoption

of the dento-labial / for the labial p. Buddhism was for many centuries the ruling

religion of the Maldivians. Their conversion to Islam—prepared by the centuries-

old trade and commerce with the Arabs—took place in the mid-twelfth centur>^

Evela Akiiru

The earliest form of Maldivian writing yet discovered is the Evela

Akuru, or ‘‘ancient letters.” Only a few early copper-plate grants {lomafanii),

issued by Alaldive rulers in this script are still extant. The most interesting

is that granted by Sultana Rehendi (Khadijah), daughter of Sultan

’Umar Vira Jalal-ud-din, in the sixteenth year of her reign, a.h. 758
(a.d. 1356). The character, running from left to right, has close affinities

with that of Sinhalese stone inscriptions of the tenth to the twelth centuries

A.D., and is probably dependent on it, or else on the Grantha character,

the ancestor of the Sinhalese mediaeval script.

Dives Akuru (Fig. 180, i)

The Evela Akuru gradually developed into the Dives Akuru (or

Devehi Hakura), “the (Maidive) Island letters,” also read from left to

right. There are few manuscripts (mainly fatkolu or royal grants on
parchment or paper, and Government orders) extant in this writing,

but there are many inscriptions on walls and gravestones; more than

thirty gravestones and other slab records are preserv^ed at Male. Until

recently, vtry little was known about this script, namely the Memoir
of the Naval lieutenants Young and Christopher, published in the

Transactions of the Geographical Society of Bombay, 1836-8, and the

partial alphabet (18 signs) communicated by Christopher to Dr. Wilson,

and published in the “Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,” 1841,
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pp. 42-76, and reproduced by Sir Albert Gray in the same journal, 1878.

Nowadays, however, this script is sufficiently known.

There were two varieties of the Dives Akuru, (i) the

monumental, lapidary script, in which each akshara or

letter was written separately; and (2) the current hand, in

which two aksharas were united, usually by cariAung the

IMaldive forms of the Sinhalese elapilla or ispilla signs round

the head of its consonant to unite it with the next letter.

The Dives Akuru probably contained originally, like other

Indian characters, a more complete set of signs, but in the

course of time, under the influence of Arabic, there was no

need for, and use of, the aspirated letters and the palatal

and cerebral sibilants, and these signs were discarded.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Dives

Akuru gradually gave way more and more to the Tana

character, although in the

Fig. 180 southern atolls it was

The Maldivian Dives Akuru (i)
used until the last

and Gabuli Tana (2) CentUtyL

Gabtili Tana (Fig. 180, 2)

The population of the Alaldive Islands employ nowadays two diiTerent

characters, (i) the Arabic alphabet, used for the Arabic speech, but also,

ver\^ rarely indeed, for Maldivian, which can be written wholly in the

Persian-Arabic alphabet, with dots here and there to represent particular

IMaldivian sounds; (2) the Tana or Gabuli Tana character, which, since

the eighteenth century has supplanted the Dives Akuru.

The Gabuli Tana is a curious script, being formed from a combination

of Arabic and Alaldivian numerals with admixture of a few needed Persian-

Arabic letters. On the whole, the character consists of 26 letters, of which
the last 8 are modified Persian-Arabic additions, used only when absolutely

necessary^ to give Persian-Arabic pronunciation to Arabic or Persian

words written in -Maldivian character. The first section of the Tana
consists of the Arabic numerals i to 9—representing the sounds h, rh{th)y

Uy r, h, the cerebral /, k, the ^-consonantal sign, and the v{zv). The second
section, for the letters yn, f{ph)y dh, /, n{g)y s, d, are drawn from the

Maldivian numerals i to 9, several of which resemble Sinhalese and Indian

numerical symbols. The direction of writing is, as in Semitic scripts,

from right to left. Besides, the single letters, as in Semitic scripts (unlike the

earlier ^Maldivian and all the Indian and Sinhalese characters, where

the sound a is inherent in the single consonants), are pure consonants;

the vocalization is provided by superscript or subscript or by diacritical

marks. We can conclude from these peculiar features that the Gabuli
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Tana was either invented by the Arabs, who did not bother to master

the Dives Akuru, or by the natives, in order to make it easy for the Arabs

to learn Maldivian.

There are several varieties of the Gabuli Tana, such as the semi-

secret and semi-apparent scripts, consisting in transposition of the values

of the single letters. We may mention the Harha Tana (// in Harha
corresponding to rJi of Tana), in which the consecutive letters are inter-

changed (Ji-rh, n-r, etc.), and the De-fa(t) Tana, in which the mutation

is effected between the halves of the Gabuli Tana,

Syro-Malabaric Alphabet

I may mention here the curious alphabet still used by some
Christian communities, the so-called Christians of St. Thomas, who live

in IXlalabar, south-west India; the country is mainly inhabited by people

of the Dravidian stock speaking Malayalam. The Syrian Christians

no doubt owed their origin to Nestorian missionaries who came from

Persia, and lived as a close caste, under their own kings. The Malabar

liturgv remained essentially a form of Nestorian rite. Pahlavi inscriptions,

as old as the seventh or eighth century a.d. are shown at Kottayam in

Travancore, and on Alt. St. Thomas, near Aladras. One of the inscriptions

has a line also in Syriac, in Estrangela characters, perhaps of the tenth

century a.d.

There are now five crosses which testify to the existence of this ancient

Christian community. The first cross was discovered in 1547 on St. Thomas’
Mount—where it is now preserved in the Church of the Aladonna—by the

Portuguese, while repairing an old hermitage. This stone slab was “identified”

with the one on which the Apostle St. Thomas is said to “have embraced while

on the point of death; its miraculous virtues speedily obtained great fame.”
(Alingana). Two other crosses are preserved in the Vahya Palli or “Great Church”
at Kottayam. A replica of the first cross w as in 1921 discovered in Katamarram,
North Travancore, by T. K. Joseph; and the fifth cross was found in 1924 at

Alattuchira.

The earliest reliable witness for the existence of an organized Syrian Church
in South India is that of the Alexandrian merchant w'ho afterwards became a

monk, and wTom we know’ as Cosmas Indicopleustes ; he lived in the first half

of the sixth century a.d. On the other hand, the earliest dated Syriac manuscript
from South India (Vatican AIS. No. XVII) according to Prof. Wright belongs

to 1510, being thus almost a thousand years later.

Dr. Alingana, however, attributes the earliest extant Syriac manuscript from
South India {Cod, Syr, Italic. No, XXII) to a.d. 1301, and a manuscript in

Paris to a.d. 1504.

The Christian Catholic inquisition, established by the Portuguese at Goa
in 1560, accounts for the destruction of all earlier books and liturgies, which
were opposed in any w*ay whatsoever to the doctrine of the Church of Rome.
The Synod of Diamper, in the south of Cochin, held in 1599, united the Malabarese

Christians to Rome, but in 1653 many returned to their “heretical” rites. In
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Fig. 182

Specimens of modem Indian scripts (II)

1, Bengali, letter written by \Ir. Taracharan Bagehi,
2, Assamese, letter written by Air. SaU’a Raujan Ghosh
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1665—some years earlier the Dutch gained supremacy—a great part of the

Malabarese acknowledged as their head the Jacobite metropolitan of Jerusalem.

This Christian community is also known as “Nazarani” or Nazaraeans,

“Syriam” or Syrians, etc.As to its alleged foundation by the Apostle St. Thomas—
a legend still held by such a scholar as Professor J. N. Farquhar—it is sufficient

to quote the words of T. K. Joseph, a scholar who is himself a St. Thomas
Christian of South India. “The more I study it, the more I am confirmed in my
belief that St. Thomas, the Apostle, never went to South India.’’

The script of the special liturgy employed by the Christians of St.

Thomas was perhaps descended from the Nestorian alphabet, but nine

special Alalayalam signs were added for representing Dravidian sounds,

which could not be expressed by Syriac letters. On the other hand,

Dr. Burnell, the great authority on South Indian palaeography, suggested

that “A few tombstones and similar relics in Travancore shotv that

the Syriac-Malayalam alphabet is of recent introduction, and that the

Syrians originally used only the Vatteluttu character.” He, however,

admits that “Buchanan mentions bells with inscriptions in Syriac and

Alalayalam.” Wright seems to accept Burnell’s opinion about the recent

origin of this curious character. This theory is possible, but it would

be quite unusual; indeed, we know^ that “ the alphabet follows religion”

{see pp. abqf., 285, 301, etc.), especially in connection with the religious

literature, and I would hardly admit that a religious community having

accepted the local script and used it for many centuries, at a later stage

goes back to the old script. It is, however, possible that the Syro-

Malabarese script was created after the “Christians of St. Thomas”
became Jacobites.
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Text of Specimens of Modern Indian Scripts

Fig. 181 and 182 show’ specimens of modern Indian scripts. They
are a rough version of the following letter.

“Dear Dr. Diringer,

I am pleased to oblige with this short note, to be published in
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your book on the Alphabet, as a specimen of writing,

and hope it will be sufficient for your purpose.

Yours truly,
>>
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Saurashtran Script

Until 1943, very little was known in Europe of the character employed for
the Saurashtri language. This form of speech was listed in the Linguistic Survey
of India, VoL IX, Part II (1908), pp. 447-8, as “Patanuli, also called Saurashtri
(or the language of Surat) and Khatri,” ‘'the language of the silkweavers of the
Deccan and Madras.’’ The language is described there as “ordinary Gujarati
with ... a slight addition of local words to its vocabulary.”

The Saurashtrans, called by the Tamils Patnulkarens, or “silk-weavers,”
numbered, in 1931, 104,000 people, and were resident in the Tamil country^
mainly in Madura and Madras. The great majority of them are bilingual, Tamil
being their subsidiary language, while some are trilingual, knowing also Telugu.
According to ]\Ir, Randle, the Saurashtri language is, through and through, an
Indo-Aiy^an language; it appears to belong to the Gujarati-Rajasthani linguistic

type, but it should not be considered as a dialect of Gujarati, as its inflections

are not those of Gujarati and its basic vocabulary^ is predominantly Marathi;
besides, it has been strongly influenced by Dravidian. However, Mr. A. Master
of the London School of Oriental and African Studies, does not think (according
to the personal information he gave me) that Saurashtri belongs to the Gujarati-

Rajasthani group, but should be considered as an independent Indo-Aryan
language.

Mr. H. N. Randle, the Librarian of the India Office, has recently

brought to the knowledge of European scholars not only the existence

of this language, but also the employment for the same of a peculiar

script: See H. N. Randle, An Indo-Aryan Language of South India:

Saurastra-hhasa, “Bull, of the School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London,” XI, Part I (1943), pp. 104-121; and
Part II (1944), pp. 310-327; idem. The Saurashtrans of South India,

“Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,” 1944, pp. 151-164. Mr.
Randle bases his philological reasearches concerning this matter on two
little books, written in the Saurashtran script, by T. H. Rama Rou,
First Catechism of Saurashtra Grammar, Madras, 1905; and Saurastra-
bodhini, 1906: the script, in the usual order of the Indian characters,

and the lists of the complex combinations of all the vowels with all the
consonants, published in the latter, have enabled Mr. Randle to read

both these books.

Both, Mr. Randle and Mr. Master, suggest that there may be a

connection between the modern Saurashtrans and the ancient community
of silk-weavers whose activity is recorded in the famous inscription

discovered in Mandasor (western Malwa), and dated in the years 493
and 529 of Malava era, corresponding to a.d. 437-8 and 473 {see J. F. Fleet,

399
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“Corpus Inscriptio>X'm Indicarltm,” Vol. III. Inscriptions of the Early

Gupta Kings and their SiiccessorSy Part I, No. i8). I do not think that the

modern Saurashtran script, which since 1880 is also used in print, is

directly connected with the iXIandasor inscription. The origin of the

Saurashtran character is still an open problem. According tomy opinion, it is

a more or less recent invention, being employed for an isolated language,

completely surrounded by languages belonging to a totally different

linguistic family. According to ^Ir. Master, the script may have descended

from a very ancient writing, which was probably employed in the Indo-

Ar\^an country of origin of the Saurashtrans, but in the course of its

development, it became influenced by the scripts of the Indo-Aryan

countries, through which the Saurashtrans passed in their migration

before having reached their new homeland. ^ly doubt as to this theor}"

is this: that the script appears as a uniform system, based on sound

foundations, and not as an outcome of a long development.



CHAPTER VII

FURTHER-INDIAN BRANCH

General Sketch

The first difficulty I encountered m writing this Section was to find a suitable

heading. Until quite recently, the scripts here discussed were considered as

descendants of the so-called Pali script (Fig. 183). In my Italian book on the

Alphabet I too treated them as such under the heading “the scripts of the Pali

branch."

It is well known that the cultural expansion of India into Ceylon, Burma,
Cambodia, Cochinchina, Siam, Alalaya, Indonesia, was due to a large extent to

Buddhism. The scripts of the Buddhist monks became the vehicle of their culture

and their outward organization. The Austro-Asiatic peoples of south-eastern Asia

fell into line with the spiritual attitude of India when they adopted and gradually

assimilated Buddhism. A unique empire was built up: an empire, based not on
political and military unity, but on the common cultural and spiritual life of

politically more or less independent peoples. The culture of Buddhist India

has been one of the great civilizing and humanizing factors evolved by man.

Fig. 183—Specimen of "Pali” script (from the sacred Buddhist hook Kammini'a)

In other \\ords. Buddhism played in south-eastern Asia a part similar to that
of Roman Christianity in western and central Europe in the Middle Ages, and
it must be stressed that Pali-Buddhism, that is to say, the particular form of
Buddhism based on the sacred Pali books brought over from Ceylon m the
eleventh-n\ elfth century was only a reinforcement of earlier forms of
Buddhism. Because of this we now know that the majority of the various scripts

with which we shall have to deal in this section do not derive from the Sinhalese
script of the Pali books.

The movement which carried Indian colonization and culture into the Indo-
nesian world in the first millennium a.d. inaugurated a new route, which was to
branch out in further directions. This movement was neither sudden nor violent.

401
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According to Chinese sources, the ancient Indian trade with south-eastern Asia,

including the Malay archipelago, ante-dated by some centuries the Christian

era. With merchants, warriors, and magicians, came Hindu priests who taught

a new ritual in Sanskrit, while for their daily speech, the newcomers adopted the

indigenous tongue, enriching it with their own vernaculars and their literary

language. In the first half of the first millennium a.d., various new kingdoms
arose, ruled by Hindu dynasties.

Epjgraphical evidence has proved that the earliest Hindu colonists in historical

times—\\ho settled in Champa and the Malay Archipelago—came from the

country of the Pallavas of Kanchi, that Coromandel coast whose ships have
continued to visit the Malacca coast until the present day. It was no doubt through

the Brahmans of South India in the first place that Indian civilization \\ as carried

to Champa, Cambodia and Java. The South Indians brought their own early

Grantha alphabet and used Sanskrit for their inscriptions. Indeed, the South
Indian style of writing agrees exactly with the script of the earliest inscriptions

discovered in southern Annam, Cambodia, Borneo and Java, The prevalence of

the worship of Shiva, as appears from these inscriptions, and the exclusive use

of the Saka era (which was emphatically the era of South India) also point to the

South Indian origin of the colonists. In consequence, the general heading “Pali

scripts’’ seems inappropriate, and I have preferred to introduce a cultural

geographical classification.

Indo-China

An intermingling of races, languages and scripts has been going on, group
upon group, for centuries in the whole of Indo-China. The numerous indigenous

tribes, classified under the three great linguistic families, the Tibeto-Chinese,

the Austro-Asiatic and the IMalayo-Polynesian fought and overran each other, and
influenced each other linguistically and racially, while the importation of Buddhist
religion and Indian culture, including South Indian scripts, implied a preponder-

ance of Indian ideas in the culture of the upper classes. The influence of Buddhism
has been so deeply rooted in the region that whereas in India, its place of origin, it

ultimately expired through absorption by Hinduism and through IMoslem

destruction, Burma, Siam and Indo-China have preserved their Buddhist religion

until the present day. Buddhism and Buddhist literature and culture advanced
hand in hand. The scripts and the scriptures were the ^^ehicles by which the

religion and the culture were spread.

The term “Indo-Chinese languages” is not correct, as it would comprise an
endless senes of different forms of speech belonging to the three linguistic families

mentioned above. It is, however, often applied to the Sino-Siamese sub-family of
languages, which arc all spoken by Alongolian races and have some characteristics

in common, the most important being isolation and monosyllabism (see p. 98 f.).

B I B L I O G R A P fI

Y

Exhaustive bibliographies on Indo-Chinese scripts will be found in H. Cordier,

Bibliotheca hidcsinica, Dictionnaire bibliographique des ouvrages relatifs a la

peninsule indochinoise. Publications de PEcole Fran^aise d’Extreme Orient.

5 vols. Paris, 1912-32 (Vol. I, Burma, Assam, Siam and Laos; II, Malay Penin-

sula; III-IV, Indo-China; V, compiled by Mme. A.-M. Roland-Cabaton,

Index).
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French Indo-China

The Chams

The most ancient Hindu settlement in Further India, as far as we can deduce

from the epigraphical evidence, seems to he in the south of modern Annam
between Cochinchina and the mountain range which terminates near Cape

Varella. This Hindu colony was perhaps the nucleus of the shadowy kingdom

of Champa, which modern studies have rescued from the realm of legendary

traditions. It is now known that from the early centuries of the Christian era

there really existed a kingdom of that name. It was founded by princely adventurers

from India in the year A.D. 192 (according to Chinese sources), and extended

rapidly towards the north up to the frontier of Tongking. The indigenous popula-

tion of that kingdom—who inhabited the coasts of eastern Indo-China from pre-

historic times down to the fifteenth century A.D.—spoke a Malayo-Polynesian

language.

In the twelfth centur>’ a.d., Champa yielded to the rising power of the Khmers

or Cambodians, becoming temporarily their vassal. Towards the end of the

fifteenth century, Champa ceased to exist as an independent state. The Annamites

of Tongking, who apparently are of Shan origin, but nowadays speak a language

mixed with Mon-Khmer and Chinese elements, and who from early times had

adopted the Chinese character, freed themselves politically from China in the

tenth centurv" A.D. and gradually extended their possessions towards the south.

Nowadays, the Chams are reduced to two isolated main groups, one in southern

Annam, the other chiefly in Cambodia.

The earliest epigraphical document of Champa and of the whole of

Further India, is the rock-inscription of Vo-Canh, which belongs perhaps

to the second or third centur}’ A.D. It is in Sanskrit, but the script is

obviously of South Indian origin. Of all the early inscriptions, this is the

only Buddhist document. It was in the ninth century only that Buddhism

made its definite appearance, and its importance was steadily growing

at least up to the thirteenth century. The Champa inscriptions are often

bilingual, partly in Sanskrit and partly in Cham, but written throughout

in the Cham character, which did not completely lose its similarity with

the South Indian writing. About the eighth century, the Champa script

was fullv developed, while at the same time the Cham language definitely

supplanted Sanskrit.

The script of the “box-head” type {see p. 380 and Fig. 172), is identical

with that of the inscriptions of Bhadravarman {see below), couched in

Sanskrit, and on palasographical evidence attributed to the middle of the

fourth centur\" a.d., or, with more probability, to the middle of the sixth

centur}^ a.d.

The earliest extant inscription couched in Cham language, is the rock-inscription

of Dong-yen-chau, prov. of Quang-nam (Annam). Professor G. Coedes points

out that it is also the earliest text extant couched in a Malayo-Polynesian dialect.
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Before the discovery, in 1935, of the Dong-yen-chau inscription, the earliest

Cham documents were attributed to the beginning of the ninth centur>^ a.d. See

G. Coedes, La plus ancienne inscription en langue cham^ “A Volume of Eastern

AND Indian Studies,'' presented to Professor F. \V. Thomas, C.LE., Bombay,

1939 *

The Cham inscriptions are ^Yritten from left to right, but nowadays,

under ^Moslem influence, the impagination of some Cham books

begins with the “last"’ page. The Cham character has discarded the Indian

cerebral consonants
;
on the other hand, new vowel signs have been created

for representing the rich Cham vocalization, and some consonants have

been added for Cham peculiar sounds. Nowadays, the Cham character

possesses 7 long and 7 short vowels, 9 diphthongs; 5 guttural consonants,

6 palatals, 6 dentals, 6 labials, 4 semi-vowels, 2 sibilants and one aspirate

(Fig, 184); see also p. 406,

The Khmer

s

Khmer is the indigenous term for the region known as Cambodia.
This name is the Europeanized form of the Sanskrit term Kambuja, which

is said to have derived from Kambu, the legendaiA’ founder of the nation. The
Arabs use the indigenous name, Khmer. The Khmer language forms with the

Mon {see below) a group which has been called the AIon-Khmer group or sub-

family, and IS a branch of the Austro-Asiatic family of languages. The area occupied

in the remote past by this family was very extensive. Languages with the Austro-

Asiatic common substratum are still spoken in Assam (Khasi), in Cambodia,
Burma, Siam and Annam (Mon and Khmer), on the Alalay Peninsula (Senoi),

and over the whole of Central India (Kolarian or Munda).
About the middle of the first millennium A.D. or perhaps earlier, immigrants

from southern India began to exert a powerful influence over the coastal region,

into which they introduced Brahmanism and Sanskrit. This “Hinduizing” process

became more marked during the sixth century, when the Khmers as an organized

people rose into prominence, obtained their political independence, and took the

place of the ancient state called in the Chinese sources Fu-nan. The Khmer
kingdom was at its zenith from the ninth to the twelfth centuries a.d. In the first

half of the tenth century, the Khmers conquered the valley of Menam from the
Mons; in the twelfth, they subdued the Chams. A little afterwards, the advance
of the Khmers towards the north brought them into contact with another race,

which was in a short time to drive them back on the Mekong and later to seize

the hegemony of western Indo-China. This was the race of the Thai or Shans
(see below), the ancestors of the modem Siamese. In 1350, the Siamese made a
bid for the sovereignty of the whole region and transferred their capital to a more
central position. From this time the Khmer empire ceased to hold any sway over
the country' now called Siam and towards the end of the fourteenth century was
given the “coup de grace," when the empire itself was invaded by the Siamese, its

capital, Angkor (-Thom), sacked and thousands of prisoners carried off to slavery*.

The earliest inscriptions found in Khmer country are in Sanskrit

and are undated. Three of them, those connected with the king

Bhadravarman, belong probably to the middle of the sixth century {see
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above). Fifteen years ago, M. Coedes deciphered two earlier documents

which are attributed, the one to the first half of the fifth century A.D.,

the other to the early sixth century. The earliest dated inscription

belongs to the year 526 of the Saka era (corresponding to a.d. 604); the

Saka era was used throughout in Cambodia epigraphy. The first mention

of Buddhists occurs in an inscription of a.d. 664. From the end of the

seventh century, there begins a long succession of inscriptions in both

Sanskrit and Khmer. The earliest inscription written in Khmer language

belongs to a.d. 629.

All the early Cambodian inscriptions are in a script closely connected

with the early Grantha character, except the inscriptions of Yasovarman

(a.d. 889-910), which are digraphic, in Grantha script and in a kind

of North Indian script from Bengal. Cambodian inscriptions are generally

in a symmetrical and elegant style, rarely found in Indian epigraphy.

Development of Cham-Khmer Characters

According to the French scholars Aymonier and Cabaton, there were

originally two varieties of the Cham and Khmer scripts (i) the lapidary

script, preserv ed in various inscriptions, and (2) the current hand, of which

some traces can be seen in a few inscriptions, and which was the ancestor

of nearly all the following scripts used nowadays (Fig. 185):

(^z) In Annam and Cambodia: (i) Akhar Srah or Thrah or ‘‘straight

letters,” the current hand of the Chams; it corresponds to (ii) Aksar

Chrieng used by the Khmers. The Akhar Srah can be subdivided into tw^o

varieties, the round hand employed in Annam, and the angular hand used

in Cambodia. (Fig. 185, 1-2.)

[b) In Cambodia two other scripts are used: (iii) Akhar Tapuk, the

“script of the books,” employed by the Chams; it corresponds to (iv)

Aksar ]\Iul used by the Khmers. The script is slightly more artificial

than the current hand, (v) Akhar Garmin, “spiders’ feet,” is another

Cham writing, used in Cambodia.

(c) In the Cham manuscripts of Annam, and on the amulets and seals

of the same population, three other varieties can be distinguished:

(vi) Akhar Rik, “sacred, hieratic writing.” This script seems to be the

only one descended from the early lapidary^ script. The letters have

peculiar shapes; they are also bigger and more complicated than those of

the other scripts. (Fig. 185, 3.)

(vii) x\khar Atuo’l, the “suspended character” or seal-writing: it

resembles modem monograms (Fig. 185, 4).

(viii) Akhar Yok, the “mystic script”
; its main peculiarity is that its

symbols are considered (like the European alphabets and unlike the other

Indo-Chinese scripts), as pure consonants, that is, not containing the

inherent a, while the vowels are added in their full form (Fig. 185, 5).
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g) V Tm V'ar'y

nf y^l bunuic'

ni ti-k-^u.-’k k-urha^V yi-o-m-»t

0 X(^ efV^
m s-vort-ti k kartl oJit

n-i-w t’-i—k-ukk-VL-ha^v

Fig. 185—Specimens of Cham characters

1 Akhar Srah or Thrah. 2, Two lines of the *‘Song of Kadhar.’* 3, Akhar Rik. 4, Akhar
*

Atuo’l. 5, Akhar Yok
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Chakrna Character

It may be worth mentioning that the Khmer character has been adopted

for Chakrna, a south-eastern dialect of Bengali {see p. 365), spoken by

about 20,000 people in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, Bengal. According

to Sir George A. Grierson, the Chakrna dialect “has undergone so much

< So V. ^ -i

3 <X9 . & 6 ^ J, 00 , U> J

Fig. 186—Specimen of Chakrna writing

transformation that it is almost worthy of the dignity of being classed as

separate language.”

The Chakrna character is particularly cursive (Fig. 186). Another

peculiarity of this script is that the vowel inherent in each consonant

is not a short tz, as in other Indian scripts, but a long a.

Burma

The new republic of Burma, having an area of over 260,000 sq. miles, and a

population of about 15 millions, is a melting pot of numerous peoples belonging

to different races and linguistic groups. Its languages and dialects, which are

said to number about a hundred, are classified under the three important families,

the Tibeto-Chinese, including Burmese, the Austro-Asiatic, including the Alon-

Khmer languages, and the Malayo -Polynesian.

Burma is one of the richest countries of Indo-China in epigraphic

material. The three principal centres are Pagan, Pegu and Prome. The
earliest documents have been found in Prome; two of them are written

in Pali and contain passages from the Buddhist canon; the others are

ver\" short and are written in Pyu.

Nearly 20 years ago, Charles Duroiselle discovered at Pagan many
Buddhist terra-cotta votive tablets inscribed in Sanskrit, Pali, Pvu,

^lon and Burmese. Some of the Sanskrit tablets are in Nagari character

of the eleventh century^ a.d.

The Mons

Burmese true histor\^ begins about a.d. 1000. When the ancestors of the modern
Burmans came to the Irrawaddy basin, they found the people whom they call

Takings well established in southern Burma, that is in the delta lands and along

the coasts. The Takings are generally known by their indigenous term Mon.
The Mons were the earliest civilized race of Burma. Their language belongs

to the Mon-Khmer group {see above). In early times, their power extended
from Prome in the north to Ligor and Johor in the south
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The Khmers were pushed further east and, as has been said, became the

progenitors of the Cambodians, while the Alons remained behind. In a.d. 573,

the latter founded Hanthawady or Pegu, and many centuries later they came to be

known to the early merchant ad\'enturers as Peguans. Suddhammapura or Thaton,

then a seaport, had been for many centuries their chief town. While the Burmans,

then in the north, were at warfare with the Shans (see below) and the Chinese,

the Mens were busy with trade and amassing riches
;
tales of the magnificence of

Pegu attracted more and more merchant adventurers. Nowadays, the Mons are

racially undistinguishable from the Burmans, but their language is still spoken

by some 225,000 people, principally in Amherst and Thaton; they use also the

Burmese characters.

The Alons claim to have been visited by Buddhist missionaries as far back

as the time of Asoka (middle of the third century b.c.
;
see p. 339f.). In the first

millennium a.d., Thaton was an important seat of Buddhist culture; there were

manv learned men, well versed in the Tripitaka and also in Vedic literature.

Unfortunately, there are no extant written documents of this first and most

important period of Mon histor\\ The earliest Mon inscriptions belong to the

late eleventh and the early twelfth centuries a.d. During this second period of

their histor\% which began in the middle of the ele\'enth century, the Mons were

annexed by the Burmese kingdom of Pagan, but in the thirteenth centur\" they

freed themselves and founded the so-called “mediaeval” kingdom, which was

centred in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries at Pegu. In 1540 the Mons
definitely lost their political independence to the Burmans. The majority of the

Mon inscriptions belong to the Mon “mediaeval” kingdom.

The decipherment of the ancient A Ion inscriptions is mainly the work

of Professor C. O. Blagden; the two stone pillars, known as the Myazedi

inscriptions, found near the Alyazedi pagoda (Alyinkaba, Pagan), and

belonging to the beginning of the twelth century a.d., are the '‘Rosetta

stones” of the Mon and Pyu {see below) languages. The better preserved

pillar, discovered in 18S6-7, contains the same document in four languages,

one on each face, Pali, Burmese, Alon and Pyu.

It is now generally accepted that the Alons borrowed their script

from South India. Indeed, the shapes of the letters of the early Alon

character are nearly identical with those of the early inscriptions of

Champa and Java, and are probably connected with the Grantha alphabet

of the Pallavas of Kanchi in the east of South India. In adapting the

South Indian character to their speech, the A Ions discarded some of the

Indian letters, as they had no use for them; some others were used onlv

in words of Indian origin. At the same time, the A Ions added two signs,

both labial letters; one, a new invention, for a b deprived of sonority,

somewhat between b and p, the other, a modification of the Indian

combination oi 7nb. Fig. 154, col. 28.

As the French scholar Duroiselle rightly points out, in the early stage

the Alon letters, though already showing a tendencv to become circles,

or parts of circles, were still ver\^ distinctive and included some complex

and beautiful forms, while in the “mediaeval” period the tendency was

towards less distinctiveness, certain of the letters and combinations of
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letters having become very similar to one another. The early INIon character

was not only the ancestor of the modern Mon script, but also of the Burmese
and some Shan characters.

The Pyii

Ver}^ little is known about the Pyu; even their true name is still unknown,
the term Pyu having been chosen only for convenience. However, the Pyu spoke
a Tibeto-Burmese language, which disappeared about 600 years ago, and were
forerunners of the Tibeto-Burmese group of immigrants into the lower Irrawaddy

valley many centuries before the invasion of the Burmans. It may be assumed
that the Pyu received their civilization from South India about the middle of the

first millennium a.d.

Until Professor C. O. Blagden’s decipherment of the Myazedi inscrip-

tions (mentioned above), the very existence of the Pyu speech was a puzzle.

The Pyu epigraphical material is vQvy scanty; the documents apart

from the IVIyazedi inscriptions, are very short and mostly either illegible

or still practically unintelligible. Even nowadays, only about a hundred

Pyu words are known.

The important excavations of the French scholar Ch. Duroiselle on

the site of Hmawza (Prome) in 1926-27, resulted in the discovery of a

gilt silver Buddhist stupa of the sixth-seventh centuries a.d. with a mixed

Pali-Pyu inscription and a manuscript of 20 gold leaves in Pyu characters

of the sixth century containing extracts from the Pali canon. In the follow-

ing year, 1927-28, a gold-plate inscription in similar characters was
found, as also a bronze Buddha image with Sanskrit inscriptions in Gupta
character, and a Buddha stone statue with a bilingual Sanskrit-Pyu

inscription in late Gupta character of the seventh-eighth century a.d.

Professor Blagden’s decipherment was facilitated by the occurrence

of proper names and foreign loanwords, and by the resemblance of the

shapes of many symbols to those of South Indian letters. On the other

hand, Blagden himself points out (i) that some of the Pyu letters resemble

one another so closely that it is difficult to discriminate between them,
and (2) that the conjunct letters offer special difficulties of identification.

The P\Ti character is not connected with the Mon script or its offshoots;

it seems to have derived from another South Indian variety, namely from
the Kadamba script of Vanavasi in northern Kanara, to the west of

South India. On the other hand, the afore-mentioned discover}" in Prome
of early inscriptions in Gupta character may also point to other influences.

The Burmans

Burmese, now spoken by about eight and a half million people, is a mono-
syllabic tongue, belonging to the Tibeto-Burmese sub-family of the Tibeto-
Chinese family of languages. There are nvo, three or four tones {see p. gSL) in

Burmese, and these affect all the vowels.
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Anawrat’a or Anuruddha, who became king of Pagan about a.d. ioio, made
Burma a kingdom and confirmed it in Buddhism. He invaded the Delta, and

reduced a number of states, amongst them the Mons of Thaton and the P>ai of

Prome, to vassalage.

The Burmans, having subdued the Alons, assimilated their culture

and adopted their script. The script of the Buddhist monks of Thaton

became therefore the main vehicle of the AIon-Burmese culture, based

originally on an overflow from South India. In the eleventh and twelfth

centuries a.d., the importation of Pali Buddhism from Ceylon was a

reinforcement of Buddhist religion and culture.

It may be assumed that the Burmans adapted to their speech not only

the ]\Ion script, but also the script used for the Sinhalese Pali Buddhist

canon. Indeed, the Burmese character contains only the Pali letters.

There were thus two varieties of the ancient Burmese script: (i) The
lapidary form (Fig. 154, col. 23), Kyok-cha or Kiusa, the “script (on)

stone,’' made up of straight strokes meeting at right angles, was employed

for the monumental inscriptions. (2) The more important “square”

Pali script (Fig. 154, col. 24), a capricious, highly calligraphic character,

was generally employed for writing the religious Buddhist books. This

II 3^11 <snooSg>-oSooS Cf600C5\6C0002)f(Soo5c^3^e3

'c'’oSecoS II
^6CX)0cyS^8

Fig. 187—specimen of Burmese current hand

script is not easily readable. The letters were painted with a broad brush

(generally in dark brown lacquer, and sometimes on a plate of gilded

metal), and were correspondingly very thick. All the vertical lines of

the letters were enormously exaggerated in width, whilst the horizontal

strokes were reduced to appendages and the central spaces were nearlv

eliminated. The comers of the letters had already a tendencv to be rounded.

See also Fig. 183.

A variety of the lapidar\’ script, through a series of gradual and slow

changes, developed into the Cha-lonh or “round script” (Fig. 154,

col. 25), which is the Burmese current hand and print-character. The
tendency to round off the more or less angular and square letters into

soft curves, became more and more marked. The peculiar form of the

present letters, which are made up almost whollv of circles or part of

circles in various combinations (Fig. 187), is due mainly to the writing

material used in Burma, the palm leaves on which the symbols were

traced with a stylus. Apart from the round shapes of the single symbols,

the main difference between the early Burmese script and the modern

character lies in the subscript letters /i and m.
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The modern Burmese alphabet consists of 42 letters, of which 32 are

consonants and 10 vowels. As in the Indian scripts, every consonant

when not combined with any other letter has the sound of the vowel

a inherent in it. The vowels are written in their full form when they form
distinct words or are part of a compound word. When combined with

consonants, they are represented by the abbreviated form. The consonants

are: 4 gutturals {ka, kha, ga, nga), 5 palatals {ca, cha,jajha, nya), 5 cerebrals

{ta, thuy da^ dha^ na), used only in words of Pali origin, 5 dentals [tay

tha, da, dha, na), 5 labials [pa, pha, ba, md), 4 liquids {ya, ra, and two
forms of Id), the semi-vowel wa, the sibilant sa, and the aspirate ha. The
vowels are the long and short forms of a, i, u, e, and aw,
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The Karens

The Karens are the third most numerous race in Burma, but they are not

indigenous and it is not known whence and when they immigrated. It is, however,

generally believed that they came from the east, and not from the west, like the

other peoples of Burma. They number about one million, and are sub-divided into

three main groups, speaking dialects of one and the same language, which belongs

to the Sino-Siamese sub-family. All the dialects are tonic {see p. 98!.) and are

believed to have the same five tones.

The Karen character is a modern adaptation of the Burmese script

to the Karen tongue. It was invented by the missionary^ Rev. T. Wade
in 1832. A somewhat similar, although unsuccessful, attempt had been
made some decades earlier by Catholic missionaries. Further, according

to T. De Lacouperie, it is not unlikely that in former times the Karens
had an original character based on the Cham script, but there are no
extant written documents of earlier times.

Taungthu and Yao

The Burmese characters are also employed for Taungthu, which is

spoken by nearly 200,000 people in the south-western part of the Shan

States, and south into the Thaton district of Burma.

Also the Yao use a variety of the Burmese character. For the Yao
tribe see p. 146.
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Siam
The Shans

The Shans are a numerous and widely spread race. They inhabit a strip of

territory extending from China in the north to Burma in the south, from

Assam and Khamti in the west to Siam in the east. Shan is a Burmese term,

the indigenous name being Thai. The names Siam and Assam seem to be merely

corruptions of Shan, The Shan dialects belong to the Thai group of the Sino-

Siamese sub-family of the Tibeto-Chinese family of languages.

The early history^ of the Shans is largely shrouded in myster\\ They seem to

have first appeared in the last centuries B.C., when they were settled in central

and southern China. They form even nowadays a great percentage of the total

population of four of the southern provinces of China, Yun-nan, Kwei-chowy

Kwang-si and Kwang-tung, and there are traces as far as Canton, and perhaps

even across the sea to the island of Hainan. The ancient indigenous name seems

to have been Ai-Lao or Lao, that is “man,” “person.” The name Lao is still

applied to the Shans of Upper Siam and to “Laos.” Formerly split up under a

number of independent kinglets, the Lao were united about a.d. 650 under a

ruler named Hsi Nu Lo in a kingdom called by the Chinese Nan Chao or “the

country' of the southern lord.” About 764, the capital was shifted to Tali-fu.

During the ninth centuiyy the Tali-fu kingdom came veiy' near to overthrowing

the Chinese dynasty, but in 1234 it was destroyed by the Mongols.

In the meantime, for many centuries, under the pressure of the Chinese,

and later of the Mongol wars of conquest in China, the Thai gradually moved
south-eastwards down the valley of Mekong, and south and south-wesnvards

into the “Shan States” and down the Salween valley. In the early eleventh century,

they were the most powerful race in central Indo-China. In the west the Ahoms,
a Shan tribe—Ahom seems to be a variant pronunciation of Assam, this term
being apparently, as already mentioned, a corruption of “Shan”—invaded Assam
in 122S, and became its master in 1540. Another Shan tribe occupied the countiy’

to which they gave the name Khamti. The Shans also overran northern Burma
and furnished kings for Burma for about a couple of centuries. The thirteenth

centuiy' witnessed a general advance of the Thai or Shan race, facilitated by the

fall of Pagan dynasty which followed the Chinese invasion. After the conquest of

northern Burma, the Shans passed onwards into the basin of the Menam where they

very' soon came into conflict with the Khmers. The most important events occurred

about 1275 when the Shans founded the kingdom of Sukhotai, the ancestor of

modern Siam, and about 1350, when they established themselves in the great

delta of the IMenam
;
at this time they founded Ayudhya, the capital of Siam proper,

and formed thus a wedge of Thai-speaking people between the Mon-Khmers of

Tenasserim and Cambodia. The Khmer kings, pushed to the east, had to abandon
their capital Angkor, probably in the course of the fifteenth centuiy*. This event

marks the disappearance of pure Hinduism. The whole countiy* now professes

the Theravada (a composite Buddhist religion), which the Thai influence intro-

duced at the end of the thirteenth centuiy* and to which the triumph of Siam
assured an uncontested hegemony.

Many external, geographical, ethnical and linguistic influences from vaiydng

sources were brought to bear upon the different Shan tribes, and sharp divisions

began to be formed particularly between the more civilized southern Shans or

Siamese, and the more primitive, northern Shans, so that to-day the various Thai

tribes present widely divergent characteristics. The different communities are also
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geographically separated by hill and dale. The river Salween, with its mountainous

bank, has formed a serious barrier even to transmission of writing. This splitting up
accounts, at least in part, for the difference in the written character. Even of

greater importance was the influence of the various peoples with whom the Shans

came in contact in their new homelands; the Khmers played a great part in

moulding the Shans who settled in what is now Siam proper, while chief influence

in the north of Siam was exercised by the Mons and the Burmans. The “Shan
States”—there are over fifty of them—include a great number of peoples who are

absolutely distinct from the Shans. The mixture of the races is bewildering, the

area being regarded as a museum of hybrid languages. Notwithstanding, the

difference between the various forms of speech in the Shan group is one of dialect,

not of language.

The early spread of Buddhism and the reduction of the various dialects to

written form unquestionably had a certain unifying and conserving influence.

Indeed, an educated Shan bom anywhere within the region measuring 600 miles

each way, from Assam to Tongking and from the sources of the Irrawaddy to

Siam, will find himself able to carr\^ on a conversation in Shan with any member
of the different Shan tribes.

The Thai have many different scripts; of these Siamese is nowadays

the chief, but it is not the earliest. The Lao writing is the earliest, and the

Lao people are linguistically and racially the most pure Shan tribe.

Lao Character

Lao is nowadays widely spoken in northern Siam and in the Amherst district

of Burma.

According to local tradition, it was in the i,000th year of the Buddha,

corresponding roughly to the middle of the first millennium a.d., that

King Ruang, who was a Lao, introduced the Thai alphabet. The precise

date is obviously legendar}- and it is certainly too early. According to other

Lao traditions, Buddhism was introduced from Burma in the Burmese

Pali form; these traditions would give us a date which is too late.

The modern Lao script and those of some other northern Thai tribes

show that they have derived from the Alon character. It is known that the

Lao came into contact with the Alons before they met the Burmans and
before the Khmers subdued the Alons. Consequently, the Lao must have
adapted the AIon character to their language before the earlv tenth

centur\^ a.d., that is before the Khmer conquest of the valley of Alenam.
Indeed, a Lao palm-leaf manuscript of the thirteenth centuiy^ a.d. shows
that the script was then already fully developed and had been in use

perhaps for four or five centuries.

The early Lao writing is known as Fak Kham, the ‘hamarind-pod'’

character.

The present Lao script is essentially the same as that of the thirteenth

century, although it has been influenced by the Burmese character and

its Shan offshoots, in use among the kinsmen of the Lao and their

neighbours of similar speech in the British Shan States. The Lao character
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has 45 consonants or 46 including a letter sometimes classed as a nasal

vowel, but only about one half of these signs were needed for pure

consonantal sounds, the others being retained for tonal indications.

Some varieties can be distinguished; they are employed for the

following dialects:

Thai Lao or Eastern Laotian, spoken in eastern Siam and French Laos;

Thai Lu, spoken by about 500,000 people in western Indo-China, eastern

Burma and southern Yiin-nan; the Thai Ya (in south-western China)

and the Thai Yuan or Western Laotians (in the region around Chieng-mai,

northern Siam), employ the Yiian-Laotian variety.

The Lao characters have also been adopted for AIo-so, spoken in the

mountain valleys of the Alekong and Yang-tze rivers, southern China.

For the AIo-so tribe see p. 142.

Lii and Hkiln Characters

The trans-Salween Shan tribes of the British Shan State of Kentung, just

north of the Siamese frontier vaunt themselves distinct from all the other Thai

peoples, but the dialects they speak, that is Lii and Hkiin, do not noticeably

differ from other Shan forms of speech. They are intermediate between Siamese

and Shan.

Fig. 188—Specimen of Hkiin script (Kentung State, British Shan)

They have scripts of their own (Fig. 188), which—although presenting

nowadays an exasperating form—are closely connected with the Lao
character and have apparently descended from it.

Ahom Character

Ahom, a Shan dialect, has been dead for some centuries; it lingered on,

however, as a kind of sacred language, and is still believed to be known by about

a hundred people in the Sibsagar district of Assam. The population of Assam,
which was conquered by the Burmese in the eighteenth century^ and became
British in 1824, has become completely Hinduized.

rrift’ "W yil

Fig. 189—specimen of Ahom writing

The Ahom character (Fig. 154, col. 29, and Fig. 189) is apparently

the nearest to the ancient prototype. It consists of 41 letters, of which
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18 are vowels and 23 are consonants. The vowel inherent in every consonant

is the long a. The Ahom character does not contain the letters y and w,

Siamese Character

Siam is nowadays the one independent Thai state in existence; its area is

over 200,000 sq. miles and its population numbers about 12,000,000 people.

The Siamese are without doubt the most civilized and advanced Shan people.

Siamese is spoken by several million people in southern and central Siam and

increasingly in northern Siam, as also in French Indo-China and in the Amherst

and Mergui districts of Burma. Siamese possesses, like some Chinese dialects

five or six tones {see p. pSf.); it has no prefixes whatever.

Origin

The origin of the Siamese script is still not quite clear. The earliest

known Siamese inscription, discovered at Sukhotai or Sukhodaya and

now in the National library of Bangkok, is a curious and unique document.

It is a stumpy stone obelisk containing exactly 1,500 words; it bears the

date of 1214 Saka era (a.d. 1292/3), and it tells that its author. King

Ram Khamheng, was zcriting the Siamese language for the first time. If

Ram Khamheng did actually invent the Siamese script, he probably

based it on the Khmer character. C. B. Bradley has recently invalidated

both the generally accepted theory^ which considered the Siamese character

as being of Sinhalese Pali origin, and the rival theory^ which derived it

from the Burmese script, on the grounds that Siamese writing contains

all the letters of the Grantha character which are not found in Pali or

Burmese, and that the single letters of the Sukhotai inscription have no

internal resemblance to the signs of the Sinhalese Pali texts or of the

Burmese script, although the Siamese letters, being four-square, give

externallv an impression similar to that of the Pali script. Indeed, there

is no doubt that the Buddhist monks had greatly influenced the spread

of the knowledge of writing amongst the Siamese, and that the Buddhist

Siamese monks knew and also used the Pali language and script.

The script of the Sukhotai inscription ‘fls singularly bold, erect, four-

square, with gently rounded corners, beautifully aligned and singularly

clear” (C. B. Bradley). In it, all the letters, consonants and vowels alike,

are written on the same line, but shortlv afterwards a change was
^ o

introduced, and many of the vowels were written either above or below

the consonants.

Development

There are no written documents extant of the two centuries following

the Sukhotai period, but there is no doubt that the modern Siamese

writing is a descendant of the Sukhotai script. On the whole, it may be

said that the later development of the script does not present great changes;
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the changes of the single signs were due mainly to the writing materials

used in Siam. Fig. 190 reproduces a specimen of the important

Patimokkha manuscript; Fig. 154, col. 26 shows the character used in

that manuscript.

Fig. 190—Specimen from the Siamese Patimokkha manuscript

Until quite recent times, the monasteries were the only important

seats of learning and the only Siamese institution which preserved written

documents. Sacred works were written on corypha palm leaves, their

edges being gilded or painted with vermilion, and the leaves threaded

on strings and folded like a fan. A lore important copies of the religious

books were engraved on ivory tablets. (Generally speaking, the material

used was an indication of the social standing of the person for whom the

written document was intended; the king's letters were engraved on sheets

of gold when they were sent to princes or on paper, either black or white,

when written to lesser people. However, the peculiar shapes of the modern
Siamese letters are due mainly to the employment of the corypha palm
leaves as the chief material of writing.

Modern Siamese Alphabet

The modern Siamese alphabet (Fig. 154, col. 27) consists of 44 con-

sonants, in each of which the vowel a is inherent, and of 30 vowels, each

consisting not of an individual letter, but of a mark written above, below,

before or after the consonant with which it is pronounced. The letters

a and ti are not considered as vo\\els but as consonants, and thev are used
as such in support of the vowel signs. The main reason for the great number
of the vowel marks lies not in the vowels themselves, but in the tones,

five or six in number [see p. 98 f.).

The difficulties in reading Siamese are increased by the existence

of a host of accents and by the absence of punctuation. The words are

not separated from each other and the stream of letters flows on
uninterruptedly until the idea changes. Juxtaposition is the only means of

indicating syntactical relations between words. An important result of

the use of the printing press, since the early nineteenth century', was the

introduction into printing of spacing between words. The typewriter,

introduced in 1891, has also had an influence on the development of the

shapes of the single letters.

cc
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Siamese Character adapted to Miao

The Siamese character has been adopted for some non-Siamese

languages, such as Aliao spoken by a small tribe on the borders of

Chiengmai and Nan, northern Siam: it has been adapted only about

15 years ago by C. K. Trung of the American Bible Society. For the

Miao tribe see p. i45f-

Scripts of ^''British Shans”

Shan proper, that is “British Shan” or “cis-Sahveen Shan,” is spoken all over

the Shan States, both British and Chinese. It has a northern, a southern and a

Chinese Shan dialect. All the three dialects contain as many as ten tones (see

p. 98f.).

It is possible that the Shans once used a character borrowed from the

Khmers, of which there are some traces in rock-inscriptions of the

thirteenth century. This, however, was not the prototype of the present

written characters.

Nowadays, the Shans use at least two varieties of writing, one for the

“British Shan” dialects, the other one for the “Chinese Shan” dialect.

Both varieties, however, are descended from the Burmese character.

The Shan scripts do not contain the consonants g, gh, /, jh, d, dh, b and

hh, and the long vowel e. The a is considered to be a consonant and is

used only for cariydng vowels when initial. The vowel inherent in every

consonant, when this is not connected with another letter, is usually

the short a. A consonant standing alone is distinguished by a special mark.

There is generally a particular letter for the long z, but sometimes this

vowel is represented by the short i which represents also the long and
short ^’s.

For the Taungthu tribe and the Y"aos see p. 412.

Khamti Character

Khamti or Kamti is spoken nowadays in eastern Assam and in the Chinese
district Khamti Long; however, the place of origin of the Khamti-speaking
population seems to have been LTper Burma. Unlike their Ahom neighbours,
the Khamti have retained their Shan speech. This contains only three or four

tones (see p. 98!.). The Khamti are the most cultured northern Thai tribe.

The Khamti script is a variety of the Shan character. It contains 33
signs (16 vowels and 17 consonants)

;
the character is, thus, not so complete
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as was the old Ahom script, although it does contain the letters v and

All the consonants missing in the Shan characters are also wanting in

the Khamti script. As to the vowels, not only the long e is wanting, as in

Shan, but also the long a.

Fill. 191—Specimens of Khamti character

I, Current hand. 2, Printed script. 3, Tairong Khamti

There are two main varieties of Khamti script, the current hand,

its principal peculiaritv being the black dot inside the letters (big- 19^

»

and the printed script, without that black dot (big- 19^’ 2). There are

also some local varieties, such as those for the dialect of Tairong (Fig.

?9K 3)*

Aiionia Character (Fig. 192)

Another varietv of the Shan scripts is used for Aiton or Aitonia or

“Shan Doan/' “Doan" meaning in Assamese “foreign tongue ;
it is

a dialect spoken in Sibsagar, Assam.

'i

c O

r
tnt

mjjo
}( jVflf

II

Fill. IQ2—Specimen of Aitonia character
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Thai Mao or Thai Klie'

Well up to the north of the British Shan States there are the Thai

Mao or Thai Khe’, who use a written character which is quite different

from those of the other Shan tribes. Its origin and its affinities are still

uncertain.

Chan Lao of Tongking

These tribes had a writing of their own, composed of about 36 letters,

quite different from other Lao and Shan scripts. According to some

scholars, it was apparently derived from the Siamese, as shown, for

instance, by the characteristic forms of m and n, the numerous vocalic

diacaitical marks and the large number of letters.

Chinese Shans'^

The Pai-i or “Chinese Shans,” called also Yunnanese Shans, number-

ing about three million people, in the south-west of China, have two

characters according to their geographical location. The tribes living in

the vicinity of Burma have adapted the Burmese script to their language.

The others, that is those living more to the north, as far as they can write,

use the Chinese character, but they had previously an altogether different

script, the Yunnanese Shan script, of \Ahich, according to Professor De
Lacouperie, some specimens are still extant.

(The Shui-kia (“Water People”) or Pu-shui, which is the indigenous

term, a Shan tribe of S.-W. Kwei-chow, employed a character which

according to De Lacouperie consisted of adaptations and contracted forms

of ancient Chinese symbols mixed with non-Chinese pictorial signs.)

Indonesia

Throughout all the Malay Archipelago, the natives speak languages of a single

general stock known as Alalayo-Polyncsian, one of the most widespread linguistic

families in the world. Its hundreds of branches extend all the way from
Madagascar, off the coast of south-eastern Africa, through the East Indies and
the Philippines to Formosa in the north and to New Zealand in the south, up
through the Malay Peninsula to the borders of Burma and Siam, and across the

Pacific to Hawaii and Easter Island. (In that vast oceanic area, only Australia,

New Guinea and a few interior districts of the Melanesian islands have languages

not belonging to the Malayo-Polynesian family.) All these languages are closely

related. Moreover, nowadays the entire language problem in the Indies is simplified

by the fact that there is a kind of “basic” Malay, knovn as “bazaar” or “pidgin”

Malay, a minimum language, strongly coloured by the influence of foreign

languages (Indian, Chinese, Arabic, Persian, Portuguese, English and Dutch).

This lingua franca {hahasa Indonesia, “Indonesian Language”) is spoken in all

except the interior districts of the larger islands.
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Over 90 per cent of the Indonesian natives are illiterate. Educated

natives use nowadays for their languages mostly either the Arabic or the

Roman alphabets. Apart from these two alphabets, some of the native

peoples of the archipelago, among them several quite primitive tribes,

still employ ancient scripts, all derived, indirectly, from Indian writing,

a survival of the period when Indian civilization was spread over the islands.

The most advanced people use paper, some of it made locally from the

inner bark of certain trees and glazed with rice gruel, but the bulk of

native writing was and it is still done by scratching signs on the shiny

surface of bamboo strips or palm leaves, which are then strung together

into books.

The ancient scripts are still used in parts of Sumatra and Celebes,

in Bali and a few others of the Lesser Sunda Islands, and even to some

extent in interior Java, Two of the most primitive Philippine tribes, the

Mangyan and Tagbanua of Alindoro and Palawan, have also their ancient

indigenous scripts. There is, however, only one language and its script

which have a true history; that is Javanese, the oldest phase of which is

known as Old Javanese or Kawi or Kavi. Of the earlier phases of Batak

(Sumatra) and Bugis (Celebes) there are also documentary records

available (Fig. 194, 7-8), but these are far less important than those of

the Old Javanese language (Fig, 193, i, i~ii; Fig. 194, 1--6).

It is now accepted by the most authoritative scholars that all these

ancient scripts descended from Indian characters; E. E. W. G. Schraeder,

who suggests that the Malayo-Polynesian culture was based on the

Semitic civilization and not on the Indian, is practically alone.

Borneo

The enormous bulk of Borneo, the fourth greatest island in the world, being

4,000 miles long and 1,000 miles wide, with a surface of 290,000 sq. miles and
only two and a-half million inhabitants, presents an open problem as regards the

existence of an ancient indigenous script. There can be no doubt that writing

was once known to the indigenous inhabitants of some parts of Borneo
;
as a matter

of fact, the inscriptions discovered in that island are the earliest written documents
hitherto found in the Malay Archipelago. However, these inscriptions are in

pure Sanskrit and are, like a few other written documents found in Borneo, of
Indian origin and not produced by the native Dayaks. Another inscription, on the
bottom of a vase, which was bought in northern Borneo, is considered to be written

in the Mangyan character of ^lindoro. There is, consequently, no proof of any
connection between the people who made use of writing in ancient Borneo and
the present Dayaks.

Malaya

There is likewise no proof of evidence that there existed any indigenous script

in the Malay Peninsula, although there, too, early Sanskrit inscriptions have been
discovered, and Malaya played an important part in the ancient trade between
India and the Far East.
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Ancient Java

It is a remarkable fact that whereas the splendid architectural

monuments of ancient Java are found in the central part of the island,

the earliest written documents have been discovered in western Java.

They consist of four rock-inscriptions (a fifth, found at Mocara Jianten,

is as yet undeciphered), all found in the province of the present capital,

Batavia. These inscriptions (Fig. 174, 3) are undated, but on palaeographical

grounds they are attributed to the fourth or the fifth century a.d. They
bear ample testimony to the high degree of civilization of western Java

at that period. The inscriptions eulogise a ruler of the name of

Purnavarman; they are all composed in Sanskrit verse and prove that

the ancient western-Javanese civilization was of Indian origin.

Apparently towards the end of the sixth century^ a.d., western Java fell into

decay and central Java rose into prominence. In the eighth century a.d., two centres

of power were emerging in the Malay Archipelago, one in southern Sumatra and
the other in central Java. Intermittent wars punctuated the early period of

Indonesian national history. The constant struggle for the control of the archi-

pelago was marked by a long series of wars between the Sumatran and Javanese

dynasties, and was finally decided in favour of the Javanese. About the middle of

the eighth century central Java passed into the hands of the Sri Vijaya rulers of

Sumatra but about 863 the Sumatran period of Javanese histor>^ came to an end,

and the hegemony of Java passed again to central Java.

A thousand years ago a great empire flourished in the East Indies with

its centre in Java. The period from about a.d. 850-900 to 1400 marked the height

of native civilization, when all the islands and part of the mainland of Asia were
gradually brought together in a centralized empire known as Modjopahit or

Majapahit. From the capital in eastern Java, it exercised during the fourteenth

and most of the fifteenth centur\" supreme dominion over most of the archipelago

as far north as Luzon in the Philippines and as far east as the coastland of New
Guinea. It was during this period that Hindu-Javanese civilization spread most
widely over the entire area, and one of the relics of this influence, in the form
of offshoots of ancient Indian scripts, is found in the north, in the scripts of some
native Philippine tribes.

At the very height of its power, the Alajapahit empire was suddenly threatened
by a new force which entered the Indies from the west. Islam brought from
India—that is, from the same country’ which was the source of the earliest

civilization of the Malay Archipelago—to Malaya and Sumatra in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, spread inevitably over the vassal states of Majapahit in

Sumatra and western Java, which one after another broke away. During the
fifteenth century the last strongholds of the Majapahit empire in eastern Java
were destroyed by the Moslem conquest.

Thus ended the greatest era of Indonesian early native histor\^ The waves
of Islam at length engulfed Java; there was no means of keeping it out. “Java
has now been a Mohammedan countr\^ for nearly five hundred years. It would
doubtless have been so far earlier if it had not been so well off the track” (Ponder).

Moreover, it would have been nowadays a desert, if “the Mongol conquerors
who ravaged half Asia had chanced upon it” (Ponder).

Two places have remained unaffected by the Moslem conquest; the small

island of Bali, off the eastern shore of Java, which continued to be the only one
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where the Indian culture survived until the present day
;
and the isolated district

of the Badoejs, who live in a remote comer of Banten or Bantam, in the extreme
north-western end of Java: an utterly primitive tribe, of a few hundred souls, who
have managed to resist all attempts at “conversion” and “civilization” (Ponder).

Old Jaz anese or Kavi Character (Fig. 193, i, i-ii)

Origin

The Dinaya inscription is the earliest extant written document in

the Old Javanese or Kawi or Kavi character (Kavi is an abbreviation of

Basa Kavi, ‘‘the language of poetry’’). It was found at Dinaya, situated

to the east of central Java, and is dated in the Saka year 682, that is 760 a.d.

The inscription was first mentioned in 1904 by Dr. Brandes, who since

1887 suggested that the Kavi script w^as introduced in the eighth century

a.d. into Java, by immigrants from Gujarat. But Professor Krom stated

in his Hindu-Javanese history^ (published in 1926) that the supposed

similarity between the Kavi script and the Girnar character disappears

on closer investigation. According to Krom, the Kavi character was not

a new borrow ing, but a local and later development of the South Indian

script in use in Java since the fifth century^ a.d. It is now generallv accepted

that the earK colonists who brought the Indo-Aryan civilization (including

the script) to Jav^a, must have come from southern India, and most
probably from the Coromandel coast. A Javanese tradition, quoted

in the Aji Saka, attributes the introduction of writing into Java to a

Brahman called Tritresta, w ho is a half-my^thical person.

Until quite recently, there has been no agreement among scholars

regarding the term to be applied to the peculiar script of the early Sanskrit

inscriptions of the Malay Archipelago. Professor Kern adopted the term
“Vengi character,” but Professor Vogel proved that it is advisable to

discard it, and he substituted the name ”Pallava character.” Dr. Burnell

used the term “Eastern Chera.” Neither of these terms is appropriate.

As has been already mentioned [see p. 381), Dr. Buehler applied the

term “Grantha” to the character used by the Pallava rulers of Kanchi
in southern India in wTiting Sanskrit. The script employed in the

afore-mentioned Purnavarman inscriptions of Java is almost identical,

but slightly later than that of the Sanskrit inscriptions found at Kutai
in eastern Borneo [see above), and similar to the script emploved in early

Champa [see p. 403).

It is now accepted by^ the most authoritative scholars that this early

Javanese script originated from the early Grantha, although the extant

written documents of the lithic early Grantha found in southern India, the

place of its origin, belong to a later period than the earK inscriptions

found in Borneo, Java and Champa. It is thus in the distant lands of the

Malay Archipelago and of the coasts of Indo-China that w^e find the

prototypes of the lithic Grantha character.
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Kavi Inscriptions

The Dinaya inscription, although written in Kavi script, is still couched

in Sanskrit, but later inscriptions are mostly in Kavi character and the

Kavi or Old Javanese language. The oldest Kavi record, which is also the

oldest Buddhist inscription of Java, is written, however, in the Deva-nagari

script of northern India of the eighth-eleventh centuries
;

it is the Kalasan

inscription (it was found in the Kalasan temple in Central Java) of the

Sailendra dynasty of Sri Vijaya, belonging apparently to ca. a.d. 778.

A slightly later inscription, found at Pareng in Central Java, and dated

785 Saka era (a.d. 863), is partly in Sanskrit verse and partly in Kavi

prose, but written in Kavi character. INlost important is the Kavi inscription

known as the “iXIinto stone,’’ having been sent as a present by Sir Stamford

Raffles, the founder of Singapore, who was then the British governor

of Java, to Lord Alinto in Scotland; this inscription was found in Java-

Pasuruhan. It is dated 876 Saka era (that is, a.d. 954), and contains an

inscription of King Vava, the last ruler of Central Java. The opening

couplet of the monument is in Sanskrit.

After the shifting of the political centre from central to eastern Java,

which took place in the tenth centur}^ a.d., the Kavi or Old Javanese

literature began to flourish. An inscription of King Er-langga (or

Airlangga), one of the most enlightened rulers of ancient Java, under

whose reign there was vigorous activity in the domain of arts and literature,

has been found at Penang-Gungen (Surabaya); it is dated 963 Saka era

(a.d. 1041), and is inscribed on both sides in Kavi character; it is, however,

wholly bilingual, being couched on one side in the Kavi language, and

on the other side in pure Sanskrit.

The epigraphic records of early Java continue in almost unbroken

series down to the end of the Indo-Javanese period. The last Kavi inscrip-

tion on copper-plate is of 1473, the last stone inscription is dated 1408

Saka era, corresponding to a.d. i486. The Kavi inscriptions are much
more numerous (about two hundred of the longer ones) than those in

Sanskrit, the number of the latter however, is much smaller than that of

similar records discovered in Champa and Cambodia.

Modern Javanese Character

After the fall of Majapahit in about a.d. 1478 (the traditional date), Kavi was
gradually replaced by “Middle Javanese,” although it continued to be a literary

language long after it had become archaic. Middle Javanese persisted up to ca.1628,

when it made room for the New Javanese, but the former is still represented by
the dialects of Banyumas, North Cheribon, North Krawang and North Bantam.
Alodern Javanese gradually breaks up into several sub-divisions, such as Krama
Inggil, a form of speech used in addressing gods and the aristocracy, the Basa
Kedatan, a kind of court-language, Ngoko, the language of the commoner, and
Madya or Madhya, a sort of compromise dialect between Krama and Ngoko.
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All the dialects of Aliddle Javanese and New Javanese have been greatly influenced

by the penetration of Islamic culture. With a few exceptions, no literar\’ work of

subsequent date can stand comparison with the works of the classical period of

the Kavi or Indo-Javanese literature. Notwithstanding the sub-division into

Old (or Kavi), Middle and New Javanese, there was no break of historical

continuity in the development of the language. The same may be said regarding

the history of the Javanese writing. Nowadays, the Roman character is largely

employed for the necessities of modern life.

The Javanese script, however, is still used for the Javanese, Sun-

danese, Madurese and Balinese languages, and also to some extent in

Borneo. Javanese is spoken by about thirty million people, mainly in central

and eastern Java, but is known all over the island. Sundanese is perhaps

the most ancient vernacular language of the country
;
it is spoken nowadays

by about eight and a-half million people, mainly in the mountainous

districts of western Java, but seems to have been formerly, down to the

period preceding the jMoslem conquest, the general language of western

Java. ^Madurese is spoken by about four and a-half million people in

Madura and north-eastern Java. Balinese is spoken by about 1,200,000

people on the island of Bali and on the south-eastern coast of Java.

The Javanese character (Fig. 154, col. 30, Fig. 193, Fig. 194, col, 1-6)

consists of twenty consonants or aksara, including v and zv, and five

vowels. As in nearly all the Indian scripts and their offshoots, the

vowel-sound is inherent in the consonant unless contradicted by a

particular sign. Beside these basic letters, czWtdi Aksara Jatva {Fig. 193, i,iii)

or letters,” there are twenty auxiliary signs called Aksara

Pasang'an or ‘‘corresponding, similar” letters (Fig. 193, iv), which

have the same phonetic value, but are used only in connection with and
immediately after the main consonantal signs, for the purpose of

suppressing their inherent vowel-sounds. Three of the Pasang’an signs

are always placed after the aksara, the others below them. The inherent

vowel is generally a, but in some dialects it is o.

The vowels, termed Sandang'an or “clothing, dress” (Fig. 193, i),

are written in their full form when they are used alone, or in their

abbreviated form when combined with consonants. In the latter instance,

each of them has a particular name; in some instances they are placed

above the consonant; in other cases, below it; or else the consonant is

placed in the middle of the vowel-sign. The sign termed papet, which
is considered as a vowel and is pronounced as le in French, is placed

above the consonant with which it is connected.

There are two other signs which are also considered as vowels, that

is ng^a lalet, pronounced like le, and pacherak, pronounced like re in

Sanskrit. I may mention, finally, that there are many other peculiar signs,

of which the most important is the pangkun, placed after a consonant,

which serves as a mark of elision destroying the final vowel-sound.
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The order of the letters in the Javanese character is different from that

of the Indian scripts, though it appears that the Indian arrangement was

not unknown to the Javanese peoples.

Javanese is written from left to right. Every aksara is written separately,

and no space is left between the words. One or two short diagonal lines,

in poetry, or, commonly, a comma are the only marks in ordinary writing

which indicate stops. In Java, the natives usually write with Indian ink

upon paper manufactured by themselves, and sometimes on European

or Chinese paper. In Bali, some natives still use an iron style and cut the

symbols on a prepared palm leaf, in the same manner as in some parts of

India. This practice is still partially continued in some parts of the more

eastern portion of Java, and was no doubt at a former period general

throughout the island,

Sumatra
Sumatra is the westernmost and third largest island of the East Indies; it is

the largest, after Borneo, of the Malay Archipelago. Chinese records tell us that a

Hinduized kingdom existed in south-eastern Sumatra in the fifth centur>' A.D.

This maritime kingdom has been identified, since 1918, by Professor Coedes,

Dean of the French School of the Far East, with the ancient mighty empire of

Sri Vijaya, the San-fot-si of the Chinese. In the late eighth and the early ninth

centuries A.D., the Buddhist kingdom, Sri Vijaya, embraced not only the greater

part of Sumatra, but also the Alalay Peninsula, Central Java and numerous islands

of the archipelago; there is even a tradition that Cambodia was also overrun.

This kingdom was a stronghold of Mahayana Buddhism since the seventh century

a.d. In the ninth and eleventh centuries, Sri Vijaya had monasteries in Bengal

and South India. In the thirteenth century it seems to have declined, and in 1377
it was conquered by the Javanese. Sri \Tjaya left memorials in some important

inscriptions of the last quarter of the seventh, and of the eighth century a.d.,

found in Sumatra, on the island of Bangka, in Ligor and in Central Java.

Explorers and scholars alike have, therefore, been surprised to learn that

Sumatra is extremely poor in antiquities, and it is also curious that this island

which, generally speaking, experienced the same civilizing influences as Java,

should have nevertheless remained backward in development. The indigenous

literature as well as much of the old civilization have fallen into decay. Here and
there, however, the population possesses a fairly high degree of civilization.

Hindu-Javanese, Chinese, Arabs, Indians and others have long been settlers

round the coast, and the resulting mixture of blood and other factors have
produced there a much higher civilization than that which prevails in the interior.

Indeed, many of the indigenous tribes of the interior are still in a comparatively
low state of development.

The slight density of population, about 18 per sq. mile (as compared with the

extremely high density, of over 820 per sq. mile, in Java), which is due mainly

to the unhealthiness of the country, must certainly have played a considerable

part in the backwardness of Sumatra. Lying across the equator, the island is

obviously tropical. The whole of eastern Sumatra forms vast almost impenetrable

jungle marshes, with the concomitants of malaria, dysentery, beriberi, hook-worm
and endemic cholera. About 1 15,000 sq. miles out of the total of 161,000 sq. miles

of the island are covered by tropical forests. The other half of Sumatra consists
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mainly of a high mountain chain running down its western flank like a backbone.

Its population has therefore never been large, although the elimination of the old

inter-tribal quarrels, improved health conditions, and immigration of native

farmers from other East Indian islands (especially from Java, whence in 1939
about 150,000 people emigrated to Sumatra), increased its population from
3,168,000 in 1900 to about eight and a-half million at the outbreak of the war
with Japan.

Many languages—there are fourteen main Malaysian dialects, some
with many sub-dialects—and a number of scripts are used by the different

peoples of the island. The Achinese or Achehnese numbering 800,000,

who live in north-western Sumatra, and the Coastal Alalays, numbering
nowadays nearly three and a-half million, who occupy the entire eastern

coast and nearly half of the southern coast, are the most advanced of the

Sumatran races. Both these peoples are Moslems, and they adopted the

Arabic alphabet; the ]\Ialay press, however, uses the Roman alphabet.

The IMenangkabaus or Alinangkabaus, who live in the central-western

part of the island, and number something more than two millions, formed
at one time a powerful kingdom covering the greater part of central

Sumatra. According to R. O. Winstedt, the great authority on the IVIalayan

languages, the Minangkabaus are the highland inheritors of Sri Vijaya,

and their ruling family claimed to be descended from the Sailendra

dynasty which had ruled Sri Vijaya. Formerly, the Minangkabaus used

the Javanese character; nowadays, they employ the Arabic script.

Sumatran Native Characters

The other principal native peoples, namely the Bataks, the Redjangs

and the Lampongs, possess scripts of their own. All these characters

(Fig. 154, col. 31-34, and Fig. 194, 7-9), directly or indirectly originated

from the Kavi or Old Javanese character.

Batak

The Bataks, of whom there are more than one million, are a peculiar and
interesting race. They were cannibals not so very long ago, and although that
cruel custom and slaver\' have disappeared, many of their old habits are still

followed. For the most part, they are pagans; some have been recentlv con-
verted to Christianity, whilst Islam has never gained a foothold among
them. They occupy the greater part of the residency of Tapanoeli, and are centred
in the mountainous region around the great lake Toba, which was considered as

sacred by the Bataks, and many foreigners who dared to penetrate so far, had to

pay for their courage by death and were possibly eaten. A large part of the northern
and the western coasts is also inhabited by the Bataks. They are divided into

several groups, differing considerably in language and customs, the most important
of the tribes being that of the Tobas, who live on the southern shore of Lake
Toba.

The art of writing has been known among the Bataks from a date
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beyond the reach of tradition. Their character is peculiar (Fig. 154,

col. 31 and 32; Fig. 194, col. 9); and also their mode of writing, for they

begin at the bottom of the page at the left-hand side, and place letter

above letter in a vertical column till they reach the top, when they return

to the bottom; the columns follow each other from left to right. This

peculiarity gives a strange appearance to the writing.

According to Professor De Lacouperie, the reason for their having

adopted the present curious process of writing, is explained by the material

they use to write upon. It consists of long strips of bamboo welded by

beating one to the other, then folded together, accordion-like, between

wooden covers, and bound together with a string of woven rushes.

Originally, the writing was from left to right in horizontal lines, one follow-

ing the other, as in modern European writing, from top to bottom. The
completed document, when bound up was held for purposes of reading

at an angle of ninety degrees, so that the original successive horizontal

lines from left to right and from top to bottom, appeared as vertical

columns consisting of letters written one above the other from the bottom

to the top; the columns consequently followed each other from left to

right. {See also below, what is said on the question of the direction of

writing in the Philippine scripts). Instead of bamboo strips, sometimes

long strips of thin bark of trees are used. The ancient books of the Bataks

are written in brilliant ink on paper made of bark.

Larnpong and Redjang Characters

In Redjang-Lampong, in south-western Sumatra, there are the Redjangs,

a rather truculent people. Flindu-Javanese antiquities are scattered in

that region. Larnpong is spoken in the southern end of the island, and

this language is related both to some Javanese dialects and to the Batak

form of speech. The Lampongs were largely under Hindu-Javanese

influence, and have still retained a certain degree of civilization of Hindu-
Javanese origin. The Redjang and Larnpong tribes number about half

a million people. Both races use indigenous scripts (Fig. 154, coL

33-34), indirectly descended from the Kavi character. The Larnpong
and Redjang scripts are closely related. As a rule, they are scratched

on bamboo, tree bark, or certain forms of leaves.

Both these characters are more complete than the indigenous scripts

of Celebes {see below) ; they not only possess a mark for the elision of the

inherent vowel, but also another mark to signify an a following the

inherent vowel, and two other marks for the nasals n and ng; there is

even a distinct sign for the aspirate following a vowel.

Celebes
This fourth-greatest island of the East Indies, measuring about 72,600 sq. miles

(an area much larger than that of Java), has only about four and a-quarter million
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inhabitants. Celebes is remarkable for its extraordinary shape which has been

compared to a spider or a starfish with one arm gone. Until comparatively recent

years, a great part of the island had not been explored
;
and even to-day much of it is

known in but little detail. The natives speak numerous languages and dialects,

the isolation of the mountain districts having very greatly contributed to this.

They are usually divided into six groups. The part best known to Europeans is

Macassar, situated nearly at the southernmost extremity of the western side; it

was here that the first European settlement of the island was established.

The larger part of the southern peninsula—which is the most fertile portion

of the island—IS occupied by tribes speaking the two principal languages of the

island, called by Europeans Macassar and Bugis, and by the natives IXIengkasa

or Mengkasara and Wagi or Ugi. The Macassarese and the Buginese, who
together number perhaps 2,600,000 people, making up more than half the entire

population, are the most important and the most advanced peoples of the island

and have been the dominant natives there long before the arrival of the Europeans.

The Buginese (Orang Bugis) call themselves “To Wugiq'’ (people of Wugiq)
and their language is basa To Wugiq.

Macassarese is spoken nowadays in all the districts from Balu Kumba to Segere.

Bugis is much more general beyond and over the whole tract extending from Boni

to Luwu. The Buginese are the great maritime and commercial people of the

archipelago. They have spread from their homeland in the south-western peninsula

to settle coastal regions in other parts of the island and in parts of Borneo.

In Mandhar and its vicinity, the Mandhar language is spoken. The centre of

Celebes is inhabited by the Turajas or Harafuras, whose form of speech is the

most pure native language of the island. The north-eastern peninsula is occupied by
the iVIanadu, Gunung Telu, Tontemboan and Bulu.

Celebes Scripts

It is not known whether the Turajas and the tribes of the north-eastern

peninsula are at all, or ever were, acquainted with the art of writing. The
Macassarese and Buginese (partly also the Alandharese), who may be

considered as speaking dialects of one and the same language, use characters

(Fig. 153, columns 21 and 22, and Fig. 194, 10) which are varieties of one
and the same script. Each people considers its own writing as the most
ancient character and as the prototype of the others. It seems that the

Buginese are right; their character is apparently the ancestor of the other's.

Origin

Although the origin of these scripts and their early developments

cannot be determined in detail, there is no doubt that they derived from
the Kavi character, probably through the medium of the Batak script.

The intercourse of the peoples of Celebes with the natives of Java seems
to have been ancient and frequent. The date of the invention of the Celebes

scripts is also uncertain. No inscription has been discovered in Celebes

and no other ancient written documents are extant.
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1

Btiginese Character (Fig. 153, col. 22; Fig. 194, 10)

The Buginese or Bugis character is the most complete of the three

varieties. It consists of twenty-three letters, of which eighteen are simple

and the remainder compound, being combinations of the consonants

chh, mp, nk^ nr, and nch. It possesses the full form of a, but lacks the full

form for the vowels e-i, and o-ti. There are, however, diacritical marks
for the vowels e, i, o and ii, as also for the termination ong. The vowel
a is inherent in every consonant, but there is no mark to annul that sound
and to cause the word or the syllable to end in a pure consonant. This
lack of a mark of elision is fortunately not very important, because in

Bugis no consonant, nasals excepted, can follow another without the

intervention of a vowel. The form of the single letters is peculiar; the

character as a whole resembles that of the Bataks.

Beside the Bugis alphabet now in use, another obsolete one exists

which is still to be found in some manuscripts.

Conclusion
Summing up the history of writing of Indonesia, we may say that the

great majority of the Malaysians, with the exception of the Javanese,

through Islam lost their ancient scripts and took to the Arabic alphabet.

The Dutch in turn have taught them the use of the Latin alphabet

in the schools, so that the latter is becoming more and more used for

ordinary' purposes.
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Philippine Islands

General Sketch
The Philippine Islands contain some 7,000 islands, the great majority of them

being islets; there are only eleven islands of importance, eight of them measuring
over 103,000 sq. miles out of 114,000 sq. miles of the whole archipelago. The
two principal islands, Luzon and JVIindanao, are larger in area than all the rest of

the islands put together. The bulk of the indigenous population, numbering about

sixteen and a-half million people, speak languages belonging to the Nlalayo-

Polynesian linguistic family.

In point of number, the three most important groups of the Filipinos, that is

the Christian population of the Philippines, numbering over ten millions, are:

(i) the Bisayans or Visayans, numbering ca. 3,250,000, who constitute the bulk of
the inhabitants of the islands in the central part of the archipelago, and of the
northern and eastern coasts of Mindanao. They were perhaps the most civilized

people in archipelago when discovered by the Spaniards, by whom they were
called “Pintados,” because they used to paint their bodies; (2) the Tagalogs or
Tagals, numbering about 1,800,000 people, who are the principal inhabitants of

central Luzon, including Manila, and of a great part of Mindanao; they are

nowadays the most advanced and energetic people among the Filipinos; they live

in the most thickly populated district of the archipelago and they have a practical

superiority over the other sections of population, and their language—which is

the most euphonious, the most homogeneous and the most developed of all the

Filipino tongues—is understood by every native of average education throughout
the islands; (3) the Iloko or Ilocanos, numbering about 800,000, most of them
living in the western part of northern Luzon.

The other important vernaculars spoken by the Filipinos are : f i) Pangasinan,
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spoken by about 382,000 people living mostly m the province of Pangasinan,

which borders on the Gulf of Lingayen (north Luzon); (2) Pampangan, spoken

by nearly 350,000 people, mostly in the province of Pampanga, w'hich borders

the north shore of the A'lanila Bay; and (3) Bikol or Bicol, spoken by ca, 685,000

people, living mostly in Albay, Camarines Norte and Camarines Sur, Luzon.

Special mention must be made of the islands of Palawan and Mindoro,

because in them alone in the entire archipelago there has been a survival of the

ancient alphabets, Palawan lies across a narrow strait from northern Borneo.

It is long and narroA', and its total area is 4,725 sq. miles. Its population has

increased in the last 60 years from little over 5,500 to about 55,000 people. These

can be divided into four communal groups: (i) the Christians, mainly Bisayans,

who inhabit the coastal towns; (2) the Moslems or “Moros/^ who inhabit the

southern part of the island; (3) a small number of “Negritos,” who inhabit a portion

of the northern part; and (4) the Tagbanuas, mostly pagans—although some
have been converted to Islam—who inhabit most of the remaining interior of the

island. Aiindoro, lying south of Luzon, measures iio miles north-west to

south-east, and 56 miles north-east to south-west, having an area of 3,794 sq. miles.

There are about 50,000 Christians, the remaining being Alangyans or Manguianes,

who are pagans. The Mangyans, numbering about 20,000 people, inhabit the

interior of this great island.

Both, the Tagbanuas and the Mangyans, are of Alalay stock, and are divided

into several sub-tribes. The most important Tagbanua sub-tribe, the Apurawanos,

are a mild, gentle and courteous people, the only one which is literate. The ancient

culture, however, is rapidly disappearing. The old writing is known to a few of the

older people, but its use is frowmed upon by their tribal government.

Apart from the two principal islands, Luzon and Alindanao, Alindoro has

the largest number of pagans. The term “Mangyan” is actually a common name
meaning “forest man” and can be applied generally to the various wild races

and tribes of the archipelago. The Mangyans of Alindoro can be subdivided into:

(i) the Buhil or Bukil (Bukhil, Buqil)—^the term meaning “country”—who
number about 7,250, and live m the territory^ extending from Bulalacao to the

neighbourhood of Naujan, and thence to Abra de Hog. They are mixed with

Negritos. According to their own traditions, they lived formerly on the island of

Tablas and were forcibly deported by the Spaniards to Mindoro. Their traditions

tell also that before the Spanish conquest they had a much higher culture, and
wrote their communications on banana leaves. Their language is different from
that of the other Mindoro Mangyans ; (2) the Hanono-o, called also Haban or Javan
in Spanish spelling, or else Hampangan, generally live as their ancestors lived for

many centuries before the Spanish conquest. They number about 10,000 people
and occupy the territory from Bulalacao north to Bongabong, midway in the

island. They speak the southern Mangyan or Hampangan dialect. “They are a

happy, kind and gentle people, going to great lengths to avoid trouble
; the easiest

way to achieve this aim is obviously to slip away into the mountains”.

Ancient Characters

When Magellan ‘^discovered” the Philippine Islands in 1521, the

main native peoples of those islands possessed scripts of their own. In

a little more than a century of Spanish conquest and early colonial

‘‘development,” which was roughly coeval with the Spanish inquisition,

all the main native scripts were superseded by the Latin alphabet, and the

DD
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reading and writing of the ancient characters became for the natives a

lost art. We do not know whether the Spanish ecclesiastical authorities

did the same in the Philippines as they did in Central America with the

Maya books {see p. 125), and it is quite possible that the Philippine peoples

w^ere more fortunate, their scripts being non-pictographic and without

apparent connection with “the salvation of souls.’’ On the other hand,

all the writing material used was perishable and the written documents,

unless specially preserved, vanished within a few years, so that a deliberate

wholesale destruction of books was unnecessary, and the undisguised

contempt of the Spanish priests and the other authorities was probably

sufficient to destroy in the more cultured natives any predilection for the

indigenous art of writing. Not a single inscription, either on stone or

pottery, or any other ancient document of indigenous origin, has been

found in the Philippines.

However, as in the case of the Maya script, and in even greater degree

than in that case, all we know about the ancient Philippine writing, is

based on the notes of the Spanish catholic priests, and, curiously enough,

since there was apparently no “bishop Landa” (see p. 132) to destroy

Philippine native libraries, so there was no similar personality who like

Landa would have taken a real interest in the history and the customs of

the Filipinos.

Indeed, the Spanish record of the Philippine scripts are rather

casual. The extinct forms for the most part, with the exception of the

Tagalog characters, are represented by very few specimens, and even

some of these may be suspect. In the early years of Spanish domination,

indeed, some catholic priests used the native writing for printing religious

books for the natives, but even of these only very few copies have been

preserved, the best known being the Belarmino or “Ilocano Short

Catechism,” published in Manila in 1631, and republished in 1895 by

P. Francisco Lopez (Fig. 195, 3).

Spanish sources mention the following ancient characters of the

Philippine natives (Fig. 153, col. 19-20, and Fig. 194): For the Tagalog
language, four varieties (Fig. 194, 11-14); for Bisayan two varieties (Fig.

^94 j
for Ilocano, two (Fig. 194, 15-16); for Pangasinan, one (Fig.

194^ ^ 9)> one for Pampangan (Fig. 194, 20). Dr. Pardo de Tavera—

>

who, in 1884, the first to carry^ out serious research on this matter

—

pointed out that the difference between these various ancient characters

was not fundamental. The main general difference consisted in the shapes

of the letter ga, while the form of the ha was the most constant. The
Iloco character lacked the letters wa and ha, because Ilocano does

not possess these sounds. The Pangasinan had the letters a, ta and ha

different from the Tagalog forms. The Pampangan lacked the letters

ya, tea and ha; the first two seem to have been forgotten, because the

corresponding sounds exist in Pampangan, while the ha does not exist
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Fig. 194 The mam existing or existed alphabets of Further India, particularly of
the Philippine Islands (based on F. (Gardner, Philippine Iridic Studies. 1943)

1-6, Old Jd\anese or Kavi. 7-8, Early Sumatra. 9, Batak character. 10, Buginese. n-14,
Tagalog. 15-16, Iloco. 17-18, Bisaya. 19, Pangasman. 20, Pampangan. 21, Tagbanua.

22-26, Mangyan varieties. 27-30, Buhil
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in this language which, like Malay, is without aspirates. All the ancient

Philippine characters possessed three vowels; one for a, one for e and f,

and one for 0 and w, the sounds e-i and o-u being easily confused in the

Philippine languages. The number of the consonants varied between
II and 14, mainly according to the phonetic needs of each language.

The question of the direction of writing has been hotly discussed;

some scholars believe that it was horizontal, others think that it was
vertical from above downwards, and others again hold that the script

was vertical, but from below^ upwards. Some scholars think that originally

the direction was vertical, when the writing material consisted of palm
leaves and bamboos, but with the general adoption of paper, the writing

became horizontal. Others believe that the direction was originally from
right to left, as in Arabic, but that after the arrival of the Spaniards, it

was changed to “from left to right.'’ The explanation given by Dr. Fletcher

Gardner seems to solve the problem
;
that is, the ordinary method of writing

on the bamboo was to scratch with a sharp instrument holding in the other

hand the bamboo, which might have been either split or round, and pointing

it directly away from the body; the writing started at the end of the bamboo
closest to the writer and continued the line away from himself

;
the second

and succeeding lines were added in a similar way, the columns following

in order from left to right (see also p. 429).

Tagalog Character

The Tagalog character (Fig. 153, 19, and 194, 11-14) was probably
the most important of all the ancient scripts of the Philippines. It consisted

of 14 consonants, each having the inherent a, and three vowels. There
were two vowel marks, placed either above the consonant (for e or i) or

under it (for o or ti). The Tagalog ba is the same as in the Batak character;

Xhtpa and the na nearly the same as in the Buginese character; the Tagalog
ha^ la and ta resemble the Buginese ha, ga and nga; the Tagalog ha
resembles the Batak a.

Like the Buginese script, the Tagalog character apparentlv did not
possess any mark for the elision of the inherent vowel a, but while in
Buginese it did not matter, it was otherwise in Tagalog; the latter contain-
ing many syllables or words with final consonants. Thus, according to the
Spanish sources, the Tagalog character was very deficient, or in other
words, “it was a writing as easy to write as it was difficult to understand"
(Fr. Caspar de S. Agustin). For instance, the two letters la with a dot
over each could be read lele, lili, Him, lilip, lilts, linin, lilic, lilig, etc. In
the Belarmino (see p. 434, and Fig. 195, 3), Ave Maria is transliterated

a-be ma-di-a. P. Francisco Lopez, however, introduced an innovation,

a small cross appended to a character annuls the inherent vowel, thus
permitting a word or a syllable to end in a consonant.
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Because of this deficiency, a modern scholar (Costantino Lendoyro,

The Tagalog Language

^

1909) suggested that the ancient Tagalog character

was not a real alphabet and was never used for practical purposes;

he also writes ‘‘had it ever acquired any appreciable hold on the native

mind, it could never have been so easily eradicated and superseded by

the Spanish one.” This suggestion is too far reaching; I do not think it

is acceptable.

Nowadays, the Tagals use the Roman alphabet, introduced by the

Spaniards, w ith the addition of the cerebral nasal ng for a sound peculiar

to Tagalog.

Tagbaniia and Mangyan Characters

Exactly 60 years ago, European scholars were surprised to hear that

the ancient Philippine scripts w^ere not completely out of use; in 1886,

the French scholar A. ]\Iarche mentioned the existence of the Tagbanua

character; in 1890, the Spaniard P. A. Paterno published a Mindoro

alphabet
;
the whole Mindoro material available at the time w^as examined

and published in 1895 by A. B. Meyer, A. Schadenberg and W. Foy
{Die Mangianenschrift von Mindoro), Since Spain ceded the Philippine

Islands to the U.S.A. (in 1898), many hundreds of pieces of inscribed

bamboos have been collected in the islands of Alindoro and Palawan,

and they are now’ preserved in American collections. The great majority

of the wTitten “documents” are Alangyan, but some of them are in the

Tagbanua character, for instance, about 25 inscribed cylinders deposited

at the Librar}^ of the University of Michigan. The wEole subject has been

thoroughly dealt with quite recently by Dr. Fletcher Gardner {Philippine

Indie Studies, “Indic Bulletin” No. i, Series of 1943, The Witte

Memorial Museum, San Antonio, Texas, 1943; with an extensive

bibliography). In 1939, Dr. Gardner succeeded in obtaining from all

over the southern half of Mindoro, various specimens of Mangyan w riting,

some of w hich are w’ritten on bamboo, and others on ordinary paper.

Varieties of Scripts

The Tagbanua character (Fig. 194, 21, and Fig. 195, 2) does not seem
to have varieties; Dr. Gardner points out that it “varies onlv slightly

in writings from various hands collected over a period of 35 years,” wTilst

the AIang\^an character has several forms for many characters and at least

tw^o quite distinct varieties, the Buhil (Fig. 194, 27-30, and 195, 4) and the

Mangy^an proper (Fig. 194, 22-26, and 195, 5). The latter can be divided

into a few’ sub-varieties, the most important being those of Bulalacao and
Mansalay. However, all the types agree fairly closely, although the Buhil

character seems to be more elaborate than the others. As Dr. Gardner
points out, the style of the Buhil script is quadrate, that of the Hanono-o
is angular, and that of the Tagbanua is rounded.
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Fig. 195

I, Specimen of Bisaya writing. 2, Tagbanua characters {a, if read upwards according to
Dr. Gardner; 6, in Professor Kroeber’s opinion it should be read downwards). 3, Belarmino,
re-edited in 1895 by P. Lopez. 4, Buhil writing, 1941, copied from bamboo (F. Gardner,
Philippine Indie Studies^ I 943 ^- 5* Specimen of Mangyan writing: it reads Paqpiinsion
ti namatay no nakutkut ye ti hut-ol, meaning “A feast is given to the dead, when his bones

are dug up.” (F. Gardner and I. Mahwang, Indie TT>/7Ag5, etc., II, pp. 17-18).
6, The Korean alphabet. 7, The Woleai “syllabary” ( 'j
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Vozvel-signs

The vowel-signs or korlit^ which in the old scripts had the form of

dots or commas, are dashes (-) in the Alangyan scripts, and a kind of

V turned sidewards (> )
in the Tagbanua. The Mangyan dashes orcommas

may be either vertical or horizontal or slanting. The korlits are always

placed above or to the left of the consonant when they indicate e or i,

and below or to the right, when o or w.

Punctuation

Dr. Gardner distinguishes three types of punctuation in the con-
temporary Philippine scripts: (i) A small cross, like a plus mark, indicates

frequently the beginning of a written document. This mark is separated

from the text in order to distinguish it from the letter ka, (2) A vertical

line is used in the Mangyan characters to separate words. (3) Also in the
Mangy^an characters alone, two vertical lines separate sentences. These
rules, however, are not followed constantly. The end of the writing has
no mark at all.

Peculiar Postal Service

According to the majority of scholars, there are not many Alangyans
who can read or write; it is therefore astonishing to hear of the interesting

postal service which exists among the southern Alangyans: “A bamboo
letter is fastened in a cleft stick and placed by the trailside. The first passer-
by, who is going in the direction of the addressee, carries it as far as his
plans allow and leaves it again by the trail, to be carried on by some other
person. Perhaps half a dozen volunteers may assist in conveying the letter

to its designation” (Fletcher Gardner). Would such a postal service be
possible if really only few people could write? I do not think so.

Direction of Writing

The direction of writing in the Tagbanua and Alangvan scripts has
been a matter of much controversy. According to Professor Kroeber
{Peoples of the Philippines, 1928, p. 216), the Alangyans write horizontally
from left to right, while the Tagbanua wTite in vertical columns from top
to bottom, the columns following in order from right to left. Other scholars
stated that the Tagbanuas write from below^ upwards, beginning at the
left hand side, and adding additional columns to the right. According to
Dr. Fletcher Gardner, there is no difference in the direction of waiting
between the Tagbanua and the Alangyan scripts, and there has never
been any difference in the direction of w'riting of the Philippine WTitings.
All ideas of this kind have arisen from misinterpretation or misquotation

of the earliest writers on the subject.”
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Origin of Philippine Scripts

I frankly admit that this problem has been made more complicated

than it is actually. The Spanish writers of the late seventeenth and the

early eighteenth centuries had already connected the origin of the

Philippine scripts with those of the Malayan archipelago. The great

German scholar Humboldt and other contemporary scholars proved that

connection.

A new suggestion, however, was made in 1852 by an authority on the

Malay languages, the Englishman Crawfurd (in Grammar and Dictionary

of the Malay Language), According to him, “The Malays . . . have at

present no native alphabet; and the Tagala alphabet is peculiar and bears

little resemblance to any native written character of the nations of the

western part of the Archipelago.” Crawfurd’ s opinion was, in brief, that

“the Tagala alphabet . . . has all appearance of an original and local

invention; and, at all events, there is assuredly no evidence to show that

it has been derived from a foreign source.” This opinion, rightly, was

not shared by any other scholar. The connection between the Philippine

characters and the native Malay scripts was generally accepted; see, for

instance, Meyer, Schadenburg and Foy, Die Mangianenschrift von Mindoro,

and Constantino Lendoyro, The Tagalog Language,

A new suggestion has been made quite recently by the great authority

on the Philippine scripts. Dr. Fletcher Gardner. In his opinion, the

Philippine scripts do not depend on the characters of the Malay

Archipelago, but they were devised in very ancient times by Indian priests,

who based their invention on the Kharoshthi and various Brahmi

characters. These priests were familiar with some or all of the ancient

systems of writing, and it may be presumed that they picked their letters

from those which were common in the various ancient Indian characters,

including the Kharoshthi alphabet. It was ver\" easy, because “They had

at most 17 letters to consider out of the 40 or more to be found in each

of the Asoka series.”

The curious theory^ of Dr. Gardner, which to him “seems to be well

supported by the fact that in the three living Philippine Indie languages

the letter forms are all simple and capable of rapid writing,” is a good

example to show how slippery can be the ground of the history of the

alphabet if one does not keep to the safe track. The plain facts are: (i)

There is no indication whatever that in the times of Asoka (third centuiy^

B.c.) the Indians were in direct contact with the Philippine Islands.

(2) No complete Philippine system, ancient or modern, can be considered

as directly dependent on any ancient Indian script. (3) Comparisons

are possible of single letters of the different Philippine scripts, ancient

and modern, not only with single letters of the different Brahmi and

Kharoshthi writings (as Dr. Gardner tries to prove), but also with single

letters of different types of the Aramaic or the mediaeval Latin alphabets;
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and the direct connection of the Philippine scripts with the Indian

characters is as improbable as it is with the Aramaic alphabets or their

offshoots, or with any offshoot of the Latin alphabet. (4) There is no
indication whatever that the origin of the Philippine scripts can be

antedated to the occupation of the archipelago by the Alajapahit empire

of Java (see p. 422). (5) In short, I believe that the Philippine scripts

descended either directly or indirectly from the Kavi or Old Javanese

character. It is possible that the Buginese were the mediators; indeed,

many peculiar characteristics of the Buginese character appear also in

the Philippine scripts, for instance in the Tagalog character, as proved

particularly by Lendoyro, in his book, which has been already mentioned,

on the Tagalog language.

BIBLIOGRAPHY : see pp. 434, 437, 439 f.
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Korean Character

(Fig. 195, 6)

Mention should be made of the Korean character. It is, perhaps,

not in its correct context, but it would be equally doubtful to fit it in

elsewhere.

The Korean language is quite different from the Chinese. Chinese is mono-
syllabic {see p. 98 f.). Korean, on the contrar\% is polysyllabic and agglutinative

(see p. 170). By far the greater number of roots are either verbal stems or noun
stems. Some scholars connect it with Japanese and with the Ural-Altaic languages,

others with the Dravidian languages of India. However, the Koreans have been
under Chinese cultural and political influence for many centuries, and, therefore,

it is natural that they should have adopted Chinese writing. Local tradition

attributes the introduction of the Chinese characters into Korea to Wan-shin
(third centur\' A.D.). For many centuries, all Korean writing was confined to the

intricate system of the Chinese ideographic script (see Part I, Chapter VI). It is

also not surprising that the Korean language, too, has been largely influenced by
Chinese. IMany Chinese words have been borrowed, especially those which are

employed in literary essays by the higher classes. The pronunciation, however,
is entirely different from that nowadays heard in China, and the Korean characters

of Chinese origin differ from those employed in China.

Un-miin or On-mun

A totally different character is in use among the common Koreans

who are literate. It is called Lm-mun or On-mun, i.e., “vulgar.’’

Whereas the Japanese facilitated the difficulties of the Chinese characters

by the invention of their syllabaries (see p. 17 1 f.), the Koreans achieved

a far higher stage by inventing a script which is practically an alphabet,

and is easy to acquire and apply. Curiously enough, the higher social

classes still prefer to use the characters of Chinese origin, but employ
the Korean letters (similarly to the use in Japan of the ^a/z^-syllabaries,

see p. 17 1 ) mainly to indicate terminations, and sometimes also the

pronunciation, when it is ambiguous, f.e., when the word can be read

either in Chinese or in Korean. It seems that mental culture in Korea
has never had a national character, formed as it nearly alwavs was along

Chinese lines.

Thus, until recently all the official writing and the books of instruction

were not in Korean, but in Chinese. Purely Korean literature was regarded

with contempt, and was reserved for women and the illiterate. A Korean
scholar of old, proud of his mastery of the very difficult Chinese characters,

made it a point to appear ignorant of Korean script.

442
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However, the Christian missionaries, who w^ere the first to realize

that On-mun was better adapted to their use than the cumbersome Chinese
characters, and more easily taught to the illiterate people, published many
of their books in it, including the New Testament, grammars and
dictionaries. In 1895, the official Gazette

^

which hitherto had been
printed only in Chinese characters, adopted a combination of the On-mun
and Chinese, and for some time before the Japanese occupation (in 1910)
all public edicts were in the On-mun as well as in the Chinese characters.

More recently, the desire for a pure Chinese education practically vanished,

and On-mun has received much attention, especially after education was
completely re-organized. Nowadays, it is generally used in schools.

Vozvels and Consonants (Fig. 195, 6)

On-mun consists of 25 letters, of which 1 1 are vowels and

14 consonants. Each consonant and each vowel has its own svmbol.

The letters are written in syllables arranged, under Chinese influence,

in vertical columns, written from top to bottom
;
the columns consequently

follow each other from right to left (as in Chinese). Of the 14 consonants,

eight letters seem to be the basic consonants, and each one of them has

its name. They are k {kidk), n (iiin or miin), t {tjigiit), l-r {iiil or riiil or

niiil), rn {miom), p {piop), s [siot or shiot), ng (ihdng), the last being a nasal

sound only used at the close of a syllable. All these consonants are used
both before and after the vowels. Also the letter ch (pronounced as

in ''church'") has its name {cJiaat), but, like the letter h and the four
remaining consonants, it is used only before the vowels. These remaining
consonants, kh, th, ph and chh, are strongly aspirated sounds, and are

represented by the signs K t, p and ch, modified by the addition of a

horizontal dash. Also ch is only a variation of Previously, there was
also a special sign, in the shape of a small triangle (A) for a sound like a
palatal n or a weak nasalized jvs but it has disappeared long ago.

The eleven vowels are usually placed under the name of i

between ^ and ng. They are a, ya, o, yd, 0, yo, ii, yu, i-ii, i, and a short a\

the letters ya, yd, yo, and yii being merely modifications (by the addition
of a dash or stroke) of the letters a, d, o and u. Besides, by the addition of
the stroke of the letter i to the other vowel signs, the diphthongs ai, di,

ydt, oa, and others, are obtained. These are considered as special vowels
and are sometimes pronounced as single vowels. The vowels have two
forms, the full form and the abbreviated one, the former being used when
the \o\\el is initial. The whole alphabet is reducible to 10 basic consonants
and 6 vowels.

Is the Korean Alphabet Perfect?

The Korean alphabet is the only native alphabet of the Far East.
Some scholars consider it as the most perfect phonetic system "that has
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been called upon to stand the test of time and of actual use.” “Only one

of its vowels is used for more than one sound, and these are so closely

allied that they hardly form an exception.” “Of its consonants, only one

is used to represent two sounds, and these are the sounds of I and r,”

which, as in many other languages, are interchangeable; moreover, their

pronunciation in Korean varies according to dialects. [See H. B. Hulbert,

A Comparative Grammar of the Korean Language and the Dravidian

Dialects of India, Seoul (Korea), 1906). The opinion that the Korean

alphabet is phonetically perfect is exaggerated, for it has more sounds

than written characters. There are no separate signs for the sounds

g, h, d, y, although these sounds exist in Korean, and are represented by

the letters k, p, t and ch. These voiceless sounds vary with half-voiced

g, b, d, dj and voiced g, b, d, j\ Euphonic considerations alone determine

whether the letter shall be pronounced as a surd or as a sonant. Thus the

word an-ta, “to know,” is pronounced anda; an-pank is read ambang,

to-ra po-ta sounds like tora boda, ka-ke like kage, an-cha like anja. [See

the excellent manual written by G. J. Ramstedt, A Korean Grammar,

“Memoires de la Societe Finno-Ougrienne,” LXXXII, Helsinki,

1939). However, the Korean alphabet is quite sufficient for reading

correctly.

Origin of Korean Alphabet

The origin of this interesting script is a moot question. According

to local tradition, accepted by some scholars [see P. Andreas Eckardt,

O.S.B., Der Crsprung der Koreanischen Schrift, “Mitteilungen der

DEUTSCHEN Gesellschaft fuer Natur- und \^(elkerkunde Ostasiens,”

XXII/C, Tokyo, 1928), a great scholar Syol Chong, a.d. 690, made the

first attempt at an indigenous script. He invented a syllabary, called

Nitok, of 36 signs, based on the Chinese characters and perhaps also

influenced by Indian scripts. It was probably the same character wffiich is

mentioned in Japanese tradition as the “divine script” (see p. 169), but

had no great influence on the invention of the Japanese syllabaries, kata-

kana and hira-gana. Further, according to Eckardt, in course of time the

number of Nitok syllables was gradually increased, and in 1375 the script

called Hongmti - zlplmhtt was formed, also based mainlv on Chinese

phonetic signs.

With the overthrowing of the ]Mongolian dynasty in China and the

establishing in Korea, in 1392, of a new dynasty, various reforms, based

mainly on Chinese culture, were introduced in Korea. Confucianism was

established as the state religion, replacing Buddhism; there followed

a violent reaction against the latter and the triumph of the former. The
Korean king Ta-jong (1401-1419) first conceived and carried out the

idea of movable copper types. (Movable type was used in China a.d.

1041- 1049: information from Sir Ellis Minns.) In 1403 (47 years before the
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first printing from movable types was known in Europe), within a few

months several hundred thousand types were cast. This invention increased

still more the difficulties of using the cumbersome Chinese characters.

It is, thus, not surprising that the new king Set-jong (1419-1451)

sent missions to Nanking and Pyolmun to seek advice about the possibility

of introducing a simplified script. These missions having failed, the

king—with the assistance of some of the literati of the court—invented

the new script. It happened probably in 1446; other dates, such as 1443,

or “the beginning of the fifteenth century,” and so forth, have also been

suggested. Some scholars, instead, hold that On-mun was invented, in

1446, by a Buddhist priest named Syol Chong; this opinion may have

been caused by confusion with the generally accepted theory, although

I do not exclude the possibility that the Korean alphabet was a Buddhist

creation, and that it was, at a later time, attributed to the Korean king.

In the years 1777-1781, the Korean alphabet w^as revised.

According to some scholars, the Deva-nagari character was the model

of the On-mun, but only six Korean letters, eventually, can be considered

as having some similarity with Deva-nagari signs. Besides, the tw^o systems

are, on the whole, quite different. A connection with the Latin alphabet,

though chronologically quite possible, and though suggested by some

scholars, must also be excluded.

The most general theory is that the origin of the On-mun is connected

with the ancient diffusion of Buddhism in Korea, and with the great

influence there of the Buddhistic, especially Tibetan, literature. It is,

therefore, suggested, that the Tibetan system of wTiting w^as the proto-

type of the Korean alphabet. This theor\^ has been accepted by Taylor

and other scholars, such as G. J. Ramstedt. If this theory is right, it would

be reasonable to attribute the invention of this script to Buddhists, and

we could more easily understand why On-mun until recently was looked

upon with contempt by the Korean higher social classes.

Another theor\^ has been suggested by P. Andreas Eckardt; according

to him, the Korean alphabet consists of very simple elements, such as

small circles, strokes, angles, and has been invented as a whole on the

basis of the shapes of Korean window^s and doors. (It is unlikely.) Other

scholars, for instance Jensen, also believe that On-mun w as an independent

invention, that is to say, it was not connected w ith any other script.

The problem is still open. In my opinion, the Korean letters are mainly

arbitrary^ inventions, although as a w hole the alphabet is not an independent

creation but the ideal adaptation of idea-diffusion (see p. 58, 15 1, etc.)

to the Korean tongue. There is no doubt that at the beginning of the

fifteenth centuiy' a.d, various scripts, including, obviously, the Tibetan

w riting, w^ere knowm in the Chinese and Korean Buddhist monasteries,

and gave king Set-jong the idea of the creation of an alphabetic script. If

this be true, the problem of the invention of the single letters w^ould be
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of secondary importance; whereas if we accept the possibility that the

signs were arbitrary inventions, there is no evidence whence the King
received the idea of writing.

A few other points should be considered: (i) INlore attention should

be paid to the achievement of king Set-jong {see what has been said about

the inventors of other alphabetic scripts, St. Alesrop, St. Cyril, Wulfila,

Bashbah, and so forth), who used his own method of working upon pre-

existing bases, either by borrowing or differentiation or by arbitrary

invention of the written characters. (2) The invention of the Korean
alphabet occurred at a relatively recent date, that is at a time when the

idea of alphabetic writing was far from being a novelty. (3) The Chinese

characters then employed in Korea did not at all suit the Korean language.

See also, Systeme de transcription de Valphabet core'en, ‘‘Journ.

Asiat.”, 1933; G. INI. AIcCune and E. O. Reischauer, Romania of the

Korean Language. “Transact. R. Asiat. Soc., Korea,’’ 1940.

Woleai Syllabary (?)

The Island

Woleai, known also as Wolea, Uleai or Oleai, is a small reef island belonging
to the western group of the Caroline islands, “whose population (600 all told)

has a struggle to live on a poor soil and in presence of the recurring havoc of

cyclones.” (Nlacmillan Brown.)

Native Script

Professor J. Macmillan Brown, who visited this islet in July, 1913,
discovered there a curious native script. In 1914 he published on this

matter a brief note and “a full list of the characters” which were written

bv the native chief Egilimar (Fig. 195, 7).

The list contains 51 symbols. These mainly represent svllables,

which are either open {na, ro, pii, md, ho, rii, etc.) or closed {bag, zcarr,

tut), or else consonants followed by diphthongs {boa, doo, pui, moi, raa,

etc.), or two consonants followed by a vowel or diphthong {shro, nga,

chroa, gkaa, and so forth).

It may be noted that there are two characters for the syllable ma,
and so also for the sound boa. Professor Alacmillan Brown has pointed

out that “two, if not three” of the characters emploved by Egilimar

to write his own name, “are not given in the list.” Another curious thing

is that Egilimar employs four signs to write “Brun” (for Brown), namely,

bd, raa, uh and woo, and does not use the sign ru, whereas the name
“Runge” is rightly represented by the signs rii-ngd.

The script is, however, rightly considered as syllabic (Macmillan

Brown and Mason). On the other hand, unless we consider this svstem as

imperfect, it is hardly thinkable that the 51 signs represent “the entire
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syllabary” (Mason), as may be seen from the following list of sounds,

for which the symbols have been reproduced in Fig. 195, 7.

Consonants—
|

Closed

,

i '

1

'

• f

a aa a 0 oa 00 oi d u u

1

Sylla-

bi ! bles

bd boa bo
(2. svmbols')

1

daa i doo
1

dll
;

,

gd • ^00
i

1
' kii kii

Id
,

Id
j

liih

ma md ' moa moo ' moi i

(2 svm- 1- ..

bols)
1

'

mmd

i

}ia
;

noo :

'

piii

raa rd ro rii rii

shd soa
\

td too
; tilt

za voa
\

lid ’ zcarr

1

nga rigd 1

1

chra chroa
1

i
,

shro shrii

:

'

gkaa c hd
\

'!
^

'

sthah
1

1 !

iih

Professor Brown has already noted that this script is unlike any other

known writing. The siens are generally geometric and highly

conventionalized. According to Brown, however, “some retain a
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resemblance to the thing to which their name or sound corresponds.”

For instance, the sign pu “has manifestly originated” in a representation

of a “fish” or pii in the native language; similarly also shrii, a “fishbone,”

loy a “bottle,” ngd, “bamboo,” warr, “canoe,” etc. If this suggestion

be right, the script would be rather a kind of rebus-writing than a pure

syllabar\\

Origin

The above-mentioned suggestion of Professor IXIacmillan Brown
is not in full agreement with another suggestion of his, which is probably

right. “The script is now known only to five men on the islet; but it

is probably a relic of a wide usage in the archipelago. There is no possibility

of any one of the five having invented it. . .
.” On the other hand,

I should not assert categorically that “if invented by them since Europeans

arrived it would have taken the forms either of the European alphabet

or of the things bought or sold . . .”; the Cherokee syllabary, the

Bamun writing, and other scripts prove that Professor Brown’s statement

is not exact. Indeed, there are a few Woleai signs which do resemble

Latin letters, although they generally do not agree phonetically; md
resembles the M, ngd the N, shd is a kind of cursive 5, na and voa look

like an X, goo has the shape of a T, ma resembles a cursive C, so does

gdy moa looks like an F, etc.

However, Brown’s opinion—accepted also by Mason—is probably

right. “This Oleai script is manifestly the product of long ages for the

use of the organisers of a highly-organised community of considerable

size. In other words, it must have belonged to the ruling class of an

empire of some extent, that needed constant record of the facts of

intercourse and organisation.”

In this case, the origin of the Woleai script is perhaps in some way
connected with the Further Indian branch of scripts, although this

connection does not appear evident either from the graphic or from the

phonetic points of view. There is, however, the possibility of the mixed
process of invention and borrowing, called “idea diffusion”—to which
reference has been made many times in the present book—the

stimulus to invention afforded by the knowledge that a problem has

been solved.

Whatever the solution of the problem may be, it is not easy to find

a suitable place for this script in the histor\" of writing.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
J. Macmillan Brown, A Xezv Pacific Ocean Script, “Max'" (London), June,

1914.
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THE GREEK ALPHABET AND
ITS OFFSHOOTS

The Greeks
The importance of the Greeks in the histor\" of alphabetic writing is

paramount. All the alphabets in use in Europe to-day stand in direct or indirect

relation to the ancient Greek. Although the Greeks did not invent the alphabet,

they improved it to such a degree that for three thousand years it has furnished a

most convenient vehicle of expression for the thoughts and communication of men
of all races, creeds and tongues.

In the second half of the second millennium B.C., a new ethnic element,

that we know now as Greek, emerged into the light of history, and in the subsequent
centuries nurtured one of the greatest civilizations ever produced; this became
the foundation of our western art, philosophy and science.

Xothing is known about the cradle-land of the composite Greek people. It is

generally accepted that they came from the north and arrived in w'aves, sweeping
down upon the older pre-Hellenic civilization that had flourished in Crete, on the

Aegean islands and on the Greek mainland (Part I, Chapter III). Greek tradition

tells of two main waves of invading Greeks. The first wave, generally described

by the name “Achaean,” came in the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries b.c.

as the mo\'ement of bands who arrived in successive relays, and gradually estab-

lished themselves in many parts of Greece. In the last decades of the thirteenth

century we find them attacking Egypt. By 1200 B.c. they were the ruling people
in Crete and in the chief principalities of the Peloponnesus and thev were
responsible for the sacking of Troy (1183 b.c.?).

The thirteenth and the twelfth centuries are called the “heroic age,” this

being the period of the action of the heroic poetryv In the main the coming of the
Achieans seems to have been a relatively peaceful infiltration. Mycenae, which
supplanted Cnossus as the chief focus of Tgean culture, did not destroy the
Minoan culture, although it completely overshadowed it.

The second great wave of invading Greeks, known as the Dorian invasion,
brought on Greece a “dark age,” such as that which came on Europe at the fall

of the Roman Empire m the west. The Dorian invasion coincided with the end
of the Bronze Age and of the Mycenaean civilization—dated about the end of the
twelfth century B.c.—and with the beginning of the Iron Age.

The tribal movements caused by the Dorian invasions came to rest about
1000 B.C., but the period of disturbance and obscurity endured for some time.

It was the lonians of the coastal cities of Asia Alinor who first kindled the torch

of Hellenism.

Out of the troubled darkness, which shrouded the transition from the Bronze
Age and the iMycenaean cwilization to the Iron Age and the early Greek primitive

geometric art of the tenth and ninth centuries b.c., there came the wonderful
achievement of the in\'ention of the Greek alphabet.

449
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Origin of the Greek Alphabet

Greek and Roman traditions attributed the invention of the Greek

alphabet (and also of the alphabet in general) or the introduction of certain

letters to various mvthical personages such as Palamedes, Prometheus,

Fig. io6—Early Greek alphabets

I, Athens (late ninth century b.c. ? and) eighth century r..c., 2-3, Thera, eighth (2' and
se\tnth (3 ) centuries B.c. ; 4-5, Crete, se\ enth ctntury b.c, ; 6, Naxos, se\ enth centur> B.c. ;

7-S, Corcyra, emhth century b c.
; 9, Bceotia, eighth-seventh centurv b.c.
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1

Orpheus, Alusaios, Linos, Epicharmos, Cecrops, Simonides, and

especially to Cadmos of Thebes. He lived for a long time in Phcenicia

and on his return brought back the alphabet, or rather, according to one

tradition, introduced 16 letters (1313 B.C., as computed by Eratosthenes).

Palaniedes during the Trojan war (about 1183 b.c.) added the letters

th, A, ph and kh, and Simonides the letters tr, long e, ps, and long 0. The
letters of the Greek alphabet were called Kadmeia grdmmata (Herodotus,

V, 59) or else Kadmou typoi or Kadmou grdmmata, Herodotus (V, 58) also

calls the letters Phoinikeia grammata. The same phrase occurs in an

inscription of Teos dated about 475 b.c. (Dittenberger, Sylloge

Inscriptioniim Grcecariim, 38, 37; information by Dr. ^ 1 . N. Tod).

Indeed, Greek tradition, with very few exceptions, takes the view

that the Greeks learned the art of writing from the Phoenicians, and the
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Fig. 197—Early Gieek inscriptions written from right to left

1-6, Inscriptions from Thera. 7, Ionic votive inscription to Apollo. S-io, Inscriptions
from Athens

opinion now commonly held by all serious scholars is in agreement with
that tradition. The main facts, ignored by any theory that would deny
the Phmnician or, say, North Semitic origin of the Greek alphabet are:

(i) the shapes of nearly all the early Greek letters and the early Etruscan
letters fthe Etruscan alphabet being a derivation from the Greek) clearlv

recall their Semitic origin; (2) the order of the Greek letters corresponds,
with a few understandable exceptions, to the order of the Semitic letters;

and above all (3) the names of the letters: whereas the Greek names are

meaningless in Greek, the Semitic names of the letters are, as we have
already seen, words in the Semitic languages.

A very difficult problem is that of the date w'hen the Greek alphabet

came into being. There are many conflicting opinions. Between the two
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extreme views, that which assigns the invention of the Greek alphabet to

the fifteenth century B.c. and that which places it in the seventh or eighth

century B.C., each century has its own advocates. Until recently, the date

usually preferred was the ninth century ;
nowadays either the latter or an

earlier date, such as the eleventh century, is commonly accepted.

The best evidence for the earlier origin of the Greek alphabet is

provided by (i) the earliest Greek inscriptions, those found on Thera

I

2

4
Fig. 198

1-3, Early Greek inscrip-

tions in boustrophedun

style of w riting.

I Stele from Lemnos
(sixth centuiy^ B.c.)*

2, The earliest treaty

in Greek language

(sixth-fifth centur\' b.c.).

3, Archaic inscription

from Corinth. 4, Early
Greek inscriptionw ritten

from right to left: Sacred
law from the peninsula

of ^lagnesia

and at Athens belonging to the first half of the eighth or even to the

late ninth centur\- b.c. (Fig. 196, col. 1-3, and 197); (2) the Etruscan

alphabet {see next Chapter), which, as mentioned above, was descended

from the Greek and was probably already in existence in the eighth or

ninth centuryx On the whole, all the evidence points to the conclusion

that the alphabet was probably taken over by the Greeks from the

Phoenicians in the eleventh century- b.c.
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Like the Semitic alphabetic scripts, the earliest Greek script was

written from right to left (Fig. 197), a style which was later superseded

bv the boustrophedon direction of writing (Fig, 198, 1-3), that is, as already

explained, alternately from right to left and from left to right, as the

ox draws the plough. In both styles, the writing sometimes began from

the bottom and went upwards. There are, however, extant some early

inscriptions written from left to right (Fig. 198, 4 and 199). After

500 B.C. Greek writing invariably proceeded from left to right and from

top to bottom.

Changes Introduced in the Greek Alphabet

The letters b, g, d, /, m, //, /), r, which expressed sounds common
to the Semitic and Greek languages, were taken over without change.

B A 5 /aC

o

if
^

^

r? wf rrej e ^ ,

ft wow f ft /«T0 Mrj-mi O s ftE

V\/''EA^ATOAEHEkAP +E^rFUu)

Fig. 199

Early Cjreek inscriptions

written from left to right

1, Inscription from Abu Sim-
bel (Nubia) of the sixth

century B.C. (')

2, Fragment f)f an altar of

the archon Peisistratus.

the nephew of the famous
tyrant {ru, 500 B.C.j

Other Semitic letters were adopted for slightly different Greek sounds;

the letter ucfu' was adopted to express the Greek digamma, the teth, which

represents the hard Semitic t, was adopted for the Greek th, the qoph^

which expresses the Semitic emphatic k, \vas adopted as koppa,

differentiated from kappa. By the fifth century B.C. koppa had disappeared

from the eastern alphabets, because the language did not require it, but

it lingered in the tvest, and survived as the numeral 90.

The most remarkable adaptations made by the Greeks were: (i) the

introduction of vowel-representation (the Semitic alphabet being entirely

consonantal), or rather the allocation of certain of the twenty-two Semitic

consonants to Greek vowel-sounds; (2) the different arrangement of the

hissing or sibilant sounds (of which the Semitic alphabet had a great

variety); (3) the addition of certain letters for the representation of sounds

not expressed by any of the Semitic letters, such as ph, p^^ kh and v.
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 I o

4 A A AA AA AA A alpha

beta

gamma

delta

epsilon

[iipsdon

(digamma)

zeta

eta

theta

iota

kappa

lambda

mu

mi

\i

omiki'on

pi

\san)

^koppa)

rho

sioma

tail

[upsilon]

phi

khi

psi

omega

B P 8 1 B B

7 IIA r y^/\ r

A dp A A D A

e /TE F L

V'iv Y V Y u y V
F

U
V

Y

rz I I I I IZ

wa BH A H 8 H BH A H

@ 00 ® 0 9 0 ®o e

i 9 I I / (

J K K k K
LL A ir A_

7 1—

1

A\ A1 rn M
1 n ^ r^A/ /V pf N N

I'r I Z

0 0 0 0 0 A> 0

1 1 r rn r rn n

r

9 ? ? 9
p pp pp p

wv
i z

tx T T
;
T i T

j T '

04) ©(j) CD<f): (p

X X x-p X X

fv Tv
- 1

S'

0
,

n
1iU

Fi^. 200

The main branches of the early Greek character compared with the North Semitic
alphabet and the classic Greek

I. North Semitic alphabet. 2, Earliest Greek character (ninth-sixth centuries B.C.). 4-5,
Eastern branch (4, Ionic; 5, Attic), 7, Western branch. 9, Classic Greek. 10, Names
of the letters (in parentheses; names of letters discarded in classic Greek;; [for upsilon

see p. 455]‘ 3? ^ 8, Phonetic \alues of some letters.
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Varieties of Early Greek Alphabet

The different ways in which these adaptations were carried out permit

us to distinguish the two main branches of the early Greek alphabet,

the eastern and the western (Fig. 200), which again sub-divide, each into

secondary branches. But within this general grouping there were many
local peculiarities. In practice many little states had each its own variant

and it was long before anything like uniformity was introduced.

The eastern alphabets—of which the most important Avas the Ionic

—

included the alphabets of Asia Minor and the adjacent islands, of the

Cyclades and Attica, of Alegara, Corinth, Sicyon and Argos, and of the

Ionian colonies of Alagna Graecia. The early alphabets of the Dorian

islands of Thera, Alelos and Crete constituted a secondary branch of the

eastern alphabets.

The western family included the Chalcidian alphabet (of Euboea),

the alphabets of Boeotia, Phocis, Locri, Thessaly, of the Peloponnesus

except its north-eastern part, and those of the non-Ionian colonies of

Magna Graecia.

We do not know whether the two main branches were independent

or inter-dependent, that is, whether the Greek alphabet was first con-

structed in one place or in several. Some scholars consider the Ionic

alphabet as the earliest, others hold that the western forms were earlier

than the eastern. It is likely, howe\er, that the early alphabet of the

Isle of Thera was the prototype of all the Greek alphabets.

Greek J^ou'els

In all Greek alphabets the Semitic consonants aleph, he, wazv, vodh

and "ayin Avere adopted to represent a^oaaxIs. Aleph, a smooth breathing

in the Semitic alphabet, AAas consistently used as alpha in the Greek
alphabets for the sound a. A parallel case Avas the Semitic consonant

yodhy Avhich came to represent consistently the voAvel-sound i (the con-

sonant j having disappeared from Greek in prehistoric times). He
became the Greek epsilon; it Avas used as short or long e in those alphabets

(belonging mainly to the Avestern family) in Avhich the Semitic heth, a

guttural, rough breathing sound /?, Avas adopted to denote the rough
breathing, spiritus asper, Avhile in other Greek alphabets it came to

represent the short e^ and heth the long e. A secondarA' form of zvazc

became the digamma (a consonantal u, akin to English zc); this sound Avas

gwen up in some dialects (in Ionic, for instance), in AAEich, therefore, the

letter not being needed Avas discarded; it survived in certain dialects till

it Avas gradually discontinued in classical times, the sign surviving as

the numeral 6. Another form of the Semitic zvazc Avas taken into use

as the voAA’el iipsilon and placed at the end of the Greek alphabet, folloAving

tan. The Semitic guttural consonant "ayin Avas taken over, as the Greek
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omikron, to represent the vowel 0; in some alphabets, however, particularly

of the eastern family, it represented only the short vowel, while another

sign, omega, probably created from the same ornikron, came to represent

tlie long open 0, and was placed at the very end of the Greek alphabet.

Greek Sibilants

The Greek voiced sibilant, was expressed, as already mentioned,

by the Semitic zayin. The Semitic samekh, which still existed in the

Theran and the Etruscan alphabets, was retained, as xei with the value

of .V, in the eastern Ionic alphabet, while the name samekh, which became

(perhaps by metathesis from an Aramaic form, otherwise unknown,

simkha) sigma, was transferred to the letter derived from the Semitic

shin. The Greek sound ^ was represented in the various Greek alphabets

by symbols derived from two Semitic letters, that is either by signs

descended from the tsade, or by san, the prototype of the classical sigma

derived from the Semitic shin-sin-san. Tsade and san do not both appear

together in anv Greek alphabet, but they do appear in the Etruscan.

The letter tsade is found mainly in Crete, Thera and Alelos, in Phocis,

in the Peloponnesus and in its colonies.

Additional Consonantal Signs

The addition of the new consonantal signs is likewise remarkable,

inasmuch as the signs were not the same in the various alphabets or had

a different phonetic value. The letter^///, employed to express the unvoiced

labial aspirate ph, was the earliest in general use; it was placed after the

iipsilon. The unvoiced velar aspirate kh was expressed by the svmbol

X or -bj which followed the phi in the order of the letters of the Greek

alphabet, but in the western group it was used to express the v-sound.

The letter psi, employed to denote the combination ps, became later

standardized for this purpose and constituted the last letter but one of

the Greek alphabet; this symbol, however, was used in the western

alphabets to denote the sound kh.

Beside these general additions, some local alphabets had their own
additional letters; for instance, the alphabets of Halicarnassus, Ephesus,

Teos and Thrace had a T-like sign to express the double s.

As to the origin of the additional consonantal signs, there are two

main theories; according to some scholars they were borrowed from other

scripts, for instance, the Cypriote syllabarv^ or the South Semitic scripts;

according to other scholars, they are differentiations from other letters,

the ph being formed from teth-theta or from qoph-koppa; the kh from

kaph-kappa or from teth-theta, and the ps from ph or from zvazv-upsilon.

It is, however, more probable that they were artificial creations.
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No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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r
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5 E e € £ ^ 6 a 6- € ir ‘^S \ e
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!

1
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ji 3 In Ki N__ rt /y EiL

‘ n

V TV

1

2, T’t ri 33 3 Y 1 X
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i

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i°

a <r 0 0

16 IL IT ji- n T rc ZO 77 70

[

r; zx Jl X 0 l_

7 -n P A P Ip ne te p Pe?
f

r 5 \t
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r— "

1

s

NT T IT T Irj T rr T tT rTT j' ri
1

20 Y V
1

Y
J

VYj ry YVJ V V V Ay rr V

21 1, 4> M <!> t 44 y/ y

22 X K TT X
i

X X X X

h

A X Xf X ch

1. T t f / t tt V yy' X y tL

24 n OD (J) ,
00 00 LJ W -or

jw 5

Fig. 201—Development of the Greek alphabet

Col. I, The classical Greek alphabet. 2-4, Greek uncial script (2, fourth century a.d.;

3, seventh century; 4, ninth centur\’). 5-7, Greek cursive script of the second century
B.c. (5); the second century a.d. (6); and the seventh century (7). S-io, Greek minuscule
of the ninth century A.D. (8); tenth-eleventh centuries (9); and twelfth-fourteenth
centuries (10). 11-12, Modem current hand (ii, capitals; 12, small letters). 13, Modem

small letters in print. 14, Phonetic \aiue of the letters
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Classical Greek Alphabet

Gradually, the Greek local alphabets approximated more and more
to one another. In 403 b.c. the Ionic alphabet of Aliletus was officially

adopted at Athens, and later also in the other states; for instance, about

370 B.c. in Boeotia. Generally speaking, by the middle of the fourth

century B.c. all the local alphabets had disappeared in favour of the

Ionic, which thus became the common, classical Greek alphabet of

twenty-four letters (Fig. 201, col. i).

The lonians having felt the need of distinguishing short and long

and having lost the sound A, used the sign H for long e, and the halves

of it
( h and ^ ,

which through the forms and became ‘ and ’) for

the rough and smooth breathings, which in time lost any distinction

in pronunciation. However, by adopting this system of rough and smooth

breathing {spiritiis asper and spiritus lenis) for the vowel sounds, or, in

other words, by aspirating them or leaving them unaspirated, the Greek

alphabet helped to preserve flexibility in the Greek speech. The three

accents, acute, grave and circumflex, which were rarely employed in

ancient times, were apparently invented about the middle of the third

centur}" b.c. by Aristophanes of Byzantium in order to assist students,

especially foreigners, in the correct pronunciation of Greek. These
accents marked, it is important to remember, musical tone or pitch,

not stress.

Developfuent of Greek Writing

The subsequent development (Fig. 201) of the Greek characters

consists essentially in the transformation of the writing to make it more
expeditious. While the classical alphabet was alwavs retained as the

monumental script and for the capital letters in manuscript, being still

employed for the capitals in the modern printed Greek alphabet, more
cursive forms, all of them being developments from the classical alphabet,

were employed in writing on parchment, papyrus, wax and other soft

writing material.

Thus from the classical alphabet there sprang the Greek uncial script

(Fig. 201-203), the cursive script, and the minuscule (Fig. 201, 203),
consciously adapted as a book hand about a.d. 800, after which uncial

quickly went out of use for books. The cursive scripts developed into the

modern Greek minuscule (Fig. 201, 203). The capitals of modern Greek
handwriting are partly borrowed from the Latin handwriting.

Greek Inscriptions and Manuscripts

So man} inscriptions have been discovered all over the Flellenic world

that they can scarcely be counted: annals, codes of laws, decrees, lists of
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Fii: 202—Greek imcia! script: a page from the famous Cudcx Simutuiis
(fourth century A.D.)

This IS perhaps the earliest Greek vellum codex extant. In 1933 it was purchased
by the Bntiish Museum from the So\iet Government frir i, 100,000
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citizens, accounts of moneys expended and received by temples, votive

offerings, sepulchral inscriptions, lettering on vases, on coins, and so forth.

They are of paramount importance for history in all its branches, and they

form the subject of a special field of study, Greek epigraphy. Greek
manuscripts, ancient and mediaeval, numbering many thousands, form

one of the main bases of modern civilization: Greek palaeography deals

with their study and deciphering.

Conclusion

The Greek alphabet occupies a unique place in the history of writing.

It transformed the consonantal Semitic script into a modern alphabet,

and gave it symmetry and art. Through its direct and indirect descendants,

the Etruscan and Latin alphabets (see the following Chapters) on the

one hand, and the Cyrillic alphabet (see below) on the other, it has become

the progenitor of all the European alphabets. In the course of its long

history it produced some other offshoots, which will be dealt with in

this chapter.
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Asianic Alphabets

In passing to the examination of the direct offshoots of the Greek
alphabet, 1 propose in the first place to deal briefly with a group of interest-

ing alphabets which in one way or another are connected with Greek

writing, although their origin is still to some extent uncertain. The term

Asianic, applied to this group, is purely geographical, and comprises a

number of alphabets mainly employed by the non-Hellenic peoples of

western Asia Minor in the last centuries of the first half, and the first

centuries of the second half of the first millennium B.c. The following

scripts (Fig. 204) belong to this group:

Lycian Alphabet

The Lycians were an ancient people mentioned, as Luku or Ruku, in Egyptian
monuments of the thirteenth century b.c. The indigenous term was Trrnmli,

Trkhmli, in Greek Termilai or Tremilai (Herodotus I, 173): according to Greek
tradition they migrated from the island of Crete. However that may be, they were

a non-Indo-European people, whose speech belonged perhaps to the family of

the South Caucasian languages. They inhabited the south-v\estern part of Asia

Minor.

About 150 inscriptions (Fig. 205, i) dating from the lifth and fourth

centuries B.c. and some coins belonging to the same period are extant.
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The chief inscription, on a pillar discovered at Xanthos, is still iindeciphered.

The other inscriptions, including a few short Grasco-Lycian bilingual

documents are of a funerary nature. The Lycian alphabet (Fig, 204)

I O'T'Xr < iy /\T n ri
SiroD AAf'TO 1-PEip^.x

T ^

j.
pjlMfX

f9^XM QVQ>%^ VBiS&

f
0
<T

e
Fig, 205

I, Lycian inscripiion. 2-4, Canan inscriptions

'i'

\

ly V AA3

is certainly of Greek origin; but some other influences may be admitted

(Fig. 207).

Phrygian Alphabet

The Phrygians, who in the eighth century b.c. had the strongest kingdom of

Asia Minor, situated to the west of the river Halys, were according to Herodotus

and Strabo of Thracian origin. What we know about the Phrygian language

—

and it is very little-^supports this Greek tradition.

Am^x^a^acTa 6 -tdi 6 ^ 9 © 9 hh <? 'fc m
Z<^HQ_£AAV(S
A3 A c X A e > iToY.pioYi^^®,^(Yn]tIir i

Fig, ao6— Carian inscriptions

Not many Phry^gian inscriptions, and those ven^ short, have been

discovered. Some of them belonging to the seventh-sixth centuries b.c.

are written in an earlier dialect and in an indigenous alphabet of Greek

origin (Fig. 204). The neo-Phr>'gian inscriptions of the Roman period

are written in Greek script.
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Pamphxtian Alphabet

Pamphylia, situated on the lo;v-lying coast of south-west Asia Minor, between
Lycia and Cilicia, was inhabited by a mixture of peoples who pushed their way in

from outside.

The Pamphylians employed an alphabet (Fig. 204) of Greek origin;

only one long inscription and some coins are extant. At a later period

the Pamphylians used a mixed Greek-Aramaic script.

Lydian Alphabet

The state of Lydia, occupying the west coast of Asia Minor, between i\Iysia

in the north and Caria in the south, was the strongest in Asia Alinor after the fall

of the Phrygian kingdom, particularly during the seventh and sixth centuries B.c.

Croesus, the last and most renowned Lydian king, fell into the hands of Cvrus,

king of Persia, in 546 b.c.

L\cian Cretan Carjan Cretan

/i^ 6

¥¥Y ^ Y a tt

D^UjCj py Q
)K)!( M M

V H-!t'

1 \l/\^ 0
_y ^ Y'l- 0 (D

! 4 t
0

i

!

^0 rs ^
X

1

X X XX ixx
r

Fig. 207—Lycian and Carian signs

compared with Cretan signs (i) and
Cypriote syllables (2-3)

/i\

X ^ ^

C\ pnote

X )!(=''

=Tr

X.

^ ^ ^ = °

Carian

AA /^=M

Cypriote

^ ^ = MU

M ,M,

a

The Lydians had an ancient civilization. \\ hence they may have come cannot
as yet be determined. Many modern scholars have found affinities between the
Lydians and the Etruscans, but perhaps the only affinity between the Lydian and
the Etruscan languages is the fact that both of them are more or less still un-
deciphered. It seems, however, that Lydian was a non-Indo-European speech,

although it had some grammatical affinities with the Indo-European languages.

Over 50 Lydian inscriptions have been discovered; 36 of them have

been found in the course of the American excavations of 1910- 13 at

Sardes (the indigenous term was Sfart), the ancient capital of Lydia.

The datable inscriptions belong to the fourth century B.c., but others may
belong to the fifth century or perhaps earlier. According to Strabo

FF
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(xiv, 4, 17), Lydian was spoken for some centuries more. The inscriptions

are mostly funerar}\ What is known of Lydian is based on a long Lvdio-

Aramaic bilingual inscription belonging to the middle of the fifth century

or to the beginning or the middle of the fourth century b.c. Another
Lydio-Aramaic inscription has been discovered in 1911 in Falaka

(Kaystros Valley). There are also two short Lydio-Greek bilingual

inscriptions.

The Lydian alphabet (Fig. 204) contained 26 letters. It was an offshoot

of the Greek, but there were additional symbols, partly of uncertain

(probably local) origin, for Lydian sounds—some are still uncertain

—

which did not exist in Greek. It is interesting to find in the Lydian

alphabet as the sign for / a letter shaped like the modern numeral 8,

which appears also in the Etruscan alphabet. Lydian was written usually

from right to left.

Carian Script

The historical Caria was situated on the west coast of Asia Ahnor to the

south of Lydia and to the east of Lycia, but the Carians were believed by the

ancients to have occupied at one time many of the Aegean islands and even the

mainland of Greece itself.

Very little is known about their ethnic and linguistic affinities, but it seems
that the Greek tradition was right in considering them as immigrants from the

^Egean islands. Their language was certainly a non-Indo-European speech;

it seems to have had some affinities with Lycian. On the other hand, it is probable

that they were a mixed people; they were also called, or at least a part of them,
Leleges, and a section of them called Cauni had a particular dialect.

There are about 80 short Carian inscriptions extant—^the earliest

belonging to the middle of the seventh century b.c,, and consisting in great

part of names of Carian mercenaries scratched upon Egyptian monuments
on the banks of the Upper Nile. There are also three Egvptian-Carian

bilingual inscriptions. The Carian script (Fig. 204-206) seems to have

been based on the Greek alphabet, but some of its signs were apparently

syllabic and borrowed from the Cretan and Cypriote scripts (Fig. 207);
it contained also other elements of unknown, probably local, origin.

C o X c I. u s I o X

Summarizing this short section on the Asianic scripts, we deduce
that the first three alphabets (Lycian, Phrygian and Pamphvlian) were
directly dependent on the Greek, while the two last were in part—the

Lydian more so and the Carian less—connected with the Greek alphabet.

The marv'ellous adaptations to the various languages point to initiative

and ingenuity. We do not know whether there were other Asianic scripts.

Some scholars mention a Alysian, a Cilician and a Cappadocian alphabet,

but no sufficient evidence is available. Some inscriptions extant are written

in mixed scripts, others in scripts not yet deciphered.
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Coptic Alphabet
(Fig. 208-209)

There was one other non-European descendant of the Greek alphabet, and
that the only one in Africa, the Coptic script (Fig. 208-9). The term "Copt” (from
Arabic qopt, qiibt, qibt, a corruption from Greek Aigyptios-gyptios) is employed
nowadays to indicate the indigenous population of Egypt, who after the Arabic
conquest of that country, in a.d. 641, maintained their Christian monophvsite
faith, the "Coptic” religion, and continued to use the "Coptic” speech (that is the
last stage of the Egyptian language) as their spoken and written language until
the thirteenth century a.d. Although it was still employed, but very rarely, until
the seventeenth centur\4 , and later as the liturgical language of the Coptic Church,
when Arabic had been adopted as the speech of everyda^' life. Spoken Coptic,
called now Zeniyah, has sur\ i\ ed in Christian villages of Copper Egypt; the existence
of a living Coptic speech was unknown until the Czech scholar W. Vycichl
described it in 1936.

The Coptic documents and inscriptions may be attributed to the second
or third centuries a.d., but the earliest manuscripts which can be definitely
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Morgan Collection; dated \ i). S(;2 3)
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dated belong to the fifth century a.d. There were five main Coptic dialects,

the more important of them being the Sa^idic or Sahidic dialect of southern

or Upper Egypt, around the old Egyptian capital Thebes (now Luxor);

and the Bohairic dialect of Lower Egypt; this latter (since Alexandria

was the seat of the Coptic Patriarch) became the Coptic liturgical language,

and ultimately drove out the other dialects.

Coptic was essentially the non-cultivated speech of Egypt, for the Egyptian

“aristocracy” was thoroughly Hellenized.

The early Egyptian Christians came from the lower classes and it was only

after the fourth century that Christianity became more firmly established, and

civilization passed gradually into the hands of the Christian Egyptians; even then

pagan culture did not disappear until towards the end of the fifth century. As
Coptic was mainly the speech of rural districts, it Avas able more easily to survive

the Arab conquest.

Coptic has a large admixture of Greek elements, especially in all that belongs

to Christian doctrine, life and worship.

The Coptic alphabet (Fig. 208, i) consisted of thirty-two letters,

twenty-five borrowed from the Greek uncial script, and seven taken

over from a more cursive variety of the demotic script (see Part I, Chapter

II) to express sounds which did not exist in Greek. The development of

the Coptic script was of course entirely independent of the Greek.
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Nubian Character

The ancient Nubians, occupying the territory south of Egypt, adopted

the Coptic script, but in adapting it to their own language they were

compelled to borrow from the cursiye Aleroitic writing {see p. 1S9 f.) three

signs for sounds which could not be expressed by Coptic letters. The
extant fragments of Christian Nubian manuscripts belong to the tenth-

eleyenth century a.d.
;
some are in the British Museum, others in Berlin.
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Messapian Alphabet

(Fig. 210 and 226)

Apart from the Etruscan {see next Chapter), the Messapic or Messapian
was the earliest European ofFshoot of the Greek alphabet.

The Messupii (Mtssapioi in Herodotus, vii, 170) were an ancient tribe who
inhabited in pre-Roman times the South Italian region corresponding roughly
to the present Apuha, that is the ‘dteel” of Italy. According to tradition, confirmed
by the names of places and tribes and other sources, thev immigrated from the
opposite shore of the Aelriatic Sea, that is from the Illvrian coast. They seem,
indeed, to have belonged to the Illyrian linguistic family and to have been related
to the Piceni and the ^Yneti (see next Chapter).

About 200 Alessapic inscriptions haye come to light. They are mainly
fragmentary or yery short. A few only contain more than one line; the
longest of them, discoyered at Brindisi, contains 15 lines, and belongs
to the third century b.c. The majority of the inscriptions belong to the
second century b.c., but a few may be dated in the first century B.c., while
some are earlier than the fourth century b.c., and one is eyen attributed

by some scholars to the eighth centur}' B.c. The inscriptions fall into two
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groups; the southern group consists of pure Messapian documents found

in the modern provinces of Lecce, Taranto and Brindisi. I,ess homo-
geneous and not purely Messapian is the northern group, consisting of

inscriptions discovered in the territory to the north as far as Lucera in

the province of Foggia and attributed to mixed INIessapian-Apulian tribes.

While there is no doubt that the ]\Iessapian alphabet (Fig. 226) was

of Greek origin, there is some disagreement regarding the Greek variety

from which it descended. According to some scholars, it was borrowed

from the Tarentine alphabet (Tarentum, the modern Taranto, was perhaps

the earliest Greek colony in INIagna Graecia), belonging to the Ionic branch

Fig- 210—^Alessapian inscriptions

of the eastern Greek groups, as is shown by the shape of the letters k/i

and ps (which are amongst the main criteria for the classification of the

Greek alphabets). According to other scholars, however, the Messapian

alphabet was connected with that of Locri
;
and Rhys Carpenter suggests

(“American Journal of Archaeology'' 1945, pp. 455-6) that the

Epizephyrian Locri, an important Greek colony in Alessapian territorv, and
Syracuse, the great ancient Corinthian colony in Sicilv, which transmitced

its alphabet to other neighbouring Greek colonies, both derived their

alphabets from the Ozolian Locrians. These in their turn had probablv
borrowed their script from “that nearby centre of enlightenment, Delphi.’

The solution of the problem is not easy, especially since the exact

phonetic value of some Messapian letters is still uncertain.
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Gothic Alphabet

(Fig. 21 1)

(This is quite different from the “Gothic script,” a variety of the Latin

alphabet; see below.)

The Goths, or rather Visigoths, or Western Goths, were a Teutonic people

who played an important part in the European history of the fourth and fifth

centuries a.d. In the fourth century a.d. they lived m w^hat is now Bulgaria.

They were the first Teutonic people to be converted to Christianity,

The Gothic bishop Wulfila (or Ulfilas), who lived in the fourth century and

died in 381 or 383, translated the Bible into Gothic, ‘Svith the exception of the

Books of Kings which he omitted, because they are a mere narrative of military

exploits and the Gothic tribes w^ere especially fond of war.” Of Wulfila’s trans-

lation some fragments are extant in manuscripts of the fifth and sixth centuries,

the most important being the Codex Argenteiis (Fig, 21 1, 2 and 3), preserved at

UppsalainSw'eden(i86 pages, w ritten in silver and gold on purple-red parchment).

They preserv'e wKat is by several centuries the oldest specimen of Teutonic speech.

How'ever, this early Gothic civilization with its distinctive language and script

had not the slightest influence on the subsequent Germanic culture.

Wulfila employed an alphabet—generally known as Gothic, or Aloeso-

Gothic—invented by himself, which consisted of twentv-seven letters

(Fig. 21 1
,
i)

;
some nineteen or twenty signs were taken over from the Greek

uncial script, some five or six (modified in part) from the Latin alphabet,

and perhaps two letters seem either to have been borrowed from the

Runes {see Appendix to the next Chapter) or freely invented.

Although the greater part of the Gothic symbols are identical in form
and phonetic value with the Greek uncial letters or with the I.atin

characters, there are, as stated, some which are different either in shape

or in phonetic value, but it is not easy to determine their origin. It is

obviously not always possible to know^ everything behind the achievements

of great men like Wulfila.

There was also a Gothic cursive script for evervdav use, as is shown bv
a document in the National Library of Naples and by an alphabet written

on a manuscript in the Vienna National Librar}L
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Early Slavonic Alphabets

(Fig. 212-218)

Aluch more important than the preceding alphabets were the two
early Slavonic alphabets, the Cyrillic and the Glagolitic.

The name ‘’Old Slavonic” is applied to the literary language which was
employed by the brothers St. Cyril (the ecclesiastical name of Constantine, the

more learned and literary of the tw o brothers), b ca. S26, d S69, and St. Alerhodius,

b. ca. 815, d. 8S5, and their disciples. The brothers were Greeks from Salonica,

and they became the Apostles of the Southern Slavs, whom thev converted to

Christianity. Other terms are also used to demote the language: it is knowm as

Old Church Slavonic or Old Bulgarian or Pannonian Slavonic, and in the
indigenous documents of the ninth-tenth centuries a.d. simplv as slovenskij

jezyku, the “Slovene” or Slavonic language, but none of these terms is exact'

they indicate either too much or too little. Thus “Old Slax onic” would include
also the other languages spoken by Slavonic peoples in ancient times

; “Ecclesiastical

Slavonic,” or “Old Church Slavonic,” would not include profane literature and
vulgar speech; “Pannonian Slavonic” would be too restricted in place, and “Old
Bulgarian” would indicate not a Slavonic speech, but a Turkic language, since the
early Bulgarians were a Turki tribe who at the end of the se\'enth century a.d.
immigrated into the Slavonic country called nowadays Bulgaria. At the same time
each term describes to a certain extent the language in question, which was the
speech of early Slavonic peoples, li\ mg approximately near Salonica, in Macedonia,
and the neighbouring regions; the language, while it provided a liturgical vehicle
for the early Slavonic Church, yet belonged to the group which nowadays includes
the Bulgarian language. It is now a dead language, except as still read in the
churches.

The earliest old Slavonic documents (Fig. 215) belong to the end of the
tenth and to the eleventh centuries .\.D. There is a funerar\- inscription

of 993- All the other early documents are religious manuscripts.
The two alphabets, the Cyrillic and the Glagolitic, emploved for the

early Slavonic language, differed widely in the form of their letters and
in the history of their development, and partly also in the number of the

letters, but they were alike in representing adequately the many sounds
of the Slavonic language and were richer than any other European alphabet.
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Cyrillic Alphabet

This consisted of 43 letters (Fig. 212-218) which are simpler than

the Glagolitic signs. There is no doubt that the Greek uncial alphabet

of the ninth century a.d. is the prototype of the Cyrillic; the greater number

of the letters are identical in form and in the phonetic and numerical

values. The order of the Cyrillic letters is a little different and some letters

4 K & 44'MH«’flCA;n|)CT TT"oy i{VV<;ui

wM>F'EITiTi'HiD

1

4 BB r},f}V,zz^^HHKA lUHOOG H
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6

Fig. 214

1-5, Varieties of early Cyrillic alphabets. 6, Roumanian in Cyrillic character

have retained their numerical value only. dTe richness of Slavonic sounds,

however, involved the addition of many signs to represent sounds not

existent in the Greek speech, for which the Greek naturallv had no letters.

The origins of these aditional signs are in some instances apparentlv

clear, in others uncertain. Some letters indeed, for instance the Cvrillic
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Fig. 215

Development of the Cyrillic

monumental scripts

I. Funerary inscription m Cyrillic script of
A.D. 993 (dedicated by Tsar Samuel to his

parents and brother), 2, Alanuscnpt, A.D.

1073. 3, ^Manuscript, a.d. 1284. 4, Prayer-
book, A.D. 1400. 5, ^Manuscript, fifteenth

century .a.d. 6, ^Manuscript, 1561.
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b and zh, were probably modifications of other Greek letters, the nasal

vowel-sounds a and e {a
^
e) were perhaps formed from the letter a. Some

other Cyrillic letters, “mostly it appears subsequent developments,’'

as Sir Ellis Minns has rightly suggested, are simple ligatures and
combinations

;
placed either in the logical order of the alphabet (for instance

sht, the combination of sh and t; or on, formed by the ligature of 0 and ii) or

IT

^ -+-^TT

^AoJl /fKuoc/Mlk;1

Fig. 216—Specimens of Cyrillic cursive writing

I, Cryptic annotation in a manuscript of the sixteenth centur>^ A.D. 2, Cursive writing,
1555- 3> Cursive variety of 1562. 4, Manuscript, 166S

towards the end of the alphabet, where ya, ye, yo, ya, ye are combinations

of a short y with the vowel-signs a, 0, and so fortL Some Cyrillic letters,

on the other hand, appear to have been arbitrary inventions.

The Cyrillic alphabet developed, with slight modifications, in course

of time into the national scripts of the Slavonic peoples who accepted

their religion from Byzantium, that is the Bulgarians, the Russians, the



Fig. 217—The Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Ukrainian and Old Roumanian
alphabets (I)
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Serbs and the Ukrainians, It had been also adopted, but later discon-

tinued, for the Roumanian language (Fig, 214, 6), and through the Russian

script by many other peoples {see below), such as the Zyr}^ans or Syryans

(now called Komi), a people of N.-E. Russia, numbering about 250,000,

and speaking a Finno-Ugrian language; the Votiaks, a related people

numbering about 275,000, and living in the Vyatka region; the Mordva
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Fig, 218—The Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Ukrainian
and Old Roumanian alphabets (II)
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(also called Mordvinians or Mordvins), numerically the most important

Finno-Ugrian people of Soviet Russia, who live in the middle Volga

provinces and the neighbouring districts to the south and east; the Voguls

in the Ural mountains; the Chuvash, an important tribe speaking

a Turkic language, with strong Finno-Ugrian influences, who live mainly

in the area lying between the right bank of the Sura and the Volga; they

constitute an autonomous republic in the U.S.S.R.
;
and the Osetes,

numbering about 150,000 people, in the central Caucasus, north of

Tiflis; thev speak an Iranian language and are descendants of the ancient

Sarmatians and Alani
;
they employ also the Roman character.

On the whole, it may be said with regard to the scripts of the Slavonic peoples

that (as in the case of the Arabic alphabet and of other offshoots of the Aramaic
alphabet, see p. 269, 285, etc.) the alphabets followed religion. Indeed, while

the Russians, Ukrainians, Bulgarians and Serbs accepted the Cyrillic alphabet

with the Greek orthodox religion, Roman Christianity brought with it the use

of the Latin alphabet to the Slovenes, Croats, Czechs, Slovaks, Poles, Wends and
Lusatians, the most interesting case being that of Serbian-Croatian, which in

practice is a single speech, although it is written differently by the Orthodox
Serbs and the Catholic Croats. The line of demarcation between the Eastern

Church and the Western Church runs, thus, right through the Slavonic peoples;

and, generally speaking, wherever the Church is Catholic, there the Roman
alphabet is used (with the insignificant exception of the Croatian Glagolitic script);

where the Church is orthodox, there the Cyrillic alphabet is used.

Adoption of the Cyrillic Alphabet for,

and its Adaptation to. Other Languages

The adoption of the Cyrillic alphabet for, and its adaptation to,

numerous non-Indo-European languages, belonging mainlv to the

Finno-Ugrian family or to the Turkic group of languages, constitute

a story in themselv^es, and cannot be dealt with extensively in the present

book. Indeed, each new script offers new problems, and there are too

many new scripts, whereas the space at my disposal is much too narrow.

See also p. 482; for the Cyrillic scripts employed for Turkic or Turkish
forms of speech see p. 567 f.

Here one of the Cyrillic varieties employed for an Iranian

language may be mentioned, that of the Osetes. This language was first

reduced to writing towards the close of the eighteenth century, when
the Cyrillic Russian alphabet was employed with the addition of several

letters to express sounds foreign to the Russian language. In the course

of time many Latin letters were adopted, and nowadays the Roman
characters are mainly used.

The Cyrillic Osete alphabet consists of thirty-six letters, including the

following additions: the letter ce, to represent the short a; a modification

of the Latin h, to represent the h, and another modification of the same
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to express a sound similar to the Scottish ch; the q to represent a back

palatal sound similar to the Semitic qof; a combination of the letters

d’-z and d-s, to represent the sounds dz or ds, and dzh or dsh^ respectively.

Other new letters have been created by the addition of diacritical marks

inserted above the following letters u {ii ^ w), k, t (by the addition

of the acute accent, the guttural endings are expressed), c (for the sound

c) and ch (for a hard ch).

Reform of Russian Orthography

The Slavonic alphabets are amongst the most complete systems of

writing; they contain, however, too many letters, some of which have

become redundant. The need for a reform of the Russian alphabet,

therefore, was felt long before the Revolution, and many learned academies

and scientific institutions sponsored the various changes, which were

introduced under the Kerenski regime (Collection of Laws and Decrees,

No. 74, of October 17th, 1918). Some letters have been dropped and

replaced by others representing similar sounds
;
so, for instance, the letter

ye is replaced now by e, the letter 0 by /, the sound i is expressed only

by one letter. Of the two mute letters of Fig. 218, the first indicating that

the preceding consonant is hard, and the other indicating that the preceding

consonant is soft, the former is dropped at the end of words and part of

compound words, but is retained in the middle of words as a sign of

division.

Bukvitsa

Catholic Slavs of Dalmatia and Bosnia employed for some time the

alphabet termed Bukvitsa; it was the Cyrillic alphabet slightly modified,

with some influences of the Glagolitic script.

Glagolitic Alphabet

'‘Glagolitic” (in Slavonic, glagolitsa, from glagol, “word,” “dixit;'*

a frequent term in early Slavonic documents, but of uncertain connection

with the origin of the name of the script), consisted of forty letters (Fig.

212-213). From the external angle, that is considering the shapes of the

single letters, the Glagolitic alphabet is unlike any known Greek variety;

the general impression recalls the aspect of the Ethiopic letters. The
Glagolitic characters are singularly stylized, geometric and symmetrical

with their little quadrangles, triangles and circles with appendages;

there are no ligatures. From the angle of the phonetic value of the letters,

as a system of waiting, the Glagolitic is, as Professor Minns points out,

nearly identical with the Cyrillic alphabet.
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We can distinguish two main types of Glagolitic script, (i) the earlier

type, termed also the Bulgarian Glagolitsa, employed until the end of the

twelfth century, with more rounded letters (Fig. 212-213); and (2) the more

recent type, termed the Croatian Glagolitsa, a more stylized form of writing

(Fig. 21 2-2 1 3), which developed in the fourteenth century (its development

was parallel to that of the Latin alphabet from the ‘‘Roman’^ to the

“Gothic” form), maintaining ever since nearly the same form.

The Glagolitic script has a curious histors^ connected especially with

the religious histor}^ of the Slavonic peoples of the western Balkan

Peninsula. In the second half of the ninth century, it was introduced in

the Moravian kingdom together with the Slavonic liturgy, but it soon

disappeared, the Slavonic liturgy having been banned by the Popes.

It was accepted together with the Slavonic liturgy in Bulgaria and in

Croatia, when it spread along the Dalmatian coast southwards into

Montenegro and westwards into Istria. While amongst the orthodox

Slavonic peoples the Glagolitic script soon disappeared because of the

victory of the Cyrillic, it continued to be employed amongst the Catholics

of the western Balkan Peninsula together with the Slavonic liturgy,

notwithstanding the opposition of the higher Catholic authorities, until

it succeeded finally in obtaining the special licence of the Pope. It is still

employed in the Slavonic liturgy amongst some Dalmatian and

Montenegrin communities, who are the only Roman Catholics to use

the Slavonic liturgy.

Glagolitic had a short flourishing period in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, when it was employed for translations from Latin

and Italian, and even for original literary works as well as for missionary

propaganda of the German protestants amongst the southern Slav'onic

peoples. Glagolitic printing presses existed then in Venice, Fiume, Rome,

Tuebingen, Siena, and other places. The earliest preserved Glagolitic

secular document dates from 1309; there are various Glagolitic chronicles

extant, belonging mainly to the sixteenth century.

0)igin of Cyrillic and Glagolitic Alphabets

The origin of the two scripts is still uncertain; there is no doubt,

however, that the Cyrillic alphabet was based, as already mentioned,

on the Greek uncial script of the ninth centur\% and that the Glagolitic

alphabet was in some way connected with the Cyrillic. According to

Slavonic chronicles of the ninth century, the pagan Slavs made divinations

bv means of scratches and notches. Then, on becoming Christians, they

employed for their Slavonic tongue Greek and Latin letters, without

any proper rules, although they could not write words such as zhivot^

zelOy tserkoz\ and so forth. ‘Tut then God, loving the human race, had

pity on the Slavs and sent them St. Constantine, the philosopher, called
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Cyril, a just and true man, who made for them an alphabet of thirty-

eight letters, of which some were after the Greek style, and some after

the Slavonic tongue/’

The early tradition, however, in attributing to Cyril the invention of

an early Slavonic writing, does not indicate whether it was the Cyrillic or

the Glagolitic. The term Cyrillic” given to one of the two scripts, would

solve at least the problem of the Cyrillic, but it cannot be excluded

that the attribution of the latter script to Cyril was made at a later period,

after the Glagolitic was discontinued, and Cyrillic became the only

writing employed for the Slavonic orthodox liturgy.

^Modern theories, while agreeing that the Cyrillic alphabet was based

on the Greek (Fig. 2 12-2 13), have suggested different origins for the

Glagolitic. Various scripts have been successively propounded as its

prototvpe, among them some various eastern alphabets, for instance

Hebrew, Phoenician, Samaritan, Ethiopia, Armenian or Georgian, or

western scripts, such as an indigenous Albanian alphabet; and more

particularly the Greek cursive hand—according to the opinions of Taylor

and Jagic—“Or a Latin cursive—according to Wessely— or else an early

Slavonic runic script. According to the most common theory, Cyril

invented the Glagolitic alphabet on the basis of a Greek cursive script

in use in the ninth-tenth centuries A.D., while the “Cyrillic” alphabet

was created later.

According to G. Vernadsky, “Constantine did not invent the Gla-

golitic alphabet, consequently the alphabet he invented must have been

the Cyrillic.” “It may be argued that, while inventing the Cyrillic for

general use, Constantine kept using the Glagolitic as a kind of cryptic

script for confidential messages, initiating into its use onlv the most

trustworthy of his disciples. Later, after Constantine’s death, secrecy

may have lifted and the Glagolitic may have been used together with the

Cyrillic or, in some regions, even preferred to it.” On the whole, Vernadsky
prefers to accept, “with certain reservations and to a certain extent,”

N. K. Nikolsky’s theor\^ that the “Russian characters” mentioned in

Constantine’s Life as pre-existing to the script invented bv St. Cvril,

were the Glagolitic characters. On the other hand, he does not exclude
the following possibility: “It may be argued that Constantine did not

accept the ‘Russian characters’ as he found them but revised and adapted
them more closely to the needs of the Slavic language.” “Such revision

and adaptation may have been called his invention. In such a case,

Constantine may still be considered the inventor of the Glagolitic alphabet,

which would refer the invention of the Cyrillic to Methodius’ disciples.”

As to the origin of the letters, in Vernadsky’s view, “a certain similarity

between the Armenian and Georgian alphabets on the one hand and the

Glagolitic alphabet on the other cannot be denied.” {See also M. Gaster,
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[Ichester Lectures on Grceco-Slavonic Literature, London, 1887); such

similarity, however, is categorically denied by Sir Ellis Alinns.

Professor (now Sir) Ellis H. Minns is opposed to this theory. He
holds the opinion that Constantine invented both, the Glagolitic and

Cyrillic alphabets
;
he rightly points out {Saint Cyril Really Knew Hebrew,

in “Melanges publies en l’honneur de M. Paul Boyer,” Paris, 1925)

that “No two men setting out to reduce the multitudinous sounds of

Slavonic to writing would have hit on systems so nearly identical in every^-

thing but the shapes of the letters and the numerical values’"; and that

“The general impression of Glagolitic is singularly unlike any sort of

cursive Greek,” After having proved that Cyril took over from the Hebrew
alphabet two letters {tsade and shin) and transformed them into three

Slavonic letters adopting them for both alphabets, the Cyrillic and

the Glagolitic, for the sounds ts, tch, and sh, which do not exist in Greek,

and for which therefore the Greek alphabet had no letters, he decides

“to regard both alphabets as the conscious creations of the same mind.”

“Cyril first made Cyrillic, using the natural basis of uncial Greek as

described above and intending his creation for the benefit of Slavs about

Salonica. Afterwards when sent on a mission into a land where Greek

influence was struggling with Latin he transformed the Greek letters

to make them less suspect in Latin eyes.” “At the same time one or two

signs were added or omitted in accordance perhaps with the phonetics

of the dialect to which Cyril was transferring his work.” Professor Minns
therefore concludes “We can put Cyril side by side with Alesrob as having

invented two alphabets quite different in form but closely allied in system.

Both scholars used the same method of working upon a pre-existing basis

by differentiation, borrowing and invention.” Even if one does not agree

in all the details, there is no doubt that Sir Ellis Minns is right in opposing

the current theories which minimized the part consciously played by

individuals in the formation of new alphabets.
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Local Albanian Alphabets

The Albanians have adopted the Greek and Latin alphabets, and
adapted them to their language with some modifications, addition of

diacritical marks, as in e for instance, and combinations of two consonants

(//, rr, gjy zhy nfy sh, xh, and so forth). Since the Congress at Vlonastir

in 1908, the Latin alphabet (with the aforementioned modifications)

has been adopted officially.

In the last century, however, there existed in Albania three local

alphabets.

(1) The Elbasan script, of 53 letters, employed mainly at Elbasan
(Central Albania) and at Berat, south of Elbasan.

(2) The Biithakiikye alphabet, a script of 32 characters, said to have

been invented about the middle of the last century bv an Albanian called

Blithakukye.

(3) The Argyrokastron script, consisting of 22 signs, emploved at

Argyrokastron (in Albanian, Gjinokastri), in southern Albania. A noble
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Albanian, called Veso Bey, belonging to the family of Alisot Pasha, gave

information about this script to the Austrian consul Hahn about 1850.

All the three scripts seem to have been formed on the basis of Greek

cursive writing, with various modifications, such as omissions and
additions, and particularly ligatures of two or three letters, and borrowings

from other scripts. It is still uncertain when and how these scripts were

invented. In my opinion, they were cryptic, being in some sort national

scripts of the Albanian population who needed a special means of com-

munication in order to avoid the Turkish authorities.

The Albanian scripts had ver\^ little, and only local, importance.
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Alphabets of Western Europe

The main offshoot of the Greek alphabet was the Etruscan alphabet

{see next Chapter), which, through its descendant, the Latin script {see

Chapter X), has become the prototype of all the modern alphabets of

western Europe.
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ETRUSCAN AND ITALIC A L P H A B E S

The Etruscans
The importance of the Etruscans in the history of writing, as indeed in many

other fields of civilization, cannot be overestimated. Aluch of the Roman civilization

was of Etruscan origin, and has passed into the fabric of European civilization.

The Etruscans, an ancient people of uncertain origin and ethnic and linguistic

affinities who were called by the Romans FArusci (hence, the name Etruscans) or,

more commonly, Tiisci (hence the modern name of Tuscany), and by the Greeks

Tyrsenci or Tyrrhenoi (hence the name Tyrrhenian Sea), were the leading power in

Italy in the first half of the first millennium B.c.
;
an Etruscan dynasty reigned in

Rome from the last decades of the seventh century to the end of the sixth

century B.c.

Etruscan Inscriptions

The Etruscan language has come down to us in about 9,000 inscriptions,

which have been discovered in various countries and offer material for

useful investigation into the cultural and commercial relations between

the Etruscans and other peoples. The greater part of the Etruscan inscrip-

tions were found in Etruria proper, which roughly corresponds to d'uscanv

of to-day, but some of them were discovered in other Italian regions

(in northern Italy, in Campania, Sicily, Sardinia, and so forth), or even

beyond the borders of Italy, for instance in Egypt and at Carthage.

The most remarkable is an inscription, consisting of about fifteen

hundred words, written on the linen wrappings of an Egyptian mummy
belonging to the Graeco-Roman period, now in the Agram (Zagreb)

museum. Other famous inscriptions are: the tile from S. Maria di Capua
(now in the Berlin museum), belonging to the fifth century b.c., with

about 300 words still preserved; the much more recent Perugia cippus

(Fig. 219, 2) with about 120 words; the Piombo (“Leaden Tablet”) of

Magliano (now in the Archaeological Museum of Florence), inscribed on

both sides (Fig. 220), belonging to the sixth century^ b.c., while another

inscription on a leaden tablet in the Volterra museum, containing about

eighty words, belongs to the third century b.c. Of paramount importance

for the knowledge of Etruscan mythology is the inscription (Fig. 221, 2)

known as the Templum of Piacenza, which has the form of a calf's liver,

and is covered with the names of Etruscan deities.

490
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There are many funerary inscriptions, the most important being the

inscription in nine lines of the Grotta del Tifone at Tarquinia, the inscrip-

tion of the hypogeum near the Tower of S. Manno (Perugia), consisting of

28 words, and an inscription on a lid of a sarcophagus at Tarquinia,

consisting of nine lines. A gold plate found at Tarquinia also contains

nine lines. There are not many other long inscriptions extant, the great

majority of the inscriptions consisting of a few words only. They are

written on mirrors and domestic utensils, on the walls of tombs, to the

Fig. 219

I, The stele trom Vetulonia. 2, The Perugia cippus

left or right or above painted figures, and on statues, the most famous

being the inscription on a bronze statue, called the ‘"Orator,” discovered

in 1566, now in the Archeological Museum, Florence.
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Etruscan Alphabet

It is a curious fact that people often forget that the history of an alphabet

is altogether distinct from that of the speech which it is employed to

represent; nowadays, as in ancient times, the same script can be employed

A Fig. 220—The Alagliano leaden tablet B

(A, obverse; B, reverse)

for various languages (as in the case of the I^atin alphabet which is employed

for English, French, German, Italian, Hungarian, Turkish, Finnish,

and so forth) and the same speech can be expressed in different scripts

(as for instance, the Serbo-Croatian language, which employs the Latin

Fig. 221

I, Etruscan partial syllabar}' from Orbetello. 2, The Templum of Piacenza. 3, Etruscan
inscription on a vase in Liverpool
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alphabet for “Croatian'' and the Slavonic alphabet for “Serbian,” or the

Turkish language, which was formerly written in Arabic characters and

nowadays in Latin letters). This fluctuating relationship between speech

and script must be pointed out to all who think that when dealing with the

Etruscan alphabet we automatically try to solve the problem of the

Etruscan language. As a matter of fact, while broadly speaking the latter

has not yet been deciphered (although it seems that it had some affinitv

with the Caucasian languages), the simple reading of Etruscan inscriptions

does not present great difficulties, and the knowledge of ancient Graeco-

Latin alphabets makes it generally an easy task.

Etruscan writing goes, like the Semitic and the early Greek alphabets,

nearly always from right to left; there are, however, inscriptions in

boiistrophedon, that is, as already explained, in alternate lines from right

to left and left to right.

Origin of Etruscan Alphabet

The origin of the Etruscan alphabet has been a matter of serious studv,

as well as of unscientific speculation. Amateurs have held the view that

the Etruscan alphabet was an offshoot of a pre-Hellenic alphabet which

they term Pelasgian or proto-Tyrrhenian or Cadmic (from Cadmos).

Scholars generally agree that it is descended from the Greek alphabet, but

while some think that it came from the east, others hold that it was derived

from a type belonging to the western group, either to that of the .Tolic-

Chalcidian colony of Cumae (in southern Italy), or to the Doric-Corinthian

branch.

The most commonly held theory of the three is that which suggested

that the Etruscans borrowed their script from the Chalcidian alphabet,

the Etruscan alphabet belonging thus to the western group of the Greek
alphabets. This theor\^ has been accepted by Rhys Carpenter in his recent

article on The Alphabet in Italy (“American Journal of Arch.tology,”
XLIX 4, October-December, 1945). Roughly speaking, those scholars

who consider the Etruscans as immigrants from the north into Italv in

prehistoric times regard their alphabet as a descendant of the Chalcidian

alphabet of Alagna Graecia.

On the other hand, the scholars who consider the Etruscans as being

of oriental origin (following Herodotus, i, 94), who hold that they

entered Italy by way of the sea in the first centuries of the first millennium

B.C., deny the Chalcidian origin of the Etruscan alphabet. An origin in

central Greece has also been suggested and another recent theory suggested

that the invention of the Etruscan alphabet, and indeed the formation of

the different variants, took place “when the Etruscans lived still in their

/Egean homeland.”
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In the recent studies on the Etruscan alphabet very great importance

was given to the ivory tablet found at Alarsiliana d’Albegna and now in

the Archaeological IVIuseum of Florence. This tablet, which was once

employed for teaching purposes, contains on the top side the whole

Etruscan alphabet (Fig. 222, col. i)of 26 letters, w ritten from right to left. It

belongs probably to the end of the eighth or the beginning of the seventh

century b.c. The French scholar Albert Grenier considers this Etruscan

alphabet (containing the twenty-twm North Semitic letters in their exact

order, but w ith the phonetic values of the Greek letters, plus the Greek four

additional letters) as a derivation from a primitive Greek alphabet employed

on the ^Egean islands before the subdivision into the eastern and w estern

groups. There is however no Greek document extant, as we have already

mentioned, wEich contains all the Semitic sibilants, and the san and sigma

never appear together in any Greek alphabet. Rhys Carpenter, who, as w^e

have seen, holds the opinion that the Etruscan script descended from the

Chalcidian alphabet, explains the discrepancies betw^een the tw'o by

suggesting “that Etruscan is not an alphabet of remote antiquity,” but “is

an artificial construction borrowing from more than one Greek source.”

While I agree (as I already hinted nine years ago) that the Etruscans

borrowed their script “from more than one Greek source,” I cannot allow'

that theirs “is not an alphabet of remote antiquity.”

The probable date of the invention of the Etruscan alphabet is the

eighth century B.c.

However, by the suggestion of the mixed origin of the Etruscan

alphabet we determine many problems which cannot be solved by

accepting a Chalcidian origin. Besides, the preservation of the san, already

mentioned, the retention by the Formello and Caere alphabets (see below'),

but not bv that at Alarsiliana, of the P-form of the p, while the same form

is used for r, and of the central dot of the 0, the Phocian form of the /

of the Venetic alphabet (Fig. 225), and other influences of the Phocian

type may probably be attributed to the far-reaching influence of the

Delphic oracle, Delphi having been “a centre for diffusion of the alphabet”

(Rhys Carpenter). Also, the three different methods of representing the

sound / (a figure-8-like sign; the combination w-/?; and a sign in the form

of an arrowhead pointed upw ard) can be explained onlv bv non-Chalcidian

influences.

The origin of the form 8 = / has been a matter of much controversy.

A similar sign seems to appear on one of the earliest Etruscan inscriptions

extant, the stele of Vetulonia (Fig. 219, i) of the seventh century B.c., and

many scholars consider it as one of the evidences of the connection of

Etruscan with Lydian, w'hich latter alphabet contained a nearly identical

letter with the same phonetic value. Others consider the 8-Iike / as a

later addition to the Etruscan script, as this sign is placed right at the

end of the classical Etruscan alphabet.
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Fjg. 222—Etruscan sample alphabets

I, Marsiliana. 2, Viterbo. 3, Cxre. 4-5, Formello. 6. Colle. 7, Narce. 8, Lepnynano. 9,

Rusella?. 10-13, Chiusi. 14, Bomarzo. 15-17, Nola
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Some scholars hold that this Etruscan alphabet was not the oldest

Etruscan writing, but that an earlier one had existed before, which they

term proto-Etruscan and which they consider not only as the prototype

of the early Etruscan inscriptions, but also as the parent of various other

alphabets, such as the North Etruscan (Raetic, Lepontic and Venetic),

the East Italic of the Piceni, and the Sicel alphabet of the Siculi (the tribe

which gave the name to Sicily). However, there is no document extant

of the suggested ‘‘proto-Etruscan” alphabet.

Development of Etruscan Script

The forms and order of the Etruscan letters of the Marsiliana tablet

are confirmed bv the slightly variant copies of the Etruscan alphabet

(Fig. 222) on a vase found at Formello (near the site of the ancient

Veii), now in the National Museum of Villa Giulia in Rome, and on a vase

(containing also a partial syllabary) found in a chamber-tomb of Cervetri

or Caere vetiis, and now in the Etrusco-Gregoriano Museum of Rome,

both vases belonging probably to the late seventh, or to the sixth

centuiA^ B.c.

^ * o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Fig. 223—The Etruscan “classical’^ alphabet in all but final form.

As time went on there were reductions and other modifications in

the Etruscan alphabet, which we can best follow on the many sample-

alphabets (Fig. 222) preserv^ed by a rare kindness of fortune at Viterbo,

Leprignano, Colle (beside those already mentioned from Marsiliana,

Formello and Caere), belonging to the seventh-sixth century b.c. and those

from Rusellae, Chiusi (four copies), Bomarzo, and Nola (three copies)

belonging to the fifth-third centuries B.c., and on a partial syllabar}^ from

Orbetello (Fig. 221, i), of the sixth or fifth century B.c.

In the fifth century' B.c., the Etruscan alphabet consisted of twenty-

three letters (Fig. 223), containing the digamma (F) and three signs for s

of which, however, the bi-triangular s does not appear in Etruria proper,

and the letters k and q soon fell into disuse.

About 400 B.c. the “classical” Etruscan alphabet took its final

form, having twenty letters, that is four vowels (<?, e, /, ii) and sixteen

consonants {g, r-digamma. 2^, /?, th, /, m, n, />, san, r, s, t, ph, kh, /), the letter

f having the form of the figure 8, and san representing a sound akin to s.

Etruscan speech knowing no distinction between the voiced and breathed

sounds b and p, d and /, k and g, the letters b and d never appear in pure

Etruscan inscriptions, and after the disappearance of k and q the letter

C was employed for^ and k.
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Last Stage of Etruscan Alphabet

The spelling of the late Etruscan inscriptions is not exact; there are

frequent interchanges in the employment of t and th, C and kh, of the

various sibilants, and so forth. The Etruscan punctuation consisted of

three (or even four) points, two points or one point only. The direction

of writing, which, as already mentioned, was originally from right to

left, became under Latin influence from left to right, after a certain period

of vacillation and houstrophedon or serpentine form.

In the later period Latin-Etruscan bilingual inscriptions appear, or

Etruscan inscriptions either in Latin characters, or in Etruscan letters

which gradually assumed the Latin form. Etruria, after having lost her

political independence, progressively gave up her script and her language.

She, who had been the political and cultural master of Rome, became her

servile lackey. The last datable Etruscan inscriptions belong to the early

years of the Christian era, although the Etruscan language continued

to be emploved for some centuries, and the Etruscan pronunciation

influenced the Tuscan dialect which became the modern Bella lingua.

Offshoots of the Etruscan Alphabet

The Etruscan alphabet had thus a miserable end, but the influence of

its glorious life was widespread and durable.

The most famous of all the scripts in the history of writing, the Latin

or Roman alphabet, was the most important offshoot of the Fhruscan.

It will be dealt with in the next chapter.

Alphabet of the Piceni

I'he ancient Piceni, a non-Italic population, inhabited the modern central

Italian regions of the Marches, particularly its southern part, and the adjoining

northern portion of the Abruzzi, situated on the Adriatic coast. About ten inscrip-

tions (Fig. 224) found in that zone are written in a language which has not been
deciphered, but is considered by some scholars to be Illyrian. At a later period,

the Picenti, an Italic people speaking an Oscan-Umbrian language, inhabited that

same region, but none of their inscriptions have been preserved.

The alphabet (Fig. 226) employed by the Piceni, termed improperly
“East Italic” or “Sabellic” or else “proto-Sabellic” or “Old Sabellic”

or “pre-Sahellic,” was perhaps already in existence at the end of the

seventh centuix* B.c., if the attribution of the inscription of the “Warrior”

from Capestrano (Fig. 224) to the sixth century b.c., as suggested by the

discoverer. Professor Aloretti, is correct. Professor Rhys Carpenter

considers it as “highly improbable that it is older than the fifth century

B.C.,” basing his opinion not in the main on archaeological criteria but on
the consideration that “all fixed dates are lacking in East Italic letters.”*

HH
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The Picenian alphabet is, however, very old; the English scholar

Conway and the Italian Devoto consider it as the earliest alphabet employed

in the inscriptions discovered in Italy. It presents various special features,

such as a great number of vowels (^, e, z, o, w, and the variants of e and w),

each of them in various forms. It distinguished between the voiced and

breathed sounds {h-p, d-t, k-g)\ it had three ^-sounds, and peculiar forms

for ^ and t; and it had no signs corresponding to the Greek letters ph^

kh and ps. The h shows vertical instead of horizontal bars, there was a

meander symbol like the Corinthian and so forth. There were, finally,

peculiar V-shaped symbols as well as the same in upside-down form,

with a diacritical point inside to indicate a variant of w, or, with a diacritical

stroke inside to indicate a variant of e or z.

Fig. 224—The Picenian inscription of the “Warrior’* from Capestrano

The origin of this peculiar alphabet still offers many uncertainties,

but it is highly probable that it was descended from the Etruscan alphabet

in its earliest form.

Venetic Alphabet

The Veneti, who seem to have belonged to the same linguistic stock as the

aforementioned Piceni and the Messapii, that is the Illyrian, formed in the first

millennium b.c. the indigenous population of the north-western coastal region of

the Adriatic Sea, which corresponded nearly to the modem Italian region of

Venetia. Their territory" extended in the north as far as into the modern Carinthia

and Styria. They called themselves Veneti, and they gave the name to the modem
city, the province and the three Venetian regions. Their chief town was Este or

Ateste, where many Venetic inscriptions have been found.

The alphabet (Fig. 225) of the Venetic or Este inscriptions, which

partly belong to the sixth century^ b.c., is also a very early one, the direction

of writing being boiistrophedon (even the erection of the letters is reversed

in the alternate lines). Among the special features of this script we may
mention the use of the letter 0 (unlike the Etruscan script), which seems,
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however, to have been a later addition, as it appears at the end of the

sample alphabets. There is the bi-triangular s as in the early Etruscan

alphabet; the sound / is represented by the combination w-h.

The Este inscriptions show a peculiar system of “dotting’’ which has

not, as yet, been explained satisfactorily. In various instances, there are

letters, either vowels or consonants, with diacritical dots. The acceptable

theory seems to be that advanced by Professor Conway that the dots

indicate accents. On the other hand, the Austrian scholar Vetter pointed out

that if they were accents the vowels should be marked, whereas here,

instead, in most instances the consonants are “dotted,” and in many
cases there are w ords w ith tw^o diacritical dots. Vetter therefore suggests

that the “dotting” indicates whether the syllable is open (or normal),

in which cases there is no dotting, or closed (or irregular), in w hich case

there is a dot either inside the consonant wEich ends the syllable or inside

the vowd which opens the syllable. As such dots occasionally appear

also in Etruscan, North Etruscan and Picenian inscriptions, Vetter hazards

the theor}' that this dotting-system may have derived from the original

employment of a syllabic script, and that the Etruscans used a syllabary

before adopting the Phoenician-Greek alphabet. But nothing is known of

the supposed existence of an Etruscan syllabic script. {Seey however,

G. Buonamici, “Studi Etruschi,” 1941.)

As to the origin of the Venetic alphabet, there is a fairly general agree-

ment that it descended from the early Etruscan alphabet.

North Etruscan Alphabet (Fig. 225)

The North Etruscan or Alpine alphabets are used in the inscriptions

discovered in the river-valleys of the Italian Alps, which wxre inhabited

in pre-Roman times by Ligurian, Lepontic, Celtic, Raetic and Venetic

tribes, the last having been already mentioned. Leaving them aside,

four other groups can be distinguished: (i) The inscriptions of Lugano,
termed Lepontic, or else Ligurian-Celtic (the tribe of the Lepontii w^as

probably of mixed Ligurian-Celtic origin, but speaking a Celtic dialect), and
discovered in the region of the lakes of Orta, Maggiore, Lugano and Lecco;

(2) the inscriptions of Sondrio, found in the territor\^ to the east of the former

group extending from Sondrio in the north to the lake Iseo in the south,

and to the plateau of Asiago in the east; (3) the inscriptions of Bolzano,

near the Brenner Pass from Matrey near Innsbruck in the north to near

Trento in the south, that is roughly the territory lying between that of

the previous group and that of the Veneti {see above); (4) a small group

of dedicatory inscriptions on fragments of split stagshorn found at Magre
(prov. of Vicenza, northern Italy), and some short inscriptions from Padua,

Verona, and other neighbouring places.
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The dialect in \vhich the inscriptions of the groups 2 to 4 are written has been

called Rhaetic or Raetic. It is considered by some scholars as a kind of Etruscan,

by others as an affinity of Illyric or Celtic, ha\ing many forms of Indo-European

origin. However, while it seems that the Raetic tribes, that is the population

inhabiting that Alpine region, were of mixed origin, they employed alphabets

which were unmistakably of Etruscan origin.

The Raetic and the other Alpine alphabets present certain features

which suggest that they may be the link between the Etruscan alphabet

and the runes; see the shapes of the letters e, ii^ and so forth. There

are a few extremely interesting signs, for instance the letter of uncertain

meaning (representing perhaps a dental fricative) shown in the last

line of the Alagre alphabet in Fig. 225, the shapes of the ^ in the Sondrio

and Este scripts, the reverse form of m in the Sondrio alphabet, and

the form of / in the same script, similar to that of the Greek classical /;

we may note also the absence oi pJi and kh, as well as of some other letters.

All these peculiarities of the North Etruscan varieties show that these

scripts were not connected directly with the Greek alphabets, either of

the western group or of the eastern, because they show some particular

features of the former group and others of the latter. On the whole, there

is a fairly general agreement that the North Etruscan scripts were off-

shoots of an early Etruscan alphabet.

The end of these scripts is as yet uncertain; they were still in use in the

first half of the first century B.c., that is long after the Etruscan alphabet

had fallen into disuse.

Italic Scripts (Fig. 226)

The scripts of the peoples speaking Italic dialects, and thus belonging

to the Indo-European family, were also offshoots of the Etruscan

alphabets.

The expressions ‘dtahc’’ and ''Italia” Ttaly) have a curious history. According
to the Greek historian Hellanicus of Lesbos (a contemporary of Herodotus and
Thucydides) reported by Dionysius, I, 35, the term Italoi, the Greek name of an
ancient Indo-European tribe who occupied a part of the modern region of Calabria,
was derived from the indigenous name Viteliu, "calf-land” (the modern Italian

word vitello means a "calf”). This name was later applied as a geographical
term to indicate the whole of modern Italy, wLile the expression "Italic” is mainly
used, in contrast with the term "Latinian” {employed for the Latin and Faliscan

forms of speech), to indicate the Osco-Lffiibnan sub-branch of the Italic branch
of the Indo-European family. Another term for this sub-branch is Sabine or

Safine (Safinos seems to be the indigenous term; the Greeks called them also

Saphnitai or Samnitai, whence another term, Samnite).

Oscan Alphabet

The Oscans (Osca lingua was the Roman term for their speech) or Osci, in

Greek, Oskoi or Opikoi, from Opsci or Opici (terms connected with the indigenous
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word opos or opsaom, in Latin opus, meaning “work,” “to work”), were Italic tribes

who inhabited southern Italy in the second half of the first millennium B.c.

About 200 Oscan inscriptions are extant (Fig. 227); 150 of them have

been found in Campania. They belong mainly to the third and second

centuries b.c., but some inscriptions may be dated in the fifth century

B.C., and others down to the Christian era. Oscan coins have been found

dating from the fifth to the first century b.c. The most important inscrip-
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Fic. 226—I^rc-Itahc and Italic alphabets
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tions extant are the Agnone bronze tablet, of the middle third century b.c.,

containing a long list of local divinities
;
the Abella cippiis of the first half

of the second century b.c., containing an agreement for sacred purposes

between the towns of Nola and Abella; the Bantia bronze tablet, of the

second half of the second century^ b.c., containing the local laws; an inscrip-

tion from Messina and some inscriptions from Capua, belonging to the

middle of the third centurv b.c.

Fig. 227—Oscan inscriptions

The Oscan script (Fig. 226) was an offshoot of the Etruscan alphabet

in its southern Campano-Etruscan sub-species. The direction of writing

was, as in Etruscan, from right to left. It seems also that Oscan, like

Etruscan, had no sign for d, and had to adopt a special sign for it modifying

the letter r. On the other hand, unlike the Etruscans, the Oscans had special

signs for b and g as distinguished from p and C, which shows that their

script was partly formed under the influence of a non-Etruscan alphabet.

For the peculiar forms of some letters see Fig. 226 and 227.

Umbrian Alphabet

The Umbri (whence the name of the modern Italian region of Umbria), in

Greek Ombroi or Ombrikoi, were, according to tradition, a people who lived in

Etruria and Umbria before the Etruscan invasion, but it is uncertain whether

they spoke the same language as the non-Etruscan population who inhabited the

same territory in historical times, that is from the sixth century' b.c. onwards,

in which period Umbrian was an Italic speech. It is the latter meaning which
has now been generally applied to the term “Umbrian.”
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The most important documents extant are the famous Eugubine or

Iguvine Tables, containing parts of the liturgy of a sacred brotherhood

of Iguvium, the modern Gubbio. They are seven in number,
of which the tables I-IV and part of the Vth are written in Umbrian
script, while the rest are written in Roman character. While the latter

were in part written as late as the first centur}' B.c., the earliest tablets

belong perhaps, partly at least, to the fourth or even to the fifth century

B.c. Some other Umbrian inscriptions are written in a slightly different

script termed Umbro-Felsinian, Felsina being the ancient name of Bologna.

The Umbrian script (Fig. 226) is not only an offshoot of the Etruscan

alphabet, but it is very close to its classical form. The main features of the

Umbrian writing agree with this assertion, the direction of writing is

from right to left, there are no signs for g and d (the Etruscan / which,

as already mentioned, has the form of figure 8, is employed to represent

the sound d) and although there is a sign for b its use is uncertain, and

it often alternates with p.

Sicilian Alphabet

d'he problem of the Siculi (who gave the name to Sicily) is similar to that

of the Umbri {see above); according to tradition they once inhabited parts of

central Italy and migrated into Sicily some centuries before the Greek colonization,

but we do not know whether the tribes called Siculi who inhabited Sicily in

historical times, and who—as far as we can judge from the scanty documents
extant—spoke the Indo-European dialect termed Siculan, were the direct

descendants of the ancient Siculi or Sicani The terms Siculi and Sicani do not

seem to indicate different peoples, as some ancient and modern scholars have

suggested, but are adjectives of the same ethnic name.

EVom the linguistic point of view, however, and from that of the

history of writing, the term Siculan is applied to the non-Greek documents,

very few in number, which have come to light in Sicily, two short inscrip-

tions found at Adrano (now in the Syracuse museum) and the fairly

long inscription on an askos (a kind of vase) found at Centuripe, in the

province of Enna, the ancient Centuripa (now in the Karlsruhe museum).
The Centuripa inscription, written boustrophedon, contains 99 letters

and may be dated in the fifth centur\^ b.c. A fourth inscription, on a

stele discovered at Sciri between Caltagirone and Comiso, has been

published recently.

The Siculan alphabet (Fig, 226) seems to have descended from an

early Etruscan sub-species. The letters kh, ph and ps are missing as in

the western Greek alphabets, but the shapes of the letters /, p and u

show that the Siculan script has not descended directly either from the

Chalcidian alphabet of Cumae, or from other Greek varieties in use in

Magna Graecia.
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Latinian Alphabets

Both the Latin, or Roman, and the Faliscan alphabets have descended

from the early Etruscan. The Latin writing will be dealt with at length

in the next chapter. Here we shall examine briefly the Faliscan script.

Faliscan Alphabet

The Falisci were a tribe closely related to the Romans, and they spoke a

similar language; having been for some centuries longer under Etruscan rule,

they were more influenced by that people. They inhabited a small territory north

of Rome centred on Falerii (the modern Civita Castellana).

Fig. 22S—Famous Faliscan inscription in two copies

Some Faliscan documents have come to light, the earliest belonging

perhaps to the sixth century B.c. The most famous is an inscription

(Fig. 228) in two copies on glazed kylikes or paterce (belonging to the fourth

centur}^ b.c.) which are not identical, but the two copies complete each
other. The inscription round an erotic scene illustrates some phonetic
and graphic differences between Faliscan and Latin. It reads foied. vino,

pipafo. ora. carefo. which is in Latin: hodie viniirn bibarn eras carebo^ that

means ‘‘to-day I will drink wine, to-morrow I shall be without.’'

The main differences between the Faliscan alphabet (Fig. 226) and
the Latin (see next Chapter) consist in the forms of the letters a, /, A, r

and t. Especially interesting is the form of the Faliscan/, an arrow pointed

upwards {see, for instance, the first sign on the right hand of the Fig. 228),

which is also found in some Etruscan inscriptions, and according to Sir

William Ramsay seems to have derived from Phrygia. Like the southern
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Etruscan alphabet, the Faliscan did not use the letters k and c, but only

the letter C, that is—the direction of the Faliscan alphabet being from

right to left—the sign 3^ (
= the Greek gamma) which replaced also the

sign k.

The Capena Faliscan script was slightly different from the classical

Faliscan. After the Roman conquest, in 241 b.c., the Faliscan alphabet

fell into disuse.
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RUNES AND O G El A M S

Before I pass to the main offshoot of the Etruscan alphabet, i.e.,

the Roman character, which in practice has become the universal script

of the civilized world, I shall deal briefly with two European scripts,

which do not seem to have derived either from the Latin or from the Greek

letters. At least one of them appears to have originated, directly or

indirectly, from a variety of the Etruscan alphabet.

Runes

The Name
T'he old Xordic and Anglo-Saxon word rufi, the early Icelandic riinar, and the

old high-German riina, are connected with the old Germanic root rii- and the

Gothic riifui, meaning ‘

'mystery,” “secret,” "secrecy,” and the old high-German

runen and modern German raunen, meaning "to whisper.” T'he origin of the name
runes or “runic,” given to the script here dealt with, is probably due to the fact

that, like all primitive peoples, the ancient Teutons attributed magic powers to

the mysterious symbols scratched on armour, jewels, tombstones, and so forth.

Indeed, early Germanic sagas and poems abound with instances of the magic

power of the runes, as in the story of Sigurd the Dragon- Slayer and the story of the

Icelandic hero Egill, son of Skallagrim, of the tenth century. There were even

treatises on the use of the runic characters fur magic.

Inscriptions and Written Documents
The runes were used chiefly for inscriptions: they were cut or carved on

metal, stone or wood, the art of wood-cutting ha^’^ng been highly developed
amunesT tiie early Germanic peoples. Alany runic inscriptions are executed by
expert craftsmen.

The m>criptions can be dn ided into clearly defined con\ eiitional types;

the most interesting are thfise, already mentioned, which w'ere cut for magical

purposes, and those appealing to heathen deities. Runes were mainly used as

memorial in''eripti<*ns, but also for dnination and for messages, as well as for

carving the name of the artist or of the ow*ner on weapons or ornaments; the

characteristic hnu fcafes, or circular pendants of thin gold, w'ere originally imitations

of Roman medallions, but about the fifth century a.d. the animal motive was
introdi’ced. the latter being cither symbolic or purely ornamental. The runic

calerulai's are another interesting class , those from Xc>rw ay arc kntiw n as Prin^stai es,

507
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prim being the equivalent of “golden number”: those from Denmark are called

Rimstocks, from riuiy “calendar,” and stock, “stick.” They were a kind of perpetual

calendar, and were used in some parts of Scandinavia as late as the beginning
of last century. They are of various shapes, such as sword-shaped or plain staves

—

which vary in length from a few inches to nearly five feet—walking sticks, o\'al rings

or tablets of wood or bone. The days of the year were represented by runic

characters, feasts and certain special days of the season were represented by

Fig. 229—Early Runic inscriptions

I, Spearhead from Kovel (Volhynia), attributed to the fourth century A.D.; 2, Spearhead
from Dahmsdorf near Muencheberg (Brandenburg). 3, Clasp from Vi-mose m Fyn
(S.-W. Denmark), attributed to the middle of the third century' a.d.

; 4, The end-clasp
of a sword-sheath from Torsbjerg, attributed to ca. 300; 5, The “Golden Horn” from
Gallehus (northern Schleswig), of ca. a.d. 400. 6, The stone from Tune (S.-E. Norway),
of the fifth century' a.d.; 7, The brooch from Charnay (French Department of Saone and
Loire; old Burgundian kingdom) of the fifth century a.d.

; 8-9, Bracteates from Vadstena
(Sweden) and Tjorkce (Sweden) of the sixth-seventh centuries a.d. 10, Funerarv
inscription ^^ritten from right to left, from Kycelevig, or Strand (Ryfylke, Norway)

of the sixth century' .\.d.

symbolic signs, for instance, St. Lawrence’s Day, loth August, by a gridiron,

and St. Alartin’s day, i ith November, by a goose. The nineteen “golden numbers”
for finding the full moon, were also inscribed in their places. These Scandinavian
calendars were of pagan origin, but the earliest examples extant belong to the

late Middle Ages. The English “clog almanacks,” found in Staffordshire, resemble

the later Scandinavian runic calendars, but they are not inscribed with runes.
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Runic Manuscripts
There is no certain evidence of wide hterarv' use of runes in early times, but

some scholars hold that the runic writing was widely employed for all kinds of

secular documents, such as legal provisions, contracts, genealogies, poems, etc.

However, the manuscripts extant are rare and relatively late. Amongst the more
important runic manuscripts are: the old Danish Codex Runiciis written m runes,

dating from the end of the thirteenth centun^ which is a legal manuscript; the

so-called Fasti Danici of ca. 1348; the Codex Leidensis, at Leyden, Holland;

the Codex Sangallensis 878, at St. Gallen; the Codex Salisbiirgensis 140, now in

Vienna, etc.; there is also a runic prayer-book extant written probably for a

layman w ho did nut know Latin. The earliest MS. version of the later Old English

runes now extant is MS. No. 17 in the Library of St. John’s College, Oxford, dated

1 1 10: see C. L. Wrenn, Late Old English Rune-names, “Medium Aevum,” I, 1932.

Inscriptions found in Sweden

On the w hole, ca. four thousand inscriptions are extant
;
the greater part of them,

about 2,500, come from Sw^eden. They belong mainly {ca. 2,000) to the eleventh and
early twelfth century, whilst only about 25 inscriptions, including a few bracteates,

belong to the early period (Fig. 229, 8-9), About half of the inscriptions discovered

in Sweden were found in Upland, and about 250 in the island of Gothland.

The stone-inscription from Reek, CEstergatland, belonging to ca. 900 A.D., is the

longest of all the runic inscriptions; it is also most interesting, being inscribed

in four varieties of runic writing (Fig. 233, 4; see below).

Denmark arid Schleswig: the cradle of knozviedge of runes

There are over fifty inscriptions extant, including some 40 bracteates, dating

between the third and sixth centuries a.d., while about 200 stone-inscriptions

date mainly from the ninth to the middle eleventh century. The clasp (Fig. 229, 3)

from Vi-mose in Fyn, S.-\V. Denmark, attributed to the middle of the third

century a.d., is considered as the earliest runic inscription extant. The end-clasp

of a sword-sheath (Fig. 229, 4) from Torsbjerg in Schleswig, attributed to

ca. A.D. 300, is another very early runic inscription. The Golden Horn (Fig. 229, 5)

from Gallehus (northern Schleswng) of ca. 400, found and published in 1734,
but since (in 1802) stolen and melted for the sake of the gold, is also remarkable.

Norzvay

About 60 inscriptions, including 10 bracteates, belong to the early period,
but relatively very few' monuments are attributed to the later period. One of the
longest inscriptions of the earlier period is that on the Tune-stone (S.-E. Norway)
(Fig. 229, 6), belonging to the fifth century. The Einang stone-inscription is

attributed to ca. a.d. 400. The longest runic inscription discovered in Norway
is the stone from Eggjum ca. a.d. 700, still presenting over 170 readable letters.

The British Isles

There are extant about 50 runic inscriptions upon raised stones, mainly stone

crosses, and upon loose objects, but ver\’ few' have been found in England proper.

The most artistic are the celebrated Northumbrian crosses, dated about a.d. 670-
680, at Bewcastle, near Brampton, Cumberland, and Ruthwell, near Dumfries
in Scotland, the latter containing part of the poem on the Crucifixion by Caedmon,
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the herdsman poet. The inscription found at Collingham (Yorkshire) commemor-
ates the death of King Oswiu, murdered in a.d. 650. Among the portable objects

is the scrarnasaXj or sword-knife (Fig. 230, i), found in the Thames in 1857, and
now in the British Museum; it is attributed by some scholars to the fifth-sixth

century a.d., by others, with more probabilit>% to about a.d. 800. The most
remarkable object, however, and the best preserved, is the ‘"Franks Casket’' (Fig.

230, 2); it is so named after Sir Wollaston Franks, who purchased it in 1857 and

presented it to the British Museum, where it is now deposited, except for the right

side, which is in the Bargello Museum at Florence. The inscriptions and illustrations

of the casket, carvxd in whale's bone, are full of interest from palaeographic,

literary and artistic points of view. The casket is considered by some scholars as

not later than about a.d. 650, by others as belonging to about A.D. 700. Other

interesting objects with runic inscriptions are a gold finger-ring from Greymoor
Hill, Kingmoor, near Carlisle, a bone comb-case from Lincoln, etc.

An important group of stone-inscriptions of Norse origin was discovered at

Maeshowe (Orkney) and published by J. Farrer {Notice of Runic Inscriptions, etc.,

Edinburgh, 1862); there are about thirty stones, dated probably 1152-1153.

Of the runic inscriptions found in the Isle of Man and in Ireland, particular

mention should be made of the stone from Kirk Michael, ca. a.d. iioo (Fig. 235,

see below), and that from Greenmount Louth, twelfth century a.d.

Other Countries

Curiously enough, Iceland, which has preserved such a rich old Germanic
literature, is v'ery poor in runic inscriptions; the earliest of them ca. a.d. 1200.

The runic inscription found farthest to the north-west is a stone from the island

of Kingigtorssuak, Baffin’s Bay, west of Greenland, in 72“ 55
' north.

Only a few runic inscriptions came to light in western and southern Germany
and in Austria, while single objects containing runic inscriptions have been found
even in (i) the modem eastern French Department of Saone et Loire, that is

the old Burgundian kingdom (the Charnay brooch, fifth century^ a.d.. Fig. 229, 7);

(2) in Volhynia (the spearhead from Kovel, Fig. 229, i, attributed to the fourth

century A.D.); (3) on the Russian Black Sea coast (the stone from Berezan’,

attributed to the eleventh century a.d.); (4) in Greece (the marble lion, dated

ca. 1170, found in the Piraeus, Athens, and taken to Venice in 1687); and (5) in

Roumania. In the last country a big golden ring was found in 1837 in the great

fourth-century treasure discovered at Petrossa de jos, prov. Buzau, about 60 miles
from Bucarest; the ring contains the following Gothic inscription in runic
characters: gutanioziihailag, which has been explained as Giitan{e) lozvi hailag,

“sacred to Jove of the Goths” (that is, to Donar), or Giitani ozvi {azci) hailag
(“Gutorum possessio sacra”), or else Gutani ingzca hailag (“Gutorum Ingu
sacrum”).

Earliest Inscriptions

The earliest inscriptions extant (Fig. 229) belong, as already mentioned, to

the third-fifth centuries .a.d. Some scholars, however, attribute to the first

centur>’ a.d. a short inscription, discovered at Trondhjem, Norway, which
seems to belong to a much later period. Two short inscriptions, one from Negau,
being written on a bronze helmet attributed to the second century B.c., and the
other from IVIaria Saalerberg (Carinthia), on a horn stiletto, dated perhaps in the

first centuiy’ B.c., are considered by some scholars as Raetic {see above), and by



Fig. 231—Scandinavian runic inscriptions

1, Sepulchral stone from Kallerup (Roskilde, Denmark), of the earlv ninth centurv .V n
2, Stone from the Odense region (Fyn, Denmark), belonging to the same period'.

3, Inscription from .Xcerrenaera, of the second half of the ninth century \ n
4, The longest early Danish inscription from Gla\endrup (Odense) of about v d qoo
3, .Alphabetic inscription, partly dotted, from Oestermarie Sogn (Bornholm).

6, Funerary inscription from .4s (Vestergcetland, Sweden), of the eleventh century

Origin of Runes

The runic script, which can be considered as the “national” writing of
the Teutons, especially of the North Germanic peoples, offers manv difficult

problems. It is still uncertain when and how the runes were invented.
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This problem has been hotly discussed by scholars and others.

The theory of the Urninen (that is, the forerunners of the runes), a

supposed prehistoric German nordic alphabetic script, the parent of

the runes and of all the iXIediterranean alphabets alike, including the

Phoenician, is based on racial and political grounds, and need not be taken

into serious consideration. We do not, however, exclude the possibility

that the ancient Teutons may have occasionally employed, as other

primitive peoples did, certain symbols for magic divination and for religious

purposes, and for mice in balloting, as Tacitus {Germania, ch. X)

termed them, but such symbols were not a true script, and their influence

on the origin of the alphabetic runes might prove, at the very most, to

be purely external.

The thorny, elongated and angular shapes of the runes, which look

as though thev belonged to the seventh or sixth century B.c., and the

direction of writing of the earlier runic inscriptions (either from right to

left, or boiistrophedon) induced the great Isaac Taylor to suggest as the

prototype of the runes the Greek alphabet as used in the sixth century

B.c. in the Greek colonies of the Black Sea, and the Goths living at that

period in southern Russia as the inventors of the runic alphabet. This

theorv, however, although endorsed by many other scholars, cannot be

accepted because of the time-lag. Indeed, there is no evidence for the

existence of the runes previous to the Christian era. For the same reason

we must reject another theory, which, while accepting the view that the

runic character was invented in the region of the Black Sea, suggests

that it descended not directly from a Greek, but from an Asianic source

{see the previous Chapter).

Some scholars propounded the Greek cursive alphabet of the last

centuries B.c. as the parent of the runes, and the Celts as the mediators,

but there is no evidence for these assertions.

Others, and they are the majority, propose the Latin alphabet as the

source of the runic character. Wimmer believed that the runes developed

from the Latin alphabet of the end of the second centurv^ a.d. Agrell

also contends strongly for a Latin origin, but he finds the counterparts

of the runic alphabet in the cursive graffiti of Pompeii, and he considers

the first centur\^ a.d. as the date of the transformation of the Latin alphabet

into the runic script. According to von Friesen, a combination of Latin

and Greek alphabets was the source of the runes. ‘‘Some individual

Goths—mercenaries, for instance—from the north-western coast of the

Black Sea, in the course of visits to the Roman provinces, learnt Greek

and Latin and the Greek and Latin forms of writing used in state edicts

and in private life Such a Goth, or several such Goths working together,

undertook to write out the Gothic language on the basis of the knowledge

of Latin and Greek writing thus acquired. The result of these efforts is

the runic stave.” (O. von Friesen). The invention of the runes influenced

II
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Names of Phonetic Common
!

Nordic Anglian
letters values Teutonic Runes Runes

Je, fe, feh, feoh f, w,t
irrr/^

lir, ur, hur u, 0, w AtiUh hnnn nn

^om, jburs i th, d
P > WDP

,asc, aesc, os, oss, ac a, ae, a* 6, 0 tSPK. fi.P

rad, rat, rei^', rad, yr r, R(y) RRMCf ARltA PR

kaun, cen k, g, ng, c «<A Yxvy Kk
gebo, gifu, gat g> 3. gS g* X X X X.MJfe

wen V, w
tp pp

hegl, hagaU X HHMNN M HH

naui nyd, nod n
rri-t i + Kl. 1-+

is, iss
1 (1 e

1 1
I

yr, ger a, y» ge, 3

bic, ih, eoh, eo, iar
! ih, i, eo, ei, e Z 7^S,=t=

pcori perc P K hCKC

ilix, calc, eolxecg a, i, k, X, 2, 'R YT* Y r
sigil, sigel, sol s, z hHH
tir, tyr t, d, nd ttt tttH tt
berc, berid, bjarkan, beorc b, p, mb ttSB

' haec, ech, eh e* C MMO M M
ma^, man m MM fifl

logr, lagu I rr
y 1

rprr PP

ing ng y ^ «xx
dag, daeg

j d, t I

DO MH
e^>el, othil 0 , oe, ae, e

A fl

car ea

cweor^ q
I

T
1

Stan i St
j

m
! 1 n

Fi^. 232

The main branches of the runic script
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by the Greek colonists of the Black Sea, is by Agrell attributed to the

Goths, and is supposed to have taken place in the second or third century

A.D. All these theories are unacceptable; the direction of writing of the

earliest runic inscriptions, and the shapes of the letters, exclude a priori

their origin in a late Greek or Latin alphabet, and especially in a cursive

style. A few scholars, amongst them BredsdorflF, see in the Gothic alphabet

the prototype of the runes, which is certainly not the case, for the very

same reason.

We may with more probability accept the opinion that the runic

script was derived from a North Etruscan alphabet. This theory has been

propounded by many scholars, such as Weinhold, Oberziner, Bugge,

Marstrander, Hammerstroem (who also sees Gallic influences in the

invention of the runes). Feist (who suggests later Celtic and Latin

influences), Arntz, Buonamici, and many others. Rhys Carpenter, who
also accepts this theory^ rightly points out that “the temporal chasm
between the latest specimen of North Italic and the earliest specimen

of runic is not too great to be spanned.”

Accepting a North Etruscan source for the runes, and not excluding

some Latin influences, we can more easily understand why the runic

scripts, although they have a very ancient appearance, are relatively late.

The phonetic value of some letters, for instance of the letter fe, which

would have had the value of a zc (digamma) were the script of Greek

origin, are also more readily explained by a North Etruscan origin, with

Latin influences, of the runes.

As to the date of the invention of the runes, I agree with Rhys Carpenter

that the transmission of the North Etruscan alphabet “beyond the Italian

frontier” must have taken place earlier than the time of Julius Caesar,

but need not have been earlier than the second centurj^ B.c. The Negau and

Maria Saalerberg inscriptions, already referred to, may belong to the type

which can be considered as the link between the North Etruscan and the

runic alphabets. For the comparison of the runes with the Kok Turki

runes, see p. 314 and Fig. 146, i.

It is still an open problem whether the runes were originally employed
only for magical purposes or as a usual means of communication. The
other still unsolved question is whether the runes were originally carv^ed

on wood, and, therefore, the straight strokes and the angular shapes,

which could be carvxd with ease, were preferred to curves, or whether

they were originally used mainly for drawing and painting on clav and

metal, and the angular shapes were due to the script from which the runes

have been borrowed. In this regard, Sir Ellis Minns rightly points out

the importance of the absence of horizontal strokes in the runic letters.

“Runes must have been developed for carving on round sticks. Then

every letter can be ver\' quickly made with a knife.”
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The Futhark

As in the Semitic and Greek alphabets, each rune had its name

(Fig, 232): these names are recorded in later Anglo-Saxon manuscripts,

for instance, in the MS 17 in the Library of St, John’s, Oxford,

as well as in an English rune-song, and, in an old Danish form, in the

Codex Leidensis, where the names are written in runes and in Latin

letters, in a late and corrupt form.

The order of the runic letters is quite different from that of the Semitic,

Greek, Etruscan and Latin alphabets. We may see this from a few inscrip-

tions, such as the Thames scramasax, the Charnay brooch, the Kylfver

stone from Gothland, and others, as well as from some manuscripts.

(See, for instance. Fig. 233, 12 and 234.)

0 b c d e f V g h^g. <J k I m n o Fig. 234—Runic ''alphabet’’ of a

ge. manuscript belonging to about A.D. 1300
s t p,d V,V> X y Z (B 9

D E E L O P M E N T OF R U N I C WRITING

We can distinguish three main varieties, the last having a few sub-

varieties:

Early or Common Teutonic or Prirnitize Xorse

About 100 inscriptions extant, dating mainly from the third to eighth

centuries a.d., belong to this group. The ‘‘alphabet” or rather “futhark”

consists of 24 letters (Fig. 232). It is generallv assumed that it corresponded

roughly with the original futhark of the Goths, of which very^ little is

now known.

In the adaptation of the symbols to the sounds of the various Germanic
dialects, the phonetic values of some symbols were obviouslv more or

less modified.

The runes were divided into three groups known as cettir.

The shapes of the single runes of the three cettir are to be seen in

Fig. 232. The following were their phonetic values: /, u, th (surd), a,

r, k, 3, zc; h, n, r, hzc-ih, p, R, s; /
t, b, e, rn, /, ng,d and d, o.

3 represents a sound similar to the hard g; R represents the soft 5; d is

the symbol for the dental th. These phonetic values, however, were not

constant, and some of them are uncertain. The svmbol representing the

sound hzv or ih was very rare; in the Anglo-Saxon runic writing it had

the value of eo, or h or ih; in primitive Xorse it seems to have represented

either the i or the e; but originally, according to some scholars, it seems

to have represented the Gothic sound hu\
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About A.D. 600, the rune dr came to represent the sound a, while

the F-like letter changed its value to nasal a (equivalent to French on)

or o.

However, the 24 common-Teutonic runes seem, on the whole, to

have covered adequately the sounds of early Germanic forms of speech,

including Primitive Old Norse.

“Old Norse” was spoken by the North Germanic or Scandinavian peoples.

In the first-second centuries a.d., it began to differentiate from the other early

Germanic dialects, although in the first period of its development, called Primitive

Norse, which roughly lasted from a.d. ioo to 700, it still preserved the early

Germanic vowels and endings. The second period, called Viking Norse (about

A.D. 700-1 100) is the period of vital phonetic changes and of the development
of the various dialects: about a.d. 1000 the difference between western Norse
(Norway and its dependencies) and eastern Norse (Sweden, Denmark, and their

colonies) was already marked, while the eleventh century^ witnessed the development
of the sub-dialects of West Norse into Norw^egian and Icelandic, and of East

Norse into Swedish and Danish. While the language of these first two periods is

mainly preserved in runic inscriptions, the third period, called Literary Norse,

A.D. U00-1500, is, roughly speaking, outside the subject dealt with here.

Slavic Rimes

According to some scholars runes were also employed for writing

Slavic; others have even tried to prove the existence of a special kind of

Slavic runes. This “problem of Slavic runes” has been hotly debated.

I do not think there is any certain evidence either of the employment
of runes for Slavonic languages, or of the existence of Slavic runes. The
problem is still sub judice.

Anglo-Saxon or Anglian Runes

Germanic forms of speech were brought to these islands during

the fifth and sixth centuries a.d. by heathen invaders belonging mainly

to three West Germanic tribes, the Angles, coming from what is still

called Angeln, the Saxons, from the country" north of the river Elbe,

now called Holstein, and the Jutes, from farther south in the same region.

These various tribes collectively were called by the Britons “Saxons,”

after the tribe with whom they first came in contact, or Angli or Engle.

The chief changes in the development of the West Germanic or Anglo-
Frisian sound-system, particularly in the Old English dialects, w^as

the great modification caused by vowel-mutation and by other changes

in the sound.

The Anglo-Saxon tribes originally made use of the runic writing.

The age of the majority of the extant English runic inscriptions is

uncertain
;
some of them certainly belong to the period w hen the Anglo-

Saxon runic script was being superseded by an adaptation of the Roman
alphabet to Old English. On the whole it may be said that the runes

were employed in England for about five centuries.
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The most important difference between the common Teutonic and

the Anglo-Saxon runic varieties is that, the former being insufficient to

represent the rich vowel-system of the Old English dialects, new letters

were added to render the most important novelties (new runic letters,

for a and o sounds were already added in Friesland).

Later new consonantal symbols were also added (Fig. 232).

The Anglo-Saxon runic script consisted thus of 28 letters, and in the

ninth century the number was increased to 33 (Fig. 233, 12). Also the

phonetic values of the single symbols were partly different. For instance,

the symbol which in the other systems has the shape of R and the value

z-s, in the Anglo-Saxon runic writing had usually the value v [ks). This

complete system has come down to us not only in inscriptions, already

mentioned, but also in manuscripts (Fig. 233, 12) belonging to the ninth-

eleventh centuries. The most important of them is a manuscript containing

the poem in Old English of King Alfred's time or a little later which

describes in verse each runic letter-word, in order to facilitate memorizing.

Here are, as an example, the first three verses, describing the letters /
or feoh (meaning “money," “fee"), u or iir (meaning aurochs'" )y and

th or thorn (meaning “thorn"):

FeoJi hvt/i frofiir hra ^^ehiiylcum, Money yi\es comfort to all men’s moods,
scedl theah manna uehzixle micliin hyt doelan. But each who possesses should i^ive to others,

gif he zvlie for drihtne domes hleoten. If he should have from God a goodly fate.

Ur hyth anmod and ofeihyrned, The aurochs is bold and horned above,

fela frecne deo}\ feohteth mid horniim: A tierce animal, he fights w ith horns,
mare mor-stapa : thet is modig ziiiht. T'hat moor-dweller famous, he is a mighty animal.

Thorn byth thearle scearp thegna gehziyicnm Thorn is most sharp to every man,
anfengys yfyf ungemetun rethe Its assault evil, enormously harsh
manna gehziylciim the him mid resteth. To any man w ho rests upon it.

Another manuscript, termed Codex Salisbiirgensis 140 (now in Vienna),

belonging to the ninth or tenth century, shows on the folio 20 the Anglo-

Saxon runic alphabet (Fig. 233, 12). The 33 late Anglo-Saxon runes are

also reproduced in the !MS Cotton Domitian A. 6 . (Brit. iMus.) two other

relevant MSS Otho J5.io and Galha A.

2

having been destroyed bv fire.

Apart from the increase in the number of symbols, the Anglo-Saxon
runes differed from the other runic systems in the shapes of some
letters, as can be seen in Fig. 232: see, for instance, the letters k and

A. The new letters were either modifications of old signs or arbitrary

inventions.

The Anglo-Saxon runes influenced also the adaptation of the Roman
alphabet to Old English; the symbol thorn was employed for a long

period to express the sound th, and the symbol zven was employed to

represent the zv (which was otherwise written mi).
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Nordic or Scandinavian Varieties

At the end of the Primitive Norse and during the Viking Norse period,

the Nordic or Scandinavian stock of sounds reached between 30 and

40, and therefore the common-Teutonic runes became inadequate to

represent all the sounds. Curiously enough, the parallel linguistic develop-

ment of the Scandinavian languages produced a result directly opposite

to that of Old English: while, as already mentioned, the Anglo-Saxon
runes were increased to 28 and 33 letters, the Scandinavian system was
reduced to 16. Obviously, 24 letters could not represent 30 or 40 sounds;

therefore it became the habit to represent different sounds with the same
rune. Thus, for instance, the same sign was used for a voiceless consonant,

and for the corresponding voiced consonant {k and g; t and d). The vowels

were as ambiguous as the consonants: a could also represent short and
long ce and 0; i was also used for short and long e, ce, and oe; u also for Wy

and short or long o, ce and y; an also for short or long 0 or oe; i for

y; o was sometimes employed for w; w for u.

Double runes were seldom expressed as such; a single rune could

stand for two, even when the latter were in separate words; sometimes,

when a word ended with two runes and the following word began with

the same two runes, these were written only once. The rune for n was

often omitted before a consonant, especially after the nasal a (the French

sound on)\ similarly, in was often omitted.

In conclusion, at the beginning of the Viking period, owing to confusion

of spelling, which allowed one rune to represent several more or less

related sounds, some of the runes began to fall into disuse: from about

A.D. 800 a reduced system of 16 runes came into use (Fig. 232), appearing

earliest in Danish inscriptions; it appears also in the Codex Leidensis.

This shortened system can be divided into two main varieties, the Danish

(also used in S.-W. Sweden), and the Swedish-Norwegian. In Sweden
and Norway, the shortened system appears about the end of the ninth

centur}% and is best represented by the (Estergoethian form, namely the

script of the Roek inscription, CEstergoetland, Sweden (Fig. 233, 4).

Comparatively few monuments are cut in the Swedish-Norwegian short

runic system. The main differences between the Danish and the Swedish-
Norwegian varieties consist in the shapes of the letters //, «, a, 5, by niy

and R. In Norway, there appeared in the eleventh centurv^ a peculiar

mixture of the Swedish-Norwegian and the Danish varieties.

Heelsinge Runes

Another characteristic of the shortened system is the simplification

of many letters, especially in the Swedish-Norwegian varietv, in which
the letters were gradually reduced till the writing became a kind of

shorthand; they are then called Flaelsinge runes (Fig. 233, 7-8), which
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according to some scholars (for instance, O. von Friesen) seem to have
been invented in the region of Lake Alselar, but are found mainly on
stones discovered in the region of Hselsingland, and attributed to* the
eleventh century.

The Manx Runes

The Alanx runic system (Fig. 233, 6 and 235) is a variety of the Swedish-
Norwegian short system. The script of the nearly thirty inscriptions

found in the Isle of Alan agrees mainly with the CEstergoethian form, and
is considered by many scholars as a descendant of the Swedish short
system. According to E. AA Gordon, this seems unlikely. “The Celto-
Scandinavian inhabitants of Alan were of Norwegian descent, and there
cannot have been many Swedes in the west. The Alan inscriptions more
probably preserve an early Norwegian tradition” (Gordon). It is, however,
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necessaiA^ not to overlook the fact that the earliest Norwegian short system

resembled the Swedish one, and the Manx system of the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, as represented by the Kirk Michael stone, c. iioo (Fig.

235), and other monuments, seems to have been connected with this early

Norwegian short system, and can therefore be considered as a variety

of both, the Swedish and the Norwegian systems. It was only at a later

stage, that is, during the eleventh-twelfth centuries, that the Norwegian

short system became strongly influenced by the Danish type and

produced some independent developments, so as to become differentiated

from the Swedish.

The ]\lanx system can be divided into two main sub-divisions each

distinguished by the use of the fourth rune, which in some inscriptions

represents the nasalized a, while in others it stands for o. A peculiar

feature of the IManx runes is the absence of the sixteenth Scandinavian rune.

The Dotted Runes {Stungnar Riinir)

It is not yet established where the dotted runes were invented or

first used. According to some scholars, it was in Norway, according to

others, it was in Denmark. It was, however, probably due to the influence

of the Anglian runes that the Scandinavian systems began to be enlarged

by the so-called pointed or dotted runes. The earliest dotted runes,

appearing about the year a.d. 1000, were the svmbols for v and e; the y,

of Anglo-Saxon origin, w^as a u inside of which an i w^as marked; it seems

that after this model, the symbol for e was constructed out of the /. A
little later different consonantal symbols wTre also distinguished; out of

the k a special letter for g was constructed, a dot on a runic con-

sonantal symbol usually indicating that it was voiced. The dotted runic

system spread over all the Scandinavian lands, even to the island of

Kingigtorssuak, w est of Greenland.

During the eleventh and tw^elfth centuries the employment of the

dotted runes became general in Denmark, although it was not consistent

—sometimes only the first and last runes were dotted. In Norway
the use of the dotted runes coincided w ith the fusion of the short Danish
and Swedish-Norwegian systems, as a result of which a complete dotted

runic alphabet w^as produced, aiming probably at a systematic representa-

tion of the Old Norse language in order to avoid the ambiguity of the

representation of more sounds by one symbol. This attempt, based

probably on the Roman alphabet, could obviously not succeed owing
to the increasing diffusion of Latin script. Although single monuments
cut in the systematic dotted system, and dated in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, appear in many parts of Scandinavia, it seems
that it was widely employed only in Gothland. There, however, appears

a special variety of the dotted runic system.
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The dotted runes were generally known all over Scandinavia and
were also used for private records by cultured laymen, while the circles

connected with the Church employed the Roman character.

Cryptic Varieties

There were also many cryptic varieties, some simple with dots for

vowels, with transposition of letters, and so on. Then, there were various

sorts of ‘‘bind-runes,’' having several characters joined together on one
and the same stem; without a knowledge of the kev it is impossible to

decipher them. Various ciA^ptic series are mentioned in the St. Gallen

manuscript (Fig. 233, ii).

Some of the cryptic scripts were used for private purposes together

with the short system of the Swedish-Norwegian runes.

Two peculiar runic cr^^ptic systems must be particularly mentioned,

one of them being the kvistrunir or “twig-runes” (in German, Zzveigrunen)^

consisting of a vertical main stem with secondar\^ twigs or strokes branching

off (Fig. 233, 10). For the purpose of constructing these runes, the system

was divided into three groups {aettir): t, b, m, /, y; j h, n, 7, a, s;
j f, 77, th,

0, r, k. In the Reek stone, the main stem is horizontal and the secondarv

strokes branch off upwards or downwards; the groups are also different,

the first being t, b, /, m, k. The group to which the letter in question belongs
is indicated on one side, while the place which it occupies in the group
is indicated on the other side. The tjaldriinir, “tent-runes” or “cross-

runes,'’ are a simpler system; they consist of two oblique strokes in the
shape of a cross, with little dashes branching off (Fig. 233, 9).

End of Runic Scripts

The gradual displacement of the runes by the Latin alphabet appears
clearly to have coincided with the increasing influence of the Church of
Rome. The victor}^ of the Latin alphabet over the runic scripts corres-
ponded with the sole dominion of the Latin church in northern, western
and central Europe. Indeed, whenever a region became definitely
christianized and controlled by the Church, the custom of erecting runic
inscriptions was abandoned. The runic scripts, however, lingered on,
although in limited use, for a long time after the introduction of
Christianity. The use of runes for charms and memorial inscriptions

lasted into the sixteenth centur}\ There is even evidence of the emplovment
of runes in Gothland as late as the seventeenth centur\^ According to

O. von Friesen, one of the greatest authorities on the subject, “in outlying
Swedish regions like Dalarna and Haerjedalen . . . they were used for
making occasional notes down to our owm times.”
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Oghams
The Name

The Gaelic word ogham'' has been alike applied to a peculiar form of
cryptic speech, in which, for instance, the names of letters replaced in certain

syllables the letters themselves; and to the script, with which we are concerned.

Even the meaning of the word is still obscure. According to tradition,

the script was named after its inventor, but it is more probable that the name of
the script was extended to its mythical inventor. According to Professor Rhys,
the word ogham means “skilled use of words.”

L. J. D. Richardson has recently tried to prove {The Word '"Ogham^" in

“Hermathena,” Dublin, LXII, 1943, p. 12) that the word ogham is derived from
the Greek word agma: he suggests that the inventors of this script intended to

name it from some peculiarity which distinguished it from other scripts. And so,

according to him, the script was called the “agma” -alphabet, because it improved
on the model by providing a special letter for a sound called in Greek agma.

Oghamic Inscriptions

The use of the oghamic character was peculiar to the Celtic population of the

British Isles. There are about 375 inscriptions (Fig. 235-237) extant; 316 of them
have been discovered in Ireland, chiefly (261) in the southern counties (Kerry, 121

;

Cork, 81; Waterford, 47; and Kilkenny, 12), but some (55) have been found
elsewhere in Ireland, one having come to light at the end of the last centurv in

the north-eastern county of Antrim. Forty oghamic inscriptions have been dis-

covered in Wales, particularly in the counties of Pembroke (15), Brecknock (8),

Carmarthen (7), Cardigan (4) and Glamorgan (3) ; two have been found in Denbigh
and one in Carnar\'on. Only one inscription has come to light in Cornwall, and two
in Devon. One oghamic inscription has even been found at Silchester (Hants).

Nearly ten inscriptions have been discovered on the Isle of Man (Fig. 235) and a

few in Scotland {see below). The Welsh inscriptions are usually bilingual (Latin-

Celtic) and written in oghamic and Roman characters. The Irish inscriptions,

with one exception, are in ogham alone. Interesting is the runic-oghamic inscription

(Fig. 235) from the Isle of Alan.

Origin of the Oghams

The origin of this peculiar script is uncertain. According to some
scholars, it was imported from the east, or from Iberia. Professor Macalister,

a high authority on the subject, maintaining on the whole that the ogham
alphabet was invented (or, at least, used) by the druids as a secret code
for private signalling {see below), tries to derive the additional five letters

or forfeda from the Greek letters kh, th, p, ph and x, as found in the

Chalcidian type. He thus suggests that the prototype of the oghamic
alphabet is to be sought in a Chalcidian form of the Greek alphabet as

used in some parts of northern Italy a few centuries b.c. Another authority,

L. J. D. Richardson, suggests that the oghams were based on the phonology

of that form of the Greek alphabet with which the inventors of the oghamic

script were acquainted. Dr. Eisler suggests { 1949) ‘‘the obvious connection

with the telegraphic signalling system of the Roman armies.'’
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According to Professor Ifor Williams (“The Transactions of the

Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion/’ Sessions 1943 and 1944,

London, 1946, pp. 152-156), the oghamic alphabet was an independent

invention of a Celtic grammarian from southern Ireland, who knew either

the Latin alphabet or the Greek or both, but made no attempt to make his

symbols resemble either the Latin or the Greek letters. The invention took

place when Old Irish knew neither diphthongs nor the sound p, which

Fig. 236

1-2, The ogham script (mainly written up-
wards).

3, Latin-oghamic bilingual inscription.

4-5, Oghamic inscriptions

therefore were not included in the original alphabet of 20 letters. At a later

period, when some vowels became diphthongs, and a sign for p became

necessary, particularly for loan-words, the extra-letters, forfeda, were

invented.
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However, I still maintain that the problem has not yet been solved,

and hardly will be solved. In my opinion, it is one of those instances of

the process, many times referred to in this book, which Professor Kroeber

has termed ‘hdea-diffusion'’ or “stimulus-diffusion”; to use Kroeber’s

words, a new element fills some need in a culture which has not previously

possessed it. It is the idea which is accepted, but it remains for the receiving

%

Fig. 237

—

I, Oghamic inscription. 2, Oghamic-Latin digraphic inscription
(British Museum)

culture to develop a new expression. Obviously this process is one which

will ordinarily leave a minimum of historical evidence; the specific

items of cultural content, upon which historians ordinarily rely in proving

connection, are likely to be few or even wholly absent. Positive proofs

of such a process are, therefore, difficult to secure long after the act, or

wherever the historical record is not quite so full.
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If Kroeber’s theory can be applied, as I think it can, to the invention

of oghams, we may take it as likely, without uselessly going deeper

into this matter, that the inventor or inventors of the oghams probably knew
of the existence of the runic script and of the Latin alphabet. It is, therefore,

a priori probable that one of the two or rather both of them had some
influence on the origin of the oghamic script. On the whole, it seems that

the oghams and the runes were in some way allied systems
;
this is shown,

e.g. in the fact that both “share the characteristic of having full, native,

semantically recognisable names for the letters’’ (J. A. Walkerj. This affinity

betw^een the tw o systems, and the fact that they w ere both employed roughly

at the same time in the British Isles, have induced me to deal wdth the oghams
immediately after the runes. But what has here been said will be enough

to show^ that the information which w^ould alone warrant a definite theory

on the origin of the oghams is not yet forthcoming, and probably never

w ill be.

How ever, the distribution of the oghamic inscriptions and, according,

to Kermode, a high authority on the subject, their language and gram-

matical forms, point to southern Wales or southern Ireland as their

place of origin, and to the fourth century a.d. as the date of their origin.

Professor Rhys holds on phonetic grounds that the invention of the oghams
took place in southern Wales, but the inv^entor belonged probably to

the race of the invaders from southern Ireland.

Oghamic Scripts

The oghams w^ere employed for writing messages and letters, generallv

on wooden staves, sometimes also on shields or on other hard material,

and for carving on tombstones {see above).

The ogham alphabet (Fig. 236) w^as very simple; it consisted of

twenty letters, which w^ere represented by straight or diagonal strokes

varying in number, from one to five, drawm or cut below% or above, or right

through, horizontal lines, or else, drawm or cut to the left, or right, or right

through vertical lines. These horizontal or vertical lines were sometimes

replaced, in stones or other squared hard material, by the arrises or edges

of the object on wTich the letters wxre cut.

The oghams w^ere divided into four groups {aiane), each contain-

ing five letters. The letters belonging to the first aicme {b, /, / or r, s, n)

consisted of i to 5 strokes drawm below* the main horizontal (or to the right of

the vertical line); the second aicme (of the letters h, d, t, r, q) consisted of

I to 5 strokes drawm above the horizontal line or to the left of the vertical

line; the third aicme (of the letters m, g, ng, r) consisted of i to 5 slanting

strokes right through the horizontal or perpendicular line, and the fourth

aicme, consisting of the vow’els a, 0, z/, e, z, w as represented either by straight
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strokes intersecting the main line at right angles, or else by notches.

(Fig. 236, i).

According to Professors Macalister and Ifor Williams, the division of

the oghams in groups of five may have its origin in the suggested derivation

of this script from a gesture-alphabet or secret code used by the druids

for private signalling. Originally, the five fingers were used in relation to

the nose or the leg; in writing, the strokes were used in a similar manner,

in relation to the stemline on wood or stone.

In some instances, special signs, jorjede, were used for the

diphthongs eo, oi, iii, io^ ce, placed, according to the use of either a horizontal

or vertical main line, either (in the instances of iii and id) below or to the

right, or else (in the case of ae) above or to the left, or else [eo and oi)

half above and half beneath, or half to the right and half to the left of the

main line. The sound p, which was wanting in the regular oghamic alphabet,

was sometimes represented by the same sign as the diphthong io.

(Fig. 236, 2.)

It is generally agreed that the oghams were a ciA^ptic script. The
alphabet which I have described was only the basic oghamic script.

There were several secondary varieties, such as the ‘‘wheel-oghams,”

which St. Columba (521-97) seems to have known; the “bird-oghams,”

the “tree-oghams,” the “hill-oghams,” the “church-oghams,” the “colour-

oghams” and so forth. The use of the oghamic scripts continued until the

Middle Ages, and the fourteenth centurv^ Book of Ballymote (edited by

R. Atkinson, Dublin, 1887) reproduces the earliest keys for transliteration.
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Pictish Oghams

Two ogham.s found in western Scotland, one on the small island of

Gigha, off the western coast, the other in Argyll, belong to the same class

as the oghamic inscriptions found in Ireland and Wales. Many other

oghamic inscriptions were discovered in north-eastern Scotland (3 in

Aberdeen, 2 in Kincardine, 2 in Sutherland, one each in some other

counties), in the Northern Isles, as many as six of them coming from the

KK
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Shetland Islands, and one, of the same type, from the Isle of Man (Fig.

238, 2). They are written in another oghamic variety, which was styled

by Ferguson “scholastic oghams,*’ and is now generally termed “Pictish

oghams,” these inscriptions being attributed to the ancient Piets.

The Piets

The term “Piets,” from Latin Picti, “painted,” is considered by some scholars

as applied to an otherwise unknown indigenous name. The Celtic-Irish term
for “Piets” was Criiithen, Cruithni, Criiitnech; Cruithentuath being the term
for the “countr\' of the Piets.” The Welsh term was Prydyriy Prydain, Prythein,

Fig. 238—Pictish oghams (the inscriptions are read upwards)

Some scholars consider all these Celtic terms as connected with the Celtic words
cruthy prydy meaning “shape, external appearance”; they also hold that the

Roman term Picti might have been a translation or interpretation of the Celtic

name.
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The term Prydain was extended by the Greeks and Romans to indicate the

whole of Great Britain and its population: Pretanike nesos, Pretanikai nesoi^

Prettania, Pretania, Pretanoi. The Romans, however, had another name for this

Island and its population: Brittannia or Britannia, Britanni. Some scholars sug-

gested that the terms Prettania and Britannia were etymologically identical, but,

strange as it may appear to a layman, according to other authorities this theory

seems to be wrong.

Very little is known about the ethnic and linguistic affinities of the Piets.

They are considered by some scholars as early Celts, by others, for instance by
the late Sir John Rhys, by Macalister and MacXeill as the pre-Celtic aborigines

of Scotland. One of the mam Pictish tribes, the Caledonians, gave the Roman
name to the country.

The Script

The Pictish oghams, like some Irish oghamic inscriptions, generally

run upward, but, as Professor Macalister points out, the Pictish carvers

began on the right hand edge, and “when the inscription crosses the top,

the writing must run backward, and the side-scores must be inverted

—

an inconvenience that continues upon the opposite edge. Nothing more
clearly proves the Pictish want of experience.” One of the main peculiarities

of the Pictish oghams is that some of them are marked with binding

lines.

Fig. 238, I represents an inscription from Brandsbutt, near Inverurie,

Aberdeen (Macalister, No. 5); Fig. 238, 2 represents the ogham part of

the runic inscription of Malumkun, at Kirk Michael, Isle of Man
(^Macalister, No. 20),

The Pictish oghams have not yet been satisfactorily translated. The
Piets adopted the Irish oghams and tried to adapt them to their own
language. This adaptation seems to have been faulty. According to

Professor Macalister, Pictish was not only non-Celtic, but even non-

Indo-European, and Pictish and Gaelic were phonetically incompatible.

Pictish appears to have possessed sounds for which the Irish ogham
had no provision. Therefore, in Macalister’s view, additional Pictish

symbols were invented to express differentiations in the pronunciation of

certain letters. These additional symbols seem to have been vowels for

the greater part. This suggests, according to Professor Macalister, that,

like the Finno-Ugrian languages, Pictish possessed a large variety of

vowel-sounds.

Heraldry (?)

It is noteworthy that many Pictish oghamic inscriptions and other

Pictish stone monuments contain pictorial symbols, consisting in

geometrical signs, representations of animals, birds, fishes, etc.

Professor Macalister holds that these pictorial symbols, numbering

about fifty, may represent a pictorial heraldry.
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There are also a few Pictish inscriptions in a half-uncial or “Irish’’

type of the Roman character-
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Teutonic Oghams (?)

The above limestone tablets, discovered at Brier (Magdeburg) on the

River Elbe in Saxony, are written in a script, which has some similarity

with the oghams, but nothing can be said about their mutual connection.
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CHAPTER X

THE LATIN ALPHABET

Early Latin Inscriptions

It IS a somewhat curious fact that the Latin or Roman alphabet, which has

such a great importance in the histor>^ of civilization, had a very poor beginning

and a very poor history during the first five or six centuries of its existence.

The oldest record of it extant is to be found in the Praeneste fibula, a gold

brooch (Fig. 239, i), dating probably from the seventh century B.C., rather than

Matkf
/^At\/T/\
^ O A/ OD /)PR<5

;

/\A ATR 0/ 1/ A;
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I
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I TE/V\m~fArtBVSAtDFAA£gETO

Fig. 239—Early Latin inscriptions (I)

I. The Praeneste fibula, seventh century b.c. 2, The cippus from the Roman Forum,
attributed to the end of the seventh or to the sixth century b.c. 3, Dedication to Juno
from Pisaurum (fourth century b.c.). 4, Funerary inscription of Consul L. Cornelius

Scipio, 259 B.c.

from the sixth or even the fifth centurt*, as some scholars were inclined to think.

The inscription runs from right to left and reads clearly mamos: med: fhefhaked:

numasioi (that is ^lanius me fecit Xumerio, “Manius made me for Xumerius”), the

most interesting feature being the use of the device of combining the letters

533
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F {digamrna) and h to represent the sound / which was common in Latin, but
W’as wanting in Greek

;
it was one of the three devices employed by the Etruscans

for the sound / {see p. 494). Moreover, the presence in the Praeneste fibula of

the letters d and o shows that the Latin alphabet was borrowed from the Etruscan
in the ver\" early stage of this latter alphabet, when these letters had not yet fallen

into disuse.

Not much later than the Praeneste fibula is the famous inscription from
the Roman Forum (Fig. 239, 2), belonging to the sixth century B.C., if not to the

end of the seventh. It is written vertically on the four faces of a cippitSy in hous-

3 4

Fig. 240—Ecriy Latin inscriptions ( 11 )

I, The inscription of Duenos (sixth century b.c.}. 2, Dedication to Feronia (fourth
centur\' b.c.). 3, Dedication to Juno Lucina, from Xorba (fourth centur\- b.c.). 4, Roman

funerary carmen belonging to the period of .Silla

trophedon style, that is, as already explained, in alternating lines from right to

left and left to right. Owing to this direction of writing, and to the fragmentary.'

condition of the cippuSy not many words can be read with certainty. Face A in

Fig. 239,2 reads, beginning at the bottom of the first line of the right-hand side:

I, qiioiho : 2, 3, ed sor[d], . .
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Another inscription, known as that of Duenos (Fig. 240, i), is on a vase found

in Rome, near the Quirinal, and seems also to belong to the sixth century b.c.,

although it is dated by some scholars as late as the fourth century. The direction

of WTiting is still from right to left.

These three are the earliest. Some Sabine inscriptions, among them one on a

vase found at Tivoli, another on a plate of bronze found in the Lake of Fucino,

and a few' inscriptions dedicated to Juno or Juno Lucina (Fig. 239,3 3)>

belong to the end of the fifth or to the fourth century b.c. There are also a few
inscriptions belonging to the third century (Fig. 239, 4, show s the famous inscrip«

tion on the tomb of the Consul L. Cornelius Scipio, 259 b.c.) and to the second

century b.c.

Only from the first century B.c. onwards do the Latin inscriptions become
so numerous all over the w'orld that they cannot be counted. Of the first century b.c.

mention may be made of the great inscription composed by Augustus (63 B.c.—a.d.

14) and known as the Monumentiim Ancyranum.

Origin of the Latin Alphabet

The opinion commonly held, even by some scholars, is that the Latin

alphabet was derived from the Greek in the form used bv the Greek

colonists in Italy, and probably in the Chalcidian variety employed at

Cumae in Campania. This theory tries to show that the Latin alphabet

corresponds exactly to the Chalcidian except in regard to g and p. Recently,

however, it has been proved that on the whole this theory is unlikely,

and that the Etruscan alphabet was the link between the Greek and the

Latin.

I have already mentioned that in the Praeneste fibula the sound /
was represented as in early Etruscan by the combination wh. Later, for

instance in the Duenos inscription, the h was dropped, a development

also due to Etruscan influence. Thus the Greek F {digamma), that is

the w, came to represent the Latin sound /, but the Romans had also a

zc-sound in their language, for wLich they w'ould have used the Greek F

had they adopted the Greek alphabet, whereas they adapted the Greek V
{upsilon) both for the consonant v and the \wvei

The third letter of the Greek alphabet, gamma {g), became a 3 (or C)
in the Etruscan alphabet wdth the sound k; it retained this sound in the

Latin alphabet, but it served there for both k and g (the Etruscans had,

as w^as noted above, no distinction between k and g), and C remained
as representing g in the familiar abbreviations C (for Gains), and CN
(for Gngeus), On the other hand, the Greek alphabet had tw'o other signs

for the ^-sound, the K and the Q, and we find in the South Etruscan

alphabet the sign C (as k) used only before e and /, the K used before a,

and the Q only before ti (Etruscan had, as we have seen, no 0). The Latin

alphabet adopted all the three letters with their phonetic values, but in

time it dropped the K (which, however, continued to be used as the

initial of wxll-knowm or official words, such as Kalendce or Kceso), and
used C for the sounds of both g and k, the letter Q being retained for the
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sound k when followed by u. At a later stage a change attributed to Appius

Claudius Censor in 312 B.c. was adopted to denote the voiced sound g.

This consisted in the addition of a bar to the lower end of C, thus converting

it into G.

The absence in early Latin of a specific symbol for the combination x

(ks), which existed in the Greek alphabets, including the Chalcidian variety,

but not in the Etruscan, also indicates the derivation of the Latin alphabet

from the Etruscan.

Finally, the greater part of the Latin names of the letters, which have

descended into English as into the majority of modern alphabets, were

taken over from the Etruscans, for the Romans did not invent many
themselves. The Semitic letter-names (see p. 218-220), whichhadbeen taken

over by the Greek {see p. 451 ), were quite different. The derivation of

the letter-names from the Etruscan alphabet is best shown by the names

ce, ka and qu (which are explained by the aforementioned use of the three

letters), and by the facts that there were in Etruscan sonant or vocalized

liquids (/, r) and nasals (?«, n), and that the modern names of these letters

(/, 71, r) are vocalized as closed syllables (‘‘ell,” “em,” “en,” and so

forth), whereas the names of other consonants are open syllables (“be,”

“de,” and so forth).

The creation of the Latin alphabet may be dated in the seventh

century b.c.

Development of the Latin Alphabet

The original Etruscan alphabet consisted {see p. 495) of twenty-six

letters; the Romans adopted only twenty-one of them. They rejected

the three Greek aspirate letters theta, phi and khi, as there were no sounds

in Latin to correspond to them, but they retained them to represent

numbers. O, C, C became 100, and was later identified with the initial

of centum; (t), CO, ^ , M became 1,000, and identified with the initial of

milk, and its half (D) became 500; -L-L became 50.

Of the three Etruscan 5-sounds, the Romans retained the Greek

sigma. The presence in the Latin alphabet of the letters d and 0, for which

the Etruscans had no use, is explained by the fact already mentioned,

that the Latin alphabet was created before the Etruscans had time to

reject these letters. The use of the letters C, K, Q and F has already

been explained. The symbol, which represented, as in Etruscan, the

aspirate, later received the shape H. 1 was the sign both of the vowel and

consonant 7 . The X was later added to represent the sound ks, but it

was placed at the end of the Latin alphabet.

The Latin alphabet was therefore as follows: A, B, C (with the sound

k), D, E, F, I (the Greek zeta), H, 1, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, P (which was

the original shape of R), S, T, V, X. Roughly speaking, it was the Semitic-
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Greek-Etruscan alphabet; the shapes of some letters were slightly modified;

the Semitic-Greek A became D; the Greek 21 ,
became S; R is but a

variation of P, by the addition of a stroke below the crook; but other

letters remained unchanged. At a later stage, the seventh letter, that is

the Greek zeta (X) was dropped (Fig. 241), because Latin did not

require it, and the new letter G {see above) was placed in its position.

This innovation is attributed to Spurious Carvilius, libertus of the Consul

bearing the same name.

When, after the conquest of Greece, in Cicero's time (first century b.c.),

Greek words were largely borrowed by the Latin language, the symbols

Y and Z were adopted for the sounds y and 2' respectively, from the

contemporary Greek alphabet (but only in order to transliterate Greek

words), and were placed at the end of the alphabet. Thus the Latin

script became one of twenty-three symbols; these became more regular,

harmonious, well proportioned and elegant.

Although there were even in Roman times a few tentative additions

of letters, such as a variant of M introduced by Verrius Flaccus of

Augustus' time, and especially the introduction by the Emperor Claudius

(10 B.c.-A.D. 54) of the digamma inversiim, d, for the sound w-v in order

to distinguish it from u, of the reverse C (D), the antisigma, for the

combination ps, and of the half H ( r— )
for an intermediate sound between

u and i, on the whole it can be said that the aforementioned alphabet of

23 letters was constantly used, with the same order of the letters, not

only in the monumental writing of the Roman period, but also as capital

letters of the Latin alphabet during the Middle Ages and in printing

until the present day (Fig. 242 and 251).

The only permanent additions of the Aliddle Ages were the signs

U,W and J; in exact terms, they were not additions, but differentiations

from existing letters; the U (for the vowel-sound u to distinguish it from

the consonantal v) and the consonantal W were easy differentiations of

V, while J, the consonantal /, is only a slight alteration of I. In the early

Middle Ages both the forms (but not the W, which appeared only in the

eleventh centur}^) were used indifferently for both the consonantal and the

vowel-sound, the signs U and J being used in hands current at this time.

The subsequent histor}^ of the Latin alphabet consisted in the following

essential facts: (i) the adaptation of the Latin alphabet to various languages,

and (2) the external transformation of the single letters in the ‘^cursive"

or “running" style of writing.

Latin Cursize Scripts

The connection of the capital letters of modern writing with

the ancient Semitic-Greek-Etruscan-Latin letters is evident even

to a lavman. The connection of the “minuscule,” that is the “small

letters,” with the ancient Latin letters does not appear so evident, but as
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Fig. 242—Specimens of Roman Iapidar\^ capitals
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a matter of fact the ‘‘majuscule’’ and “minuscule” are descended from
the same ancient Latin alphabet, and the different shape of the minuscule

is due to a transformation of the original letters by eliminating a part of

the letter (as for instance, h from H, b from B), by lengthening a part of

it (for instance, q from Q, d from D), and so forth.

There were two main causes necessitating changes of form, and the

history of these changes is much too long to be told in full detail in the

few paragraphs which can be devoted to the subject in this book.

In ancient times the minuscule did not exist. Both the monumental
writing and the cursive scripts consisted of the present-day “capitals.”

The chief consideration of monumental writing were and are to-day

(in memorial inscriptions on tomb-stones, and so forth) permanence,

beauty, including proportion, evenness, while the chief considerations of

cursive or running scripts are speed and utility rather than beauty. The
tool mainly used for monumental writing is, and always was, the chisel;

and the material is mainly, and always was, stone. The tool usually

employed to-day for hand-writing is the pen, and paper is the usual

material for cursive writing.

In Roman times, various tools were employed
;
there was the primitive

scratcher or marker termed stylus, employed for ever^^-day purposes

upon tablets of wax; there was the brush, as it is to-day, for wall-painting,

and there was the pen made from reed (cut to a point and frayed to the

likeness of a small brush, or cut to an edge). Since the sixth century a.d.

in all probability the pen was made from quill, and became the typical

mediaeval tool, superseded only in recent generations by the modern

metal pen (metal pens were, however, employed also in Roman times).

The word “pen” originally meant “feather” (Lat. pennd)^ and is strictly

applicable to the primitive quill pen; the word was retained, however,

throughout the development of the pen, so that the Latin w^ord for

“feather” now^ denotes an instrument w ith a metal rib. The most important

writing materials for cursive scripts in ancient times were papyrus and

parchment, besides the tablets coated with w ax.

The transformation of the Latin monumental waiting into the modern
script w ith its majuscules and minuscules is due entirely to the technical

bearings of the tool, primarily the pen, and the material of writing,

primarily papyrus and parchment. It was the pen, wdth its preference for

curves, which eliminated the angular forms; it w^as papyrus, and still

more parchment or vellum, w'hich made these curves possible. Some
details are due to the peculiarities of w^ax (the shapes of d, g, /, and

probably b are due to wax: Sir Ellis Minns).

The use of paper, the main writing material of present days, was unknown in

Europe before the eleventh century^ A.D., although apparently it was invented in

the second century* a.d. and in the same century the Chinese carried processes of

making paper to a high development. Some scholars date its invention as far as
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123 B.C., Others more rightly suggest a.d. 105. Paper-making was learned from the

Chinese by the Koreans and the Japanese in the seventh century a.d., and by the

Arabs in the eighth centur>\ There are many Arabic manuscripts extant, belonging
to the ninth century and made of pure rag (from linen and flax). By Europeans
paper \vas first made in the twelfth century in Spain and Italy. The earliest

European recorded document on paper is a deed written in Greek and Arabic of
Countess Adelaide, the first wife of the Norman king Roger of Sicily. This docu-
ment is preserved in the State Archives of Palermo (Sicily). The art of paper-
making spread to France (1248), Germany (early fourteenth century), Switzerland

(1380), England (1450), to the Netherlands (about the same time), to America
only in 1690, although American natives had made paper in Alexico and Central

America before Columbus discovered America.

However, in the fourteenth century paper became the main literary writing

material in Europe, and in the course of the next centur\^ it gradually superseded

vellum.

Varieties of the Latin Alphabet

(Fig. 239-252)

We have dealt with the development of the I>atin alphabet par

excellence^ that is the “monumental” script; it derived its name from its

main use for monumental inscriptions; but it was also called ‘dapidar\%”

being chiefly employed in engraving on stone; or “square,” because of

its rectilinear formation and the mainly rectangular junctions of the strokes;

or else, veiA’ frequently, “capital” writing.

There were, in Roman times, three main varieties of this capital

script—Fig. 241-242—(i) the lapidary capitals, (2) the elegant book-

capitals, which were, naturally, slightly rounded and less stiff than

the lapidar}' script, and (3) the rustic capitals, which were not so

carefully elaborated as the lapidary' script, and not so round as the book-

capitals, but were quicker and easier; there were a few* sub-varieties of

rustic capitals, such as the Roman rustic capitals, the pictorial rustic

capitals, and the book rustic capitals.

These various styles w'ere adapted to pen-wTiting, but in eveiw'-day

life, with continuous modifications for greater speed, the cursive script,

that is the current hand, was developed for writing with the stvlus on
wax-tablets (Fig. 243), for graffiti, i.e,, scratching, or painting on vases,

on w’alls, and so forth. Speed was preferred to legibilitv. There were

several varieties of cursive, those of Pompeii (Fig. 243 and 244) and

Alburnus Major (Fig. 243), belonging to the first and second centuries

A.D., being the most important. Indeed, only few w'ax tablets have survived,

mostly from Pompeii and Alburnus Major (Vmroes Patak) in Dacia. In

general, the ancient Roman cursive script mav be divided into (i) majuscule

cursive, (2) minuscule cursive, and (3) semi-cursive minuscule.
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Between the monumental and the cursive scripts, there was a whole

series of varieties which had some of the peculiarities of each group.

There were: (i) lapidary and book semi-cursive scripts (Fig. 245 and 247),

which contained some capital letters and some cursive or semi-cursive

characters; (2) the early uncial or rather semi-uncial script, of the third

century A.D., which also was a mixture of capitals, cursive characters and

uncials. (3) The early semi-uncial script seems to have developed into the

beautiful uncial script, the exact origin of the latter being uncertain.

Obscure also is the meaning of the term ‘‘uncials,” which some

scholars, on the authority of St. Jerome, derived from Lat. literae iincialeSy

Pompeii
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Fig. 243—^\^arieties of the early Roman cursive script (wax tablets from
Pompeii and Alburnus Major)

“inch-high letters.” The uncial script appears in official Roman documents,

particularly in Africa, from the third centurv' a.d. omvards, and was the

usual book-hand for over 500 years (fourth-eighth centuries). On the

whole, it was still a mixed script, the majority of the letters being capitals,

some letters (A, /, q) being minuscule, and four letters (a, d, e, m) having
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Pig. 244—Two pages from a ‘‘book'' (codex) of wax tablets, from

Pompeii, A.D. 58
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Fig. 245—Specimens of Latin scripts, I

(G. Battelli, Lezioni di Paleografia, Citta del Vaticano, 1936)

[See opposite page
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the typical rounded shape which is the main feature of the uncial hand

(Fig. 241 and 247, 8). It was doubtless the character best adapted for

calligraphy. The semi-uncial book-hand (Fig. 247, 2), developed from

the early semi-uncial script and used in the period running from the fifth

to the ninth century, was a half-and-half sort of hand, easier than the

uncials and more calligraphic than the cursive minuscule.

Mediceval Varieties of the Latin Alphabet (Fig. 245-248)

As soon as the various European countries had shaken ofiF the political

authority of the Roman empire, and the educated communities had been

scattered and dissolved, a marked change took place in the development

of the Latin cursive or running script. Several “national” hands, or rather

“national” styles of the Latin cursive minuscule, assumed distinctive

features, and there thus developed on the European continent and in

the British Isles, the five national hands, known as Italian or Lombardic,

Merovingian (in France)—Fig. 246, i— ,
Visigothic (in Spain), Germanic

and Insular. Each of them gave rise to se\eral varieties.

Italian Semi-cursive Mimiscuke

The Italian semi-cursive minusculae (Fig. 247, i) developed from the

Roman cursive, was employed throughout Italy from the seventh to the

ninth centur}% and continued to be used in Tuscany until the twelfth

century. It gave way to many varieties, such as the Lombardic or Pavia

minuscule, the pure cursive styles of Amalfi, Gaeta, Naples, Lucca,

Florence, and so forth, the most important being the Ravenna script

and the Papal curial style, the pre-Caroline book-hand in North Italv

(used in the second half of the eighth century and the first half of the

ninth centur\% in Italv, France and Germany), and particularlv the beautiful

Beneventan minuscule in South Italy and Dalmatia, which lasted longer

than the other varieties, Montecassino, Benevento and Salerno being

amongst the most important centres.

1, Rustic capitals, A.D.7Q

(Pompeii, painted uall'inscnption)

2, Majuscule cursive, a.d. 7q
(Pompeii, uraffito)

3, Rustic capitals

(MS., fifth century a.d.,

Ven^il; Cod. Wit. Lat. 3867)

4, Majuscule cursive, a.d. 57
(Wax tablet, Naples)

5, Majuscule cursive, a.d. 51-54
[Papyrus Claudius, Berlin)

6, Minuscule cursi\e, seventh century \ d.

(Papynis Maiiui XC; document
from Ra\enna)

Popidium . iinefiem

aed\ileni] . Ciesceus . sew . te . cupere
C(fdius . cuDi Riifio

et Ebiiriolo . et Fausto
improhus . imiluiiem .

quinqua'^inta . dim .

mos ob fullonicam
tenuisse . caussain

.
petiton . €\pedia[i\

ne procedant [corrected from iritercedant]

arte'i male , aif{entibus]

Petrus i ir chvissimus com. uhic chartule

^ex uncuiriim principalium

[iuhi\tanti(ie muz Hem et imniiiilem

LL
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Other Continental Hands

The other continental hands had less importance. The Merovingian

script (Fig. 246, i), employed in the sixth-eighth centuries, continued

for some time to be used as court-hand. There were some varieties;

the cursive minuscule, the sema-cursive hand and various book-hands.

The Visigothic (Fig. 247, 3), employed in the eighth and ninth centuries,

may be distinguished into cursive and book-minuscule; it was employed

also in Italy. The Germanic pre-Caroline (Fig. 247, 4) was the least

widespread and lasted less time (eighth-ninth centuries) than anv of the

other varieties.

Insidar or Anglo-Irish Hands

The most beautiful and the most important of all the ‘'national”

styles was the “Insular” or Anglo-Irish hand. It developed from the semi-

uncial book-hand of the early missionaries and not from the cursive

minuscule as the continental national hands did. There are two

varieties.

Irish Hand

The Irish hand (Fig. 246, 2), is considered by some scholars

to have been introduced from Gaul by St. Patrick; already used in

Ireland in the sixth centur\’, it continued to be employed during the middle

ages, and developed into the modern Irish script; apart from the majuscule

(derived from the Roman capitals, but probably influenced by the oghamic

script), used for headings, there were two varieties of this script.

(i) The semi-uncial (Fig. 248, i), used for religious books, had two

sub-varieties, the elegant and the rustic; (2) the minuscule or angular

script, employed for documents and codices, also had two sub-

varieties, the elegant and the cursive. The Irish system of abbreviations

had a great influence on the development of the mediaeval abbreviations

of all the other scripts.

Anglo-Saxon Hand (Fig. 250)

In the seventh and eighth centuries the Roman uncial script was
still employed in England in manuscripts and codices, but at the same
time the Anglo-Saxon semi-uncial minuscule developed from the Irish

script, and was employed for Latin until about 940, for English until

after the Conquest (1066). The introduction of the Caroline minuscule

was part of the reconstruction after the Danish wars.

In regard to the development of the Anglo-Saxon alphabet it may
be noted that apart from the transformation of the single letters, it differed

mainly from the Latin alphabet in the zeen, u\ which was written more
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like a />, and there were two additional signs, representing the sounds

th and dh; the thorn or ^A-sign disappeared only with the introduction

of printing.

The Anglo-Saxon handwriting was bold and clear, and it has come
down to us in copies of books and in royal and other charters mainlv

written and preserved in monasteries and cathedrals. There seems to

be no doubt that the reign of Alfred the Great (849-901) did much to

revive the knowledge of writing; under his successors the introduction of

21 pi })] TjiTnib, c/;oiiTiTn. Cope *00

Oio v>o coil 1 ccdtriAin otmool acA. \r\ niiii. tfi

‘OUT! inoui papvV'O Iac/7i- Ocuy I05 -outi otmcol

246— I, The end of a Meroviny:ian document of a.d. 583.
2, Specimen of Irish script (ninth century a.d.)

foreign styles, stimulated a new attention to literature, neglected during

the Danish invasion, except among a few professed scholars.

Caroline or Carolingian Hand

At the end of the eighth centur\% probably under Charlemagne, or

perhaps earlier, the beautiful, widely spaced and rounded letters known
as Caroline or Carolingian minuscule was formed in the Frankish

empire as well as in northern and central Italy and in Germanv, probably

under the influence of the Anglo-Irish hand. It is, however, still uncertain

what exact part Charlemagne (742-814) and his friend Alcuin of York

(735-804), the founder of the famous school of Tours, played in the creation

of the Caroline hand. However thi> script became the literarv hand of
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^
orVrriao^^^cj^ollAYyYi

cJj ccY)(^j--^i^7-Y^uAj

2

3

4

HOKJcj'J^i^op-^uicL.

pexAjrcuTieKJ c^ucie^p-elJcup&»-rn

9 olif |)ro|v.r»u.cK>fil^ ^yW

|a M tccq o n t I? cuncccif/

^xrcuunurftTrici<i(^2^r<fr)ruirca-T-s-l^m

cjtAi ty%/rnn r«A(:Mr p fi ^

5 ^i<jui|‘Vr eoywiVT) £jui|>|xu£ &yjertoj<Mryaiy^

(vurj9|u^’l)ic€|fv* Awi?^iaroi^u|'|30j^Vianc6e^

6

7

8

cauvt mterixaIiA.i:am<>tum axn^Urmivnts ratib

unabt^ cuiu/cjne^ J;clDoti& c^ux)tiia.m V>a& c^uoc^uc

liO sc.cLl^a*^ : stim. (lu'r^L im^^0

y o\)i^a^(yTnii jcnytiJ^t wj^

(J^eAUTcmrFAc«; „

nan TI5USCtL>CTA'
Fig, 247—Specimens of Latin scripts, II

fG Battel! i, Lezioni di Paleografia, etc.)

[5^^ opposite page
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the Frankish empire, and during the next two centuries it became the

main book-hand of western Europe. It was the official script of the

Carolingian imperial Government and, for a certain period, of the chancery

of the Holy Roman Empire. The blending of the majuscules and the

minuscules into combined service is due mainly to this script. It was
employed until the twelfth century, and had a few varieties such as the

Frankish, Italian, and German; the most important English variety

Me-uoLuuarce<3i pccc
I

Sipredicanone uoffkaat impLo^diiyiacon

3

Fig. 24S

I, Anglo-Irish semi-uncials of the end of the seventh century a.d. (Gospels of St. Chad;
now at Lichheld^. 2, Winchester School hand, eleventh century (Benedictional

;
Biblio-

theque Xationale, Pans). 3, The “black letter” or Gothic hand

of the Caroline script was the clear Winchester School hand (Fig. 248, 2),

partlv influenced by the Anglo-Irish hand.

''Black letter' or Gothic

In the course of the next centuries various book-hands, court-hands

or charter hands and other cursive scripts developed from the Caroline.

1, Minuscule semi-cursiv^e, eighth century a.d,

(St. Maximus, Milan, Bibl. Ambros.)

2, Semi-uncials, prior to a.d. 509-510

(St. Hilarius; Rome, Arch. Cap. di

S. Pietro)

3 ,
Visigothic, A.D. 954

(Escorial, Madrid)

4, Germanic pre-Caroline, eighth-ninth

centur\' a.d.

(St. Gregory, Bibl. Ap. Vatic.)

5, Anglo-Saxon minuscule as employed on
the continent; Alainz, Germany,
eighth-ninth centur\’ .a.d.

(Bibl. Ap. Vatic.)

6, Round humanistic or renaissance hand,

fifteenth century a.d.

(Plinius, Bibl. Ap. \atic.)

7, Cursive humanistic, fifteenth century a.d.

(M. Salamonio, Bibl, Ap. \ atic.)

8

,

Uncials, fourth century A d.

(St. Gallen)

. . . arum votiva solemnitate so[let]

[qu]nd rernanet et suarius sapere
proferrem non queror quia
[iqno]ro sed tamen qinerella fam[osa^

soils pi ofanato) ibus et />ro[-]

fanationibus cunctis

Et ciwi unus sit index sensus cerebri
qiii intrinseciis presidet perni€atu[s']

Si quis autem eoruni qui prceesse noscuntur,
ceti'l\_esiae'\

aut . praesbiter . aiit , diaconiis post hanc
defi[nitionem]

[diiudi]cavit intervalla ramorum
amplitudinis ratio

umbrce cuiiisque arhoris . quoniam has quoque
quant suo principi se. obliiiasset: sed in

dtoetali nostra niutue po[-]

tins oblvgationes . cerniintur, et impcrialis

siiblimitas in-

1 ae autem pyaeq[-]

nantibus et luctan[-]
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At the end of the twelfth century, and still more during the next two

centuries, the letters gradually assumed angular shapes—due to the pen

being held so as to make a slanting stroke.

The new hand (Fig. 248, 3), termed “black letter” or Gothic, or else,

in reference to modern usage, German (the German term, derived from

Latin, is Fraktur), employed in north-western Europe, including England,

until the sixteenth century, is still used in Germany as the “national”

hand. According to some scholars, this survival of the black letter in

turMtennBttainmaminmni: (I

niquiaOjmtitn fcOn ttniiut

W:(|uif[i^‘labo<nntnp
^{itabuntfti dtiimam

fittintiocan^Btdi

Fig. 249

Famous “Luttrell Psalter” (British Museum, Add 42130): Gothic ‘Titurgical hand’

about 1340; neighbourhood of hast Anglia.

Germany is due to the fact that it was the current style at the time of the

invention of printing and was employed by Gutenberg, but Sir Ellis

Minns points out that black letter survived in protestant countries

because the humanistic hand was used by the Roman Church; in

England it was touch and go.

Italic and Roman Types

In Italv both the “black letter” and the round hand were used

and during the fifteenth century a beautiful Italian cursive minuscule,

the round, neat humanistic or renaissance hand (Fig. 247, 6), was

introduced in Florence, and employed for literary productions, while

the needs of every-day life were met by an equally beautiful (but not

as clearly legible) cursive hand (Fig. 247, 7).
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CALiSp^f^ CtSxv

T. fPft
1

% ff

!K.3i:4

L. JXXl ^ T .

[N.n 211. hfxavAprj
P.(P0 a i) ^ ff \b

'

p. <F p
p a. <$i t (h ex s \

R.

S. GS<P f4/

T, XJJ' (2 0e <s

U .11 iiV. Y’.a? ew. wl2p 20 W)

X, rpej..}
Fie. 250—Fnulish Cmirt liands: note the Saxon letter-^ survnine
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This style, based on the earlier round minuscule, which at the time

was considered to be the script of the classical Roman period and called

therefore antiqua, developed mainly into two varieties: (i) the Venetian

minuscule, nowadays known as italics^ traditionally an imitation of the

handwriting of Petrarch, and probably the most perfect form of printed

letter and the most clearly legible which has yet been invented; and

(2) the “Roman’’ type of letters, perfected in North Italy, chiefly at

Venice, where it was used in the printing presses about the end of the

fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries, and spread

thence to Holland, England (about 1518), Germany, France and Spain.

The monumental Latin alphabet was taken over for the majuscules.

This majuscule and both forms of the minuscule, the “Roman” type

and the italics, spread all over the world. In England they were adopted,

from Italy, in the sixteenth century.

Adaptations of the Latin Alphabet to Other
Languages

The “national” scripts of the various European peoples are,

with a few exceptions, adaptations of the Latin alphabet to Teutonic,

Romance, Slavonic and Finno-Ugrian languages. For the alphabets of the

Slavonic peoples of orthodox faith see Part II, Chapter VIII; the modern

Greek alphabet is a development of the ancient Greek influenced by the

Latin alphabet.

In the history of the alphabet, it is important not to overlook the fact

that the Latin language and script in ancient times had been, at first,

carried bv Roman legionaries and imperial officials to all parts of the vast

empire, and particularlv to the regions which were not Hellenized. In

a few countries (Gaul, Spain and Roumania), Latin replaced the languages

of the natives, and it became the ancestor of the modern Romance
languages, the most important of them being Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,

French and Roumanian, all of which adopted the Latin alphabet (for

early Roumanian, see p. 482).

At a later stage, churchmen and missionaries carried the Latin language

and script still farther afield and for many more centuries. Catholic Rome
was then the light of the western world, the centre whence religion and
learning were disseminated to all parts of western, central and northern

Europe. The emissaries of the Pope, either legates or missionaries, travelled

over all Europe and carried with them the learninar of their age. The
abbeys were in the nature of large seminaries or colleges, where learning

was carried on, and the monastic system spread Christianitv and learning

even to a wider extent. At the time when, for instance, neither the Saxon
nor the Norman noblemen could si^n their own names, but employed
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instead the Christian sign of the cross (still in use among illiterates)

as the pledge of their good faith and witness to their consent and approval,
it was in the monasteries that the lamp of learning was kept alight.

Education was in certain periods almost entirely monastic, or at least

conducted by teachers trained in monastic institutions. The earliest

scribes, for instance, in the British Isles were either Irish or foreign

monks (mainly Italian), or educated under foreign monks. But there

were also important centres of learning in the Cathedral schools.

In consequence, Latin (using naturally the Latin alphabet), the language
of the Roman Church, became and remained for many centuries the

international tongue of the European higher intellectual world, and it

is still used extensively for learned works and the theological treatises

in the Roman Catholic Church, although it lost its dominant position

in consequence of the natural development of the last three or four

centuries. However, the Latin alphabet, in all its varieties, had been given

ample opportunities for its adoption by the great majority of the European
peoples, and its adaptation to tongues belonging to most different linguistic

groups.

On the other hand, in more recent times the main factor expressed

by the motto ‘‘alphabet follows the religion” has gradually been replaced

by “alphabet follows the flag” and “alphabet follows the trade.”*****
The adaptation of a script to a new language is not an easy matter,

especially when the new language contains sounds which do not exist

in the speech from which the alphabet had been borrowed. There arises

therefore the difficulty of representing the new sounds. ITis difficulty

has been solved, generally speaking, in ditferent wavs:

(1) By representing the new sounds by existing symbols for which
there is no use in the new language

;
for instance, the Latin letter c, which

was redundant, because the letter k was accepted to represent the sound
k in all circumstances, was introduced in some Slavonic languages (Polish,

Czech, Croatian, and so forth) to represent the sound ts which in Germany
and Central Europe is given to Latin c before e and /.

(2) Combinations of two or more letters were introduced to represent
single sounds in the new languages. An interesting instance in this

connection is the representation of the sounds sh and ch (as in “church”)
in various languages; whereas the Cyrillic Russian alphabet has a single

symbol for the combination shch (as in Ashchurch), Czech, another
Slavonic language, would use for it the combination sc, Polish, again

a Slavonic speech, represents it by four consonants {szcz), and Clerman
would need as many as seven consonants for the transliteration of this
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combination, that is schtsch. English has some combinations of two signs

for single sounds, such as ch, shy thy ph,

(3) The new language, in order not to increase the number of its

letters, prefers in some instances, to use letters representing two or

more sounds; in English, for instance, the letter c is used for two distinct

sounds (for the sound k in "‘cap,’’ ‘‘colour,
’’

“cursive”; and for the

sound s in “cell,” “cereal,” “cider”), in addition to entering into the

combination chy and replacing the k in ck,

(4) Some languages have prefered to add to the borrowed alphabet

signs taken over from another alphabet to represent sounds which could

not be expressed by the alphabet mainly adopted; for instance, the

Anglo-Saxons, in adopting the Latin alphabet, added to it three new
letters, one of which (for the sound th) was borrowed from the runic

script.

(5) In other instances, new signs have been invented; the additional

letters of the early Greek alphabet in adapting the Semitic alphabet

to the Greek speech belong to this group.

(6) In more recent times, the most common wav of representing

sounds which could not be represented by the letters of the borrowed

alphabet, has been the addition of diacritical points or other marks, inserted

above or under the letter, to its right or its left or inside it
;
to this group

belong the German vowels ii {iie)y d (^) and 0 {ce), the French cedilla in 9,

the n con tilde in Spanish, the accents in Italian (d, z, d, e), but particularlv

the great number of marks in the I^atin-Slavonic scripts (Polish, Czech,

Croatian, and so forth), such as c, c, s, i, iy i', e, and manv more. The
Latin-Turkish alphabet, introduced into Turkey by the law passed in

November, 1928, by the Grand National Assembly, and which became
general throughout Turkey in 1930, contains 29 letters, of which two
vowels (d and ii) and three consonants (r, g and ^) are distinguished bv
diacritical marks, and in one instance there is a distinction in reverse,

that is by eliminating the dot from i (i) a new sound is represented. In

the scientific phonetic alphabets, a whole apparatus of diacritical marks
is necessary^ to express the exact distinction of the sounds.

(7) In other cases, new letters had to be invented to represent the

long vow^els (for instance, in some African languages); this has been
done by inserting a colon after the vowel; also reversed and upside-dowm
letters are employed; in this connection mention mav be made of

K. R. Lepsius’s Standard Alphabet

y

of 1S55, and the studies of E. Norris,

Librarian of the Foreign Office, H. Sweet, Melville Bell {Visible Speech),

and Sir William Hunter, the authority on the Indian languages, as w'ell

as the w'orks by O. Jespersen, D. Jones and P. Passy.
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English Alphabet

(Fig. 250-252, and 256)

Italian, Spanish and Portuguese are relatively simple as regards the

giaphic representation of their speech-sounds. The rendering of German
or even Bantu in a phonetic spelling is also a more or less simple matter.

In these, and some other countries, the prevailing view of the relationship

between speech and writing is that writing is the proper standard of speech,

“words are pronounced as they are spelled.” Such a view is, however,

erroneous; living speech hardly conforms to the written word. A perfect

alphabet would, as already said, represent each sound by a single svmbol,

and not more than one sound by the same symbol. As it is, all alphabets

omit svmbols for some sounds, and all of them contain redundant letters.

The English alphabet, that is the spelling, differs so much from pro-

nunciation that in many words it is almost an arbitrary symbolism. There

are historical reasons for this condition. For one thing the influence of

French orthography in the middle ages was disastrous. I'or another,

during the course of centuries, the changes in English speech have become

verv great, and the spelling has changed much more slowly than the

pronunciation. There has resulted, therefore, a lack of complete

coincidence between sounds and their graphic representation. The
present spelling is etymological; it is, on the whole, that of the

earlv sixteenth century, while the speech has continued its

development. Roughly speaking, it can be said that nearly all the Old

Endish consonantal sounds have maintained their phonetic values, and

so also the majority of the short vowels in closed syllables, but the long

vowels and most of the short vowels in open syllables, have by insensible

degrees been totally changed.

I'he five conventional symbols, the traditional a, e, o, ?/, handed

down to us from antiquity, are nowadays so inconsistently employed that

thev puzzle those who desire to speak English perfectly. The same vowel

is pionounced very differently in different parts of the country. It is due

mainly to varied methods of pronouncing the vowels, rather than to those

of pronouncing the consonants, that the common Londoner finds it hard

at times to understand the speech of the northerner or the westerner.

The actual sounds of English, however, are not very difficult to pronounce;

it is their inconsistent representation by the alphabet which causes the

English orthography to be considered as one of the worst in existence.

The five vowel-letters are used to represent eight separate distinct

vowel-sounds and twelve diphthongs; nevertheless, the great confusion

is not caused by this situation, but by the fact that each vowel may assume

five or more phonetic values; a may sound as long a, o or e, as short a

or the diphthongs ei or e as short e or /, long a, diphthong ce or rr;

the final e, in “table,” for instance, is practically a meaningless ortho-
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CHELTENHAM

ABCDEFGHIJKL ABCDEFGHIJKL
BEMBO

ABCDEFGHIJKLMPQ ABCDEFGHIJKLMP
ULTIL-\ BODONT

ABCDEFGIKLM ABCDEFGHIJ
GARAMOND

ABCDEFGHIJKLM ABCDEFGHIJKLM
PERPETUA

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP ABCDEFGHIJKL MNOP

GAR^^MOND BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
GILL SANS LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJ KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
CASLON OLD FACE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
CASLON OLD FACE OPEN

NICHOLAS COCHIN

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ROCKWELL LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
OTHELLO

ABCDEFGHI3KLMNOPQRSTUY
MODERNISTIC

A]E)CDErGIIMM.lMM0F(!DF.S
PLATE GOTHIC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
Fig. 251—Modern capital letters
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CHELTENHAM

abcdefghijklmnopqrst ahcdefghijJ^lmnopqrst

BEMBO

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv ahcdeJghijkbiinopqrstui>

ULTRA BODONT

abedefghijklmno ahedefghijhl
GARAMOND

abcdefghijklmnopqrs abcdefghiklmnopqrstmnv

PERPETUA

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv abcdefghijkimnopqrsuivw

GARAMOND BOLD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy2 12345678
GILL SANS LIGHT

abcdefghij klmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567

CASLON OLD FACE

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvvvxyz 1234567890
CASLON OLD FACE OPEN

abcdefghijklmnopqrstiiTTvxyz 1234
NICHOLAS COCHIN

aUelgliijklmnopqrsluvwxyz 1254vt67890

ROCKWELL LIGHT

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
OTHELLO

1234567890
MODERNISTIC

PLATE GOTHIC

1234567890
Fig. 252— Modern minusculae
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graphic flourish; and so forth. The double o may represent a long o, ii or a

or a short a; on may sound as the diphthongs on or au, as long o or //,

as short o, u or a, etc.

Although the situation of the consonantal representation is infinitely

better than that of the vowel-representation, there are nevertheless incon-

sistencies also in the consonantal letters. There are no single letters to

represent the sounds sh^ th, ch, and there is utter uncertainty as to the

last two; on the other hand, ph, q{it) and v are redundant, the first for /', the

second for the third for ks; the letter c has already been dealt with;

zch originated from the erroneous writing of hw in some early English

manuscripts
;
and the w is often useless

;
ng nearly always indicates a single

nasal sound, the g being most of the time not pronounced after the n.

The ?(/) is sometimes a .y/z (for instance, in ''nation” ), sometimes meaningless

(for instance, in “listen”), other times an 5 or a tch; the /'s are sometimes

f’s, the gJi may be an / (in “laugh”) or is not pronounced (in “night”);

the k is not pronounced in kn. The r’s are in south England for the most

part silent in the latter part of a syllable.

On the other hand, etfectual spelling reform, that is the revision of

the alphabet in order that it might represent more or less the proper

standard of speech, would deprive the community of a link in the history^

of the English speech. Indeed, both the English linguistic creative impetus

and the colourful history of English international relations are reflected

in the modern English speech. The once living ability of English to create

fused compounds out of its Anglo-Saxon and Norman native roots

and endings has been combined with the later enrichment by the

most hospitable inclusion of a host, increasing daily, of borrowed words

from all sorts of languages, from all parts of the world. There is, in modern

English words, a reflection of the fierce struggles with Spain and of the

gentler cultural Italian influences, of the rival Dutch power and of the

historical relationship with India and Africa, of the religious influence

of Hebrew, and of Latin and Greek roots ser\fing the purposes of scientific

and technical advancement; words of popular etymologv are mingled

with conscious creations of learned words.

As a result of all this minting, English is probably the richest and the

most colourful of all the modern languages. For commercial and political

reasons it has spread far and wide over the globe and is spoken by great

numbers of people in all parts of the world with ver\' different pronuncia-

tions. English and its script have thus become the lingua franca of the

World. Nowadays, to reform either the English alphabet or the English

speech would mean, so to say, to discount English history.
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P R O B L E AI OF A STANDARD INTERNATIONAL ALPHABET

This brings us to another linguistic problem; until the present dav

the alphabet has been the only means of international communication.

Its privileged position is due to a natural development lasting many
centuries, and accompanied by many other elements. There have been,

however, in the last two generations many attempts to aid international

communication by the creation of an artificial international language;

the attempts have failed. Those who tried to disseminate the studv of

Esperanto, Volapiik, Idiom neutral, Ido, Latino sine flexione,

Antido, Occidental and Novial, in order to foster international amitv,

have been bitterly disappointed as one catastrophic war after the other

has swept away the frail connections over national boundaries. An
artificial language, taken alone, is insufficient in promoting brotherhood

among peoples; much more is needed than a single speech to end wars.

These remarks, however impinge upon the domain of politics.

Another problem is that of the possibility of introducing a standard

alphabet for rendering English, French, Russian, German, and all the

other European and non-European forms of human speech.

This problem is, strictly speaking, a combination of two problems,

namely

;

(1) The problem, already discussed, of the reform of spelling. This

reform of the English and the other European and non-European alphabets

should—it is suggested^— be based mainly on the Latin alphabet, accepting

the consonants b, d, f, g (always hard as in “go”), h (always aspirate as

in “hand”),/, k, /, jh, n, r (always trilled), .s*, u\ _v, c', pronounced

according, for instance, to the long-established English custom, while

the basic vowels should be pronounced according to their values in

Italian {a as for instance in “/^zther”, e, as for instance in “g^’t,” i as for

instance in “1/ttle,” ii as in “nde” and o as in “oriental”).

(
2 ) The second problem consists in establishing a uniform repre-

sentation of sounds which are peculiar to some languages, such as the

sounds th and dh in “think” and '‘that,” the of the Arabic ghaiuy the

ch (as in “church”), which is nowadays represented in Czech by r, in

Polish by in Hungarian by cs (or ts), in German by tsch, and so forth;

the palatization of some consonants such as the French and Italian gn; the

indeterminate vowel-sounds, for instance of the English terminal e in

“marble”; the nasal vowels in French "un,” in English “king/' in Polish

a and e, and so forth ;
the guttural consonants of Arabic and Hebrew

;

the clicks of the Hottentot speech; the German d, d, d, and many other

sounds, which are, nowadays, represented differently in the various

“national” alphabets.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER X

Specimens of Adaptations of Latin Script to African Languages

Nyanja

“Xyanja” is a Bantu term; the word is variously spelt (“Nyanza/’ “X\asa,” “Xyassa,
”

etc,). The XXanja are a Bantu negroid people of eastern central Africa, living mainly
m the XXasaland Protectorate, lying between northern Rhodesia, Portuguese East
Africa, Tanganyika Territory and the Lake Xyasa. The Xyanja dialects, spoken by /

over 1,500,000 people, are the most interesting group of the whole Bantu family of
languages. According to Sir Harry H. Johnston, there are “two hundred and twenty-six
distinct Bantu languages of present times.’" These are spoken in nearly the whole of the
southern third of Africa, and constitute a ver\" distinct type of speech “which, as contrasted
with others amongst the groups of negro tongues, is remarkable as a rule for the Italian
melodiousness, simplicity and frequency of its vowel sounds, and the comparative ease
with which its exemplars can be acquired and spoken by Europeans” (Johnston),

Tamvelani Bwana Diringer

^

Ndikondwera ndt kulola kiiti kalatai ifalitsidwe ni^hnklm wanii zva A B

nionga cisanzo ca malemhedwe a Cinyanja^ ndiganiza ciftino canu cidzakzvanila.

Ndine wann^

Bennett E. Malekebu,

Twi

This language is known by many terms: Twd (originally Kwi or Ekwi, Okwi), Oji or
Odshi, Tyi, Chwee or Tshi, Amina, Ashanti, etc. It is a Sudanese form ot speech, belong-
ing to the great prefix-pronominal group, and is spoken by about 1,000,000 people
living in the Gold Coast Colony and m part of the French colony ot the Ivory Coast.
Twi, like most African languages, is divided into a number of dialects. Indeed,
“Akuapem, Asante, Akyem and Fante as well as other closely related dialects form the
Akan group of languages,” but “the name Twi has been used for the whole of this group
excluding Fante.” “It would be wise now to adopt Twi as the general name, and in making
reference to special forms of the language, to call them Akuapem Twi, Asante Twi,
Akyem Twi, etc,” (I.C. Ward). Twi has been written for o\er 100 year'*.

Ddjfo Dr. Diringer

^

Eye me Thomas Boatin a rneboa zc } Asante Kasa kyere mu zvj '•'School of

Oriental and African Studies'^ zvj London na merekyere zvo.

Meda zvo ase zvj zvo krataa a zvoakyere me no ho.

Woabisa me nsa ano krataa sin yi a zvope se zvode yj Tzvii-Vkvere yjnveso? zvj

zvo r^zvoma a efa Vkycre-Xsenkycrenee ho no mu. Mede anigye rexj zvo adesredee.

na mezv? andisasoj se eyi bekyere dee zvohzvehzve.

Mekyia zvo.
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Yoruba

The Yoruba are a higher grade and commercially-minded negro people speaking a
Sudanese language. They number about 3,000,000 and inhabit the south-west corner
of Nigeria from the sea to Jebba and from Dahomey to the borders of the Bini State.
The Nago of the Dahomey coast region and, partly, the Bim are related to them. The
Yoruba language ranks as one of the three chief languages of Nigeria. The first Yoruba
dictionary-, compiled by (an ex-slave and afterwards bishop) Samuel Crowther, was
published in 1843.

Dr. Diringer

^

Alagha^

Mo gbo pe e fe ki nko iwe kekere kan ti e 6 te sinu iwe yin leri '''Alphabet^''

lati fi se apere bi ad ti ikozve Vede Yoruba.

Tayotayo ni mo fi kowe yi ni sdki^ mo si rd pe yio bd^ Vona ti e fe Id 0 si,

Ke epe o\

Emi ni

E. L. Lasebikan,

Efik

This interesting Sudanese language, spoken by some 50,000 people in Calabar, Nigeria,

was reduced to writing about the middle of the last century. See also p. 29 f,. 14S ff.

.

and 564 f.

Edima Ete^

Mmenem esit ndinivam ye ekpri rjwed emi ndisin ke i^zved fo emi abaiqade

A B C,^ ndizL'ut nte eicetde nsem Efik^ mmodori enyin nte emi eyekem ye udzvak fo.

Okiio ke akpanikjy

Nyor] Ekanem.

^ ^

These specimens are a rough version of the letter reproduced on page 396.
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ObCri DkaimC Script

In the Appendices to some chapters scripts have been examined,

which in one way or another seem to have been dependent on writings

dealt with in the preceding chapter. It is obvious that a ‘‘universal”

alphabet like Latin must have influenced the creation of some scripts,

although its main importance lies in the fact that, as already said and

as will be shown in the following Conclusion, it has been adopted for,

and adapted to a great number of languages and dialects.

However, in Chapter X of Part I, a script (the Cherokee syllabary)

has been examined, which originated under the influence of the Latin

alphabet. Here a most recent creation may be mentioned.

# * # # *

A new script and language are reported by R. F. G. Adams (in an

article published in “Africa,” pp. 24-34, ^947 * Obzri Dkaimz: A New
African Language and Script) from the Itu Division of Calabar Province,

in the extreme south-eastern part of Nigeria. They are or were employed

by a sect of believers in spirits of good or evil, founded about the year

1928 in the village of Ikpa near lyere in the Itu Division. Both the language

and the script, termed Oberi Okaime—name supposed to be given by

Seminant or the “holy spirit” of the sect—seem to have originated

about the year 1931.

In 1936 the followers of the sect founded a school in which the new

language and script were employed. The leaders of the movement were

prosecuted and fined for offences against the Education Code. The head

of the sect declared that he received his teachings from the spirit, whereas

the script “appeared in dreams” to his assistant and was recorded the

following day. The new language is different from Ibibio, the form of

speech which is spoken in south-east Nigeria, and R. F. G. Adams
has noted even the introduction of new speech-sounds.

According to Adams, the script seems to consist of thirtv-two main
letters, which have both small and capital forms. Diacritical marks and some
special symbols are also used. Some signs represent combinations of

two consonants, such as sk, sw, ks, pt. In Mr. Adams’ view, the script

bears no resemblance to any known form of writing, although in the

samples of what was said to be the original spirit-writing he recognized

the letters x, h, c, u, inverted u with two small dashes beneath it,

variations of the figure 6, the symbol generally used as the “neutral

vowel,” and variations of c and The comma, called aphu is employed

as in European scripts, but the full stop consists of two small parallel

dashes.
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The origin of this curious script is uncertain. Adams reports two

current theories: (i) that the new writing is somewhat connected with the

nsibidi script [see p. 148 if.); and (2) the Oberi Okaime is a mirror writing,

‘‘whose secret would be revealed'^ if one puts the symbols before a mirror.

Adams, however, does not accept either of these views. Neither do I.

It is obvious that we have to deal with a recently created cryptic script.

The symbols are probably mainly arbitrary^ inventions, based on the

knowledge of European and perhaps also other scripts.

Yahgan (Yamana) Alphabet

I have already referred to the enthusiastic activity of missionaries in

reducing native languages to writing (see pp. 181-185), H. W. Pointer,

IM.A., of Godaiming (Surrey), has drawn my attention to a phonetic script

invented by an English missionary, the Kev. Thomas Bridges (1842-98),

for the tongue spoken bv the southern-most inhabitants of the earth,

i.e. those of Tierra del Fuego (“Fireland”).

The Rev. T. Bridges devised a Yahgan alphabet, based on the Ellis

system of phonetics. He devised four types of letters, capitals and

small letters, printed and written form. Ilis alphabet consisted of 16

vowels and 25 consonants. The vowels were : short and long a, 0, //, i;

short e, and diphthongs ei, ai, oi, on, oa, and oe. The consonants

were c (as in ‘cat'), g (hard), /, d, p, b, f, v, ch (as in ‘church’), 7, th,

dh, s, z, sh, zh, /, //, m, n, hn, ng, r, hr, ch (as in Scottish ‘loch’).

The term ‘ A^ahgan”, devised by the Rev. T. Bridges, is an abbreviation

of Yahgashagalumoala (“the People from Mountain Valley Channel”).

The indigenous name of the tribe is Yamana (“People”), In Darwin’s

time there were about 3,000 Yahgans; in 1884 less than 1,000; by 1908,

170; and at the end of 1932, there were only 43 survivors, including some

half-breeds.

The manuscript of the Yahgan-English Dictionary (nowadays, after a

a queer history, in the British Museum) was first completed in 1879, con-

taining 23,000 words, but Bridges continued to work on it, adding, revising

and improving until at the time of his death it contained 32,000 words.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Glancing back over the course of the development of writing which

I have traced in the foregoing pages, the reader will realize how the

whole of mankind has been furnished with the most convenient vehicle

of expression for thought and communication. This revolutionary effect

in writing was produced by the north-western Semites who in the first

half of the second millennium b.c. invented the alphabet, and developed

it in the second half of the same millennium.

Various peoples and tribes on evert’ continent have developed systems

of writing, many independently. A few systems have reached a high level,

others have been arrested at a lower stage, some are still nascent.

Syllabism seems to have been the highest stage of writing which was

reached independently by some peoples. The alphabet has been invented

only once. C'est la line invention qu on ne pent faire deux fois (Dunand),

It is essentially the same script which we use now.

Here I should like to point out two fortunate coincidences in the

development of the alphabet which influenced the whole history of the

civilization of mankind.

(1) The Semites had been enabled, owing to factors of geography

and culture and circumstances of time and economic structure, to invent

the alphabet, but this achievement had been made easier, or even, perhaps,

possible bv the fact that Semitic-Hamitic is the only group among the

main linguistic families which is based on consonantal sounds.

(2) The alphabet passed from the Semites to the Greeks, and thereby

came to completion, because Greek cannot do without vowels, and is

moreover one of the most euphonious languages of the world.

While, however, it would be unhistorical to admit the possibility of

the alphabet having been invented in another continent or in another

period or for a language belonging to a different group, there seems

at least a probability that it could have been completed without the

intervention of the Greeks.

The alphabet has a fascinating history, lasting over 3,500 years and

extending over the whole world. I have tried to trace this historv in the

present book. I have tried to introduce logical divisions and sub-divisions

in this immense mass of material, though the space at mv disposal is,

obviously, too narrow to enable me to deal in detail with each problem.

Some chapters may perhaps appear to be too long in comparison with

others; these are Chapter \ II of the First Part, and Chapters VI and VII

566
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of the Second Part. They deal with matters which are commonlv not taken

into due consideration in the general histories of writing, and are, therefore,

much less known to the general reader than the other branches. I thought,

therefore, it might be useful to give relatively more space to these three

chapters.

The history of the alphabet, unlike any other history, does not follow

up the whole development of alphabetic scripts in all their varieties, but

stops at the point when the script is fully formed. The successive develop-

ment of the various alphabetic characters is a matter of palaeography,

or “writing’’ as a whole. This development consists essentiallv of two
points:

(1) The adaptation of the alphabetic scripts to other languages.

(2) The external development of the single letters.

Adaptation of Alphabftic Scripts to Other
L A N G U A G E S

Concerning this question, in the last century essentiallv three alphabets

have been adapted to other languages: the Roman or Latin alphabet,

the Arabic and the Russian. As to the Latin alphabet, I have already

mentioned its adaptations to various European and African languages. It

has also been adapted to many languages of Asia, Indonesia, and so forth.

And in the U.S.S.R. it has been recently adapted to eight Turco-Tatar

and Caucasian languages. The most important adaptation in recent

times is that to the Turkish tongue {see p. 554). Attempts have been made
to adapt the Roman character to Chinese (p. 117), Japanese (p. 173 f.)

and various Indian languages {see, for instance, p. 372).

The Arabic alphabet has also been adapted to a great number of

languages {see also p. 269, 276 f., 296 f., 567 f.) of Asia, Africa and Europe.

In the L'.S.S.R. recently it has been adapted to nine Turco-l^atar

and six Caucasian languages.

The Russian alphabet has been adapted in the U.S.S.R. for various

Finno-Ugrian and Turco-Tatar languages, as for Abkhasic, sometimes
taking the place of earlier adaptations of Arabic or Mongolian, and even

of Latin script.

Adaptation of Scripts to Tiirki Dialects

Turkish and its various dialects are one of the best instance^ of dialects

belonging to the same language using the most dilferent scripts. Indeed, n) the

Kok-Turki alphabet was employed tor an early Turki speech: (2) the Ci^hur

alphabet was used for the Uighur dialect; (3) the Arabic alphabet was adopted h»r,

and adapted to. (.)smanli Turkish, which, as the otTicial lanuuage of the Ottoman
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Empire, became the most widespread and the most literary of all the Turkish
forms of speech; the Arabic character has also been adopted for: (a) Azerbaijani

Turkish, spoken in Azerbaijan, U.S.S.R.; (b) Jagatai Turkish, spoken by some
hundred thousands Tekke Turkomans of eastern Turkestan; (t) Kashgar Turkish,
spoken between the T’ien Shan mountains and northern Tibet; (d) Uzbek
Turkish, spoken by more than tw'o million nomads in Uzbekistan and Turkestan;
(e) Kumuk Turkish, spoken by about 70,000 people around the north-
western shores of the Caspian Sea and in the north-eastern Daghestan; (/) Xogai
Turkish, spoken by nearly 200,000 people to the north-w'est of the Caucasus and
in the Crimea; it has also been adapted (together with the Russian character)

to (g) the Western Kirghiz Turkish, spoken by some hundred thousand nomads
between the lower Volga and north-western Mongolia; (h) Eastern or Altai-

Kirghiz Turkish or Kazakh Turkish, spoken by several hundred thousand nomads
in the Altai and Then Shan mountains; as also (together with the Hebrew-
character) to (/) Karaite Turkish, spoken by the Karaite Jews mainly in the

Crimea; (4) the Russian or Cyrillic character has been adopted for {a) Gagauzi
Turkish, spoken on the north-western shores of the Black Sea; {h) Chuvash
Turkish, spoken by more than half a million people in the valley of the Volga;
(c) Kazan Turkish, spoken by about 200,000 Tatars in Kazan, U.S.S.R. (also the

Arabic alphabet is employed, but rather rarely); (d) Bashkir Turkish, spoken by
nearly half a million people, w'est and south of the Urals; (e) Yakut Turkish,
spoken by over 250,000 people along the Lena River in Siberia; as also, together

with the Arabic character, for the dialects already mentioned (see also p. 482 f.);

(5) the Armenian, and (6) Greek characters w'ere also used by the Armenians and
Greeks in Turkey, for writing Turkish; (7) the Hehreic character has already

been mentioned; and finally (8) the Roman character, now-adays employed as the

official script of Turkey.

Mention has been made of various scripts (pp. 296, 399, 564, etc.),

which can be only considered as in part adaptations of one or other

alphabet to a foreign language; in all these instances the shapes of the

letters of the new script do not imitate those of the alphabetic prototype,

but are inventions. In some instances, the inventor of the new script is

known; this is the case, for instance, of the Somali alphabet (p. 300).

In the majority of cases, not only the inventor or inventors of the new
script is unknown, but also the period of invention, and sometimes
even the script which was used as the prototype is uncertain. Noteworthy
in this connection is the Balti script (p. 298 ff.).

Interesting examples are also the cryptic script of the Yezidis

(p. 29611.) and an Indian script, the Saurashtran, which is also of
uncertain origin (p. 399 f.).

Other Unknoicn Scripts

Many more scripts existed, of which very little is known. Some of

these have already been mentioned in connection with the problem of

the origin of the alphabet, or as appendices to some chapters. Other
documents written in an unknown script of uncertain origin and of
doubtful period, have been found in Mesopotamia (Fig. 253, 1-4), in
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Peru (Fig. 253, 5), and elsewhere. Some may be spurious, others are

certainly genuine; even the former have a certain interest for the history

of writing.

Remarkable are the inscriptions, engraved on slates, numbering over

500, found in different localities in Spain, particularly in the province

of Salamanca (Fig. 253, 6-7). The script consists mainly of signs in

the shape of Roman numerals I, II, III, IIII, ^ ,
X, and some have

oKii'ixoAn-

N 5 1 )<I

3

nqw
H li 7
L3 £3 T

b W £ I £ 8

ni ii

im n II

1I17TT1V/ II

17 11717 111 m I

7 nrr X ITT II T
X xm 11 m
X I 70 XXVI

I

XI 70 XX

XII 7X11

1 XX

Fm. 253— Inscriptions written in unknown scripts

The so-called proto-Arabic inscriptions from “Ur of the Chaldees.” 4, Other

eniLmiatic inscription from Mesopotamia. 5, Spurious (?) inscription from Peru.

6-7, Hnicunatic inscriptions from Spain
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a horizontal stroke on the top (I, II, III, IIII, V, X). Is this a cryptic

system of writing consisting in numerals? Nobody knows. The script

of the above-mentioned inscription of Peru consists mainly of signs

similar to Arabic numerals 2, 3 (and its reverse form), 4, 7, 8, 9 and O.

Is this inscription spurious?

Finally, examining the problem of adaptation of alphabetic scripts

to other languages, important factors, like that expressed by the phrase
“ the alphabet follows religion” (see pp. 269, 280, 301, etc.), or that

indicated by Professor Kroeber’s “idea-diffusion” (see pp. 54, 58, loi,

etc.) should not be overlooked.

External Developiment of Letters

The external development of the single letters of the various alphabetic

scripts is due mainly to two reasons: (i) the necessity of speed in writing,

which produces the various cursive scripts, this development, however,

being limited by the exigencies of legibility; and (2) technical and

aesthetic reasons.

(a) The technical reasons: the materials of writing always played a

great part in the external development of the single letters; for instance,

the letters cut on stone or engraved on bronze generally differ in their

shape from the letters written with ink on paper, (b) The study of the

development of writing as dependent on aesthetic reasons is the subject

of calligraphy

.

In some countries the profession of calligrapher was held

in high esteem; indeed, Chinese, Arabic and Indian calligraphy have

reached very high levels. In Christian manuscripts, the importance of

calligraphv was perhaps slightly impaired by the development of the art of

miniature.

Numerals— Abbreviations— Stenography

The origin and the development of the numerals (Fig. 254 and 25=^),

and the histor}^ of abbreviations and of stenography are other problems

I 2

Fig , 254

I, Earliest example of Arabic numerals (in inverted order) in Latin manuscripts, Escoriai
Library, manuscript of a.d, 976. 2, Arabic numerals in Vat. Voii. Ott. Lat. ^

from Alontecassino, twelfth-thirteenth centurv a.d.

connected with the alphabet, which belong rather to the “history of

writing,” and will be dealt with in my book on writing. Stenograph v,

that is to say the script which aims at the maximum speed in transmission

of thought, is in a certain sense the last stage of the historv of writing.
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Here our sketch raust close. We have travelled across the greater part

of the globe. We have passed over many old and splendid civilizations,

and many recent and primitive cultures, and we have seen that between

the cultured man in the ancient Near East and his brother-man in the

modern West there exists one long chain of attempts, and more or less

successful achievements, to obtain a common medium of communication,

and consequently mutual understanding. In the years to come, when the

“civilized’' world has been rebuilt, it will be seen that each people in the

past or in the present, in the West or in the East, has played an important

part in promoting that true respect for all other peoples, of whatever

race, creed or form of speech. True respect alone can form the foundation

of a better society. In this connection the alphabet has certainly to be

given its full share.

I have repeatedly tried to show that in the origins of the various

scripts, in their development, and in their adaptations to other languages,

something common to all mankind lies concealed behind the various

phenomena. Common to all, in the main, is the part played by some

individuals, such as St. IMesrop, Wulfila, Sequoya or Njoya; and every-

where we see kindred conditions in the development and adaptations of

scripts, resting on a common natural foundation. IMay we then be per-

mitted to say that the various systems of writing with all their diversities

disclose the existence of a great common factor in man's trend of thought

and man's craving for expression?

Oliver Goldsmith wrote of his prose idyll: “There are a hundred

faults in this thing. ... A book may be amusing with numerous errors

in it, or it may be dull without a single absurdity." I hope this book will

neither be considered “amusing with numerous errors in it," nor “dull

without a single absurdity," although, I confess, it may contain a hundred

or more faults.

The necessity of brevity and simplicity may have led to false

impressions. Indeed, it may be presumptuous to attempt so brief a survev

as this of such a vast field. Yet, it is to be hoped that the chief purposes

may be seiA^ed in some measure, no matter what the faults mav be.
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.
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Akkadian; see Accadian
Akkharika (“lettering"’), 329
Aksar (“script”) Chrieng,—Mul, 407
Aksara Bud’da, 425 f.

Akuapem,—Twi, see Twi
Akyem,—Twi, see Twi
Alani, 4S3
Alarodian; see Caucasian
Alaska, 33, 157, 183
Albania (Caucasus), 325 ff.
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Aleutian Islands, 183
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Alexandrian, 393, 470
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Al-Fustat, 265; see also Cairo
Algeria, 247
Algonkian tribes, 155, 183
Al-Hira, 271
‘Ah Yusuf, 300
Alisot Pasha, 488
Aljamiah script, 269, 276
Al-Kufah; see Kufa
Allahabad, 362
AHum, 337
Alphabet follows religion, 181, 183, 269,

285 ff.,301, 377 f., 392 f., 396, 401 f.,

411, 41T 4^3, 485, 523^ 552 f., 570
“Alphabet follows the flag,” "Alphabet

follo\^s the trade,” 553
Alphabetic branches, 220 f., 223,

235 f-> 248, 255, 260, 271 f., 277, 301,
307, 319 f-, 341, 343 f-, 345 f-,

363 f., 448, 455, 462, 480 f., 489,
493, 495 ff., 503* 507. 512

Alphabetic inscriptions, 220, 513, 515,
5177 519; see also Sample-alphabets

Alphabetic system of writing, XI f.,

13 37, 61, 63, 69, 100, 132, 152,
160 f., 176, 186 ff., 195 ff., 230,
251, 291, 329, 335 442, 445, 461,

514, 566, 572; see also under names
of individual alphabetic scripts

Alphabetology, 37
Alphabetum, 1 95
Alpine alphabets, 500 f.

Altai Kirghiz; see Kazakh Turkish
Altai mountains, 318, 568
Altaic linguistic family, 31S f.

Al-‘Ula, 225, 227; see also Dedan
Alvans, see Albania (Caucasus)

Alvao inscription, 23

Amalfi hand, 544
Amaravati inscriptions,—stupa, 344 f.

Amarna Tablets, 53, 89, 253; see also
Tell el-‘Amarna

Amatl paper, 125
Ambala, 375
Amenophis IV, 164
America, 27 ff., 33, 35 f., 40, 121 f., 136,

154 f-, 158, 175 ff., 181 ff., 279, 291,
541? 5^5, see also under names
of individual countries

American Indians, 30, 33, 40, 153, 155,
175 ff., 181

Amgapalassa; see Agapalasa
Amharic script, 223, 232 f.

Amherst district, 409, 416
Amma; see Twi
Ammonite script, 23 5 f-7 243 f.

Amoy dialect, 99
Amur (River), 318
Anadyr River, 137
Anahuac; see Mexico
Anaichi script, 169
Analogy in Chinese writing, 113
Anatolia; Asia Min. Hittite, Turkey
Anawrat’a; see Anuruddha
Ancyranum (Monumentum

), 535
Andalusian script, 249 ff.

Andes, 122
Andhra script, 342, 344 f.

Angad (Sikh Guru), 377
Angkor (Thom), 405, 413
Anglian runes, Anglo-Saxon scripts,

507, 512, 515, 517, 518 f., 522, 537,
544, 546 f., 548 f-. 551 554> 558;
see also English alphabet

Anglo-Fnsian, 518
Anglo-Irish hands, 544, 546 f., 549
Annalus the NabaUean, 267
Annam, 117 f., 402 ff.

Antido, 559
Antigonus, 267
Antioch of Syria, 2S0, 285, 288
“Antiqua” script, 552
Antisigma, 538
Antrim (County), 525
Anuruddha, 411
An-yang, 105
As inscription, 5 1

2

Apollo, 451
Apostles, 255
Appius Claudius Censor, ^36
Apuha, 471
Apurawanos (Tribe), 433
Aqabah (Gulf of), 224, 243, 271
Arabic, 19, 29, 49, 152, 181, 195 ff., 204,

217, 223, 226 f., 230 ff., 253 f., 260,
266, 269-277, 282 ff., 289 f., 295 ff.,

386 ff., 420 f., 567 ff.
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Arabia Felix; see South Arabia
Arabian Province, 267
Arabic numerals, 570
Arabic-Byzantine numerals, 571
Aram Dammesheq; see Damascus
Aram Xaharaim, 254
Aramaic, 37, 43, 187 f., 212, 215, 219 ff.,

226, 253 ff., 301 ff, 440 f., 483, and
passim

Aramaic ‘'Ideograms,'’ 306, 312
‘Araq el Emir inscription, 261

Arcot, 384
Arctic Ocean, 157
Ardha-AIagadhi, 371
Argentina, 565
Argos, 455
Argyll (County), 529
Argyrokastron script, 48

S

Ariaramiies, 188

Ariege
;
see Azilian signary

Arikamedo inscriptions, 341
Arimoi ; see Aram
Aristophanes of Byzantium, 45 S

Arizona, 25
Armazi Aramaic, 259 f.

Armenian, 280, 301, 320 ff., 347, 486,

56S
Armennid type, 90, 165 f.

Aroko epistles, 29 f.

“Arrow-headed'’ script; see Cuneiform
“Arrow-head” type (Eastern India), 364
ArsacideC, 304 ff ;

see also Pahlavi and
Pahlavik

Arsames, 1S8

Arsi; see Agni
Arslan Tasli, 255
Artaxerxes, 188

Artihcial international languages, 559
Artificial scripts, 18 1 ff., 1S7, 243, 407
Arya-Eluttu script, 3S5

Aryan India, 328 f
, ;

see also India and

Indo-Aryan
Aryans, 197, 301, 328, 333, 342, 379,

3S7
Aryavarra, 378
Asante,—Twi; see Twi
Asdrubal spatula, 206

Ashanti: see Twi
Ashksarhabar, Ashksarhik, 320

Asia, XII, 27, 53, 82, 98, 100, 119, 121

125, 156, 166, 254, 260, 269, 286,

291, 312, 337, 356, 401 f., 422, 567
Asia Minor, Asianic, languages and

scripts, 19, 77, 79, 89, 145, 165, 198,

207, 215 f., 254, 260, 269 f., 277,

280, 285? 3*24j 449 ? 455 ’ 4^2 ff.,

514; see also under names of indivi-

dual scripts

Asiago (Plateau of), 500

Asine inscription, 168
Asoka, 302, 333, 337, 339 ff., 381, 387 ff.

409, 440
Aso-mt’avruli script, 324
Assamese, 365, 367, 405, 413 ff., 419
Assur, Assyrian, 19, 36, 48 ff., 88, 91,

121, 167, 195, 204, 221, 226, 253 f.,

257, 261 ;
see also Cuneiform writing

“Assyrians,” 286
Astrology, astronomy, 53, 55, 127
Ateste (Este) ; see \"eneti

Athens, 450 ft'-, 458, 51

1

Atitlan (Lake), 123
Atka Aleut

;
see Aleutian islands

Atlantic Coast,—Ocean, 178, 269
Atlantis, 19, 121

Atlas Region, 23
Attempts at alphabetic writing, 200,

206 ff., 214
Attic alphabet, 454 f.

Atuo’l script 406 f.

Augustas, 535, 538
Aulic scripts, 76
Aush, 565
Australia, 23 f., 26 ff., 33, 35, 420
Australasians, Austro -Asiatic languages,

1 21, 401 f., 405, 408
Austria, 125, 51

1

A\unti, 342
Avesta, Avestic, Avistavak, 308 f., 321

Awadhi, 368, 371
Awnjale, 30
Awra-Mazda, 186
Axum, 1 89, 231
Aymara (Tribe), 154
Ayudhya, 413
Azerbaijani, 289, 327, 56S
Azilian signary, 22
Aztecs, Aztlan, 34, 90, 120 ff.

Ba'alat, 200 f.

Ba'al of Lebanon, 212
Babylonian, 17, 49 ff., 88, 91 ff., 187,

197 ff., 204, 207, 216, 220, 226, 253,
290 E, 304. 333, 336; also

Cuneiform writing

Babylonian vocalization system, 264 ff.

Bactrian, 301, 310; see also Kharoshthi
Bactro-Pali, 301
Badami inscription, 3S1
Badoejs (Tribe), 423
Baffin Land, 183
Baffin's Bay, 51

1

Baghdad, 272, 286
Bagheli, 371
Bahamas, 25
Baihan, 225
Baikal (Lake), 314
Baiswari; see Awadhi
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Balad Sinjar, 296
Balaji Avaji, 372
Balasore District, 370
Balbodh script, 371 f.

Balearic Islands, 269
Balinese, 421 f., 426 f.

Balkan Peninsula, 269, 327, 485
Balkh, 348
Ball games, 120 f.

Ballymote (Book of), 529
Balti script, 98, zg8 ff., 352, 568
Balto-S]a\ onic, 347
Balu‘a inscription, 207
Baluchistan, 277
Balu Kumba, 430
Bal Ya'qub, 300
Bambhi; see Brahmi
Bamiyan, 348
Bamun script, 151 ff., 179, 448
Bangala (Tribe), 28 f.

Bangarh grant, 363
Bangka (Island), 427
Baniya script; see Waniko
Bantam, 423 f.

Bantia bronze tablet, 503
Bantu languages, 295, 552, 56a
Banyumas, 424
Baradieus, Jacob, 287
Bar Kochba’s revolt, 243
Baroda, 368
Basa Kavi; see Kavi
Basa Kedatan; see Kedatan
Bashahr State, 375
Bashbah; see ‘P’ags-pa and Passepa
Bashkir Turkish, 56S
Basic Chinese, 100; —English, 558;
—Malay, 420

Basingestockes, John, 571
Basque, 252
Basra, 271 f., 276
Batak, 331, 421, 428 f., 429 f., 435 f.

Batavia, 422
Bath Zabbay; see Zenobia
“Bazaar” XIalay; see Basic XIalay

Bedouins, 230
Behring Sea, 157
Belarmino, 434, 436, 439
Belgaum, 337
Bell-script, 108

Bella lingua, 497
Benares, 340, 367
Beneventana minusculse, 544
Bengali, 26, 330, 339, 3^3 3^7,

369, 378, 387, 407 f*. 427
Berar, 372
Berat (Albania), 488
Berber, 247, 249, 252^ 269, 276 ;

see also

Libya
Berezan’ stone, 51

1

Beth Shemesh, 204, 208 f.

Bewcastle, 509
Bhadravarman, 403, 405
Bhadrawal, 373
Bhagalpur, 367
Bhaishuki lipi; see “Arrow-head’* type
Bharhut inscription, 343
Bhatias

;
see Thattai

Bhattiprolu inscriptions, 337, 341
Bhautta; see Tibetan
Bhojpuri script, 367, 369 f.

Bhotanta, Bhotia; see Tibetan
Bhutan, 352
Bible, Biblical manuscripts, 181, 183,

223, 235 f., 249, 253, 261, 264 ff.,

282, 309, 320, 322, 375, 473
Bibliographies; at ends of chapters or

sections, and of book.
Bicol (Bikol), 433
Bi-consonantal phonograms, 60, 63,

191, 196
Bihari scripts, 342, 365, 366 f., 369 L
Bihistun inscription, 56, 187 ff.

Bilingual inscriptions, 226, 248, 255,

259, 267, 271, 279, 286
Bilingual manuscripts, 310, 316, 347,

403, 410, 424, 464, 466, 497, 525 ff.

Bimbisara, 334
Bind-runes, 523
“Binding” of Aztec Codices, 125
Bini State and tribe, 563
Bird-oghams, 529
Bird-script, 108

Bisaya script, 330, 432 ff., 439
“Black letter”, 537, 549 f.

Black Sea, 279, 322, 511, 514, 516
Bo, 181

Bodh-Gaya inscription, 358
Bodia script; see Sarah
Bod-pa, Bod-skad, Bod-yul; ^ecTibetan
Boemarken, 29
Bceotia, 450, 458
Boethius, 571
Boghaz-koy, 53, 90 f.

Bohairic dialect, 470
Bohemian; see Czech
Bolivia, 154
Bolongas, 29
Bolzano inscriptions, 499 ff.

Bomarzo, 494, 496
Bombay Presidency, 337, 342, 372, 380
Bongabong, 433
Boni, 430
Book capitals, 541
Book hands, 458, 537, 541 f, 544 ff.,

549 f.

Borneo, 402, 421, 423, 426 f., 430, 433
Bornholm Island, 513
Borrowing of signs, 112, 554
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Bosnia, 269 f., 276, 484
Bosra, 267
Boustrophedon, 75, 94, 137, 155, 167,

205, 226, 339, 452 f., 493, 497 f-, 504.

514, 534
Bowata, 388
Bower MSS., 352
Box-headed script, 380, 403
Brachigraphy

;
see Stenography

Brachycephalous type, 165
Bracteates, 507 ff.

Brahmani-Oriya script, 366
Brahmanic Grantha script, 384
Brahmanism, 333, 336, 338, 342 flf., 346,

358, 360 ff., 366 ff., 384 f., 402, 405,

423
Brahmi scripts, 85, 217, 301 ff., 328 ff.,

361, 364, 379 , 385 ff-, 440
Brampton, 509
Brandsbutt inscription, 530 f.

Brazil, 26
Brecknock (County), 525
Brenner Pass, 500
Brier inscriptions, 532
Brihadrata, 342
Brindisi, 471 f.

Bristol Bay, 157, 183

Britain, British Isles, 373, 415, 509 ff.,

525, 528, 531, 544, 553; see also

Anglian runes, Anglo-Saxon scripts,

English alphabet

British Columbia, 177
British Shan States, 415 f., 418 f.

British Sikh soldiers, 376
Britons, 518
Bronze Age, 72, 161, 165, 167 f., 205 ff.,

221, 440
Bronze Tablets, 158, 164, 337, 504
Broos; see Transylvania

Bucarest, 5 1

1

Bud’da (Aksara), 425 f.

Buddhism, 169 ff., 260, 301 f., 310, 312,

316, 328 ff., 334 ff., 353 ff-, 385, 388,

391, 401 ff., 407 ff., 410 f., 414, 424,

42 / ) 444 f

Buethaqukye alphabet, 488
Buginese, 331, 421, 430 f., 435 f., 441
Buhil, 433, 435 . 437
Bukhara, 310
Bukhil, Bukil; see Buhil

Bukvitsa, 484
Bulalacao, 433, 437
Bulgarian, 473, 476 ff., 480 ff., 484 f.

Bulu (Tribe), 430
Bundelkhandi, 380
Burgundy, 51

1

Buriat script, 318 ff.

Burmese, 98 f., 142, 145 f., 184 f., 401 f.,

405, 408 ff., 413 ff
,
418, 420

Burning of manuscripts, 125; see also

Destruction and Inquisition

Bushmen, 23 f.

Buzau (Province), 511
Byblos, 24, 36, 40, 158 ff., 203 f., 205 f.,

210, 214, 229
Byron, 320
Byzantium, 285, 288, 480

C~ioo, its origin, 536
Cadmean, Cadmic, Cadmos, 451, 493
Caedmon, 50Q
Caere vetus, Cen^etri, 494 ff.

Cairo, 257, 261, 265
Calabar (Province), 148, 563 ff.

Calabria (Region), 501
Caledonians, 531
Calendars, 123, 129, 133, 212 f., 238, 507
California, 25 f., 34
Calligraphy XII, 25, 108, 115, 173,226,

232, 262 f., 269, 272, 279, 292, 302,

345 , 357 , 363, 407, 41 1
, 544, 57®

Caltagirone, 504
Calumet, 28
Camarmes Xorte, Camarines Sur, 433
Cambodia, 401 ff,, 413, 424, 427
Cambyses 223
Cameroons, 15

1

Campania (Region), 490, 502, 535
Campano-Etruscan alphabet, 503
Canaanite scripts, 53, 88, 160, 201, 214,

221, 235-248, 255; see also North
Semitic and Palestine

Canada, 155, 181 ff.

Canara, Canarese; see Kanarese
Canar\' Islands, 249
Canopus (Decree of), 70
Cantonese, 99, 413
Capena-Faliscan script, 506
Capestrano inscription, 497
Capital letters, 321, 45S, 537, 541; see

also Monumental scripts

Cappadocia, 53, 257, 280, 467
Capua inscriptions, 503
Carchemish, 89, 91 ff., 254
Cardigan (County), 525
Carian script, 165, 463, 464 f., 466
Carian-Eg\’ptian inscriptions, 466
Carinthia, 498, 5 1

1

Carlisle, 5 1

1

Carmarthen (County), 525
Carmathian; see Qarmathian
Carmen (of the period of Silla), 533
Carnarv'on (County), 525
Carnatic, 379
Carolina (U.S.A.); North Carolina

Caroline, Carolingian hand, 537, 547 ff*

Caroline Islands, 26, 446
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Carthaginian, 12 1, 235 f., 246 ff.,

251 f., 490; see also Phoenician
Cartouches, 70, 129 f.

Caspian Sea, 304, 568
Cassino script; see Montecassino
Castellon de la Plana, 251
Cathedral schools, 553
Catholic rosary, 26
Catholicism, 127 f., 153 f., 287, 372,

412, 434, 483 ff.

Caucasian languages, 54, 90, 252, 296,
322, 462, 483, 493, 567 f.

Cauni, 466
“Caves of the Thousand Buddhas”;

see Tun-huang
Cecrops, 451
Celebes, 156, 421, 429 f,

Celtic, 500 f., 514, 516, 521, 525, 530
Central Africa, —Asia, —China,
—Europe, —India, —Italy, —Java;
see Africa, Asia, China, etc.

Central America, XI, 35, 40, 120 ff,,

155, 2ib, 434, 541
Central Asian Gupta, 346 ff.

Central Indian script, 331, 380 f.

Central Provinces (India), 332, 365,
371 f., 380

Centuripa inscripti('>n, 504
Ceylon, 37Q, 387 f., 391, 401, 41 1; see

also Sinhala, Sinhalese
Chakdor Xamgye Phyag-rdor rnam-

gyal (Raja), 356
Chakma script, 408
Chalcedon, 285, 288
Chalcidian alphabet, 455, 493, 495,

5^4' 5-5’ 535 i*

Chaldtean Uniate Church, 287
Cha-lonh, 331, 41

1

Chalukya, 385, 380 f.

Cham, 402, 403 ff., 409, 412, 423 f.

Chameali script, 373 f.

Champaran, 367
Chandratfupta, I, 339, 346
Ch’ang Chieh, 102 f.

Chanhu-daro (Sind); see Indus Valley
Chanktus, 156
Chan Lao (Tribes), 420
Chao Yiian-hao, 147
Charairongba (King), 367
Charlemagne, 339, 547
Charms, 291; see also Sympathetic

magic
Charnay brooch, 508, 31 1, 517
Ch’eng Miao, 108

Chera (Eastern), 423
Cheribon, 424
Cherkessians, 29
Cherokee scripts, 175 ff., 448, 564
Chhattisgarhi, 365, 371

Chi a Chieh symbols, 114
Chiapas, 123, 126
Chibcha language, 155
Chichimeca, 124
Ch^ieh yiin, no
Ch'ien-fo-tung; see Tun-huang
Chieng-mai, 415, 418
Ch’ien lung, 319
Chi ku lo po wei, 103
Chile, 136, 565
Ch’in dynasty, 103, 107 f.

China, XI f., 17, 19, 26 f., 34, 36 f., 48

58, 98 ff., 128, 141 ff., 145 ft'., 169 ff.,

184 f., 195, 214 f., 286 ff., 292, 296
310, 312, 318 f., 352 ff., 401

413 ff., 420 ff., 442 ff., 540 f., 567, 570
Chinanteco, 126
Chinese classifiers, no, 115 ff.

Chinese infiuence on Japan, 169, 173
Chinese Shans, 418, 420
Chinese writing (Modern), 115
Chinggiz Khan, 316
Chin shih wen, 103
Chippewa; see Ojibway
Chi shih symbols, 112
Chittagong Hill Tracts, 408
Chiusi, 494, 496
Choctaw dialect, 1S3

Chola kingdom, Cholas 381 f., 386
Chola-Grantha script, 384
Choi Lila pyramid, 121

Chota Nagpur, 366
Chou dynasty, 100, 102
Chou-Chih, 286
Chou wen, 103, 107, no
Chrieng script, 407
Christ, 285, 287; see also Jesus Christ

Christianity, 156, 181, 231, 254, 279 ff.,

301, 312, 320, 324 f., 393,428, 432,f.,

442, 467, 470 ff-. 485, 523, 552 f.,

570
Christian Aramaic, 279 ff.

Christians of St. John; see Alandaeans
Christian Palestinian; see Palestinian

Syriac
Christological controversies

; Heresies
Chronological questions

; see under
names of individual scripts

Chuan Chu symbols, 113
Chufutkale, 265
Chukcha, Chukotsky Peninsula, 156 f.

Ch’ung shu (Script), 107
Chu ’nho, chu nom, chu quoc ngu', 1 18
Churahi dialect, 375
Church-oghams, 529
Churches, 255, 279 ff., 287 ff., 320, 322,

393, 467 ft., 475, 483, 522 ;
see also

under names of individual Churches
Churinga, 23
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Chii Sung, 102

Chuvash-Turkish, 483, 568
Chwee ; see T \\ i

Ci-Aruton (Java), 383
Cicero, 538
Cilicia, 245, 257 f., 280, 465, 467
Civilization, XI, 19 f., 533
‘‘Civilized” world, 572
Civita Castellana; see Falerii

Classification of Chinese symbols, 1 08 ff.

Claudius (Emperor), 538
Clement of xXlexandria, 58, 64, 66

“Clog-almanacks,” 50S

Closed syllables, 166, 446, 500, 555
Clouds (Script of the), 108

Cnossus; see Knossos
Coastal Malays, 428
Coat-armour, 29
Cochin, 393
Cochinchina, 401, 403
Codices, 125, 320 . 459^473 f-. 509 > 515.

517. 519 f*. 523. 542, 544 . 546
Coins, 236 f., 242 f., 302, 332 E, 338,

461 if.. 502
Cola Grantha Script, 384
Colchis, 322
Colle, 494, 496
Collingham inscription, 51

1

“Colonial” Phoenician; see Phoenician

Colour-oghams, 529
Columbus, 541
Combinations of t^^o or more letters,

553 f.,; see also Ligatures

Coniiso, 504
Common Teutonic runes, 512, 517 ft-

Communication of ideas, 20, 149, 15 1,

169, 302, 449, 516, 572
Comorin (Cape), 379
Completion of the alphabet, 566

Confucianism, 444
Congo, 28 f.

Conjeeveram; see Kanchi
Connection between scripts, 13. 139 fT.,

149, 168, 207, 217, 227 ff., 248, 251,

280, 291, 314. 328 f., 343 . 364. 367.

391, 400, 410, 415, 430, 440, 445,

448, 462, 466, 501, 52S, 532; see also

Idea-diiTusion

“Conquest (The)” (1066), 546
Consonantal principle, 15. 60, 16 1,

166, 176, 216 ff., 249, 264, 275, 283,

312, 316, 336, 354. 361, 407 412,

415 f., 426, 453, 461
Consonantal representation (En^L), 55S

Constantine, (a) (City), 248; (b) (Em-
peror), 339; (c) see St. Cyril

Constantinople, 285, 288

Constantza, 279
Continental hands, 544, 547 ff.

Coorg; see Kudagu
Copan, 123
Coptic, 67, 70, 191, 230 ff., 270, 287,

327, 467 ff.

Coran; see Qur’an
Corcyra (Island), 450
Corea; see Korea
Corinthian, 452, 455, 472, 493, 49S
Cork (County), 525
Cornwall (County), 525
Coromandel Coast, 402, 423
Coronation Gulf (Canada), 183

Cos (Island), 267
Cosmas Indicopleustcs, 393
Council of Chalcedon, 2S5, 288

Council of Ephesus, 285, 288

Court cases in Xsibidi script, 149 f.

Court hands (Latin), 544, 547 ff.

Crane People; see Aztecs

Crassus, 304
Cree syllabaries, 177, 181 ff.

Creed, 572; see also Churches and under
names of individual religions

Creek; see Aluskhokce
Cretan scripts, 24, 29, 33, 35, 40, 72 ff.,

95 f., 160, 165, 167, 195 ff., 215 f.,

221, 251, 329, 449 E. 455 f*. 462,

465 ff

Crimea, 265 f., 568
Croatian, 37, 476 E, 483, 484 E, 493,

553 E; see also Serbo-Croatian
Croesus, 465
Cross (Sign of the), 553
Cross River, 149
“Cross-runes”; see Tjaldrunir

Crucifixion (Poem on the), 509
Cruithen, CruithentLiath. Cruithni,

Cruitnech; see Piets

Cryptic scripts, 148 ff., 292. 296 ff.,

315. 355 . 393 . 4^o> 4^86, 488, 515,

523, 525.^ 529, 5 ^^ 5 . 568 E
Cufic; see Kufic
Cuicateco, 126

Cultivation of wheat, 120

Cumie, 493, 504, 535
Cumberland, 509
Cuna picture-writing, 155
Cuneiform alphabet, 203 E
Cuneiform writing, 40 ff., 85, 88, 93,

1 14, 128, 160, 167, 171, 186 tE, 197,

203, 206, 214 ff., 253, 259, 304. 335
Curds; see Kurds
Curial script; see Official scripts

Current hands; see Cursive scripts

Cursive scripts, 64, 67, 93, 108, 173,

190 E, 226 E, 242, 247, 259. 262 E,

268, 272, 274^ 277 ff,, 284, 289,

291 E, 302, 306 ff., 312, 314, 321,

324 E, 344 f*. 348. 351 f., 354 . 357 f-,
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362 f., 369, 372, 380, 382 ff., 386 f.,

392, 407 ff., 419, 457 ff., 470 ff.,

479 f-> 486 f., 488 f., 514, S16, 537 f.,

540 f., 544 fr., 590
Cyclades, 455
Cylinder seals, 43, 51
Cypriote, 29, 36, 40, 87, 119, 158, 160,

165 ff., 197 f., 203, 212, 215, 217,

245 f-. 329. 456, 465 f-

Cypro-Minoan, —Mycenaean script,

167 f.

Cypro-Phoenician, 237, 245 f.

Cyrillic scripts, 270, 461, 475 ff., 553,
568; see also Russian and St. Cyril

Cyrus, 187, 465
Czech, 37, 483, 553 f., 559

Dacia, 541
Daghesta, 568
Dag R’ali, 249
Dahomey, 563
Dakota tribes, 33
Dakshinapatha, 387; see also Deccan
Dalarna, 523
Dalmatia, 484 f., 544
Damascus, 29, 227, 254 f., 267, 271 f.

Damila; see Dravidian and Tamil
Daniel (Syriac bishop), 321
Danish, 517 f,, 520 ff.

; also Denmark
Danish invasion, 546 f.

Darien, 155
Darius, 51, 187 f., 304, 306
*'Dark Age’’ (Greece), 449
Dating of scripts; see under names of

individual scripts

David, 236, 238
David II (Georgian King), 324
Dayak (Tribe), 421
Dbu-chan script, 330, 353 ff., 357
Dbu-med script, 330, 353 ff.

Dead Sea, 243
Deaf Mutes, 20
Deccan, 342, 344, 360, 372, 37^ f., 399;—(Early Western), see Andhra
Decipherment of scripts, 55 f., 68 ff.,

77 85 f., 93 ff., 106, 127, 13 1 ff..

137, 161 ff., 168, 200 ff., 226, 251,

312, 314, 338, 347, 399, 407, 409,

464 f., 493, 511, 531
Dedanite alphabet, 227
De-fa(t) Tana script, 393
“Deflections and Inversions,” 113

Dehes, 284
Delaware “Chronicle,” 33
Delhi, 362, 371
Delos, 223, 225
Delphi, 472, 495
“Democratic” script, 214, 259

Demotic, 64, 66 f., 190 f., 195 f., 469 f.

Denbigh (County), 525
Dene; see Tinne
Denmark, 508 f., 513, 518, 522
Deogarh, 338
Destruction of books, 125, 132, 137,

393, 434; see also Burning of manu-
scripts and Inquisition

Determinatives, 43, 45, 60, 70,95, 115,
191

Deva-nagari character, 186, 330, 354,
358 flf., 365, 367 ff-, 371 ff-, 377 f-,

381, 390, 408, 424, 445, 571
Devanampiya Piyadasi; see Asoka
Devehi Hakura script; see Dives Akuru
“Devilish scrolls”, 121

“Devil-worshippers”; see Yezidi
Devon (County), 525
Dhamapalasa; see Dharmapala
Dhanabhuti X'acchiputa, 343
Dhanakataka, 342
Dharmapala (King), 332 f., 338
Diacritical marks, 14 f., 266, 276, 284,

288, 298, 300, 319, 353, 361, 378,

392, 420, 431, 443, 483, 488, 498,
500, 522, 544; see also Vocalization

Diamper (Synod of), 393
Diarbekr, 296
Dibon, 243
Diego de Landa (Bishop), i32ff., 434
Digamma inversum, 538
Digraphic inscriptions, 407, 525, 527
Dinaya inscription, 423 f.

Dionysius, 501
Diplomatic scripts, 214
Direction of writing, 47 f., 63, 66 f., 75,

79, 94, 1 17, 137, 143, 147, 153, 155,

167, 179, 204 f., 217, 223, 226, 231,

247 ff., 251, 264, 266, 275, 284, 295 f.,

300, 302, 314 ff., 321, 336, 338 f.,

341, 355> 384, 391 405, 426, 429,

436, 438, 443, 451 ff-, 466, 493 ff.,

503 f., 506, 514, 516, 526, 528, 530 f.,

533 ff-

Discoveries, XI, 120, 137, 148, 163,
212, 302, 337, 347 tf., 351, 357,
405, 408 f., 422, 433, 490, 497

Distinctive marks, 29
Divehi Rajje; see iVIaldivian

Dives Akuru script, 391 ff.

Divinations, 31, 102, 127, 295, 485, 490,
507, 514; see also Honan

“Divine characters” (Japanese), 169, 444
Diwani script, 274
Djeri script, 274
Djong, 142
Doab, 362
Doan

; see Aiton
Dog-Aramaic, 259
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Dogra script, 373 f.

Dolichocephalic, 18, 82
Domestication of animals, XI, 120, 254
Dong-yen-chau inscription, 403, 405
Dorians 449, 455
Doric-Connthian, 493
^Dotted runes, 522
‘Dotting”, 500; see also Diacritical

marks
Doubtful material, 14
Dragons (Script of the), 108

Dravidi (Script), 33S, 341, 385
Dravidian, 333 f., 342, 378 f., 387,

393, 396, 399, 442
Druids, 525, 529'

Duenos (“Dufnos”?) inscription, 534 f.

Dumfries, 509
Dura- Europos, 279 f.,

Dutch, 37, 396, 420, 431, 558; see also

Holland
Dvaravati (Kingdom), 418
Dza-Khong; see X^am

Early Germanic, —Nepali; see Ger-
manic, Nepali

Early Hebrew alphabet, 212 IT., 235 ff.,

245, 247, 261

Early Hungarian script, 315
Early Manipuri script, 365, 367
Early Maurya script, 330, 339 ff*

Early 'I'eutonic runes; see Common
Teutonic and Teutonic

Early Western Deccan : see Andhra
East, 221, 277, 280, 285, 572
Easter Island, 40, 87, 136 ff., 420
East(ern) Africa, —Asia, —Church,

—Cree, etc.; see Africa, Asia,

Church, Cree, etc.

Eastern Kirghiz; see Kazakh Turkish

Eastern Province (Ceylon), 388

East European Jewiy^ 266

East Indies, 420 ff.

East Italic; see Piceni

East Syrians; see Nestorians and Syria

Ebe; see Uguakima
Ecbatana; see Hamadan
Ecclesiastical Slavonic, 475
Edessene Syriac, 280 ff., 287
Edomite script, 243 f.

Education, 37
Efik, 148, 563
Egbo, 150
Eggjum, 509
Egilimar, 446
Egill, son of Skallagrim, 507
Egyptian, XI, 17, i9, 24 f., 29, 33, 35, 37,

40, 53> 58 ff., 72 E, 77 , 88, 91, 95,

102 f., 1 14, 121, 158, 160 f., 164 f..

585

171, i86, 189 ff., 195 ff., 210 ff., 221,

223, 230, 232, 236, 249, 254 f., 257,
267, 270, 277, 279, 283, 287, 449,
462, 466 ff., 470, 490

Egyptian theory- on the origin of the
alphabet, 195 ft*., 214 ff.

Einang stone-inscription, 509
Ekoi, 148 f.

Ekwi; see Twi
El-k-\marnah; see Tell el-'Amarna
Elamite scripts, 41, 53 ff., 85
Elath, 243
Elbasan script, 488 f.

Elbe (River), 518, 532
Elephant cave inscription, 341
Elephantine Papyri, 255, 258
Eliba‘al inscription, 212 f.

Elu script, 390
Embryo-writing, 21 ff.

Empty Quarter; see South Arabia
Enchorial script; see Demotic
Engle; see Anglo-Saxon
English, XII, 27, 37, 125, 176, 183,

218, 266, 279, 283, 306, 336, 338,

420, 455, 492, 508, 518, 536, 541,

544, 546 f., 549 ff., 552, 554,

555 ff-, 565; see also Anglian runes,

Anglo-Saxon scripts, Britain, Old
English

English Court hands, 551
Engomi, 167
Enigmatic scripts

;
see Unknown scripts

Enion Creek, 149
Enna (Province), 504
En-Nemarah, 271
Ephesus, 285, 288, 456
Epicarmos, 451
Epigraphy, 18, 103, 158, 163, 199, 203,

212, 225 f., 236, 238, 332, 337, 343,
388, 401. 403, 407 f., 410, 424, 461

Epizephyrian Locri, 472
Eran coin, 332 f., 338, 341
Eratosthenes, 451
Erech; see Uruk
Eremboi; see Aram
Erh ya, 108
Erlangga, Er-langga (King), 424
Eskimo, 121, 157, 183
Esperanto, 559
Es-Safa; see Safa
Es-Salt, 261
Este inscriptions; see Venetic
Estrangela script, 280-289, 393
Eteo-Cretan; see Cretan
Ethiopic, 186, 191, 223, 226, 229,

230 ff., 287, 291, 299 f-i 484^ 487
Etruscan, XII, 37, 451 f*, 45 ^, 461, 465,

471, 489, 490 ff., 506 f., 517, 534 ff.,

538; see also North Etruscan
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Eubanks Cherokee script, 177 f.

Euboea, 455
Eugubine Tables; ^ee Iguvine Tables
Euphrates; see Mesopotamia
Europe, 23, 72, 82, 121, 125, 152, 156,

173, 176, 266, 276, 291, 304, 346,

368, 377> 399, 401, 405, 407, 427,

429 f., 437, 448 f., 461, 467, 471,

473, 475, 489 f-, 507, 523, 540 f.,

544, 549 f-, 552 f., 559, 564 f-, 567 f-

;

see also under names of single

countries and scripts

European conquests, 120 f.

Eutyches, 287
Evans (James), 181 ff.

Evela Akuru, 391
Ewe (Tribe), 34
External changes of signs, 44 if., 64, 67,

106, 21 1, 214, 247, 249, 261, 269,

321, 329, 344, 417, 453, 486 f., 519,

538, 567, 570; see also under names
of individual scripts

External resemblances of signs, 87,

139, 197, 204, 216, 302, 335 f., 417,

445,451,484
Ezion-Geber; see Tell el-Kheleifeh

Ezra, 266

Fak Kham (Script), 414
Falaka, 466
Faleni, 505
Faliscan alphabet, 501 f., 505 f.

Fan ch’ieh, no
Fante (language), 562
Far East, 28, 421, 443
Faridpur grant, 363
“Fasti Danici,” 509
Fayyum, 469
Felsinian inscriptions, 504
Feronia inscription, 533
“Fertile crescent’’, 221
Fiji Islands, 28
Filipinos; see Philippine Islands

Finnish, Finno-Ugrian, 29, 37, 90,

315, 379, 482 f., 492, 531, 552, 567
Fire (Use of), XI
Fireland, 565
Fiume, 485
Florence, 544, 55°
Foehr, 29
Foggia (Province, Italy), 472
Forfeda signs, 525 f., 529

Forgeries; see Spurious inscriptions

Formello, 494 ff.

Formosa, 420
Forsa inscription, 5^5

_

Forum Romanum inscription, 533 f.

Fraktur; see “Black letter”

France, French, 22 f., 37, 125, 291, 492,
511, 519, 541, 544, 546, 552, 554 f*.

559, 562, 571
Frankish Empire, 547, 549
Frankish hand, 549
Franks Casket, 510 f.

Friesland, Frisian Islands, 29, 519
Fucino (Lake) inscription, 535
Fu Hsi, 102

Fu-nan, 405
Further India, 380, 383, 38S, 401 IF.

Futhark, 517; see also Runes
Fyn, 509, 513

Gabuli Tana script, 392 f.

Gadi dialect, 375
Gaelic, 525, 531 ;

see also Irish

Gaeta hand, 544
Gagauzi Turkish, 568
Galica; see Kalika
Galikean; see Mandiean
Galilee, 204
Gallehus, 509
Gallic scripts, 516, 537; see also Celtic

Gambier Islands, 136
Gandhara, 302
Ganges, 341, 366
Ganjam, 366
Garandigala inscription, 389
Garmin script, 407
Garshuni script, 269, 290
Gaths (Eastern), 341
Gaul; see Celtic and France
Gaustana; see Khotanese
Gautama Sakyamuni; see Buddha
Gaya, 369
Gede (Aksara), 425 f.

Ge‘ez, 232; see also Ethiopic

Generalization in Chinese writing, 113
Genizah, 261
Geometric art (Primitive), 449
Geometric signs, 445 f., 484, 531
George III, —IV (Georgian kings), 324
Georgia (L^.S.A,), 176
Georgian, 280, 321, 322 fF., 327, 486
German, Germanic runes, 37, 266,

473, 485, 492, 507, 511 fF., 517 f.,

541, 544, 547, 549 h, 552 ff., 559;
see also “Black letter” and Runes

Gestures, 20, loi, 112, 529
Gezer, 208 f., 212 f., 238
Ghats, 379
Ghossundi inscription, 341
Gigha (Island), 529
Gist (Guess, Guest) ; see Sequoya
Ginza, 291
Girnar inscriptions, 343, 423
Gjinokastn; see Argyrokastron
Glagolitic scripts, 475 ff.
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Glamorgan (County), 525
GlavenJrup inscription, 513

Glyphs, i2g f.

Goa, 372, 393
Gobi Desert, 318 f.

Godavari (River), 341 f.

Godfrey Collection, 337, 352

Gods of writing, 17, 102, 134, 291, 329,

338
Goju-on, 173
Gold Coast Colony, 562

‘‘Golden Horn’' from Gallehus, 508 f.

Goldsmith (Oliver), 572
Gonda district, 36S

Go-on, 170
Gorakhpur district, 332
Gospel, 184 f., 255, 320, 334; ^^^so

Bible

Gothic alphabet, 473 ff., 485. 507 ^

514, 516 f.; see also ‘‘Black letter”

Gothland, 509, 517, 522 f.

Gozan; see Tell Halaf

Grabar dialect, 320
Graeco-Indian coins; see Indo-Greek

Graeco-Latin alphabets, 493 ; see also

under Greek and Latin

G inscriptions, 464

Grantha scripts, 33 tj 381 ffv 3^5

38c;, 391, 402, 407, 409, 423

“Gras character”: see 4 san shu

“Great Book”; see Ginza

Great Britain; see Britain

Great Seal characters : see I a chuan

Great >ynagogue, 26^

Great Wall <4' China, 318

Greek, XII, 17, 25, 37 , 67, 7 °, 72 . 89,

165 ff,, 191, 195 ’ 198 . 215, 217 It.,

223, 225, 227, 230 If., 236, 245,

249. 251, 253, 255. 257, 267 270 1.,

279 ff.. 2S4, 290, 304. 306, 308,

320 f., 325, 327, 329, 335 f., 339 >

347 f., 449 ff*> 475 ’ 484 1^'-’ 490, 493 ,

495, 49S, 501, 504 ’ 507 ’ 51^’ 5 145

516 f., 525 f., 531 ’ 534 54I’ 552,

554 ' 558? 5 ^^? 5^8

Greek-Aramaie script, 465

Greek orthodox rcliinon, 483, 552

Greenland, 27, 183, 511, 522

Greenmount Louth inscription, 51

1

Grevin lor Hill inscription, 51

1

Grotta del Tifune inscription, 491

Gruziya; see Geore:ia

Guatemala, 122 f.

Gubbio; See Iguvium

Gujarati, 342, 344, 358, 3^0, 367, 368 f.,

37I’ 379’ 387’ 399’ 423

Guntapklle cave, 337
Guntui District, 345
GununLi 4 elu CTrihe). 430

Gupta scripts, 330, 344, 345 ff., 354 >

357 f', 362, 389, 402, 407, 410
Gurgi, Gurgistan, Gurjian; see Georgia

Gurkhas, 363
Gurmukhi script, 330, 372, 374, 377 f-

Gutenberg, 550
Gyptios; see Coptic

Habax ; see Hanono-o
Hadhramaut, 223 ff.

Hcelsinge runes, 515, 520 f.

Hierjedalen, 523
Hagmatana; see Hamadan
Hainan Island, 26, 413
Hala Kannada; see Kanarese

Half-Cape-Mount (River), 178

Hahearnassos, 45^*

Halmidi, 380, 382
Halys (River), 464
Ham, 235; see also Egypt
Hamadan, 188

Hamath, 93, 255 f.

Hammurabi, 49 f., 88

Hampangan (Dialect); see Hanono-o
Hampshire, Hants (County), 525
Handicraft in Chinese writiniz, 112

Handwriting, 13; see also Calligraphy

and Cursive scripts

Hanono-o (Dialect), 433
Hanthawady; see Peguans
Harafuras; ste Turajas

Harappa (Puniab); see Indus \ alley

Harha Tana script, 393
Haripunjaya Kingdcim, 418
Harsha-vardhana, 358
Hathihada inscription, 341
Hattie, —li, Hattushash; see Hittites

Haussa, 276
Hawai Islands, 420
Hay (Haykh); see Armenia
Hazael, 255
Hazarmaveth ; see Hadhramaut
Heathen; see Paganism
Hebrew, 37, 195, 204, 215, 217, 220 f.,

226, 231, 235 ff., 254, 261 ff., 269,

289, 333, 336, 486 f., 558 f., 568; jee

also Early Hebrew, Judaea, Judaism,

Judezmo, Northern Kingdom, and

Yiddish
Hebrew-oriental script, 264
Hejaz, 227, 271
Plejra, 267
Hellanicus of Lesbos, 501

Hellas, Hellenic, Hellenism; see Greek

Hellenistic period, Hellenization, 226 f.,

245, 252, 310; see also Greek

He Miao; see Miao
Heraldic signs, 29, 531 f.
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Herat, 311
Heresies, 285, 287, 393 ff.

Hermes, 17
Herodotus, 253, 451, 462, 464, 471, 493,

“Heroic Age”; see Homeric poems
Hexagrams, loi

Hia-hiu; see Otomi
Hidalgo, 123
Hieratic script, 19, 64 ff., 195, 407, 469
Hieroglyphic script, 19, 34, 41, 5^

77, 93, 121, 128, 149, 190 f., 195 ff.,

201, 469; see also Egypt
High German; see German
Hill-oghams, 529
Himalaya, 339, 356, 362 f., 373
Himyarite script, 226
Hindi, 121, 269, 343, 346, 358, 361 f.,

368, 371, 378 f., 385, 394, 402 f.,

405, 413, 415, 427; see also Aryans,
India, Indo-Aryan and Sanskrit

Hindu-Javanese; see Indo-Javanese
Hira gana script, 17 1 ff., 444
Hispania Citerior, 249 ;

see also Iberian

Hispano-Moresque influence, 264
History of Religion, 203; see also

Alphabet follows religion

History of Writing, XI, 13, 17 ff., 141,

195. 440, 448 i; 458, 461, 490, 496,

504, 538, 544, 552, 566 f., 569 f.

Hittites, 19, 35, 40, 49, 53, 58, 72, 85,

89 ff., 166 f., 197, 215, 221, 235, 253 f.,

347
Hkiin script, 415
Hmawza; see Prome
Holland, 509, 541, 552; see also Dutch
Holstein, 518
Holy Roman Empire, 549
Holy Scriptures; see Bible

Homeric poems, 253, 449
Homonyms, 90, 100, 114, 128

Homophones, 43, 61, 173
Honan, 103, 105 f.

Honduras, 123
“Hongmu-alphabet,” 444
Horiuzji manuscripts, 337, 358
Ho Tan Chia

;
see Honan

Hottentot language, 559
Hotu-matua, 137
Hova, 295
Hsi (Dynasty), 100, 102

Hsi-an-fu, 286

Hsiang ( sing) s>Taibols, 1 1

1

Hsiao chuan, 103, 106 ff.

Hsiao-t’un; see Honan
Hsientien, 185
Hsi-Hsia; see Si Hia
Hsi-kang, 14

1

Hsing sheng symbols, 1 14

Hsing shu (Script), 108
Hsi Nu Lo, 413
Hsiian (King), 105

Hsii Hsiian, iii

Hsii shen, 1 10

Huang-ti, 102 f.

Huastec, 123
Hudson Bay, 183
Hui i symbols, 112 f.

Humanistic hand, 548 ff.

Hunab Ku, 134
Hung Miao

;
see Miao

Hungarian, 37, 279, 315, 492, 559; see

also Early Hungarian script

Huns, 358
Hurrian, 53, 90, 204, 215
Huviska, 343
Hvamna -

,
Hvamnai

,
Hvatana -

Hvatanai; see Khotanese
Hwa Lisu; see Lisu
Hwa Aliao; see Aliao

Hydaspes, 302
Hyderabad, 376 f., 379 f.

Hyksos, 209, 214 f.

Iberian scripts, 236, 249 ff., 525
Ibibio (Language), 564
Ibo (Ybo) tribe, 148 f., 336
Icelandic, 507, 51 1, 518

Iconography, 21 ff-

“Idea-diffusion,” XI, 54, 58, 95, 151 f.,

176 f., 249, 252, 445 ff., 527 f., 570
Ideograms, 34, 435 95> loif., 112, i4iff.,

160, 170 f., 176, 191, 199, 306
Ideographic combinations (Chinese),

1

12

Ideographic scripts, XI, 34 f., 40, loi,

108, 127, 133, 157, 179, 189, 329, 420,
442

Idiok; see Xsibidi
Idiom neutral, 559
Ido, 559
Iguvine Tables, Iguvium, 504
Ijumo script, 169
Ikonomatic system, 128 f.

Ikorana, 149
Ikpa, 565
Ham; see Ceylon
Illiterate, 17, 420, 442 f., 552 f.

Illustrated manuscripts, 125 ff., 144 f.,

292
Illustrations, XII
Illyrian, 471, 497 f., 501
Ilocano, 432, 434 f.

Ilocano Short Catechism; see Belarmino
Incarnation, 285
Incas

;
see Peru

Inconsistent representation of English
sounds, 555, 558

Incorporative languages, 124
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Incunable of the alphabetic script, 205
India, XII, 17, 19, 24, 81, 143, 217, 223,

225, 230, 254 f., 257, 269, 286, 296,

298, 301 ff., 309 f., 327, 328 ff.,

340, 343, 363, 371, 372 ff-. 401 ff-.

405, 409 fT., 420 ff., 440 ff., 444, 558,

567 f., 570; see also Further —

,

North(ern) —
,

South(ern) —
,

as

well as under names of individual

languages and peoples

Indian current hands, 364 ff.

Indian Ocean, 223, 391
Indian Territory, 176 f.

Indians
; see India and American Indians

Indies
;
see East Indies and West Indies

Indo-Aryan, 81, 269, 301 f., 328 ff.,

423 ;
see also Ar\^ans and under

names of individual languages

Indo-Bactrian
;
see Kharoshthi

Indo-Chinese, 27 f., 141, i 43 > ^45 f-j

402 if.

Indo-European languages, 41, 55, 78,

85, 90 f., 98, 269, 320, 336, 347 ff.,

462, 465 f., 483, 501, 531; also

under names of individual languages

Indo-Germanic; see Indo-European
Indo-Greek, 302, 335, 342
Indo-Hittite, 90
Indo- Iranians, 215, 301

Indo-Javanese, 422 ff., 427, 429
Indonesian languages, 143, 401, 420 ff.

Indo-Scythian, 302
Indus Valley, 40 f., 81 ff., 97, 139, 160,

216, 328 f., 334, 376
Inflecting languages, 98
Innsbruck, 500
Inquisition, 125, 287, 296, 393, 433 f.

Inscriptions; see under names of in-

dividual scripts

Insular hands, 544, 54^
International similarities between

scripts, 60, 10 1, 197
International tongue ; see Lingua franca

Invention of single signs, 554; see also:

Invention of writing. Inventors of

scripts, XI, 17, 103, 157, 161, 169,

176 f., 179, 181 ff., 19L 197 ff-, 204,

215, 217, 231, 292, 298 ff., 308,

318 ff., 322, 336, 353 » 355 , 400,

416, 41S, 440, 444 ff', 450 f-, 473 ,

485 ff., 514, 516, 525, 528, 565 f-, 568;

see also Gods of writing

Inverurie, 531
Ionic-alphabet, 449, 451, 454 45 ^,

45 ^, 472
Irani, 271
Iranian, 82, 277, 292, 304 ff., 310, 316,

322, 349 f., 483; see also Pahlavi and

Persia

Iraq ;
see Alesopotamia

Ireland, Irish scripts, 121, 51 1, 525 f.,

528 f., 531 f., 537, 544, 546 f., 549,
553; see also Celtic, Insular hands
and Oghams

Irkutsk, 319
Irofa (Iroha) poem, 171 ff.

Iron Age, 208, 449
Iron Gates (Sogdiana), 348
Iroquois tribes, 28, 176
Irrawaddy, 408, 410, 414
Isapur, 343
Iseo (Lake), 500
Isfahani scripts, 272
Islam, 225, 254, 271 f., 280 ff., 287, 296,

298, 30L 304 L, 346, 39 L 422, 426,

428, 431, 433; see also IMoslems
Isle of Man, 51 1, 515, 521 f., 525, 530 f.

‘Isman Alahmud, 300
‘Isman Yusuf, 300
Isolating languages, 98
Israel; see Hebrew
Istria, 485
Italian, Italic, 23, 28, 37, 125, 263, 267,

279, 300, 471, 485, 490, 492 ff.,

500 f., 516, 525, 533-544. 547 ff-.

550 ff., 553 ff., 558 f., 562, 571; see

also Bella lingua, Etruscan, Latin
alphabet, and under names of

individual peoples
Italian-Hebrew script, 264
Italian Somalia, 300
Italics, 552
Italo-Celtic, 347
Itu Division, 564
Itzamna, 134
Itzcoatl, 124
Ivory Coast, 562
lyere, 564
lyo script, 169

Jacob, 253
Jacob Baradaeus, 2S7
Jacobites, 283 f., 287 ff., 396
Jaederen inscription, 515
Jagatai Turkish, 568
Jaga\yapeta ornamental script, 344
Jain-Grantha script, 384
Jainism, 334, 338, 343 ff., 371, 383 ff*

James Bay, 183
James from Telia; see Baradaeus
Jammu State, 373 f.

Janissaries, 274
Japanese, 26, 36, 40, 90, 121, 143, 156,

158, 169 ff., 217, 442 ff., 541, 567
Japhetic languages; see Caucasian

Jar handles, 240, 243
Jaunsar-Ba\^ar, Jaunsari, 375
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Java (Aksara), 425 f.

Java-Pasuruhan, 424
Javan (Tribe); see Hanono-o
Javanese, 331, 383, 402, 409, 422 ff.,

441 ;
see also Kavi

Jebba, 563
Jebel Druse, 267
Jebu, 29
Jerusalem, 51, 88, 210, 283, 396
Jesus Christ, 255, 282
Jewish, Jews; see Judaism
Jewish coins(Script of the), 236 f., 242 f.

Jina (The), 334; see also Jainism
Jindaimoji (Script), 164
John Gist (Guess, Guest); see Sequoya
Johor, 40S
Jo-Khang; see Xam
Joshua, 21

1

Juan de Dios Apasa, 154
Jubbai, 375
Judiea, 239, 277
Judceo-German

;
see Yiddish

Judieo-Spanish; see Judezmo
Judaism, 17, 236, 254 f., 261 f., 266 ff.,

290, 301, 386 f.
;
see also Hebrew

Judezmo, 266
Judges, 21

1

Julius Ciesar, 516
Jumna (JRner), 343
Junnar cave inscriptions, 344 f.

Juno,— Lucina inscriptions, 533 ff.

Justinian, 282
Jutes, 518

Kablliax, 301
Kadamba inscriptions, 381, 410
Kadhar (Song of), 406
Kadiak Aleut; see Aleutian Islands
Kadiueo (Tribe), 29
Kadmeia grammata, 151
Kadmos; see Cadmos
Kahun script, 207
K’ai shu (Script), 108, 171
Kaithi scripts, 362, 367 ff., 371
Kakhyens (Tribe), 31
Kalahandi State, 365
Kalasan inscription, 424
Kalemi-Rasd script, 274
Kalika alphabet, 318
Kalinga scripts, 341 fT., 381
Kallerup stone-inscription, 513
Kalmuck, 317 ff.

Kambu, Kambuja; see Cambodia
Kami no Moji, Kamiyo no Moji, 169

Kamtchatka, 156
Kamti ; see Khamti
Kana (Scripts), 171 ff., 44^, 444
Kana no Kai, Kana no Tekagami, 172

Kanarese, 360, 372, 379, 4^0

Kanchi, 344, 381, 402, 409, 423
Kanesh, Kanish; see Hittites

K'ang Hsi, no
Kanhen cave inscriptions, 345
Kanishka, 343 ff.

Kanji, 171
Kannada, 337
Kan-on, 170
Kansu, 312, 319
Kanvas, 342 f.

Kara Kahn, 25
Karaites, 266, 568
Karani-Oriya script, 366
Karasubazar, 265
Karatepe, 245
Karens, 412
Karli cave inscriptions, 345
Karnak; see Thebes
Karnatak, 337
Karshuni

;
see Garshuni

K‘art‘li, K‘arthilPena, Kartvelian,

K‘art‘velni
;
see Georgia

Kashgar, 302, 316, 337, 568
Kashmiri, 298, 362, 372 ft'.; see also

Sarada
Kashtawar Valley, Kashtawari, 376
Kassites, 49, 53
Kata kana (Script), 17 1 ff., 444
Katamarram, 393
Kathiawar, 343, 378 f.

Katydhata, 167
Kauni

;
see Cauni

Kausambi, 343
Kavi, 421, 422 ff., 428 ff., 441
Kavi rajamarga, 380
Kawi; see Kavi
Kayastha, Kayath, 367; see also Kaithi

Kaystros Valley, 466
Kazakh Turkish, 568
Kazan Turkish, 56S
Kechua, 90
Kedatan (Basa), 424
Kel R’ela, 249
Kentung State, 415
Kerr\" (County), 525
Ketab meruba', 261
Keys ; see Chinese classifiers

Khalkha dialect, 318
Khamti, 413, 418 f.

Khamti Tairong, 419
(Kharaoshta), Kharoshthi, (Kharostra,

Kharottha), 301 ff., 328, 33S, 340,
351, 440

Kharaveia (King), 341
Khasan al-Bashi, 296
Khasi, 28, 405
Khatn; see Saurashtran
Khitan, K’ltan, 146 f.

Khmer, 403 ff., 413 f., 416 ff.
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Khotanese, 349 ff., 354, 357
Khotani Saka, 350, 355
Khudawadi, 376 f.

Khutsuri script, 323
Khuzisfan, 54
Khwajas, 376 f.

’Khyug-yig script, 330, 354
Kibi daijin, Kibi(no) IVlabi, 171

Kilkenny (County), 525
Kimberley, 24
Kincardine (County) 529
Kingigtorssuak inscription, 51 1, 522

Kingmoor, 5 1

1

Kirghiz Turkish 568
Kirk Michael stone-inscription 51 1,

532, 535, 530 f-,

Kisimi Kamala (Kamara), 181

Kistna, 337, 341 344 f-

Kitab al Jalweh, 296
Kiusa; see Kyok-cha
Kiuthali dialects, 375
Knossos, 72, 76 f., 449
Knot devices, 26, loi, 169

Kno^vledge of writing, 120, 133 f.,

421, 43 o> 433 f*. 43 ^> 509, SU. 547
Kobodaishi, 17

1

Kochi script, 375
Kochin

;
see Cochin

Kodagu; see Kudagu
K’o fu script, 107
Kohau-rongo-rongo ;

see Easter Island

Koikonda, 383
Kojiki, 169
Kok Turki runes, 313 ff., 516’ 5^7
Kolarian ; see Munda
Koleluttu script, 386
Komi, 482
Kiinkani, 344, 37 -^ 379
Kopbal, 3S3
Kopu dialect, 1S5

Koran; see Qur'an
Korea, 143^ 217, 318, 439,

442 ff., 541
Kosali; see Awadhi
Kosi (R^^'er), 367
K’o-tou tzu (Script), 108

Kottayam, 393
Ko^el spearhead, 508, 51

1

Krama Inggil, 424
Krishna (River), 3S2

Kshaharata dynasty, 344
Kshatrapas (Script of the northern), 343

Kuang Vvin, 1 1

1

Kuda cave inscriptions, 344 f.

Kudagu dialect, 379
Kuhe script, 271 ff.

Kuki-chin group of languages, 367

Kului script, 375
Kumuk Turkish, 56S

Kun pronunciation, 170
Kunten, 172
Kur(a) (River), 327
Kuram copper-plates, 384
Kurdish, 282, 2S6, 296
Kurmanji dialect, 296
Kurnool District, 338 f.

Kushana inscriptions, 342 ff., 363
Kuskokwim, 157, 183

Kutai, 423
Kutila inscriptions, 358
Ku wen (Script), 103, 107, no
Kvistrunir, 515, 523
Kwang-si, 146, 413
Kwang-tung, 146, 413
Kwei-chow, 413, 420
Kwi; see Twi
Kylfver stone-inscription, 517
Kylikes (Faliscan inscribed), 505
Kyok-cha (Script), 331, 41

1

L= 5o, its origin, 536
Labrador, 183
Lachish, 208 ff., 220, 239 f

Ladakhi, 312, 352
Lagos; see Nigeria

Laiinda dialects, 376
Laka dialect, 1S5

Lakhamandal, 35S
Lakish; see Laehish
Lalita Vistara, 332, 33S, 35S
Lamaism, 356; see also Buddha
Lamentations, 220
Lampong script, 331, 428 f.

Landa; see Diego de Landa (Bishop)

Landa scripts, 372, 374, 376 ff.

Land's End; see Easter Island

Language and script 492; see also

under names of single languages

Lanka; sec Ceylon
Lao, 27, 145, 413, 414 f., 420
Lapidary capitals, 537, 539, 541
Lapidary style; see Alonumental scripts

Lapis niger: see Eurum Romanum
Lapps, 29
Larai script, 376
La Serreta, 249
Latin alphabet, XII, 152, 176, 183, 2S5,

105. ^17. 248, 269 f., 279, 295 ff.,

306, 327, 346, 420, 428, 431, 433^

437 , 440 E* 445 , 44 ^^. 45 ^, 4^1 1 472 f.,

483 f., 4S7 ff.. 492 E. 497 , 501 ff.,

5 ^7 ^ 509. 514 ff- 522 ff., 532, 533 ff*,

5^^7 f
. 571

Latin— ;
suggested introduction into

Japan, 174
Latin-Celtic inscriptions, 525 f.

Latin-Etruscan inscriptions, 497
Latin-SIavonic scripts, 554
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Latin-Turkish alphabet, 554
Latinian, 501, 505
Latino sine flexione, 559
Latmm, 505
Laz dialect, 322
Lebanon, 282
Lecce (South Italy), 472
Lecco (Lake), 500
Lee, Li; see Hainan
-Legibility, 570
Lekha, lekhaka, lekham chindati, 329, 332
Leleges, 466
Lemnos, 452
Lemuria, 19, 136
Lena River, 568
Leningrad Codex, 261
Lepcha script, 353, 356 f.

Lepontic alphabet, 496, 499 ff.

Leprignano, 494, 496
Lesbos, 501
Levant, 263 ; see also Near East
Leyden, 509
Lha-b-Tsun Chhen-po, 356
Lha-sa, 353
Liang (Mount)

;
see Ta Liang-shan

Liao dynasty, 147
Liberia, 178
Libyan, 12 1, 248 f., 251 f.

Lien tzu, 108
Ligatures, 64, 67, 173, 191, 275, 279,

289, 306, 324, 480, 484, 488
Ligor, 408, 427
Ligurian-Celtic; see Lepontic
Ligurians, 252, 500
Lihyanian or Lihyanite, 224 ff.

Li-kiang, 142
Lincoln, 51

i

Linear scripts, 75 f., 165, 205
Lingayen (Gulf of), 433
Lingua franca, 53, 254 If-, 280 ff., 312,

346, 353, 362, 420, 553. 558 f-

Linos, 451
Lipi ('Svriting”), 332, 338
Li shu script, 103, 107 f.

Li Ssu, 103, 108, no
Lisu (Li-su) dialects, 185

Lithic; see Neolithic, Palaeolithic and
Stone Age

Lithic sudes; see Monumental scripts

Liturgical hands. Liturgy, 280, 283,

286 ff., 309. 393, 396, 41S, 467, 470,

475, 48s f., 504, 550
Liu shu (“six scripts ), no
Li-zu; see Lisu

Locri, 455, 472
“Logical aggregates symbols, 112

Lo-lo, 141 ff., 185

Lombardic hand, 44
Londoner, 555

Long-headed; see Dolichocephalic
Lou-lan inscriptions, 302
Lu, 415
Lu‘ash, 225
Lucca hand, 544
Lucera (South Italy), 472
Luchuan, 185
Lugano inscriptions, 500
Luhanas

;
see Thattai

Luili, Luwian, 90
Lu-k’iiian-hyen, 143
Luku; see Lycian
Lulu; see Lo-lo
Luoravetlan, 157
Lusatians, 483
Lu-tze (Tribe), 29
Luwu, 430
Luxor; see Thebes
Luzaga, 251
Luzon, 422, 432 ff.

Lycian, 257, 462 ff., 465 f.

Lydian, 255, 257, 463, 465 f., 495
Lydio-Aramaic inscriptions, 466
Lydio-Greek inscriptions, 466

M= 1,000, its origin, 536
Aiacartney Collection, 352
Macassarese, 331, 430
Maccabees, 243, 261
Macedonia, 475
Mackenzie River, 183
Madagascar, 295 f., 276, 420
Madhya, 424
Madhyadesa, 343, 362
Madras Presidency, 338 f., 341, 344 f->

365 f-, 379 ff-, 384, 393. 399
Madrid Codex, 125
Madura district, 341, 382, 385, 399
Madurese, 426
Madya; see Madhya
Maelar Lake, 521
Maeshowe inscriptions, 511
Magadha, 334, 339, 341 f., 358, 369
Magahi, 367, 369
Magdeburg, 532
Magellan, 433 ; strait of—, 565
Maggiore (Lake), 500
Maghribi script, 270, 272
Magic, 21 ff., 109, 155, 291, 507, 514.

516
jVIagliano; see “Piombo” of Magliano
Magna Grscia, 455, 472, 493, 504
Magnesia, 452
Magre inscriptions, 499 ff.

Magyar; see Hungarian
Mahajani script, 362, 371, 372 ff. 376
Mahanadi, 341
Mahanaman inscription, 358
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Mahasthan inscription, 332 f.

Mahavira (\^ardhamana)
;

see Jina

Mahayana Buddhism, 427
Mahmud (Sultan), 361
Mahommedan(ism)

;
see Islam

Ma’il script, 272
Maimons script, 376
Ma‘in, 225
Maithili script, 365 ff., 370
Majapahit empire, 422, 424, 441
Majusculae, 285, 288, 321 ff., 425 54®>

546, 549, 552; see also Capital letters

and under names of individual scripts

Makonde people, 26 f.

Malabarese, 385 f., 393 ff.

Malacca, 31, 402
Malagasy, 276, 295 f.

Malay, Malayo-Polynesian languages,

156, 276 f., 295 f., 401 ff., 405^ 408,

420 ff., 440; see also “Basic” ]\Ialay

Malayalam, 337, 379, 384, 386, 393, 396
Maldivian scripts, 391 ff.

Male or Mali, 391
Malicus III, 267
Malta, 245
Malumkun; see Kirk Alichael

Malvi, 371
Malwa, 344, 399
Mamandur inscription, 341
Man (Isle of), 511, 521, 525, 530 f.

Man dialects, scripts, tribes, 145 f.

IVIanadu (Tribe), 430
Manchu alphabet, 317 ff.

Mandaean alphabet, 260, 290 f.

Mandarin dialect, 99 f.

Mandasor inscription, 399 f.

Mandeah (Mandi State), 375
IMandharese, 430
Mandingo language, 178

Mangalore, 379
Manguianes; see Mangyan
Mangyan, 421, 433 j 43

5

» 437 ff*

Alanicha^an, 260, 291 f., 301, 3 i“>

316
Manila, 432 f.

IVIanipuri, 367
IVIansalay, 437
“Mansions in skies” 121

]Ma‘nu, 280
]Manuscripts ;

see under names of

individual scripts

Manx, 51 515. 521 ^*

Mappila tribe (Tellicherry), 386

Marathi, 371 f., 379, 394, 399
Marches (Region), 497
Alarco Polo, 286

Marcus Aurelius, 339
Mardin, 296
Mar Elia, 287

593

Maria Saalerberg inscription, 511, 5^5 ^*

Marib, 225
Maronites, 283
Marquesan Islands, 26
Marseilles, 295
Mar Shimun, 287
Marsiliana d’Albegna tablet, 494 ff.

Marwari, 371
Mas d’Azil; see Azilian signary

IVIasahi, 370
IMasai (Tribe), 29
Mashad-i-Murghab ;

see Pasargadue

]Mashaf-i rash; see IVIiskhaf Resh
IMashq, 272
Masht'otz; see St. Mesrop
Mathura (Muttra), 343
]\Iatres lectionis

;
see Vocalization

Matrey, 500
Mattuchira, 393
Alaurya scripts, 330, 339 ff.

Maya' 34, 58, 121, I22 ff., 434
XIazateco, 126
Alecca, 271 ff., 295
Media, 188, 309
^Medina, 271 ff.

^Mediterranean, 22 ff,, 29, 82, 165, 167,

198, 221, 225, 269, 335, 514
Megalithic, 22
Megara, 455
Megiddo, 209
Megum; see Alicmac
Mei-lei, Meitlei, Mekhali

;
see Manipuri

Mekong, 142, 146, 185, 405, 413, 415
^Melanesian Islands, 24, 136, 420
Melkites, 282, 288 ff.

Melos (Island), 455 f.

^Memory aid symbols; see Alnemonic
devices

Menado (Residency), 156
rvlenam, 405, 413 f.

Alenangkabaus (Tribe), 428
Mendai; see Mandaean
Alende syllabary, 180 f.

Mendoza Codex, 124
Menes (King), 59
^Mengkasa, Mengkasara; see ^lacassar

Meng T’ien, 106

Aleo
;
see Xliao

Alergui District, 416
Meroitic, 40, 186, 189 ff., 231, 329, 471
Merovingian hand, 544, 547
Mesha‘ stele; see Stone of Mesha‘
Mesopotamia. XI, 33 ff., 4^ ff*» 7^, 82,

100, 214 ff., 223, 230, 236, 253 f.,

267, 271 f., 277, 280, 282, 286, 290,

304, 335, 568 f. ;
see also Assyria,

Babylonia, Cuneiform writing,

Semites and Sumerians

(Mesrob,) Mesrop; see St. Mesrop

00
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Messages, 507; see also Symbolic

Messapian 471 f., 498, 502
Messapian-Apulian tribes, 472
Messina inscriptions, 503
Metals (Employment of), 120

Methodius; see St. Methodius
Mexico, 34, 40, 120-135, i55> 54^

Miao, Miao-tse, Miao-tsu, Miao-tsze,

Miau-tsze, 145 f., 184 f j 4^8
Miao Pollard system, 146, 184 f.

Micmac script, 155
Micronesia, 24
Middle Ages, 266, 401, 508, 529, 538,

546
Middle Iranian; see Pahlavi Sogdian

Middle Kingdom, 286

Middle Persian ;
see Pahlavi, Sogdian

Midianites, 225
Midnapore District, 370
Miletus, 458
Minsean script, 223 ff.

Minahassa script, 154, 156

Minangkabaus ;
see Menangkabaus

Mindanao (Island), 432 f.

Mindoro (Island), 421, 433 > 435 > 437
Mingrelian dialect, 322
Miniature (Art of), 570
Minnesota (U.S.A.), 183

Minoan, 36, 72 ff., 167, 245, 329, 449;

see also Cretan scripts

Minto Stone, 424
Minusculae, 288, 321 ff., 457 f-j 46o> 538,

540, ff., 545 ff-,. 549, 552 ;
see also under

names of individual scripts

“Mirror writing,” 565
Mirrors (Etruscan), 491
Aliskhaf Resh, Aliskhefa Resh, 296

Misra script, 390
Missing-link theorv^ on the origin of the

alphabet, 201 f., 208 ff.

Missionaries, 153, 155, i 77 j
i 79> ^81,

183 ff., 286, 289, 295 f., 375> 393>

409, 412, 418, 442, 485, 546, 552, 565,

Mississipi, 183
Xlitannian, 53, 90, 253
Mithila; see Maithili

Mithridates, I, 304, 327
Mixe Codices, 126

Mixtec Codices, 123, 126

Mkhedruli script 323 ff.

Mnemonic devices, Mnemotechnic,

26 ff., 127, 137, 139

Moabite script, 207, 212, 235 ff., 243 i.

Mocara Jianten inscription, 422

Modi script, 360, 372
Modjopahit empire; see Xlajapahit

VIcEsogothic ;
see Gothic

Mogul dynasty, 378
Mohammed, 271

Mohammedans; see Moslems
Mohenjo-Daro; see Indus Valley

Momolu Duwalu Bukele, 179
Morn-pa; see Lepcha
Mon (Language), 405, 408 ff., 414, 418
]\Ion-Burmese culture, 41

1

Mon-Khmer languages, 403, 405, 408,

4^3
,

Monasteries (Christian), 552 f.

VIonastir (Congress at), 488
Monghyr, 367
Mongolian, 27, 121, 147, 157, 217, 282,

286, 301, 310, 312, 314, 316 ff,, 324,

355 f., 402, 413, 422, 444, 567 f.

IMonoconsonantic ; see Uni-consonantal
Monogenetism of the alphabet, XI, 217
Monograms, 407
Monophysites, 283, 285, 287, 467
Monopoly of writing, 37, 65, 134, 137,

215
Alonosyllabism, 98, 152, 169, 357, 402,

410, 442
Montecassino, 544
Alontecuzoma or Montezuma, 124
Montenegro, 485
^Monumental Gupta, 345 f.

Monumental scripts, 190 f., 247,
262, 272, 277 f., 285, 302, 307, 314,

345, 332, 354, 358, 363. 383 f-.

392, 407, 411. 458, 537 ff-, 552
Moose Cree; see Cree
Moqui (Tribe), 28 f.

Aloravia, 485
Mordva (Alordvinians, Alordvins), 483
Moresby Archipelago, 29
^Morice’s Cherokee script, 177 f.

Moritsune script, 169
Morocco, 263
“Moros” 433
Mosaic legislation, 17, 51

^Moslems, 180, 269, 272, 280, 286, 292,

296, 310. 316, 361 f., 377, 379, 402,

405, 422, 426, 428, 433
Mo-so script, 141 ff., 415
Mosul, 286, 289
Movable types (Invention of), 444 f.

Mrashrash, 343
Mul script, 407
Multani script, 330, 376
Multi-consonantal signs, 63
Munda (Language), 405
Mun-pa; see Lepcha
Musaios, 451
Muskhogean, Muskhokee, 183
Muslims; see Islam and Moslems
Mutual understanding, 559, 572Mu yin script, 107
Myazedi inscriptions, 409 f.

Mycenae, 167, 449
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iMyinkaba, 409
]\Iysian, 465, 467
Mysore, 339, 379 f.

“Mysteiy’” of Easter Island, 136; — of

Mexico, 120

Nabataean, 226, 260,267, 271, 276, 291

Nadaya seal, 333
Nadim, 272
Nadovessi

;
see Dacota and Sioux

Nagad State, 343
Naga-lipi, 35

S

Nagamka (Queen), 342
Nagara Brahmans, 358, 368

Nagari script; see Deva-nagari

Nagas, 358
Nago (Tribe), 563
Nahapana (Ivshatrapa), 344 f.

Nahor, 253
Nahua languages, 122, 124 f. ;

see

also Aztecs and Mexico
“Nail-headed” script; see Siddhamatrka

“Nail writing”; see Cuneiform ^^riting

Na-khi; see AIo-so

Nam (Language), 357
Namdaya; see Nadaya
Names of the letters, 195 -* ^^5 f-,2i8 ff.,

231, 283, 443. 451. 46S, 476 f-,

514, 517, 519, 52S, 536^
Nan (Northern Siam), 418
Nanaghat cave inscription, 342

Nan-chao (Kingdom), 413
Nandi-nagari, 360, 371 f.

Nanking, 445
Nan-shen, 357
Napata, 189
Napoletan hand, 473, 544
Naqade, 58 f.

Naqsh-i-Rustam, 259
Narasimba II, 384
Narbada (River), 362, 37S

Nar-mer palette, 59
Na-shi ;

see Mo-so
Nashili ; see Hittites

Nash-papyrus, 261

Nasik cave inscriptions, 342 , 344
Naskhi script, 271 ff

• ;
see also Arabic

Naskhi-Djerisi script, 274
Nasr bin Asim, 276

Nasurai; see XIandaeans

National Christianity, 282

National scripts, 63, 301, 336, 368,

480, 4S8, 513, 544 > 550 . 559
Naujan, 433 _
Naval Niravi Malei inscriptions, 388

Navayo (Tribe), 29

Naxos ( Island), 445
Nazaraeans; see Mandseans

Nazarani; see St. Thomas Christians

Nazis, 197
Nbu, 291
Nchibiddi (Nchibiddy); see Nsibid
Ndangas, 29
Near East, 90, 158, 163, 214, 255 ff.,

572
Nebo, 17
Nebuchadnezzar, 240
Negau inscription, 51 1, 515 f.

“Negritos”, 433
Negro peoples, 34 f., 148 if., 562 ff.

Nekt-iberes; see Iberia

Neo-Aramaic, — - Babylonian,— - Per-

sian, — -Phrygian, — -Punic; see

Aramaic, Babylonian, Persian, etc.

Neo-Dedanite; see Lihyanian

Neolithic, 22 ff., 72, 103

Neo-Syrian script, 2S9
Xepdli, 337, 352, 356, 363 f., 373
Nepohualtzitzin ;

see ^Mexico

Nerab inscriptions, 255
Neshumnili ;

see Hittites

Neskhi; see Naskhi
Nestadiq script; see Ta'liq

Nestorians, 260, 266 if., 280 f., 283 ff.,

288, 296, 301, 310, 312, 316, 393 If.

Ne-su
;
see Lo-lo

Netherlands
;
see Holland

New Guinea, 420, 422
New Xlexico, 28
New Testament, 153, 296, 443; see

also Bible

New Zealand, 139, 420
Newari; see Nepali
Ngi-pa (Tribe); see Lo-lo
Ngoko, 424
Nicyea, 287
Niger (River), Nigeria, 29, 148 If.,

179, 563 ff-

Nile, 190, 466; see also Egypt
Nine Oghuz; see LTighur

Niqqud; see Diacritical marks
Nish, 327
Nisihis, 282
Nitok script, 169, 444
Niu-chih, 146 f.

Niva inscriptions, 302
Njoya, 15 1 If.

Noba; see Nuba
Noerrcnaera inscription, 513
Nogai Turkish, 568
Nola, 494, 496, 503
Non-pronominalized languages, 356,

^363
Nora Stone, 246
Nordic, 507, 512, 514
Nordic (fair and blue-eyed) race, 791
Nordic runes, 520
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Norman, 541, 552, 558
Norse, 511, 517 f., 520, 522
North Africa, —America, —China; see

Africa, America, China
North Arabian alphabets, 2Z4 ff., 249,

255 ff., 271 ;
see also South Semitic

North Ar>'an; see Khotanese
North Carolina (U.S.A.), 17b

North Central Province (Ceylon), 388
North-eastern Arabia, —Europe, —

Scotland, —Semites
;

see Arabia,

Europe, Scotland, Semites
North(ern) Europe, —Germanic, —

Italy, —Mesopotamia, —Syria; see

Europe, Germanic, Italy, etc.

North(ern) Indian scripts, 339, 343 f.,

345 ff-. 407, 424; see also India

Northern Isles (Scotland), 529
Northern Kingdom (Israel), 238
Northern Province (Ceylon), 388
North Etruscan, 496, 499 ff., 513, 516
North Iranian; see Parthian

North Persia; see Parthian

North Sea, 29
North Semitic alphabets, 165, 196 f.,

200 ff., 210 ff., 227, 229, 235 ff., 255,

335 > 4Si> 454. 495; see also Semites
and undernames of individual peoples

North Semitic theory on the origin of

the alphabet, 211 ff.

Northumbrian crosses, 509
Xorth-west(em) Arabia, —China, —

Europe,—India,—Semitic,—Spain

;

see Arabia, China, Europe, etc.

North-western Province (Ceylon), 388
Norwegian, 508 f., 511, 514, 518, 520

ff.
;
see also Runes

Nosu dialect, 185
^‘Notas” in balloting, 513
Notched sticks, notches, 27 f., 1 01, 485,

529; see also Runes
Nova Scotia, 155
Novial, 559
Nsibidi script, i-{8 ff., 565
Nubian, 189, 191, 453, 471
Nukha (District), 327
Numeration, 75 f., 112. 129, 133, 176,

264, 302, 392, 466, 536, 569, 570 f.

Nurhachu (Emperor), 319
Nuskha-Khutsuri script, 323 f.

Nyanja (Nyanza, Nyasa. Nyassa), 562

Oaxaca, 123, 126

Ob (River), 170
Obakui (Sect), 170
Obedas I, 267
Oberi Dkaim€, 564 ff.

Occidental, 559

Oceania; see Malayo-Polynesian
Odainath (Odenathus), 277
Odense region, 514
Odra-desa, Odri

; see Orissa
Odshi

;
see Twi

CEstergothian runic variety, 520
CEstermarie Sogn inscription, 512
Official scripts, 107, 153, 187, 254 ff.,

274, 305, 355. 368 f., 373, 442, 541 f.,

544 . 546, 549
,

Oghamic-Latin inscriptions, 525, 527
Oghams 525 ff., 546; see also Celtic

Oji, Okwi; see Twi
Ojibwav, 183
Oklahoma (U.S.A.), 183
Olbia, 300
Old Bulgarian,Old Church Slavonic, 475
Old English, 518 f., 520, 555
Old Ganja, 327
Old Sabellic; see Picenian
Old Testament, 296; see also Bible

Old World, 122, 165, 276
Oleai

; see Woleai Island

Ombrikoi, Ombroi
;
see Umbrian

Ona, 565
Onin, 169
On-mun script, 442 ff.

Open syllables, 166 f., 173, 179, 187,

446, 500, 555
Opici, Opikoi; see Oscan
Orange River, 24
Oraon

;
see Kurukh

“Orator” (The Etruscan), 491
Orbetello, 492, 496
Order of the letters 220, 231, 283, 300,

325. 365- 399. 427. 451. 456, 476 ff.,

4S0, 495 f., 517, 538
Oriental origin of the Etruscans, 493
Origin of Chinese Culture, 100

Origin of scripts, XI f., and passim in

text
;
see also Invention of writing

Origin of the alphabet, 195 ff

Origin of the numerals, 570
Original alphabetic writing, 214
Orissa, Oriya script, 337, 365 f., 369,

379, 387
Orkhon inscriptions; see Kdk Turki
Orkney Islands, 51

1

Ornamental scripts, Ornamentation,
loi, 108 f.

Orontes, 280
Orpheus, 45 i

Orta (Lake), 500
Orthography, 4S4, 555
Oscan script (Osci, Oskoi), 501 ff.

Oscan-Umbrian dialects, 497, 501
Osetes (People), 483 f.

Oshcabawis (Tribe), 34
Osins, 164
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Osmanli Turkish, 269, 274, 276 f.,

567 f.; see also Ottoman Empire
Osmanya script, 300
Osrhoene, 280
Ostraca, 238 fF., and passim
Oswiu (King), 51

1

Otomi, 124
Ottoman Empire, 269, 314, 567 f.

Oudh, 366, 371
Ou-Yang Hsiu, 103
Ozolian Locri, 472

Pabhosa cave inscriptions, 343
Pacific Ocean, 123, 136, 420
Padua inscriptions, 500
Pa fen script, 107
Paganism, 67, 156, 290, 296, 408 f., 41 1,

413, 428, 433, 470, 485, 508, 518,

564 f-

’P’ags-pa blo-gros-rgyal-mthsan, 355,

446
Pahari scripts, 373 ff.

Pahlavi, i88, 304 ff., 312, 321, 387, 393
Pahlavik, 307, 312, 315, 321, 325
Pai-i

;
see Chinese Shans

Paithan; see Patitthana

Pakhsto, Pakkhto ;
see Pushtu

P’a-k’o-si-pa; see T’ags-pa
Pa kua (Mystic s^Tnbols), loi f.

Pala, Palaite, Palaumnili, 90 f.

Palceoasiatic, 157
Palieography 18 f., 378, 387, 396, 422,

461, 511, 567
Palaeolithic, 20 ff.

Palaeo-Siberian languages, 156 f.

Palamedes, 450 f.

Palawan (Island), 421, 433, 437
Palenque, 123
Palermo stone, 62

Palestine, 24, 29, 167 f., 197, 208 ff.,

220 f., 235 ff., 245, 257, 261 f., 279,

2S2 f., 288 ff. ; see also Canaanite,

Early Hebrew, Hebrew, and North
Semitic

Palestinian Aramaic, 282

Palestinian Syriac, 282 f., 288 ff.

Palestinian vocalization system, 264 ff.

Pali, 337. 343, 378, 387-388, 401, 408,

410-412, 414, 416, 418
Pali-Prakrit Sinhalese, 3 88 f.

Palimpsests, 282

Pallava inscriptions, 344, 381 ff., 402,

409. 423
Palmyra, Palmyrene, 254,

284, 289, 292
Palmyrene Tariff, 279
Pampangan, 433 ff.

Pamphylian, 463, 465

260, 277 ff.,

Pan Keng, 105
Panama, 155
Pandya Kingdom, 379, 381 f., 386
Pangasinan, 432 ff.

Pan-Germanists, 195
Pangnali dialect, 375
Panini, 332, 343, 390
Pannonian Slavonic, 475
Pantanjali, 343
Papal curia 1 style, 544
Paper, 106, 540 f., 570, and passim.

Papuan pictograms, 24
Papyrus; see Arabic, Egyptian, Greek,
Hebrew, and passim

Parchment, 540, and passim

Pareng, 424
Paris codex, 125
P’arnavaz (King), 324
Parsik, 307; see also Pahlavi

Parsis, 309
Parsiwans, 277
Parthian, 277, 304 ff.

;
see also Pahlavi

Pasang’an (Aksara), 425 f.

Pasargadae, 187
Pashto

;
see Pushtu

P’a-sse-p’a (Pa-sse-pa, Passepa), 318,

330, 355
Patanuli

;
see Saurashtran

Patimokkha manuscript, 331, 417
Patitthana, 342
Patna inscriptions, 365, 369
Patnulkarens

;
see Saurashtrans

Patriarchs, 21

1

Paucartambo Valley script, 153 f.

Pavia hand; see Lombardic
Pazand; see Avesta and Pahlavi

Peace-pipe; see Calumet
Pe Miao; see Aliao

Peck (Edmund J.), 183
Peguans, 408 f.

Pehlevi
;
see Pahlavi

Peisistratus (Archon), 453
Peking, 98 f., too, 105, 2S6
Pelasgians; see Proto-Tyrrhenians
Pelew Islands, 26
Peloponnesus, 76, 449, 455 f.

Pembroke (County), 525
Pen, 540
Penang-Gungen inscription, 424
Penn wampum, 28
Pennons, 29
‘Terfect’’ alphabet, 217 f., 443 f., 555
Perseoolis, 186 ff.; Persepolitain (script),

186
Persian, 40, 43, 53, 121, 186 ff., 254,

255 ff., 259 f., 269 ff., 274, 276 f.,

2S2, 2S5, 289 ff., 298, 300, 302, 304 ff.,

3 '"^!, 350^ 371. 376 f., 392 f.

465; see aLo Cuneiform and Pahlavi
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Personal names, 128; see also Abstract

ideas

Peru, 26, 90, 153 f., 569 f.

Perugia cippus, 490 f.

Petra, 267
Petrarch, 552
Petroglyphs, 22 ff.

Petrossa de jos, 511
Thags-pa ( Lama), 3 1 8 ;

also ’P’ags-pa

Phaistos disc, 78 f.

Phalaka, 332
Philippine Islands, 331, 420 ff., 429,

432 ff.

Philistines, 197, 235
Philo of Byblos, 205
Philology, 19, 203
Phocis, Phocian, 455 f., 495
Phoenician, 33, 37, 87, 16 1 ff., 195 ff.,

204 f., 212 ff., 220 f., 226, 235 f., 240,

245 ff., 260, 335 f., 451 f., 486, 514
Phcenician-Greek alphabet, 500
Phoinikeia grammata, 451
Phonetics, 36 f., 43, 60, 95, no L, 114 f.,

128, 139, 143, 170 f., 176, 181, 186,

19 1, 220, 247, 554; see also Pronuncia-

tion and Spelling

Phonograms (sound-pictures), 43, 60
Phonography, Phonology, 444, 457,

469, 487, 495, 498, 505, 512, 516 ff.,

525, 528, 531, 535
Phrygian, 165, 347, 463 f., 465 £., 505
Pi (the Chinese writing-brush), 106

Piacenza; see Templum of Piacenza
Picenian, 471, 496, 497 f., 500, 502
Picenti, 497
Pictographic Advertisement, 32
Pictography, Picture writing, 31 ff.,

41 f., 73 ff., 127, 133, 137, 149 ff->

153 f-. 334
Piets, Pictish oghams, 529 ff.

Picturing, 32
Pidgin Alalay; see ‘"Basic” Malay
“Pintados”, 432
Pinyas (Tribe), 28
“Piombo” of Magliano, 490, 492
Piprava, 332
Piraeus, 245, 51

1

Pishbek, 286

Pitakas, 388, 409
Pitalkhora cave inscriptions, 342
Pivadasi; see Asoka
Place names, 128; see also Abstract

ideas

Plains Cree; see Cree

Plethoric svstems, 164

Polish, 37, 266, 483, 553 ff;- 559
.

Polish-German form of Hebrew script,

263
Politics, 559

Pollard (Samuel) syllabic systems, 184 f.

Polygenetism of writing XI f., 566
Polynesia, 24, 26, 35, 136, 216; see

also IXIalayo-Polynesian

Polyphones, 43, 60, 160, 554
Polysyllabic, 442
Polysynthetic languages, 124
Polytonic languages, 98 f., 401-420; see

also IMonosyllabism
Pompeii, 514, 541 ff.

Pondicherry (South India), 341
Ponna; see iXIanipuri

Pontus, 327
Poona District, 342
Popes, 287, 485, 552
Portuguese, 23, 372, 393, 420, 552 f., 562
Postal service (Peculiar), 438
Potoru, 180
Pr^eneste fibula, 533 ff.

Praisos, 78
Prakrit, 337, 339, 343 f., 346, 350, 379,

385
Prasasti from Lakhamandal, 358
Pratishthana; see Patitthana

Pre-alphabetic scripts, 249
Pre-Caroline book-hands, 544
Pre-Celtic, 531
Precious stones (Script of the), 108

Pre-Columbian, Pre-Conquest cultures;

see under names of individual peoples

Pre-Hellenic, 449, 462, 493
Prehistoric geometric signs, 20, 22 ff.,

29, 167, 198, 216, 249, 251 f.

Prehistoric Japanese scripts, 169

‘"Prehistoric runic alphabet,” 514
Pre-Islamic Arabia; see South(ern)

Arabia
Pre-Roman, 500
Pre-Sabelhc; see Piceni

Pre-Semitic aborigines of Palestine, 335
Pretania, Pretanikai nesoi, Pretanike

nesos, Pretanoi, Prettania; see Britain

Printing, 37, 538, 552
Prome, 408 ff.

Prometheus, 450
Pronunciation, no, 170 f., 218, 283 f.,

288, 336, 350, 354, 360 f., 371, 442,
444, 458, 496 f., 555, 558; also

Phonetics and Spelling

Property marks, 29, 43, 249
Prophets, 215, 339
Protestants, 485, 550
Proto-Arabic inscriptions, 207, 569
Proto-Armenian; see Urartu
Proto-Celtic; see Pictish oghams
Proto-Hattie, Proto-Hittite; see Hittites
Proto-Indian; see Indus Valley
Protolinear; see Geometric signs
Proto - North Semitic alphabet, 229
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Proto-Sabellic
;

see Piceni

Proto-Semitic alphabet, 214, 216, 218,

229
Proto - South Semitic alphabet, 229
“Proto-Tyrrhenians”, 493
Proverbs, 220
Prydain, Prydyn, Prythein; see Piets

Psalm, Psalters, 220
Pseudo-hieroglvphic script of Byblos,

158 ff., 203, 205 f.

Psychological origins of writing; see

Invention of writing
Ptolemaic period, 67, 196
Pueblos (Tribe), 28
Pulicat, 381
Pulikesin, I, 381; — II, 358
Punctuation, 191, 205, 217, 231, 284,

417, 427. 438, 497, 564
Punic; see Carthaginian
Punjabi, 302, 344, 361 f., 373, 375 ff.,

378
Purbi; see Awadhi
Purnavarman, 422 f.

Purnea, 367 f.

Pushtu, 276 f.

Pu-shui, 146, 420
Pushyamitra, 342
Pyolmun, 445
Pyrenees, 252
Pylos, 76
Pyu, 408 IT.

Qarashahr, Qarashahrian, 347 f.

;

see also Agnean
Qara-Balgasun, 312, 316
Qarmathian script, 272
Qataban script, 223 IT.

Qaus, 244
Qibt; see Coptic
Qir\'at Sepher, 216
Qopt; see Coptic
Qos; see Qaus
Quadrilingual inscription, 409
Quadriyah (Confraternity), 300
Quang-Xam (Province), 403
Quasi-alphabetic scripts, 153, 186 fT,

Quasi-syllabic scripts, 55
Qubilay Khan, 142, 355
Qubt

; see Coptic
Quetzalcoatl, Quetzalcohuatl, 124
Quiche, 122 f

. ; see also Maya
(Quipos,) Quipus, 26, loi
Quinnal, 534
Quoc ngii’, 1 18
Qur’an, 269, 271, 276, 295
Qutadghu bilig, 31

1

Qws; see Qaus

Rabbinic, 253, 262
Race, 572; Racial theories, 197, 514
Radicals; see Chinese classifiers

Raetians, XII, 496, 500 f., 51 1

;

Raidan (Lords of), 226
Rajai script, 376
Rajasthani, 371, 399
Rajputana, 360, 371
Rajuvala, 343
Rameses III, 253
Ram Khamheng (King), 416
Ramm, 271
Ranjubula; see Rajuvala
Rapa-nui

;
see Easter Island

Ras Shamrah; see Ugarit
Ravenna hand, 544
Rebus-writing, 43, 128, 44S
Red Sea, 223, 267, 271
Redjang script, 331, 428 f.

Redjang-Lampong, 429
Reform of writing, 103, 147, 153,

170 f.

Rehcndi (Khadijah; Sultana), 391
“Related in sense” symbols, 113

Religion; see “Alphabet follows re-

ligion,” Churches, Magic, Mission-

aries and Sympathetic Magic
Religious revolution in India, 334
Renaissance hand ; see Humanistic hand
Representation of new sounds, 553
“Revolutionary” writing, 214, 566
Rezaieh; see Urmia
Rhineland, 266
Rhodesia, 563
Richness of the English tongue, 558
Rig Veda hymns, 328
Rik script, 406 f.

Rimstocks, 508
Rin-(’chhen) spuns (-pa), Rin-spuns

script, 355
Ritual practices,—symbolism, loi, 127,

514; see also Sympathetic Magic
Riukiu Islands, 26
Riwai

; see Bagheli

Rock inscriptions, — pictures, 21 ff.

Reek inscription, 509, 515, 520, 523
Roger (King), 541
Romaji-kai Society, Romaji-zasshi, 173
Roman Catholic Church, 346, 393, 401,

4S3. 523. 550- 552 f.

Roman Forum inscription, 533 f.

Roman numerals, 56S
“Roman” type of letters, 552
Romance languages, 552
Romanization of Chinese script, 117;

—of Japanese, i73 ff-

Rome, 37, 123, IQ5. 223, 226f., 236, 248

251, 261, 277, 279 ff., 2S5, 2.S7, 304
320, 327, 34'S, 372, 449 t'-. 464. 471
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485, 490, 505 ff*> 5 i 4 » 530 f., 534
538 ff., 544, 550, 552; see also Italian

and Latin alphabet
Rong, Rong pa; see Lepcha
Rosar>s see Catholic rosary

Rosetta Stone, 67, 69, 70, 409
Roskilde, 512
Roueisseh inscription, 212 f.

Roumanian, 478, 480 if., 51 1, 552
“Round script”; see Cha-lonh and

Vatteluttu

Ruang (King), 414
Rudradaman 1, 343 f.

Rufanos of Samosata, 320
Ruku; see Lycia
Runes, XII, 217, 230, 3 i 4 , 473 , Soi,

506 if., 528, 554
Runic-Oghamic inscription, 525
Runic shortened system, 520 f.

Running hands
; see Cursive scripts

Rusellae, 494, 496
Russian, 28 f., 156, 183, 217, 266, 269,

286, 480 ff., 514, 553, 559, 567, f-;

see also Cyrillic, Finno-Ugrian,
Siberia, U.S.S.R. and under names
of individual languages

Rustic capitals, 537, 541
Ruthwell Cross, 509
Ryq‘a script, 274

Sabaeax, 87, 221, 223 if., 229, 231; see

also South Arabian and South
Semitic

Sabba; see IVIandaean

Sabellic
;
see Picenian

Sabini, Saline, Safinos, 501, 535
Sabi’un; see Mandaean
Sacae; see Saka
Sacrifices (Human), 121, 125
Safa, Safahitic, Safaitic, 224, 227
Sahak; see St. Sahak
Sahara, 23
Sahidic or Sa‘idic dialect, 467, 469 f.

Sailendra dynasty, 424, 428
St. Augustine, 291
St. Columba, 529
St. Cyril, 446, 475, 486; see also Cyrillic

scripts

St. Gallen, 509, 523
St. Jerome, 195, 542
St. John Christians

;
see Mandaean

St. Lawrence (Gulf of), 155

St. Lawrence’s Day, 508

St. Martin’s Day, 508
St. Menas (Encomium of), 469
St. (Mesrob) Mesrop, 320 fif., 446, 487
St. Methodius, 475, 486
St. Patrick, 546

St. Sahak, 320, 322
St. Thomas (Apostle), 393, 396
St. Thomas Christians, 393 ff,

St. Thomas (Mt.), 393
Saisunaga dynasty, 334
Saite kings, 196
Saka dynasty,— era, 344 f., 350, 381,402
Saka Khotani; see Khotani Saka
Sakala, 373
Sak’art’velo; see Georgian
Sakiya Tope, 332
Sakkar script, 376 f.

Salamanca (Province), 569
Salamas (Plain of), 289
Salerno hand, 544
Salonica, 475, 487
Salween Valley, 185, 413 f.

;
cis-

Salween Shans, 418
Samacharadeva (King), 363
Sam’al; see Zenjirli

Samaria, 238 f.

Samaritan, 230, 236, 242 f., 288, 486
Samarkand, 310
Samnitai, Samnite, Samniti; see Sabini

Samosata, 320
Samoyedes, 30 f.

Sampaya, 154
Sample-alphabets (Etruscan), 493 ff.,

500
Samsokgnamba manuscript, 367
Samudragupta, 343
Samuel (Tsar), 475, 479
San‘a, 225
San Carlos; see Easter Island

Sanchi, 337
Sandang’an (“clothing”; vowels), 426
Sandrokottos; see Chandragupta I

San-fot-si
;
see Sri Vijaya

San Luis Potosi, 123
San Miguel de Liria, 251
Sanskrit, 173,302,318,334,336!^., 342f.,

346 f., 350, 353» 360 ff., 376, 378 ff.,

384 f., 387, 390, 402 f., 405, 407 f.,

418, 421 ff., 426; see also Deva-nagari
and Hindi

Santa Maria di Capua, 490
San ts’ang, no
Saone et Loire (Department), 51

1

Sapa dalaksha, 373
Sarada script, 362, 372 ff.

Sarafi script, 368 f.

Sarasvati (Goddess), 329
Sardes, 465
Sardinia, 245 f., 490
Sarmatians, 483
Sarnath, 340
Sasanians, Sasanid, 260, 277, 304 ff.,

see also Pahlavi and Parsik
Sa-skya, 355
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Saskya Pandiat (Lama), 318
Satavahana dynasty, 342, 345
Saudi Arabia, 243
Saugar District, 332 f.

Saul, 238
Saurashtran, 399 f-, 568
Saxon; see Anglo-Saxon
Saxony, 532
Scandinavia, 27, 508. 512 f., 515, 518,

520 ff.; see also Nordic, Norse,
Runes and Teutons

‘‘Sceptre hand,”; see Koleluttu
Schleswig, 508 f.

“Scholastic” oghams; see Piets, Pictish

oghams
Scipio (Consul L. Cornelius) tomb-

inscription, 533, 535
Sciri stele, 504
Scotland, 283, 484, 509, 525, 529 ff.;

see also Irish and Pictish oghams
Scramasax (Inscribed), 510 f., 517
Scriptures, 184; also Bible
Scythians; see Skythians
Seals, 73, 76, 83 IF., 207, 240, 243 f.,

328, 333, 355, 407; see also Cylinder
seals

Sea-Peoples, 91
Secret codes

; see Cryptic scripts

Secret society, 148 IF.

Segere, 430
Sela‘, 267
Seleucid, 55, 277, 280, 304
Self-explanatory^ characters, 112
Semang tribes, 31
Semantic representation, 31
Semi-alphabet, 157, 177, 251, 315, 3^9.

337
Semi-apparent; see Cityptic

Semi-cursive scripts, 542
Semi-ideographic, 160
Semi-phonetic, 160
Semi-secret; see Crt^ptic

Semi-syllabaiy-, 157,251, 315, 3^0
Semi-uncial scripts, 542, 544, 546
Semiiy^echensk, 286
Semites, 41, 49, 60, 98, 195 fF., 200 f.,

207, 214 ff., 226, 235 ff., 254, 292,

301, 307 f., 322, 333, 335, 337 , 34 ty

351, 387, 392, 451, 453 , 455 461,

484, 493 . 495. 517, 53^.554.^556,
566; see also North Semitic, South
Semitic, and under names of indivi-

dual peoples
Semitic-Greek-Etruscan, 536, 538
Semitic-Gre/ek-Etruscan-Latin, 538
Semitic-Hamitic linguistic family, 566
Semitic mierations, 235, 253
Semitic pre-Israelitic inhabitants of

Palestine; see Canaanite

Sencirli, Senjirli; sea Zenjirli

Senoi (Tribe), 405
Septimia bath Zabbai; see Zenobia
Septuagint (The), 279
Sequoya, 176
Serabit al-Hadem; see Sinaitic

Serbian, 481 fF., 493
Serbo-Croatian, 483, 492
Serendib; see Ceylon
Serrin, 280
Serta script, 285
Serug Valley, 255
Set-jong, 445 f.

Sewhani Bhabhiras script, 376 f.

Sfart; see Sardes
Shafatba‘al inscription, 206, 21 1 ff.

Shahbazgarhi, 302
Shamanists, 316
Shan (Languages), 403, 405, 409 L,

412, 413 ff.

Shan Doan
;
see Aitonia

Shanghai, 170
Shang-Yin dynasty, 100 IF., 105, 108
Sheba‘, 223,
Shechem, 208 f.

“Shell character”, 383
Shem, 253
Shen-nung, 102

Shetland Islands, 530
“Shield of David,” 150, 152
“Shifted axes” (Chinese symbols), 113
Shih Chou p’ien, 103
Shikarpuri script, 376 f.

Shinji moji character, 169
Shin-kata kana, 171 f.

Shirvan; see Albania (Caucasus)
Shiva, 402
Shoku-nihongi, 169
Short-hand, 37, 108, 177, 371, 520
Shubar, 253
Shui-kia; see Pu-shui

Shuo \^en, 102 f., 107, no, 112, 114
Shu shu script, 107

Sialkot; see Sakala

Siamese, 99, 331, 401 f., 405, 413 ff,,

420
Siamese-Chinese languages, 98
Siao-chuan ;

see Hsiao chuan
Siberia, 24, 35 .

i 57 . 286, 314, 319, 568;
see also Kok Turki

Sibilants (Greek), 456
Sibsagar District, 415, 419
Sicani, Sicel alphabet, Sicily, Siculan,

Siculi, 245, 269, 472, 490, 496, 502,

504. 541
^ ^

Sichem; see Shechem
Sievon, 455
Sidatsangara or Sidat-sangarava, 390
Siddapura inscriptions, 340
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Siddhamatrka script, 357 f., 363
Sidon, 245
Sidra rabba; see Ginza
Siena, 485
Sierra Leone, 178
Sigurd the Dragon- Slayer, 507
Sihala, Sihala-dipa; see Ceylon
Si-Hia, 146 ff.

Sikem; see Shechem
Sikhs, 376, 377-378: see also Gurmukhi
Si“kiang, 141
Sikkim, 352, 356
Sikwaya; see Sequoya
Silchester (Hants), 525
Siloam, 239
Simla, 373, 375
Simonides of Chios, 451
Sinaitic, XII, 160, 198 ff., 208, 21 1,

214 f., 223, 229 f., 243, 260, 267 ff.,

283
Sindhi, 330, 376 f.

Sinhala dvipa, Sinhala script, Sinhalese,

331, 337. 387 ff-. 390 ff., 394, 401,

41 1 ;
see also Ceylon

Sin-kiang, 310
Sinology; see China
Sino-Siamese languages, 402, 412 f.,

416; see also China, Shan and Siamese
Sioux; see Dakota
Siquaia; see Sequoya
Sirhind, 362
Sirmauri, 375
Sivaji, 372
Sivaskandavarman (King), 344
Skallagrim, 507
Skythians, 350
Slanting Gupta; see Gupta scripts

Slaves (Tribe); see Tinne
Slavic runes, 518

Slavonic, 269, 276, 347, 475 ff., 518,

55 2f.
;
see also Cyrillic, and Glagolitic,

and under names of individual peoples

scripts

Slovaks, 483
Slovene, Slovenskij jezyku, 475, 483
Small seal characters; see Hsiao chuan

Soba, 190
Sodasa, 343, 345
Sogdian, 260, 286, 304, 310 ff., 315 f.,

348, 350
Sohgaura copper plate, 332

Solomon, 223, 236, 333
Solomon Islands, 26

Solomonic dynasty; see Ethiopia

Somali alphabet, 300, 568

Sondrio inscriptions, 499 ff-

Sonthals (Tribe), 26

Sound-pictures; see Phonograms

South-eastern Africa, — Asia; see

Africa, Asia
South(ern) Africa, — America, — Asia;

see Africa, America, Asia
South(ern) Arabia, 191, 221, 223 ff.,

249, 269, 335
South(ern) Etruscan,— Europe,— Ire-

land, — Italy, — Russia, — Siberia,
— Turkestan,— Wales; see Etruscan,
Europe, Ireland, etc.

South(ern) India, 286, 328, 337, 340 ff.,

344 f.. 360, 365 f., 371 f., 378 ff.,

388, 391, 399 f., 402 f., 405, 407 ff.,

422 f., 427; see also Dravidian
South Semitic alphabets, 190, 202,

223 ff., 275, 335, 456 ;
see also Semites,

South Arabia and North Arabia
South Shields, 279
South-west(em) China, — India, —

Pahlavi; see China, India, Pahlavi

Soviet Russia; see Russia and U.S.S.R.
Spain, Spanish, 23, 33, 37, 120 f., 132,

245, 249, 251 f., 263, 266, 269, 272,

276, 291, 432 ff., 436 f-, 54L 544, 552,

554 f-5 558, 565, 569; see also Iberian

Spanish adventures, 120

Spanish conquests, 119 f., 124 f., 433
Spanish-Hebrew script, 264
SpatLilce, 158 ff., 205
Speculation, 14
Speed in writing, 570
Speech, XI, 19 f., 98, 217
Spelling 371, 497, 519 555 j^ 55^;

see also Phonetics and Pronunciation

Spelling reform, 558 f.

Spurious inscriptions, 249, 297 f., 569 f.

Spurius Carvilius, 538
‘‘Square” Hebrew alphabet; see Hebrew
“Square” scripts; see ^Monumental
Srah script; see Thrah
Sri Vijaya kingdom, 41 8, 422, 424, 427 f.

Srong-btsan-Sgam-po (Kins), 353
Staffordshire, 508
Stages of writing, 21 ff.

Standard international alphabet, 558 f.

Standardizer of writing, 103, 107
Stars (Script of the), 108
Stenography, 25, 570
Stimulus-diffusion; see Idea-diffusion
Stone Age, 252; see also Neolithic and

Palaeolithic

Stone Drums (Chinese), 104 f.

Stone of Israel, 62
Stone of Mesha’, 112, 243
Strabo, 464, 466
Stressed or long vowels, 554
Stuart's Lake, 177
Study of history of writing, 17 ff., no,

1 12
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Stungnar runir; see Dotted runes
Stupa, 341, 410
Stylus, 48, and passim
Styria, 498
Subartu, 253
Subba; see Mandaeans
Sudanese languages, 269, 562 f.

Suddhammapura; see Thaton
Sudra, 329
Suez, 26S
Suggestive compounds (Chinese), 112

Sughda, Sughuda; see Sogdian
Sujin stele, 255
Suketi, 375
Sukhodaya, Sukhotai, 413, 416, 418
Sulima River, 178
Sultan Alahmud; see Alahniud
Stilus ; see Thuluth
Sumatra, 30, 421 f., 427 ff.,« also

Batak, Lampong and Redjang
Sumerians, 41 ff., 59, 72, 102 f., 197,

204, 322; see also Cuneiform writing

Sundanese, 421, 426
Sung script, 108
Sunga script, 342 f.

Superior ( Lake), 1S3
Superstition; see INIagic

Sura (River), 483
Surabaya, 424
Surat, 399
Suri, 253
Susa, 53; see also Elamite
Sutherland (County), 529
Suttantas, 329, 332
Svanian dialect, 322
Swahili, 269, 276, 297
Sw'ampy Cree; see Cree
Sw^edish, 473, 508-509, 513, 518, 520 ff.

;

see also Nordic, Runes, Scandinavia

Swedish-Norwegian runes, 520 ff.

Switzerland, 541
Syakat script, 274
Syllabaries, XII. 36 f., 43, 53^ 95 99»

128, 147, 152 f., 158 ff., 186, 217,

315. 329> 336, 442 ff, 466, 500,

566
Symbolic messages, symbolism, 29,

514; see also Aroko, Ideographic,

Pictography, and under names of

individual scripts

Sympathetic Magic, 21 ff., I55

Synod of Diamper; see Diamper
Synonym-compounds, 100
Syol Chong, 444 f.

Syracuse. 472
Syria, XII, 19, 24, 36, 88, 93, 165, 167,

203, 212, 214 ff., 221, 223, 226, 230 f.,

235. 253 ff., 260, 276 ff., 296, 304.

317. 320. 327, 387, 393 ff.
;
see also

603

Byblos, Hittites, Jacobites, Melkites

and Xestorians
Syriac Christians, 279 ff.

Syriac-AIalayalam
;
see Syro-AIalabarese

‘'Syriani”; see St. Thomas Christians

Syro-AIalabarese alphabet, 393 ff.

Syryans, 482
Systematisation of Chinese characters

106, loS ff.

Sze-chwan, 141, 143
Szeklers, 315

T.abasco, 120

Tablas (Island), 433
Tabriz, 2S9
Tachigraphy; see Stenography

Ta chuan (ta chwan), 103, 105 f., no
Tacitus, 514
Tadmor; see Palmyra
Tadpole script, 108

Tagala, Tagalog, 330, 432, 434 ff., 440 f.

Tagbanua, 421, 433, 435, 437 ff.

Tablequah, 177
Taima inscription, 255, 259
Tairong; see Khamti Tairong

Ta-jong (King), 444
Takhelgnamba manuscript, 367
Takka tribe, 373
Takn scripts, 372 ff.

Talain^s, 40S; also ISIon

Ta-h, 274
Ta Liang-shan, 141, 143
Tali-fu, 413
Tadiq script, 274
Tally-sticks; see Xotched sticks

Talmud, 264
Tamachek, 248
Tamar; see Palmyra
Tamar (Queen), 324
“Tamarind-poeE’ script; see Fak Kham
Tamaulipas, 123

Tambapanni; see Ceylon

Tamga seals, 29
Tamil, 337 f., 344, 365. 37^ ff-, 385 ff->

399
Taming animals, XI
Tamna', 225
Tana script; stc Gabuh Tana
Tanganyika Territory, 26 f., 562

Tangut; see Si -Hi

a

Tangutan; sec I’ibetan

T'ang yiin, 1 10

Tanjore, 372. 384 ff.

Tapanoeli (Residency), 42S

Taprobane; see Ceylon

Tapuk script, 407
Tarentum, 472
Tanm (River), 347 f.
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Tarkondemos seal, 93
Tarquinia inscriptions, 491
Tarshish; see Tartessus
Tartars; see Tatar
Tartessus, 249; w also Iberian scripts
Tatar dialects, 121, 146 f., 568
Tatooing, 29, 149
Tau (Script), 137
Taungthu, 412
Taurus, 253
Taxila inscription 255, 302,
Technical reasons for the external de-

velopment of letters, 570
Tecpanecs, 124
Tekke Turkomans, 568
Telingana, 342, 379; see also Telugu
Tell el ‘Ajjul, 208 f.

Tell el-‘Amama letters, 51, 214
Tell el-Hesy, 208 f.

Tell el-Kheleifeh, 243 f., 255
Tell Halaf, 255
Tellicherry, 386
Telugu, 337 ff., 365 f., 379, 380 f.,

382 f., 399
Temple of Jerusalem, 210
Temple of Ramm; see Ramm
“Templum” of Piacenza, 490, 492
Temuchin, 316
Tenasserim, 413
TeneviP, 157
Tenochtitlan (Mexico City), 124
Ten Tribes of Israel, 121
“Tent-runes”; see Tjaldrunir
Teos, 451, 456
Te Pito-te-Henua; see Easter Island
Termilai; see Lycian
Tertullian, 195
Teutonic oghams (?), 532
Teutons, XII, 473, 507, 512 ff., 517 f.,

552; see also German Gothic Runes
Texcoco, Tezcuco (Lake), 124
Thaguroi; see Tokhara
Thai, 405, 413 ff

. ;
see also Shan

Thai Khe’, — Xiao, 419
Thai Lao, — Lu, — Ya, 415
Thakari; see Takri
Thames, 51 1, 517
Thamudene alphabet, 224, 227
Thaton, 409, 41 1 f,

Thatta script; see XIaimons
Thattai script, 376
Thebes, 207, 415, 470
“Theocratic” scripts, 214, 259
Theodosia, 265
Theran alphabet, 450 ff., 455 f,

Theravada, 413
Thessaly, 455
Thod-kar, Thogarii

;
see Tokhara

Thon-mi-sam-bho-ta (Xlinister), 353

Thorn (Letter), 519, 547
Thoth (God), 17
Thracian, 336, 347, 456, 464
Thraco-Phrygian, 347.
Thrah script, 406 f.

Three-consonantal phonograms, 60, 63
Thucydides, 501
Thiilth, Thuluth script, 274
Thuluth-Djerisi script, 274
Tiberiadic vocalization system, 264 ff.

Tibetan, 26, 31, 144, 147, 298, 301, 310,.

312, 318, 330, 338, 352 ff., 364, 445„
568

Tibeto-Burmese languages, 98, 141 ff.,,

352, 356 f., 367, 410
Tibeto-Chinese languages, 98, 141 ff.,,

352, 402, 408, 410, 413
Tibeto-Himalayan languages, 352, 363
T'ien Xiing; see Nurhachu
T’ien Shan mountains, 319, 347, 568
Tierra del Fuego, 565
Tifinagh script, 248; see also Libyan
Tiflis, 259, 289, 296, 483
Tiglath-pileser L, 254
Tigre, 232 f.

Tigriha, 232 f.

Tigris, 54; see also Mesopotamia
Tihuanacu, 122

Ti-k’iang; see Nam
Tilling the ground, XI
Timur, 282

Tinne (Athabascan(?) tribe), 177, 182 f.

Tinnevelly District, 341, 382
Tirhuti scripts, 367, 369
Titicaca Lake, 122, 154
Tivoli inscription, 535
Tjaldrunir, 515, 523
Tlachmaltepec, 126
Toba (Tribe), 428
Tobbat; see Tibet

To-in, 170
Tokhara, Tokharastan, 348
Tokmak, 286
Tollan, 124
Toltecs, 122, 124 ff.

Tomi, 279
Tondi, 382
Tones, 98 f.

Ton^king, 141, 145 f,, 403, 414, 415,
Tonigala, 389
Tontemboan (Tribe), 430
Tools (Use of), XI
Toquz Oghuz; Uighur
Tordos, 29 »

Torsbjerg, 508 f.

Tours (School of), 547
Power of S. XIanno inscription, 491Town -building, 8r, 120
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Trade Marks, Traders, 29, 215, 223,

226, 333, 391, 401, 421
Transbaikalia, 319
“Transitional” scripts, 35 f., 40, 58,

loi, 108, 127 f., 141 ff., 216 f., 329
Transjordan, 207, 223, 226, 243, 261,

267; see also Ammonite, Edomite
and Moabite

Transylvania, 29, 315; see also Early
Hungarian script

Travancore, 379, 382, 385 ff., 393, 396
Tree-oghams, 529
Tremilai; see Lycian
Trento, 500
Trigrams; see Pa kua
Trilingual inscriptions, 271, 284, 312
Tripitaka; see Pitakas

Tritresta (Mythical hero), 423
Trivandrum, 379
Trkhmli, Trmmli; see Lycian
Trojan War, Troy, 449, 451
Trondhjem, 51

1

True respect for other peoples, 572
Tsang (Province), 352
Tsan-tsin-gay inscription, 143
Ts’ao-shu (Script), 108, 171
Tschuktchis; see Chukcha
Tshi; see Twi
Tshoitshi Odser (Lama), 318
Ts’ien-fo-tung

;
see Tun-huang

T’suan or T’swan; see Lo-Io
Tuareg, 248; see also Libyan
Tuebingen, 485
T’u kite; see Turk!
Tukulti-Xinurta II, 254
Tule; see Cuna
Tula script, 379, 3S4 f.

Tumar script

Tune-stone, 508 f.

Tungus, 319
Tun-huang, 312, 348 f.

Tunis, 248
Turajas (Tribe), 430
Turanian linguistic group, 322
Turco-Tatar languages, 567 f.

;
see also

Tatar and Turkey
Turdetan; see Andalusia
Turfan, 312, 347
Turkestan, 2S6, 292, 302, 310 ff., 314,

316, 346 ff., 354, 357, 568; see also

under names of individual peoples

Turkey, Turki (Turkic, Turkish), 29,

37, 266, «69, 276 f., 286, 292, 296,

301, 310 ff., 322, 475.483,489, 492 f.,

554, 567 f. ; see also Kok Turki
Turkmenia, 25
“Turned round” symbols, 113
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Tuscan hand, Tuscany (Tusci), 544; see

also Bella lingua, Etruscan, Florence
Twi, 562
Twig-runes; see Kvistrunir
“Twisted^’ character; see Modi
Typewriter, 37
Tyrrhenian Sea; see Etruscan
Tzu (Chinese derivative signs), 115
Tzu shen; see Gods of writing

U (Province), 352
U-chan; see Dbu-chan
Ucraine; see Ukrainian
Udi language, 327
Ugarit cuneiform alphabet, 43, 161,

201 ff,, 214
Ugi; see Buginese
Ugro-Finnic; see Finno-Ugrian
Uguakima, 149
Uighur, 292, 31 1 f., 316, 318, 355, 567
Ukrainian, 480 ff.

Ldeai Island; see Woleai
Ulfiias; see Wulfila
'Umar Vira Jalal-ud-din (Sultan), 391
Umbrian, 502 ff.

Umbro-Felsmian script, 504
U-med; see Dbu-med
Unalasca Aleut; see Aleutian Islands
Undeciphered inscriptions, 198, 207,

568 ff.

Lincial scripts, 232, 289, 457 ff., 468,

470, 473, 476 tf., 485, 487, 537, 542,
544. 546. 54^ f-

L^ngava dialect, 183
L ni-consonantal phonograms, 60 f., 63,

16 1, 196 f.

United Provinces (India), 362, 366,

369. 37I1 375^
United States of America, 19, 25 f,, 34,

125, 266, 437 ;
see also America,

North America
L’niversal script, 507, 564
Lnknown scripts, 568 ff.

Un-mun; see On-mun
Uolea Island; see Woleai
Lppland, 509
Uppsala, 473
Ur (of the Chaldees), 49, 5 i

, 207, 569
Ural-Altaic languages, 442
Ural mountains, 4S3, 568
Urarneans, 53, 89

Urdu, 276 f., 297, 362
Urfa, Ur-hai; sec Edessene

Uriya script; Griya

Urmia (Urumpah) Lake, 289

"Urrunen”, 5G' also Runes

Uruk period, 41

U.S.A.; United States of America
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U.S.S.R., 567 f
. ;

see also Russian
Uthark, 515; see also Runes
Utkala; see Ganjam
Uttarapatha; see Aryavarta
Uwet, 149
Uyanga; see Uguakima
Uzbek Turkish, Uzbekistan (U.S.S.R.),

24 f., 310, 568

Vaal River, 24
Vadgaon-jMadhavapur, 337
(Vahi, Vahie, Va-i,) Vai, 178 ff.

Valencia, 251
Vallabhesvara

;
see Pulikesin I

Valley of the Writings
;

see Wadi
Mukattab

Varna (Ban), 181

Van; see Urarthaens and Cuneiform
writing

Vanavasi, 410
Vaniai script; see Sarah
(Vardhamana) Alahavira; see Jina
Varella (Cape), 403
Vartashen, 327
Vases (Script of the), 108
Vasudeva, 343
Vatsa, 343
Vatteluttu script, 331, 385 ff., 396
Vava (King), 424
Vedic literature, 329, 333 f., 409
Vei, ^Tsey, Vey; see \"ai

Veii; see Formello
Vellum, 449, 540 f.

Venetia, Venice, 485, 498, 511, 552
Venetian minusculse; see Italics

Venetic alphabet, 471, 495 f., 498 ff.,501

Vengi, 345, 380 f., 423
Venosa, 261
Vera-Cruz, 123
Verona inscriptions, 500
Verrius Flaccus, 538
Vertical systems of writing; see Di-

rection of writing
Veso Bey, 488
Vestergoetland, 513
Veteroslavonic

;
see Old Bulgarian

Vetulonia stele, 491, 495
Vicenza (Province), 500
Vie; see Vai
Vienna, 473, 509
Vijaya, 387
Viking Xorse, 518, 520

Vikrama era, 344
Vilankulam (Ceylon), 3 88

Villa Alta dialect, 123

Vi-mose inscription, 508 f.

Vinaya, 329, 332
Vindhya mountain ranges, 341, 398

Visayans; see Bisaya script

Visigothic, 544, 548 f.
;
see also Goths

Viteliu; see Italy

Viterbo, 494, 496
Vocalization, 15, 164, 166, 176, 217 f.,

231, 264 ff., 275 f., 283 ff., 288, 291,
298 ff., 303 f., 321, 335, 392, 405, 407,
412, 416 ff., 426, 429, 431, 436, 438,

^
443, 453, 455 f-, 53i, 554

Vo-Canh inscription, 403
Voerces Patak; see Alburnus iXIajor

Vogul, 483
Volapuk, 559
Volga, 319, 483, 568
Volhynia, 5 1

1

Volterra (Leaden tablet of), 490
Votiaks, 29, 482
Vowel -letters,— marks

;
see Vocalization

Vowel-mutation, 518 ff.

Vowel-representation (English), 555,

.
55S

Vramshapukh (King), 322
Vy; see \"ai

Vyatka (Region), 4S2

Wadi es-sir; see ‘Araq el-Emir
Wadi Mukattab, 268
Wagi; see Buginese
Waihu; see Easter Island

Wales, 525, 528 f
. ;

see also Oghams
and Welsh

(Wampom, Wampon,) Wampum, 28
Wangai script, 376
Wang Hsi-chih, 108
Wang Jen, 169
Waniko, 377; see also Landa scripts

Wan-shin, 442
Warka; see Uruk
Washington, 28 f.

Wasms (Signs); see Wusum
Waterford (County), 525
“Water People''; see Pu-shui
Wax, 540 ff.

Weber Collection, 352
Wedge-script; see Cuneiform writing
Weili (King), 147
Welsh, 37, 121, 525; see also Whales
Wen, 519, 546 f.

Wen, 1 10

Wends, 483
WTst, 221, 277, 285, 449, 572
West(em) Africa, — Asia, — Church,

Europe, — Germanic, etc.; see
Africa, Asia, Church, Eu^'Ope, etc.

Western FLia; see Si Hia
West Indies, 119
West Syrian; see Jacobites and Meikites
WTeel-oghams, 529
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Wheels (Use of), XI
Winchester School hand, 549
Winnipeg Lake, 183
Woleai Island, 185, 439, 446 IF.

Word signs, 43, 60 f., 95
Working metals, XI
World War I, 287, 304
Writing and Early Civilization, 19 f.

Writing materials, passim
Wugiq(To “ ‘‘People oE ’)

;
see Buginese

Wulfila, 446, 473 ;
see also Gothic

Wusum signs, 29, 230
Wii Ting, 105

Xaxthos, 464
Xerxes, 304
Xicalanca, 126

Yagn°b (Valley), 312
Yahgan, Yahgashagalumoala, 565
Yahgan-English Dictionary, 565
Yakut Turkish, 568
^aman; see Yemen
Yamana, 565
Yamato gana

;
see Kata kana

Yang-tse, 142, 415
^ao, — -ming, — -tse, — -tze, Yau,

^
145 f., 412

Yasovarman, 407
^ avanaliya, Yavananiya, 338
Yazidi, Yazidivah; see Yezidi
Ybo (Tribe); see Ibo
\ ebu (Tribe), 29
ehimilk ( Yekhimilk) inscription, 212 ff.

Yemen, 223, 225
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Yenissei inscriptions; see Kdk Turki
Yerragudi, 338 f.

Yezidi cryptic script, 296 ff., 568
Yezo Island, 29
Yiddish, 266
Yiu; see Yao
Yok script, 406 f.

Yorkshire, 511
Yoruba, 30, 563
Yii (Tablet), 104 f.

Yuan dynasty, 355
Yiian-Laotian script, 415
Yucatan, 121 f.

Yukaghirs (Tribe), 35
Yiin fu, no
Yiin-nan (Province), 141 f., 185, 41 3>

415
^

Ytinnanese Shans; see Chinese Shans
Yii p’len, no
Yusuf ‘Ali, 300

Zabad, 271, 284
Zagreb

;
see Agram

Zakir, 255 f,

Zand, 308; see also Avesta
Zanzibari, 297
Zapotecs, 122 f., 126

Zaya Pandita (Lama), 319
Zedekiah, 340
Zend, Zendavesta, 308; see also Avesta
Zeniyah (

— spoken Coptic), 467
Zenjirli, 212, 254, 256
Zenobia, 277
Zoroastnan, 30X, 304, 308 f. ; see also

Avesta
Zumarraga, 121

Zyryans; see Syryans










